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PREFACE

IThe cockpit of each new generation of fighter aircraft is becoming more and more cluttered, and the workload imposed on
the ircew orear moe frmiable Hevy oad ofinfrmaionfrom the different airc, aft sensors must be assimilated and

managed iatienefiinmanrSeeepyilgclstresses are imposed by the environment of rapid onset, high
sustained-G-accelerations in which the aircraft operate.Such heavy demands may well limit the ability of agircrew to per~ forin
their required tasks. As a result, there is a compelling neud to obtain more objective measures ot the effects of such factors as
workload, fatigue, physiological stress, drugs and diseases on operator effectiveness in the. high stress environment of the futurc
cockpit, if performance is to he meaningfully assessed. A variety of new or upgraded techniques for studying the function of the
central nervous system (CNS) is now available; they may allow the objective assessment of aircrew in terms of selection,
performance, training and medical care. Many of these techniques rely on extracting and interpreting the electrical potentials
and magnetic fields that can be recorded fronm the brain with scalp sensors. The purpose of this Symposium was to examine the
value of these CNS measures in understanding human performance in individuals exposed tc the variety of stresses that are
associated with the aerospace environment.,

Experts from both civilian and~mWliaryinxtlfifiins were drawn together to address a broad spectrum of topics related to
the research avdsliaievfugd-of&ese electromagnetic measurements in aerospace operations. These include:

- Cmputer-aided dyn~amic brain imaging,, using the multi-electrode scalp recording of electrical potentials -

ccetro-ce-aor (M~--c~ý i'ae potentials (ERPs) - in combination with good signal enhancement
and feature extraction methodologies;

- the implications and expectations of recording multi-sensor brain magnetic fields in behavioural and clinical
research;

- the functional significance of using ERP components, such as P300 and CNV, and EEG events as indices of
cognition, workloal ask fatigue; --

- the application of physiological measures for indexing operator effectiveness during demanding aircraft and
simulator flight missions:

- the effects of acceleration on CNS activity, and its use in the assessment of human performance;

- the changes in EEG and ERP patterns to CNS-modifying drugs, and their implication to brain status;

- the relationship between abnormal EEGs and aircraft incidents/accidents; and

-the "neurometric" approach to diagnosing disease states.

The issues dealt with in this Symposium are broad and complex, and are often of a tentative nature. They reflect that therm
is a continuing need for further research into the relations~'w hctween CNS electromagnetic activity, and behaviour and clinical
diagnoses. The fact that this is a growing field in the brain sciences with direct application to aerospace medicine should
re,,:ommend these Proceedings to those irivolved in the health care of aircrew.

RESUME

Les postes de pilotage des nouvelles g~n~ations d'avions dle chasse deviennent dle pius en plus enconibr~s et la charge de
travall imposde aux dquipages ne cesse de s'accroitre. Les quantit~s Olevdes d'informations trsnsmises au pilote par les
diff~rents capteurs embarqu~s doivent 6trc assimil~es ct exploit~es de fagon rapide ct efficace. L'etnvironnement op~rationnel
des chasseurs, qui cst caractdris6 par des forces d'acc~l~ration 6iev~es et soutenues, appliqu~cs de faqon brusque, impise un
stress physiologique intense au pilote. Dans de telles conditions, la capacit6 de 1l6quipage It accomplir les tfiches qui lui sont
allou~es se trouve souvent limitde. Par consequent, toute evaluation valable dle 1lefficacitd op~rationzielle des pilotes passe
n~cessairement par I 'obtention de mesures plus objectisves des effets de cortains facteurs, tels que: Ia charge de travail, la fatigue,
le stress physiologique, let drogues et les maladies infectieuses sur 1'effiracit6 de l'op~rateur, dans l'environnement A haut
niveau de stress que repr~sente le poste de pilotage futur. Le corps m~dical dispose dun large dventail de techniques, nouvelles
ou amdlior~es, pour N'tude du syst~me nerveux central; dells devraicnt permiettre on m6valuation objective de 1'6quipagc du
point de vuc la selection, des performances, de la formation et des soins m~dicaux. Bon nombre de ecs techniques Ont pour
principe le captage et l'analyse des potentiels dlectriques et des champs magn~tiques do cerveau, enrcgistr~s A l'aide de capteurs
crAniens. !.'objet do symposium 6tait d'6tudier l'int&rýt de ces mesures pour ]a comprehension des actions huntaines chez des
individus sournds A diff~rents types de stress lH6 A 1'cnv~ronnement adrospatial.

Le symposium a r~uni des expert,; de diffdrents organismes civils et nsilitaires dans le but d'dtudier toute oine gammc de
sujets lis & is recherche ci A l'exploitation dle ces mesur.ca dlectroioapiiviques par des ntddecinis dans le contexte adrospatial. 4
savoir:

-l'imagerie dynamiquG do cerveau assistde par ordinsteur, avec Iconregistrement des potentiels dlectriques A l'aide dle
capteurs crAniens b multi-6lectrodes, des dlectrocnicdphalogrammes (EEG) et des potentiels lies A des 6vdneinnts
(ERP) associds A des mdthodologies performantcs d'anidlioration de la qualit6d 'u .. gned et dextrapolation d"s
caracteristiqucs.



- les cons&quences possibics et les rdsulats attendus de l'enregistrement des chomps magnitiquem; du cervcat. h l'aide
de capteurs crfiniens dans le domaine de Ia recherche midicale et des sciences du comportement.

- l'intdr6t pratique de 1'eniploi de composwnts ERP tels que le P300 et la variation contingente negative (CNV1) ainsi
que des &v6nements EEG, comine des indicateurs de la cognition, de la charge de travail et de la fatigue.

- I'app~lcation des mesures physiologiques A la ditermin'ttion de I'efficacitd de I'op~rateur lors des mission adrienrics
r&Ifles ou simul~cs, de nature stressante.

- I'incidence des accdlrations sur I'activit6 du systime nerveux central (CNV) et son emploi iventuel pour
Y'dvaluation des actions humaines.

- l'volution des traces EEG et FRP en fonetion de l'absorption de drogues ayant pour effet de modifier ie CNS, et
Icur incidence sur I'tat de I'activiti cdrdbrale.

- le rapport entre les EEG anormaux et les accidents/incidents d'avion.

Les questions exanin.~s lora do symposium couvrent un vaere domaine; elles sont complexes et reverent souvent un
caracti~re experimental. Elles tdmoignent du besoin permanent de rechierche en ce qui concemne le rapport qui cxiste entre
I'activiI6 6lectromagndtique, le contpurtensent des sujets et le diagnostic rnddical. Le prdsent comptc-rendu de symposium cr5 le
reflet d'une activitd croissante de recherche dens un steteur des neuro-sciences qui trouve des applications directes dens Ics
techniques de la medecine adrospatiale, et devrait, par consdquent, intdresser to05 ceux qui sont resposables des soins
medicaux dispensds aux 6quipages.
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TECHNICAL EVALUATION REPORT

by

Jack P. Landolt
Biosciences Division

Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine
Downsview, Ontario, Canada M3M 3B9

1. INTR.ODUCTION

The Aerospace Medical Panel held a symposium on "Electric and Magnetic Activity of the Central
Nervous Syatem: Research and Clinical Applications in Aerospace Medicine" at the Nye Sentrum Hotell in
Trondheim, Norway from May 25 to 29, 1987. Thirty-seven papers and an invited Keynote .ddreas were given
by authors from ten NATO countries.

2. TEMEU

At its 41,t Business Meeting, the Aerospace Medical Panel decided that several proposals for
symposia submitted by the four Panel Committees (Behavioural Sciences, Biodynamics, Special Clinical and
Physiological Problems, and Special Senses) should be combined and integrated into a proposal for one
symposium. Its theme was to be a review of the modern techniques, both nouroelectric and neuromagnetic,
which can be used for assessing the function of the central nervous system (CNS), both at rest and in the
military aviation environment. The increasingly heevy phyaiological and cognitive demands that will be
imposed by new and future high performance combat aircraft may well limit aircrew effectiveness. Thus,
the ability to obtain objective measurements of the function and state of the CNS under a variety of
physical and mental streaser, and the correct interpretation of these measurements could well provide a
basis from which operator effectiveness during combined stresres can be quantified and assessed. Research
and clinical papers were selected which addressed the value of measurements of electromagnetic activity of
the CNS as indices of task performance and cognition in aircrew exposed to the stresses of the ýailitary
aviation environment, and in the selection and medical care of aircrew.

3. PURPOSE AND 8OO?

In recent years, a variety of new techniques for studying CNS function have become available. The
development of methods for studying a variety of evoked (EPs) or event-related potentials (ERPs), the new
technique of magnetoencephalography as well as improvements in the analysis sod understanding of the
electroencephalogsam (EEG) offer considerable promiee for evaluating the human co,,dition and ptriormance
in a variety of special environments. The application of modern computer-aided analytical methods to the
information obtained by these techniques can provide objective measurements of the effects of different
factors on CNS function. The purpose of the symposium was to review these techniques and to discuss the
potential value of such CNS measurements in assessing the performance and abilities of individuals exposed
to the stresses of modern military aviation environments.

The scope of the symposium was broad, covering important interests in most of the current research
thrusts in aerospace medicine; viz., the behaviocral sciences, biodynamics the special senses, physiology
and clinical research. The electric and magnetic activity of the CNS was first discussed in terms of
signal extraction, enhancement, ana display techniques. Topics discussed under research and clinical
applications included the effects of factors such as workload. 'atipue, and physiological stress on CNS
activity; the relatiorship between such CNS activity and cognition and performance; and the use of
specific neurophysiological indices of the electromagnetic activity in the assessment of CNS disorders,
the effects of drugs and other metabolic substances, G-induced loss of consciousness (G-LOC) and other
accelerative effects, and sensory function. The participants included military and civilian experts in
experimental psychology, the neurosciences, neuropsychiatry and psychopathology, research clinicians,
vision scientists, car specialists, human factors anc biomedical engineers, physicists, statisticians,
mathematicians, and defence research scientists. Presentations were drawn from defence and civilian
institutes of aviation and environsental medicine, medical centres, brain research institutes,
universities, and technical institutions.

4. SYTPOSIUM PDOGLAM

The symposium consisted of a Keynote Address and six scientific sessions which addressed a
continuum of topics, starting with state-of-the-art techniq~:es for extracting CNS electromagnetic
activity, continuing on with discussions on specific neurophysiological indices for assessing normal and
abnormal brain function, and closing 'with a series of papers that considered the applicability of these
measurements in both research and clinical aerospace medicine.

The Keynote Address provided a brief overview of new trends in exploring CNS electromagnetic
activity in tarms of research, instrumentation, and application. The major part of the Keynote Address
related to the development and use of multi-channel magnetometers as a tioi in cognitive neuroscience
research.

The first session of six papers, Brain Function Monitoring: Signal Extraction Techniques,
emphasised the importance of conducting proper EEG recording techniques in combination with good
computer-aided analysis. The focus was on multi-electrode scalp recording, dynamic topographic and other
colour displays of brain activity, &id signal enhancement and feature extraction methodLlogiei..

The five papers that made up the second session, Neuromagnetic Activity: Tecli~nIues I
Applications, addressed the topic of magnetoencephalography, one of the most promising new techniques for
the non-invasive study of brain function. The session focused on multi-sensor instrumentation and dipole

source localisation.
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Session III, Cognition, Workload and Fatigue: Neurophysiological Indices - Research
Con31derations, explored the usefulness of some psychophysiological electromagnetic measures in the
assessment of cognitive workload, fatigue and reaction time4. Seven papers were included in the session.

The five papers of the fourth session, Cognition, Workload And Fatigue: Neurophysiological Indices
- Human Perfocmance Assessment, discussed the application of psych.-hysiological measures of CNS activity
in quantifying performance and fatigue in operational scenarios. rhe emphasis was on the value of such
measures in assessing performance during airborne and simulator missions, and for the selection of
aircrew.

Session V, Neuroelectric Activity: Studies on the Effects of Acceleration, consisted of five
papers that dealt with the use of EEG's and evoked responses to detect and/or assess a variety of
accelerative effects. The focus was on the use of indiced of this CNS activity for determining G-LOC and
other associative effects of high-G forces, and in studying injury thresholds during linear impact
accelerations. The session concluded with two papers that described the nature and utility of the
vestibular evoked potential.

The sixth session, Neuroelectric Activity: Research and Clinical Applications, was made up of
eight papers. Three papers discussed the effects of drugs on cerebral activity; two demonstrated a
correlation between abnormal EEGs and aircraft acci'ients; one described the use of auditory evoked
responses in assessing fatigue in aircrew; one described the concomitant EEG changes that are associated
with prolonged low blood glucose levels; and one described a clinical technique using the visual evoked
response to detect optic nerve lesions.

5. TCZ•NICAL VALUATION

(For quick reference, some fundamental terms, definitions and concepts that are pertinent to this
technical evaluation and/or the papers and discussions in these Proceedings, are provided in the APPENDIX
to this report.)

5.1 Brain Function Monitoring: Signal Extraction Techniques

Improvements in the analysis, understanding, and presentation of the EEG to various stressors form
the body of work in Paper #1 (Itil). The authors have developed a microprocessor-based system which
records end analyzes EEG data on-line in real time from 19 electrodes simultaneously. The software has
been designed to support both clinical analysis and research use. For basic clinical analysis, it allows
frequency analysis of the EEG for each 2.5-, 5-, 10-, and 20-second epoch, from which the percentages of
delta, theta, alpha and beta activities are determined and updated in real time. EEG amplitude and
frequency averages are also obtained. A high-resolution colour monitor, on which up to 27 different types
of topographic dynamic brain "maps" can be displayed, is used to study brain function. Such maps are
particularly useful for simultaneously studying the clinically relevant features at each electrode site of
the activities in one or more of the four fundamental frequency bands. Artifact rejection routines are

also included in the software. Power spectral and period analyses make up the software for research
purposes. Thiough a series of colour montages, the authors demonstrate the utility of the system for
studying EEG activity under different psychological and drug conditions.

The second paper (Gevins), describes a sophisticated "neurocognitive pattern analysis system" that
was developed in the authors' EEG Systems Laboratory in Sen Fransico in order to analyze and display the
spatiotemporal brain state changes which occur during the performance of complex behavioutal tasks. The
current (fourth-generation) version records up to 64 channels of brain wave activtty and processes them by
means of a series of "expert knowledge" subsystems which employ operator feedback to enhance hypothesis
testing. A novel feature of the system is an automated classifier-directed artifact rejection subsystem.
It consists of five parallel detectors which are employed to distinguish between "clean" and five
different types of contaninated data. The system utilizes the Laplacian spatial transform operator, a
signal enhancement technique that corrects for the volume conduction distortion resulting from electrical
potential transmission trom the brain to the scalp surface. Single-trial brain wave activity is
quantified by determining the crosacovariances for the different signal lag times between different
electrode pairs. The functional interdependencies of the neural networks subserved by the different
electrode sites are established when there is waveform congruence; i.e., when the associated
crosscovariance is at its maximum value. The results are displayed on a graphics screen in colour as
scalp distributions in three-dimensional perspectives. The system has been used to assess human
performance during high-workload (Paper #22) and visuomotor-judgement (Paper #2)) tasks. To establish
plausible dipole brain sources, the authors intend to combine the results obtained from the joint analysis
of event-related electric and magnetic activities, and relate them to anatomical data derived from the
subject's brain structures as imaged by the technique of nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR).

Electroencephslographers differ in their ability to assess neurological disorders from visual
inspection of the EEG. The authors of the third paper (John) have developed methods, called
"neurometrics", which they feet not only increase the likelihood of identifying clinical neurological
disorders but can also be used in assessing cognitive impairments and psychiatric disorders from the EEG.
Neurometrics entails the computerized extraction of some 1200 neurophysiological features from
artifact-free brain activity, After multivariate statistical analysis, the diagnostically-significant
observations are presented topographically as colour-coded displays suitable for ease of clinical
interpretation. Data from over 750 subjects between 6 and 90 years, who underwent extensive psychiatric
and neurological examinations, make up the normative data base against which diagnostic comparisons are to
be made. Features such as absolute and relative power, coherence, and symmetry of activity in delta,
theta, alpha and beta bands were among those determined for each of 19 electrodes positioned according to
the 10 - 20 International Electrode Placement System. The features from the normative data were first
transforxed mathematically to correct for skewness And enable Gaussian-distribution significance testing
to be done. The neurometric features were then described by a series of normative regression equations
across the age span from 6 to 90 years that -ere culture-fair and independent of ethnic backgcound. These
equations detected few abnormal values in healthy individuals. A high pruportion of abnormal values were
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found in patients with neurological, psychiatric and cognitive disorders. These equations were augmented
by cluster-analysis methods to improve the discriminast classification of brain dysfunction. The authors
demonstrate the applicability of the technique for differentiating between patients with different brain
cerebrovascular incidents and/or psychiatric disorders.

The authors of Papers #4 (Wright) and #5 (Bachet), described methods for detecting non-station-

arnties in EEG epochs. The paper by Wright and her colleagues evaluated several methods for identifying
non-stationarities associated with three levels of arousal: alert wakefulness, drowsy sleep and a
transitional state between alertness and drowsiness. By their very nature, these three states are of
variable length; therefore, the techniques adopted were chosen for their ability to correctly assess the
state of drowsiness under such conditions. The methods employed included: (a) an evolutionary power
spectrum (which determines the instantaneous local power-frequency distribution), (b) autoregressive
modelling, and (c) the autocorrelatlon function. For comparative purposes, these EEG epochs were also
analyzed by methods that relied on fixed-length data as follows: (a) Fourier analysis, (b) Hjorth's
descriptors (which measure mean power, mean frequency, and waveshape deviation from a siniusoid), and
zero-crossing analysis. The method based on the evolutionary power spectrum was the most effective one
for detecting non-stationarities in the EEG. This method was able to distinguish the high frequency
components superimposed on the low frequency activity that is characteristic of these transition states.
Fixed-length methods tended to underestimate periods of continuous alpha (alertness) or theta (drowsiness)
activity. The authors contend that methods of analysis which employ variable-length epochs may be useful
in detecting short EEG periods that are associated with changes in the state of alertprss in tasks
requiring vigilance. The paper by Bachen describes a statistical technique for enhancing the detection of
evoked responses in the EEG. Since the accepted method of ensemble averaging may not suffTciently enhance
the presence of the evoked response over that of the background "noise" (the EEG) in certain clinical
situations, the author recommends supplementing it. The method involves comparing the phase angles of the
Fourier-transformed postatimulus activity with those in the EEG spectrum. In the abse.:ce of evoked

activity, the ph'ase angles are assumed to be uniformly distributed (the mill hypothesis); for evoked
acrivity, a nonuniform distribution results. The problem is reduced to testing the null-hypothesis
asaumption of uniformity by usink a Kolmogorov-Smirnov type of statistic. The technique is quite
sensitive and has clinical diagnostic value for detecting the presence or absence of evokod activity in
certain critical situations; e.g., in diagnosing suspected cases of "brain death".

The final paper of the session (#6, Regan) describes a new steady-state EP technique that shows

great promise as a clinical tool for "dissecting" sensory nerve pathways in specialized areas of the
brain. Using novel Fast Fourier Transform (FF1) techniques, the method entails measuring the nonlinear
interactions that occur in an EP waveform when -wo sensory stimuli are presented at the same time. For
example, when a subject views a sinowave grating that is counterphase-moduIsted at F1 Hz and superimposed
on a second grating eounterphase-modulated at P2 Hz, the EF frequency components are comprised of discrete
spikes of less than 0,004 Hz bandwidth, which appear at frequencies of (nFl + mF2) Hz (nm - 0,1,...).
The method rests on the premise that such nonlinear interactions can only occur if the neurons generating
the EP respond to both stimuli at the same time; i.e., for whatever reason, the brain must be "tuned" to
see both stimuli at once. The method may lend itself to mapping specialized brain areas that respond to
both Individual and combined visual, auditory and somatosensory stimuli, for both normal and pathological
conditions. Brain areas in which such information processing would be important are those areas that
respond asymmetrically to certain stimuli; e.g., to changes in contrast, motion or pitch. The difficult
problem of locating and identifying EP source generators may be. aided by combining a method such as this
with evoked neuromagnetic methods, and imaging techniques such as positron emission tomography (PET) or
NMR.

5.2 Neuromagnetic Antivi . Techniques and Applications

Neuromagnetich, the study of the magnetic activity of the nervous system, is a relatively new
science. The application of this technology shows great promise as a clinical diagnostic tool for
investigating brain physiology and pathology, and in cognitive research for studying human performance
during stress. The introduction of the nryogenic sensor, the Superconducting Quantum Interferencc Device
(SQUID) into neuromagneýic methodology has enabled the measurement of very weak fields, that aee several

orders of magnitude less than Earth's magnetic field, in good noise rejection environments. Much current
work has used SQUID technology for modelling the sources or generators of brain magnetic activity that are
associated with the cognitive and physiological processing of specific sensory stim, 'i; and this is
reflected in some of the papers presented at this Symposium (Kaufman [Keynote Addresr] and Hcke [1l] to

auditory stimuli; Weinberg [12J to separate and combined auditory and tactile stimuli; and Weinberg [#13]
to visual stimuli). .,lthough much current and past work was associated with shalluw brain sources such as

those in the cerebral cortex, there are practical reas,'ns for believing that thb neuromagnetic activity
from deep brain and brain stem sources can also be mapped as equivalent current dipole sources.

The mapping of neuromagnetic fields of the brain haa been done mainly with a single sensor which
must be moved many times over the head in order to obtain a complete localization of each dipole source in

the brain. Of course, a single sensor channel is useless when there is a need to simultaneously measure
the magnetic activity of many equivalent dipole sources in the brain. Efforts are now underway to use
multiple sensors for source localization of these magnetic field generators. Kaufman described isofield
contour maps obtained from the auditory cortax to selective attention using a 5-channel system that was
recently constructed for the Neuromagnetism Laboratory at New York University. Romani (Paper #7)

discussed the instrumentas problems of recording with 100 magnetic sensors which, unlike NE imaging,
should provide three-diimensional, real-time brain function imaging.

Chapman end him colleagues (Paper #10), and others have argued the case for combining both aeectric
and salgnetic recording in brain function studies. Each method contributes different and unique
Information. The magnetoencephalogrsam (EG) Is a non-invasive technique requiring sensors that do not
touch the head. Traditionally, the spatial resolution of the EEG has been poor, since the electrical
potentials that are recorded on the scalp are modified by the different resistivitles of the hard and soft
tissues of the head, However, there are now available Laplecian "deblurring" techniques which are used to
improve the estimation of source localization of EEG equivalart current dipoles (e.g., see Govins - Paper
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#2). MEG generators, of course. are not affected by the different resistivitiea of the head;
consequently, the magnetic field flux does not need to be recorded relative to a reference levaA as is the
cmase with ERG. (where reference levels of "linked" ears, nwse, atL. are routinely used). This ability to
provide a real baseline level of neurom~agnetic activity is a decided advantage over EEG methode when a
stable and indifferent reference is required.

Weinberg and his colleagues used both EEG and MEG measurements to locate dipole sources in the
brain (Papers 012 & 013). In the first of these papers (#12), the authnys make a strong case for a 40-Hr
resaonanc response to the interaction of independent auditory and tactile sensory stimulation in
thala•mocortical sites. In their second paper, EEG and MEG measurements were used to identify the
properties of cortical generators for binocular vision. The next step in this particular study is to
assess how factors such as fatigue and other etressoro bteak down stereoptic performance well before there
are other tangible signs of the effects of etress on performance.

Two papers scheduled for this session in the Symposium were not presorted. These were Paper No. •,
which was to adddress MEG measurements of deep sources in the brain, and Paper No. 9, which was to
discuss the effect of visual stimulus complexity on the distribution of visual evoked eomngnetIL
fields.

5.3 Cognition, Workload and Fatigge: Neuroohvsiological Indices - Research Considerations

P300 is an ERP, the amplitude of which reflects cognitive attentional demands to task-relevant,
rare-event stimuli. The functional sig:.ificance of P300 as an index of mental workload is the topic of
the paper by Kramer and his colleagues (Paper #14). The authors applied the P300 technique to two
operational problems: (a) the assessment of pilot workload during flight missions in a fixed-base flight
simulator for single- and dual-task ERP paradigor; and (b) as a "biocybernetic" comunications link
between man and machine. Preliminary results from the pilot workload experiment, strongly suggest that
P300 amplitude can he used to distinguish between single and dual tasks, and between two versions of the
flight mission. If P300 is truly sensitive to such cognitive demands, then it may well serve as a
neurophysiological index to complement some of the less rigorous techniques that are now being utilized as
subjective and performance-based measures for assessing workload. The results of the experiment in which
P300 amplitude was used as a comaunications channel are more clear-cut. The authors constructed a
paradigm which signaled a P300 response whenever an item in an array of items was being actively
processed. P

3 00
s were not evoked by unattended items. The experiment demonstrated that P300 amplitude

could be employed as an effective binary switch to toggle a choice reaction according to operator
demands. The method may have applicability in constructing a biocybernetic communications channel for
motor-nerve-impaired patients.

Paper No. 15 was to discuss some data which shoved that different subcomponents of the P300 complex
index (through amplitude and/or latency changes) different aspects of learning, but it was withdrawn from
the Symposium.

The authors of the sixteenth paper (Fovyler) make a cane for P300 latency as a measure of the

effects of hypoxia on cognitive performance. Hypoxia increased both the behavioural (reaction time) and
the electrophysiological (P300 latency) manifestations of performance in a dose-related manner. In
contrast, the P300 amplitude was not influenced by the hypoxic conditions.

In an excellent theoretical paper, Gaillard (#17) outlined th. differences between exogenous and

endogenous ERPs, and discussed the use of endogenous components to study psychological information
processing. Exogenous components are directly related to the stimulus; they are depend~nt on the physical
characteristics of the stimulus (e.g., pitch, colour, duration, and intensity) and the state of the
organism. They are reflected reliably in the peaks and troughs of the waveform. The whole waveform is
rather fixed and predictable in amplitude, latency, and topographical distribution. Endogenous
cumponeits, however, may be induced by the stimulus or even in the absence of a stimulus. They are
related to psychological processes and, as such, depend on task demands and the instructions given to the
subject. Most importantly, there ia a large variability In the form, latency, and topographical
distribution of these components. Since exogenous components remain fixed between experisental condItinns
for the ameo task, endogenous components can be obtained by subtracting ERP waveforms from each other.
Oal~lard's central thesis is that the endogenous nomponents can only be used as indices of cognition and
wo~kioad after their psychological significance has been established. He argues for a better d1finition
of what entnils an endoget.us component. He further reflected on the ambiguity eaongst investigators
regarding the way their measurements have been taken. Apparently, there appear to be as many components
as there are paradimse, and as many paradigms an thtre are investigators. He argues for strict rules for
establishing # taxonomy of tasks in order to make it possible to use ERP techniques as urobtrusive

measures c-f cognitive processing.
The gist of the eighteenth paper (Stern) is that workload and attention can be effectively

evaluated using the ph-niological measures of ERP, heart rate and eyc blink activity. The experimental

paradigm used wvi a variant of the Sternborg memory-scanning task in which CUE, MEMORY, and TEST demands
were asked c. •the subjects. A CUE (alerting) stimulus is first presented which provides information on
the na%.ure of en ,pcoming set of items that are to be committed to memory. TIe MEMORY stimulus, which
usually consists of a set of letters follows. The final stimulus, the TERT set, is a member of the MEMORY
sut in oe.e-half the trials. For fixed times during the CUE end MEMORY task intervals, a "probe" stimulus
-- 6 diffuse *ight flash that is irrelevant to the assigned task - was introduced and the ERP changes
noted. Ihe "Task-FRPe" are differonially affected by information storage and retrieval requirements: the
P300 amplitude increased with increasing storage demands, and decreased with an increasing demand for
informatior retrieval. "Probe-ERPs" are exogenous (or early) components that appear to index selective
attention Heart rate changes are related to both expectancy and took difficulty. Eye blink activity
monitors b-:th attention and difficulty in processing information. This study shows that, taken together,
these three physiological measures index complementary combinations of cognitive activity. EEG, heart
rate and eye blink activity are used to examine pilot performance during airborne and simulated fighter
missfoni in Paper #23 (Skelly). Such an approach should dispel some of the criticisms that have been
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levelled at the individual use of these components for studying cognitive workload.

The author of Paper 019 (Abraham) quite simply asks whether or not the amplitude of the contingent
negative variation (CNV) - an ERP romponent - can be used to predict demanding tosk ability? Abraham
reased this question when he noted the dubious flndingn in CiVe in controlled eperaiments with subjects
firing the shoulder-mounted surface-to-air missile launcher "Blowpipe". The literature had indicated that
the firing of this weapon would not bp unlike a CNV-generating situation. Increased CHV amplitudes are
associated with timely, ordered, end attentive responses; whereas, decreased CNV amplitudes are related to
distractive and disordered mental functioning. His ourprising findings that poor performance in Blowpipe
operation was associated wLh either high or low CNV amplitude led him to conclude that personnel should
be selected on the basis of job performance and not on the basis of CNV. Perhaps, there is merit in this
message for otttsr instances in which such performance measurements are to be used.

Papers #20 and #21 (Pigeeu) describe the succecsful use of KEG measures to index different
cognitive processes. The first paper (020) addresses two research issues. Firstly, the hypothesis is
advanced that individual differences in producing endogenous alpha activity account for the EEG
hemispheric saymmetries that are observed during cognitive tasks which kresumabl induce such
asysmetries in the first place. Results indicated that this was the case. Subjects ranked as low alpha
generators (according to their eyes-closed ability to generate endogenous alpha activity) did not cxhibit
such EEC asymetries; whereas, middle and high alpha generators demonstrated a definite relationship.
Secondly, it was established that frontal theat activity indexes attentional demands. The second paper
(021) describes some novel methods timing ERG measures to index "drowsiness" as an indicator of xantal
fatigue in sleep deprivation. Drowsiness in terms of a so-called EEG Drowsiness Index was determined
during a 4 minute eyes-closed relaxation period which was embedded once every hour in a multi-hour sleep
deprivation experiment. (The Drowsiness Index takes into account the fact that alpha activity is reduced,
end therta nd delta activities are increased during transition from the awake stage to Stags I alcep.) A
second metric, the autoFlT (analogous to autoregressive smoothing in the time domain), was used to provide
three-dimensional time/frequency plots of the EEG characteristics during sleep onset. (The autoFFT
entailed performing Past Fourier Transforms to "windows" of data that are successively lagged in the
time-domain sense.) The EEG methods described in the study appear to be quite sensitive indicators of
mental fatigue as indexed by drowsiness. These two studies demonstrate the fact that tightly-controlled
experimentation combined with the Judicious processing of ERG activity is a necessary requirement if
cognitive processes are to be reliably indexed.

5.4 Cognition, Workload and Fatigue: Neurophysiological Indices - Human Performance Assessments

The physiological significance of EEG, heart rate and eye measurements (blink frequency and
duration) as unobtrusive end continuous measures of pilot performance was discussed by Skelly and her
associates (Paper #23). At the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratories in Ohio, using these
measures, they undertook the difficult task of recording pilot responses to comparabie 90-minute A-7
aircraft and simulator training missions. A battle area interdiction mission consisting of takeoff,
fast-flight, high-C manoeuvres, weapons delivery, threat evasion, low-level navigation, and landing was
selected in order to study the effects of cognitive demands on human performance in an operational
environment. The authors concluded that all physiological measures used in the study provided meaningful
information on pilot workload. The EEG data discriminated quite well the changes in workload that were
specific to each of the different mission demands. It was suggested that EEG changes appear to index
overall workload; i.e., they reflect on both cognitive and physical demands. The EEG and eye blink
duration are more sensitive to C-stress than is heart rate. Heart rote and EEG discriminated well between
airborne and simulator missions, reflcting vn the greater attentional demands imposed by a real-flight
environment. Eye blink duration semas to be a sensitive iadicator of attentional demands with eye blink
durations decreasing as tental workload increases and vice versa. Blink r:ate data were difficult to
interpret.

The attempt to relate ERPs and slow potentia.s to varying levels of mental workload while
perforaing visual tracking tasks is the subject of Paper #24 by McCallum and his colleagues from the
Burden Neurological 1:'etitute in Bristol. The authors contend that, although the CNV amplitude is usually
associated with task-involved preparatnry phenomena, it has been Investigate-1 oniy for short preparatory
intervals, lasting at most for a few seconds. They argue convincingly that compdrable negative slow
potential shifts may extend over considerably longer periods for longer-duratirn tasks, thereby reflecting
a continuum of different mental processes at work. Experiments were conducted in which the level of
difficulty of the visual tracking task was varied in a systeeltic way. In some experiments, a secondary
tesk was introduced in order to study further the relationship of cerebral processing to workload. The
results indicated that such slow potentials extend over tans of seconds, that they are rob-lst and
consistent, and that they are CNV-like in their preparatory character, but that they also Index the level
of workload. Thar, was an increased negative shift in slow potential when the secondary task was added to
the primary task, thereby reflecting the sensitivity of this potential to increasing task demands. The
authors further conjectured that a reduction In amplitude of the late ERP components during tracking
(c)mpared to control values) after the secondary task was added constitutLd an example of resource
reciprocity (i.e., a drop in amplitude as resources are withdrawu and an increased amplitude as additional

resources are deployed to meet increasing demands). In the authors' opinion, these negative slow
potential shifts may be strongly associated with focal awareness; i.e., high-demand cerebral processing at
the most conscious level.

Paper No. 25 (Gevins) is a discourse on the diccovery that "preparatory sets", consisting of
specific GlIS electrical activity patterns, precede accurate visuomotor tasks. Using an expanded scalp
electrode system, on right-handed males, the authors compared signal-enhanced brain electrical patterns
associated with the preparation and execution of precise right- and left-handed finger actions in response
to numerical visual stimuli. Significantly, when comparing similarities in wave shape (covariance pattern
of the CIV), the precursory electrical patterns in individuals performing accurate visuomotor tasks were
substantially different from those performing inaccurate ones. At least three distinct CNV components
were found to be involved in the preparatory sets preceding accurate visuomotor performance: a cognitive
component from the left frontal cortex, that is hand-invariant; a hand-specific parieto-central
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someethetic-motor component; and an integrative motor component froc the midline and antero-central sites

for left-handed actions. Degraded or inappropriate preparatory met* were associated with inaccurate
performances. There were relatively weaker and fewer CNV covariancea preceding inaccurate right-handed
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performances than there were In the comparable left-handed conditions. Moreover, the left-handed
inaccuracesR were characterized by strong, complex and widely distributed CHV patterns, suggesting that
Inaccurate performances by the non-dominauL hand of strongly right-handed subjects may result from
disordered preparatory noet. Similar wtudigo on left-handed and ambidextrous subject* may clarify the

importance of the dominant hand in performing complex vieuonotor tasks. It it possible that consideration
of hand-dominance my be required in the design of future aircraft and weapon control systems, and even in
the selection of eircrew candidates, if maximum performance is to be achieved.

Investigators from the REG Systems Laboratory, In collaboration with those in other US medical
research laboratories, have used event-ralated covariances of EEG data to assese cognitive and
perceptuomotor functions in US Air Force pilots during conditions of full alert, incipient fatigue end
full fatigue (Cavin@, Paper #22). Preliminary results would seem to indicate that the exogenous stages of
visual processing during perceptuonotor tasks are relatively unaffected by fatigue. However, neural
systems associated with higher cognitive functions much as working memory rehearsals, preparation, end
motor inhibition are selectively compromised, even during the incipient stages of fatigue. The method
shows promise for predicting signs of impaired or degraded cognition well before it becomes obvious from
performar:e. Such results, should they stand up under further scrutiny, would have clear implications in
the selection of porsonnel for employment in high stress situations that require both mental work and
automated percaptuomotor activity, ts is the case with air traffic controllers.

Paper #26 (Stanny) focuses on some preliminary considerations for using sensory evoked components
in the evaluation and selection of navel personnel for aviation duty. The authors felt that the early
results were encouraging; however, it was pointed out in the ensuing discussion that the method employed
was too loose, and unlikel) to reflect on the cognitive requirements for aircrew duty. It was further
auggested that attention should be focussed on the late components and slow potentials; and it should be
determined how these interact with task variables that relate more strictly to on-job performance (e.g.,
such as those in Paper #24 - McCallum).

5.5 Neuroeiectric Activity: Studies on the Effects of Acceleration

Paper #27, which was to discuss the use of ERPs to stimuli in non-volitional "cognitive" paradigms
with patients in the early stages of recovery from traumatic heed injury, was not presented at the
Symposium.

Paper #28 (Matson) reports one aspect of a number of tests In a continuing program at the Naval
Blodynamics Laboratory, in New Orleans, to ion'estigate impairment and injury thresholds for exposure to -X
direction acceleration with the head unrestrained in primates. Neurophysiological impairment due to
impact in rhesus macaques was objectively measured through changes in latency of components of the somato-
sensory evoked potential (SEP). The SEP is a characteristic response measured at the cerebral cortex
after stimulation of sensory nerve tracts in the spinal cord, The authvra show that both slow and fast
components of the SEP Lre delayed after impacts above 56 G, which is well below the threshold (82 G) for
visible injury for similar -X impacts in this animal. These results indicate: 's) that stress on the
occipital--cervical, junction determines the lowest threshold of sensory performance impairment -in this
animal in this particular impact environment, and (b) that the SEP method can be used to assess potential
impairment as a result of non-injurious impact exposure in humans. (This avenue has been pursued at the
authors' laboratory already.) The results described in this paper should be complemented by those of an
analysis of the head-neck kinematit data from the same tests, which would determine the deformations of
the critical tissues of the brain stem which accompany the SEP latency changes. These data would allow
comparisons with the results obtained from humans in order to determine whether or not there are size-
independent strain thresholds for functional impairment of neural tissue at this level. Such thresholds,
if they existed, could be used to define the limits on human head motions during impact which would not
impair perception and cognition. This would have obvious value in the design of protective systems.

The authors of Paper #29 (Lewis) set out to assess the utility of the EEG as an indicator of state
of consciousness in subjects exposed to rapid onset (6 Cz/s), high-C centrifugation (+7 C-z). Their
preliminary results confirm earlier findings in the literature that there is a pronounced shift to
high-amplitude delta activity during unconsiousness. In the ensuing discussion, it was felt tnat the
prognosis for recording EEG and ERP data during centrifuge runs was good provided that appropriate steps
are taken to minimize the effects of artifacts.

Matched filtering is a technique by which a filter is designed to "match" :he signal in such a way
that the peak signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio is maximized. The authors of the thirtieth paper (Nelson) used
the technique in an attempt to enhance detection of the steady-state visual evoked response (MER) (signal)
in the EEG (background noise) as an objective measure for determining visual function degradation during
high +Cz acceleration runs in a human centrifuge. During exposure to progressively-higher C accelerations
in a centrifuge, subjects experience a progression of visual symptoms - starting with decreasing visual
sensitivity, then diminution of visual field, followed by peripheral (gray-out) and central (blackout)
light-losses before culminating ia a total loss of consciousness (G-LOC) as blood circulation to the eyes
and brain is compromised. The authors reasoned that real-time monitoring of the VER might provide a rapid
mans of detecting degradation of visual function (within three seconds of initiation) during high-C
centrifuge runs. (Experiments in the human centrifuge at the authors' Naval Air Development Center in
Pennsylvania had earlier shown that the VER progressively decreases with C, disappearing at blackout.) In
static experiments, matched filtering on appropriately-weighted data gave an S/N ratio improvement of
about 33 dB over that obtained from "raw" VERa. However, an additional improvement of 5 to 6 dB is
required before the technique can be considered as showing promise as a reliable measure of impending
G-LOC. The technique still needs to be improved, and its effectiveness as an end-point measure must be
evaluated against other methods (e.g., the peripheral-vision light bar) in dynamic centrifuge test
experiments. The technique may also have clinical applications as an enhanced means of monitoring evoked
responses during brain surgery.
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Paper #31 (Sterman) is a review of a very extensive on-going study which sets out to evaluate the
efficacy of using EKI maasures as Indices of pilot performance during laboratory-simulator and in-flight
task-related missions. In the experiments reported on, the EEG wae recorded by scalp electrodes according
to the 10-20 International Electrode Placement System from visual and sensorimotor cortical areas while
subjects were perfnraing visuomotor tasks associated with aircraft control. For the in-flight studies, a
portable EEG recording system wee devised, comprised of: (a) a customrmade flight helmet liner containing
scalp electrodes (appropriately-placed for the requisite cortical recording), miniature pre-amplifiers and
associated electrical cabling for connecting to flight-vest components; (b) a mash cranial cap for
covering the helmet-liner ensemble; (c) a pro-molded flight helmet; and (d) a opecially-designed flight
vest containing a data filter module, amplifier unit, miniature 4-channel FM tape recorder, and a battery
pack. In order to study the interplay between visual and sensorimotor cortical activity, a power spectral
analysis was conducted on the EEG, the spectral estimates were sorted into seven consecutive 4-He wide
frequency bends, and statistical comparisons were made on the processed data. Some preliminary results
based on two in-flight end two srmulator visuomotor performance experiments are characteristic and
consistent. During competent performance of the visuomotor task, there is a significant discrepancy in
the amount of 8 - 15 He activity between the left and right hemispheres in the sensorimotor cortex. The
activity was greater in the left hemisphere than in the right. This discrepancy was independent of hand
dominance and age of subject. It disappeared as flight-related performance degraded, and 4t did not occur
if the subject was not operating the controls. The temporal modulation of this activity also reflected
these changes. For high-G acceleration manoeuvres (4 - 5 0), power at frequencies below 8 Hz increased
significantly in a non-specific manner. However, if competent performance was manifested during such G
manoeuvres, then the left-hemispheric dominance of 8 - 15 Hz activity continued to be a feature of the
data. During the enseiing dticuwsion, it was suggested that these observations are typical of the
phenomenon of desynchronization, wherein there is increased beta activity concomitant with a decrease in
alpha activity (which can occur asymmetrically) during conditions that require the pilot to be alert. The
authors are contiauing to analyse the data.

Papers #32 (Wilson) and #33 (Fraser) describe the brain potentials that &re presumably evoked by
vestibular stimuli. In Paper 032, subjects were rotated into left- and right-side down positions from
seated-upright positions at a roll acceleration of about 45 degrees/s centred on an axis passing through
the nose. Such stimulation generates both semicircular-canal and otolithic neuronal activity, and,
possibly also, somatosensory evoked activity. The effects of three different levels of mild hypoxia on
the long-latency vestibular evoked response was addressed in Paper No. 33. The authors found an
appreciable reduction in vertex responses, compared to air control levels, with breathing gas mixtures
(1M.1 & 16.6 202) that provided the mildest hypoxic levels tested. However, for the most severely hypoxic
gas mixture (14.6 Z02), there was a reversal of effect, and no appreciable difference from air controls
was detected. An analogous biphasic response had been noted earlier in studies on standing steadiness,
and seri&l choice reaction times in subjects exposed to similar levels of mild hypoxia, By way of an
explanation, the authors suggest that mild hypoxia increases the rate of brain dopamine excretion, while
the higher hypoxic levels cause it to return to normal; thus, accounting for the biphasic response.

5.6 Neuroelectric Activity: Research and Clinical Applications

Papers #34 (Frausndorf) and #35 (Johnson) are attempts to classify drug action according to
VER-component projections in a factor space. The method entails observing the mode of drug action on the
VERs to multi-channel stimulation of the visual system; viz., the brightness (to full-field flash
stimuli), contrast (to checkerboard reversals), and colour (to colour changes) channels. Following a Fast
Fourier analysis of the digitized raw data, latency changes were measured from the delta, theta, alpha and
beta components to form coefficients of activation (latency decreases) and attenuation (latency

increases). These coefficients were used as variables in a factor analysis that employed a
varimax-rotation procedure to provide a set of principal factors appropriately oriented in space to beat
define a specific mode of drug action. (The varimax procedure entails rotating a set of principal factors
in a factor space in such a way that the amount of variance derived from each successive principal factor
is maximized. No more than three factors were required to account for most of the variances of the WERe
in these two studies.) The method, which has now been tried on five antidepressants, a nootropic drug and
three cardiovascular agents shows promise as a clinical tool, but work is required to prepare the results
in a manner comprehensive enough to aid in interpretation.

The Centre d'Etude et de Recherches de 14decine Agrospatiale (CERMA) in Parie is active in research
dealing with the pharmacological control of states of vigilance, in the context of maximizing the
operational value of combat arms personnel. As part of this research, a study was conducted on the
effects of three psychostimulant substances on brain electrical activity in the rhesus monkey by Legarde
and Milhaud (Paper #36) from CERMA. The prime objective of these experiments was to obtain a data base of
EEG properties and the changes caused by well-known psychostimulants at different dosages; and compare
them to the EEG modifications induced by experimental psychotropic drugs. The authors used the power
spectral density to analyze EEG d&ýa into different frequency bands for caffeine, d-amphetamine sulfate
and the experimental drug CRL 40476. In general, the results showed that caffeine caused a significant
increase in delta activity, some decrease in the theta and alpha bands, and variable decreases in the beta
bond. Amphetamine produced an increase in delta and alpha activities, relative stability with signs
towards an increase in theta activity, and a clear decrease in beta activity. CRL 40476 caused important
increases in delta activity, no changes in theta and alpha activity, and some decrease in the level of
beta activity. This work is not unlike that of Itil and his colleagues (Paper #1) who have much more
extensive data bases of the EEG profiles of both healthy subjects and patients to CNS-modifying drugs
which they use in deriving the therapeutic properties of experimental drugs. Of significance was the
finding by Itil's group that psychotropic drugr with equivalent therapeutic properties exhibit similar EEG
profiles, whereas therapeutically unequivalent properties produce different EEC effects.

A reduced tolerance to +Gz accelerations resulting from low blood sugar levels has been reported to
be responsible for several fatal aircraft accidents. The authors of the thirty-seventh paper (PorcO)
inveatigated the quantitative EEG changes that occurred in normal individuals who were made hypoglycemic
throligh the use of an artificial pancreas which employed a glucose clamp technique. Human insulin was
intravenously administered until a constant level of 43 mg% blood glucose was reached. The study showed
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that, with puch hypoglycemic levels, there is a slowing of alpha activity; in particular, in the frontal
brain regiono (cf. with Itil - Paper #1). Hyperventilation (which causes cerebral hypoxia due te
hypocapnia) in combination with the hypoglycemic state did not act synergistically with respect to BEG
changes. In fact, hyperventilation appeaze to counteract the slowing of the alpha activity caused by low
blood sugar. The authors caution that the aignificance of rsuroglycopenia - glucose deficiency in
neurons - secondary to hypoglycemia as a factor in aircraft accidents needs examination.

The Snellsn acuity teat is the standard measure for determining the resolving power of the eye. It
evaluates the ability to accurately recognize progressively smaller black letters on a high contrast

background --- a white chart. Visual contrast sensitivity can also be measured by using sinewave gratings
of alternate dark and bright bare at different "spatial frequencies" as test targets. This method has the
advantage that visual sensitivity to fins, intermediate and coarse details can be separately assessed.
Sinewayv gratings are used clinically to detect visual pathway disorders that are not necessarily evident
in Snellen testing. Abnormal VgPs to checkerboard pattern reversals have also been used to diagnose
neurological disorders. In particular, the use of VXP techniques for the differential diagnosis of
multiple sclerosis (MS) is quite 2 common practice, even though there is evidence that pattern VIP latency
correlates poorly with visual function in patients with MS. In an attempt to resolve this prodicaoint,
the authors of the thirty-eighth paper (Regan) combined techniques; and used high- and low-contrast

Snellen tests, sinewave gratings, and VSP methods to large- and small-check patterns in an attempt to
detect the full range of visual loss in patients having a variety of diseases. Their results led them to
believe that, provided that stimuli are of comparable sites (e.g., grating of lo. spatial frequency ve
large checks), then there is good correspondence between contrast sensitivity and VIP amplitude. To
further improve the specificity of their tests to MS, the authors experimentally-induced visual fatigue in
their patients. Preliminary results indicate that abnormal VEP attenuation to the fatigue teat may help
to differentiate demyelinating diseases from other visual pathway disorders. The specificity is not
complete, however, because fatigue tests do not differentiate between WS and ocular hypertension. VEP
latency would appear to be a nonspecific indicator of visual, pathway disorders. Clearly, the method shows
promise as a clinical tool.

Papers 039 (Stavropoulos) and 140 (Merry) are studles of the correlation of BEG activity with
aircraft accidents. The first of these papers (039) is a ten-year follow-up relating abnormal EEG
activity with aircraft accidents due to pilot error in student fighter pilots who entered the Hellenic Air
Force in 1975-76. BEG activity was considered abnormal if: (a) the wakefulness EEG showed a "sharp-type"
form having a hemispheric preponderance with/without a concomitant increased activity following some EEG
activation procedure (e.g., by photic stimulation, hyperventilation, sleep deprivation), and/or (b) the
drug-induced sleep BEG showed sharp discharge activity with hemispheric preponderance. Of the pilots
classified as having normal EEG*, only about 6% werr .. -quently involved in aircraft accidents that
occurred because of pilot error; whereas, 46% .,,ea classified as having abnormal KEGs were
subsequently involved in these kinds of accidents. ..r, pilots with abnormal EOG activity sesm to be
more predisposed to multiple involvement in aircraft accidents than the others. The second paper argues
in favour of using the wakefulness EEC with photic stimulation for screening aircrew with a latent
predisposition to epilepsy. In reviewing the literature, Merry concludes that there is a clear-cut
relationship between epileptic seizure (or other causes of sudden loss of consciousness) and an aircraft
crash. His arguments in support of EEG testing are based on the fact that there is a strong correlation
between clinical epileptic seizures and focal spike wave paroxyama in the EEG. Apparently, there is a
cumulative incidence of epileptic seizures varying from 2 to 5% in formerly healthy individuals showing
abnormal paroxysmal spike activity.

Paper No. 41, which was to discuss the use of the auditory evoked response in aidiometry, was not

presented at the Symposium.

The final paper of the Symposium (#42, Castelo Branco) argues for the use of cluster analysis and
multivariate anslysis for distinguishing the differences between brain stem evoked potentials (BAER@) from
control and study conditions. The method was applied to compare pre-flight BAERs in military pilots with
those that occurred following operator fatigue due to a stressful flight.

6. CO•CLsSIOiS

6.1 The electric and magnetic activity of the central nervous system that can be recorded with scalp
sensors is being studied in particular detail. The papers presented, from both military and civilian
institutions, addressed the merit of employing such brain measurements both in the prediction of human
performance, and for the detection and qualification of clinical disorders.

6.2 Methods for extracting signals from the "noisy" EEG and ERP are well advanced. Many laboratories
have systems employing computer-aided signal enhancement and feature extraction methodologies on
multi-electrode scalp recordings which provide dynamic three-dimensional colour display maps of brain
function. The EZG and ERP have good temporal resolution (in ma). However, their spatial resolution is
poor because the recorded scalp potentials are modified by the different resistivities of the "tiscues" of
the head; and, accordingly, are influenced by the choice of reference electrode (e.g., single ear,
"linked" ear, nose tip, etc.). A Laplacian spatial transformation can now be applied to these scalp
potentials, thereby removing the influence of the chosen reference and providing improved estimates of the
"sources" of the EEG potentials. Methods of controlling or rejecting unwanted eye movements, muscle
potentials and other artifacts continue to be improved and developed.

6.3 The neurometric or quantitative approach to diagnosin3 abnormal EEG/ERP data with reference to a
normative data base that is age dependent but "culture- and ethnic-origin-free" deserves to be developed
further and assessed against known methods of determining neurological, psychiatric and cognitive

disorders. For the method to be truly effective in an adjuvant diagnostic screening role, the cooperation
of many laboratories would be required in order to conduct comparative atudies, to evolve (as required)
and standardize the methodology, and to increase the sample sizes of the data bases (both normative and
abnormal).
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6.4 The "two-input" technique is a novel Feet Fourier method for evaluating sensory nerve pathways and
brain areas that respond to two stimuli simultaneously. The method has a clear clinical application for
delimiting common brain areas that respond asymmetrically to certain stimuli (e.g., motions in two
different directions), or to two different sensory modalities (e.g, to visual and auditory stimuli).

6.5 Rapid developsents are occurring in the field of neut omgnetometry. The MEG is a non-contact
method which haw a good capability for spatial resolution since it does not suffer from the "reference"
problem that hinders the KEG. (Magnetic fields are not affected by the different "tissue" resistivities
of the head.) To improve spatial resolution, investigators are now conceptualizing MEG systems of 100 -
120 sensors which should provide the capability for real-time brain function imaginq to further both
clinical diagnostic and behavioural research.

6.6 Perhaps a more useful system for monitoring brain function is one which combines the real-time
imaging of EEG and MEG with the imaging of NMR and PET. Combined with the PET scan, which identifies the
areas of the brain that are metabolizing organic molecules such as labelled glucose, it should be possible
to relate changes in energy consumption to changes in EEG/MEG activity of specific brain sources and
provide some new insights into sensory and cognitive processing. lIMR can further reveal the location of
cortical fissures and sulci, cerebral ventricles, and other fluid-filled anatomic "spaces" in the brain.

6.7 The use of physiological measures to augment performance-based measures and subjective ratings in
quantifying human information processing during task performance shows great promise. Physiological
measures such as heart rate, eye blinks, ERP and EEG are relatively unobtrusive, continuous, and appear to
index complementary combinations of cognitive activity during stress-task protocols. There is now a
sizable body of research demonstrating that the ERP components of P300 and CNV are sensitive and reliable
measures of cognitive processing in tightly controlled laboratory situations. Nevertheless, there is
still some doubt as to their true psychological significance in the workplace. There are strong arguments
fcr developing and standardizing a "taxonomy of tasks" whereby specific task characteristics are ielated
to specific ERP components and their constituent features - latency, amplitude, topographical scalp
distribution, etc.

6.8 Methods for obtaining physiological responses during airborne and simulator missions should
continue to be developed, not only for their value in comparing crew performances during workload in
different operational environments, but also for their ability to index physiological and behavioural
responses to unforseen events.

6.9 The concept that different brain "preparatory sets" precede accurate and inaccurate task-related
visuomotor performances in right-handed individuals is intriguing. Consideration of hand-dominance may be
a requirement in the design of future aircraft and weapon control systems, and even in the selection of
aircrew candidates, if maximum performance is to be achieved.

6.10 Evoked-potential methods for determining pre-injury modes in animals undergoing linear impact
accelerations should allow the development of criteria for exposing human volunteers to acceptable levels
of linear G-forces.

6.11 EEG and E' methods for predicting pilot G-LOC look promising, but are in a very early stage of
development and require much further study. In particular, the use of adaptive filters to monitor the
visual evoked response may be a practical alternative to the peripheral-vision light bar in human
centrifuge studies.

6.12 The definitive experiment to determine whether or not there is a true vestibular evoked response
still needs to be done.

6.13 Good progress is being made in the development of data bases consisting of the parameters obtained
through the quantitative assessment of multi-lead EEG/ERP activity from both healthy subjects and
patients of different ages in response to different CNS-modifying drugs. Much more extensive data bases
will be required if the therapeutic effects of a broad range of experimental drugs are to be established
with any degree of confidence. The observation that psychotropic drugs with different therapeutic
effectv also produce different EEG profiles is a major stop towards establishing suitable performance
effectiveness measures with which to assess drug effects.

6.14 There is a clear-cut relationship between aircraft incident/accident and epileptic seizure.
Although imperfect, the standard "wakefulness EEG" with photic stimulation should be part of the medical
examination of candidate military aircrew. If focal or generalized spikewave paroxysms are detected, then
the student pilot should be considered at risk for epilepsy and disqualified from flight duty.

7. 39COSMAK lWON3

7.1 The topics discussed in this Symposium are of fundamental importance if progress is to be made in
improving human performance and reducing pilot workload at the maw-machine interface in the cockpit. Many
Of the studies that were presented a~e* pert of on-going programs that will take several years to complete.

by all accounts, however, the study of brain activity, whether through EEG or MEG techniques, is a growing
field of scientific endeavour. In order that these methodologies may become part of the armamentaria of
measures snd techniques that Aerospace Medical Research Institutes use in evaluating human performance, it
will be necessary for the AGARD Aerospace Medical Panel to continue monitoring the activities of workers
in the field. Accordingly, a second Symposium should be held, in about five-years' time, in order to
assess the degree to which these techniques have been adapted to the problems of, and practices in,
aerospace medictne.

7.2 The psychological significance of the physiological components and thekr constituent parts in
relation to mental performance in operational situations remains more or less putative. It would seem
that physiological signals such as the EEG/MEG, the ERP and magneto-evoked activity, eye blinks and other
ocular activity, heart rate and other cardio-respiratory indices, the galvanic skin response (GSR), the
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electromyograa (EMO), head movements, etc. provice arich source of information with which to assess
psychological processing. Yet the question remains: How beat can these measures augment
performance-based measures and subjective ratings as indices of human performance in a flight simulator

eUnduin the aircraft cockpit? It is recommended that a Working Group of experts be constituted in the near
fture under the auspices of the AGARD Aerospace Medical Panel with the objective of producing on Advisory

Report that addressee this issue. The experts would review the available inforsiation on the nature of
these components in regard to indexing the different aspects of mental performance, and identify which of
these differont components can best be applied to field situations and uinder what conditions.
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Figure 2. The major parts of the central nervous systtm, to which many of the papers in the Symposium

make reference. The cerebral cortex, which is associated with higher percep'ual, cognitive and motor
functions, is divided into four anatomically distinct regions: the frontal, parietal, temporal, and
occipital lobes. The central sulcus is one of the most prominent grooves in the cortex. Cortical areas
aseociated with vision, audition, and motor actions are indicated. Also shown are the cerebellum, the
brain stem, and the beginning of the spinal cord.

The background electrical activit) recorded with surface electrodes, the EEGC is characterized by
the following four frequency bands:

- delta (0.5 - 4 Hz),

- thata (4 - 8 Hz),
- alpha (8 - 12 Hz), and
- beta (12 - 30 Hz).

The term evoked potential (EP) was originally used to define the computer-averaged transient
responses of the CNS to sensory stimulation. The term event-related potential (ERP) is now more commonly
used in behavioural studies. Evoked or "exogenous" components are stimulus-dependent and can be recorded
from many levels of the afferent pathways. Event-related or "endogenous" components are those components
which occur independently of the external stimulus. The paper by Gaillard (#17) further delineates the
differences between exogenous and endogenous components. Figure 3 illustrates both types of components.

V o.-Nd
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1 10 100 1000

Stimulus
Onset Time(ms)

Figure 3. The auditory exogenous (solid line) and endogenous (dashed and dotted lines) components in
response to a "click". Shown are brain stem (waves I to VI; up to 10 as), mid-latency (No to Nb; 10 - 50
ms), and long-latency (PI1 to N2 ; over 50 ma) exogenous components. Nd and the P3 - SW complex represent
endogenous components associated with different modes of processing (after Hillyard, S.A. TINS, 8:399 -
405, 1985).

Three ERP components that appear more often than others in the papers or the DISCUSSIONs in this
Symposium are the fcllowing:

(a) the P300 (seo Figure 4);
(b) the contingent negative variation (CNV - see Figure 5); and
(c) the readiness potential (also called Bereitschaftspotential - see Figure 6).
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+1 Figure 5. The CNV is a slow negative

shift in the EEG baseline which develops

between a warning etimulus (SI) and an
imperative stimulus (S 2 ) which demands a

W AM- V responoe. The CNV is related to
CNV Amplitude expectancy (adapted from Denoth, F. et

al. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci. 425:177 - 187,
1984).
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Introduction

The performance of a human in running a marathon can be measured directly. A
world class youthful runner can complete the 26 miles in slightly more than 2 hours,
while a competent middle aged runner can complete the race in something less than 4
hours. Thus, despite wide age differences, championship performance is only a factor
of 2 better than mediochre performance. Furthermore, we know if a runner's capacity
his been exceeded. He may falter, start walking and even withdraw from the race. In
addition, the history of the runner in terms of past performance, the types and fre-
quencies of past injuries, and other factors as well, are good predictors of perfor-
mance. What is true of this and other types of athletic performance may even be true
of certain kinds of mental work, and the results used to predict performance that
depends upon that knowledge.

Methodology provides a unifying theme for this conference. Many of the papers
deal with electrical potentials and magnetic fields recoried at the scalp as well as
with advances in methods for analyzing these recordings. Psychological states and
cognitive processes are directly related to the activity of the brain. It is pre-
cisely these states and processes that make it so very difficult to define highly
skilled performances and to predict their outcomes. Hence, some of the papers
attempt to find links between brain measures and perrormance. But the types of per-
formance of concern are essentially different from running or test taking. Instead,
drowsiness, disorientation (which may or may not be related to drugs), mental work-
load, the deployment of attention, and access to memories are assumed to be related
to the performance of intricate tasks, drowsy drivers may fall asleep at the wheel,
locomotive engineers under the influence of some kinds of drugs are more likely to
have accidents, and pilots overloaded with information may make the wrong decision
as to whether or not to engage in a dogfight. Despite this common wisdom it is an
easy matter to predict performance from self-reports of fatigue, information over-
load, and so on. Also, the precise effects of strategies for deploying attention in
some situations probably do not predict performance in other more complicated situa-
tions. Performance in real life situations may not be predictable even if we know
that the subject suffers from mild hypoxia or low levels of intoxication, partly
because the events we want to predict may have a low probability of occurrence, and
partly because they are influenced by many other factors. So some of us have turned
to the brain. Is it possible that measures of the activity of the brain can signifi-
cantly complement behavioral measures, self-reports, and chemical tests of the blood
in predciting performance? We would be remiss if we did not study brain activitv if
we hope to understand performance of tasks involving cognitive processes as well as
acquired intricate motor skills.

The study of brain activity is an increasingly valuable adjunctive medical pro-
cedure. It also shows signs of becoming useful in "diagnosing" subclinical disord-

ers, e.g., dyslexia, although there are still grounds for some reservations. More-
over, studies of the activity mf the intact human brain promise to help us to define
momentary states that coulo contribute to variability in both mental and physical
task performance. This optimistic assessment is admittedly largely subjective, but
some of the advances described at this meeting tend to justify the optimism.

It is important to note that cognitive neuroscience is not a young discipline,
but it is teribly immature. We cannot say with confidence that a particular normal
individual will almost certainly place his aircraft at risk because of some proper-
ties of hiL EEG. In fact, ccgnitive neuoroscience is still at a descriptive level
of development. vie are still trying to decide what various physiological and psycho-
logical stressors do to the brain activity we measure. We want to furthez our
understanding of brein events known to be associated with particular tasks and
events associated with those tasks. Truly, remarkable beginnings have been made. We
know that P300 is related to perceptual processing of rare events and to the
transfer of information between long term and short term memory. We even know some-
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thing about the place in the brain that contributes to the P300 wave detectable at
the scalp. However, we know very little about the neural events that precede P300
and are causally related to it. Clearly, sensory processes are not necessary events
in that sequence, because P300 occurs when an expected event does not occur. Ni00 is
modulated by selective attention, and, unlike P300, sensory pathways seem to play a
very important role, but we shall have more to say about that later. N400 seems to
be associated with semantic incongruity, and the readiness potential may well teach
us much about the accuracy of responses in choice reaction experi.ments. Moreover, we
are beginning to learn to identify unusual patterns and sequences of activity in the
ongoing EEG that could reflect important but otherwise unobservable inner processes.
We believe that much can be learned from neuropathology, which may display on a
grander scale subtler subclinical processes that are now difficult to detect in the
"noise" of the ongoing and seemingly normal EEG.

Of course our ideas about performance and workload must also be refined. The
racing analogy is largely inapplicable to cognition. Measures of mental work and
its quality are not the same as those for physical work. Moreover, by now we are
all disenchanted with the originally seductive idea that the answer lies in informa-
tion theory. Humans are not simple transmitters of information. Some of us "chunk"
information and handle large amounts of it with seeming ease, while in other cir-
cumstances the same persons may be unable to process very little Information. How-
ever, we are becoming more sophisticated here too. For example, "structural informa-
tion theory" is coming to replace the now outmoded direct application of information
theory to the problem of defining perceptual "simplicity", and, by inference its
inverse, "complexity". If this is true of relatively passive perceptual organiza-
tion, why should simple dafinitions of "worklosd" or of "performance" apply to human
activities of all types? Clearly, the conjoint study of cognitive psychology and of
cognitive neuroscience can lead to progress that may not be so readily achieved from
within either discipline alone.

New physical methods for the study of brain activity represent remarkable
advances over those available just a few years ago, and promise to make it easier to
perform experiments that are more obviously related to cognitive processes. These
new methods include improved techniques for measuring the brain's magnetic field,
particularly the advent of multichannel recording. I shall have more to say about
this and its implication later. But let us not neglect the marvelous progress in the
technology associated with measuring regional cerebral blood flow, using materials
that have half-lives on the order of 2 minutes. While cyclotrons are still needed to
produce such materials, the results obtained to data promise to reveal much about
the functions of various portions of the brain. Also, the application of increas-
ingly sophisticated techniques to EEG rccording promises to mak6 us free at last of
restricting our attention primarily to activity that is time-locked to particular
events. It may now be possible to distinguish reliably between states of alertness
and drowsiness by employing advanced quantitiative methods in analyzing the ongoing
EEG. Similarly, different portions of the EEG spectra and hemispheric asymmetries
may well be related to the level of sustained attention. Correct and incorrect deci-
sions in choice reaction times seem to be preceded by differential activity in the
frontal areas of the two hemispheres, and so on.

The stuuy of time-locked activity is still important and uninformative. One
relatively recent advance is activity that is time-locked to vestibular stimulation.
This promises to teach us much about spatial orientation perception, as well as
about the effects of environmental factors on this vital capacity. Also, we are
learning to study interactions among time-locked brain responses to different
stimuli, and this tool lends itself to the determination of which perceptual or cog-
nitive functions involve common, overlapping or fully shared capacities or resources
of the CNS.

In the time permitted me, I cannot give you a detailed overview of what is to
be presented at this conference. However, the topics I have mentioned are not not
isolated instances. The world of cognitive neuroscience is becoming far richet in
content and method than many of us could have predicted a few years ago. In the
remaining time I would like to cover the work of our group at New York University,
since I feel that what my colleagues and I have been doing is one of the more excit-
ing developoments. I should add that this work is --.t the product of our laboratory
alone. Many groups throughout the world have cont, buted to the rapid advances in
this area, and I want to take this opportunity to thank all of them for openness in
sharing information, and for the collaborative work that has gone on across labora-
tories. In particular, I want to mention the group in Finland (Riita Hari and her
colleagues), Italy (G.-L. Romani and his colleagues), West Cermany (S. Erne' and
also T. Blum and their colleagues), Canada (H. Weinberg and his colleagues), and the
United States (J. Beatty; E. Flynn; J. Wikswo; C. Hatzell; D. Cohen; and all of
their colleagues, who are really too numerous to mention). I also want to express
our gratitude to colleagues working with event related potentials. They been
extremely supportive of our work, particularly in the days when what we were doing
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was not quite respectable. These include E. Donchin, S. Hillyard, T.Picton, D. M.
Regan, I. Bodis-Wollner, R. Naatanen, and others whom I would like to mention if
time were available. If it weren't for these and other friends and colleagues, none
of us would be where we are today. That is why I mention these people in the body of
my paper rather than in obscure and easily ignored footnotes.

Although the mood of this paper is suitable for a keynote address, this audi-
ence is undoubtedly interested in a substantive technical presentation as well.
Therefore, the remaining portion of the paper will be devoted to recent work done in
our laboratory. I shall focus on three main areas. The first is the development and
testing of multi-channel neuromagentometers, since it now seems evident that such
instruments stand the best chance of giving us the informatico we need about the
activity of the brain. I will briefly discuss the relationship between the numbers
of sensing channels and the background noise. Also, I shall provide a brief acount
of some of the analytical methods we have been applying to neuromagnetic data. This
will be illustrated in the context of a specific experiment dealing with selective
attention.

Instrumentation

1. Background

Before beginning this section, it is importa.it to stress the fact that the work
I am about to describe is the result of a team effort, and credit should be given to
colleagues who have worked with us at various times over the past 15 years. Natur-
ally, Samuel J. Williamson, who is my co--director of the Neuromagnetism Laboratory,
played a major role in all of the work we have accpmlished. Drs. Douglas Brenner, Y.
Okada, M. Pellizone, R. Ilmoniemi, P. Costa Ribiera, and B. Schwartz all made
important contributions. Dr. Rodolfo Llinas, who led the effort to found the CNM at
Bellevue deserves a special acknowledgement. Our current and past graduate students
also played important roles in many of the projects we have undertaken. In particu-
lar I want to single out Sarah T. Curtis who collaborated with us in the study of
selective attention to be described at the end of this paper.

The first studies of extracranial magnetic field patterns, or magnetoencephalo-
gram (MEG) made use of a single-channel instrument in a magnetically shielded room
(7). Such high-sensitivity studies were made possible by a cryogenic device known
as the SQUID (Superconducting QUantum Interference Device). This senses the field
of interest by means of a detection coil, and the probe containing this system is
suspended within a vacuum-insulated container (dewar) filled with liquid helium.
Our own first instrument made use of a detection coil having the geometry ot a
second-order gradiometer. This type of detection coil discriminates against noise
sources that are far away because they produce spatially uniform fields, to which
the gradiometer is insensitive. To improve the rejection of amibient fields, small
superconducting tabs placed near the coil were adjusted by rods extending through
the top of the dewar so that, in effect, the areas outlined by the individual turns
of wire in the coil could be matched. This adjustment is called "field balancing".
Our first such instrument (8) employed an rf-SQUID which permitted us to detect
fields that were as weak as one billionth the strength of the earth's steady field
without shielding in a normal laboratory environment. Ultimately the rf-SQUID was
replaced by an even more sensitive dc-SQUID, so that the limiting factor at low fre-
quencies was no longer SQUID sensitivity but the residual ambient magnetic noise.

2. Multiple Channel Neuromagnetometers

Fields originating in sources In the primary sensory areas tend to be quite
stable over time for any given subject. However, by definition, labile sources,
those affected by states of attention or arousal, are not stable over time. Thus,
to study "event-related fields" it is necessary to avoid the assumption of sta-
tionarity. One way to do this is to measure the field at several places outside the
head at the same time. Replications of measurements at or near some of these places
while measuring the field at more distant places enable one to determine if the
source of the observed field is indeed the same from one trial to the next.

There is still another justification for multiple-channel instruments. It sim-
ply takes too long to collect enough data to allow the construction of accurate maps
of the field radial to the head. Such maps are needed if we are to compute the
location, orientation and strength of the underlying source of the field.

It should be noted that it is also essential that the position and orientation
of the head relative to the sensors be known is equally important to the accurate
description of the underlying source. We will not discuss the latter problem here
except to say that new methods have already been developed which enable us to
automatically record the head's position and orientation relative to the detoctioni
coils within the dewar. Completed tests of these methods demonstrate their feasibil-
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ity. A fuller technical discussion of this subject will become available in the near
future.

Returning to the topic at hand, we collaborated with Biomagnetic Technologies.
Inc. (BTi) in developing and constructing a 5-channel system (11). The individual
coils of the five second-order gradiometers in this system are 1.5 cm in diameter
with the end sets separated from the middle set by 4 cm (the "baseline" of the gra-
diometer). The bottom coils ("pick-up coils") of the gradiometers have a center-to-
center separation of 2 cm from each other, with the axes of the outer four coils
tipped by 10 deg from the dewar axis so that each coil points to a common position 9
cm below the bottom of the dewar. While we relied upon the mechanical positioning of
superconducting tabs to obtain field balance in our single-sensor system, as did
Romani et el. (12) ior a 4-sensor system, we adopted a totally new procedure in this
system. Instead we incorporated three rf-SQUID magnetometers for monitoring the
field in three orthogonal directions just above the detection coils and a simple
first-order gradiometer for monitoring the field gradient along the axis of the
dewar. The outputs of these ancillary devices are given empirically determined
weights, and then subtracted from the outputs of each of the five signal channels.
This "electronic" field balancing yields results comparable to those obtained with
tile mechanical field balancing for the single-channel instrument. The noise level
above about 4 Hz in each channel, after subtracting the weighted outputs of the
references, is about 20 femtotesla (fT) per root Hz of bandwidth. However, at lower
frequencies the noise amplitude increases at a rate that is slightly faster than the
inverse of the frequency. This effect of ambient magnetic noise is pervasive, and it
seriously restricts our ability to measure very slowly changing fields. Excess noise
at power line frequencies is largely removed by comb filters.

Our experience with this system convinced us that it is indeed possible to
place a large number of channels in close proximity to each other within a single
dewar, i.e., the "cross talk" between channels was less than 1 %. Since we were also
thinking in terms of clinical applications, it becam3 increasingly obvious that it
will ultimately be necessary to monitor the field over the entire scalp at once.
Although many technical problems remain, we consider it feasible to construct a sys-
tem composed of about 100 channels within a single dewar. As an intermediate step,
BTi is now producing 7-channel neuromagnetometers similar to the 5-channel system
described above. A pair of these instruments is now installed at Bellevue Hospital
where a Center For Neuromagnetism (CNM) was establitshed within the Department of
Physiology and Biophysics at NYU.

It is becoming clear, however, that even with electronic balancing for field
and its second-order gradient (the method in use in more advanced 7-channel systems,
such as those installed at Bellevue and at UCLA) the low-frequency noise level may
not be acceptable for all state-of-the-art neuromagnetic measurements. For instance,
there is increasing interest in slowly varying phenomena related to higher levels of
brain function, such as cognition. It appears that these can be studied most effec-
tively in a clinical or laboratory setting through use of a magnetically shielded
room to better reduce low frequency magnetic noise. Several types of rooms have been
described in the literature for use in noisy environments (13,14), although simpler
ones may suffice in clinics and laboratories in suburban or rural areas.

3. Implications of Multiple Measurements

While work is progressing along several different lines toward the goal of
resolving and locating sources of neuromagnetic fields, in this section we shall
focus on the implications of using multiple sensors for source localization. Our
motivation for employing 14 sensors (7 in each of two dewars) at the CNM at Bellevue
is perhaps best explained by considering the precision with which field measurements
can locate the ximplest neural source: a confined region of activity that can be
modeled by an equivalent current dipole. Such a dipole is characterized by 5 parame-
ters: the strength Q of its moment tangential to the scalp (the normal component is
magnetically silent); transverse position x and y in the tangent plane; depth D
beneath the scalp; and orientation PSI in the tangent plane. Therefore, in princi-
ple, our 5-.sensor probe is sufficient to determine the parameters with simultaneous
measurements at a single, appropriate position. Computations for the case where the
probe is centered on one of the two field extrema show that while this is indeed
true, the presence of a typical level of magnetic noise introduces considerable
uncertainty in the values of these parameters (15). Table 1 illustrates tnis in com-
parison with the uncertainties for systems with a single 7-sensor probe and a pair
of 7-sensor probes similar to those installed at Bellevue, since these are the most
advanced available systems. With a noise level of only 10j the uncertainties in
strength and depth exceed 30% for both 5- and 7-sensor probes, although the latter
provides a significant advantage in determining the lateral position and orienta-
tion. By comparison a 14-sensor system provides a marked advantage in the precision
of all parameters, with less than 16% uncertainty in strepgth and depth, 2 mm uncer-
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tainty in lateral coordinates, and 3 deg in orientation. we hasten to add that these
computations are for a favorable situation where the dipole is relatively shallow,
i.e., when its depth is comparable to the distance separating the detection coils
within a given probe. For deeper sources the uncertainties will be greater. Furth-
ermore, this illustration is based on a simplified spherical model of the cranium
where the electrical conductivity is assumed to depend on radial but not angular
position (the external magnetic field pattern then being independent of the exact
functional description). Nevertheless, the results shown in Table 1 clearly display
the relative advantage of using a large array of sensors.

It is worth noting that similar considerations apply to determining the posi-
tion, orientation and strength of a equivalent current dipole source from potential
measurements. However, in this case at least 7 electrodes ore required to fully
characterize a single dipole source - and that is true only when the noise level is
negligible. In the EEG the background activity is generally larger an amplitude than
is that encountered in the MEG (where ambient noise and not "brain noise" is the
limiting factor. Therefore, many more than 7 electrodes are required if one is to
even attempt to deal with more than one source at a time.

TABLE 1

Uncertainties in best-fitting current dipole parameters for various levels of noise,
expressed as a percentage of the dipole field sensed at a field extremum. The dipole is
located at a depth of 2 cm in a spherical head of 9-cm radius. For the 5- and 7-sensor
systems, the probe was centered on one of the field extrema; the, 14-sensor system
consists of two 7-sensor probes which were centered on the two extrema.

PROBE NOISE _Q/Q D/D x z -PSI
(%) (%) (%) (mm) (-m) (dcg)

5-sensor 5 21 16 4.6 13.6 40
10 42 31 6.7 20.0 64

7-sensor 5 20 15 1.2 4.0 12
10 44 31 2.6 8.1 14

14-sensor 5 8 6 0.4 1.0 3
10 16 11 0.8 1.9 6

4. Remarks on Sensory Eviked Fields

One of the principal advantages of neuromagnetic methods is the possibility of
locating sources of neural activity by a relatively simple procedure (1,16). Tne
procedure does not require knowledge of the exact shape of the head, but merely the
sphere that best fits the relevant region of the head. Recently it was argued that
the sphere fitting the inner surface of the skull nearest the source is most
appropriate (5,17). In any event, if the source is jufficiently confined to allow it
cc be reasonably well modeled as an equivalent current dipole in a spherical head,
tne resulting pattern across the scalp of the radial component of the field is
always the similar: there is one region of outward field nd another of inward
field. This universality is due to the fact that only the tangential component of
the dipole contributes to the field outside the head - the radial component Ls mag-
netically "silent". Magnetic field lines form cl'".ed loops around the dipole, and
the extrema indicate where the loops are most dense where they emierge from and onter
the scalp. To determine the lateral position and depth of the current dipole, it is
only necessary to locate the positions of the maximum outward and inward radial
fiald. The dipole is located midway between these extrema, and it is oriented per-
pendicular to a line joining the extrema, in the sense given by the right-hand rule
of electrowagietism. Its depth is determined by the ratio of the distance between
the ertrema to the radius of the sphere. The strez;gth of the dipole (the current
dipole moment) is proportional to the value of the maximum find and related to the
depth of the dipole.

To exploit this ability to locate sources of fields, Romani et al. (20,21)
studied the steady-state responde to a tone whose amplitude was sinusoidally modu-
lated at a rate of 32/sec. Marpir'g the field patterns for tones having different



carrier frequencies showed that the depth of the source increased monotonicAlly with
frequency, with the cumulative distance across the auditory cortex within the Syl-
vian fissure from one source to the next varying as the logarithm of the frequency.
This demonstrated the existence of a tone map across the auditory cortex which
extendA over a distance of about 2 cm for the range 100 - 5000 Hz. Thus, using a
simple sphere model we were able to demonstrate the tonotopic organization of a por-
tion of the human auditory cortex (Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Tonotopic organization of activity across auditory cortex represented by
locations of the equivalent current dipole sources, for steady state responses to
amplitude modulated tones of the indicated frequencies. The star indicates the posi-
tion of the response to click stimuli presented at 32/sec whose power spectrum peaks
At 900 Hz.

The potencial evoked by a long tone burst contains four major components com-
fitonly referred to as P50 (latency of about 45 ms), N100 (90 ms), P200 (160 ms) and a
stead4y potential (SP). It is noi. agreed that one source of the NI00-P200 complex
(21,23,24) lies in the auditory cortex. However, variations in amplitudes at dif-
ferent electrodes suggest that the complex should be modeled by more than one
equ~ivalent current dipole (21,26,27).

These findings are nicely complemented by auditory evoked field studies. First,
however, we shoul~d mention the convention of affixing an I'm" after the symbol for an
evoked potential componen[.: to indicate that we are discussing a neuromagnetic corre-
late of that componeniC. Thus, "Nl00m" is the neuromagnetic counterpart to the
potential referred to as "N10011, and the "'m" emphasizes that the magnetic and elec-
tric components -nay not in general be attributable to identical sources.

The first observations of the auditory evoked field components P50m and Nl00m
were made over the temporal area by Reite et al. (28) for click stimuli, but Farrell
et al. (29) were the first to r,ao-a an anterior-posterior polarity reversal for P50m
which implied that the position :ýf its source was in or near the primary auditory
cortex. Elberling et al. (30) studied responses to tone bursts of long duration and
found a polarity reversal for N100m suggesting that its source lay in the same gen-
eral area. HaLi et el. (31) also reported a reversal of polarity of N100m and P200m,
as well as the steady field (SF), where the positions of the extreme were consistent
with dipole sources in or near primary auditory cortex with moments oriented per-
pendicuiar to the lateral sulcus. Thus, all of these major components of the tran.-
sient auditory response, viz. PS0m, Nl00m, P200m and SF, seem to originate ill the
vicinity of the auditory cortex.

As already indicated, electrical potential data suggest that N100 may well
reflect the activity of more than one source. This is confirmed by a study (32) in
which the amplitudes of N100m and the vertex-recorded N100 were compared as the
interstimulus interval (ISI) was Increased. It was found that N100 and N100m do not

and electrical measures may complement each other, s~nce the former is primarily

sensitive to sources that are tangential to the scalp while the latter is sensitive
to both tangential and to radial sources. Moreover, sources at distant cýerebral
positions may well contribute to electrical potential differences, while this is far
less likely to happen in magnetic recordings (33). However, one caveat is in order.
Hari et al. measured N100 using a vertex electrode !hich was affected by electrical
activity originating in both hemispheres. Her complementary magnetic measurements
were made over the left hemisphere in all subjects. It is possible that there was a
asymmetty in the effect of ISI on N100, with it saturating after longer ISIs in the

8•
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right hemisphere than in the left. If this hypothesis is confirmed, it could reduce
the need to postulate sources that affect N100 but are silent with regard to their
effect on N100m.

Assuming that ti.a sources contributing to Ni00 are not identical to those that
contribute to N100m, it is also interesting that the sources of Ni00m and of P200m
are not in precisely the same place on the auditory cortex (34). These components
may differ functionally as well, but this has yet to be determined.

Arthur et al. (36) examined the field patterns associated with Pl00m, Ni00m,
P200m and SF where the stimuli were 500-ms tone bursts of 250 and 2:)00 Hz. The
sources of all of these components for a given subject lie within a spherical volume
of 2 cm radius in the vicinity of primary auditory cortex. Pelizzone et al. (35)
found that the sources of the Nl00m and P200m components for tone bursts having an
abrupt onset were not selectively affected by frequency. However, Hoke et al. report
tonotopicity in the locations of sources of Nl00m (this conference).

It is highly relevant to the purpose of this conference that some components of
the auditory response are strongly affected by attention or other cognitive states
of the subject. In particular, the classic electrical N100 and P200 show strong
effects of selective attention, and these and other components of the ERP or ERF
cannot be fully understood if the .ubject passively listens to tones or looks at
changing visual displays. We now turn to some of these effects of attention.

5. Modulation of Activity of the Auditory Cortex by Attention

5.1. Background

Various filter theories of attention based on behavioral experiments, e.g.,
dichotic listening tasks, are well known (51, 37, 38, 39). The earliest of these
theories resemble the so-called single resource models of human information process-
ing while later thinkers suggest that there may be multiple resources ("channels"),
and activity attended to in one of these channels need not result in the depletion
of the capacity to attend to activity drawing upon other independent pools of
resources (cf 53).

While a detailed discussion of the concept of "channels" transcends the scope
of this paper, it should be pointed out that this concept is often used quite ambi-
guously. Thus, for example, a channel has been defined according to the sensory
modality involved, the ear to which a message is delivered, the dir.;tion from which
a message appears to come, and other physical features that make a particular mes-
sage distinctive. These definitions of channels were usually made on an ad hoc
basis. The issue was further complicated by the finding that differenoeJ in semantic
content of two concurrent messages could well affect the subjects' ability to attend
to one of them selectively. Thus, physical features alone need not govern the abil-
ity to keep attention focussed on one of several concurrently ongoing events (39,
40, 41).

The notion of an early filter (prior to perception) can be avoided by by assum-
ing that ignored messages are evaluated, but if the message ingause the competing
message is being shadowed. When a forgotten (42). Thus, the filtering is due to the
limited capacity of the motor system which is actJve during shadowing. Hence, the
"filter" is not active at a level prior to conscious perception. This idea is also
consistent with a observation that ignored messaqes may be processed to a level
higher than that of simple physical features without postulating an early attenua-
tion of signals having particular physical characteristics (41).

Liberman's (54) motor theory implicated the speech producing apparatus in the
perception of speech. Thus, it bears some resemblance to the theory of Deutsch and
Deutsch (42). Most current thinkers reject the idea that perception depends upon
overt motor activity, and some suggested that it does depend upon the calling up of
programs for motor responses even if these are never actually executed (55,56).
Similar considerations led others (57,58,59,60) to assume an active participation by
the perceiver in which neural programs of motor action may be coupled with active
"covert" testing of hypotheses as to the future course of a message. This "testing"
is an essential element of attention. Neisser's analysis-by-synthesis" theory adopts
the latter intepretation of attention, and does not consider such a process to
be.onon in the category of filter theories. Even so, this aproach allows for
anitv-i.i of both shadowed and unshadowed messages up to the phonemic level during a
dichoti..[ listening task, but only the shadowed message is being matched against a
"speech plan, or schema (cf. 59). Only then is it encoded into verbal stcuctures,
which are stored and remembered. The ignored message is forgottPn because it is
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never encoded. The attended message is perceived because it is responded to.

Thus, we are loft with three general approaches to attention. One is employs
the concept of a filter, but it places the filter prior to conscious awareness. The
second is also a filter theory, but it postulates selection based upon a limited
capacity to respond to a message after it is perceived. Finally, the third approach
is that of identifying attention with an ongoing process of matching a message
aoainst expectations. Can measures of the electrical activity of the brain cast any
light on these issues?

The event related potential (ERP) is useful in determining if there is any
change in the electrical activity of the brain that reflects an attenuation of phy-
siological events related to an ignored message. Such an attenuation, which could
result from a reduction in neural activity at a particular place, or a shift in the
position of the neural activity in the brain, could represent the action of a
filtering mechanism. By the same token, the enhancement of a physiological event
associated with a stimulus to which attention is being paid may represent the action
of an analyzing mechanism tuned to respond preferentially to that particular event.
What is more, subject to some caveats to be reviewed later, the timing of either
enhancement or attenuation related to attention may indicate the levels at which
auch filtering operations occur.

It was suggested that selective attention effectively gates the input from the
ignored stimulus at the level of the receptor organ itself (44). However, this
turned out to be incorrect for a number of reasons (47, 43).

Even so, attenuation of activity due to selective attention does occur early,
as in a dichotic listening experiment by Hillyard, Hink, Schwent and Picton (45) who
found that the amplitude of the N100 component of the ERP (peak latency 80-110 msec
after stimulus onset but beginning to show an effect about 50 msec after stimulus
onset) was larger than the corresponding component of the averaged response to the
ignored stimuli. In subsequent studies (62,63,64) it was found that the magnitude
of this effect of attention on N100 was greater when stimuli were presented at rapid
rates and also when the stimuli were difficult to detect (49). This suggested that
the difference in amplitude of N100 with attention reflected the selection or rejec-
tion of stimuli on the basis of their channel (ear) of entry. It was also found
found that either pitch cues or spatial location cues alone provided sufficient
"channel separation" (49, p. 320) to elicit changes in the N100 component as atten-
tion is shirted among channels.

Hillyard et al. (45) also subtracted the ERPS associated with the ignored
stimuli from those associated with the attended stimuli. This resulted in the gen-
eration of the so-called "negativity difference wave" (Nd) since it revealed a con-
sistent negative shift in the baseline of the ERP beginning about 70 msec after
stimulus onset (prior to the peak of N100) and extended for as long as 500 msec. The
authors inferred that Nd is also a sign of early selection related to stimulus set
(Broadbent, 40).

Hansen and Hillyard (65) suggested that Nd is largely endogenous in origin
(also see Hillyard and Munte, 66), and while this may be correct, we shall not be
concerned with Nd here. Rather, we shall focus on N100 and whether or not it in par-
ticular is modulated by attention. Naatanen and Mitchie (67) proposed that the
modulation of the N100 does not reflect changes in the activity of an N100 generator
located in primary sensory cortex, but involved the superposition of a temporally
overlapping "endogenous" component on N100. This endogenous component could coincide
with the early phase of Nd. Hansen and Hillyard (65) proposed that this early poL-
tion of Nd reflects a modulation of the N100 generator, corresponding to the activa-
tion of a filtering mechanism as deszribed in the Broadbent/Treisman model.
Alternatives have also been proposed, e.g., Picton (68) suggested that endogenous
activity in the frontal cortex may well contribute to the effect of attention on the
scalp-detected N1.00.

One of the reasons for uncertainty as to the source or sources of the N100
phenomenon stems from the fact that most ERP studies use relatively few electrodes.
As pointed out above, this makes it virtually impossible to determine the properties
of even a single current dipole source of an observed scalp potential. The problem
is compounded further when one attempts to characterize more than one source of an
observed field or potential. Clearly, the usual string of a few midline electrodes
is simply incapable of leading to unambiguous conclusions vise vis the numbers of
sources underlying observed potentials. Hence, we must regard prior ERP studies that
focus on effects of selective attention on N100 kand even on Nd) as being largely
inconclusive about the numbars and locations of sources contributing to N100.
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Before turning to the experimental portions of this paper, it is worth noting
that little effort has been devoted to the study of effects of attention on P200.
Early studies (c.f. Spong Haider and Lindsley, 46) described effects of attention on
both N100 and P200. Despite flaws in such studies (47,48), it does appear that P200
is affected by attention in the same way as is N100. Thus, a secondary objective of
this paper is tc determine how P200m is affected by selecLive listening.

5.2. Methods

In an experiment conducted with S. Curtis and S.J. Wil iamson we made use of a
dichotic listening task which, in certain respects, was similar to that employed by
Hillyard et al. (45).

The acoustic stimuli were tone bursts of either 1000 Hz or 1050 Hz, presented
to one ear, and tone bursts of 3000 lIz or 3050 Hz presented to the other ear. The
lowest frequency tone bursts had a repetition rate of 3/sec pe: sec, while those of
higher pitch had a repetition rate of 3.5/sec. The duration of each tone burst was
100 msec, and they were separated by periods of silence.

The two trains of tone bursts were applied separately to the two ears. Thus,
one ear received tones of either 1050 or 1000 Hz, while the other oar received tones
of either 3050 or 3000 Hz. Prior to the beginning of each session the subject
listened to the two series of stimuli and instructed the experimenter to adjust the )
loudness of one until it appeared to match that of the other. Except in the case of
one control experimpnt, in which the loudness of one ear's stimulus was reduced by
20 dB, the intensities of both stimuli were at an approximate level of 70 dP SPL.

The 1000 and 1050 Hz bursts had equal probabilities of occurrence, as did the
bursts at 3000 and 3050 Hz. However, each random sequence had a finite length and
was then repeated. The average length of such a sequence was about 30 tone bursts.
The subject was instructed to listen one of these two sequences and determine how
many tone bursts occurred before the entire sequence was repeated. Thus, while
attending to the 3/sec stimulus, the subject ignored the 3.5/sec stimulus, and vice
versa. After the run the subject was asked to tell the experimenter the total
number of high and low pitch tones in the repeating pattern. Formal data collection
did not begin until the subject was able to perform this task with an accuracy
approaching 95%. On the next run the subject was told to switch his attention to
the previously ignored ear. Thus, the stimulus from one run to the next was
essentially the same, except that the instruction to attend to one ear or the other
was varied. Introspective reports by the subjects and by the experimenters who
listened to the stimuli suggested that attention was sharply focussed on the train
of stimuli that was being followed to determine the length of its pattern, while the
listener was completely unaware of the pattern of the ignored stimulus. The experi-
ence was not unlike that of shadowing a spoken messcge presented to one ear while
ignoring a message presented to the other ear durin9 the classic dichotic listening
task.

The activity of the brain was monitored on only one side of the head during a
run. Thus, for example, the subject lay on his left side with the 3/sec stimulus
presented to his left ear and the 3.5/sec stimulus to his right ear. The magnetic
sensing system was positioned over the right side of the subject's head where it was
kept while the subject attended to the stimulus to the left ear, and also when he
ignored that stimulus and attended instead to the stimulus to the right ear. The
sensors were then moved to another pos!t:on on the right side of the head and the
entire procedure repeated (using independently selected pseudorandom sequences)
several times. The 3/sec stimulus was alwals presented to the ear contralateral to
the side of the head being examined. They the subject was moved so that the sensors
could be placed over the left side of the read where the procedure was once again
repeated many times, with attention deployed first to one ear and then to the other.
Thus, for each position of the sensors tnere were two conditions: attend 3/sec and
attend 3.5/sec. Two to six runs were recorded at each position, with the larger
number of runs conducted with the sensors placed at locations over the scalp that
provided the strongest responses of the brain.

In an additional condition, subjects were presented with the 1000 Hz tone
bursts and the IS! was increased and made to vary at random from 1000 to 1500 msec,
and the subject was instructed to listen passively to the tone bursts. This permit-
ted the collection of classic transient SRts so that we could check on whether or
not known components in the ERP (N100m and P200m in particular) corresponded to
deflections in the waveforms of the responses of the main experiment. This was done
to insure that the standard transient N100-P200 complex had the same source as did
the sources of the peaks occurring at about the same times in the quasi-steady state
conditions of our experiment. It turned out that we could find no significant
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differences in the locations of the sources of these comsponents, whether associated
with tzansient stimuli or those presented with short ISIs.

Also, the stimuli were made markedly different in loudness, with one ear's
stimulus attenueted 20 dB below the level at which it appeared to match the other
stimulus in loudness. Then the subject attended to either the louder or softer of
the two stimuli to determine if any of the effects to be reported below were possi-
bly due to uncontrolled differences in loudness af the stimuli. The results obtained
here were not eýsentially different from those of our main experiment, and we had to
conclude that apparent differences in loudness could not account for the phenomena
to be described below.

Finall,., the two trains of tone bursts were applied to one ear piece of the
headset used to present the stimuli. This required the subject to follow one of the
two trains when both of them were presented to but one ear. In this case pitch alone
was the cue used by the subject to keep the two trains separated in attention.

Since the repetition rates of 3/sec and 3.5/sec are not integer multiples of
each other, it is only the q' -monic of the latter rate and the 7th of the former
thac are coherent. Hence, a .vity of the brain at 3 Hz (the fundamental fre-
quency component of the 3/se . etttion rate) or its higher harmonics up to the 7th
would be due strictly to the 3/sec stimulus, while activity at ?.5 Hz and its next
five harmonics would be due to the 3.5/sec stimulus. This makes it possible to
detect average responses due to one stimulus without those respcnses being contam-
imated by responses to some other concurrently presented stimulus.

Average transient responses from all 5 channels were computed and the responses
were found to contain prominent peaks that apparently correspond to the classic N100
and P200 components of the EPP. The amplitudes of these peaks in femtotesla (fT)
were plotted as a funct:ion of position on the scalp. A computer program based on a
program known as GRID 3 was employed to fit the data obtdined at many different
positions about the scalp by contours representing fields of equal strength. These
contour plots were made in rectangular coordinates in which distance between the ear
canal and the outer canthus of the eye is represented along the X-axis, and vertical
distance from this line toward the midline is represented along the Y-axis. The
interpolation and smoothing routines invoroorated in the program made it possible to
estimate the coordinates associated with the two field extrema in isofiald contour
plots of data representing the amplitudes of the fields occurring at the peaks of
N100m and of P200si. Knowing these coordinates and the amplitudes at thesv coordi-
nates, we then measured the a-tual aistances between them on the scalps of our sub-
jects. We also measured the diameters of their heads in several directions, and com-
puted a mean radius for each of them. This information sufficed for us to define
the charcteristics of the equivalent current dipole source that would produce the
best fitting dipolar field pattern. These characteristics include the location of
the tangential current dipole and its orientation as ,ell as its strength. This
procedure was used with the transient ERF data, and also with the responses related
to the 3/sec and 3.5/sec repetition rate stimuli which also contained two peaks that
correspond to what we have labeled Nl00m and P200m. In addition, the amplitudes of
the Fourier components of the average responses were also computed to determine if
harmonics higher that the second or third contributed to any effect of selective
attention.

Most of the useful information in the isofield contour maps is in the vicinity
of the field extrema. Thus, for example, shifts in the locations of these extrema
signify changes in the position and orientation of the underlying source. Data col-
lected in the vicinity of the extreme readily indicate such changes. If the position
or orientation of the source in the tangential plane does not change significantly,
then changes in the magnitudes of the extreme signify a change in the amount of
underlying neural activity. Since we obtained many independent measurements of the
field in the vicinity of the extrema, it was possible to examine the statistical
significance of the effects of various tzeatments on the strengths of the fields
and, by inference, on the amount of underlying neural activity. Since some of the
measurements were repetitions of prior measurements taken at the same positions,
they were averaged to give us a single measurement per position. In all, we used 5
measurements from the vicinities of each of tnr observed extreme over both hemi-
spheres, making a total of 20 measurements per subject in an ,NOVA. This enabled us
to examine the effects of instruction (to attend or ignore), the repetition rates of
the stimuli, the components of the response (Nl00m and P200m), the channels used to
detect the fields (position), the hemisphere ,ver which the measurements were taken,
and whether the sensors were positioned over the anterior or posterior field
extrema.
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5.3. Results

Responses to stimuli presented at a 3/sec repetition rate und recorded from the
left hemisphere of one of the three subjects are shown in Figure 2. The dark
waveforms on the left are responses obtained while the subject attended to the
stimuli, while the dashed lines were responses obtained at the same positions at the
scalp but when the stimuli were being ignored. On the right side of the figure are
reponses obtained using the 3.5/sec repetition rate stimulus. Here the dark
waveforms represent responses to ignored stimuli, and the dashed lines responses to
stimuli to which attention was being paid. The responses obtained during attention
are clearly larger in amplitude, and contain two pronounced peaks, one at about 100
msec and the other about 225 msec after stimulus onset.

3/S Preeentatlion 15/Sc Pentatlon

$,DF 251TI

Timom (me) Time (ms)

Figure 2. Typical responses to tonal stimuli (see text) presented at repetition
rates of 3/sec and 3.5/sec. The dark lines on the left are average responses to
stimuli to which attention was paid, while the dashed lines are responses to ignored
stimuli. On the right the dark lines represent average responses to ignored stimuli.
The five tracings are responses as detected simultaneously by the five sensors in
the multichannel instrument.

The first peak in the waveforms of Figure 2 occurs at about the same times as
does the Nl00m component of the the transient AEF. However, the second peak occurs
about 25 to 50 msec earlier than the P200m. Because of this as well as the differ-
ence in ISI between the periodically presented stimuli of this experiment and that
used in the typical transient response study, the peaks found in this experiment may
not have the same sources as do the more frequently studied Nl00m and P200m. There-
fore, as already indicated, we recorded transient AEFs from two of our subjects. The
subjects were given no special instructions except that they were to simply listen
to the tone bursts. Comparisons of the computed source locations of the components
of the transient and quasi-steady state responses indicated that their sources were
in the same positions.

An isofield contour plot made for Nl00m obtained while one subject (DS) was
attending to the 3/sec stimulus is shown in Figure 3. A similar plot, based on data
obtained when the same subject was ignoring the stimuli is shown in Figure 4. Note
that the amplitudes at the extrema are smaller than those obtained when the subject
was attending to the stimuli. It is clear that the sources of the responses to the
ignored stimuli were in the same locations as the sources of the responses to the
stimuli to which attention was being paid.
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Figure 3. Isofield contours representing the way in which the amplitude of the
radial field (about 100 msec after stimulus onset) varies with position about the
side of the head of one subject attending to a 3/sec stimulus. This is a typical
dipolar pattern and the position, orientation and depth of the equivalent current
dipole source can be computed from these data.
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Figure 4. Isofield contours similar to those shown in Figure 3, except that the
stimulus train was being ignored. The fact that the density of contours is less than
that in Figure 3 is due to the fact that the fields were weaker. Superimposing the
two patterns shows that the position of the source did not change significantly.
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The ANOVA was performed using the field amplitudes measured at 20 different
positions outside the scalps of all 3 subjects. The positions were those at which
responses significantly greater than background noise were measured. Since the ANOVA
included a test for the significance of differences in the amplitudes of N100m and
P200m, two different amplitudes at each of the 20 positions furnished the data for
analysis.

No significant differences were found between the amplitudes of N100m and
P200m. Moreover, we found no consistent hemispheric differences. There were signi-
ficant differences among the amplitudes of the components measured at different
positions, but this is to be expected as the different positions were at different
distances from the field extreme. The most important finding was that the effect of
instruction to attend to a stimulus (and, by implication, ignore the alternative
stimulus) was significant with p - .028.

It is noteworthy that all of the variance due to instruction was due to the
first two harmonics of the Fourier analyzed responses. This may have some signifi-
cance for bandwidth selection in future experiments.

In addition to comparing the field strengths obtained when the subject paid
attention to the stimuli with those obtained when the stimuli were ignored, the
positions of their equivalent dipole sources were computed from the locations of the
extrema on the subjects' scalps. In all cases the sources of both N100m and F200m
were located in or near the auditory cortex. This was consistent with the location
of the point on the scalp that bisected the field extrema, and also with the depths
of the sources.

Let us consider the locations and strengths of the sources of N100m and of
P200m when attention was paid to the stimulus. For the 3/sec stimulus, the avetage
depth of N100m (for 3 subjects) in the left hemisphere was 2.8 cm. The average
current dipole moments for these same subjects was 3.1 nA-m. The average depth of
the source of P200m for the same subjects was 3 cm, and the current dipole moment
was 5.2 nA-m. The corresponding values for the same sources when the stimuli were
ignored were 2.8 cm deep for Nl00m and 2.9 cm for P200m. The dipole moment was about
2.5 nA-m. Thus, the source strength was weaker for responses to ignored stimuli, and
not just field strength. Similar results were obtained for the right hemisphere. The
main point is that source location did not change, and source strength was affected
by instruction. This has never been shown for the corresponding components of the
ERP, where changes in potential could be due equally to changes in source location
or orientation as well as amount of neural activity. Of course, we cannot determine
from these data if the relative enhancement of activity during attention is due to
the recruitment of more neurons, or if it is due to an increase in the amount of
activity in a fixed population of neurons.

Another implication of these results is that no nearby additional source was
activated during attention, for otherwise the apparent position or orientation of
the equivalent current dipole source would have changed. Moreover, measurements were
taken from positions that sampled most of the scalp, and there was no indication at
all of the presence of additional sources.

The main conclusion to be drawn from these results is that activity originating
in the auditory cortex is modulated by attention. There is no sign at all of the
presence of other non-specific sources that contribute to the auditory Nl00m and
P200m. While we cannot rule out the possibility that other non-specific sources may
contribute to the effect of attention on the electrical N100 and P200, the sagnitude
of our effect suggests that such additional sources would add very little to the
modality specific effect of attention. Moreover, we needn't postulate an effect of
Nd on Nl00m to account for our results. The bandpass of our experiment precludes any
addition of slow activity from another source to faster activity arising in the
auditory cortex.

In view of other studies cited above, it is clear that N100m and P200m ori-
ginate in the auditory cortex, and their sources are quite close to the primary
receiving area. The fact that tissue in such close proximrity to regions of very
early cortical processing of acoustic information is affected by attention provides
us with an important problem for future consideration. This result suggests at least
two possible hypotheses. The first of these is that the "filter" is located prior to
conscious perception, and is activated when a task is performed with a set to select
from among different stimuli. The second possibility is that the selection is first
completed at some much later stage of processing, and feedback from this stage
results in attenuation (or enhancement). This leads to the prediction that if
responses could be recovered without signal averaging, then the first responses to
ignored stimuli would be as strong as those to attended stimuli. However, as further
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stimuli are provided, responses to those that are ignored will become increasingly
attenuated. Hence, we cannot completely rule out a theory which places the filter-
ing operation at some later stage. Our new magnetically shielded rooms will make it
possible to obtain responses with very little signal averaging. Hence, it should be
possilbe to test this hypothesis. Even so, on the average, the relatively attenuated
response to ignored stimuli is reflected in activity of the auditory cortex. It is
also important to note that P200m displays the same type of response charge as does
Nl00m. It remains a problem as to whether or not the separated source of P200m has
some specialized functions of its own.

6. Conclusion

Experiments of the type described above do not provide final answers, but they
show promise of our ultimately discovering mechanisms that underly cognitive
processes like selective attention. We have been pursuing work in visual atention,
and while it is too early to describe the results here, it is apparent that the
effects are somewhat different than they are in auditory attention. Moreover, it is
now seems that attentional effects are modality-specific, and are not related to any
currently observable general or non-specific neural center. This is probably not
true of other endogenous components of ERPs or of ERFs. Also, we find that we can
adapt some of our procedures to the study of the properties of different kinds of
memory, and this will occupy much of our time in the immediate future. However, the
main task with which we have yet to deal is that of relating the processes we are
just beginning to learn how to study to the predicition of human performance. This
is the enticing challenge of the future.
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Abstract
TFe electroencephalogram (EEG). discover,-,d more than half a cez.tury ago, is still the only

non-invasive, rImple and objectivo method to continuously and repetitively study brain function.
and has recently gained new significance since quantlfication by micrc-processors was developed.
Quantification of single-lead EEG proved to be of significant value in psychotropic drug
development. Discoveries of the psychotropic properties of drugs and the determination of the
bioavallability of CNS-&ctive compounds validated this method. They demonitrateo that the
brain's bioelectrical activity, even recorded In only one area of the brain, can repretent brain
function and is closely associated with human behavior. A newly-developed brain function
monitoring system using multi-lead, broad frequency spectrum computer-analyzed EEG (CEFG)
with Dynamic Brain Mapping seems to be a very promising methodology to study human behavior
and to monitor its changes due to external and Internal factors.

Introduction
In spite of the fact that the scalp-recorded EEG is still the only simple, non-invasive method

to continuously monitor human br'ain function and, therefore, can offer an enoi-mous amount of
information, it is grossly underutilized. Undiagnosed brain dysfunction, lacking either serious
neurological symptoms or li0e-threatening course (lapses in consciousness, subnarcoleptic attacks,
uncontrollable episodes of drowsineis or sleepiness), can still pose a grave risk to the public if it
occurs in individuals In certain professions. Some are obvious, such as pilots, public transportation
drivers and conductors, air traffic controllers, nuclhar reactor technicians and operators of heavy
machinery or radar. In addition, consider the risk If an executive, politicians, public servants or
even law enforcement officials suffer from memory deficits, lack of attention, concentration and/or
Impaired judgement.

These types of central nervous system (CNS) dysfunctions can occur in abnormal clinical
conditions or as a result of metabolic changes (hypoglycemia or hypoxia), or simply due to certain
physiological conditions. They may also be caused or accentuated by consumption of alcohol,
illicit drugs, CNS-effective drugs used to treat certain psychiatric conditions (depression,
anxiety, insomnia, etc.) and even medical conditions (antihypertensive drugs, anti-allergic drugs,
or simple cough or cold medicines). The serial monitoring of brain function can provide significant
Inbight about the patient's behavior in all of these conditions so that a serious Incident might be
averted.

However, brain function evaluation using neurophysiology like EEG, and Evoked Potential
(EP), and neuropsychology (psychometric and cognitive) testing which could provide life-saving
information, are not performed systematically, routinely, and repetitively, even in accident-prone
persons who perform critical jobs. One of the major excuses for the underutilization of brain
function examinations is that they are time -consuming or impractical, lscking objectivity and
offering results with a high degree of vartability.

In ordfp to objectively evaluate brain function, we have been utilizing computer-analysis of
EEG (CEEC ) for more than two decad•is (1,2,3,4). The results are already Impressive, especially
w'th regard to determination of effects of drug" on the CNS. However, the early computer systems
and procedures that we developed were extremely costly, complicated, and could analyze only one
area of the brain (single occipital-lead analysis) at a time.

Thanks to improved electronic and computer technology, we have now developed a sophisticated
system to record and analyze EEO from 19 leads simultaneously (5). This state-of-the-art
high-technology hardware/software system, which is a compact yet more powerful version of our
previous systems, has a significantly improved bignal/noise ratio, is practical, fast, accurate, and
extremely cost-effective, The outputs include a standard EEG strip chart, report, raw data for
each epoch, and 27 different color topographic Dynamic Brain Maps for each 2.5, 5, 10 or 20
second epoch and even entire sample means. These maps can be displayed either a statically (the
mean of an cntire EEO run) or continuously by a dynamic, moving display of each single epoch to
study the dynamic processa of brain function.

In this report, the application of CEEG Dynamic Brain Mapping in different psychological
conditions and before and after intake of a variety of drugs will be presented.

Methods of Brain Function Evaluation:
HZI's Brain Function MonliorHng (BFM) SystemTM includes three objective brain function teats

utilizing the same basic high-technology hardware. These are: CEEG and Dynamic Brain Mapping,
"EP and topographic brain mapping, and interactive neuropsychological tests (Figure 1).
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In this presentation, We %11 Itmt Ovrbelvei. to thc CEEG and Dynamic Brain Mapping
Components of ttc I3FM System. For the neuropaychological tnst.i and EP, the reader Is, referred to
our previous publication (5).

Hardware:
M19Wiiiialysis and Dynamic Brain Mapping hardwaru includes (Figure 0.:

1. IBM-PC/AT with 512K memory (or, mo.4t recently. tho IBMi-A'1 Model 80 with Intel 80386
chip) (no ciones) and peripheral equipment in~udlng printer, A-D board and interface,
analog ROB monitor, high -ro-olution colcr board;

?. HZI-QPEEG Interface for filtering, cellbratioi,, and system d.agnoatics;
3. Standard 8-16 channel BEG or polygraph equipment;
4. An instant hard copy system.

Tho same hardware is used for each of the different CFEG software programs.

For the Evoked Potential (PP), in addition to the hardware outlined above, either a polygraph
or special amplifiers, a stim ulusa-generator, and a stimulus t rigger-asystem3 unit arm required.

For neuropsychologloal testing, a aeperate station with ar, additional microprowoeaor are
Interfaced withi the IBM central micr'ocomputer.

Software:
Or a~ than 2001 OFEE software pacKages, devolopud over the past 201 y'lars, were regrouped into

four major software packages:
I . Power. pectrum Anaýl iat:

Tfiis software perfor5armW-18 channel on-line real-time Fast Fourier Transformation (FPT)
analysis in up to 20 listinct frequency bands5 and various types of Dynamic Brnin Mapping.
EEO analysis is integrated into a data base package, cinating enormous fle..tbi ty to modify

sample size, define variables, and change montage otructure. Mean and sigma Aues of FFT
data for each channel after every recordIng are available for statistical Lcvluation. This
type of analysis is commonly applied in both human and inimal research settings,
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2. cial TimeDomaln Analysis for Clinical ERG:
Thisanalysisimulats thei reading" of an eTectroencephalographer for clinical purposes, It
includes artifacting procedures, and an automatically generated clinical report. It includes 4
standard frequency bands (alpha, theta, delta, beta) in addition to average frequency and
average absolute amplitude and is compatible for basic electroencephalographio interpretation.

3. CM a Analysis Using Time-Domain Analyias or Power Spectrum,
a u7tno u~ or 1War tey

Tris also generates inst".t printed reports and Dynamic Brain Mapping based on 4 standard
frequency bands (alpha, theta, delta, beta) but analyses and stores BEG data for research
purposes based on 20 different frequency bands. It offers great flexibility to modify the
sample alsi. number of variables, frequency bands, or mapping and statistics. Two different
artifacting capabilities (manual and automatic) are included. CEFO analysis software is
integrated in a database and datn management software package affording options for statistical
evaluation of the date and graphic derronmtration.

4. CEBG Analysis Vaing Separate or Simultaneous Time-Domain Analysis, Period Analysis AndPower p otumAnalsis c . .... .

Vins is based on our pr.eviously tested and validated psychopharmacology Quantitqtive
Pharmaco-EEU (QPEEG) programs for drug develnpment. It is integrated in database and data
management packages and provides clinically useful data with Instant printed reports and
Dynamic Brain Mapping, and also sophisticated research outputs Two simultaneous analyace
with sero-cross and power spectrum )r period analysis and power spectrum can be conducted.
It is specifically drslgned for both QPBEG research and clinical settfngs to provide immediate
information on drug effects, discrimination from placebo, time- and dose-related CNS effects,
and CE•C proflies of different drug dosages in different areas of the brain.

Method of CEIS Investigations:
For the studies to b•e presented here, CEEG recordings were done from 19 leads selected

according to the International 10-23 Electrode Placement System. The length of the EEG recordings
was an average minimum of 10 minutes' artifact-free recording. From each unipolar and bipolar
recordings, time samples (pre-drug and 1 hour, 2 hour, 3 hour, 4 hours, etc. post-drug
recordings) were taken for QPIEG trials and bioavaliability studies. To determine
physlologifally-induced changes in brain function. such as drowsiness or blood sugar alterations, or
to determine the onset anid duration of CNS effects of antihistamines and analgesic drugs, CEEG
recordlngs were conducted up to several hours continuously. To establish the acute effects of
pain, acoustic stimuli or hypnosis, individual 5-second recording samples were used to correlate the
CNS effects.

Material:
d--"ups of a minimum of 10-12 subjects (healthy or patient populations) were studied to test

the CNS effects of psychotropic drugs. In )hesa studmes, beth group-response and individual
subject response were demonstrated.

Researh Desi:
Studie were conducted double-blind crossover with placebo and active controls.

Results:

CEEG Data Base:
Although in studying CER0 in differeat psychological and drug conditions, symptomatic and

asymptomatlc subjects are used as their own controls, a scientifically collected data base of healthy
subjects with different age groups Is still an important prerequisite to conduct scientifically reliable
studies. Uring both Power Spectrum and tdie-domain analyses over the past two decades, we
developed a CREG computer data base of more than 1100 healthy subjects and computer EEG (CEEG)
profiles of 149 CNS effective drugs (9,10,11). Unfortunately the majority of the date collected were
only from two EEG leads (right occipital to left ear and left occipital to right ear) because of the
time-consuming procedure and expenses Involved with our previous CEEG Analysis system.

In the past two and one-half years, using our newly-developed Brain Function Monitoring
System, we have stored In our data base multi-lead (up to 19 leads according to the International
10-20 System) CGEG data of more than 700 healthy males and females and more than 2000 patients in
the age range of 5-92 years. As Figure Z illustrates, the delta activity ranges from 1.6 percent in
the parietal leads and up to 5 percent in the anterior leads. The theta activity shows a steady
decrease fron the frontal (32 percent) to occipital (20 percent). The mean alpha activity ranges
from 40 percent in the anterior up to 57 percent in the posterior area. The mean beta activity
ranges from 19 to 22 percent. Thus, .ur preliminary data base values support well-known and
puilished material concerning the increase of alpha activity from the arterior to posterior area, the
lower percentage of alpha activity In the left hemisphere of the right-handed population, decreased
theta activity from frontal to occipiltl lesas and insignificant delta activity in healthy adults.

o-.
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Figure 34

In contrast to the young healthy (male) population. the elderly patienta (N- 87; age range
45-89 years) without significant clinical symptomology show significantly lese alpha activity (a mean
alpha range from 29 percent In the frontal left up to 38 percent In the occipital right) and the delta
activity is significantly higher (7 percor~t in the right occipital up to 12 percent In the left frontal
area (Figure 4). Also, theta activity to signilicantly higher In the elderly (mean of 8 leads in
elderly 34 percent, in young males 28 percent).

Fltr re 4

While coliecting this data we Incurred the following ddficulties:
I. Definition of "Healthy' subjects particularily in elderly is very difficult. We have

eutablf~shed a variety of physical findings and neuropayc!siatrlc symptoms in
ao-called healthy ajymptomatic patients.
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2. Compared to visual ("eyeball") evaluation of BEG records, using time-1omaln analysis,
CREG shows more low voltage a'ow waves. By visual inspection electroencephahgraphers
usually tend to ignore low voltkge slowing as baseline sway, eye movement or eyelead artifacts, Our comparative atudies between computer evaluation and two
electroencephalographers' readings indicated that time domoin analysis andelectrosncephslographers arc more In ag-eement than the electroencephalographers and
Power Spectrum Analysis.

CNS Effects of Pscho o1ic"
It is well-established that drugs which induce significant effects on human behavior(psychotropics) also exert significant effects on scalp-recorded human CEEGs, evren after only one

single oral dose has been administered (12).

It was furth.er established that drugs with similar therapeutic effects (ali untidepreesants orantipuychotics or anxiolytice) exert similar changes on the CEEG (profiles) whereas drugs withdifferent therapeutic propertles (i.e. antidepressants versus antipsychotics) have different CEEG
profiles (13,14,15) (l'gure 5).

Figure 5
These findings, established using only single-lead CERG analysis, were confirmed and expanded by
the multi-lead CEEG Dynamic Brain Mapping method.

CEEG Brain Mappin of AnxiolytIcs:
In a recent study in a F o'-•-of 10 asymptomatic male volunteers (aged 22-41 years, mean =29.8 years), it was established that CEEG changes induced by Valium (diazepam) a potentanxiolytic, are characterJzed by an increase of fast beta activity as previously reported (16,17).No changes were seen after saline (as placebo). However, in contrast to previous findings, veryearly onset of CNS effects (two to three minutes after I.V. and 25 to 30 minutes after oraladministraton) was established in the anterior area of the brain (18). The peak of the CNO effectsof Valium wer* established within 5 to 10 minutes after 5mg I.VR ani 35 to 40 minutes after 10magoral administration. When the peak CNB effects after 5mg Valium I.V. on the individual subjectswere studied, it was observed that three of the ten subjects die' not show any significant CNSeffects. The effects In three others were marked. In one subject a noticeable effect was detectedonly in one hemisphere, and in three others in only on@ quadrant of the brain. Whereas it wasestablished that the subjects who showed extreme CEEG effects or no CNS effects have somebehavioral correlations (pronounced sedation versus none), the cl'ntdal therapeutic meaning of thesein~er-individual differences has nut yet been systematically investigated.

N.i
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CEBO Dynamic Brain Mapping of Antidepressants:
The olassic CEEG pro/ses of ideprescant drug3 are characterized by decreased alpha and

"increased slow and fast aotivitiea, and are based on the recording and analysis of the CF.G in" a
single occipital lead (10,20). In a recent study (24 male aubjectfl InRthe age range of 19-30 years,
mean age - 27.8 years), we were able to demonstrate that Sinequan (doxepin), a potent tricyclic
antidepressant, has potent effects on all areas of the brain (21). As we previously predicted
(22,23), the moot characteristic CEIEG activity useful as a "bio-assay" in bioavailability studies of
antidepressants, was 7,5-13.0 Hs (alpha) activity. A marked decrease of alpha activity was
observed within an hour after oral administration of 50mg and 100mg Sinequan and lasted up to six
hours. coording to a pharmacodynamic model (area urider the curve), the CNS effects of
Sinequan& in both 50 and 100mg doses, were significantly differert than those after administration
of placebo (Figure 6).

Figure 6

When we Investigated the inter-individual differences during the peak time of the CNS effects,o
was established that the majority of the subjects showed marked effects with 50mg Sinequan
However, some subjects did not show any significant ohanges.

CEEG Dynamic Brain Map ping f Ant a= shotics ( euleptics):
ccordfng to s~ngle-lead anlss h EOpro fea of neuroleptics were characterized by

Increased slow waves and decreased fast activity (14,15,24.25,26). However, In our previous
studies, the CEEG profiles of different neuroleptics could not be established as consistently as
anxiolytitr and antidepressant drugs, Our CISO Drug Data Base generally classified neuroleptics
with lower similarity coefflcients than those of antidepressant, anxiolytic. of psychostimulant
comp,.'und (27,9,11).

In a recent study, the CNS effects of Navane R(thiothixene), a potent neuroleptic, were
investigated in a group of 24 asymnptomatic male volunteers (18-40 years of age, mean 27.2 years).
The results of this extensive study clearly confirm the previous findings (22,23) that 1.3-3.5 Hz:
(delta) activity significantly increases after Navane and that this frequency band can be applied as
pharmaco-dynamic "bio-assay" for thia neuroleptic (28). The most surpising finding was that the
CN6 effects of Havaen start within four hours but did not peek before 8 hours after oral
administration of either 5 or 10mg single-doses (Figure 7).

This study was helpful to explain the inconsistent results of our previous CEEO studies with
neuroleptica and their poorer classification relative to other therapeutic classes. In all previous
investigations, we usually only conducted CREG recordings up to six hours after oral
admiristration, Thus, it Is apparent that we did pot evaluate CNS effects of neuroleptics during
their peak. Another surprising '-esult with Havana was that its CNS effects start predominately in
the occipital area of the brain and spread first to the temporal and later to the frontal regions. In
addition, we noted a significant difference in the peak plasma level (+ 1.3 hours) versus peak CNS
effects (8 hours) as defined by both CEEG and sids effects ra'fings, which themselves were
well-correlated.
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Figure 7

In the present study, it was also established that there were significant inter-individual
differences in CNb response. Although 8 subjects showed maximum effects, there were 5 subjects
who showed very little or no CNS response.

CEEG Brain Maspin of "Anti- stric" Dru s:
According tou p us studies, drus with psychostimulant properties induced significant

effects on human brain function (14,26). CEEC profiles of psychostimulants are characterized by
increajed 7.5 to 13.0 liz (alpha) activity. In recent studies, we further established that so-celled
cognitive-activating compounds (anti-geriatric drugs), either with or without vigilance-enhancing
properties, also cause a marked increase in alpha activity in human EEG (7,29,30,31). In a study
(12 symptomatic male patients with dysthymic disorder [DSM-IIl: 300.401 in the age range of 21-47
years. with a mean age of 32.5 years) the percentage of alpha activity is significantly incre'sed
and delta activity decreased after administration of a new cognitive-activator, oxiracetam, in
comparison to placebo. It was found that the onset of CEEG effects of oxiracetam started after 3
hours and lasted at least 8 hours. Maximum effects were observed at 6-8 hours after oral drug
administration.

The Effects of Physiological Changes in Brain Function Using Dynamic Brain Mapping Methods
The significant changes in brain function due to spontaneous drowsiness and natural sleep

have been described extensively. Using single-lead CEEG, we demonstrated that the sleep stages
can be classified objectively and all-night sleep recording can be quantatively evaluated (32,33,34).
We also established that the CEEG sleep prints (35,36,37,38,39,40) are characteristic for each
individual and can deviate significantly when someone suffers from sleep disturbances attributable to
psychological or organic causes. Using multi-lead Dynamic Brain Mapping, we can now classify the
sleep stages according to 16 areas of the brain.

The percentage distribution of different frequency bands in different sleep stages is shown in
Figure 6. As expected, the delta activity increased in deep sleep stages (2 and 3). We observed
that there is significant variance in the onset and the depth of the sleep stages in different areas
of the brain. Based on previous experience with single-lead CEEG, we expect to have the most
interesting results when we amass more data during all night sleep and particularly during dream
periods. Our preliminary investigations suggest that the topographic quantification of the EEG
patterns, particularily during REM periods, may provide us with significant correlations between
behavior and BEG.
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Figure 8

It is well-known that during hypoglycemic states slow waves increase and alpha activity
decreases. Dynamic Brain Mapping enabled us to establish that the slowing is predominately in the
anterior area of the brain in a hypoglycemic patient (5). Subsequent to glucose administration,
dramatic change was observed in EEO with an increase of alpha and decrease of slowing. However,
the glucose-induced normalization of CEEG lasted only approximately one hour and the abnormal
pattern in the anterior brain ares recurred.

CEEC Alterations During Different Psychophysiolotcal Conditions:
In order to replicate the previous indings and possibly contribute additional information, a

series of exploratory investigations were conducted in different psychophysiological conditions.

The following is a presentation of some of the preliminary results:

Dynamic Brain Mapping made it possible to note and observe CEEG changes throughout the
brain both in the induction phase as well as during deep hypnosis.

As might be expected, we have also observed significant changes after pain stimuli (ice water).
Slight but generalized slowing in the CEEG of a subject decreased significantly, and was replaced
by an increase of alpha activity within five seconds when the right hand wan in ice water. Within
fifteen seconds after the painful stimulus was terminated, the alpha activity was aggin replaced by
theta waves in all brain areas except In the occipital leads. When the left hand was put in the ice
water, slow wave activity again disappeared and was replaced by alpha activity.

The Effects of Non-Psychotropic Drugs on Human Brain Function:
Whereas CEEG has already sufficiently illustrated changes in brain function due to the

(pharmacological) effects of psychotropic drugs, even with only single-lead analysis, detection of
CNS effects of substances without classic psychotropic properties was more difficult. Dynamic
Brain Mapping was recently applied in some preliminary investigations with several non-psychotropic
substances.

The existence of psychotropic properties of aspirin has been reported by several investigators.
Two hours after oral administration of 1000mg aspirin, a decrease of alpha and even beta activity
and increase of slow potentials was observed (Figure 9a).

Chlor-TrimetonR (chlorpheniramine maleate), a sedative antihistamine, was also noted for
having CNS effects but to a lesser degree than aspirin. According to our preliminary
investigations using Dynamic Brain Mapping, it was po~sible to demonstrate a slight increase of
slowing within one hour after 8 mg Chlor-Trimeton (Figure 9b).

Propranolol, a beta blocker with antihypartensive and antiarrythmia properties, was previously
described as having significant CNS effects (41). Using Dynamic Brain Mapping, we demonstrated
that 40mg propranolol induced significant increase of delta activity within one hour after
administration (Figure 9c). After two hours, slowing effects of propanolol decreased significantly.
Alpha activity reoccurred. There was even a "rebound" noted whereby the relative percentage of
alpha activity was seen to increase beyond pre-administration levels.

!O



Figure 9

Summery and Conclusion:
Single-lead computer analysis of EEG demonstrated that this method is very unique in both its

objectivity and efficiency to determine the existence of CNS effects of drugs and classif:' and
predict their psychotropic properties. Furthermore and most importantly, that there arv known
correlations between behavior and EEG makes this method a clinically useful tool in psychiatry and
psychology. The replicability of the findings through statistical analysis of the quantitative data are
scientific validation of the reliability of the results. In spite of these and other findings, EEG ha3
still not been accepted as a method of choice for most behavioral scientists or practicing clinicians.

bk
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Persons In professions such as air treffic controllers, nuclear reactor technicians, airplane pilots
and others whose vigilance or coordination play a critical role in the performance of their duties,
which in turn can have an impact on numerous people, are frequently examined with respect to
physical condition. Yet it is rare and certainly not routine that these same individuals ever undergo
any examinations that monitor the functioning of their brain. Even accident-prone persons who,
according to literature, frequently exhibit periods of impaired alpha activity in EEG indicating
temporary changes in vigilance or consciousness, could possibly be helped by such testing,

As this presentation has demonstrated, quantification of EEG can pinpoint a marked decrease of
alpha and an increase of slow wave activity indicating impairment of vigilance. For example, when a
person takes two aepirin for a headache, an antihistamine for allergies, or a bets blocker for
hypertension, such changes in vigilance can take place. When the same person then consumes
alcohol, the 2E0 changes are likely to be potentiated significantly resulting in disturbed
psychomotor function, hazardous to both the person and their environment. Not only "classic"
psycho*tropics but also hypnotics, antiepilepties, some antiallergice, antihypertensives, cough
medicines, analgesics, and even some of the antiulcer drugs can induce significant vigilance,
consciousness and psychomotor changes that are potentiated by alcohol, illicit drugs and
tranquilizers. Quantified BOG can provide significant information on the status of brain function and
its changes relative to a variety of internal and external conditions.

In spite of the challenges encountered by quantification of BEG from only one area of the brain
(left or right occipital), due largely to the extrordinary cost and relatively limited storage and slow
data processing capabilities, we were nonetheless able to generate substantial findings that
demonstrate both the actual and potential utility of computer-analyzed EEG (CEEG) in behavior
research, psychiatry and psychopharmacology:

1. CEEG can assist in the determination of the existence of organicity in psychotic patients.
Thus, psychotropic drug treatment can be modified to achieve the best therapeutic effect
(42.,43).

2. There are close correlations between EEG and behavior. CEEG has been useful in the
monitoring of psychotropic drug treatment and was applied during drug treatment with
antipsychotics (44,45,46,47,48,49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56), anxiolytics (17,57,58,59,60).
"antigeriatrics" (61,62,63,64,05), "anti-agresaives" (66,67,68), and antidepressants (19). CEEG
has also been used to monitor and determine the best combined drug treatment (69,70,71).
CEEG has furthermore been applied to predict the therapeutic outcome before or during
treatment of acute schizophrenics (72,73,74), (drug) therapy-resistant schisophrenlcs
(75,76,77,78,79), depressive patients (80,81), and behaviorally disturbed children (82).

3. CHEG can be used as a pharmacodynamic parameter to determine bioavailabilty and
bicoquivalency, or lack thereof, of psychotroplc drugs (22,23,28,101,129,130,131). We
demonstrated that a generic psychotropic can have significantly different quantitative and
qualitative effects on the CNS than its ethical competitor, although the peripheral blood levels
may be acceptable according to conventional pharmacokinetic standards (129).

4. CEEG studies demonstrated that therapeutically equivalent psychotropics induce similar, even
characteristic alterations in EEG patterns, called profiles, whereas therapeutically unequal
compounds generate different CEEG profiles. CEEG has and still Is being used in the
development of antipsychotlcs (55,84,86,86,87,88,89,90), antidepressants (19,20,38,91,
92,93,04,95,96,97,98), anxiolytics (10,17,57,59,99,100,101,102,103), "antigeriatrics"
(29,30,31,62,63,64,104,105,106), "anti-aggressives" (107,108), "antimanilc" drugs (109,110),
hypnotics (111,112) and cerebrovascular compounds (31,41,62,106,113).

CEEG's utility in psychotropic drug development was indisputably validated by the discovery of
the psychotropic properties of a series of compounds. Eased solely on their CEEG profiles,
the antidepressant properties of three compounds were discovered: mesterolone, a male
hormone (114), estradiol valerate, a female hormone (115,116), and mianserin, an antihistamine
(117,118). From among these, mianserin is now marketed as an antidepressant. Antianxiety
properties of two substances were discovered: cyproterone acetate, an anti-androgen
(116,120), and 1-norgestrel, a progestational compound (121,122,123). "Antigeriatric" and even
alcohol-blocldng properties of lIsuride, a potent antiserotonergic compound, were also
predicted, again based solely on its CEEG profile (104,124,125,126,127,128).

5. CEEG can illustrate systematic and statistically significant effects of a variety of compounds
not considered to be CNS-effective in the classic sense. Among others, strong antichjinergics
(132), fenfiuramine (133), antimigraine compounds (134), caffeine and Coca-Cola (135),
cinanserin (136), nicotine (137,138), beta-blockers (41), antihistamines and analgesics (Itil et
al, In Press) exert noticeable effects on CEEG which have significant behavioral correlations.

6. Single dosages of psychotropic drugs induce significant alterations in CEEG within hours after
administration. The bioavailability of a psychotropic is determinable according to its
pharmacodynamic effects on the target organ, the brain. Therefore, a technique called
Test-Dose was developed to assist in the "tailoring" of the :nost bioavailable, and thus
effective, drug treatment for each individual patient. Preliminary studies in schizophrenia
(79) and anxiety neurosis (60,83) suggest the value of CEEG to predict the right drug for the
right patient.



Until recent years, the quantification of BEG using computers was a complicated.
time-consuming and expensive procedure. The development of microprocessors and newer software
for fast, economical computer analysis of EEG will significantly enhance its practical application in
behavioral research and clinical settings. As we have shown here utilizing the CEEG Dynamic Brain
Mapping system that we developed, quantification can be achieved on-line, reel time, generating
statistical results and vivid topographic maps with different types of analyses (Power Spectrum,
Zero Crosaing, time domain, etc.). The expenses of the hardware and software are minimal. The
cost of the analysia per minute Is a fraction of the coat of just a few years ago. Thank's to the
power of hardware and availability of software packages, we have already been able to develop a
significant data base to enhance the pracitical use of the system and to correlate with other data.
Although it still operates uaing the old type of BEG machines, this newer technology can provide a
variety of frequency spectra of the BEG in addition to classic alpha, beta, theta, and delta
frequency bands. Thus, the recording and analysis of the wide spectrum of brain electrical
activity sensitizes the standard four frequency band EEG.

Multi-load. on-line. real-tima computer analysis of BEG will further enhance the research and
clinical applications of this method. Our preliminary investigations demonstrate multi-lead analysis is
significantly superior to single-lead BEG quantification as, for example, in the studies of the
bioavatiabillty and bicequlvalency of psychotropic drugs. We were able to discriminate between two
seemingly similar anxlolytlcs, two different dosages of neuroleptics, and even the CNS effects of a
generic from a brand-name psychotropic drug based even on just four frequency bands (129). We
predict that multi-lead, multi-frequency quantification will assist both scientists as well as
practitioners in understanding human behavior and its correlations with brain bloelectrical
phenomena.
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DISL1JSSION

JOHN, US: You mentioned the ability to map spikes, i.e., to find them. We have been doing that for some
yeara with our spike detection algorithm. If we take a population of normal subjects and a population of
epileftica from our data base and pass thcir EEG-i thrnugh our spike detector, we find the same number of
spikes in bothi. How do you know that you are detecting spikes and not the same kind 01 sharp event that
would be displayed in a normal EEG? What ia your criteria?

ERALP, UlS: We scan the EEG looking for any high voltage, fast activity that has a certain ahape. When we
graph the spike activity on the spike plot, we only do that to draw attention to the s.aople of EEG that
has the spike, or so-called spike, so that someone can determine w~hether it is an artifact or , Ltue
spike. We do not indicate that it is definitely a spike; we only want to draw -Ittention to it so thlat it
can be further evaluated.

JOHN, LIS: Have you ever done that with a populint ion of normals?

fRALP, UlS: We haven't done that; hut I've noticed that in all of our records we have a certain threshiold
sp.Ike level which varies from 2 to 10 spikes per EEG sample, some of which is due to muscle srtifact..
SOOctIMes, certain high-irequency alpha activity is plotted up with our method~s. Above a certain threý;hold
there I& definitely ahnormal spiking.
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SUMMARY

We use the generic term "Neurocognitive Pattern (NCP) Analysis' to refer to
proceduresi being developed to extract spatlotemporal neurocognitive patterns from the
unrelated neuroelectric "noise" of the brain. Recordings with up 'o 64 scalp channels
during highly controlled tasks are now routine in our laboratory, as is the extended
signal processing sequence required to extract minute neurocognitive signals from
gigabyte sets of single-trial data. More robust measures of tho degree of "functional
interdependency" between electrodes have been developed and applied to several
visuomotor And high-load cognitive tasks. The results are cloar-cut Znd consistent with
prior neuropsychological models of the rapidly shifting cortical network accompanying
expectancy, stimulus registration and feature extracticn, response preparation and
execution, and "updating" to feedback about response accuracy. These results suggest
that It Is possible to characterize "functional interdependencies" of event-related
processing between local neural areas by measuring the wave congruence and lag time of
appropriately preprocessed low-frequency brain waves. Determining the distributed
functional network of specialized areas of the brain producing the observed patterns is
a formidable problem which is being attacked on a number of fronts: use of magnetic
resonanco images to relate the scalp electrode positions to underlying brain structures;
use of spatial filters to remove the "blurring" effect of conduction of brain potentials
through skull and scalp; and Incorporation of multichannel magnetoencephalogram data.

INTRODUCTION

Here we describe some of our developments in signal processing and computer science,
and same of the results they have mAde possible.

The generic term "Neurocognitive Pattern Analysis" (NCP Analysis) describes the
signal processing procedures we deveioped to extract task-related spatiotemporal
patterns from the unrelated electrical activity of the brain. In the past 10 years, we
have applied these procedures towards one underlying goal: to resolve spatially and
temporally overlapping, task-related mass neural processes. Since such processes are
complex, we are concerned with spatiotemporal task-related activity recorded by many
(currently up to 64) scalp electrodes in many (currently about 25) time intervals
spanning a 4-6 seconJ period extending from before a cue, through stimulus and response,
to presentation of feedback about performance accuracy. In order to quantify the
similarity of activity and time dependencies between channels, we developed the method
of event-related covarlance (ERC).

NEUROPHYSIOLOGICAL 1ASIS OF MEASUREMENTS

We are Investigating whether the summed dendritic activity of a large ntumber of
neurons In a structure in sensitive to the rapid changes in braii state associated with
performance of complex behavioral tasks. Our studies in humans 11-8]. and preliminary
studier' in nonkeys indiLate that appropriate measures of correlation cr covariance
between chnnnels can reveal "functional interdependencles" between different parts cf
the brain that are rupidly changing (in fractions of a second) and are spatially
specific. While the scalp ijunctional Interdependency patterns have been consistent with
the known functional neuroanatomy of the cerebral cortex as determined by other lines of
ev'dence, toe source of these patterns is, in fact, unknown. The major thrust of our
researcn prngram is to determine theii sources.

Our method Il based on prior studies Luggesting that there is a consistent morphology
and timing of macropotentials from functionally related brain regions. More than a
decade ago, Elul (9] concluded that extracellularly recorded cortical macropotentials
result from summation of dendriti,: activity of the synchronized purtion of a neuronal
population. Recently, Petsche et al (10] have demonstrated with their "mlcro-EEG"
approach tho importance of the close relation between macropetentials and lucal cortical
architectonics. Although the extracellular field of potential (dependent as it is on
the local neuronal topology) is a complex superposition of multiple closed and open
fields, the far field rrcjecticn at the scalp, to a first approximation, Is only due to
the resultant dipole of the active open fields 1`11-12].
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The idea that functional relation between two popclations is reflected in their co-
synchroilzation (possibly with delay) was originally studied with behavioral
conditioning experiments [13-15]. Dum•nko [1e] found in dogs that correlation between
extracellular potentials of visual and motor cortices increased with conditioning to a
visual stimulus and was highest at the time of the conditioned stimulus and response.
The finding that hijh correlation was specific to particular regions of motor and visual
cortices was similar to the observation of Bressler (17,181 that high correlation
between olfactory bulb and cortex in rabbits was specific to particular regions of each.
Measures of similarity between field potentials have also been applied to averaged
event-related potentials. John et al. (191 measured the relatedness of waveforms
recorded from different conditioned responses and demonstrated differential
generalization of reural activity based on waveform similarity.

The theoretical framework for Lhe study of field potentials comes from the pioneering
work cf Fresman (20], who discovered a systematic order between pulse probability of
individual neurons and thu phase of extracellular field potentials. Beyond this, his
recent work has suggested that a fundamental property of macropotentials is the
emergence of dynamic self-organizing order from chaotic macroscopic states, lasting from
tens to hundreds of milliseconds (21]. In this context, we expect event-related
potentials to reflect the emergence of a rapidly-shifting, widely distributed functional
aggregate of neuronal populations.

These studies were important in laying the foundation for our current NCP Analysis.
Using modern recording and signal processing technologies, our aim is to improve the
spatial, temporal and behavioral specificity of event-related potential studies. In the
spatial domain, we seek to expand the number of simultaneously recorded briin
structures, on the scalp, as well as cortically and subcortically in neurosurgery
patients and in monkeys. Temporally, our goal is to measure shifts in the timing of
event-related potentials on the order of tens of milliseconds. Behaviorally, our
approach Is directly in line with that of vingle-neuron experimenters, with
MoutitcAstle's [221 notion of a "combined experiment." Basically, we select a behavior
believed on other grounds to involve the regions of the brain under study, and train a
person, or animal, to produce that behavior. As with the recording of single neurons,
the interpretation of our results depends on correlating neural activity with that
behavior. Other lines cf evidence are used to impute cause from correlation.

NEUROCOGNITIVE PATTERN ANALYSIS AND THE ADIEEG-IV ANALYSIS SYSTEM

First Generation

Thus far, there have been four generations of NCP analysis. The first measured
background EEG spectral intensities while people performed complex tasks, such as
arithmetic problcms lasting up to one minute. Complex perceptuomotor and cognitive
activities like these produce unique, spatially differentiated scalp EEG spectral
patterns. These patterns had sufficient specificity to identify the type of taeks being
performed [1-3]. These rest-lts agreed with previous reports of hemispheric
lateralization of "spatial" and "linguistic" processing. But when the tasks were
controlled for stimulus, response and performance-related factors, they had identical,
spatially diffuse EEG spectr.l scalp distributions [4] (Figure 1). Since no patterns of
hemispheric lateralization were found, this suggested that previous and most current
reports of EEG hemispheric lateralization may have confounded electrical activity
related to limb and eye movements and arousal with those of mental activity.

Second Generation

The second ;eneiation of NCP analysis measured crosscorrelations between 91 pairwise
combinations of 15 electrodes recorded during performance of simp!e tasks. These split-
second tasks, controlled so that only the type of judgment varied, were associated with
complex, rapidly-shifting event-related correlation patterns [5] (Figure 2). By
extracting dlfferences between similar spatial Zasks, rapidly shifting 'ucal patterns
were found that were in agreement with the known functional neiroanatomy of the cerebral
cortex [B,7] (Figure 3). From these results, it was clear that it was possible to
measure salient aspects of the rapidly slifting, complex nias. neural processes that are
associated with the successive information processing stages cf simple visuomotor
jjdgmen tasks.
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Figure 1. Results of experiments designed to assess EEG correlates of higher cognitive
functions. (Left) Tasks of Experimert 1 were one minute long and involved limb
m'vements arid uncontrolled differences in stimulus characteristics and performance-
related factors. (Right) Tasks of Experiment 2 were less than 15 seconds long and
required no motion of the limbs; stimulus charrcteristics and performance-related
factors were also relatively controlled. The graphs display means over all subjects of
standard scores of EEG spectral intensities (expressed as changes from visual fixation
values for clarity of display) recorded during performance of two tasks in Experiment 1
and three tasks in Experiment 2. Upper, middle and lower sets ot graphs are for
spectral intensities in the theta, alpha, and beta bands. The abscissae show scalp
electrode placements: F3, left frontal; F4, rjght frontal; C3, left central; C4, right
central; P3, left parietal; P4, right parietal; 01, left occipital; and 02, right
occipital. Standard deviations, which differed only slightly between electrode
placements, are indicated at the right of each graph. Although there are prominent EEG
differences between the uncontrolled tasks of Experiment 1, EEG differences between the
relatively controlled tasks of Experiment 2 are lacking. Each of the controlled tasks
is, however, associated with a remarkably similar bilateral reduction in alpha and beta
spectral intensity over occipital, parietal, and central regions [3].
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Figure 2. Spatiotemporal brain potential differences between two split-second tasks, one
requiring a spatial judgment and the other a numeric judgment, are shown in each of six
intervals from just before the stimulus to just before the response. A pressure of the
right index finger was required in botn cases. The mst significantly differing
electrodes. their significance level, and the most prominent correlations with other
electrodes are shown. A solid lina between two electrodes indicates that the
correlation between the electrodes was higher in the spatial task, while a dotted line
indicates higher numeric task correlations. Note the contrasts between the spatial and
numeric tasks in the prestimulus interval, a finding that might be interpreted as
evidence of a "preparatory set." Also, the lack of contrast in the preresponse interval
may be interpreted as the completion of task-specific perceptual processing [5].
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Figure 3. Spatiotemporal brain potential differences between two split-second spatial
tasks in each of tour Intervals from just before the stimulus to just before the
response. The "Move" task required a pressure of the right index finger, while the "No-
Move" task required withholding the response. The size of the circle in each interval is
proportional to the significance of between-t2sk differences at the most significant
electrode in that interval (i.e.. Fz<.0l, Pz(.001. P4<.00005, C3<.000005). A solid line
between two electrodes indicates that the correlation was higher In the "Move" task,
while a dotted line indicates higher "No-Move" task correlations. The midline frontal
(F2) electrode focus in the prestimulus interval suggests a differential preparatory
set; the midline parletal (P2) focus in the interval centered on the N1 and P2 evoked
potential peaks suggests task-specific feature extraction and pattern recognition; the
right parietal (P4) focus in the interval centered on the P3a evoked potential peak
suggests differential spatial judgments between the "Move" and the "No-Move" tasks.
whie the left-centered (C3) focus in the preresponse interval is suggest:ve of
preparation of the right index finger response in the "Move" task [6.7].

Third and Fourth Generations

The third generation was improved to operate on up to 64 channels recorded during a
controlled sequence of stimuli in which a person prepared for, and executed. perceptual
judgment and motor response tasks, and received performance feodback. The fourth and
latest version of NCP Analysis and the ADIEEG-IV system includes many significant
operational Improvements (Figure 4) [23). It has a greatly expanded capacity and its
operation is automated by an Al expert system. It is designed for up to 256 channiels,
and is Implemented on a 32-b:t multiprocessor system which currently has 3 computing
nodes, a 6-FLOP floating point capability and a 3500 megabyte on-line disk capacity.
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I igure 4. ADIEEG-IV system for quantification of event-related brain signals.!'eparate 6Bibsystems perform on-line experimental control and data collection, datas!?fection and evaluation, signal processing and pattern recognition. Current capacityi,128 channels. Spherical-head spatial deblurring modules have been implemented, andmrultiple source modeling algorithms are being developed. Digital tapes of magneticresonance imiages or of electroPhysiological data from other laboratoriern are convertedinto the ADIEEG data format using gateway programs; they are then processed using thersame program modules aa data collected in the EEG Systems Laboratory.

Tne data ac-quisit ion system is capable of sampling up to 258 channels at up to 2 kHzsampling rates per channel. (Current amplification capabilities are 128 channels.)Trial presentation Is automatically delayed until eye blinks, amplifier settling fromeye blinks, end gr-oss body movements have all died down. Up to 64 channels of EEG andnon-EEG channels are monitored at a time on a color graphics ucreen for electrodeproblems. Other channeis are bank-ewitchable to the monitor. Channels that are notcurrently on-screen are nonetheless automatically monitored to detect serious problemssuch as chan-tels going dead or taturating. Additionally, woer artifacts such as eyemovement and muscle contamination are automatically marked by on-line patternclasuification programs (Figure 5) [24]. These programs use a combination of timedomain tnd frequency doc~iain features for classification by muitiple. 3-layered neuralnetwo.rk pattern classifiers. Averages can also be viewed on-line to check for event-registered artifacts.
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spatial blur (2b,26)] Addirionally.. a pathway has been built for detailed structural
Information via reconetr=ictior )f actual scalp, skull. and brain geometries using MAI
(Figure 6). This -nform:irton used to deblur average event-related potential
waveforms to set im;[ed ýurtentL i02ving the brain (actually, a smooth hypothetical
surface surrounding ime brai,))
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Figure 6. Magnetic Resonance Image of mid-sagittal section of subject's cranium with
EEG electrodes mathematically suporimposed.

The resulting sets of purified and selected EEG (or MEG, for imported data) trials
are then entered into one of a number of possible single-trial or average event-related
potential analyses. Averaging, filtering, time-varying spectral analysis, modeling, ERC
measures, and multivariate pattern recognition are all supported under this system.
Finally, two- and three-dimensional perspective plots are available to view the results

11P of these analyses.

Each off-line stop of the analysis is requested by the user without having to
maintain knowledge of file names or directory locations. This is done by maintaining a
fast associative memory of file locations indexed by fields of variables relevant to
experimental analysis (e.g., experiment, person, session, condition) . A backward-
chained reasoning system generates a tree of requests to the associative memory given a
type of requested analysis. Because of these featureo, the user also does not need to
consider whether a particular analysis result has been ;omputed or not. If it has, the
uiser is presented with the result Immediately. If it has not yet been computed. the
system traces antecedents and computes the result. If this takes a significant amount of
time, the user is informed that the job has been batched.

COMPUTING EVENT-RELATED COVARIANCES (ERCS) BETWEEN CHANNELS

A number of steps are currently performed in computing ERCs. Because of the size of
the single-trial data sets (up to 500 megabytes for each person), a large on-line disk
capacity is required. The first pass reduces spatial smoe Ing and then selects
intervals and trials with task-related information to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio
and reduce the amount of data prior to measuring ERCs. The second pass measures ERC9 on
band-pass-filtered, enhanced (optional), averages from the reduced data set.
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The following steps are required:

1. Preparation: Record a sufficient amount of data using as many electrodes as
possible. Apply the Laplacian operator to the potential distribution of each non-
peripheral scalp electrode location. Remove data with artifact contamination (24].

2. Enhance average ERPU: Find trials with consistent event-related signals and
compute an enhanced average from these trials (27]. Graph ERPs. make amplitude
distribution maps ("BEAMS") at selected time points, and compute Wigner Distributions
(28].

3. Compute ERCs: Select digital bandpass filters and intervals for measurement by
examining ERPS and amplitude distribution maps. Compute multilag crosscovariance
functions between all pairwise channel combinations of the enhanced (optional), fiitered
and decimated averages in each selected analysis window. Use the magnitude of the
maximum crosecovarlance function and its lag time as features characterizing the ERC
[8.29-31].

4. Estimate significance of ERCs: Estimating the significance of ERCs requires an
estimate of the standard deviation of the "noise" ERC. It Is obtained as follows: (1)
Random intervals in each single trial of the ensemble are averaged. (2) ERC analysis is
performed on a filtered and decimated version of the resulting "noise" averages,
yielding a distribution of "noise" ERCe. (3) Multiple comparisons are accounted for wiith
a Duncan procedure.

5. Graph: The most significant ERCs in each interval are graphed.

8. Compare ERC maps between conditions: Test the difference in means of significant
ERCs between conditions with an ANOVA and post-hoc t-tests. Measure similarity between
multivariate ERC maps with an estimate of the correlation between them. Calculate these
estimates using a distribution-independent "bootstrap" Monte Carlo procedure (32], which
generates an ensemble of correlation values from randomly selected choices of the
repeated measures. This will also yield a confidence interval for the estimptes.

MEASUREMENTS OF HIGHER BRAIN FUNCTIONS

Four-Second, Bimanual, Visuomotor Judgment Task

The fourth generation NCP Analysis has been applied to data recorded from seven
right-handed men during preparation and execution of precise right- and left-hand finger
pressures contingent upon a visually presented stimulus [8,29,30]. Twenty-six EEG
channels were recorded from which 16 current source density (CSD) Laplacian derivations
were computed. Detailed analyses were made of a series of 187- or 387-msec-wide
intervals throughout the four-second visuomotoi taek from cued preparation, through
post-stimulus perceptual and cognitive processing, response preparation and execution,
to the "updating" associated with feedback about performance accuracy.

Several significant results were obtained:

a. Evidence was found of a hand-specific "preparatory set" in pre-stimulus ERC
patterns during the "late CNV" wave. Different ERC patterns were found for trials that
subsequently had accurate or inaccurate performance (33]. These predictive patterns
were complex and time-varying and differed between hand. Strong ERC patterns of the
left prefrontal electrode with other electrodes characterized subsequently accurate
performance by either hand.

b. ERC patterns for left- and right-tilted stimuli were similar during the interval
centered at 62 msec after the numeric stimulus. Midline posterior parietal electrode
ERCs led midline anterior parietal, which led midline premotor electrodo ERCs. When the
direction of tilt of the numeric stimuilus was opposite that of the cue, no finger
pressure was to be made. These were "catch" trials that occurred at random.
approximately 20 percent of the time. During an interval centered 312 msec after the
numeric stimulus on a catch trial, the midline premotor electrode lagged the left and
right prefrontal electrodes, as well as a midline parietal electrode. This pattern m~y
be a sign of motor inhibition.

c. Covarlance patterns for movement-registered timeseries closely corresponded to
prior functional neuroanatomical knowledge (see [33]). The anterior midline precentral
electrode that overlies the premotor and supplementary motor cortices was the focus of
all movement-related ERC patterns. The pattern for the Motor Potential clearly
reflected the sharply focused current sources and sinks spanning the hand areas of motor
cortex.

d. Feedback-registered ERC patterns and averaged current source density timeseries
reflected different degrees of updating of neural systems when a subject is given
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information about response accuracy. Feedback for accurate responses elicited a larger
amplitude "early P300", while feedback for inaccurate responves elicited a larger
amplitude In the later P300. The ERC pattern In the Interval spanning these waves was
more complex for inaccurate trials, involving foci of lagging ERCS over left, midline
and right dorsolateral prefrontal areas.

High-Load, Visuomotor Memory Task

Fourth Generation NCP analysis has just been applied to recordings with 51 scalp
charnels from 5 U.S. Air Force test pilots performing a battery of tasks during four 8-8
hour experimental sessions over a 4-day period (34J. The results showed that, while
neural systems responsible for perceptual processes were not affected by incipient
fatigue, systems associated with preparation, and maintaining working memory, and motor
inhibition were differentially affected.

Monkey Data

ERC analysis was also applied to recordings from intracerebral electrodes in a
primate model (35]. Cynomologus monkeys were trained to perform a delayed-response
discrimination task similar to those used to study the Contingent Negative Variation In
humans. Preliminary results suggest that intracerebral ERCs merit further study, and
may eventually supplement the use of unit recordings to characterize the temporal
evolution of spatially distributed processes responsible for goal-directed behaviors.

CONCLUSION

Our Neurocognitive Pattern (NCP) Analysis and Event-Related Covarlance (ERC) Analysis
should be distinguished from brain electrical activity maps (36], which are attractive
color displays of the individual time points of 16-20 channels of averaged ERPS or EEG
spectra, or the difference between such measures and a set of normative data. We use
extensive signal processing and pattern recognition algorithms to reduce volume
conduction effects and to extract minute event-related signals from unrelated background
noise of the brain, compute between-channel ERC patterns, and display their scalp
distribution in 3-0 perspective graphics of the head and brain. Subtle aspects of
neurocognitive function, such as the measurement of preparatory sets that precede
accurate performance, are revealed by these ERC patterns but are not apparent on
topographic maps (8,33].

By combining EEG and MEG recordings, and using anatomical information from MRI scans.
we hope to be able to computo plausible multiple-equivalent-dipole. 3-dimensional source
configuration models.

It is a testimony to the ingenuity of cognitive psychologists and psychophyslologists
that so much has been learned about the timing of neurocognitive processes using very
modest recording equipment and analysis techniques. It is. therefore, certain that
when they are equipped with more advanced recording methods and more powerful analytic
tools, cognitive psychologists and psychophysiologists will make rapid advances in
understanding human higher brain functions.
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DISCUSSION

LANDOLT, CA: In the pictures that you presented, how many channels of EEG information had been treated
with the Laplacian "deblurring" technique?

GEVINS, US: Fifty-one.

LANDOLT, CA: Do you see any upper limit to the number of scalp recording electrodes beyond which more
electrodes would be superfluous for data collection?

GEVINS, US: The closest electrode spacing that I have achieved is a 3-mm spacing, and eve, then it is
possible to discern differences in the waveform. As a practical matter, I think that 128 channels is a
good number to strive for in the next few years.

LANDOLT, CA: Do you think that the results that you alluded to for the visuomotor judgement task would
change if you went to 128 channels?

GEVINS, US: You would see more detail in the field patterns. When one solves for multiple sources and
there is independence between measurements, then nuances will appear in the localized differences, as
projected onto the scalp, that you would not see with fewer electrodes.

PRICE, US: Could you explain the occipital localized pattern?

GEVINS, US: This occurred as the result of applying the Laplacian transformation to the 51 EEG
channels. This produced a beautifully oriented dipole, having a maximum anterior to the central sulcus
and a minimum posterior to it. It looked exactly like a MEG map, except that it was rotated 90 degrees.

FAUFMAN, US: If it looks exactly like a MEG map, which can be explained by an equivalent current dipole,
then why do you make the statement that there are no current dipoles? The current dipole is a fundamental
building block in electrophysiology. Clearly, the source distribution will change over time. Yet you
talk about magnetic waves without the current dipole as the fundamental building block.

GEVINS, US: I must have misstated what I meant to say. When the patterns became so complicated that I
couldn't conceive of accounting for them with a single source, then I used more than one dipole to explain
them.

OFFENLOCH, GE: You showed pattern changes to right-handed finger movements on the left side and vice
versa. Was the analysis done on the basis of averaged multipotentlals or as frequency changes in the EEG?

CEVINS, US: It was a combination of both. The data were time locked to the onset of finger movement and
the time window used extended for approximately 1/6 second from the onset of movement. This could be
called the N2 component of the movement potential (according to Vat.ghan). The time series, though, were
filtered in the theta band (approximately 4-7 Hz).

KRAMER, US: Your preference seems to be to discard eye-movement contaminative voltages, rather than
filter them out. There has been much recent work by John Stern and others on the relationship between eye
movements, blinks, etc., and cognition. If we are interested in studying the EEC or its changes during
such eye movements, then we will no longer be able to look at these relationships if we discard the data.

GEVINS, US: There is no such thing as cognition without eye movement. In designing an experiment to
examine changes in mental activity, the experimental design must take into account eye movements, as an a
posteriori means of checking the data. I would rather not resort to filtering to remove eye-movement
contaminants from the EEG because that brings in subtle issues such as the neural control of eye movements
themselves. It is possible to produce an experiment having a strong visual-fixation presentation of a
simple visual stimulus that subtends a very small visual angle for a very short time. Then, with proper
training of the subject, data can be obtained in which there are no saccades during the short interval of
time when this stimulus is being processed and a decision is being made. Therefore, through proper
experimental design and careful checking, it is possible to select only data in which tere are no
contaminative voltages. Of course, if there are sufficient data, then one can discard the contaminative
portion.

WEINBERG, CA: What you are saying in effect is that there are times when you present a stimulus for which
you do not get an evoked potential, or there may be times when the response is not perceivable by any
systematic event-related potential. Those are the ones that you discard and I agree that this should be
done. However, does that imply that the evoked potential does not ne. I to occur preceding the response
output or following stimulus input? Does it imply that you can have processing of information without sn
evoked potential?

REVINS, US: The brain has many ways of producing the same behaviour. One explanation for the fact that
about 1/3 of my experimental trials have no discernible event-related signals may be that the subjects are
using a more automated way of performing their taaks. For example, an experienced driver can have his
attention and mind on other matters and still perform perfectly eell.

WEINBERG, CA: Let me word it in a slightly different form. You are saying that there are times when you
are measuring som distribution of electrical activity in the brain and that there is nothing systematic
which precedes an event or an output, or nothing systematic which follows from an input. Those are the
data that you are discarding. Is there no way to identify syotematic events which are preceding or
following inputs or outputs?

GEVINS, US: Some "things" are fairly hard-wired. The earliest processing of an auditory stimulus will g-
through certain brain stem nuclei and will produce very clear-cut peaks if you average seversl thousand
trials. We call that the brain stem evoked potential. Visual feature extraction in areas 17, 18, and 19
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of the visual cortex are also fairly hard-wired, although this becomes less certain as one leaves theprimary visual cortex. The kinds of behaviour that we use in our experiments, in which we present some
sort of stimulus, require some sort of judgement -- usually fairly trivial -- leading to some sort ofresponse - which is also more-or-less trivial. These types of goal-directed behaviours become more andmore automated. For example, I may wish to make a MEG recording to a simple task consisting of thepresentation of a visual stimulus requiring a discrimination leading to a response. If I need 100 trialsper sensor position for a 5 to 7 channel machine, I would have to present the stimulus from 500 to 1000times; in other words, over and over again. There is no way that a human being doing something thissimple and boring over and over again will pay full attention unless there is some reward for respondingcorrectly to the stimulus and the response. It may be advantageous that there is not an evoked responsein every trial; that fact may be telling us something important.

1..
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Normative Developmental Equations for the EEG and their Sensitivity to
Neurological and Psychiatric Disorders

E.R. John and L.S. Prichep, Brain Research Laboratories, Department of Psychiatry
New York University Medical Center, 550 First Avenue, New York, NY 10016, USA

and
The Nathan S. Kline Institute for Psychiatric Research, Orangeburg, NY 10962, USA

Although the electroencephalogram (EEG) is altered by many brain dysfunctions, its clinical utility
has been severely limited by reliance upon visual pattern recognition and subjective interpretation. Not
only is the concordance poor between electroencephc.lographers and the test-retest reliability low, but
many changes due to more subtle dysfunctions are simply not apparent by visual inspection. Accordingly,
there has been increasing interest in developing methods for objective computer extraction of
quantitative features with diagnostic utility from brain electrical activity.

Our laboratories have been engaged in this endeavor si-ice 1973. Our goal has been not only to
replace subjective juedgements by objective quantification, but to extend the utility of
electrophysiological examinations beyond their traditional role in the detection of neurological
disorders to the assessi,,ent of cognitive impairments and the evaluation of psychiatric patients. In many
disorders, similar behavioral symptoms may be displayed for quite different underlying reasons. For
exnmple, learning disabilities may be due to motivational or psychosocial factors, or to sensory deficits
or brain dysfunctions. An elderly person may display problems with recent memory because of a sense of
lack of purpose or because of organic changes caused by Alzheimer's disease or multiple infarcts.
Depression may be a reaction to the disintegratlon of personal relationships or reflect inbalance in
neurotransmitters. A victim of head injury may report inability to concentrate because of the desire to
receive compensation benefits or because o' significaot brain damage. Even when behavioral symptoms are
caused by brain dysfunctions, there may be a variety of brain dysfunctions capable of producing the same
behavioral outcomes but requiring drastically different treatments.

Our initial studies, supported by the RANN program (Research Applied to National Needs) of the
National Science Foundation, were focussed on the problem of learning disabilities in children. As our
techniques evolved, we applied them successfully to the assessment of pediatric neurological patients, to
adult patients with mild head Injury, cerebrovascular disease including transient ischemic attacks,
alcoholism, cognitive impairment due to senile dementia, affective disorders and psychoses. The method
which we have developed for these purposes, called "Neurometrics", is based upon the computerized
extraction of a wide variety of objective indices of brain function as reflected in electrophysiologtcal
activity, the multivariate statistical evaluation of these quantitative measures, and the display of
diagnostically significant findings in color coded topographic map~s easily interpretable by the clinician
without extensive specialized training.

Methodological Considerations

Before preseiiting the clinical results which we have obtained with these methods, several basic
methodological issues must be raised. Although this discussion may seem unnecessarily detailed to some
of you, failure to consider these problems considerably weakens the clinical utility of many of the
functional imaging devices which are now becoming commercially avalilahle.

Quantitative analysis of electrophysiological data yields a massive amount of numerical features.
Numerous commercial devices now produce brilliantly colored topographic maps of such features. No matter
how objective these measurements may be or how pretty the topographic maps, their clinical interpretation
remains subjective and tentative unless they can be referred to a normative data base and statistical
evaluation. This raises the difficult question of how to define 'normal'. Because our particular
interest was in cognitive dysfunctions and psychiatric disorders, the instruments used to define out
normal subjects included a psychiatric as well as neuLological examination, an extensive psychometric and
neuropsychological test battery, achievement tests and determination ot lateral cerebral dominance.
Medical and psychosocial histories, current and past school and work records were also evaluated.
Subjects with significaut abnormal findings or antecedents which placed them at risk were excluded.
Additional exclusion criteria included current use of prescription drugs, a history of convulsions, head
injury or loss of consciousness, or any previous EEG or neuroiogical examination. Our normative data
base includes over 750 subjects, butween 6 and 90 years old, collected from six sites ;sing standardized
methods.

We use the Z-transform ksee Fig. 1) to quantify the probability that any quantitative EEG or EP
feature is abnormal, a me -'id now adopted by most workers in this field. The precision of this estimate
depends upon satisfying ie requirement that the distribution of the feature is Gaussian or
'bell-shaped'.

F ......
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Figure 1: A Gaussian distribution, M denotes the mean value of the distribution, S the
obse'ved value in a subject. The Z-transformation expresses the distance betveen the
population moan and the individual observed value in S.D. units, a 7-score. The area
under the curve that lies beyond the mean (+ or -) and the observed Z-score is equal to
the probability tha' the observed value lies within the normal range.

h- routinely now extract ove, 1200 quantitative features from a 60 second long sample of resting eyes
closed EEG, colle.ted using an on-line artifact rejection algorithm. Unless adequate on-line artifact
rejection or skilled visual editing precedes quantitative analysis, data can be seriously contaminated by
a wide variety of artifacts. These features include measures of absolute power, relative or Y poweL,
coherence (synchronization) and symmetry in the delta, theta, alpha and beta frequency bands in the 19
electrudes of the 10/2C Inte-national Electrode Placement System.

We found the distribution of most of these features in our normative population to be markedly
n,.n-Goassian. We constructed various transforms to acnieve Gausslanity for all of them, many of which
have since been confirmei by other workers [1]. Failure to make such corrections of skewed distribut'ons
results in an asymmetrical statistical bias, with increased falne positives on one side of the mean value
and increased false negatives on the other side. Many of these features also show significant
correlations "th age. Reliance upon mean values and standard deviations for such a variable will yield
false positives Ahich increase with deviation from the center of the age range, as well a:; ralse
negatives bee'r'ise of the inflated estimate of variance. Each of our 1200 neurometric EEG featitres has
therefore been described by polyaomial age-regression equations from age 6 to 90. These equations have
recently been published (21.

The issues thus far raised are not merely puristic academic concerns. Compare the data on the left
side of Figure 2, with tra',sforms for Gaussianity and age dependence, with the data on the right side,
without correction for these biases. False positives occur at the chance level and the dete, of
patholog ys markedly increased when legitimate statistical procedures are followed.

POW.
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Figure 2: Scatterplots for C C4 relative power in theta (top) and C, relative power in
theta (bottom) for depressid patients. Left panels with age regression and log
transform, right panels without either. Dotted lines show plus and minus two standard
deviations from mean (solid line) [3].

The functional organization of the brain is based upon complex relationships among its regions.
Ouantitative analyses restricted to the topographic mapping of local features, even if they are
statistically valid, of Len yields little insight into subtle changes in organization which may be brought
about by pathology. For this reason, we augmented our set of local or 'univarlate' features by a set of
regional and systemic composite features. We have normed the covariance structure of relationships among
features within a region or across features between regions, quantifying the changes from normal
relationships by the 'Mahalanobis distance'.

For example, consider the two univariate features, percentage power in the alpha band and in the beta
band, in the left parieto-occipital region, shown in Figure 3 below. If one considers these feature to
be independent, the locus of values significant at the 0.05 level, for the 2-dimensional composite
features 'left parieto-occipital alpha and beta power', is defined by the circle representing the square
rcct of the sum of the squares of their separate 2-scores. If the high covarlance normally found between
these two features is taken into account, the 5Z significance level of the composite featere is bounded
by the ellipse.

Note how few false positives (3.3%) among an independent sample of normal subjects lie outside the
ellipse seen on the left side of Figure 3. The data on the right side demonstrate the great increase in
sensitiv.ty to brali dysfunction achieved by taking explicit account of the normal covarlation between
features. Only the patients outside the circle would be identified as abnormal if independence were
assumed between these Two measures (19.8%). When departure from normal covariance is considered, the
patients outside the ellipse can be identitied as abnormal (46.3%) even though a high proportion of them
lie inside the circle.
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bands in LPO region for normals (left panel) and psychiatric patients (right panel).
The 95X confidence region is a circle if. the composite feature is computed as thesquare root of the sum of tho squared Z values, and an ellipse if it i omputed as the

0Mahalanobis distance.

Clinical Results

Figure 4: Topographic map ot f relative (Z) power in delta band in a patient shortly

after infarct of right middle cerebral artery. The grearer the percentage of delta
the brighter the map (note upper right quadrant).

Figure 4 is the topographic mp, face upward, of relative (Z) power in the delta frequency band in a
patient who was left hemp s-uim aofter thrombosis of the right middle cerebral artery. Increased power in

the delta band, indicated by b~ighter colors in the map, reflects decreased regional cerebral blood flow
(rCBF) in the underlying brain. Symptomatic patients who have suffered cerebrovascular accidentt usually

show abnormal rCBF and focal slowing of the REG which is well detected by univariate features such as
relative power (•) in delta at the corresponding electrode placement.
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Table I

DETECTION OF CEREBRAL ISCEEMIA
USING '''XE rCBF AND

NEUROMETRIC EVALUATION OF THE EEG

EEOUP n rCBF Nx

CS 11 82 91

FIS 43 70 91

RIND 15 53 93

TIA 25 31 88

AVERAGE 61 91

(rCBF - regional blood flow; Nx - neurometric EtG analysis; CS - completed
stroke; PNS - persisting neurological symptoms; RIND - reversed ischemic
neurological deficit; TIA - transient ischomic attack)

However, this Is not always the case, as seen in Table I for data obtained in collaboration with Drs.
Poortvliet and Jonkman in Holland [4]. In the cerebrovascular patients, in Groups CS and PNS, who
displayed persistent neurological symptoms, a high proportion of abnormal findings were obtained by
k5'Xenon measures of rCBF and also by the EEG multivariate feature 'Overall All Frequencies' which
quantifies the relationships among the power spectra observed in all derivations. In the asymptomatic
patients in Groups RIND and TIA, the detection of abnormalities by "'Xenon rCBF was much lower.
However, the Mahalanobis distance across all frequencies in all leads detected abnormalities in most of
these patients, although few had focal EEG slowing. Visual inspection of conventional EEGs found
abnormalities in only 57% of the total set of patients. Thus, multivariate neurometric analysis may
provide a sensitive indicator of cerebral ischemia in asymptomatic patients, which might identify
individuals at risk for stroke.

We have found that different categories of psychiatric patients display distinctive profiles of
abnormality [5,61. The magnitude of abnormalities In these profiles correlate well with clinical
severity, and can be used as an objective criterion for the evolutiun of dysfunction or to evaluate
treatment, Multiple discriminant functions have been constructed and subjected to Independent
replicatior, which accurately classify patients suffering from alcoholism, mild head injury, cognitive
impairments, senile dementia, and major affective disorders, and distinguish them from normals.
P,omising preliminary successes have been obtained with vascular dementia and schizophrenia and are
awaiting replication with independent samples. Multivariate features play an essential role in most of
these discriminations. Certain aspects of our findings indicate that currently c.symptomatic individuals
who have previously displayed symptoms of particular disorders may often be correctly classified,
suggesting that somo Neurometric trait or vulnerability marker may exist.

DISCRIMINANT CLASSIFICATION OF PSYCHIATRIC DISORDERS
USING NEUROMETRIC QEEG VARIABLES

NORMAL FRIMPRYEP ALCOHOLIC DEMENTIA
(n'60/60) In.69/34) (0n20/l0) (n-63/621)

100

i- 80U

60-

-140 L W
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Figure 5: Dliscriminant c' 'fication of normal (I) and psychiatric disorders [primary
depression (II), alcoholi 1*;[), dementia (IV)]. Initial discriminant is represented
by black bars and indepanden, .eplication by white bars.

Figure 5 presents the accuracy of a multiple discriminant function classifying normals, primary
depressed, alcoholic and dementia patients. Black bora show accuracy in the training sample and white
bars show the accuracy of independent replication on a new teat sample. Overall mean accuracy was 79%.
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Table II

DISCRIMINANT CLASSIFICATION
OF DEPRESSION SUBTYPES USING
NEUROMETRIC QEEG VARIABLES

INITIAL DISCRIMINANT

Classification M%)

Actual
Group nI 1

I Unipolar (34) 85 15
Depression

iE Bipolar
Depression (20) 15 85

INDEPENDENT REPLICATION

Classification (%)

Actual
Group n I

I Unipolor (34) 85 15
Depression

1f Bipolar
Depression (15) 13 87

Patients with major affective discrders have been discriminated from normals with better than 90X
accuracy. Neurometric profiles corresponding to depressive subtypes can also be identified. Table II
shows the accuracy of separation of unipolar versus bipolar depressed patients. Overall initial accuracy
was 85%, with independent replication at 86% 131.

cocLSIOa

Accurate differential discrimination between psychiatric disorders can be achieved if multivariate
statistical analyses are performed on carefully constructed neurometric EEG features. Once the
discriminating variables have been identified, topographic mapping of the appropriate univariate features
(selected from the large set of mappable variables) reveals patterns which are commonly encountered
within patients with the same disorder. However, such maps are not unique and may also be encountered in
patients with other disorders.

Neurometric EEG analysis and topographic mapping, in conjunction with discriminant classification
techniques, offer a powerful adjunct to the clinical diagnosis and treatment of patients with a wide
variety of subtle brain dysfunctions. This technology may help to identify trait markers of
vulnerability to certain disorders and may eventually permit early detection and intervention in
vulnerable individuals. Since aerospace personnel, like all of us, are potentially susceptible to these
conditions, neurometric evaluations may also play a useful role in assessing the suitability of such
personnel foc particularly critical tasks.
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DISCUSSIOU

PAICE, US: The only diagnostic category in which you included mild cases, or lets say marginal cases, was
it. dementia, but certainly you must have had some in the other categories also. How did these fare in
your multivarlate analysis?

JOHN, US: Dementia is the one diseAse that is the moat elaborately developed because we have a 4-hour
multidisciplinary assessment of those patients, which goes well beyond what we have in other categories.
Am a rule of thumb, if you think of the neurometric measurement as an n-dimensional space with 0 different
direction for each class of measurements, then a vector from the origin out into this space has an orien-
tation which is a specific disease. The longer the vector, the more serious is the disease. So we can
represent the patient as an orientation in space, and the different orientations are the vectols of
patients with different diseases. When you have the ability to correlate the intensity of state with
neurometric measurements, then these correlations are always positive. The more abnormal the neurometric
measurement, the more severe is the clinical condition. For example, I've tracked patiento following

traumatic head injury in terms of both their Z-values and their Glasgow Coma Scale (GCS) ratings. (For a
GCS from 0 to 4, the prediction is that the patient will probably die. From 10 and up, the patient will
probably live, and between 5 and 10 the patient's prognosis is indeterminate.) Patients with a GCS of 4
to 5 may have Z's of 10, 12, or 14 which have a probability of 10-10 of being in the normal range. As you
track these patients, you see no charges in their GCS as the Z-value starts to go down. When the Z-value
intersects the normal value for a given brain region (Z-2.5, P level - 0.01), then the function that is
normally associated with that particular brain region will return. In other words, electrical changes
always precede clinical changes. The patient who is going to recover may show no clinical changes but the
electrophysiological measures show a positive trend.

JOHNSON, GEi I have two questions that relate to the limitations of the technique. How well can you dis-
criminate between pre-senile and senile dementia? How well can you differentiate between Alzheimer's
patients and normal senile patients?

J01hi, US. We can separate individuals with a Global Deterioration Scale (GDS) (Alzheimer's Disease, B.
Relsberg, Free Press, Glencoe, Illinois, 1983) of 2 (mild cognitive impairment) from 3 and 4 (moderate)
and from 5 and 6 (severe). We identify individuals with a GDS of 2 in the range of 50 to 55 years as
having pre-senile dementia. Our separations are on the order of 80% In these three categories. The
Alzheimer's patient; frankly, I am not comfortable with that terminology because there is a tendency to
label all elderly individuals with cognitive impairments as Alaheiner's patients. We have done three dif-
ferent cluster analyses each on 100 to 120 ostensibly Alzheimer's patients; and in each analysis we found
3 major and 3 minor clusters with different pathophysiological profiles, i.e., they were not clustering on
the basis of severity of disease. Interestingly, only one of these clusters gives a picture of diffuse
cerebral ischemia; i.e., showing a widespread excess of delta or theta activity. There is an extremely
intriguing group of patients which shows no signs of cerebral ischemia but demonstrntes some interesting
features when you do a P300 paradigm - an oddball paradigm. Using the 10-20 International Electrode
Placement System, you compute the coherence of the event-related potentials for latencies from 200 to 300
ma, determine the average value (call this R) from the left to the right side for a homologous lead, and
then find the sum of RL across all homologous pairs to estimate Lnterhemiapheric coherence. If you do
that, you can separate normal patients from a class of Alzheimer's patients or a class of demented
patients who have no signs of cerebral ischemia. These patients also have perfectly symmetrical and
coherent primary (shorter-latency) evoked potentials. Thls is quite a large sub-group of patients, who
other people call Alzheimer's patients, who have no signs of frontal hypometabolism, no signs of frontal
theta or delta activity, no indications of primary pathway transmission inadequacy but the outflow of the
diffuse projection pathways (perhaps norepinephrine/serotonin dependent pathways) is absolutely not
functioning properly. It's as if the retrieval of the significance of a symbol is different in the two
hemispheres in these patients. It's very important to do cluster analysis of these patterns end to assume
that if you can clearly see distinct clusters of pathophysiological variables, then you are looking at
different diseases that produce similar symptoms. For example, we have tentatively defined a number of
different patterns of neurometric profiles for schizophrenia, accordino to the DSN-I11I diagnostic category
(Standard Psychiatric Diagnostic Manual). Incidently, in our studies of pharmaceutical intervention in
the different subgroups of Alzheimer's patients or demented patients, it is our impression that drugs like
the calcium channel blockers or the nootropic agents tend to affect members of one cluster if they have
any affect at all, and not at all in the other clusters. So an advantage of cluster analysis of these
clinically homogeneous but pathophysiologically heterogeneous populations may be the fact that you can
begin to understand why it is that some drugs help some people with the disease and not others who
apparently have, behaviourally at least, the same disease.

BROOKS, CA: Should -e still be using the EEG as a medical screen in the initial selection of our aircrew?

JOHN, US: I think the EEG and the computerized EEG look at totally different aspects of brain function.
The EEG is superior to the computerized EEG in the detection of paroxysmal phenomena. I'm not satisified
with my spike detector because it gives too many false positives. I think visual inspection of the EEG
ought to be done, but it is totally inadequate to identify subtle pathological conditions of the brain.
To not take the EEG data and analyze it quantitatively by a computer, wiýh proper artifact rejection
capability, when it is there for the taking is a great loss of valuable information.

KRIEBEL, GE: I think that the routine EEG is still necessary for aircrew selection. For example, during
the past year, we detected abnormal spike wave activity in two young patients who had never had seizures.
In one of them, we detected a meningioma from the focal delta activity. We rely on visual inspection of
the EEG without benefit of computerized quantification. The few problems that we encounter are -dell worth
the effort.

JOHN, US: I am not implying that the conventional EEG should be abandoned. I just think that it is bet-
ter to not even think of the standard visual inspection of the EEG and the computerized EEG as two varia-
tions of the same measuremcnts. All they have in common is that both look at the electrical activity of
the brain. They are very different from each other; and they provide very different types of information.
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THE APPLICATION OF NON-STATIONARY DATA ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES IN THE IDENTIFICATION
OF CHANGES IN THE ELECTROENCEPHALOGRAM ASSOCIATED WITH THE ONSET OF DROWSINESS

NICOLA A. WRIGHT, R.G. BORLAND, AMANDA S. McGOWN

Royal Air Force Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, Hants, United Kingdom

The electrical activity of the brain was anjlysed using techniques to detect
the occurrence of non-stationarities associated with transitional states between
alert wakefulness and sleep. Eight minutes of resting eyes closed data were used
in the analysis. A visual inspection was carried out to classify the record into
epochs of varying lengths according to the different states of arousal. Three states
were defined, alert wakefulness, drowsy sleep and a transitional state. Non-
stationary data analysis techniques were used to identify these changes automatically.

The techniques used were autoregressive modelling, in which the prediction error
was used as a criterion to detect change, and evolutionary power spectrum analysis,
where a spectral ratio was defined to detect differences between short epochs of
the signal. In addition, the autocorrelation function was calculated for a limited
number of lags, and changes in tne function with reference to previous epochs used
to identify the onset of change.

These techniques were compared with methods of analysis based on a pre-defined
epoch length, to determine the most efficient method of detecting changes associated
with the transition between alertness and drowsiness.

A discriminant function was calculated for each of the three visually classified
states to define a classification rule, which was then used to allocate the segments
produced by each of the automatic analysis techniques to one of the three states
of alertness. Finally, the performance of each technique was assessed in terms
of its ability to correctly classify segments of data.

Introduction

The change from alertness to drowsy sleep in an eyes closed recording involves
a decrease in alpha activity and the appearance ot theta waves. Prior to the
appearance of drowsiness, most subjects pass through a transitional stage, where
the statistical characteristics of the EEG show greater moment-to-moment variability -
tho signal contains more non-stationarities. These changes may be abrupt, with
distinct boundaries, such as seen with short duration alpha bursts, or gradual, with
amplitude and/or frequency characteristics changing slowly.

The purpose of this study is to present methodology for detecting these types
of non-stationarities, in order to identify the onset of drowsiness. The detection
of changing statistical characteristics of the signal leads to segmentation of the
record into stationary epochs of varying length (adaptive segmentation, (1)). The
methodology is compazed with the results of analyses based on a fixed duration epoch
in terms of ability to classify segments according to the state of arousal.

Methodology

Eight minutes of occipital EEG recorded from a healthy male subject testing
quietly with eyes closed were used in all analyses. The recording included periods
containing non-stationarities, and also times when the statistical characteristics
of the signal were relatively stable.

In order to provide a basis for defining the required sensitivity of the
techiiques for determining non-stationarities, three states were defined by visual
ýnspectior according to the level of arousal. These were alert wakefulness (state
A), consisting of high amplitude, continuous alpha activity, a transitional state
(state B) where alpha activity was reduced with some theta activity presuyt, and
drowsy sleep (state C) consisting of continuous theta activity (Fig 1).

Boundaries between these states were placed by visual inspection (Fig 2).
Non-etationary data analysis techniques were then used to identify changes in the
characteristics of the signal, with the computer analysis positioning boundaries,
indicating where possible changes in state may have occurred. This resulted in
the EEG being split into variable length epochs.

The analysis techniques used were

1) evvlutionary power spectra, which expresses the local power-frequency
distribution for a given instant in time at a specified time resolution (2).
The technique is used to describe time-varying signals, and can therefore
indicate the onset of change in the EEG by computing a spectral ratio involving
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FIG 1

DEFINITION OF STATES

A alertness, continuous alphai activity

B transition, reduced aipha mixed with theta

C drowsy sleep, continuouo theta activity
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a specific band of frequencies relating the spectral content of the current
epoch with previous epochs of data. In this study, a time resolution of 0.5s
was required, resultinq in 2 Hz resolution in the frequency domain.

2) changes in the autocorrelation function: the three states of alertness
have distinctly different autocorrelation functions, and therefore absolute
differences in the autocorrelations at corresponding lags for the current epoch
with reference to previous epochs can be used to determine onset of change in
the signal (3). In this study, lags of up to 10 were used, based on an analysis
epoch of Is, and advancing at a rate of 0.5s.

3) the prediction error based on fitted autoregressive models: one-step-ahead
prediction errors from a model fitted to Is of data were estimated and summed
over short (125ms) epochs. As the signal begins to change, the fitted model
will no longer descriue the signal adequately, resulting in structure appearing
in the residuals. Identification of non-stationarities (or changes of state)
involves determining a threshold criterion based on the prediction error.
The summed residuals are a chi-square variable, and can be compared with the
chi-square distribution to determine the onset of change (4).

FIG 2

CHANGES BETWEEN STATES

Visual classification

B• B

STATE A - B

C -t A

STATE C - A

STATE B - C
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V For each of the techniques, a reference window was defined at the start of the
recording, and an advancing analysis window used to compare the current epoch with
the reference epoch (1). Comparison with the previous epoch was also done. Each
time a non-stationarity occurred, as determined by preset threshold criteria, a new
reference epoch was set up consisting of the epoch immediately following the boundary.
The process continued for the duration of the recording.

In addition to detecting non-stationarities, classification of segments according
to level of arousal was required. A subset of the data from each of the three states
was used as a training data set to calculate discriminant functions relating to each
state. The variable-length segments were then classified as state A, B or C
according to the discriminant functions. The proportion of time classified in
agreement with the visual classification for each of the analysis methods was then
calculated, together with an assessment of the success of each technique at detecting
non-stationarities.

For comparative purposes, the recording was also analysed using methods based
on epochs of fixed duration. These methods were fourier analysis, zero-crossing
analysis, and Hjorth's method (5) which measures activity (total power), mobility
(mean frequency) and complexity (wave shape in comparison with a sine wave). Each
of these analyses was based on a 4s epoch. As before, discriminant functions were
calculated corresponding to each state, and individual 4s epochs of the eight minute
recording classified as state A, B or C based on the EEG measures derived from each
analysis method. The proportion of time in each state classified by each computer
technique based on agreement with the visual classification was then calculated for
each method, ard the results compared with the classifications from the analyses
using varying length epochs.

Results

There were marked differences in the autocorrelation functions between each
of the three states (Fig 3). The autocorrelation function for state A was typical
of sinusoidal activity in which the frequency varies about a peak (corresponding
to the width of the alpha peak in the power spectrum). The autocorrelation function
was a decaying sinusoid indicating a cyclic component of about 10 Hz. For state
B, the autocorrelation function indicated very low serial correlation in the signal,
with the autocoxrelation coefficients decaying to zero very rapidly. State C was
characterized by an autocorrelation function decaying slowly to zero - greater than
60 lags were required to display the cyclic nature of the data.

For state A, the power spectrum showed a pronounced alpha peak, while for state
B there were maxima in both the alpha and beta bands of approximately the same
amplitude, as well as marked low frequency components (Fig 4). The spectrum for
state C was characterized by low frequency activity, with only 8.9% of the power
arising from activity greater than 8 Hz. The spectra for states B and C differed
in their content above 8 Hz, together with lower theta activity for state B than
C.

In the case of autoregressive models, the order was chosen by increasing the
number of fitted parameters until the residual variance of the model decreased to
a minimum. An order of 10 was selected as a compromise for all three states,
although the residual variance continued to decrease by a small amouit until orders
as high as 16 were reached for states A and C. Based on a model of order 10, 89.4
and 94.7% of the variance was explained for states A and C respectively, while for
state .9 only 62.3% was accounted for, and so the model fitted considerably less well
in this state.

In terms of ability to detect the types of non-stationarities identified
visually, the method based on evolutionary power spectra was more effective than
the analyses used in the autocorrelation function and prediction residuals from fitted
autoregressive models (Fig 5). This applied to the duration of the recording.
All methods were able to detect changes between states A and C, but boundaries with
state B were difficult to detect. In order to identify the required changes, the
threshold criteria for the methods based on the autocorrelatic i function and auto-
regressive models had to !; set at a low level., reoulting in over-segmentation.

However, following segmentation of the recording into varying length epochs,
computer classification into states A, B and C resulted in similar proportions of
time classified in agreement with the visual classification - 400 , 412 and 414 s
for the 480s long record for evolutionary power spectra, the autocorrelation function
and autoregressive models respectively.

For the analysis based on epochs of fixed duration, thi amount of time classified
in agreement with the visual states was 366 , 361 and 356 s for fourier analysis,
Hijorth's method and zero crossing analysis respectively. These methods tended to
underestimate the proportion of time spent in states A and C.

L
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FIG 3 FIG 4
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Discussion

In termis of ability to detect non-stationarities identified visually, the method
based on evolutionary power spectra was the most effective. In the case of other
methods studied, the threshold criterion had to be set at a low level to detect
changes of the type identified visually. This may have been because for a short
duration epoch, evolutionary power spectra were able to distinguish the high frequency
components superimposed on low frequency activity in the signals, which for example
were characteristic of the difference between states B and C. In the case of the
autocorrelation method, low frequency components in the signal would dominate the
autocorrelation function, and thus gradual changes between states B and C would be
more difficult to detect. In addition, the standard errors associated with auto-
correlation functions based on 0.5 or is would be high - this was the lowest
acceptable time resolution since some of the non-stationaritiles lasted only of the
order of is. In the case of the prediction error, lack of fit of the autoregressive
model for state B resulted in relatively high residuals during stationary periods
leading to over-segmentation, and reduction in sensitivity of the method for detecting
boundaries.

The methods based on analysis epochs of varying length compared with fixed length
epochs gave a small advantage in terms of proportion of time identified as agreeing
with the visual classification. The methods using fixed duration epochs tended
to underestimate periods with continuous alpha (state A) and continuous theta (state
C), and this is likely to have arisen because the boundaries between 4s epochs
occurred when the characteristics of the EEG were changing.

However, the purpose of this study was to detect non-stationarities in the FEG,
and the ability of evolutionary power spectra gives it an advantage over fixed length
analyses, though the amount of time agreeing with the visual classification was not
substantially greater. The frequency of non-stationarities can be determined,
together with the length3 of the stationary periods, and these factors may themselves
be important in the early detection of drowsiness.
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FIG 5

CHANGES BETWEEN STATES

Computer detection based on evolutionary power spectra
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In conclusion, methods based on analysis epochs of variable length are likely
to be of importance where the temporal characteriotics of the EEG within a short.
recording are of interest, for example, the occurrence of specific events such as
alpha bursts or microsleeps. As such, these methods may be useful in the detection
of short periods of drowsiness in the EEG in an eyes closed recording performed in
studies of irregular or extended periods of work, and in measurement of sedation
produced by drugs such as hypnotics. The occurrence of these types of events may
also be important in the context of individuals performing vigilance tasks, since
their presence may indicate the onset of reduced alertness and therefore increased
likelihood of missing critical events.
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Averaging of a sufficient number of stimulus-related sample functions is a commonly applied method
for the demonstration of evoked activity in the electroencephalogram (EB3). However, problems may arise
in the visual evaluation of averagod waveforms when the signal-to-noise ratio is low, such as fur instance
in certain cerebral disease tmnditiorls, or when the intensity of the stimuli is low (threshold studies).
In such situations the question of presence or net of evolzed activity may be of material importance. Even
exoerienced observers will find it difficult to give a reliable snase,-r if their judgement has to depend
only on visual asseessment of the averaged waveforms obtained. A statistical test for the presence of evoked
activity may be a guide to the, correct decision in such oases.

This paper presents a statistical procedure based on phase value measitremnmts of Fourier -zrponents
igthe pest stimulus samiple functions. TIhe distribution of these phase values ise uniform in the interval

0 - 36 -0 when the FI'X; ~Vefunctions contain no evoked activity (the null hypothesis- or control situ-
ation) . on the ... an aggregation of phase values in a certain angular region and hence a non-
uniform distr~tii'.on 4o be expected if evoked activity is present. A statistical procedure testing a
null ypoi-1-;-., tTmptiun of uniformity may thus be applied in the evaluation of presence/non-presence
Of stIsi.. .- - id activity in the critical situations mentioned above. In the present work a test of the
Kolrmyqorov-&n1.:,eov type, 1Kuiper's Vn test, was applied with satisfactory results.

Stimulus-related signal averaging is a commoly employed method in evokca response studies. Thu
efficiency of the method, however, is largely dependent on the level of noise. ix' unfavourable test con-
ditiors the response may be buried in noise to such an extent that idenfification becomes impossible when
based on visual judgement of a stiimulus-related average alone. False negatire as well as false; positive
conclusions may occur.

f HO

10 MS

SEC7ION FU~i NO SIGNIFICANT RESPONSE ACTIVITY UK-0.731)

Fig. I "False response". 'l1e trace represents the average of 500 epochs of equal lengthi taken f rom
an E93 recording during which no stimualation was performed ("non-stimulated EI;) . The average
may give a false impression of stinillus-related activity. A significance test on the presence
of evoked activity corresponding to the. horisontal her (FM'J) Lunderneath the trace was, however,
negative.

An example of the latter situation Is shown in Fig. 1. The waveform represents an average uf 500 epochs
taken frms an EGwithout stimulation ("non-stijmllated FM"). The average is seen to hove a oonfigura-
tion giving the false imp~ression of a latency time followed by a seqjuence of waveforms resembiling evoked
activity. 1he abemence of the latter was, howver, guaranteed in Uths experiment., a fact that is supported
by the siqinificance statemsent undernseath the trace, resulting f rom a statistical test procediure. Signifi-
cance tests way therefore he useful aids to the correct conclusion in evoed response experimsents.
Several statistical procedures have been suggested (1 ,2,31. Cmca'rs to Any of thmis techoice uf the
phase angles of the Fouriec harmoenics in the poet stimulus sampie functions as a suitable randomn variable.
The basic idea is that if the pha.3e angle of a given FPouriox hlarmonic is measured in each of the post
stimulus sample functions, then this phase value will be a rando variable which is uniformly distributed
in the angular interval (00 - 36 -0 ), provided that the signal contains no evoked activity. In our case
this ourrespond. to the "no respon~se" or control situation. This assumption of uniformity in the non-
stimulated EW case may be con~firmed experimentally. An example is given in Fig. 2. Dr ting P.e randaxi
variable by e, the probability d e ni s i t y function of a uniformly distributed 9(0) , 360 )is
ffOe) 1/360. frhe left part of Fig. 2 shoiws the correspondingj cumulative probability distribution (tDF),
denoted as F(S)- 0/360, a straight line extending from origin to the point (360,1). In our case F(8) is
the distri~bution specified by the null hypothesis. 7be right side of Fig. 2 is a graph of the s a m p 1 e
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a) b)
Fig. 2. a) The distribution Zunction F(e) of a random variable 8 which is uniformly distributed in

interval (0, 360). b) Sample DF F (8) resulting from observing the phase values of one of the
Fourier harmonics in 500 ounsecutive epochs taken from a n o n s t i m u 1 a t e d E3.
Fn(8) is seen to follow the superimposed F(8) quite closely.

distribution function obtained from observing the phase values of one of the Fourier harmonics in 500
epochs taken fran a n o n s t i m u 1 a t e d EM. 1he sample DF, F (a) is seen to follow the straight
line of the superimposed F(8) quite closely.Contrary to this, when thR post stimulus EEG epochs d o
contain stimulus-related activity, then the phase values of one or more of the observed Fourier harmonics
woula be expected to show a tendency towards aggregation in saew angular regions, with resulting deviation
from uniformity. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 3, which shows the sample DF F (8) constructed from
a sample of 500 phase values taken from an EE during visual stimulation. F,(9) is seen to deviate quite
strongly from the uniform distribution F (e) specified by the null hypothesis.
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Fig. 3. Sample DF F n8) obtained fron a sample of size 500 of phase values belonging to a Fourier
component iA the post stimulus epochs taken from an EM during visual stimulation. F (8) is
seen to deviate quite strongly from F(8) , indicating nonuniformity due to phase aggregationand presence of evoked activity.

nan a statistical point of view it thus follows that , significance test on the presence of evoked activity
becnems one of testing whether experimentally obtaind] s<a•ple distributions of phase values have a signi-
cant deviation from uniformity.

SIATISTICAL TEST PROCEDURE

Concerning the choice of a suitable statistical procedure, however, there are certain precautions to
be taken. It is important to realize that the rankom variable 8 obs.3rved in our case represents d i r L c -
t i o n a 1 data which are being measured relative to a fixed origin or z e r o d i r e c t i o n . This
conoept is illustrated in Fig. 4. A given phase angle realization 8 nay be measured as the angle nade by
a unit vector with the positive x-axis in the anti-clockwise directi&n. The vector endpoint on the unit
circle is then given by (conui, sinr ), and hence our randcm variable may also be represented as points on
tbe unit circle. Any point On this circle may be accepted as an origin for muasuram-nts. The sase is true
for the choice of the zero direction, which may b, different frao the posJtive x-axis selected in the
present illustration. Many statistics smronly employed in measurements on the 1 i n e , such as for
instance the sample nea and standard deviation, will be dependent on the choice of origin fgr the re8 sure-
menta. Consider, for instance, ar ,ample of size 2 and assume that the angles measured were 1 and 359 . The



(cosG ,sinSi)

Fig. 4. Representation of a phase angle realization ( as the angle made by a unit vector
with the positive x-axis in the anti-clockwisý direction, and as a point
(cosei, sinei) on the unit ci.cle.

arithm8 tic mean would become 1800. Intuitively, however, we would assume a mean direction
near 0 in this case. It th'"s follows that the circular, modulo 360 nature of the data has
to be accounted for, and f- the significance test we need a statistic that is invariant
under the choice of origin. -"he V variable defined by Kuiper In 1960 (4) has the desired
property. The measurement of this nvariable is illustrated in Fig. 5. The step function F (9)
shown in the figure represents the cumulative sample DF obtained from a sample of n observa-
tions of the random variable e. The V variable is measured as the sum of the maximum verti-
cal deviation (A) of F (e) above + thB maximum deviation (B) below the continuous distri-
bution F(e) specified Dy the nu- l hypothesis.

1.0

0.8 A

0.6

0.2 F(O)
n

0.0 n (

90 180 270 360

Fig. 5. The V value: V = A+B, i.e., the sum of the maximum vertical deviation of a
sampIa distribuPion function F () above and below a hypothetical distribution
F(@) specified by the null hyp

8
thesis. V does not depend on F(G), and is

also independent on the choice of origin nfor the random variable 8.

A high V obviously indicates a large deviation from F(O), and would thus, in our case,
lead to Phe rejection of the null hypothesis and the conclusion "response activity pre-
sent". As shown by Kuiper, the statistic Vn has two important properties:

a) The Vn value does not depend on the choice of origin for the measurements.

b) The distribution of Vn, on the null hypothesis, is independent of F(S).

The distributuion of V on the null hypothesis is known, and tables have been made,
giving the percentage ioints or xvalues. However, the use of extensive tables may be
avoided if the V value is modified according to the following formula suggested by
Stephens in 1970 (5):

T ' Vn( + 0.155 + 0.24/6) (I)

Then, for a given value of T=Z the significance level oor P(T>Z) in the upper tall of
the Vn distribution may be approximated by the formula
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2 2o= P(T>Z) (8Z - 2)exp(-2Z2) (If)

For samples of saze n>8 the approximation error is negligibly small, as shown by Stephens.
In the present investigation Kuiper's V statistic was therefore found suitable for the
problem at hand, i.e., testing the nullnhypothesis that a sample of size n comes from a
population with a given distribution F(S). Stephens formulas (Ea.(I) and (II)) were used
for the estimationi of the Fignificance level.

The expeiimen-al situation may be described as follo.•, A serneory system is stimu-
lated n times during simultaneous recording of neuroelectric activity. On each of the
post stimuius sample functions a Fourier transform (FFT) is performed, and the phase
values of the 10 first h&rmonics are observed, separately. The reason for limiting the
phase measuzements to only the first 10 is that higher harmonics are supposed to conitri-
bute little to the signal, representing noise rather Than evoked activity in th. transform
lengthi applied in this invostigatton. At the .ind o;. tea e:'perinsent each of the observed
harmon vs will be rep'esented by a nhase value sarin o' size n. The null hypothesis is
as follows.

H The 10 observed ph~si variables are uniformly distribated in the interval (G,160)(no response, or control situation).

The alternative hynothesis is,

H A: At least ce of tLEa phase variables has a nonuniform dis;_t.'.bxti.n (respor,.xn !.r-:sent)

For a given harmonic, if the observed phase values (e) are arranged in asce,. .., order
of magnitude AI<8<I I .* . <8 n, ther the sample DF may be expressed as F , in, and the
correspondxng ;n 7&lue may be computed as

"n = sup(!/r. - FIRi)h - inf((i-l)/n - F(ei)), i = 1,2 ....

In our case a total of 10 " values will be available. Denoting The 1 a r g e s t of
these by Vmax, the correspoRing maximum ¶ value may be found from Eq.(I) as

Tmax = Vmax(yr + 0.155 + 0.24/r ),

from which the probability

max> = (8T 
2
a2

P(TTmax) nax 2)exp(-2T max

may be found, using Eq. -I). With reference to tha formulation of H., the significance
level of the experiment may be expressed as

0( = P("at least 1 of 10 'P-values >Tmax")

An C• value below a certain limit would lead to the rejection of H and thus to the
acceptance of H A with the conclusion "response present". The estim tion of the CX level,
however, needs some further elaboration. Let A (j = 1,2...10) denote the event that
V and hence T was found for the j-th amorig the 10 observed phase variables. Then 0(max mxxmay be expressed us the probability of a u n i o n of events A 1, i.e.,

CX = P(A 1IJAUA3 . .UA

1 2 3 .. 10 I )= SI 1 S 2 + S 3 - -.. . $10( )

in which 51' KP(Aj), $2= EP(AAAk), $3- JP(A AkAm) ..... , for J<k<m ... <10.
If statistical independence could be assumed Aetween the. 10 observed phase v-riables,
then the events A, A ... A1  in Eq.(III) above would be independent. In this case the
expression for thk sinlfifcaa ae level 0< would reduce to

C0 = I - P(all T-values<Tma•

= 1 - (P(T<T max))10

= I - (1 - P(T>T max))10 (IV)

Zero correlation is a nece:sary (but not sufficient) condition for statistical indepen-
dence. A test performed on the samples of phase variables during the non-stimulated EEG
concition suggested a low degree of correlation between n e I g h b o u r i n g :.ar-
monics. Apparently this contradicts the use of )'I.(IV) for estimating the 01 level. An
alternative is then to uoe a Bonferroni inequality for estimating an u p p e r Os-bound,
CX<' S1 in Eq.(IIl) above, i.e.,

0<' = PN A1 ) + P(A 2 ) 2 ... P(A 1 0) ( SI
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which reduces to

0' = 10.P(T>Tmax), (V)

since, on the null hypothesis, P(A.)=P(T>Tm) for all J=1,2, 10 in our case.

Considering the expression for the~true W<nvalue in Eq.(III), the upper 0<-bound 0'
is seen to be derived by dropping all terms except S . Then O( <CK' is guaranteed, and
the following Bonferroni inequality exists,

0<' - S2<C)< < ,

from which follows I

- S2 C I < 0,

and hence,

The last inequality thus states that C<' approximates M with an error (true value m.nus
approximation) which has the same sign as the first omitted term (S2), and is smaller in
absolute value.

In the present investigation OC' in Eq.(V) was used as the upper CX-bound. It should
be noted, however, that the difference between CK in Eq.(Iv) and OK' is rather small over
a wide range of C<' values.

SIGNAL RECORDING AND COMPUTING

Employing these statistical principles the evoked response detection program was
implemented on a PDP 11/60 computer, using a high level language (FORTRAN IV). -The neuro-
electric signals were band-pasa; filtered and sampled at a rate well above the N_'quist
frequency. Using a floating point algoritm, FFT was performed in each post stimulus sample
function, on a section of fixed length and placement relative to the atimulus instant.
Prior to each FFT these "Fourier windows" (FWD) were transformed to zero DC level and
multiplied with a cosine bell (Hanning window) to reduce the effect of spectral leakage.
The phase values for each of the 10 first harmonics were stored in separate arrays of
length n (=number of stiiauli deliverer') . The total storage requirement for the phase
v-riables was thus n x 10. Due to restrictions in computer storage and addressing facili-
t-.as, t.,-e meximum number of stimuli that could be processed by the computer program was
s00. Althouqh vifficient for many evoked response experiments, this number is rather small
for recording lov-vott - brain stem responses (BER) , a problem which will be disc:assed
later.At the end of h> cxpu,4ment (n stimuli presented) the phase values were arranged
in ascending order of magnitudme and the V0 value wcs computed for each of the haimonics
separately. The modified st<Li.t.c T for the 1 a r q e s t of the 10 V values
and the corresponding probability P(.T: ax , j:.re then computed. ei.nally the uper-bound

h - -, m,ýA & - 4E .'1p e - o n

value for the significance level was fo'n., uIIng Eq.IVI
At the end of the experiment the analytica; results were oresented, comprising a

plot of the averaged signal epochs with a statistical statement i,,dicating the revel of
significance, and a plot of the phase sample DF F (R) for which the highest V value was
found. The plots of the averaged signal epochs wePe calibrated such that the 'Aaximtu
peak.-to-peak value became of LJxed length in any case, irrespective of the numerical value
in the sampled wavoforrr.

RESULTS

The efficiency of the detection program has so far been tested in visual (VER) ard

auditory BER experiments.
Fig. 6 illustrates the results obtained when testing for presence of VER in a normal

person, using high intensity flash stimuli. The upper trace represents the average of 500
stimulus-related sample function., and has the well-known configuration of an evoked
response. The horisontal bar (FWD) heluw the trace indicates the post stimulus ,puch(of
lengt' 128 ms) tested for presence of evoked activity in this experiment. The Foirier
transform length was 64 sample points, corresponding to a fundamental harmonic frequency
of 7.8 Hz. As indicated by the statement below the averaged trace, the statistical test
resulted in rejection of H on a ILigh level of significance ((X <0.000001), leading to
the conclusion "significan

2 
response activity". The lower part o6 the figure renresents a

graph of the phase sample distribution runction F (t) belonging to Fourier harmonic no. 1,
for which the highest V value (-0.61) was found L, this case. The superimposed OF, F(B),
is the distribution of Rcontinuous random variatle which is uniform (0,360). F (9) is
seen to deviate quite -trongly from F(9), in accordance with the high level of Rignifi-
cance.

Fig. 7 shows the effect of reduc.ng the et .ulus intensity such that the flasher
became hardly visjbl, i.e., near threshold. The ixperimental procedure was otherwise the
same as in the former test. The averaged waveform (upper trace) has noisy characteristics
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FHO

SECTION FND: SIGNIFICANT RESPONSE ACTIVITY (AO.O00OI)

1.0 -Fn Ce)

0.8 -

0.6

0.4

0.2

0.0 .
90 180 270 360

Fig. 6. VER experiment. Visuel stimuli employed: Flashes of high intensity.The trace
in the upper part of the figure is the average of 500 stimutus-related sample
functions taken from the EEG of a normal person. Evoked activity is seen to
be present in well-defined waveforms, and the statisti.cal statemenq below the
trace confirms this on a very high level of significance (CX r 10- ). The post
stimulus epoch is 128 ms, and is indicated by the horisontal Uar (FWD) below
the trace. Note the large deviation between the sample DF FnOS) and the uni-
form DF F(8) in the lower Dart of the fiqure.

FWD

SECTION FWD: SIGNIFICANT RESPONSE ACIIVITY (0(O.00493I)

1.0

0.8

0.6 F(()

0.4 L

-X2

0.0

90 180 270 360

Fig. 7. VER experiment, employing flash stimuli of low intensity (hardly visible).
Averaged waveform in upper part of the figure is rather inconclusive, but
the statistical test result indicates presence of evoked activity in the
epoch FWD, with a level of significance C < 0.004931. Note the deviation
between the sample OF Fn(0) and F(8) (much Tess than in Fig. 6).
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and is rather inconclusive as to the presence or not of evoked activity. The statistical test, however,

indicates presence of response on a rather high level of significance (Ot < 0.004931, see statement
below the trace). The highest Vn value (0.11) wes found for the phase sampTe of the 2nd Fourier harmonic
in this experiment. The s nmle DF F (C) in the lower part of the figure is seen to deviate from the
uniform F (O), but much less than in %ie former experiment.

Fig. 8 is representing the results of an eXperiment in which 500 sample functions were taken from
an EEG without simultamnus stimulation ("non-stimulated EEG"). The averaged waveform is noisy, as expec-
ted, and the statistical teat procedure does not give any evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis in
this case (upper 0( -bound = 0.438).

FWD

L--'-'----'- • I0OHS

SECTION FWD: NO SIONIFICANT RESPONSE ACTIVITY (0( c 0.4 38

1.0 (

0.8

0.6 n

0.4

0.2 F
0.0 Lf-- I 1 1

90 180 270 360

Fig. 8. Testing for evoked acfivity in a non-stimulated EFin. The statistical test resulted in a high
upper C( -bound, ledding to the conclusion "no significant response activity".

Figs. 9 and 10 illustrate the results obtained ir. auditory brain-stemn evoked response (MFR)
experiments, using 400 clicks of intensity 80 and 40 dB above sensory level (SL) , respectiveJv. In
both experiments the Fourier transform length was 64 sample points, cortesponding to a time length of
6.4 mns. The frequency of tie fundamental harnonic was thus 156.25 Hz.

In the 80 dB experiment an evoked response is readily dis3Inguished on visual inspection of the
averaged vuveform (Fig. 9, top), and the statistical test is highly significant (OC < 0.000001). The
maxium V value (0.18) was found for the 7-th Fourier harmonic, and the correspording Fn(9) shows a
substanti~l deviation from F(e().

In the 40 dB case (Fig. 10) the upper CX-bound was high (0.717), and hence the statistical test
does ML give any evidence for rejecting the null hypothesis. The highest v value was only 0.07 and
belonged to the 9-th harmonic. F (8) is seen to follow F(e) quite closely, nin accor.ance with che
nonrejection of the null hypotheRis. Contrary to the negative conslusion, however, an evoked response
is normally expected when clicks of intensity 40 dB ML are applied. No definite evoked activity can be
distinguished In the averaged waveform (top of figure) , hut neventheless it has to be admitted that the
test method failed to detect evoked activity in this case. The same result occurred when employing 500
stimuli, i.e.. the maximm nrmber that could be processed Wy the computer system. The problem will be
discussed in sore details later.
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FWD

* I OMS

SECTION F1O, SIGNIFICANT RESPONSE ACTIVITY (W O.O000011

1.0

0.0
s0 ito 270 360

Fig. 9. BE experiment. Auditory stimuli: Clicks 80 dB above sensory level. 7he trace on top of figure
is the average of 400 stimulus-related sample functiotn. Evoked activity is apparent on visual
evaluation, and this is further supiported by the statistical test which resulted in an upper
0( -bound of 0.000001. F (e) belucgs to the 7-th Fourier harmonit and is deviating quite
strnxgly from F(8). The post stimulus test wird (F11) is 6.4 ms and consists of 64 samle
points.

FWD

10 MS

SECTION FWD: NO SIGNIFICANT flESPONSE ACTIVITY (O<0.717)

1.0

0.6

M~e

0.4!

0.2

0.0 I
90 160 270 360

Fig. 10. BER experinmt. Click stimuli, 40 dB above sensory level. Experimental. procedure otherwise the.
saam as in Fig. 9. Evoked activity is to be expected, but is not c,)nfinrmd, neithler by
visual eval•-L.on of the averaged waveform (top of figure), nor' by the ntatisticdl test which
resulted in v high upper 0' -bound (0.717).
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DI1SCUSICz4

A statistical method for the detection of evoked neuroelectric activity is to be considered useful
mainly in z.itatix= when responses of low voltage are expected. flboptles of the such situations %er the
stiidiez deallng with the problem of estimating the- minimum stimulus strength :)ust capable of e-iciting a
distinguishable response (threshold examinations), moreover disease ocditions affecting neuronal struc-
tures sand reducing their respose capability.

In the present investigation Kuiper's V test on the distributlon ( f phase angles in stinkius-related
sample functions appeared sensitive in detect-ing near-threshold visukil evoked activity. In theee cases
presence of evoked activity could be statistically assessed with a rather high level of significance even
when no response could be seen in the etimulus-relatad average. kn explanation of tihis discrepacy is
the fact that the averaged response miy be hampered by just a few sasple functions o): bad quality, i.e.,
conntaining high-Iltage artifacts or noise omnpoernts, oocurrtng during the recording procedure. Such
events, however, are less destructive to a nonuniiform trerd in the phase samiple menasurements.

'The efficiency of a statistical procedure is largetly dependent on the sample size. T1his may be a
plausible explanation of th-e failure in detecting BBEts to medium or low intensity click stimuli. In the
latter experimental situation the brain stem responises are in general of low voltage relative to the
background~ activity, measuring only a few tentha of a microvolt. In conventional average evoked respunse
recordings several tlxusarx1 stilmrli are coimmonly recp'iired in order to obtain a dl stinguishable response
in such cases. Theu size of the phase samples in the present sta2tistical analyLs wacý equal to the number
of stijmuli, n . 7tbe maximumn value of the latter was 500, due to restrictions in campuýsi in facilities
mentioned previously. This number iri probably too emmll fwx thn rtatistical detection 'A nonuniforstity
in the phase samples during the low signal-to-noise cnaditions dealt w~ th.

It follows that an improvement of the efficiency of the statistica! procedure oculd b~e achieved by
an extension of the nt~rter of stinulus-related sample functicns. Another approach woold he the employmeunt
of artifaut rejection techniques, such as, for instance, tomplate watching in order to reduces the effect
of the noise composnent in the sampled epochs.

Finally, a comment shoul~d he made on the criterion usedx4 for rejecting Wtim null hypothesis in this
investigation. Referring to the formulation of H , H is rejected only if onp or vs~-( of the observed
phase variables have a nonuniform distribution. Kntu2tively, however, one night mg.isgne situations in
which a certain number of the observ.ed phase variables may show~ a deviation fromt uniformity which is
modnerate, but -ot lag enough to allow rejecvtion nf H with the present formulation of H A. Such situa-
tions might indicate presence of evoked activit-y, and h

8
nce indicate a reformulation of liL, as follows:

li,: At least m (=1,2... .10) of the observed phase variables havL- a nonuniform distributibb. This formu-
l~ione hxstever, has effect on the estimastion of the signif.Lzance! level and nwe&d further *,laborat:Lon

fromt a mathemaatical-statistical point of vied.

Kuiper's statistical V test on the distribution of phase angles of the Fourier hairmonics in post
stimulus samiple functions apýears Lo be rather sensitive for the detection of evokadi activity. Sptisfactory
results were obtained in using the proceure for the detection of near-tlhieshoid visual stimuli, but failcvi
in detecting brain stfan responses wkhen mediumi or low intensity clicks were used. A most probable reason
for the failure is the relatively low numiber of st-ins'll applied -In tlht axperlimenth. Th~e inprecsior. is
that the efficiency of the statistical test could be imp~roved hy increasing the numb,*er of stijmulus-related
sample functions, a possibility that is readily achievabie in mordern omrpters w Lth large storage and
adressing capabilities. Therx results of the investigation therefore indicate that- the statistcal approach
may he useful in diagnostic situations where presence/tvnpresuxnee of evoked activity is a q~xsvion of
material irrportanre.
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Enmg., vol. BMF-30, pp. 43-49, 1983.

(4) M. A. Stephens, ¶Ibe goodness-of-fit statistic. V : flistributicon and significance points.
Biametrica, vol. 52, pp. 309-321, 1965.N

(5) M.A. Stephens, Use of the Kolmogorov-Ruinarviv., cramer-Von K~ises and related statistics witlVeut
extensive tables. J. Roy. Statis. &oc., vol. B32, pp. 115-122, 1970.
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SUMM4ARY

We describe an evoked potential technique for identifying the nonlinear characteristics of specialized
sensory neural mechanisms in the human brain. For example, subjects viewed a grating pattern modulated at
F1 Hz superimposed on a second grating modulated at F2 Hz. The VEP consisted of about 20 discrete
frequency components, each of less than 0.004 Hz bandwidth. Most would be destroyed by conventional
averaging, but could ib measured by a zoom-FFT technique that gives 25,000 resolvable bins over DC-100 Hz.
We have developed a mathematical treatment such that the pattern of behavior among these VEP comoonen~s
"fingerprints" the nonlinear processing. We report orientation tuning bandwidths (20 deg) and th, spatial
frequency tuning of a phase-independent visual mechanism; strong interactions between responses to
orthogonal orientations; and a possible EP means of investigating the auditory hair cell transducer
characteristic.

It has been clearly established by microelectrode recording that the visual and auditory pathways in
primates contain many neurons with specialized properties that respond asynmnetrically, for example to
increase versus decrease of light intensity, increase versus decrease of pattern contrast, leftward versus
rightward motion, receding versus approaching motion In depth, or auditory FM versus AM. Humar equivalents
of such neurons are presumably important for the special sensitivities of the human sensory pathways, e.g.
those to contrast, motion and auditory pitch. We describe an EP technique for investigating the properties
of such specialized neurons by measuring the nonlinear interactions between two simultaneously-presented
stimuli.

The basic rationale can be understood in terms of the following illustration: We know that primate
visual cortex contains neurons that respond to bars or gratings, and that many of these neurons prefer bars
or gratincs of a particular orientation. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that such an "orientation-
tuned" neuron iesponds over a range of orientations on either side of the preferred orientation, and that
the response calls to half-maximum when the bar or grating orientation departs by more than 10 deg from the
preferred orientation. First we stimulate this neuron with a single grating to find the preferrsd
orientation. Tho, we superimpose on the first grating a second stimulating grating with a different
orientation. )he crucial point is that i nonlinear interaction between the two grating res can onlv
occur if the neuron "Sees" both ratinos-a-T -onc•- n oth -w r sf th•ya-re both Wthint -_rieationtvnujnin• hwi'dtW. _ _ _ _ ___

If we can measure such a nonlinear interaction we can, in principle, measure the 20 deg orientation-
tuning "bandwidth" of the neuron. This paper desrribes how that measurement can be made, and indicates the
wider applicability of the technique to investigating the orientation and spatial frequency selectivities
of cortical cells, to the exploration nf auditory mechanisms and to the study of cutaneous receptive fields
of somatosensory mechanisms.

EXPERIMENT 1: EVIDENCE THAT THE HUMAN VISUAL PATHWAY CONTAINS SPATIAL FREQUENCY ANALYZERS THAT ARE

INDEPENDENT OF SPATIAL PHASE

Introduction

During the last 18 yeats a major theme in vision research has bcan the idea that, althoagh at the
first stage of retinal image analysis the photoreceptors sample on a point-by-point basis, at a later stage
in the visual pathway the spatial aspects of the image are re-analyzed in terms of' spatial frequency and
orlenLation [1,2,3,4J. In a recent version of tho hypothýsis, every small patch of the retinal image is
ana'yzed into a few (3-6) spatial frequency bands (5,6] and into abtut 4-3 bands of orientation (7]. At a
functional level of descriution the hypothetical spatial frequency and orientation-selective analyzers are
callud "spatial frequency channels". Toe physiological basis of these functional suounits is widely
assumed to be the spatial freqvency selectivity and orlentational selectivity that are well known
characteristics of many cortical neurons [8].

In Experiments 1-3 we report an attempt to inolate and study the neural mechanisms tuned to
orientation and spatial frequency that not on;y analyze the spatial aspects of the retinal image, but also
subserve the spatial discriminations such as orientation i1scrimination and spatial frequency
6&scriminatioi that are involved in recognizing objdrts.

MEthods

We superimpo sed two vertical sineWav', :ratings, each of S cycles/leg spatial frequency on the face of
a Joyce CRT of mean luminance 264 cd/i'P A0t a white P4 phosphor. The fixed grating's contrast was jOt,
and It was counterphase-modulated by an Fi hz sinewave (nominally 1 HzW. The variable grating's contrast
was 4C. and It was counterphase-modulated by an F2 Hz sinewave (nominally 7 Hz). The CRT's static
calibration characteristic was linear to within 2% up to 85t contrast.

I
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The steady-state EP consists of discrete frequency components, each of which can have very narrow
bandwidths E.,10). In practice, the optimum signal-to-noise ratio for any given component is obtained by
matcning the analyzer's frequency resolution to the bandwidth of the component. This was adequately
achieved with a recording resolution of 0.0078 fiz. Therefore, the analysis was run with only 12,800 real
frequency bins over DC-100 Hz and some of the extra resolution that could have been obtained with the
320-sec recording periol was traded for frequency-domain averaging (N - 15). This technique is discussed
in detail elsewhere [11).

Equipment was allowed at least 30 min to warm up, and the 7 Hz and d Hz signals were fed directly to
the analyzer at the start of each session, thus calibrating frequency to within 0.0039 Hz. The computer
then calculated the frequencies of all (nFi±*mF) terms up to the fifth order (30 terms). Evoked potential
components wcere only accepted if they agreed wtth calculation to an absolute accuracy of about one bin
(i.e. 0.008 Hz). Recognition of high-order EP terms was limited by We long-term drift of electronic
signal generators (say 0.1% over i day) rather than by the physiology. For this reason, several
reproducible terms, presumably of high order, sn far remain unidentified.

Although this ultrt-high resolution analysis may seem unnaturilly precise, it should be emphasized
that it dues not contravene Gabor's urcertaincy principle or any other physical law. (Gabor s principle
sxates that the best possible frequency resolution equals the reciprocal oF recording duration. Thus, a
100-cec recording cannot give a better resolution than 0.01 Hz.) Our main result is the empirical finding
that ultra-high frequency resolution reveals robustly-repeatable fine grain structure in the brain's
reqponses, and this fine grain structure Is invisible at lower resolution,

It is the noise level in the immediate neighborhood of an EF frequency component raeher than overall
noise level that determines the absolute signal-to-noise level of any component: It Is important to note
that the local noise level was quite different in different frequency ranges (e.g. 8 times less power/Hz at
32 Hz than at 8 Hz). Thus, for example, if 8 Hz flicker prcduces a 2 micrvolt component at 8 Hz and a 0.5
microvolt compon-,nt at 32 Hz. they will have roughly similar signal-to-noise ratios. Components of
extremely small amplitude have excellent signal-to-noise ;avels in some frequency ranges. Signal level was
calculated as the r,2an of the largest plus two adjacent lines (i.e. frequency bins) in Fig I minus the mean
of the •djacent 10 lines, 5 on either side. (A signal-to-noise ratio measure gave similar results.)

Because the method may be unfamiliar, a brief explanation is appropriate. The discrete frequency
components of a steady-state EP can be regarded as analogous to the components of an averaged transient EP.
However, the nuaber of clearly-resolvable frequency components can be larger and do not overlap. (We
measured 20 in this study at signal-to-noise (power) ratios up to 140:1.] Most of the compontnts of Fig i
are irretrievably lost by averaging and cannot be regained by subjecting the average waveform to FFT. Our
technique employs "zoom FFT` in a modifiFi m that allows high zoom ratios to be combined with
non-destructive analysis over a wide bandwidth [11].
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Results and Discussion

First it was necessary to identif frequency components that were specific to spatial contrast rather
than being explicable In terms of loca{ flicker. Fig 1 illustrates the crucial control experiment.

Fig 1A shows two sections of the EEG power spectrum recorded during stimulation with a single grating
that was counterphase-modulated at (nominally) r - 8 Hz. The response consisted of sharply-defined spikes
at 2F 1 - 16 Hz, 4F 1 - 32 Hz and (not shown) other even harmonics of 8 Hz. Even at this ultra-high
frequency resolution, VEP frequency components were often concentrated into a single 0.0078 Hz bin,
implying, as noted previously Co10j, an amplitude and frequency stability that is quite remarkable for a
physaological system. To put this in context, at the frequency resolution of Fig 1, the stability of the
stead)ystate EP was not distinguishable from the stability of the electronic signal generators (Feedback
model TWG-500 and Wavetek model 186) used to generate the stimuli.

Fig 1B shows two sections of the spectrum recorded when a second grating, counterphase-modulated at 7
Hz, was exactly superimposed on the Fig 1A grating with a relative spatial phase of zero. The 2F 1 and 4F1
spikes were abolished, and several new terms appeared of frequency (nF 1±nF2). One of these cross-
modulation terms, the (FI+F2) Hz component was larger than any other frequency component of the response.
The terms that index a nonlinear interaction between responses to the two gratings are shown in boxes.

Four control experiments were then carried out. First, an instrumental control: A linear photocell
was placed in front of the CRT and its output subjected to the same spectral analysis as that used in Fig
1. Nonlinear cross-modulation products were essentially zero, the largest having 0.02% of the power of
the linear F1 and F2 signals). Then the EEG amplifier's linearity was tested: when fed with two equal-
amplitude sinewaves, the largest cross-modulation term was 0.04% of the power of the two fundamental
sinewave components at full drive. Next the sum of 7 and 8 Hz sinusoids was fed directly into the
spectral analyzer. Cross-modulation terms were essentially zero (below 0.01% of the amplitude of the
sinewive inputs). We conclude that the nonlinear terms, boxed in Fig 1B were not due to nonlinearity of
the CRT, the EIG amplifier or the spectral analyzer.

The fourth control experiment was physiological. A uniform (unpatterned) field flickering
sinusoidally at 7 Hz was superimposed on the Fig 1A grating. The flickering field had the same mean
luminance as the F2 Hz grating and the modulation depth was 40%. The rationale of this experiment was
that if we consider any given small retinal area there is no difference whatsoever between the
superimposed 7 Hz grating in Fig 18 and the superimposed homogeneous 7 Hz flicker in Fig 1C. Yet Fig 1C
shows that this superimposed blank-field 7 Hz flicker produced a dramatically different effect to a
superimposed 7 Hz counterphase-modulated grating. The nonlinear interaction terms boxed in Fig 1B were
absent in Fig IC, the Fig UA 2F 1 term that was abolished in Fig 1B is not abolished in Fig 1C. We
conclude that thQ boxed terms in Fig 1B and the previously-reported suppression of 2 1 in 8 [12,13]
reflect the prcLessing of spatial pattern and cannot be explained in terms of flicker processing nor of
interrction between pattern and flicker processing.

Having established that the (FI+F 2 ), (F1+3F 2 ), (5F2-F 1 ) and (2FI +2F 2 ) terms specifically index
changes in retinal image contrast rather than the visual processing of local flicker we then asked whether
mny of these terms were determined by the spatial frequency power content of the stimulus independently of
the particular pattern of light distribution in the retinal image. Our rationale was as follows. We
varied the relative phase of the two superimposed gratings. This maneuver dramatically changed the
lumina;ice distribution in the retinal image while leaving the spatial frequency power content unaffected.

I~~~F 1.2- •f~. Tha dffect of
3 spa tial phase on

2 ar 2F, U, the amplitudee of nonlinear
I interactions between two

i 2 -F2 F, &.perimposed gratings. As
- i phase was changed from 0 dsg

4 F, +F ./ to 280 deg, the light
distribution acroan the

g ol retinal image changed0 .. ..... considerably, but the

spatial frequency power
content remained constant.i?.C. 4r ¶ pC 0 The interaction tenme in A

I. Ft~e
1

, .- were strongly affected, but

_t 0te(F+2F 2) tenm in B wae
- comparatively independent of
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5 . Ampit/e are in microvolts
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Fig 2 shows the results of this manipulation for two subjects. Figs 2A and C show that several of the
contrast-specific terms are strongly affected by the distribution of light in the retinal image. On the
other hand, Figs 28 and D show that the contrast-specific (2F 1+2F2) term is tolerably independent of the
particular light distribution in the retinal image. Similar results were obtained for a third subject. We
conclude that the (2FI+2F 2 ) term indexes an interaction between responses to the two gratings that is
rather independent of the particular light distribution in the retinal image [142.

The (2FI+2F 2 ) term's insensitivity to spatial phase is intriguing in the context of Julesz's [15]
psychophysical evidence that the phase spectrum is not used in preattentive texture discrimination.

At cellular level, the phase-independence of the (2F +2F 2 ) term in the human VEP parallels the phase-
independence of complex cells in monkey visual cortex [16]. Furthermore, the nonlinear VEP properties of
frequency doubling (Fig IA) and the VEP interaction components boxed in Fig 1B can be modelled in terms of
a compressive rectifier [172. thus providing a second parallel with the complex cell: De Valois et al [16)
state that many complex cells in macaque give a frequency-doubled response to a counterphase-modulated
grating (see Fig IC) that is "virtually the same at every spatial phase", implying [18,19] that many
ractifying subunits are distributed throughout the visual field.

EXPERLMENT 2: CAW THE VISUAL PROCESSING OF TWO-DIMENSIONAL PATTERNS BE EXPLAINED IN ONE-DIMENSIONAL TERMS?

Introduction

rhe hypothesis that human spatial vision can be described In one-dimensional spatial frequency terms
[4] has created a substantial psychophysiicl and evoked potential (EP) literature. In its most recent
version, the basic -Idea fis that the spatial i ttributes of each small patch of the retinal image are
analyzed by channels tuned to .a 'limited number of discrete spatial frequencies (about six., according to
Wilson and Gelb [62), and also to orientation (3] - perhaps only a limited number (4-6) of discrete
orie.tatinns [7]. These channels perform a kind of piecewise spatial Fourier Analysis [5]. At a
physiological level, the responses of some neurons in monkey striate cortex evoked by two-dimensional
checkerboard patterns can be explained in ternis of the one-dimensional Fourier components of the pattern(2,o].

It Is well known tk.it a two-dimensional spatial uattern can be mathematically expressed as a linear
sum of one-dimenslonal Fourier cwsy•onents, or as an integral (21,22). It was soon realized that in some
ways te spatial frequency approach is mathematicalls more convenient than the classical "point spread
function" (Seidel aberration) approach to lens design and, following H.H. Hopkins' pioneering work in the
1950s,, frequency domain analysis has become a standard procedure in optical engineering. But although, for
a glass lens, the Ieaging of two-dimensional and one-dimtnsiotial targets are linearly related, this
requisites cannot be assumed in physiological image processing. In particular, the application of one-
dimensional Fourier methods to two-dimensional imaging as!'nes that there are no nonlinear interactions
between responses to two simultaneously-presented gratings of different orientations. Here we report
evidence that this assumption Is substantially Invalid for th, human visual system.

Methods

A vertical sinewave grating of spatial frequency 5 cysles.'deg was generated on a Joyce CRT and
counterphase-modulated at frequency F1 (nominally 8 Hz). A second grating of spatial frequency 5.5
cycles/deg and variable orientation was 9enerated on a se(unr ýoyce CRT and counterphase-modulated at
frequency F2 (nominally 7 Hz), The two gratings were optically _pcrimposed. Field size was 10 deg,
contrast was 40% fur each grating and mean 'uminance w,)s 250 nd,/m, Evoked potentials were analyzed in the
frequency domain as described above.

Results and Discussion

The dashed line in Fig 3A plots the amplitude of ' (CFI+F2) cross-modulation response term as a
function of the orientation difference between the gratings [2a]. This Cross-modulation term necessarily
indicates a nonlinear Interaction between visual respo,.ses tU the fixed vertical grating and the amlable-
orientation grating, an6 Is independent of spatial phase ýsee above). Fig 1% shows that the nonlinear
interaction w*s large when the gratings were parallel and tel: tc d xniniau.s -hen their orientations
differed by about 30 deg. The half-height full bandwidth of the curve is ibout 12 dog, consistent with the
bandwidths of sharply-tuned neurons in monkey striate cortex [24). The frequcncy-doubled 2F1 Hz response
produced by the fixed vertical grating was ruppressed when ttie two q,. 

4
ngs were parallel, but the second

grating had comparatively little effect when grating orientations differed by about 30 deg. Similar
results were obtained for a second (Fig 3) and third subject.

The observations reported abovw can be understood if the (?F1+2F2) term Is ger-rated by cortical
neurons tuned to a narrow range of orientations, When the gratinos orientations differ by more than about
30 dog, most of these neurons cannot encompass both gratings .uthir, th'.ir orivintation bandwidths, and will
therefore fail to generate an appreciable (2FI+2F 2 ) term.

However, when we placed the two gratings at right angles (the ?'i.ýed grating remaining vertical), the
nonlinear cross-modulation term rose to a second maximum. For subject B this (2FI+2F2) term was as large
for near-orthogonal gratings as for parallel gratings, and only a little less for subject A. The
interaction term was largest at exactly 90 deg orientation difference for s'tbject A but, curiously, peuked
sharply Just 5 deg from 90 deg for subject B.
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This finding that there is a strong nonlinear interaction between responses to vertical and near-
horizontal gratings can be understood if we assume that cortical neurons tuned to a narrow range of
orientations around the vertical interact nonlinearly with cortical neurons tuned to a narrow range of
orientations around the horizontal. It may be relevant that cortical neurons tuned to different
orientations can inhibit each other when excited simultaneously [25,26), an effect that has been suggested
as an explanation for the finding that some simple cells fail to respond to two-dimensional texture, even
though they respond strongly to a one-dimensional pattern that is optically contained within the texture
[27,28). Complex cells, on the other hand, respond to both one- and two-dimensional patterns [27]. In this
way. inhibition of simple cells by cooplex cells renders simple cells specifically sensitive to one-
dimensional features such as edges (28].

If our findings can be generalized to other kinds of two-dimensional pattern, this would imply that
human VEPs to two-dimensional patterns cannot entirely be explained in terms of VEPs to one-dimensional
gratings. And, bearing in mind that psychophysical contrast threshold correlates with VF.P amplitude for
both one-dimensional gratings 129), and for two-dimensional checkerboards [10,30), our VEP findings may also
point to the limits of applicability of one-dimensional Fourier methods in the psychophysics of two-
dimensional spatial vision [23).
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EXPERIMENT 3: SPATIAL FREQUENCY (SIZE) SELECTIVITY IN THE HUMAN VISUAL SYSTEM

Methods

A vertical 20% contrast grating was countcrphase-modulated at F1 = 8 Hz, and maintained at a constart
spatial frequency of 5 cycles/deg. A second vertical gratin"g of higher (40%) contrast was counterphase-
modulated at: 7 Hz, and its spatial frequency varied from 0 (blank field) to 21 cycles/deg. Evoked
potentials were recorded with the two gratings superimposed.

Results and Discussion

Fill 1B confirms previous reports (12,13] that the 2FI Hz component, characteristic of a s•ingle grating
(Fig IA), was attenuated when the F2 grating had the same spatial frequency as the F1 grating, but was
comnparatively little affected when the two spatial frequencies were very different. Fig 4 adds the new
finding that the approximately phase-indeperndent (2F1+2F2) component rose to maximum power when the two
gratings had the same spatial frequency.

Following our previous argumený 'see above), if one grating's spatial frequency falls inside a
frequency-tuned mechanism's bandwidth and t;,e other grating's spatial frequency is well outside, the
m echanism "sees" only the lirst grating• so h_1t tu•r, can be no interacci-f,. According to this argument,
the attenuation of the 2F1 Hz cownpenent in ý'I, 4- lr,,.-!xe•, the s,,Atidi frequericy tuning bandwidth of the

mechanism that produces the 2F1 ;Nz fas,)on,.,. I,', r~t i A. jA.t• 1'iough, that the Fig 4 curve shape is for thespecific temporal frequency F2 . 7 /j.

The (i2F1+Fj) curve ir. Fig 4 infllows an approximately converse pattern to the 2F 1 component, showing
maximum interaction when the two spatial frequencies are equal though exadCt reciprocity cannot be expected
because two rather than only one tuning bandwidth may be involved: the (2FI*2F2) component may be produced
by one tuned mechanism and/or by interaction between the frequency-doubled outputs of two mechanisms tuned
to different spatial frequencies.
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EXPERIMENT 4: AUDITION: THE FIRST STAGE OF PROCESSING IN THE INNER EAR

An amplitude-modulated (AM) tone, generated by multiplying a carrier sinusoid of frequency f1̀

1048.50 Hz by a sinusoid of frequency F1 = 20.886 Hz, was fed to the subject's left ear [31). The

potentials recorded between the right earlobe and vertex were amplified over a 1-200 Hz bandwidth and

subjected to spectral analysis with a resolution of 0.0078 Hz, giving approximately 25,000 real frequency

bins. Fig 5A is a segment of the spectrum that includes a response component of frequency 2F1 whose

bandwidth was evidently less than 0.0078 Hz. This narrow bandwidth is consistent with very high stability

of amplitude and phase over the 320-sec recording duration. The experiment was then repeated with the same

f1 Hz carrier modulated by a sinusoid of frequency F2 = 21.778 Hz, and this stinulus produced a response at

2F2 Hz. Next, the F1 Hz tone was fed to the left ear, and the F2 tone to the right ear (dichotic

situation). The only appreciable effect was a reduction of the left ear's 2F1 Hz response to about 60% of

its power (i.e. approximately 20% amplitude reduction). In other words, the left ear's response was

slightly attenuated by the input to the right ear and the right ear'- 2F2 response could be recorded as

well: no cross-modulation terms were recorded (Fig 5B).

Then the F1 and F2 Hz AM tones were electronically summed and fed to the same (left) ear. Fig 5C

shows that the result was quite different to the dichotic case of Fig 58. There was a strong nonlinear

interaction that almost abolished the 2F1 and 2F2 components, and created a nonlinear cross-modulation term

of frequency (Fl+F2 ). i.e. (42.664 Hz) that had about twice the power of the 2F1 response to the F1 Hz AM

alone (compare C with A). Next, we used two carriers instead of one. The f1 = 1048.50 Hz carrier was

modulated by the F1 = 20.886 Hz sinusoid as before, but this time the F2 = 21.778 Hz sinusoid modulated an

f2 = 1Z48.49 Hz carrier. The two iM tones were summed and fed to the left ear. The (Fl+F?) response was

considerably diminished (about fourfold in power), and the 2F1 and 2F2 terms enhanced (about sixfold in

power) so that the response pattern looked quite different to casual inspection (Fig 5D). More carefu'

inspection at higher resolution showed an additional effect that may be just visible in panel D. The

central spike had split into two components 0.02 Hz apart. (Remember that the two carriers differed by

0.01 Hz.) This split is quite clear in Fig 5E, where the carrier frequencies differed by 0.1 Hz, :nd the

split terms (a and b) are 0.2 Hz apart. In Fig SF the carriers differ by 0.25 Hz, and the split terms (a

and b) are 0.5 Hz apart. In Fig 5G the carrier differ by 1.3 Hz and the split between a and b is so largc

(1.6 Hz) that a and b fall right outside the 2F1 and 2F2 terms.
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In brief, Figs 50-G show the following two effects: (1) The (Fi+F2) term is smaller (relative to
the 2F1 and 2F2) terms) than In Fig SC where there was only one carrier; (2) The (F1+F2) term splits into
two parts whose separation equals 2(fl-f2) Hz. The effects were confirmed in two other subjects.

The sound stimulus was calibrated by placing a microphone in front of the earphone, and analyzing
its output in the same way as the brain responses. Nonlinear terms were essentiall*y zero.

A proposed explanation for these physiological findings is as follows. The responsible nonlinearity
must lie before the signals from the two ears unite, because the dichotic case (Fig 5B) does not show
these effects. We note that binaural convergence occurs already at the )livary nucleus. It is known
that the transducer function of hair cells has the rectifier-like shape shown in Fig 6A (32]. An
electronic circuit with a similar input-output characteristic (Fig 6B) was fed by the same AM signals
used to generate the auditory stimuli used in Figs IC-G. Fig 6C-J shows that this analog model of hair
cell transduction produced all the effects observed in the physiological recordings of Fig 5C-G.

We tentatively suggest that the curious nonlinear behavior observed when one ear is stimulated with
the suen of two AM tones is consistent with the characteristic shape of the transducer function of hair
cells. Furthermore, the rectifier-like shape of the function explained why a single carr'er modulated at
F1 Hz produces a 2F1 Hz response (Fig SA), even though the sound wave contains no 2F1 or F1 Hz Fourier
component, or indeed any component within 1000 Hz of these frequencies [31].

Further developments of this approach and its formal mathematical treatment may enable variations of
the shape of the hair cell transducer function to be investigated in the normal ear, and in ears affected
by pathology or by toxic agents.
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CONCLUSIONS

The frequency domain techniques previously developed for the analysis of steady-state EPs enable
small signals to be extracted from a high noise background [9,10,33] or, alternatively, by means of such
methods as "sweep EPs" or "EP feedback" (33,34,35,36). offer substantially shorter recording procedures
(up to 30-fold speed increase compared with conventional time-domain averaging).

We describe here an additional development of steady-state EP recording that allows certain powerful
mathematical techniques of nonlinear systems analysis to be generally applied to the investigation of
visual, auditory and somatosensory processing in the human brain. (It should be noted that time-
averaging techniques are quite inappropriate. Any averaging that is required must be carried out in the
frequency domain rather than the time domain. This point is discussed in detail elsewhere; see
references 9,10,11.)

FUTURE POSSIBILITIES

The use of the techniques described here in neuromagnetic investigations of visual, auditory and
somatosensory pathways will add the greater precision of generator location offered by neuromagnetic
recording to the analytic power illustrated here. (Because volume currents propagate large distances,
both nearby and distant sources may contribute to the evoked potential recorded from any given electrode,
but a SQUID magnetic sensor coil records nearby sources only.)
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1But there is a further, and more basic point. So far we have discussed the interpretation of results
only in terms of qualitative cormonsensical conclusions. Mathematics has been mentioned only in the purely
technical context of signal recording, rathe- than as a tool for more profoundly probing central nervous
system function and interpreting experiment- results.

In general terms, nonlinear interactions between multiple sensory inputs can be regarded as basic to
brain function in the everyday world. The brain is not a linear system that merely applies a scaling
factor to the sensory inputs it receives; rather it manipulates the incoming sensory information, using
strongly nonlinear processing in order to achieve goal-directed motor action. The nonlinear operations
performed by the brain, it has been suggested, include multiplication [37,38], divicion [39,40] and
logarithmic compression.

One of us (MPR) has developed a mathematical procedure, based on Bennett's (41] double Fourier
integral approach, of calculating the nonlinear cross-modulhtion products of frequency (nFl'MF2) produced
when the sum of two sinewaves of frequencies F 1 and F2 are fed to rectifiers of different kinds. Single
rectifiers of linear, compressive (e.g. square root), accelerating (e.g. square law) characteristics,
cascaded rectifiers and parallel cascaded rectifiers have been theoretically treated, and discrete
components up to the fifth order calculated (the order is defined as (n+m)] [42]. The point of all this is
that many neurons behave rather like rectifiers. For example, a neuron may respond to an increase but not
a decrease of contrast. Our theoretical work suggests that the behavior of the discrete frequency
components constitutes a kind of high-resolution "fingerprint" that charactererizes different kinds of
nonlinearity. This "fingerprint" is capable, for example, of identifying rect.ification-plus-multiplication
or rectification-plus-compression.
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DISCUSSION

LANDOLT, CA: Have you tried to record intermodality interactions? Fcr example, have you tried to record
any visual-auditory or visual-vestibular interactiona? Do you see the method's applicability in mapping
out common brain areas responding to more than one sensory modality?

REGAH, CA: Yes, in principle, the method is capable of recording interactions between different sensory
modalities. We have recorded visual-auditory interactions; we have not tried visual-vestibular ones. The
maps of macaque zmonkey cortex published by Van Essen show several discrete areas containing neurons that
respond to more than one modality. We now know where these areas are - at least in the macaque monkey
(Van Essen, 0. In: Peters, A. and Jones E.G. Cerebral Cortex. Vol.3. Plenum Press, New York, N.Y., pp.
259-329. 1986). It seems likely that corresponding areas would exist in man. So, it would make sense to

use the neuromagnetic brain recording technique In humans to search for intermodality interaction
responses, because the neuromegnetic technique seems to have a higher spatial resolution than the evoked
potential technique.

WEINBERG, CA: This is a beautiful technique, but how do you get 25,000 bins?

REGAN, CA: The beat possible frequency resolution Af Hz is approximately equal to L/T, where T is the
recording duration. This follows from Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle, and its relevance to signal
analysis was first pointed out by Dennis Gabor. Thus, if you record a continuous sample of EEG 200
seconds in duration, and compute a frequency spectrum (e.g., power versus frequency), a resolution of Af -
1/200 - 0.005 Hz is possible, giving 200 x 100 - 20,000 lines over a DC - 100 Hz bandwidth. The reason
why you usually do not get this ultra-high frequency resolution is technical rather than theoretical -- it
is there for the taking. When conventional FFT is used to compute the spectrum, you obtain a spectrum
from DC to some maximum frequency, fmax, and the number of lines depends on the size of the transform: a
IK transform gives about 400 lines and a 2K transform (i.e., 2048 .amples) gives about 800 lines.
Increasing the transform size soon becomes prohibitively expensive in spectral analyzers. The technique
we use is called zoom-PFT. Let's say we have a 2. transform, giving 800 lines from DC to fmax, and we
require about 25,000 lines over a DC to 100 Hz bandwidth. We analyze the signal in 3-Hz segments. First
we set fmax at 3.0 Hz, and do an FFT giving 800 lines from DC - 3 Hz. Then we take the original signal
and multiply it by 3.0 Hz, giving two sets of beat frequencies (suw.and difference), and remove one set by
filtering. This procedure converts the original 3.0 Hz to DC, so we can apply the FFT again. Then we
re-label the frequencies, and thus have 800 lines from 3.0 - 6.0 Hs. And so on. Our version of this
technique stores the original signal, and allows the off-line analysis to be carried out at very high
ýjpeed. High "zoom" factors are available - we routinely use a factor of 32.
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SUMMARY

The impressive results obtained during the last few years by applying the
neuromagnetic method to the investigation of brain physiology and pathology have given
an extraordinary impulse to the development of large multi-sensor systems, which should
permit, in a relatively near future, to simultaneously detect the distribution of' the
magnetic field over a large area of the scalp and to achieve a real time functional
localization of active cerebral sources. In this paper an outline of the main
instrumental problems in the choice of an optimal sensor configuration - for large
multichannel systems - is presented, with particular emphasis on the capability
featured by different kinds of superconducting gradiometers to identify complex
cerebral sources, and on the need for more sophisticated model sources.

INTRODUCTION

During the last few years exciting results have been obtained in the neuromagnetic
investigation of spontaneous and evoked cerebral activity(l). A unique capability of
the technique is the possibility of ;,chieving a three-dimensional identification of
active areas in the brain, namely a "functional localizazion". Therefore the method
might turn into a powerful tool to study higher levels of brain functions, like those
related to attention, memory, etc.

In order to achieve this goal large multichannel systems must be developed, to
simultaneously measure the distribution of magnetic fields at numerous sites of the
scalp. The few systems (four to seven adjacent sensors) based on SQUID technology so
far operating in the world(l) can provide only a limited view of this distribution and,
ae a consequence, the measurements must be repeated several times at different scalp
locations. This procedure - which is based on the hypothesis that cerebral responses
are utationary - causes two drawbacks: 1) re-positioning errors can be introduced, and
this strongly affects the localization reliability; 2) the measurement is prolonged for
one hour or more, and a variability in the psychological conditions of the subje.ct
occurs. This vaniability might be acceptable as far as primary cortical areas are
concerned, but proves to be a major constraint when studying higher levels of brain
functions.

It is therefore commonly agreed that the new generation of neuromnagnetic systems
should be in the "class 100o', i.e. consisting of a number of adjacent magnetic sensors
of the order of 100, distributed onto a spherical surface in such a way to cover a
scalp area of at least 150 cm . There are, however, different possible choices for the
array of superconducting sensors to be used in the system. As a consequence of this
choice, particular attention should be devoted to the capability of a specific array to
detect biomagnetic sources. For example, gradiometers with planar geometry have a most
interesting feature: an enhanced sensitivity with respect to higher spatial
frequencies. This might prove to be a major advantage when facing the problem of
distinguishing complex source configuratiuns.

SENSOR CONFIGURATION

"Wound-wire" detection coils - magnetometers and/or gradiometers - have been so far
widely used both in shielded and in unshielded environments. Alternatively, planar
geometries, directly fabricated onto silicon chip3, havy been proposed by several
groups (3-5). (see Fig.l). In this case the detection coil - independently of the
specific configuration, i.e. magnetometer, first-order gradiomoter, second-order etc. -
is inserted in the SQUID itself. The efficiency of coupling between the detection coil
and tne SQUID, namely the flux transforming ratio (2) of the superconducting loop, is
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Figure 1. Schematic draw.ing of a "vertical" second-order gradiometer and of the four
simplest geometries of planar pradiometers. The parameters used for the simulations
reported in the text are os follows: vertical gradiometer, 1.5 cm coil diameter and 5
cm baseline; planar gradiometers, 0.5 cm coil diameter, 1.5 cm baseline. The square in
the center of each planar gradiometer schematically represents the DC SQUID.

therefore maximum (unitary), differently from what happens with wound-wire coils, where
coupling to the SQUID inductance unavoidably reduces the efficiency of the loop to a
few percent. It has been also shown (2) that planar gradiometers feature additional
advantages, like the absence of superconductinp contacts and a higher feasibility to
integration in large arrays. Conversely, the shape of the pattern detected in presence
of a typical biomagnetic source, namely a current dipole, is generally more complicated
with respect to that featured by arrays cf "vertical" gradiometers, and this can be
considered a partial drawback as far as a clinical use of the technique is concerned.
Fi,.2 shows a simulation of the spatial-temporal characteristics of the signals

detected by an array of vertical (a) and of planar (b) (quadratic) gradiometers,
respectively(6). To get these simulated tracings it was assumed that a dipolar source
was located at a depth of 5 cm below the surface of a homogeneously conducting half
space. The source intensity was assumed to be modulated accordingly with the typical

morphology of a Gomatosensory evoked signr.l (median nerve stimulation, see insert of
FigS). The simulated tracings represent siignals actually detected by an array of 36
gradlometers, 6 by 6, spaced 2 cm from each other. The geometrical dimensions of the
gradiometers are reported in the caption of Fig.l. It is worth noting that the scaling
factor is different between (a) and (b): as pointed out in (6). the comparison between
planar and vertical gradiometers is even more favoreable to the former if a realistic
value for instrumeatal noise is taken into account. This turns to be an important
advantage when facing the localization problem, On the other hand, as already
mentioned, we have to pay the penalty of an increased complexity in the detected
pattern, as clearly illustrated by the two isa-field maps in Fig.3.

Another advantaged provided by planar geometries Is their higher capability to
reject disturbing, sources. It has been shown (2) that this effect can be orders of
magnitude larger than that achievable with a corresponding array of vertical
gradi•,meters. This property hes obvious implications for what concerns the use of
magnetic shieldin;ga with large neuromagnetic systems.

COMIPLEX !OURCLS

There is, however, another point which is particularly mignificant for the purnose
of the present article. It is common opinion that the simple dipolar model (7) can be
used as a model source to account for neural activity only to a limited extent. More

specifically, it is relatively infrequent that a cerebral event involves only a
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Figure 2. Simulated evoked signals from a current dipole, the intensity of which is
made to vary with time according to an actually measured evoked field, as sensed by an
array of 36 vertical (top) and of 36 planar (quadratic) gradiometers (bottom). Sources
are located 5 cm below the center of each array. Note the different scaling factor.

Figure 3. Simnulated iso-field contour maps illustrating the field distribution from a
current dipole (5 cm depth) as detected by an array of 36 vertical (left) and planar
(quadratic, right) gradiometers respectively.
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Figure 4. Simulated field patterns from the 5 components (depicted on the right) of a
current quadrupole (5 cm depth) as sensed by an array of 36 vertical aradiometers (8).
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concentrated population of neurons in a small portion of the cortex. This most likely
happens for the early cortical components in the auditory and in the somatosensory
modalities. But even in this relatively well-understood events - as we will see in the
following - and certainly in all those functions which are event-related in some way, a

simple dipolar model is oversimplifying and cannot be used for source localization. A
detailed simulation (2) on the performances of arreys of vertical and planar
gradiometers with respect to their respective capability to identify two dipolar
sources showed the superiority of +he second kind of geometry. This property may be
related to the larger sensitivity featured by the planar devices with respect to higher
spatial frequencies.

In general, multiple dipoles, more or less synchronously active, or more complex
source configurations, involving quadrupolar components (8) should be considered for
the analysis of experimental data. Fig.4a schematically illustrates the shape of
different components of a quadrupolar source. We want to remark that all these
components consist in combinations of two antiparallel dipoles. Fig.4b shows the the
theoretical field patterns associated to each of these components (8,9). Although the
physiological meaning associable to these configurations is certainly less intuitive
than that of a simple dipolar source, it is however not unrealistic to have current
circuits either in the cortex or in sub-cortical - cortical connections which can be

accounted for by one, or by a combination of, quadrupolar component(s).
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Figure 5. (top) Sequence of 8 iso-field contour maps illustrating the temporal
evolution of the field distribution as measured after median nerve stimulation.
Iso-field step, 5 fT. (bottom, left) Evoked field as measured at position (-5,13) of
the grid. (right) Simulated iso-field map illustrating the field distribution from
equally intense components Q and Q2 of a current quadrupole at 5 cm depth (8),
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We went to remark that a motivation for this kind of theoretical analysis stems from
the experimental observation of complex field patterns during cerebral evoked response.
Evidence for this was observed, for instance, in the scalp distribution of magnetic
fields generated in a CNV experiment (10), But even in the investigation of evoked
fields originating in primary areas Is not infrequent to observe clearcut spatial
patterns strongly resembling those produced by a quadrupolar model source. Fig.5 shows
a sequence ot 8 iso-field maps illustrating the spatial-temporal evolution of the
magnetic field evoked by stimulation of the left median nerve at the wrist, as measured
over the contralateral somatosensory cortex. The reference frame is a coordinate system
the origin of which is located at the intersection of the Nasion-Inion horizontal line
with the ear-ear line through the vertex. The positions where the magnetic field was
measured are identified by dote in each map. The time at which each map was calculateo
(reported below each map) is identifiable on the evoked magnetic field as measured in
one of the two "maxima" (measuring site -5,13 on the grid) shown In the insert
(bottom, left). The dipolar character evident in maps (1-3, 5-8) suggests a source
progressively shallower from I to 3, and progressively deeper - and differently located
- from 4 to 8. Nevertheless, the field pattern illustrated in map 4 strongly resembles
the theoretical one generated by a simple combination (Q j-3) of quadrupolar components
(bottom, right). We want to stress that this consideraton is merely qualitative, but
may provide a hint on the need for more sophisticated model analyses.

CONCLUSIONS

Although the development of large neuromagnetic systems is still at the beginning,
it should be carefully considered that the choice of the geometry for the array of
sensors has a fundamental importance. Indeed, as we have briefly reviewed, each choice
has advantages and disadvantages. It is therefore not a simple tesk to establish the
optimal configuration and, probably, different systems should be designed for different
experimental requirements, including the use or not of shielded rooms, the need for
studying complex brain activity, etc. What should be pointed out, however, is that, in
spite of the mentioned difficulties, which are being or are going to be solved by more
sophisticated studies, the neuromagnetic approach is going to provide a unique tool to
investigate cerebral activity and to achieve a real time functional imaging.
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DISCUSSION

OFFENLOCH, GB: In your presentation, you showed evoked magnetoencephalographic recordings of sensory
afferents. We know from neurophysiology and neurology that these afferents project to specific thelamic
nuclei, and they project sharply to the motor sensory cortex. Why do we see such large fields in your
maps?

ROANXI, IT: In the first place, you should be aware that magnetic measurements are more sensitive to tan-
gential current flows than to radially oriented currents. This is a fundamental point. In principle, if
the head were a sphere we would never see radially oriented currents. Secondly, when we looked at the
distribution of isofield maps, the first three or four had maxima which were much more widespread than
those obtained later on. These are contributed by a deep brain source.

KAUFMAN, US: The question as I heard it was that, since we know from neurophysiology that activity of
this type is very focal, why are the magnetic fields that we measure so widely distributed? If you have a
short segment of curreut, then it is surrounded by a magnetic field which extends forever. It falls 3ff
inversely as the square of the distance, but it is very widespread. The field which appears above the
surface of the head also has a pattern which is very widespread. By measuring the entire pattern, you get
information about the focal source. In fact, the only way In which to image this source is to think of it
as being analogous to a point source in optics - an infinitesimal point of light from which you can
measure a different pattern in the distribution of light in space. Similarly, you enn treat a clump of
many neurons, say 100,000, as seen from a distance of 3 cm as though it were a point source having a mag-
netic field that is spread throughout space. Although the field is widespread, the source is uxactly as
you described it; it is focal in this model.

LANDOLT, CAt Both Dr. Kaufman and Dr. Romani alluded to the possibility of designing a 100 to 120 sensor
system for MEG recording. I presume that's a conceptual goal. In such a system, what would be the
diameter of the sensors, and what is the anticipated brain volume from which you expect to record? Are
you looking at a system that is the real-time equivalent of nuclear magnetic resonance imaging?

ROMANI, IT: The first answer is that the diameter of the coils that are currently used is about I to 1.5
cm. Secondly, these coils must be placed in an array having a particular spacing which is specific to the
range of depth that you want to investigate. It is useless to reduce the diameter of the coils and put
them closer together than a couple of centimeters. This would simply increase tire spatial sampling rate
without providing any significant improvement in the localization, if the source is deeper than 1 cm
(which is the minimum depth that you can record from a source through the scalp). As you said, the large
system that Dr. .jaufman and I discussed is conceptual, but it is certainly possible with present state-
of-the-art tuch~ioicgy. A 100-sensor system coupled to a powerful computer for on-line real-time imaging
is a goal that ctn be achieved in the next 4-5 years.

KAUFMAN, US: I subscribe to everything Dr. Romani said except that I believe it will only be 3 years,
because physically it is already being developed.

GEVINS, US: I subscribe to everything that Dr. Romani and Dr. Kaufman said, except that I think It will
probably take 6 years. The reason for this is that the analysis of three-dimensional real-time imaging,
whether the signals are magnetic or electric, or, preferably, both is very complicated. This is not a
trivial problem because as more complex source configurations are required, better and better signal-to-
noise ratios are needed. It will take a great deal of effort; it will not be solved cvernight with a Cray
computer. Additionally, all the issues that have to do with contaminants from eye movements, muscle
potentials, atc. will also have to be dealt with in the MEG, as they have in the EEC. There are many
issues that must be addressed besides physically building the system, so I am less certain of the time for
completion, although I certainly think that it is possible.
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I. Introduction and Overview

Electrical potentials recorded from the scalp have been successfully used to study
various brain processes. It has become possible to record magnetic fields under similar
conditions (Cohen, 1968). Magnetic and potential fields produced by the nervous system
have different properties that can be exploited for the study of brain activity related
to information processing (e.g., Cohen and Cuffin, 1983; Romani and Leoni, 1985; Romani
and Williamson, 1983; Romani, Williamson, and Kaufman, 1982a, 1982b; Williamson and Kauf-
man, 1981).

Zlectruphysiluoloiu l aad beh,,vioral research has pointed to meaningful components
and temporal events in Evoked Potentials that, in conjunction with behavioral measures,
could elucidate targeted cognitive processes. This research has not only involved P300
and CNV components, but also has utilized other components that may be measured and
related to cognitive performance, including short-term memory and linguistic processing.
For example, research on the relations between connotative meaning of words and brain
activity shows that the brain activity in different individuals is sufficiently similar
for a common model to discriminate word classes significantly better than chance. Furth-
ermore, these brain response discriminations among stimulus word classes survived varia-
tion in the subject's task.

Memory and memory organization are research areas that are fundamental to learning
and cognitive processing. Failures to learn may be due to failures at the time of input
to memory, during retention, or at the retrieval stage from memory. It has been diffi-
cult to disentangle what is occurring at each of these stages without interfering with
the ongoing cognitive processes. Assessing memory with behavioral techniques can only be
done at the retrieval stage, of course, but some clever experimental designs have been
applied to uncover what is in memory at various stages. These have used behavioral mass-
ures of response timing, probe techniques, priming techniques, etc. In addition to these
behavioral measures, it would be extremely helpful to have physiological indices of these
fundamental processes in learning. We have developed some physiological indices that
relate to storage in short-term memory and to semantic processing, and therefore, show
great promise of aiding understanding of fundamental processing in learning.

Section 1I-A outlines the general nature of Evoked Potential (EP) recording of brain
activity related to cognitive performance. It describes earlier experimental results and
the early use of multivariate techniques to separate P300 and CNV. Section 11-5 explains
how such an approach, using multivariate analysis techniques, has uncovered a brain
activity component that is related to storing information in memory and how that Storage
Component was subsequently used to predict recall in a cognitive experiment using a
behavioral, probe technique. Section I1-C concentrates on a body of work which has shown
relations between connotative meaning of words and brain activity. This work suggests
that the brain activity in different individuals is sufficiently similar for a common
model to discriminate word classes significantly better than chance. Section II-D
extends the research to syntactic performance that has shown a basic distinction between
two syntactic classes of words, function words and content words. Slectrical activity
related to parsing performance in sentences that contain local structural ambiguities has
also been studied. The results obtained make us optimistic about the utility of recor-A
brain activity in answeriog these and other questions about sentence comprehension, as
well as other kinds of cognitive performance.
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II. Research Background

A. Cognitive Performance and Brain Activity

One of the most direct methods of studying the neural bases for learning and memory
in man is studying Evoked Potentials (EPs) and performance while the human subject is
processing information. The neurophysiological evidence may not only set limits on the
kinds of models that may be reasonably entertained and assist in differentiating between
competing theories, but also may provide new indices of various cognitive processes.
Evoked Potential research provides the opportunity to look within the black box between
stimulus and behavioral response, because systematic brain activity can be recorded dur-
ing this stimulus-response interval.

Several Evoked Potential components have been related to various information pro-
cessing functions, some of which are the most specific cognitive EP components yet iden-
tified. For example, a component has been found that relates to memory storage of
stimulus information (Chapman, McCrary, & Chapman, 1978).

Now there is an opportunity to study both electrical and magnetic brain activity of
human subjects while they process cognitive information, with the research based on care-
ful stimulus control, systematic task selection, sophisticated experimental design, and
multivariate data analysis techniques.

In general this research is at the confluence of several scientific disciplines,
including information processing, neurophysiology, low-temperature physics, experimental
psychology, data analysis, and modeling. The Evoked Potential is the only response now
available with adequate temporal resolution to study neurophysiological activity related
to central processing of cognitive information in intact human beings. Behavioral stu-
dies of memory and cognitive processes have depended primarily on measures of perfor-
mance, e.g., speed and accuracy. These measures are limited to the behavioral output of
the cognitive processes which occur between the stimuli and the behavioral responses.
The recording of brain activity occurring between the stimuli and the behavioral
responses affords the opportunity of not only using another class of measures, but more
important, using measures of events which may be specifically related to the cognitive
processes. As Posner (1975) has pointed out for the study of attention, the field of
information processing "will benefit from close ties between human performance studies
and electrophysiological explorations." The development of neuromagnetic techniques is
providing a new and powerful tool to aid in the study of memory and learning.

One of the EP components which has received a great deal of study is a late, posi-
tive wave which has become known as P300. P300 amplitudes are enhanced by: task-relevant
stimuli (Chapman and Bragdon, 1964); an occasional stimulus change (e.g. Ritter Vaughan
Costa, 1968); a signal for a simple or choice reaction (e.g., Wilkinson and Morlock,
1967); the detection of a threshold level stimulus (e.g., Hillyard, Squires, Bauer and
Lindsay, 1971); a stimulus which confirms or refutes a prior guess (e.g., Sutton, Braren
and Zubin, 1965); and a letter which completes a word or sentence (e.g., Shelburne, 1972;
Friedman, Simeon, Ritter and Rapin, 1975). The P300 seemr to be independent of the phy-
sie.pl characteristics of the target and non-target- stimuli, so long as they are discri-
minable. Indeed, P300 can be triggered by a target cue which is the omission of a
stimulus from a repetitive sequence (for review, Picton, Hillyard, and Galambos, 1976).
Much of the data on the P300 component has been accumulated in three exoerimental para-
digms: the guessing or prediction parAdigm, the counting or "oddball" paradigm and the
reaction time paradigm. The amplitude of P300 is an inverse function of the predictabil-
ity of the stiaulus when the subject's task is to guess the next stimulus in the sequence
(e.g., Donchin et al., 1973; Sutton et al.. 1965; Tueting at ml., 1971). However, vary-
ing stimulus probability is not necessary tor varying P300 amVlitude (Chapman, 1966,
1969; Chapman and Bragdon, 1964). In the cuunting paradigm, a random sequence of two or
more stimuli is presented and the subject is instructed to covertly count one of the
stimuli. The general finding is that the P300 component is larger to the counted
stimuli, especially when the counted stimuli are infrequent (Courchesne et al., 1975;
Galambos, Benson, Smith, Schulman-Galambos, and Osier, 19751 Hillyard, Hink, Schwent and
Picton, 1973; Mast and Watson, 1968; Picton et al., 1974; Picton and Hillyard, 1974;
Squires, ot al., 1975). When the same sequence of stimuli is presented under "ignore" or"alternate task" conditions, the P300 is small or absent. Thus, the stimulus probability
is not a sufficient determinant of the P300. It appears that for P300, the stimuli must
engage substantial cognitive processing, either directly required by the task or ini-
tiated by subject options.

In most of the paradigms finding P300 effects, the eliciting stimuli were relevant
to the subject's task. Since Chapman and Sragdon's (1964) early demonstration, the evi-
dence continues to support the hypothesis that task-relevance is an important condition
for P300 elicitation (Chapman, 1965, 1966, 1969, 1973, 19741 Chapman, McCrary, Cragdon
and Chapman, 1979; Donchin, 1968; Donchin and Cohen, 1967; Donchin and Smith, 1970; Smith
et al., 1970; Donald and Goff, 1971; Eason, Harter, and White, 1969; Ford at al., 1973;
Friedman, Simeon, Ritter, and Rapin, 1975&; Sheats and Chapman, 1969).

About the same time as the early reports about P300 (Chapman & bragdon, 1964; Sutton
at al., 1965), a Contingent Negative Variation (CNV) was reported (Walter at al., 1964)
ti occur in anticipation of a significant stimulus. A controversy then developed from
ta*e suggeition that iate positive c~fccta iU XPs (e.g., P300) may be nothing more than
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the turning off of a preceding CNV. In an experiment which manipulated both (a) stimulus
relevance and (b) expectancy of stimulus relevance, both P300 and CNV were obtained by
Principal Components Analysis of the data (Chapman, 1974). In that analysis the com-
ponents wer" orthogonal and thus the independence of P300 and CNV was established. This
Conclusion is consistent with other analyzes of the same question (Chapman, 1973; Don-
chin, Rlitter, Tueting, Kutas and Heffley, 1974, pp. 71-72). Human cognitive experiments
investigating the CNV have also used magnetic techniques (e.g., Fiumara, Campitelli,
Romani, Leoni, Caporali, Zanasi, Cappiello, Fioriti, & Nodena, 1985).

. Memor Storage Component in Evoked Potentials

That sharper distinctions and greater specificity of the relationships between cog-
nitive processes and EP components may be obtained is illustrated next (Chapman, McCrary,
Bragdon, a Chapman, 1979) We applied multivariate analysis techniques to EP data obtained
during controlled information processing tasks. Principal Components Analysis identified
several EP components which were functionally related to various aspects of information
processing, e.g. letter encoding, alphabetic comparison, expected stimulus relevance, and
storage of information in short-term memory.

One of the components identified in the analysis (maximum near 250 masec.) was found
to be specifically related to storage of stimulus information. Successful task perfor-
mance in that experiment required the subject to store in his/her memory the information
contained in the first relevant stimulus, which occurred randomly in either the first or
second intra-trial position. We reasoned that irrelevant information as well may be
stored when the first stimulus is presented since there is no previous short-term memory
load at that time in the trial. in agreement with this analysis, the "storage" component
scores were relatively high under the appropriate conditions. The pattern of scores for
the EP "storage" component agreed with this information storage interpretation, whereas
other EP components in the same experiment showed a different pattern. The "storage"
component (Component 3) was not like P300 (Component 2) which had relatively high scores
for all relevant stimuli, not just relevant stimuli in intra-trial positions I and 2. Nor
was the "storage" component like CNV-resolution (Component 1) which related to expectancy
of relevant stimuli. Nor was the "storage" component attributable to differences in phy-
sical stimulation, since both numbers and letters gave relatively high or low scores
depending on whether or not they were being stored by the subject. Furthermore, the tim-
ing of the "storage" component is appropriate for information storage, namely near 250
meec., when the short-term visual storage fades (Sperling, 3960). This "storage" com-
ponent may not have been detected in other EP experiments because the peak of this com-
ponent tends to occur shortly after a prominent positive peak in EPs and special measure-
ment techniques, such as Principal Components Analysis, more clearly reveal it. The
"storage" component appears to be robust, having been found in strikingly similar form in
additional experiments that use three different stimulus intensity levels spaced 1.0 log
unit apart (Chapman at al., 1978). The coefficients of factorial similarity among four
data sets ranged between 0.85 and 0.99.

It was important to check more directly the storage interpretation by a behavioral
experiment specifically designed to assess storage in short-term memory under the same
experimental conditions (Chapman at al., 1978). The behavioral experiment used a memory
probe technique to test subjects' recall of individual stimuli for each of the conditions
in the electrophysiological experiments. The pattern of correct recalls obtained from 52
subjects was strikingly similar to the pattern of "storage" component scores. CNV and
P300 component measures were poor predictors of recall performances (Chapman ot al.,
1981). This is one of the few occasions that performance on a cognitive task was
predicted first from electrophysiological data.

C. Connotative Meaning

Internal representation of meaning (specifically, connotative semantic processing)
can be assessed by analysis of Evoked Potentials (Chapman, Bragdon, Chapman, and McCrary,
1977; Chapman, McCrary, Chapman, and Bragdon, 1978; Chapman, 1979; etc.). EPs were aver-
aged to many visually presented word stimuli whose semantic meanings were specified along
Osgood's semantic dimensions of Evaluation, Potency, and Activity (E, P, A) (Miron and
Osgood, 1966; Osgood, 1952, 1964, 1971). Multivariate anelyses classified the EPs to the
six multidimensional semantic classes (9+, E-, P+, P-, A+, A-) with success rates more
than twice chance expectation. The pattern of brain activity related to the six semantic
classes was similar for (I) two sets of words, (ii) different subjects used to develop
the analyses, and (iii) new subjects. The finding that the EP effects related to conno-
tative meaning held for all of the subjects suggests that the physiological representa-
tion of meaning is similar in different individuals. This was not a result we were
expecting, which made its appearance all the more refreshing.

In an extension of this research (Chapman, McCrary, Chapman, and Martin, 1980, we
studied the effects of two kinds of experimental manipulation of semantic meaning: (1)
the semantic class of the stimulus word used above, and (2) the dimension of the semantic
scale (E, P, A) which the subject used to make sementic-differential judgments abeut the
stimulus words. These variables were experimentally combined in that for each trial the
subject used a designated semantic scale to judge a specified stimulus word. Would we be
able to see in the brain response to a word, particular effects related to the meaning of
the word and also other effects related to the judgment scale used oy the subject?

Overall, the unidimensional analyses of word meanings (classifying EPs along one
semantic dimension at a time) had an average apparent success of 94% and average
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jackknifed cross-validation success of 87%. It is to be noted that this success rate was
obtained across subjects; the same classification functions were used for all ten sub-
jects. When the same classification functions were applied to the EP data obtained from
a second word list, the overall success rate was 74%. These success rates are very simi-
lar to the corresponding rate obtained in our previous results when the subjects were
merely repeating the words (compare 94% to 97%, 87% to 90%, 70% to 73% for the E, P, and
A dimensions). Separate analyses identified word class and scale dimension effects in
the EPS at better than chance levels and indicated that their effects do not interact.
The evidence indicates that at least two kinds of semantic information are available in
EPS: (1) processing of the semantic meaning in words, regardless of the semantic-
differential scale being used by the subject, and (2) semantic-differential scale dimen-
sion being used by the subject, regardless of the semantic content of the words.

D. Syntactic Differences in Words and Linguistic Processing

Additiunal studies were directed toward evaluating EP sensitivity to syntactic
differences in words. A basic distinction in the lexicon has been proposed between two
syntactic classes of words, function words and content words. There is, in fact, some
evidence that function and content words do result in different EPs (Kutas and dillyard,
1983). Word length and normative frequency were, however, not controlled and both of
these are confounded with word class.

Controlling for these variables Garnasey and Chapman (1985; Garnsey, 198S) measured
reaction times (RTs) and evoked potentials (EPs) for function and content words during a
lexical decision task. The RT data revealed no differences between function and content
words. On the other hand, the EPs showed differences not only between word and nonword
stimuli but, more important, were significantly different for function and content words.
T~hus, there is evidence that separable aspects of this important linguistic distinction
can be detected in EP data that cannot be found in RT data.

Kutas and Hillyard (1980a,b) found a late negativity in the EP associated with words
that completed a sentence in a semantically anomalous fashion.

Part of understanding a sentence is understanding the grammatical relationships
among the words. The part of the comprehension process that assigns grammatical roles to
words has also begun to be studied using Evoked Potential techniques (Garnsey, Tanenhaus,
& Chapman, 1987). Sentences that contain local structural ambiguities provide a window
into the comprehension process. Ambiguity like this is pervasive in language and is a
problem the parser must deal with regularly. Discovering how the parser handles ambigu-
ous sentences could tell us much about general principles that the parser uses.

Different parsing strategies make different predictions about what happens during
the comprehension of a sentence; therefore, it is helpful to have a response measure that
can monitor comprehension processes as they occur. Evoked Potentials (EPS) were used to
look at filler-gap sentences because EPS can provide a profile across time while subjects
read sentences presented one word at a time. Exploiting the finding that the N400 com-
ponent of the EP is sensitive to a word's implausibility in context (Kutas & Hillyard,
1980a,b), the approach of Garnsey, Tanenhaus, and Chapman (1987) has been to measure EPs
during structurally ambiguous sentences. Sentences were constructed so that if the ambi-
guity is resolved in one of the possible ways, an anomaly results, while there is no
anomoly with the other possible resolution. Thus, the occurrence of N400 can be used as
a diagnostic for showing which path is initially chosen. The results obtained make us
optimistic about the utility of the EP in answering many questions about sentence
comprehension.

III. Prospects for Electrical and Magnetic Recording

It has become possible to study spontaneous and evoked brain activity by neuromag-
netic measurements and significant results have been achieved in the last few years.
This new approach, in conjunction with the well established electrical one, holds great
promise. The neuramagnstic method has proved to be particularly fruitful in the investi-
gation of primary cortical areas, the investigation of event-related fields is now at a
preliminary stage. Nevertheless, the first findings obtained in a few laboratories sug-
gest that the magnetic technique is likely to become a powerful tool for the study of
higher levels of brain functions. Indeed, the spatial-temporal expression of magnetic
fields and electric potentials produced by the nervous system contains different informa-
tion which can be exploited for the study of brain activity related to information pro-
cessing.

A procedure for utilizing simultaneous magnetic and electrical recording has been
developed which we call the Relative Covariance method. It has been successfully applied
to two different problems: alpha EEG (Chapman, Ilnoniemi, marbanera, and Romani, 1984;
Romani & Leoni, 1985; Ilmoniemi, 1965) and epileptic EEG (Chapman, Romani, Barbanera,
Leoni, Modena, Ricci, and Campitelli, 1983; Ricci, Leoni, Romani, Campitelli, Buonomo,
and Nodena, .985).

For each magnetometer location, the ratio of the covariance of the magnetic and
electric signals co the electric variance was calculated, producing a Relative Covariance
map reflecting the magnetic field pattern. The Relative Covariance method is a measure-
ment method that can be applied to the signals obtained by the recording instruments
before the modeling and interpreting of the relationship between sources sad field
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distributions, It deals with the question of what to use as the measures to be inter-
preted. It would be advantageous to use measures which have greater stability and a ten-
dency to measure fewer phenomena, The stability of the Relative Covariance method stems
from (iW its integration over time, (ii) the fact that it is relative to another simul-
taneous measure, and (iii) its filtering out other phenomena. The tendency to measure
fewer phenomena is aihieved by its filtering action; the covariance operation may be
viewed as passing the magnetic data through the EEG data acting as a filter. This Rela-
tive Covariance method may prove generally useful in studying and localizing bioelectri-
cal sources such as spontaneous brain rhythms, epileptic activity, and EPs related to
cognitive performance.

Electrophysiological and behavioral research has pointed to meaningful components
and temporal relations in Evoked Potentials that, in conjunction with b.thavioral meas-
ures, could elucidate targeted cognitive processes. This research hat nnt only involved
P300 and CNV components, but also has utilized other components that way be measured and
related to significant processes, including short-term memory and linguistic processing.
Combined measurement of magnetic fields and electric potentials will lead to significant
progress in the investigation of the described cerebral functioninys. The ý-dvent of large
multichannel magnetic systems is an important step in achieving this goal and increases
the scope of passibilities.

Research on cognitive processes using evoked potentials has achieved interesting,
challenging results concerned with short-term memory and with semantic processing. We
anticipate that systematic investigation of these areas with the combined techniques of
electrical and magnetic recording will provide a powerful approach to understanding sig-
nificant aspects ot cognitive processes and brain activity.
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DIscussiOn

GEVINS, US: My questions relate to the topographic maximum of the open versus closed class effect. In
the experiment, you showed the factor which had the highest loading on the open versus closed close word
distribution. Could you comment on why that factor had the most differentiation in Cz? Could you also
comment on the lack of a strong effect on your posterior parietal electrode, and the effect on the pre-
frontal electrode?

CHAPMAN, US: These analyses are not completed yet, so 1'm not very comfortable answering those ques-
tions. I can say that one of the differences between an open and closed class function is that they show
up in brain damaged patients with differential effects, which suggests that they ought to be located in
different regions in the brain.
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SUMMARY

The influence of two decisive parameters of the acoustic stimulus - frequency and
intensity - on the auditory evoked magnetic field in response to tone-burst stimulation
was investigated in four normal-hearing subjects. The influence was quantified in terms
of changes of the parameters of an equivalent current dipole (spatial coordinates,
direction, and strength). The frequency dependence was investigated by varying the car-
rier frequency of the tone-burst between 250 and 4000 Hz in octave steps with the inten-
sity kept constant at 60 dB HL, while the intensity dependence was investigated by vary-
ing the intensity of a 1000 HX tone-burst between 30 and 80 dB HL in 10 dB steps. The
parameters of an equivalent current dipole (BCD) were determined such that a maximum
correspondence between observed and calculated field distribution (semi-infinite volume
model) was obtained. The main results are as follows The location of the ECD changes
significantly as a functton of test frequency and intensity. Especially the depth
increases with the logaritsm of test frequency which piovos that also in humans the
tonotopic organization of the cochlea is maintained in the auditory cortex. The
decrease in depth of the ECD with increasing stimulus intensity supports the hypothesis
that place mechanisms also play a role for intensity coding.

INTRODUCTION

The most intricate encoding of sound in the peripheral hearing organ is unique for
all sensory systems. Even before the mechano-electric transduction takes place, the
sound signal - conducted to the inner ear with equal group delay - undergoes a remark-
able spatio-temporal dispersions It gives rise to a travelling wave which assumes an
amplitude maximum at a place more or less distant from the stapes, depending on fre-
quency. High frequency components of the sound signal are represented at the beginning,
lower ones at the end of the cochlear partition, and the scale of this "tonotopic"
representation is a logarithmic one. By this way, frequency information is encoded as
place information at the cochlear level. Closely related to this spatial dispersion is
a temporal dispersion caused by the different travel time which increases exponentially
with increaning distance from stapes. But not only frequency determines the representa-
tion of a sound signal along the cochlear partition; it is also distinctly influenced
by the intensity of the sound signal in a higly non-linear manners The excitation
spreads with higher intensity, recruiting additional nerve fibres into the active popu-
lation (1) which again is an expression of a place mechanism.

Hence it has been intriguing to investigate to what extent such place mechanisms can
be traced throughout the central auditory pathways. Place mechanisms in frequency
coding have been considered for more than a century. The idea of a tonotopic organiza-
tion, i.e. the arrangement of structural elements of the auditory system (such as recep-
tors or neurons) in space according to that frequency to which they respond best ("best"
or "characteristic" frequency) was conceived long before physiological measurements
could be done. It is as old as the renowned hearing theory of Hermann von Helmholtz
(1862) according to which radial fibres of the basilar membrane in the cochlea form a
set of resonators, like the strings of a piano. Though the resonance theory of von
Helmholtz was later superseded by moro sophisticated !tearing theories, one principle
remained unchallenged: the place principle - which is of cause not sufficient to
explain all pitch sensations, e.g. that of complex tones. But physiological research -
from G. von B~k6sy (2) to S.M. Khanna (3) - have safely established the basis for
the tonotopy at the cochlear level: the mechanics of the cochlea. Nicroelectrode
studies gave further evidence that the tonotopic organization is maintained in different
nuclei and fibre tracts of the central auditory pathway (4), and this is even true for
the primary auditory cortex as was established in several experimental animal species,
e.g. for the monkey (5), the squirrel (6) and the cat (7).

Leos attention has been paid to place mechanisms for intensity coding. Phillips St
al. (8) recently detected cells in the Al cerebral cortex of the cat and the monkey
displaying non-monotonic rate-vs.-intensity functions. The most effective stimulus
intensity differed from one cell to the next, i.e. similar to the best frequency there
exists a "best" intensity to which the cells respond best. Changing SPL results in a
shift in the active nouronal population such that many neurons once maximally active
become less so while others marginally active or unresponsive are brought to maximal
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response (9), a finding which leads to the hypothesis of a place mechanism of intensity
coding which has not been tested yet in either cat or monkey. However, evidence for an
"amplitopic organization" has been obtained for the primary auditory cortex of the
mustache (10).

This increasing interest in the structurol and functional organization of auditory
cortical projection areas was also induced by the development of cochlear implants to
stimulate persisting auditory nerve fibres in totally deaf patients. It goes without
saying that the primary interest was for the human auditory cortex in the hope to
improve stimulation and encoding strategies for the artifical auditory stimulation. But
investigations in humans failed. Celesia (11) who recorded auditory evoked responses
from the exposed human cortex during neurosurgery, could not find significant differen-
ces between responses to tone-bursts of 600 and 1000 Hz.

Hence it was likely to tackle the problem indirectly by applying dipole localization
methods (DLM). DLM are mathematical procedures which allow, under certain limiting
assumptions, to localize a dipole in a body by approximating a calculated surface dis-
tribution of electric potentials or magnetic fields to the observed one. A basic prere-
quisite for the application of DLM to evoked neural activity is that a population of
neural generators in the brain which are lying closely together and. are, to a large
extent, parallely oriented in space, is simultaneously brought to discharge. The single
current dipoles representing the intracellular current flow in the dendrites of the
individual neurons can then be regarded in terms of a so-called equivalent current
dipole (BCD), which is the vectorial integral of all individual dipoles and is located
in the "centre of gravity" of the excited neuronal population. We know from
histological studies as well as from evoked potential studies that this prerequisite is
given for most of the nuclei and fibre tracts of the central auditory pathway though we
have to be aware of the fact that more than one population may be active at the same
time. With respect to cortical evoked responses, sources of neural activity seem to be
ensembles of dipolar current sources oriented parallel to each other and perpendicular
to the cortical surface (12). If the activated cortical area happens to be located in a
sulcus, than the case arises that the main ECD component is lying tangential to the
surface of the skull.

As mentioned before, DLM can be based on measurements either of the scalp distribu-
tion of electric potentials or that of magnetic fields. There are several pros and cons
associated with both methodologies. The electric potential distribution is brought
about by volume-conducted extracellular currents whose propagation is considerably dis-
torted by the aniso'ropic tissues from brain, skull and scalp. Its spatial resolution
is poorer, and there oxists the need for a reference electrode. On the other hand, only
the tangential component of a current dipole gives rise to a magnetic field normal to
the surface which is measurable outside the head (13). There are two major implications
associated with this fact: The more radial the dipole is oriented or the closer the
dipole is located to the centre of a sphere (which is a rough approximation of the
head), the smaller is the field which can be measured outside the skull, i.e. deep sour-
ces are difficult or not to detect. Another shortcoming associated with these physical
limitations of biomagnetic measurements is that expensive equipment (multichannel squid
system, magnetically shielded room) is needed, at least for routine investigations.

Scherg and von Cramon (14) who employed dipole localization methods based on the
scalp distribution of evoked potentials described the slow cortical auditory evoked
potential in terms of tangential and radial "dipole source components". They did not
consider the tonotopic organization, but one important finding is that the main dipole
component is the tangential one which is, as mentioned above, a prerequisite for neuro-
magnetic measurements.

It was in 1978 when the transient auditory evoked magnetic field (AEF) elicited with
brief clicks was first detected by Reite et al (15). Since then it has been shown in
quite a few papers that biomagnetic measurements are indeed a highly appropriate tool
for the investigation of cortical auditory evoked activity. Before addressing to
special aspects of ASP it seems to be justified to begin with briefly summarizing the
characteristic features of AEM. It was shown that

(1) the ECD is located in the parieto-temporal region and is oriented in superior-
inferior direction, being almost perpendicular to the Sylvian fissure (e.g. 16, 17,
18, 19),

(2) the BCD is located approx. 14 mm posterior in the left hemisphere as compared to the
right hemisphere (e.g. 20, 21),

(3) the strength of the magnetic field is generally stronger over the left hemisphere as
compared to the right hemisphere (e.g. 20, 22),

(4) contralateral stimulation produces stronger fields than ipsilateral or binaural
stimulation does (e.g. 20, 23, 24),

(5) the 100 ms component occurs approx. 9 me earlier with contralateral stimulation as
compared to ipailateral stimulation (e.g. 17, 22, 23),

(6) the depth of the ECD generated by steady-state stimulation increases with the
logarithm of test frequency (e.g. 25, 26), and

(7) statements (2) and (3) hold only for right-handed subjects while the reverse is true
for left-handed subjects (27, 28).

Whereas the tonotopic organization of the human auditory cortex has been studied
using the steady-state response (25) and the transient evoked response (18, 29, 30), the
hypothesis whether there exists an amplitopic organization of the human auditory cortex

-p,9
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has not at all been tested ao far. This gave rise to our study of both the tonotopic
and the amplitopic or anisation of the human auditory cortex, baled on tone-burst evokedcortical magnetic fields.

Xh MIAL AND XUTRODS

Since the technique of stimulation, data collection and data processing is published
elsewhere in great detail (22, 24, 31) it shall be repeated only in brief outlines.
Subjects were four normal-hearing, paid volunteers two of whom were right-handed and two
left-nandod. To obtain maximum possible field amplitudes, the left hemisphere was
investigated in right-handed subjects and vice versa, using contralateral stimulation
with tone-bursts with a duration of 500 ms and rise/decay times of 15 ms. To study the
freqency dependence, the carrier frequency of the tone-burst was varied between 250 and
4000 as in octave stops with the intensity kept constant at 60 dB HL, while the inten-
sity dependence was studied with 1000 Hs tone-bursts whose intensity was varied between
30 and 80 dB HL in 10 db steps. Measurements were carried out in an electrically, but
not magnetically shielded room. The radial field component of the evoked field was
measured at 50-60 posititions over the scalp using a single-channel SQUID (BTI) equipped
with a second-order gradiometer. Partial averages of the filtered waveforms or indivi-
dual responses were stored in a Prime computer system. Off-line data processing consis-
tod in compilation of data matrices for each sampling instant from correaponding samples
recorded at each position. These matrices served to gonerate isocontour plots after
interpolation and filtering as well as to calculate the ECD parameters including the
goodness of fit, from which time functions were composed and plotted.

Fig. 1 shows a lateral view of the head with the sampling positions inserteds a
-ectangular grid (reference T3 and T4, rasp.) with an intercept of 1.5 cm, indicating

the area scanned. On top of the sampling positions an exemplary set of raw data is
tnserted from which the polarity reversal of the field distribution along the Sylvian
fissure is evioent.

Fig. lo Sampling matrix with its reference in T3, projected onto the con-
tours of tha supralateral surface of the left cerebral hemisphere with the
acoustic area AI (Brodmann areas 41 and 42) and the secondary acoustic area
AII (Brodmann areas 21 and 22). On top of the sampling positions an exemplary
set of raw data is inserted.
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Fig. 23 Isofield contour maps computed for five consecutive instants around
the 100m component, illustrating the dependence of the field distribution on
the frequency of the test stimulus and the time elapsed since stimulus onset
(inserted on top of each map). The field strength ia encoded using a grey
scale, the spacing between two adjacent isocontour lines being 40fT. Areas
between isocontour lines are shaded according to field strength. The hqavy
lines designate zero field strength, darker areas outward going magnetic flux,
brighter ones inward going flux. The cross indicates t.he origin of the coor-
dinate system. The dark arrow represents the location and the angle of the
equivalent current, dipole in the tangential plane, its length being propor-
tional to the dipole moment (length of the arrow head corresponds to 10 nAm).
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SFig. 3: Same as Fig. 2, but for the 160m component.



FREQUEBNCY DEPENDENCE

Figa. 2 and 3 show selected sets of imocontour maps, calculated for each test fre-
quency investigated, for time instants every 4 ma around the two meat prominent peakse
whose latencies are approx. 100 and l60ma (they will be referred to an 100m and 160M).
Bach column warn obtained with a different test frequency. Though the figures permit the
inference that the field distribution changes with both time elapsed since stimulus
onset and frequency of the atimulus they do not allow to quantify the effect of both
variables.
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Fig. 4z Time dependence of the parameters of the equivalent current dipole
and of the goodness of fit. Only those values are plotted which have a good-
ness of fit better than 75%.

bL

Temporal aspects become evident from the time functions. A set of such functions,
obtained from one representative subject for all frequencies investigated, is shown in
Fig. 4. Different test frequencies can be distinguished by different symbols. Only
those parameter values were plotted whose goodness of fit exceeds 75%. As to be expec-
ted, the goodness of fit ie highest when the amplitude of the dipole moment is maximal.
Except of the angle, there is an obviously different behaviour of the parameters of com-
ponents 100 m and 160m. In the case of the l00m component, the position in the tangen-
tial plane, for moat test frequencies also the depth, remains fairly constant around the
maximum of the dipole moment. In the case of the 160m compone~nt, however, we find a
certain systematic change with time of the position in the tangential plane while no
systematic behaviour can be detected with respect to depth.

The influence of stimulus frequency becomes more obvious when the ECO parameters of
specified response components are plotted as a function of frequency. This was done for
components lO0m and 160m (Figs. 5 and 6). Both components were determined in time by an
extremum of the dipole moment in the time function. A general observation is that the
data of the l00m component are more consistent than those of the later component 160m
which exhibit a more pronounced interindividual variability. The dipole moment of the
lO0m component (Fig. 5) changes only gradually with frequency. The mean is virtually
constant, independent of frequency, except of the lowest test frequency investigated
where it is slightly diminished. The data of the dipole moment computed for the 16Cm
component are less consistent, but again the mean does not show a significant frequency
dependence. The functions obtained Lor the dipole angle (Fig. 5) do not show a systema-
tic, monotonous frequency dependence, neither for the lO0m nor for the 16Cm component.
The individual variability would be basically similar for both components if there was
not one case with a distinct smaller angle for the 16Cm component.
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Fig. 5: Amplitude (left column) and angle (right column) of the moment of
the equivalent current dipole as a function on test frequency, computed for
component l70m (top) and 160m (bottom).
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Fig. 5 shows the projection of the dipole locations onto the tangential plane as well
an the depth of the equivalent current dipole as a function of teat frequency. For both
components (100m and 160m) the x-y-coordtnates form circumscribed clusters in each sub-
ject, though they scatter a little more for the 160m component. If the frequency is
increased from 250 to 4000 Ha the mean x-position of the 100m component is shifted in
posterior direction by approx. 6 mm while no significant shift was observed in superior-
inferior direction. The values of the depth calculated for the 100m component are very
consistent and show an obvious logarithmic dependence on test freqnency. In contrast to
that, the results computed for the 160m component do not show a similar behaviour. In
the case of the 100m component, we found an almost pure logarithmic dependence on fre-
quency and a negligible interindividual variability. The 160m component, however,
exhibits a pronounced deviation from a logarithmic function as well as a distinct inter-
individual variability. A comparison between the coordinate pairs of the locations of
the 100m and the 160m component reveals a non-significant difference for the x coor-
dinate, but we found the y-coordinate of the 160m component to be located 0.3 cm
inferior to (t-test for paired data yields p<0.03) and 0.6 cm deeper than (p<0.01) the
100m component.
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Fig. 7: Spatial arrangement of dipole locations in dependence on test fre-
quency, drawn for all four subjects. For explanation, see text.
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It would be desirable to have a three-dimensional image of how the dipole location
moves in space with decreasing the test frequency. An attempt to mediate such an
impression of the spatial arrangement was undertaken for component lOOm in Fig. 7. The
x.- and y-coordinates estimated for the position of the equivalent current dipole are
projected (see shaded window) onto the rough contours of the supralateral surface of the
right hemisphere (left-handed subjects) or the left hemisphere (right-handed subjects),
reap. Also insbrted are the sampling positions with their reference (T4 in the right
hemisphere and T3 in the left hemisphere, reap.) and the Brodmann areas 21, 22, 41 and
42. A cube lying underneath the shaded window in the tangential plane which contains
the dipole locations for all test frequencies, is enlarged and perspectively drawn below
the corresponding sketch of the brain. The projections of the dipole locations onto
three orthogonal planes of the cube are indicated. In order to facilitate the visual-
ization how the dipole locations are arranged in space, two cross-hatched planes that
are perpendicular to the planes of the cube and intersecting with them along the dipole
projections are drawn up to their intersection with each other. These intersections are
marked with a heavy solid line (for the visible part) or a dashed line (for the hidden
part). Most of the projections of the dipole locations onto the y-z planes (vertical
axis/depth) of the cube exhibit, besides a distinct interindividual (and possible inter-
hemispheric) variability, a morn or less sigmoidal shape, whereas the projections onto
the x-z plane (horizontal axis/depth) are v-shaped. The highest variability of the
shapes are found for the projections onto the tangential plane.

INTENSITY DEPENDENCE

Similar to the corresponding figure representing the field distribution produced by
different test frequencies, Fig. 8 mediates how the evoked magnetic field distribution
changes with the intensity of the acoustic stimulus. Isocontour maps computed for both
the 100m (left) and the 160m (right) component show how the location in the tangential
plane and the strength of the ECD change with stimulus intensity. The vertical line is
inserted to better visualize the different dipole locations.
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Fig. 8s Dependence of the magnetic field distribution on intensity. Maps
computed for stimulus intensitiea of 30 to 60 dB HL are plotted for those
instants (inserted on top of each map) when the moment of the equivalent cur-
rent dipole assumes a maximum.
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Time functions of the dipole parameter are shown in Fig. 9, exemplary for the stim-
ulus intensity of 40 dB HL. Similar to Fig. 4,.only those parameter values were plotted
whose goodness of fit exceeds 75%. Noteworthy is that the values of all dipole para-
meters remain fairly constant around the maxima of both componants.
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Fig. 9: Time dependence of the parameters of the equivalent current dipole
and of the goodness of fit, computed for a stimulus intensity of 40 dB HiL.
Only those values are plotted which have a goodness of fit better than 75%.

More instructive are the next two figures (Figs. 10 and 11) which are composed
similarly to those showing the frequency dependencel We generally found a systematic
behaviour of all dipole parameters of the 100m component but not of all parameters of
the 160m component. The dipole moment of both components (Fig. 10) increases with
increasing stimulus intensity assuming a maximum at 50-60 dB HiL, and then diminishes.
The dipole angle (Fig. 10) of the 100m component also deviates from a monotonous course.
The declination is maximal at 50 dB HL and diminishes both with increasing and decreas-
ing stimulus intensity. There is again a slight increase of the declination at
30 dD HL. The dipole angle af the 160m component does not show a significant dependence
on frequency. The depth (Fig. 11) of the 100m component decreases almost continuously
with increasing stimulus intensity whereas the depth of the 160m component does not show
any systematic change. The location of the equivalent current dipole in the tangential
plane shows, for both components, an anterior displacement (8.4 mm for the 100m com-
ponent and 7 mm for the 160m component) with increasing stimulus intensity, but again
this behaviour is more obvious for the lOm component. No significant shift Ill the
superior-inferior direction could be observed for both components when the stimulus
intensity was increased from 30 to 80 dB HiL.

DISCUSSION

The most intriguing one of these findings which has never been described so far and
which is consistent in all subjects is certainly the influence of the stimulus intensity
on the location of the equivalent current dipole. The higher the stimulus intensity,
the more superficial is the cortical excitation. This variation goes in line with an
anterior shift of the ECD location with incr*tasing intensity. On the other hand,
increasing stimulus frequency causes an increase in depth of the ECD location, along

i inn luln~lniunn i . .. . .
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with a posterior shift. This implies that - analogous to the thoroughly investigated
* tonotopic organization (of. 25, 26) - there also 3xists an amplitopic organization of

the auditory cortex as was hypothesized by Brugge and Reale (32). Comparing the shift
of the ECD location in the x-z plane (horizontal position versus depth; the vertical
position was neglected since no significant shift was observed between the highest and
lowest intensity and frequency tested) with a variation of either frequency or inten-
sity, our findings s':ggest that obviously both variables are represented at different
places.

The calculated ECD locations correspond sufficiently well with the transverse tem-
poral gyri or their immediate vicinity which was checked in concomitant anatomical
investigations (26). By this way, neuromagnetic measurements have been helpful to
decide upon two contradictory hypotheses, i.e. whether the scalp-recorded cortical
evoked potentials originate from the specific primary cortical projection area rather
than from a "non-specific" cortex which has been discussed for almost two decades. It
is unequivocal now that evoked potentials (and their magnetic counterpart) do originate
from specific cortical projection areas. Moreover, the neuromagnetic evidence of a
tonotopic and amplitopic organizetion of the human auditory cortex has demonstrated the
high significance of neuromagnetic measurements for physiological research.
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DISCUSSION

KAUFMAN, US: Do you think that the change in depth of the equivalent current dipole source with intensity
could possibly be related to the well-known broadening of the tuning curves of single neurons with the in-
tensity of stimuli with particular frequencies? As I recall, the tuning curves characteristically show
a flattened peak as the intensity goes above a point where they saturate; and then they continue to broad-
en, shifting the center of gravity, if you will, of the mass of cells responding to the stimulus. That
would probably cause the current dipole to shift.

HOKE, GE: Actually, the process works the other way around. The change in functional depth of the dipole
should increase the intensity as it Licreases with frequency because the ordering of the excitation goes
to a higher frequency.
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Calambos, Makeoj>and Talmachoff (1981) duscribed whet they called the 40 Ha response.
This steady-eate roepoi'se was a sinumoidal EEG following response to repetitive auditory
:timulation whtch was of maximal amplitude at rates between 35 to 45 Hi. Galambos
suggested that the response was a superimposition of brain-stem responses (waves iv and v)
and thalamic mid-latency responses. Assuming there is volume conduction of these
responses, thw widespread distribution of the 40 HE response is consistent with the
interpretation of the sources being primarily of thalamic or brainstem origin. Spydell,
at &l. (1985) measured the latencies of wave V of the auditory brain-stem response
"assuming they should should be different in normals and patients with brain-4tem lesions.
He came to the conclusion that there were independeat generators. lKe also observed that
in a group of patients with unilateral temporal lobe lesions the 40 HE response appeared
unimpaired. He concluded from this that temporal lobe was not involved in the response.
Weinberg, at al. (in press) reported a study in which both electrical end magnetic
recordings were obtained from two healthy right-handed subjects with normal hearing. The
auditory stimuli consisted of 55 db 1000 Hi sinusoidal tone bursts of 5 msec duration
(non-ramped), presented binrurally at repetitition retes of 30 and 40 HE. Electrical
recordings were taken from a vertex electrode, magnetic recordings were obtained
sequentially from a wide distribution. We suggested that a "source-systeml was active
during 40 Ms auditory stimulation which included bilateral temporal cortex. We suggested,
as did Borda (3.984), that when the brain is in a steady-state as the result of being
driven by repetitive auditory stimulation it is likely that resonance within a limited
portion of the auditory pathways could accouuit for some of the snhancemnnt at 40 HE
stimulus rates. Thin interpretation is supported by current studies regardiaq the
organisation of the thalamocortical auditory syotem in the cat.

Further examinetion of the functional organisation of the aLditory system may help
eluuidate mechanisms by which resonance effects may account for augmentation of the
steady-state response. Anderson, Snyder and Merzenich (1980) have described the main
ipaslateral and contralateral ascending pathways to auditory cortex, where there is
crossing over of pathwaya at levels of the cochlear nucleus and inferior colliculus. It
is known that there is efferent innervation of basilar membrane through medial geniculete
nuclei, inferior colliculus and cochiear nucleus and there is good evidence for efferenta
from Al of auditory cortex to inferior colliculus, and efferents from inferior colliculus
to medial geniculate nuclei. Ryugo end Weinberger (1976) argue that corticofugal
mechanisms ordinarily support rhythmic discharges which may involve thalamus. They also
describe anoth.ir corticofugal mechanism which may include tonic inhibitory influences
which reduce the level of bombardment from thalamus in the absence of changes in the
acoustic environment. These effeots appear to mediated via corticothalamic fibres which
are known to eynepse on the proximal dendrites and some of interneurones in the ventral
medial geniculate nucleus. They speculate that these synapse are in a position to "drive'
Golgi type II cells, which in turn would inhibit the principsl neurone*. Although
completely speculative it could be argued that the delays seen in early auditory brain
stem responses in chronic alcoholic humans, reported by Porjess and Begleiter (1975), may
not have resultes from only increased transmission time in brain-stem, but may have been
the result of increased driving of ihibitory Golgi cells. the effect of which would be
seen at the colliculus. Furthermore, Orman and Humphrey (1981) ruport clear evidence of
the influence of cortical arousal on cortico-ganiculate activity through the route of
cortex-colliculus-geniculate. This loop, Al - inferior colliculus - medial geniculates -
Al is very likely involved in the 40 He response and could be the basis of a resonance
resulting in an enhancement of a response to 40 He. If the convergence of primary
auditory input and cyclic activity in a cortico-thalamo-cortical system resulted in
increased number of fibres firing in Al this enhancement would be seen at cortex as well
as in other parts of tite system. Imig and Morel (1983) have rmported evidence that
corticothalamic and thalamocortical connections are reciprocally organised such that
thalamic areas projecting to a cortical location receive a projection from the same
location. Corticothclamic projections have the same anatomical patterns as
thalamucortival projections with respect to their tonotopic orgsnisation. Our data
suggested that temporal corteA is involved but make no claim to that being the location of
the enhanced amplitude seen in the EEG with 40 Hs stimulation. It is not unlikely that a
resonance effect would be seen wherever the system is sampled. This Interpretation is
consistent with Romani, et al. (1982) who reported auditory MEG responses to single
frequencies that were modulated at 32 He. Although Romani et el. discussed their data in
the context of tonotopic orgenisation of the auditory cortex, rather then in relation to
the 40 HE response, their data complement our own in that the :'source" is repoited to be
in temporal cortex. If our speculation about the source-system involved in repetitive
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stimulation at frequencies approximating 40 HI is correct the sources reported must have
tioluded corticofugal-cortioal modulation.

The study reported here is an extension of our inital auditory experimen~ts (Weinberg

ot al.. in press) to include the study of 40 Hs vibration of glaborous skin receptors and
examination of the interaction of simultaneous (in phase) auditory and tactile
stimulation.

Conditions,

Throe conditions of steady-state stimulation wore examined, Tactile (T), Auditory (A) and
simultaneous, in phase stimulation of Both auditory and tactile stimulation (B).

Stimuli:

Pressure vibration was applied to the right forefinger by means of a small plastic piston
with an annulus-shaped tip, 4 mw in diameter. The piston a:nd piston housing was 4 metres
in length allowing an electromechanical vibrator to drive the piston without magnetic
artifact. The vibrator was driven by a sine wave oscillator controlling amplitude and
frequency. The vibratory stimulus was applied to the tip of the right forefinger held in
place by a wooden form fitting device, and consisted of a maximum sinusoidel displacement
of I mm. The force was sufficient to displace 50 g over this distance measured with a
force-displacement transducer (Grams Model TCIOC) and was experienced by the subject as a
strong fluttering sensation at the finqer tip. The auditory stimuli consisted of 55
db(HL) 1000 Hi sinusoidal tone bursts of 5 nsec duration (non-ramped) presented binaurally
at repetition rates of 30 and 40 ma and monaurally at 40 He in the combined
auditory-tactile condition. In order to eliminate magnetic artifacts the sound was
conducted to the subjects through plastic tubing and earpieces from, a small speaker fixed
to the top of the dewar. The orientation of the speaker was fixed with respect to the
gradiometer sensing coils so that no artifact was measured regardless of the position of
the gradiometer. A steady-state paradigm wits used for both tactile and auditory stimuli
with a sampling rate of 1 point/seac and a time interval of 100 meec for each data record
for 1000 repetitions. When auditory and tactile stimuli weze presented simultaneously,
onset time was adjusted such that maximal displacement of the piston coincided with the
onset of the tone burst at the earpiece.

Subjeotsa

The data reported here are from three male subjects ranging in age between 21 and 35
yeamsp one received only Condition Aj one received only Condition T1 and one received
Conditions A, T and B.

MEG and BUO:

MUG data was collected with a 3rd order gradiometar in an automated gantry system. The
subject's head shape was digitized and served as a model for automatically positioning the
dewar over at least 40 preselected sites over both hemispheres. Coordinates of the
positions and orientation of the sensing coil were recorded for use in dipole estimates.
Configuration of the MUG system has been described elsewhere (Vrba et al., 1982). ENO was
recorded from Cm referenced to linked mastoids with a bandpass of 10.6 to 70 Hs. DEG was
recorded primarily for the purpose of ensuring that the 40 Hz DUO response was present but
was not used in estimating sources.

Date Analysis:

For topographical analysis of the MUG data# Fourier analysis was usmd to compute the
amplitude and phase of the 40 Or component from the MEG average at each recording
position. These values were then plotted as vectors in polar coordinatus. Since a phase
difference of 190 degrees is equival~nt to a polarity reversal of the tame signal, the
average phase was calculated as that angle for which the root-mean sqtare amplitude of all
vectors projected onto that angle was maximal. The resulting amplitude values were used
to produce isocontour maps of the field over the surface of the head. The interpolated
values for these maps were calculate, as the weighted sum of all recording positions
within a specified search radius: the weight for each position being proportional to the
reciprocal of its distanie. For subjwct U. R. the topography of the phase vectors have
also been plotted. A least-squares method for estimating one or two dipole fits to the
data as described by Marrop at al. (1986) was used for approximating the location of
equivalent current dipole sources. The method takes into account the number, size,
spatial separation and orientation of the gradiomoter coils. The least-squasea method
utilises multiple radii defined as the distance to each recording position from an origin
isesr the centre of the head (computed as a point on a hIorisontal plane defined by nasion
and preauricular points). Anatomically, this origin lies in the vicinity of the brainstam
at the midline of the ventral surface of the upper pans.

Auditory (A)s
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3B50, T.h vortex 30 response to 30 and 40 Ha shows a clear following response which is
con istant with what would be expected from the litersture of previous studies (Fig. 1).
The electrical response is consistent through.jut subjects for both unilateral and
bilateral auditory stimulationr the response '4o 30 HE it a triphasic waveform end of lower
amplitude than the 40 8s response which is sinusoidal in form and of approrimatly twice
the amplitude as that of the 30 HE responso.

MBG' reofield plots of the 40 Ji component of MSG responses indicatc bilateral equivalent
dipole sources in the vicinity of primary auditory cortex. For both binaural and monaural
auditory stimulation bilateral dipolar fields are observed over the tsmporo-parietal
regions. For monaural stimulation (subject U.R., Fig. 2) the fields are quite symmetrical;
two-dipole fits of the data estimate sources 2.0 cm postirior, 4.5 cm lateral and 4.4 cm
superior to the origin placing bilateral sources roughly in the vivinity of either primary
auditory cortex in superior temporal Jyrus (Fig. 3). The orientation of these dipoles are
approximately vertical and directed toward midline indicating that such sources may
comprise equivalent sources orientated vertically in the superior plane of the temporal
lobe. The strength of the current dipole estimates for the responses reported here are in
the range of 2 to 3 nanoampere-meters which corresponds to values previously reported for
steady-stats fields by Romani at al. (1982).

Tactile (T)s

mBGj The vertex ZRG from tactile stisuli for 40 HU follows the stimulus but its amplitude
and phase are highly sensitive tc variations in the area and position of the forefinger
stimulated and is generally lower in amplitude than the auditory response.

MeG# At maximum amplitude of tha ENG response the MSG appears to be dipolar contralatkral
to stimulation. The fields may ha complex; however if only contrelateral dat2 are used in
dipole estimates, equivalent dipolm fits which account for 800 of the variance of the
observed fields can be achieved. The position for this dipole in subjoect R.Q. was 3 cm
posterior, 3 cm lateral (left hemisphere), and 8 cm above tie origin placing the
equivalent dipole source In the area of the finger locations of somatosensory cortex
(postoentral gyrus). For subject U.R. a single dipole fit to all the data from both
hemispheres also places a single equivalert dipole in the same area of contralateral
somatosensory cortex, accounting for over 704 of the variance. Using only observed data
from contralatoral hemisphexe aqain Increases this fit to account for more than 80% of the
variance (Fig. 3).

Combined Auditory and Tactile (B):

EXSn The SEG at the .ertex shows a following response which is similar in vaveform and
period to tactile and auditory following rasponsea, with an amplitude somewhat larger than
that for auditory stimulation alone when the individual responses wore in phase relative
to each other (Fig. 1).

MHOs The observed M4O data Is shown in F.q. 2. A complex distribution of fields appear
to result in patterns of maxima and minima in both hemispheres. However, the arithmetic
sum of the tactile and auditory fields in very close to the obrerved field. As can be
seen maxima and minima have the same distribution over the head, as if the result of
simultaneous stimulation is the sum of what would be expected from stimulation of each of
the modalities separately. Two dipoles fit to this data account for 80% of the variance
and result in a right hemisphere estimate being very close to that of the right hemisphere
auditory estim&te (slightly more lateral) but the left hemisphere dipole being placed
quite lateral anI ab,ýve the temporal lobe (6 cm above the plane of the origin) -- possibly
whet wou)d be expected If the left hemisphere fields were the result of the combined
activity of the contralateral tactile dipole estimated near vertex. and the left
hemisphere auditory dipolu estimated in temporal lobe.

R11igscsin

The data presented hert suggest that different systems are active in response to 40
HE tactile vibration and auditory stimulation, although the ERG response at the vortex
remains quite similar. The evidence which remains to be established is the response with
homologous bilateral tactile stimulation. However, it is clear from both monaural and
binaurnl stimulation that two auditory systems are active in either cases one in right
hemisphere and one in left. The data from subject U.A. clearly indicated two bilaterally
symmetric fields arising from sources in auditory cortex. Analysis of the fields
resulting from tactile stimulation is consistent in both subjects and results in
estimates of a sources for tactile vibration in the oxpeoted hand and finger locations of
the sansory homunculus of the postcentral gyrus.

The data from U.R. which results from simultaneous stimulation of auditory and
semesthotic modalities it instructive, interestingly, the lajvj letencies of the

auditory and tactile S30 following responses coincide with simultaneous stimulus onset (as
described in Method) and these relative latenciss could be shifted by changing bhe
relative onset of either the auditory or tactile stimulus. Moreover, the electrical
responses for the auditory condition (A) appear greeter than for the tactile response
alone, and slightly larger for auditory-tactile combined (condition U), suggesting the
possible summing of resp-nses from deep thalamic sources at the vertox when the stimuli
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are in phase. Nowever, the WOO date suggests a much more complex interaction of cortical
sources. It only left hemisphere fields are considered the data can be eson to be a
combination of the ooutrelateral response to somesthetic stimulation and the left
hemisphere response to auditory stimulation. The data from the right hemisphere of
subjeot U.R. is similar to the right hemisphere data of subject T.R. Taken as a whole,
the bilateral data from U.S. is what would be expected if the tactile and auditory
stimulation were producing fields which summed on left side, and since tactile stimulation
does not result in ipsilateral fields, only the auditory fields are seen In right
hemisphere. This conclusion Is supported by the result of sunning the fields resulting
from separate auditory and tactile stimulation, the sum is remarkably similar to the
observed data for simultaneous stimulation in auditory and sematosensory modalities. The
appropriate dipole analysis for the combined observed fields (auditory and someathetic)
would be a three dipole solution, such a configuration of sources may in fact account for
the unusual fit for the left hemisphere dipole when trying to fit two dipoles to this
data. Unfortunately software for the solution of three simultaneous dipoles is not
currently available, but we are in the process of developing it.

If it is the case that the combined fields for dual modality stimulation are the sum
of the fields for single modality stimulation it suggests that the 40 Us response is
confined to sensory systems related to the modality of stimulationy if there wove an
interaction of these modalities in the 40 Hs response the combined fields would
undoubtedly not be a simple linear sum of of the two. The data suggests that the two
modalities may be driven independently by 40 me stimulation and supports the
interpretation that the response reflects a resonance in the sensory system stimulated.

Although source estimates of the observed fields assumed a single equivalent dipole,
or two equivalent dipoles active simultaneously, and the fits for thee* dipoles account
for a large percentage of the variance between predicted and observed fields, the observed
fields are, nonetheless, clearly non-dipolor. The data for separate tactile and auditory
stimulation suggest that several dipoles are simultaneous active. This interpretation is
supported by the topography of phase angles shown in Fig. 4. If only a single dipole were
aztive, all magnetic data would be in phasel there would be no topographical distribution.
The topographical distribution of phase is relative to an arbitrarily defined temporal
origin, it is not possible with steady-state stitulation to determine which parts of the
brain are leading with respect to stimulation. However, the systematic change in phase
from posterior to ar.terior locations is consistent with the interpretation that there is a
thalamo-cortical system involved some parts of which when active result separately in
dipolar fields that aumeats to produce the sinusoidal 40 Hs response normally observed.
Although the estimated locations of equivalent dipole sources are consistent with the
appropiate functional cortical sites, it does not mean that the source of the 40 HN
responses is entirely cortical. Clearly a thalemo-cortical system is involved, and the
reason we estimate sources in cortex is that, being closest to the gradiomoter, this
signal is largest.
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Xjq9K_.1L Average ERG responses to (A) bilateral sinusoidal tone bursts presented at ratesof 30 and 40 Es and unilateral tone bursts (right ear) at 40 Hal MT vibrotactilestimulation at 40 Us (right index finger)i and (A4T) combined (in phase) stimulation ofright ear and right index finger at 40 Us. Cs electrode referenced to linked mastoid..
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1!!X1_L1~. loofield contour maps of the magnetic 40 Nos amplitude for three stimulusconditione and the sum of the tactile and auditory responses (subject U. Rt.). The mapsare shown as equidistant projections of the head surface with vertex as the center and* recording Positions shown as small circles. The map border lies approximately at thelevel of T3/T4 -- Indicated by the innermost circle on the inset diagram showing 10-20* system locations. Each contour level corresponds to 2.5 fastotesla and light end darklines indicate field$ of opposite direction.
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-kM5.1t•I_ Three-dimensional representation* of the location of equivalent dipolea source
astimatea fitted to the obeerved frequency components shown in Fig. 2, using a

leaat-aquarea fitting routine. Two-dipole estimates were fitted for the auditory
condition (dark bars) in homologous regions of superior temporal lobe, accounting for
86.20 of the variance in the observed values. single dipoles were fitted to the tactile
deta for two subjocts both in left poatoentral gyrus and account for 70% (U.R.) and 814

(3.G.) of the variance. Drawings are taken from representative brain sections and a
amell aroma indicataa the relative position of the origin of the coordinate system used
in dipole localization.
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__ Phasor plots of the 40 ma frequency components used to produce the isocontour
maps and dipole estimates for 3 conditions in subject U. R.. Direction of lines
indicate the relative phase of the 40 NI component at each recording location. Length
indicates the magnitude of the 40 Hz component, the largest magnitude (left-most
position for condition Both) corresponding to approximately 36 fT.
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Stereopslm is an important and interesting subject of study for many reasons.
Clearly, the brain codes, and stores, complex Information about the relative
positions of objects In spacel how this I* accomplished is not only important for an
understanding of stereopsis but could also be instructive for the analysis of other
processing systems in the brain. For example, disparate visual input is simultaneous
input and, from what Is known about storeopsia, that processing appears to occur in
parallel. Local stereopsis is the point-by-point comparison of the images on the
two retinae and the calculation of the associated disparity for every feature on the
visual image. Global stereopsia is the integration of all the coded, local
disparities into an overall perception of a three dimensional scene.

Twenty years age Barlow, et al. (1967) and Nikara, at al. (1968) showed that
different cells in the retina are maximally excited by relative distance, i.e., by
stimuli behind or in front of the plans. Many subsequent studios have shown that
these 'disparity ntLroneso are not uniformly distributed amongst oortics.1 areas. For
example, some cells which appear to be tuned to fine disparities are most common in
striate cortex, whereas, others tuned to coarser disparity are more prevalent in
prestriate cortex, and those responding to changes in disparity caused by moving
stimuli are found in the superior temporal eulcus (for review see Bishop, 1983).
Fine stereopsim is a specific pattern matching of local features of the two retinal
imoges, it usually functions only within 1 to 2 degrees in the central visual field.
Coarse stereopsis functions within a much wider range of retinal disparities,
primarily in peripheral visual fields. Subjects may have qualitative perceptions of
depth but may not be able to fix their absolute positions in space (for example,
subjects with double vision, diplopia, may have coarse steroopais).

Many studies have attempted to tease-out the various brain systems responsible
for stereopois through systematic lesions of visual and non-visual cortex. For
example, it has been shown that global stereopsis of random-dot etoreograms (RDSs) is
more significantly impaired by damage to right, than to left hemisphere (Benton, at
al., 1970). However, when age, IQ and lesions also are matched, the effects of
penetrating wounds on stereopsis does not suggest hemisphere differences (Lawler,
1981). Several authors have raised the question of whether hemispheric differences
after brain damage could not be simply a reflection of greater right hemisphere
involvement in pattern recognition of stereoptio images. Whether these effects are
influenced by impairments in vegelnce is not known, however it is known that global
stereopsis can occur in the presence of diplopia.

Covey (Cowey & Porter, 19791 Cowsy, 1979; 1985) has pointed out that the
organisation of visual Input, in which medial hemirotinae project contrelaterally and
lateral homiretinse project ipsilaterally, results in those binocular cells concerned
with mid-line targets receiving part of their input via the corpus Callosum. This
route for mid-line stereopsis was established by Mitchell and Slakemore (1970) who
studied storeopais after corpus callosum and anterior commisures had been surgically
divided. Cowey (1955) demonstrated that damaging macular representation in striate
cortex leads to very high stersoacuity thresholds, however, when RVSs wore used well
above the threshold stereoaculty, stereopsis could be impaired by damage well outside
the primary or secondary visual areas, even though there was only minimal impairment
with large inforotemporal lesions. Although it is clear that striate and non-striate
cortex is involved in storeopais (Foggio and Fischer, 1977), it is also true that
binocular visual information is first combined in the cortex and uot in the lateral
geniculates where efferents from each eye area segregated into separate layers which
do not interconnect (Nubel and Niesel, 1961).

The idea that local stereopsis is a separate process from depth perception is
also supported by studies of the responses to random-dot correlograms, visual
stimuli for which the left and right patterns are alternately either Identical or
uncorrolated, Such stimulation is an effective cue for local, but not global,
stereopeis and produces an electrical evoked response (Lehmann, Skrandies, and
Lindenmaier, 1970). For the human infant, an evoked potential is detectable at 3
months of age for correlograms ({raddick at al., 1960), but not until 4.5 months for
storeograms (Petrig et el., 1981). Furthermore, adults have been found to generate
normal evoked potentials to correlograms presented at up to twice the limiting
frequency for storeograms (Juless, 1960p Juless ot al., 1950). Assuming that two
different processes are involved in the response to dynamic random-dot storeograms,
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it seems reasonable, at least in hindsight, to expect magnetic fields to be observed
from at least two distinct sources.

One advantage for investigations -f stereopsie using dynamic RDSIs is that the
disparity can be changed inetantaneousiy without introducing monocular cues due to
imago shift or stroboscopic aotion. The first elootrophysiological studies of
cortical binocularity using Ayrilai Ross (DROSe) reported the averaged evoked
potential recorded from the human scalp (Hol A Caberg, 19771 Lehmann a Juleas, 1978).
%A tas also shown by more recent research, the waveform of the evoked potential
normally features a single negative component, peaking at 150 to 350 ma after the
onset of disparity In the dynamic RDS (Herpers, Caberg & Hol, 19811 Neill et &l.,
1982). Topographically, this potential ii distributed widely over much of the
posterior scalp, with a maximum amplitude for moat subjects occurring somewhat
paradoxically at the left posterior temporal area (Heill, 1984). Interpretation of
this distribution is problematic due to the inherently poor spatial accuracy of
source localisation based on scalp-recorded evoked potentials due to the effects of
varying resistivitieo of tissues in the head (Nunes, 1981).

A preliminary investigation, conducted in our leboratory, of the magnetic fields
evoked by DRDms has been previously published (Weinberg et al., 1985). Briefly
summarised, the results of this study were that the evoked magnetic field showed two
components that were temporally and spatially distinct. The early component, maximum
at 160 to 180 me after onset of stimulus diaparity, indicated a vertically-orientated
source located in the occipital ares. The l&ter component, seen at 220 to 300 mas,
showed outward-going magnetic flux maximal at the right temporal-parietal area. One
explanation for these results is that the two magnetic components were related to two
successive stages of visual processing, notably fusion of the two images and
subsequent depth perception.

The idea that there are at least two separate processes involved in steroopsis
has been suggested as the result of other research whiuh has utilised for visual
stimuli dynamic random-dot correlograms (DRDC8), for which the left end right
patterns are either identical, or uncorreleted. These stimuli are effective in
producing an electrical evoked potential which it similar to that evoked by dynamic
RDSas (Lehmann, Skrandies, & Lindenmaier, 1978), If there are two separat4 neural
generators, one active during the process of fusion and another associated with depth
perception, it might be the case that electrical potential recordings show only one
component because of a summation effect due to volume conduction. Regardless of
whether there are one or two processes involved, the evidence clearly points to the
fact that, although stereopsis depends on visual stimuli, more than striate and
prestriato visual systems are involved. This may be why an individual's capability
for stereopsie appears to be particularly sensitive to all of the factors which
influence attention and memory (Ross and Hogben, 19

7
4)1 indicating that the

neurophysiological processing required cannot be relegated to a pro-perceptual mode.
For example, in a study of binocular depth perception in a hostile environment,
Kobrick (1969) investigated errors in distance judgement as a function of low ambient
temperature and wind exposure. Both factors were found to increase errors in depth
discrimination for objects viewed at a distance. Another example concerns the
effects of sleep deprivation. Horne (1978) reported as one of the effects of sleep
deprivation the impairment of binocular convergence, particularly for night vision,
although stereopsis E Al was not tested. Paul (1965) did measure the degree of
stereopsis with a graded series of stereoscopic etimuli and found that sterooacuity
decreased after 38 hours of sleep deprivation. In another study of the effects of
drugs on visual function subjects were not sleep deprived, but were given
triprolidine (Actifed) which is reported to cause drowsiness when taken as a relief
for sinus congestion (Luria at al., 1979). Normal doses of this drug wore found to
have no effect on steroopsis, however.

Th!_- E 2imentil Pr oLramme

The purpose of the initial stage of the research was to confirm with MEG the
evidence for multiple stages of processing binocular information, establish what
these stages are, and estimate location of generators. Initial experiments are
designed to compare the magnetic fields evoked by dynamic RDSs and dynamic RDCs in
the same subjects to see if the DRDC evoked field is similar to the early component
of the response to the DRDBS. Previous publications give details of the first
studies, and recording of the stereoscopic evoked field in this laboratory (oeill and
Fenelon, 19811 Weinberg et al., 1985).

The continuation of these experiments s concerned with the later component of

the evoked field and the nature and location of the estimoted soirces. We are also
interested in the presence of edges, and whether changes in disparity are as
effective &a disparity onset versus offset. Since it is known that the direction of
disparity (e.g, whether a square appears in front of, or behind, the surround)
significantly affects the response (Neill, 1984), the nethod being designed will
attempt to eliminate this effect through the use of a "reversing disparity
checkerboard' for which alternate squares appear closer. This stimulus would have
about the same feature sise as the usual square stimulus if only fouz squares made up
the checkerboard. Along with the physiological recordings, psychophysical measures
are being adapted for use with the sase stimuli to accurately measure the sensitivity



aof subjeots for small disparities in DRDSs by measuring disparity thresholds. What

, study of sources associaetd with Itereeplis.

The anaglyph technique was used to present random-dot stereograms recorded on 16
mm movie film. Bach frame was originally generated on a microcomputer bit-mapped
graphics display with a resolution of 640 by 225 pixels. A total of thirty-two
different frames were generated, 16 of which consisted of identical patterns of red
and green dots which were displaced laterally by 12 pixels. The remaining 16 frames
were similar except that in addition a central square area in both the red and green
patterns was displaced in the opposite direction by 12 pixels and the 24 pixel-wide
area of overlap was shifted to the other side of the square to cover the gap created.
These two sets of frames, when viewed with red and green filters over the correct
eyes, appeared, respectively, as random dota in a single plane of depth located
behind the projeotion screen, or else in the same depth plane with a central square
area located closer to the observer. Frames were back-projocted onto a translucent
screen at approximately 1 m distance from the observer and the total stimulus display
subtended a visual angle of approximately 20 degrees, while the interoculor disparity
of the central square was 1 degree. ;n addition, a small square fixation point was
present in the centre of the display in the plane of the soreen; the background was
behind the plane of the screen equal to 1/2 degree of disparity and the stimulus
isquare) was in front of the screen by the same amount (Fig. 1).

For each trial seventeen consecutive frames consisting of tho single depth plane
and five frames with the disparate central square were presented. each frame was
randomly selected from the appropriate sot with the restriction that the same frame
was never repeated. Five to seven different selections of 22 frames were made into
film loops for projection at 24 frames per second, producing an inter-trial-interval

of 915 mesc.
Acquisition of MEG and 920 data by computer was triggered by the film frame

preceding the onset of the disparate stimulus and 256 points were digitized at 3 msac
per point. At each MEG recording positiont three averages of 80 trials each were
collected on-line and later averaged together. Artifacts, which were mainly eye
blinks in the 220 and magnetic noise in the MEG due to motor vehicles passing nearby
the laboratory, were automatically rejected when the recorded data amplitude exceeded
a preset threshold. ING was recorded from a midline occipital (Os) electrode
referenced to a midline frontal (Fx) location. Low-pass filters were set at 30 Hz;
time constant was 0.3 seo.

MEG recordings were done with a SQUID 3rd order gradiometer (CTF Systems, rnc.,
vrba et al. 1982) which has a 38 mm sensing coil and 55 mm inter-coil separation.
Positioning of the gradiometer was done with a computerised gantry system (Vrba at
al. 1985) which moved the bottom of the dewar close to the subject's scalp after the
position of the head was localised with a three-dimensional digitiser. Manual
control was then used to make fine adjustments to ensure that the dewar was normal to
the head and as close as possible but not actually touching the scalp. Recordings
over left and right temporal areas were performed with the subject lying on the
opposite side and an optical system was used to rotate the visual stimulus. For
occipital recordings the subject looked down through a hole in the head support and
viewed the visual stimulus reflected in a mirror. An origin was defined as a
position near the centre of the head computed as a point on a horizontal plane
defined by nasion and preauricular points where a line projecting from nasion to
inion intersects that plane and a vertical plane defined by a line from vertex

perpendicular to the horizontal plane. MEG and BEG were recorded from throe
subjects. One subject was used for the extensive mapping study.

After the MEG has been recorded from a sufficient number of positions and the
evoked magnetic field obtained by averaging the artifact-free data, topographical
maps were made for selected time intervals. An extension of a least-squares fitting
program previously reported was used, in which the accuracy of source localisation of
current dipoles implanted in a human skull, containing an eloctrically-conductive
medium could be localised with an average error of 3.5 mm. (Weinberg et al., 1986).
This extension allows two independent sources to be estimated from one sot of
recorded data (Rarrop at al., 1986). In this method the values are computed by

employing the Biot-Savart formula to determine the magnetic field at an arbitrary
point arising from a current dipole at a fixed point. Account is taken of the
nonuniformity of flux distributed across the faces of the gradiometer coils, and the
actual direction of the gradiometer (which need not be normal to the head). The
calculations due not require a spherical model, furthermore it is not assumed that
radial components of dipoles will have non-detectable fields. These calculations
ignore volume currents, the contribution of which may be non-negligible. However,
for dipoles located near the cortex these methods appear tý be aa accurate as those
which assume a spherical model and have the advantage of being able to describe any
orientation of a theoretical equivalent dipole by taking into account the non-normal

A'
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component of the dipole field. We believe this method to be as valid as thoee which
assume sphericity nf non-spherical heads. This technique was applied to the
estimation of multiple sources simultaneously active during the intervals of
interest.

•2!• --•n Dl~usson

The results reported here are the data from one subject (P.D.) in which we have
completed the analysis. Figure 2 shows the isocontour magnetic field maps for the
intervals centered at 283, and 346 ma. The cursor positions show these intervals in
relation to the BEG response averaged from the vertex. Examination of the maps makes
it clear that the fields are not dipolar in nature, that there are bilateral
responses, and that the right hemisphere activity could better be described as
resulting from two equivalent dipoles.

The least-squares estimates of source locations for the early response, fitting
two right hemisphere dipoles and one left hemisphere dipole, are shown in rig. 3.
The right hemisphere fits of two dipoles shown in Fig. 3 accounted for 74% of the
variance of the recorded MEG after 1300 iterations. The single dipole fit shown for
the left hemisphere accounted for 50% of the data after 400 iterations. For the
later component, the two dipole right hemisphere fits for this response accounted for
590 of the variance after 1400 iteration@ and the single dipole in the left
hemisphere fit 37% of the variance.

The locations shown in Fig. 3 are estimates with respect to the origin described
above. The origin was located on an anatomical atlas and the positions of the
dipoles were related to the anatomical locations shown which were similar for both
the early and late components. In the right hemisphere the anterior dipole Jis
estimated to be in the Inferior Frontal Gyrus, possibly in areas 8 or 9 of Broadman's
map. The right hemisphere posterior dipole location is estimated as Broadmanas area
19, a prostrIate visual association area near the border of parietal and temporal
lobes. The left hemisphere dipole was located in the posterior mid-temporal to
superior temporal lobe described by Broadman as area 22.

Fig. 4 shows the pattern of covariances which were in the upper 95th percentile.
The early component (left panel) shows a pattern which is confined to striate and
prestriate areas, in which polarities of covariance in right hemisphere are generally
opposite that in left hemisphere, although there are asymmetries. The pattern of
covariances for the later component (right panel) shows a much more widespread
distribution of related activity in which the right and left hemispheres are
generally of different polarity. There is a high covariance between striate and
non-striate on right side possibly suggesting the involvement of right hemisphere in
the processing of input to striate. These covariance patterns suggest, as does the
dipole analysis, that multiple dipole sources are involved and that they have a
specific temporal relationship to each other. The distribution of those sources is
different and more widespread for the later component of the electrical evoked
potential.

The results reported in this study are preliminary, although suggestive. The
next stage of this experiment is to study the ways in which environmental factors
such as fatigue (Angus and Heslegrave, 1985) influence brain tu,,ction associated with
the registration and processing of dynamic RDS5.

• The research and development programme described above is supported by the
Canadian Defence and Civil Institute of Inviornmental Medicine.
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Fig. 1. One from* of the random-dot stereogram. For reproduction in black and white
the red and green image# which were superimposed on the screen at the central
fixation point have here been printed at the loft and right. When viewed with the
left and right *yes, respectively, a central square appear. dclosr to the
observer.

28 34 ~6 -

- - Oz~ EEG ~ rco.

Fig. 2. MSG map@ for two 21 me times intervals centered at the time points indicated.
The head is represented in equidistant projection with the vertex at center and
the noese at the top. Recording positions ore shown as small circles. Bach
contour line represents approximately 10 fentoteslai thicker lines indicate

emergent flux. Grand average On S30 shown at bottom wee recorded over a 766 me
epoch. Norizontal bar indicates stimulus duration.
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Fig. 3. (A and B) Sagittal, horisonta], and corona! sections of the head showing the
locations of the three equivalent dipoles for the two time intervals investigated.
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Fig. 4. Equidistant projections of the head with lines connecting those positiuns
for which the recorded MEG showed the highest covariances over the time interval.
indicated.
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0DISCSSION

KAUFMIAN, USt We know from the results of Carmon and Bechtoldt (isro1c2oloia 7: l9-39, 1969) that
stroka victims with right temporal lobe damage are unable to report Lterenacopic depth but those with left
tesporal lobe damge can do ao, In your work with thia problem, have you considered that the results may
be due not to the perception of stereoscopic depth but, rather, to the presence of a disparity stimulus to
disjunctive or convergent eye movements? Also, is there an experimental control to test the fact that
locally there is no correlation in the disparate region when you present stimuli of that type?

WEINBERG, CA: Wu tried to measure eye movements to vergence in the EEG and were not able to see anything.

KAUFMAM, US: May I make a suggestion? The disparities that you are using for stereopsts are probably
Panum-area types that would be on the order of about 8 minutes of arc, which you could not possibly detect
ueing electro-oculographic recording. This is one of the problems with convergence. However, the ver-
tical disparity would produce no depth, and since there are few disjunctive vertical eye movements, the
control condition might be right to test for correlation.

WEINBERG, CAI We haven't done the studies on correlation that we intend to do. Some of these respunses
may be the results of correlation rather than stereupsis. Heil did this effectively In his thesis (ref-
erence in text); in fact, we used his random dot stereogram system originally but we did not do the cor-
rtlograes. It is something that we still need to do.

JOHN, USz I would like to compliment you on the consistent and analytical way you approach these ques-
tions. I know that the steps are difficult, but I wonder if one shouldn't use the double-labelled
2-deoxyglucome method to look at the distribution of neuronol activity in some oi these situations. This
should be done with C14-labelled glucose or FIB-labelled glucose in positron emission tomography (PET) in
mll. If one looks with "moving" microelectrodes in the conscious animal daring information processing
whet •ne finds is a pervasive engagement in responding to stimulation in many regions in the brain. It
seems to me that someone should make MEG measurements at the same time as surface measurements of the
electrical activity on the scalp are made, evoked or EEG, while probes are entering the brain into regions
where these dipoles are apparently located. The distribution of activity around the dipole could be
measured and its gradient drawn. Serial sections could be taken afterwards to determine from the
2-deoxyglucose uptake exactly whore the activity was located. I do not understand why these direct
correlations between metabolism, single cell activity, slow potentials, and these distributions as
inferred at a distance have not been made. Maybe you could explain it?

WEINBERG, CA: Some work is being done to obtain estimates on source metabolism using MEG and PET, but
this is a difficult process because it is aecessary to rotate the co-ordinate system that you are using in
these two modalities.

KAUF•/AN, US: Yoshio Okada at New York University is doing work using ilices of turtle cerebellum and
utilizing the techniques developed over the years by Nicholson and Llinas and others. He is able to work
very carefully stimulating specific fiber tracts, plotting the associated field in a shielded environment,
and is locating current dipoles inside the neurons.

r WEINBERG, CA: I agree that Dr. Okada'gleork will provtde much needed insight into the way sources are
estimated from current flow or "sheets" of neurons, However, I think Or. John is asking for something
additional to that. Ile wants to actually produce a dipole estimate for some somatosensory, auditory or
other stimulus in an: intact "breathing" brain which is processing information, and then put an electrode

through that part of the brain to see if there are any reversals. If there are no reversals, then we are
in trouble.

JOHN, US: There are a number of published papers by Ramos, Morgades, and John, in one order or another in

which chronically implanted multiple microelectrodes were used to probe long distances in the brain in
naive and trained animals in which we were looking for postatimulus histograms, evoked potentials, and
gradients that would give some indication of whether or not there were sinks and sources. ve found none.

WEINBERG, CA: People have been doing this for some time and have been finding reversals; certainly in the
temporal lobe. However, these are not asrociated with the dipoles which are estimated as a result of
sensory stimulation. I think that this needs to be done.

BERRY, US: [low might these techniques actually be used to predict performance in various kinds of tasks?
Would you look for changes in the locction of dipoles or changes In the strength or what?

WEINBERG, CA: The steveopsis study, for exasple, is being supported by DCIEM. One of the ideas behind
this project is to see if you can observe the , haracter of these sources and their changes urnder condi-
tions of stress. You should be able to prediý whtn stereopsis falls apart, for different conditions of
stress, without having to bring indi,,iduala to cho9s states of stress. Secondly, you might be able to
identify thoso people who have more capabilities •or maintiining stereopsis under different kinds of
stress.

.lo
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EVENT-RELATED BRAIN POTENTIALS AS INDICES OF MENTAL

WORKLOAD AND ATI'ENTIONAL ALLOCATION

by

Arthur F.Kramer, Emanuel Donchin and Christopher D.Wickcns
Department of Psychology

University of Illinois
603 East Daniel Street

Champaign, Illinois 61820, USA

Over the past decade considerable strides have been made in explicating the
antecedant conditions necessary for the elicitation, and the modulation of the
amplitude and latency, of a number of components of the event-related brain
potential (EPP). We focus in this report on the P300. Much work in our
laboratories and elsewhere has begun to elucidate the functional significance of
the P300 (Desmedt, 1980; Donchin, 1981, Pritchard, 1981; Sutton and Ruchkin,
1984). These data contribute to the analysis of cognitive function and are
therefore of theoretical interest. However, in this paper we will dwell mostly on
the degree to which these psychophysiological measures contribute to issues in two
real-world domainal co.nmunication devices for the motor imparied and the
assessment of mental workload of aircraft pilots. Although these two domains may
appear to be quite heterogenous they both require relatively rapid communication
of information, a problem for which components of the ERP may prove useful. It is
important to note that techniques are available in both of these domains that
address the communication problem. Thus, if the ERPs are to prove truely useful
in this endeavour they must be shown to provide information that complements the
information already obtained from these other techniques.

One characteristic of the P300 component of the ERP that makes it a candidate
measure of cognitive processes of interest in these domains is its sensitivity to
the task relevance of a stimulus or response. Numerous studies have demonstrated
that a P300 is elicited only if a subject actively processes or attends to a
stimulus. Ignored stimuli do not elicit a P300 (Donchin and Cohen, 1967;
Duncan-Johnson and Donchin, 1977). In the context of the assessment of pilot
workload, it would be of interest to know whether the P300 would reflect the
graded decrement in processing that is characteristic of gradual increases in
workload level (Donchin, Kramer and Wickens, 1986; Kramer, 198,'). Thus, within
this domain it is not enough that the amplitude of the P300 discriminates
processed from unprocessed events, but magnitude of processing must also he
reflected in the P300. In contrast, the construction of a "mental prothesis" for
the motor imparied requires only that the P300 reflects which item in an array of
items is being actively processed. However, it is important that such a
commun cation device does not require the user to fixate the item to be
communicated.

Experiment I - Assesment of Pilot Workload

The program of research that we have conducted to addross issues of mental
workload is particularly consistent with a resource theory framework (Freidmar, and
Polson, 19811 Navon and Gopher; 19791 Wickens, 1980; 1984). Within this framework
the performance decrements observed in multi-task paradigms are attributed to the
depletion of one or more of a set of finite resources. Thus, if two difficult
memory tasks are timeshared it is assumed that one of the tasks will require a
majority of the resources, leaving an insufficient supply for th6 performance of
the other task. Within this context, mental workload can be described as the cost
of performing one task in terms of a reduction in the capacity to perform
additional tasks given that the two tasks overlap in their resource demands.
Although this theory provides a good account of the results in both laboratory and
operational environments, the hypothetical resources must be inferred from
performance measures.

In research performed in a number of laboratories, it has been found that the
amplitude of the P300 component mimics the resource tradeoffs presumed to underlie
dual task decrements (Defayolle, Dinand and Gentil, 1971; Horst, Munson and
Ruchkin, 19841 Isreal, Chssney, Wickens and Donchin, 19801 Kramer, Wickens and
Donchin, 1983, 1985; Lindholm, Cheatham, Koriath and Longridge, 1984; Natani and
Gomer, 1981; Strayer and Kramer, 1986; Wickens, Kramer, Vanasse, Heffley and
Donchin, 1983). The general paradigm employed in these studies requires subjects
to perform two tasks concurrently. One task is designated as primary and the
other task as secondary. subjects are instructed to maximize their performance on
the primary task and devote any additional resources to the performance of the
secondary task.

Primary tasks have included system monitoring, decision making, and manual
control. Secondary tasks have required subjects to discriminate between tones of
different frequencies or lights of difforent intensities. In general, the
response demands of the secondary probe tasks have been minimal, requiring
subjects either to covertly count the total number of one type of event or respond
to an occasional target probe.
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ERPa are elicited by events in either one or both of the tasks. Increases in
the perceptual/cognitive difficulty of the primary task result in a decroase in
the amplitude of the P300s elicited by the secondary task. Conversuly, P300s
elicited bv discrete events embedded within the primary task increaso in amplitude
with increases in primary task difficulty. Furthermore, changes In response
related demands -r a task have no influence on the P300 (Tareal at al., 1980).

The rectpr-,' :elet onship between P300s elicited by primary and secundary
ta.k stimuli is co,•istent 'with the resource tradeoffs presumed to underlie
dual-task performance decrements (Kahneman, 19731 Navon and Gopher, 19791 Sandnrs,
19791 Wickens, 1980). That is, resource models predict that as the difficulty of
one task is increased, additional resources are re-allocated to that task in ordel
to maintain performance, thereby depleting the supply cf resources that could have
been used in the processing of other tasks. Thus, the P300 appears to provide a
measure of resource tradeoffe that can only be inferred from more traditional
performance measures. Furthermore, P300s elicited by secondary task events are
selectively sensitive to the perceptual/cognitive demands imposed upon the
operator. This selective sensitivity may be especially useful in decomposing the
changing processing requirements of complex tasks (Kramer at al., 1983).

One might ask why ERPs should be used to monitor changes in resource demands
given that several technically simpler approaches to the assessment of mental
workload have already been proposed. Although numerous performance-based measures
of mental workload exist, they suffer from several drawbacks. First, some of the
measurement techniques require subjects to perform a secondary task which
frequently interferes with the performance of the task of interest (Knowles, 1963;
Rolfe, 1971y Wickens, 1979). This is clearly unacceptable in an operational
environment in which the safety of the operator must be assured. Even in the
laboratory setting it is difficult to determine which of the two tasks generated
an observed performance decrement since the performance on the two tasks is easily
confounded. Second, performance-based measures of mental workload provide an
output measure of the operator's information processing activities (e.g. RT,
accuracy). Thus, at best, performance measures provide only an indirect index of
cognitive function. Third, performance measures do not kilways correlate highly
with the actual workload of the tasks (Brown, 1978; Dornic, 19801 Ogden, Levine,
and Eisner, 1979). It has been shown in a number of situations that subjects may
compensate for increased workload by expending additional effort. However, this
effort is not always reflected in performance measures (Vicente, Thornton and
Moray, 1987). Fourth, although subjective measures are relatively easy to collecc
and possess high face validity they do not reflect the moment to moment variations
in workload that are indexed by physiological measures.

The goal of the present experiment was to augment the conclusions drawn from

the studies cited above by demonstrating that the dual-task ERP paradigm could be
employed in a complex real-world situation to provide information concerning
mental workload and residual capacity. Student pilots performed a series of dual-
task flight missions. In each case, the primary task consisted of performing a
specified flight scenario under Instrument Flight Rule (IFR) conditions. The
diffictlty of the primary task was varied in two ways. "Between mission"
difficulty was manipulated by varying the direction and speed of wind conditions,
the severity of turbulence, and the probability of a subsystem failure during a
critical portion of the mission. A second way that difficulty was manipulated
might be labeled "within mission" difficulty. In this case we capitialized on the
different levels of processing demand inherent in the flight task (i.e. straight
and level vs. approach to landing).

The secondary task consisted of a concurrently performed go/no-go auditory
discrimination task in which subjects pressed a button in response to the
presentation of one of two tones. ERPs associated with the secondary task tones,
overt performance measures from the flijht task and discrimination task, and
subjective indices of task difficulty were examined to assess the extent to which
the manipulations of primary task difficulty modulated the mental workload
associated with the flight task.

Method

Subjects Seven student pilots enrolled in Aviation 210 at the University of
IllinoisT W1llard Airport participated in the study. The student pilots possessed
a private pilots license and had a basic familiarity with IFR flight skills. All
of the pilots were between the ages of 20 and 26 and had normal hearing and normal
or corrected to normal vision.

Simulator and Stimulus Generation Equipent The ILLIMAC flight system used inthe experiment-conist"ed-of "a fixed base- f t simulator that was designed

around the INTEL 8086 digital microprocessor. In the present study the simulator
was configured to mimic the flight characteristics of the BEECHCRAFT Sport 180, a
single engine aircraft with fixed gear and a fixed propeller. The ILLIMAC flight
panel contained the instrumentation and navigational radios required for

* instrument flight conditions. Flight performance measures were digitized at the
rate of 30 HZ and transferred via a RS232 link to a DEC PDP 11/73 computer.
Performance measures included deviations from assigned heading, altitude, airspeed
and glidealope.

The auditory stimuli employed for the secondary task were produced by an
audio-generator and binaurally presented to the pilots through headphones. ERPs,
flight performance data, and secondary task RTs were recorded on magnetic tape for
off-line analysis.

2L
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procedure An 1FR flight plan, roundtrip from Champaign. Illinois to Octo0
intersection, formed the framework within which the procesas.ng demands imposed
upon the student pilotsa were investigated (see Champaign approach plate AL-709,
ILS Runway 32 for additional details). The flight included a takeoff, straight and
level segment, three holding patterns, and an instrument landing system (ILS)
approach to landing. Each pilot flew a total of four 45 minute missions in the
flight simulator. In the first session, the students flew the course twice.
These flights served to familiarize the subjects with the IFR flight plan and the
dynamics of the simulator. Both of the missions were flown under the easy flight
conditions (no wind, turburlence or subsystem failures). Since the flights were
considered practice, the performance data will not be dealt with in the present
report.

In the second session, subjects again flew the flight path tw
4 ce. However, in

this session one of the two flights included 30 mph winds from 270 degrees,
moderate turbulence, and a partial stuction failure in the heading indicator during
approach to landing. The presentation order of the easy and difficult flights was
counterbalanced across subjects. A Certified Flight Instructor (CFI) was present
during each flight to instruct the subjects on the flight scenarios and to
evaluate their performance. Upon completion of each of the two flights, subjects
were asked to rate the difficulty of the flight ah. a whole, as well so each of the
individual flight segments. Each of the flight missions lasted approximately 45
min. Subjects recieved a 15 min rest break between flights.

In addition to the flight task subjects performed another task both separately
and concurrently with the flight. The task required the student pilots to monitor
a Bernoulli sequence of auditory stimuli presented binaurally through headphones.
Two different tone frequencies (1000 hz and 1500 Hz) were used. One of the tones
was designated as the target and was presented on 301 of the trials. Subjects
responded to targets by depressing a switch located on the left side of the
control yoke. Both speed and accuracy were emphasized in the instructions.
Non-targets, which were presented 70% of the time, did not require a response.
Tones were 50 msec (including a 10 msec rise/fali time, 65 dB) in duration, and
were presented every 1.4 to 1.7 sacs.

ERP Re!Qdin System Electroencephalographic (EEG) activity was recorded from
three-mill stes (Fz, Cz, and Pz according to the International 10/20 system:
Jasper, 1958) and referred to linked mastoids. Beckman Biopotential Ag-AgCl
electrodes filled with Grass electrode paste were attached to all scalp sites as
well as to a forehead ground. In addition, identical electrodes were placed above
and below the subject's right eye to evaluate Electrooculographic (EOG) activity
in the vertical plane. All electrode impedances were maintained below 10 kohms.

The EEG and EOG channels were amplified by Grass model 12A5 amplifiers with a
10 second time constant and an upper half amplitude of 35 Hz, 3 dB/octave rolloff.
The recording epoch for all channels was 1300 msec beginning 100 msec prior to the
presentation of secondary task tones. The data channels were digitized every 5
msec and were digitally filtered off-line (-3 dB at 6.27 Hz; 0 dB at 14.29 Hz)
prior to further analysis. Artifactual contributions to the EEG from EOG activity
were evaluated and eliminated off-line by submitting the data to an eye movement
correction procedure (Gratton, Colas, and Donchin, 1983).

Results

Fliqht performance and robe discrimination data The flight performance data
were teel'cted to assess ithe validity of the diffrculty manipulations, both within
and across missions. Two measures of flight performance, heading and altitude
deviation, were recorded in all flight segments in both easy and difficult
missions. These indices were submitted to a two-way repeated measures analysis of
variance. One additional measure, deviation from the glideslope, was recorded in
both the easy and difficult scenarios in the final flight segment. Table 1
presents the mean values of the flight performance measures for both easy and
difficult flights.

All three of the flight performance measures indicated that our between
mission experimental manipulations successfully influenced the difficulty of the
flight task. When the student pilots were required to fly the 45 min mission with
high winds, moderate turbulence, and a subsystem failure during approach to
landing their deviations from command altitude increased (F(1,6)=6.6, p<.05),
their ability to accurately track the glideslope decreased (F(,6)-8.0, p<.05),
and their deviations from assigned headings increased (F(l,6)-9.1, p<.05) relative
to the mission with no wind, turbulence, or subsystem failures. Flight
performance was also influenced by mission segment irrespective of between mission
difficulty (see table 2). Subjects were more accurate at r.aintaining their
assigned headings during straight and level flight and holding patterns than they
were during takeoff and landing. (F(3,18).4.3, p<.05). However, students
performance on the altitude measure did not differ as a function of flight
segment. Thus, flight performance measures most strongly discriminated between
easy and difficult flights, while inter-segment differences were found for only a
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subset of the performance measures.
Performance measures for the ERP eliciting probe task are presented in Table 1

for the between mission comparison and in Table 2 for the comparison across flight
segments. Subjects were uniformly accurate across missions and flight segments
with response accuracy ranging from 89 to 93 percent. Neither RTs nor accuracies
differed as a function of flight segments or misaions (p>.05). Thus, any
differences among the ERPo elicited in different flight conditions cannot be
attributed to the subjects' failure to perform the probe task in the more
difficult flight missions or segmonts.

TABLE 1

Mean simulator performance, probe discrimination reaction time and accuracy, and
subjective workload ratings for easy and difficult flights (standard deviations
are in parentheses).

MEASURES FLIGHT MISSIONS

EASf FLIGHT DIFFICULT FLIGHT

Heading deviation 1.86 (.67) 3.08 (.90)
(degress)
Altitude deviation 40.3 (17.8) 70.9 (37.8)
(feet)
Subjective workload 115.2 (12.7) 137.8 (21.6)
ratings
Probe reaction time 580.0 (139.5) 604.0 (119.3)
(maec)
Probe accuracy 92.4 (6.0) 89.0 (7.2)
(percent correct)
Glideslope deviation .35 (.21) .74 (.38)
(degrees)

TABLE 2

Mean simulator performance, probe discrimination reaction time and accuracy, and
subjective workload ratings for the four flight segments (standard deviations are
in parentheses).

MEASURES PLIGHT SEGHENTS

Straight Holding
Takeoff and Level Patterns Landing

Heading deviation 2.89 (1.03) 1.87 (1.06) 1.92 (.81) 3.19 (1.44)
(degrees)
Altitude deviation 53.6 (32.2) 60.1 (12.5) 41.9 (11.2) 67.4 (58.6)
(feet)
Subjective workload 128.6 (18.5) 117.2 (10.1) 128.4 (13.1) 133.0 (21.7)
ratings
Probe reaction time 604.0 (101) 564.0 (135) 584.0 (127) 617.0 (146)
(meec)
Probe accuracy 89.4 (7.3) 93.1 (6.0) 92.2 (6.4) 89.6 (6.4)
(percent correct)

Sub ective Workload Ratings Table I presents the subjective workload ratings
for Rh between- misson compari sons while Table 2 displays the ratings for each of
the flight segments. Each of the flight segments in the easy and difficult
flights were rated relative to a straight and level segment that was flown prior
to the experimental flights. Subjects made their ratings subsequent to each
mission and were permitted to assign any numerical value to their estimates of
subjective workload. The ratings were normalized prior to statistical analysis.

Subjects rated the flight mission with high winds, moderate turbulence, and a
partial suction failure in the heading indicator during ILS approach as having a
significantly higher workload than the flight without wind, turbulence or
subuystem failures (F(1,6)-18.7, p<.01). Subjective ratiigs also discriminated
among flight segments (F(1,6)-6.0, p<.01). The subjects' estimated the takeoff,
holding pattern and landing segments to be equally difficult, while straight and
level flight was estimated to be easier than the other three segments (F(1,6)-9.8,
p<.0l).

A comparison of the flight performance measures and the subjective workload
ratings suggest that, for the most part, the pilots' subjective estimates
corresponded well with their performance on the flight task. Both the performance
measures and the subjective ratings discriminated between easy and difficult
missions. Flight svgments were also differentiated by subjective and objective
measures.

_ _I
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rigure 1. Parietal grand average NRPa overplotted for the tone discrimination
task alone and both of the flight missions.

Event Related Potentials Figure 1 presents the ERPs recorded at Pz
overp otted for the three conditions. Although a number of components can be
discerned by visual inspection of the waveforms we will concentrate on the large

= positive deflection occurring at approximately 350 msec post-atimulua. This
component increases in amplitude from the frontal to the parietal recording site
and appears to discriminate among levels of task difficulty. In a single task
condition the amplitude of this component was influenced by both stimulus
probability and task relevance. Based on these criteria the component can be
identified as the P300 (Donchin, Ritter and NcCallum, 19781 Kramer, 19851 Sutton
and Ruchkin, 1984).

The single trial ERPs wore corrected for eye movement artifacts and then
averaged within oxperimental conditions. The amplitude and latency of the P300's
were obtained from single trials. Peak latencies and amplitudes were defined as
the largest positive deflection within a 300 to 600 maec window relative to the
pre-stimulus baseline. Two separate analyses were performed on the P300 data. In
the between mission analysis, P300 measures were submitted to three way repeated
measures analyses of variance (? single/dual tasks x 2 probe types x 3
electrodes). Three factors were also entered into the within flight analyses of
variance (4 flight segments x 2 probe types x 3 electrodes).

One of the major questions in the present study was the extent to which P300
amplitude would discriminate among levels of workload imposed upon the student
pilots by the flight tasks. The main effect of flight mission indicated that P300
amplitude was sensitive to the task demands of the different missions
(F(2,12)-4.7, p<.05). Post-hoc comparisons further indicated that P300s elicited
by the tones in the discrimination task were largest in the single task
conditions, of intermediate amplitude when the students were flying with no wind,
turbulence, or subsystem failures, and smallest with high winds, turbulence and a
heading indicator failure (for all comparisons p<.05). This systematic decrease
in the amplitude of the P300o elicited by the tone discrimination task alone and
combined with the flight missions mimics the resource tradeoffs presumed to
underlie multi-task performance.

A main effect of flight mission was also found for the P300 latency variable
(P(3,18)-l1.3, p<.01). Post-hoc comparisons indicated that this effect could be
attributed to the significant difference between single and dual-tasks (p<.05).
However, latencies did not differ between the two flight missions. This finding
suggests that the difference in P300 amplitude between the two flight missions
cannot be accounted for by increased latency variability in the difficult flight.
Given that single task P300 latencies are often shorter than dual-task latencies,
we feel that we can safely conclude that the P300 component successfully
discriminated between single and dual-tasks as well as between the twu versions of
the flight task.

Our second analysis compares ERP components elicited during the four flight
segments. It was predicted that the P300s elicited by the tones in the more
difficult flight segments would be smaller than those recorded during the easier
flight segments, reflecting increased processing demands in the more difficult
conditions. Although the within mission comparisons yielded weaker effects for
the performance and subjective measures than the between mission analysis, an
ordering of the flight segments could be ascertained. The straight and level
flight segment and the holding pattern were flown with smaller heading deviations
than the takeoff and landing components of the missions. The student pilots also
rated the straight and level segment to be subjectively easier than the other
three segments. Although the ordering of the P300 amplitudes was consistent with
these measures (the mean amplitudes of the segments were 209, 525, 508 and 283,
respectively) the main effect for flight segment did not attain statistical
significance (p>.05). However, a small but significant correlation wtas obtained
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between the amplitude of the P300 and the deviation from command heeding (R
-. 27). indicating that the amplitude of P300 decreased with increases in heading
deviation. The latency of P300 did not differ across flight segments.

ODicussion

The results of the present experiment provide preliminary support for the
assertion that components of the ERP can provide sensitive and reliable measures
ot the task demands imposed upon operators of complex, real-world systems. The
PJO0 varied in a systematic manner in response to the demands of different
vursions of the flight task. Relative to conditions in which the tone
discrimination task was performed alone, the amplitude of the P300 decreased when
tie student pilots performed the easy version of the flight task. Further
decrease*s in P300 amplitude were observed when the difficulty of the flight task
was increased through the manipulation of wind speed, turbulence, and the
probability of subsystem failures. Although the within mission effects were not
as dramatic as the between mission comparisons, a small but significant
corre)ation between P300 amplitude and heading deviation was obtained across
flight segments.

The sensitivity of the P300 to the processing demands of the different flight
missions is noteworthy for several reasons. First, the changes in the amplitude
of the P300 as a function of task demands mimics the modulation of resources
presumed to underlie variations in operator performance. Resource models predict
that as task demands increase additional resources will be allocated to the high
priority task thereby withdrawing resources from tasks of lesser importance (Navon
and Gopher, 19791 Wickens, 1980). The amplitude of the P300s elicited by the
secondary probe task decreased with increases in the difficulty of the flight
task. Other studies have found that P300s elicited by primary task events
increase in amplitude with increases in task demands (Kramer et al., 1985). Thus,
it appears that the P300 provides a measure of the hypothetical resources that can
only be inferred from more traditional measurement techniques.

A second point concerns the use of the secondary task procedure in the
assessment of mental workload. The resource demands of a primary task are usually
inferred from decrements in secondary task performance (Ogden et al., 1979).
However, a particular difficulty of the secondary task methodology is the
intrusion of the secondary task into primary task performance, thereby
complicating the interpretation of the performance decrements. In the present
study, our secondary probe task required a relatively simple discrimination and an
occassional overt response. In fact, secondary task performance did riot
discriminate among levels of primary task difficulty. Secondary task reaction
time and accuracy was uniformly high in all conditions. On the other hand, the
P300 elicited by the probe stimuli did discriminate among the demands of the
flight task. Thus, the ERP eliciting probe task provides a sensitive metric of
resource demands without intruding upon the performance of the task of interest, a
clear advantage in operational settings. However, this is not to imply that even
a relatively nonintrusive secondary task is an ideal workload assessment procedure
in complex, real-world systems. Clearly, a more acceptable solution would be the
elicitation of ERP components by primary task events, thereby negating the
requirement for any type of secondary task. Such a procedure has been
successfully employed in the laboratory and we are currently exploring its
efficacy in operational settings (Kramer at al., 198I; Sirevaaq et al., 1984).

A third point concerns the nature of the metric. Although ERP components
certainly qualify as physiological measures, they are somewhat unique in that they
are selectively sensitive to a subset of processing demands. Autonomically
mediated measures such as heart rate variability, respiration, blood pressure, and
skin conductance are influenced by ambient environmental conditions, anxiety and
physical exertion in addition to mental workload (Williges and Wierwille, 1979).
Therefore, these measures are sensitive to workload in general but are not
diagnostic in the sense of identifying the source of the processing demands. The
P300 is sensitive to information processing demands, and more specifically it is
influenced by perceptual/cognitive demands but not motor processes. Thus, unlike
other physiological measures, ERP components are quite diagnostic.

Experiment I1 - Proposal for a Mental Prothesis

This program of research has focused on the development of a system that
provides a means for an individual to communicate using ERPs. The development
effort capitalizes on the sensitivity of the P300 component to the task relevance
of a stimulus or response. Thus, if An individual selectively processes a single
item embedded in a matrix of items the attended item will elicit a P300. P300's
will not be elicited by the unattended items. We propose that the sensitivity of
the P300 to this category distinction can be exploited to communicate information
that an individual wishes to convey. It is important to emphasize that neither
speech nor any other motor system is necessary for this communication process.

The system works in the following mannert a 6-by-6 matrix containing the
letters of the alphabet and a few single-word commands is displayed on a CRT (see
Figure 2). In the test of the system, the subjects task was to communicate a word
by sequentially attending to a set of letters in the matrix. The computer flashes
rows and columns of the matrix and detects the flashes that evoke ERPs
characterized by a P300. Since flashes of the attended letters would be both rare
and task relevant they were expected to generate larger P300's than unattended
letters.
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The present study represents a preliminary assessment of the efficacy of this
ERP based commounication system. The major goal of the experiment was to examine
the parameters of the system that were expected to have an impact on the
communication process. The parameters investigated includes the type of detection
algocithm, he hnumber of trials, and the rate of intensification of ia6munLa in
the matrix that are required to achieve a specified level of accuracy and rate of
communication.

CRT Display Used In the Mental Prosthesis

K MESSAGE

BRAIN

Choose one letter or command

A 0 M S Y

B H N T Z

C I 0 U * TALK

D J P V FLN SPAC

E K 0 W S BKSP

F L R X SPL QUIT

Figure 2. CRT display used in the mental prothasis. Tho rows and columns of the
matrix were flashed alternately. The letters selected by the subject were
displayed at the top of the screen.

Method

Subjects Four healthy subjects, 3 females and one male, whose ages ranged
from 20 to 36 years, participated in the study.

Procedure Subjects were presented with a 6-by-6 matrix whose cells contained
the letters of the alphabet as well as several one-word commands for controlling
the system. The matrices were displayed on a computer-controlled CRT. In each
"trial," the 6 rows of the matrix, or the 6 columns, were each intensified for a
period of 100 msec. The rows were selected for intensification in a random order,
and then the columns were similarly intensified.

The subjects task was to select each of the letters in the word "BRAIN" in
turn, and silently count the flashes of the row or column containing the letter
until the system displayed the letter it had selected. For purposes of the
off-line analysis of the operating characteristics of the system the rows and
columns were flashed approximately 30 times for each of the letters. After the
letters spelling .,.s word "BRAIN" had been displayed, the subject selected the
"TALK" command, and the word was spoken by a Votrax speech synthesizer. A
real-time discriminant function was used to detect differences between the
attended and unattended letters.

In order to collect sufficient data to analyze the operating characteristics
of the system the subjects spelled the word 10 times. Half of the blocks were run
with a 125 msec delay between the onset of the intensification of a given row or
column and the onset of the intensification of the next row or column to be
flashed and half with a 500 msec inter-stimulus interval (1SI).

ERP Recordin The EEG was recorded from Ag-AgCl Beckman Biopotential
electtrodes placed at Pz and referred to linked mastoids. EOG was recorded from
electrodes placed above and below the right eye. Ground electrodes were positioned
on the forehead. Electrode impedance did not exceed 5 kohm. The signals were
amplified b' Grass model 12 amplifiers. Low and high-pass filters had
half-amplitudv frequencies of 35 and 0.01 Hz respectively. The data were
digitized at a rate of 50 Hz. The ERP and EOG data were digitized continuously
from 20 msec prior to the first flash until the end of aach letter trial (30
flashes of the rows and columns). Eye movement artifacts were removed by the Eye
Movement Correction Program (Gratton et al, 1983).

Data Analysis In analyzing the data, we sought to determine how many trials
werer-equ" to detect the letter on which the subject was focusing at different
levels of accuracy, for each of 4 different detection methods. For the purpose of
analysis, each trial was divided into 6 data windows or subtrlals, each consisting
of the data for 600 msec after onset of the flash of a row or column. Since the
181 was less than 600 msec, the subtriale contained overlapping data. For each of
these oubtriale we computed 4 score that measured the magnitude of the P300 in the
epoch following the presentation of the row or the column.

ki
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Four different algorithms were used to compute the scorest (a) stepwie linear
discriminant analysis (SWDA), (b) peak picking, (c) area, and (d) covariance. Wewill briefly describe each of those algorithms. For more details, see Donchin and
Heffley (1975) and Colas, Oratton, Kramer, and Miller (1986).

A. Stepwise discriminant analysis. SWDA is a classification procedure. Inthe present case, the procedure computes a score that reflects the "distance"between each epoch and the mean of a group of trials known to include a P300 as
well as the distance from the mean of a group that does not include a P300. This
measurement is performed by applying a discriminant function to the epoch's data.
That function is deveiuped on the basis of a "training set" of trials whose groupmembership is known. We used as a training set the data collected while thesubject was focusing on the first 2 letters ("B* and "R"). The remaining databecame the "analysis set." We used the training set data to compute diacriminant
weights that dIstinguished between the attended and unattended subtrials. These
weights were applied to individual subtrials in the analysis sat and summed across
trials in order to identify the attended cell of the matrix.

B. Peak picking. The amplitude of P300 was defined as the difference between
the most negative point prior to the P300 window (defined as the time range withinwhich the average attended wavefcrm in the training net was positive) and the most
positive point in the P300 window.

C. Area. The "area" of P300 was defined as the sum of the data points in the
P300 window.

D. Covariance. A P300 template was computed as the average of the attendedsubtriala in the training set. P300 scores in the analysis set were derived by
computing the covariance of each subtrial with this template.

Row and column scores were summed to compute a unique score for each cell ineach pair of trials (one trial in which rows were flashed and one trial in which
columns were flashed). For example, the score for "B," which is located in thefirst column and the second row was the sum of the score for the first column and
the score for the second row. The scores computed for each- letter were summedacross trials to determine which cell was identified as the cell selected by the
subject. On each test there were one correct response and 35 possible errors.
The test was considered a "hit" if the algorithm yielded the largest total score,
summed across trials, for the letter on which the subject was focusing.

ERP* for Attended and Unattended Cell*

A) 125 meec 181 B) 500 msec IS8

- Attended
-- Unattended

li • -Subject 1

Subject 2

---- Subject 4

100 200 300 400 800 800 0 100 200 300 400 500 600
Time (mncc)

Figure 3. Average waveforms for attended and unattended letters for each of the
subjects and both ISI's.
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Results

The princip4l queatiua w, addressed in this study was the speed and accuracy
with which the ERP based mental prothesis could communicate single letters.
Figure 3 shows that when the attended and unattended letters were separately
averaged there was a clear difference in the P300's elicited by the two
conditions. However, if the technique required the presontation of 30 trials for
correct detection it would be guite limited, the rate of information transmission
would be one character per 37.4 seconds, even when data windows are overlapped by
shortening the ISI to 125 meec, The P300, however, can be detected with a smaller
number of trials (Squires and Donchin, 1976). We examined, therefore, the
accuracy of detection as a function of the number of trials at each ISI for each
of the 4 detection algorithms. Detection accuracy was estimated by means of a
bootstrap technique (Efron, 1979).

We randomly chose 1000 seta of 2 trials, 1000 sets of 4 trials, and so on up
to 1000 sets of 40 trials from the data set. The sampling was with replacement.
We applied the 4 signal-detection algorithms, computed scores for each of the 36
stimuli, and determined how many times out of 1000 that the stimulus the subject
was attending had the highest score with each algorithm. This provided an
estimate of the percent of correct identifications of the chosen stimulus out of
the 36 presented, as a function of the number of trials considered in the
analysis. By multiplying by the inter-trial interval, we obtained an estimate of
the accuracy as a function of time.

As can be seen in Figure 4, there are considerable individual differences in
the subjects' ability to use the system, as well as in the relative effectiveness
of the different detection algorithms. Moreover, different algorithms were mure
effective for diffe:ent subjects. All of the subjects, however, were able to
achieve a high level of accuracy in communicating their choices to the system at a
speed of several secondo per choice.

Table I presents speed and accuracy figures for the fastest algorithm for each
subject at each ISI. When the subjects' optimal ISI and signal-detection
algorithm were used, the n..an time required to achieve 80% accuracy was 9.0
seconds. For 95% accuracy, the medi. time required was 15.3 seconds. A choice of
one out of 36 contains 5.2 bits of information, so the speed at 95% accuracy was
0.34 bits per second, or 20.4 bits per minute. By using the "BKSP" (backspace)
command (see Figure 2) with the same speed and accuracy, a subject could correct
errors and achieve over 99.9% accuracy with a speed of 0.30 bits per second, or
18.3 bits per minute.

SPEEDACCURACY: FASTEST ALGORITHMS

A) 00% Accuracy B) 95% Accurscy

IS1 (misc) 12m goo 125 g00

Tlme seec) Alpo. Unau Alprkhm Tlhw AlgorItn. Th1e Algorith
Sabl. #

1 12.2 Area 12.0" Peek 19.0"SWDNArma 22.0 Peak
2 11.4" Poak 11.7 Peai 19.1" Peak 20.7 Peek
3 0.8 Peak 6.2" ANN 17.8 Peak 11.5" Area
4 8.7 Peak 6.1" Peek 14.1 Peak 11.6" Peak

Men 11.4 .99 18.4 17.9

Moon tlime t 80% accuracy, Man tine 195% awcura.
fattest ISI and AIpffthm fastestS SI a Aigoahm

9.0 15.3

Peak picking proved to be the most efficient algorithm. When considering the
4 subjects, 2 ISIs, and 2 accuracy criteria peak picking yielded the fastest times
to reach the accuracy criterion in 12 cases out of 16. Area was the fastest in 3
cases. SWDA and area measures were tied in one case.

Discussion

This study addressed two distinct questions. 7irst, we sought to determine
if the P300 could be employed as a binary switch by means of which the subject can
toggle a choice. This question is clearly answered in the affirmative. Indeed,
the specific arrangement we used to present choices ýo the subject can amplify the
choosing power of the switch as a series of binary choices allows for the reli&ble
identification of a choice among 36 distinct objects. In principle, this method
can be used in a manner that would allow for a choice among more items, as the
number of rows and columns can be increased. However, such aft increase would
entail a cost in that the total number of flashes required for each choice would
be increased. The optimal size of the matrix remains a matter for further
investigation.

The utility of the communication channel based on the P300 depends, as do all
communication channels, on the signal-to-noise ratio. It is evident that the P300
on which this channel is based is buried in the "polyneural roar of the EEG,0 to
use Ross Adey's felicitous phrase. The detection and measurement of the P300, as
is true for other ERP components, requires signal averaging. Thus, it was
conceivable that while the P300 can, in principle, serve as a switch, its

F
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Speed/Accuracy of the Four Algorithms

A) 125 mcsc 181 B) 500 msac ISi

100

80/
40 7 -7 / Subject 1

SWDA
40 --- Pesak

.I Area
20 Coverlance

100 -

i~ ; # Subject 2

S40
C

• 20

31% 100.

o 8 0,

a 0 so Subject 3

40

100 -

80

Subject 480

40

0 20 4060080 100 0 20 40 6080 100

Time (eec)

Figure 4. Plots of the accuracy of identification of attended letters for each ofthe subjects, algorithms and ISI's.

reliability under the signal-to-noise conditions which it presents would have beenquite impractical for actual use. Our second goal in this study was to examine
the operating characteristics of the communication channel.The conclusions are quite clear. The channel can operate reasonably well atthe speed of 20.4 bits per minute. A character, chosen from among 36 items, canbe detected with 95% accuracy within 15 seconds. The ISI proves to be animportant variabi-. There seems to be a relatively fixed relationship between thenumber of trials required for detection at a given level and the interval betweenstimuli. At the values we chose, there seems to be a constant level of signal-to-noise reduction that is required. This can be achieved by increasing the intervalbetween stimuli from 125 to 500 msec, allowing for a better definition of theP300. Alternately, the signal-to-noise redaction can be achieved by an increasein the number of trials. The speed of the communication remains constant underthese two variations.

This general conclusion is tempered by considerable variability acrosssubjects. Different detection methods varied in their effectiveness when appliedto the data of the different subjects. The differences in effectiveness are dueto an interaction between the nature of the procedures and the specific attributesof the subject's data. It is useful to consider the difference. among thedetection alqorithms.
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Covariance computes, essentially, how similar the individual ERPs are to a
template consisting of the average waveform for the attended cell in the training
set. All time points are included, and each point is weighted according to the
mean amplitude of that point in the training set.

SWDA involves much more extensive computations on the training set data than
covariance, but it is in general more efficient because it gives greater weight to

-' time points that were more effective in distinguishing between attended and
unattended cells in the training set.

The primary weakness of both SWDA and covariance is sensitivity to latency
vari-*.lity. if an ERP component, such as P300, appears in a given trial with
much longer or shorter latency than the modal latency in the training set, then
the discriminant weights (or, similarly, the weights in the covariance algorithm)
will not be applied to the points that best characterize the P300, and accuracy
will be lost. Latency jitter during the training set, also, will add noise to the
system and result in less effective weights.

Peak picking, on the other hand, is highly insensitive to latency variability.
The P300 peak can be located anywhere in a relatively wide time window. However,
all of the information contained in the other points is lost by this procedure.

Area, like covariance, considers all of the points in a broad range, but it is
a purely additive, rather than a multiplicative procedure, and does not use a
training set. Therefore it misses some information contained in a consistent,
distinctive ERP shape and time course, but also avoids some of the noise
introduced into SWDA and covariance by variability in the time course and shape of
ERPS. It takes advantage of information contained in a broad, flat ERP that Is
lost in the peak picking algorithm, but bv the same token is influenced by noise
at points at a distance from the peak.

Because of these differences, different algorithms are more effective in
different cases. For a subject whose P300s have a distinct peak with considerable
latency variability, peak picking is likely to be the most efficient algorithm.
For a subject wnose ERPs have any distinctive shape and little latency
variability, SWDA is likely to oe the most efficient. For a subject whose P300s
tend to be broad and flat, without much of a peak and with considerable latency
variability, area is likely to be the most efficient. These differences
notwithstanding, the general conclusion is sustained by the data. It is quite
possible to use the P300 as an effective binary switch, and the communication
channel can be organized so that the choices can be communicated using a
relatively small number of trials.

Although the speed of the mental prothesis is rather slow relative to other
modes of communication such as typing or speech, there are several techniques that
might be used to increase the rate of transmission. For insta:ine, the value of the
channel may be further enhanced if the procedure is used as a method for choosing
from a menu of commands rather than as a method for spelling words. The elements
in the matrix may well be words rather than letters. Each of these choices may in
turn call for another menu. In such a paradigm the rate of communication would be
enormously amplified, even though the domain of the communication would be
constricted.

Furthermore, the communication speed we have assessed in this study examined
the channel without any attempt to benefit from a number of obvious procedures for
accelerating the communication. As a computing device must be a part of the
system, it is relatively trivial to incorporate in the channel the known
constraints of the language. With each letter presented the number of actual
options is reduced, as combinations of characters appear with quite uneven
probabilities in English. The system may be allowed to "guess" so that, for
example, having detected a "'N" pair it can be relatively sure the following
character would be an E, an A, or an I.

It may also be possible to enhance the speed of the system by incorporating
additional components of the ERP. If, for example, we were to present the rows
and columns in a regular sequence, one would expect to see a CNV develop as the
time for the appearance of the correct column, or row, neared. The relative
effectiveness of a random presentation utilizing the P300 solely and a
presentation that capitalized on both a CNV and the P300 is a matter for further
research.

Conclusions

The procedures we describe in this paper and the data we adduce serve to
illustrate the feasibility, and the limitations, of the "biocybernetic" concept.
The term "biocybernetics" has been used to describe an attempt sponsored during
the 1970's by DARPA to develop a "biocybernetic" channel. That channel was to
enhance the communication between people and machines by adding channels of
communication that employed psychophysiological means. Several approaches were
proposed (see Gomer, Beidman, and Levine, 1979). There were several attempts to
use the ERP as a switch. Vidal and his associates have, for example, used the
differences between the responses to different checkerboards which flashed on
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different parts of the screen to create an EEG-driven joystick that controlled the
movements of a displayed "mouse" (Hickman and Vidal, 1976).

The mental prothesis described in the present article provides further support
for the usefulness of ERPs as alternate conmunications channels. Evidence has
also been provided which supports our arguement that the amplitude of the P300 can
be used as an index of the demands imposed upon an operator of a complex system.
Although both studies reported here were sucessful within their restrictive
domains, they provide, at best, preliminary evidence of the efficacy of ERPs in
real-world tasks. Further research is necessary to discover the limitations of
the ERP procedures and to examine how ERPS might be used in conjunction with other
measures to enhance the communication process.
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GEVINS, US: Regarding the ERP traces in your study, where subjects were trying to covertly genermte the
word "brain", what were the bandpass filter characteristics of the eye-movement ctennele?

* KRAMER, US: The method that we used to deal with eye movements in that particular study was the EHCP pro-
*'cadure (Gratton,G., Coles, 1.G.H., and Donchin,9. Electroenceph. cli:L. Neuroophsini. 55t468-484, 1933).

We did not reject trials in which eye movements occurred; but, instead, filtered the eye movements with
that particular regression-based procedure.

GEVINS, US: The question has to do with the fixation of the eyes at the moment of the delivery of the
stimulus. This work reminds me very much of the paradigm that was first done to inLtitute the era of blo-
cybernetics by Jacques Vidal at UCLA, in which he used etepwime discriminant analysis on single-trial date
to try to move a "mouse" on' a screen through a cursor. It turned out that the measurements that he was
picking up were actually exquisitely sensitive to very small shifts - a fraction of a degree - in the
fixation of gaze. Therefore, although the mouse was moving across the screen seemingly as a result of the
generated brain potentials; in fact, it was actively responding to signals that were related to these very
small shifte in the fixation of gase. In order to establish that fixation is actually at the centre of
the icreen, it would be necessary to record fixation independently with a measurement of direct eye posi-
tion such as an infrared detector or with DC-couplad electrodes. (Any AC coupling on the eye-movement
channel; i.e., any time ccnstant would not allow fixation of gase precisely at the centre of the screen.)
In this way, you will be able to establish that the signals you are picking up do reflect covert mental
activity. This is an important point, because DARPA in instituting the era of biocybernetics in the
1970's, set out to use brain wave measurements as indices of covert mental activity. In other words, they
felt it was possible to tell the difference between two words - let's say between the words "rhinoceros"
and "hippopotamus" -- Just by virtue of differences in the brain wave measurements. III a sense, your work
returns us to that era.

KRAMER, US: For this particular experiment, we used Grass amplifiers and the bandpass was from DC to 60
Hiz, so we didn't have this particular problem. I have done other work using an infrared eye tracker (down
to DC in terms of bandwidth) for E0G recording and found it lacking in terms of precision for tracking
microssccades. I've also done other work with an eye tracker, having much better resolution than the
infrared detaetor, that detects a difference between the aclera end the iris. We have used the method in
some workload experiments in which we were able to have subjects maintain fixation and not worry about eye
movements. (This is the Stanford Research Institute eyo tracker that measures the distance between the
first And third Purkinje images. The system is claimed to have a precision within 10 minutes of arc.)

KAUFMAI, US: Almost any method that is being used in evoked potential research today is designed to pick
up the electrical artifacts of the moving eye. The EOG, no matter how good it is, has a precision only of
about one-half degree. One-half degree is a substantial portion of the fovea centralis, which occupies
most of the visual cortex (because of the cortical magnification factor). Consequently, an eye movement
of a few minutes of arc will result in an extraordinary excursion of activity in the visual cortex by cen-
timetres. Now, the brain waves, which are changing ostensibly because of soma condition in the exogenous
components, may really be changing because of a change in location of the activity of the brain as brought
about by a shift in fixation. That shift would not be detected unless you use a contact lens method, or a
search-coil method on the eclera of the eye. Without a precise location of the source of activity in the
brain, you won't even know that there is a problem. Dr. Gaillard has discussed the negatively-different
wave variations in exogenous and endogenous components that are a function of the imposed conditions. As
he indicated, you can present identical stimuli and give different instructions and get different
results. These very different results, in part, could be due to changes that are secondarily related to
the task. For example, let's consider the case of the orientation reflex as construed from the work of
E.N. Sokolov (Perception and the Conditioned Reflex, Pergamon Press, 1960),. In discussing the orientation
reflex, he referred to changes in brain blood volume, eye tremors, and an extraordinary widening of the
pupillary ;petture resulting in a difference in the light level stimulating the eyes. All of these events
are task dependent and could mediate changes in the brain activity that is being recorded, and which is
quite independent of the effect of instruction alone. Therefore, there is a need for a substantial amount
cf research in which one looks, under carefully controlled conditions, at the effects of very small eye
movements, fixation changes, pupillary diameter changes, and the stimulus properties that are often
forgotten in doing cognitive studies, in order to see whether the distribution of brain activity is
related to these secondary factors rather than to those that are endogenous.

FOWLER, CA: Why did you use at, auditory secondary task rather than a visual task for your mental workload
experiment? What would you predict for a visual task with respect to the resource model that you used?

KRAMER, US: To begin with, the resource model was developed by Christopher Wickens at the University of
Illinois. We hsve used both auditory and visual tasks and found essentially the same effect. Dr. Wickens
is currently revising his model so that modality will no longer be an important distinction within the
structural energeticel space, regardless of whather the task employed is ERP-based or performance-based.

POWLER, CA: Did you get any interfetence with reaction time when you did this task in the vieual mode?

KRAMER, US: The oddball task is fairly simple, in this particular case, and it doesn't seem to interfere

much, whether it is auditory or visual.
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This experiment investigatea the effects of three levels of arterial oxyheaoglobin saturation
(SaO2 of 752, 70% and 635) on reaction ties (RT) and P300 latency and amplitude. Ton subjects
responded to visually presented male or female names in an oddball paradige with accuracy controlled
at a high level. Hypoxia increased both aT and P300 latency in a dose-related manner and these vari-
abloo were strongly correlated. Hypoxia did not influence P300 amplitude. The increase in P300
latency is interpreted as further evidence that hypoxia slows stimulus evaluation processes and that,
under the right circumstances, P300 could be used to index the effects of hypoxia on performance.

1. INtIUCTION

Reaction time (RT) is the traditional measure for assesjing the timing of cognitive stages of
information processing but it is an end product and therefore includes the time to evaluate a stimu-
lus, cnoose a response and organize it [1). It has recently been proposed that RT could be supple-
mented by P300 as a means for distinguishing between stages of processing (2,31. P300 is a positive
going, endogenous, event related brain potential (SKP), occurring within the period 300 to 600 me
after the stimulua. The latency of P300 is related to RT under circumstances which suggest that P300
indexes stimulus evaluation time rather then the time to select and execute a response (4,5,6,7,81.
The amplitude of P300 is also sensitive to certain aspects of cognitive processing (9].

It is known that hypoxia slows RT and it has been proposed that brightness discrimination plays a
vole in this slowing but not the etimulus-response choice stage [10,111. Various aspects of vision
are sensitive to hypoxia 11.] which interacts with stimulus brightness 113] and peripherally located
visual stimuli 114,15] to slow RT. Furthermore, it has been demonstrated that a critical factor
limiting performance on a complex machine-tool task under hypoxia was the unreliability of visual
feedback compared to either tactile or auditory feedback 116].

This line of evidence raises the possibility that P300 may be sensitive to hypoxia. The purpose
of the present experiment was to measure the effects of hypoxia on P300 latency and amplitude concur-
rently with RT to determine whether a dose-response relationship exists between any of these vari-
ables. The oddball paradigm was used and P300 was measured on a single trial basis with accuracy
maintained at a high level in order to maximize the relationship between RT and P300 latency (41.

2. METIOD

Subjects

Ten normal or corrected-vision right-handed volunteers between the ages of 21 and 28 years were
pain for their participation in the experiment. They wore medically examined and signed an informed
consent document.

Administration of Breathing Mixtures

Hypoxia was induced by the inhalation of gas mixtures froi four high-pressure bottles that varied
in 02 coutent from 8.0% to 13.02 02, with the balance nitrogen. Air from another cylinder ws
breathed a a control. Valves (Matheson, Model 9-580) reduced the pressure from the cylinders to 5.2
x 105• N 0-2, and each mixture was then fed into a common valve (Industrial Projects, Model
SKS-TSL). This allowed for the manual selection of any one of the five mi'tures to a demand regulator
(ARO Model MD-I) that reduced the pressure to ambient level. The breathing mixture was then trans-
mitted to an oronasal meek (Canadian Forces, Model AI3A) via flexible corrugated tubing. This
arrangsement allowed any desired level of arterial oxyhemoglobin saturation (SaO 2 ) to be maIntained by
monitoring it and switching between breathing mixtures as necessary during the experiment. 8S0 2 wee
measured with an ear oximeter (Hewlett Packard, Model 47201A) and continuously recorded on a strip-
chart recorder (Perkin-Elmer, Model 023).

r
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stimulus Presentation

The stimuli were pairs of five letter male and female given namos. The names in each Pair were
presented singly a total of 150 times in random order so that the probability of occurrence was 80%
for the male name (high probability) and 20% for the female name (low probability). Seven different
pairs w•re used, two for practice and five for the experiment proper. each nom was displayed in
upper-case letters on a computer screen (Commodore, Nodal SP9000) for 1300 ae with an inter-stimulus
interval of 700 me, The visual angle subtended was 2.21. Intensity wes fixed at a value judged to be
comfortable and easily discriminable by pilot subjects. The screen was viewed from a comfortablereclining chair and the task wee to indiaste whther a male or female name was displayed by pushing

either a left- or right-hand button (Hicroswitch, Model PK 85022) mounted on each aearest. RT wea
defined " the Latency betwac otimulue onset and button depression.

Recording

glectroancephalogrephic (KEG) activity was recorded inside a Foraday cage at To, Cz and Ps elec-
trode sites of the 10-20 international system. The lalctro-oculogram (BOG) was recorded horisontally
and vertically by electrodes affixed to the outer canthi of both eyes and supra- end sub-orbitally to
the dominant eye, respectively. All electrodes wre Ag-AGl with an Impedance of 5 K A or lees, and
were referenced to linked earlobes. The subjects were grounded with an electrode on the foreheed.
Gould pre-amplifiers (Nodal, 11-5407-58) and amplifiers (Model, 13-4615-58) wore used with a bandpase
of 0.05 - 30 He (-3 dl, 6 do/octave rolloff). The BOG was digitised very 5 me for a 1500 me epoch
with a 100 ms prestimulus baseline and stored by a PDP 11/04 computer, which also controlled stimulus
presentation and collected the RTS. A pan recorder (Could, Nodal 2400S) was used to monitor both the
99G and BOG. P300 trials which contained ROG signals ex•eading 45ti V in aplituda were discarded.
The system was calibrated with a 2 Hg mine wave from a function generator (Wavetech, Nodal 30) over
the range 0 - 50 1 V.

Quantification of P300

The sinsle-trial waveforms•jmm ft, Co and Pa veto filtered using a fourth-order sero-phasa
Butterworth digital filter with -m-w.po cat-.ot frequency of 4 He. The latency and amplitude of P300
were deterzined using the Woody fJt1*sr teshniqae with a earch aIndow extending from 250 mas to 650 as
1i7j. This technique wan validated by bo scoring flltered womwforme fro;a Cz according to the crite-
ria specified for P30U by Warren and W•amon I L81 and it wm cemirod that these data were virtually
identical to Lhose obtained wt~h the .We,8by procedmre.

Design and Procedure

A repeated measures design wee used La mwach air wam m -md_ a control both before and after
three low-uxygen mixtures adjusted to produce SsO2 leveIs of I, 719.mi,65X. These values are equi-
valant to aliftUdee of approximately 11,500 feat, 12,500 -tow m Li.250 feet, respectively (see
IBeferende 1 for detail# dn how these altitudes are calculated). For seah subject, a different pair
at ngmmg ilas ueed in overy condition. The order of presentation of the five pairs of names was
rqilaW and the ardor of edministration of the three hypoxic mixtures was partially counterbalanced
by PFasent•tI $te N,11J sit4 st'iI the mixtureR In a fully counterbalanced order and the remaining four
vubfJ es 44.1 pii ii i I~ll pupble six mixture orders. The assignment of high and low probability
nameo to left- or righl-1181104 responses was fully counterbalanced between subjects.

Prior to the experiment ths #ubjects ware trained on the task while breathing both 8ir and a
low-oxygen ,isxture corresponiln to an 8502 Level of 65%. They were judged to be trained when: 1)
obvious movement artifacts disappeared from ths BIG, 2) eye blinks and eye movements were sinimised

during the collection of EEG data, 1) responding was atable and as feet as possible while maintaining
an error rate of between 0.61% and 2X (an error constituted pressing the wrong button) and 4) breath-
ilng could be maintained at a nahiral and regular rate under hypoxia.

In thm experiment. the sublects were tested individually in a single session which lasted approx-
imately 80 min. The oronasol m9ask kss donned and eye movements were calibrated with reepect to the
centre of the stimulus display. Thea the five conditions were performed in succeseion with a 15 min
waiting period between each one to stabilized the S802 level. If the error rate was not maintained
between 0.671 and 2%, tile data were discarded and the run repeated immediately. This wes a rare
occurrence.

3. •ISSLTS

See2 was calculated for each subject by averaging the readings from the pan recorder at 10 s
intervals (Table 1). The .T error rate was very low and was comparable across conditions (Table 1).
This low rate prevented any meaningful assessment of error RTs which are therefore not considered
further, Tie percentage of trials eliminated due to all causes was also comparable across conditions
(Table 1). The vast mnajority of the rejections ware due to eye mvements,

An average EEG wavefora wee calculated for each subject. The superimposed waveforms are illus-
trated in Figure I for the first air control and the SA02 level of 651. For both conditions at Co and
Pz, the low probability P300 is clearly identifiable but the high probability P300 Is such smaller or
virtally absent in most cases. At Ps, P300 is attenuated but still Identiiiabla.

.i.1
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Arteria. oxyh*43,b tobtn .aturs"ion (Sa02), rfeaton time (AT) error rate and trials
eliminated due to eye movements and other causes. Values are means based on 150 trials.

lUATHXNO ONDPITIONS

FAM•NTKTMS KypIxia Levels

Air 1 1 2 3 Air 2

Sa" M() 97*0.2* 75 0.3 70o 0.3 65*0.3 97*0.1

RT error rate (M) 0.7 0.9 1.a 1.6 1.2

Trial. eliminated (Z) 25 26 27 26 21
* 813t

AIR CONTROL

P300 Pq0P300

FZ Cz Pz

HIh Hih

HYPOXIA (Sa0 2 -65%)

P 0 PbbP300 P300

. High High High

ProbablIty Prbablfty

•/Fz CzPz

- L

Time skce stimulus(ms) Thie since shMluw(rns) TOMe shrce stinvuAr(ms)

. 11131 1. Averaged event-reloted potent ial.# for the first air cnntrol ane 658 arterial inc-#emoglobin

saturation (8sO2 ) as a function of stimulus probability arni fla--rode site. The- wvefon•s
f ros nach of the ten subjects are superimposed to show variance me.rose individ,,i-..
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The effects of hypoxia on MT and on aingle-trial P300 latency and amplitude are eummarLised in
Figure 2. A two-way repeated measures analysis of variance on the IT data in Figure 2A revealed that
probability level (F(1,9) - 60.19, p - 0.0001), breathing mixture (r(4,36) - 13.66, p - 0.0001) and
the probability level I breathing mixture interaction (P(4,36) - 3.76, p - 0.02) were all signif1-
aant. 'thoea results indicate that IT was faster to the high probabillty stimuli and increased as a
function of 8S02 level in a manner which was dependent on probability level. In particular, RT
Increased from Air I to 75X 8&02 for low probability stimuli (DMscan's test, p - 0.05) but not for
high probability stimuli, while the revorse was true from 701 to 65X 5a02 (high probability, p - 0.011
low probability, HN). Finally, RT decreased from Air 1 to Air 2 for high probability stiauli (p -
0.01) but not for low probability stimuli.

Figure 21 shows that P300 latency also increased as a function of 8a02 level but preceded low
probahility MT by approximately 20 ma. An analysis of variance on these data revealed that breathing
mixture (F(4 ,36) - 33.26, p - 0.0001) and the electrode site X breathing mixture interaction (F(8,72)
- 2.22, p - 0.04) were significant. This interaction is accounted for by the longer latency at Ps
than at either of the other two sites for 65% S&O2 (p - 0.01) and also by the absence of a significant
increase in Latency at Ps from 70S to 65X See 2 When compared with the other two sites (Cs, p - 0.05;
Va, p - 0.01).

An analysis of variance on the P300 amplitude data in Figure 2C revealed that electrode site
(F(2.18) - 16.57, p - 0.0001) was significant but no other effect. These results indicate that
amplitude at Vs was 6 - 8 j V lees than at either Cs or Ps but was not influenced by SaO2 level.

Within-conditions and between-conditions Pearson product-moment torrelationa for RT, P300 latency
and P30U amplitude are presented in Table 2. The pattern for the within-conditions correlatione
indicates that virtually no relationship exists betwsen either RT and P300 amplitude or P300 amplitude
*nd P300 latency. On the other hand, RT and P300 latency are substantially related at Cz and Ps with
some attenuation at Pa. The between-conditions correlations show a pattern similar to that duscribed
above for the within-coditione correlations. While RT and P300 amplitude, and P300 amplitude and
P300 latency show little or no relationship, there is a oubutantial correlation between RT and P300
latency at Ca and Pa vith some attenuation at ft.

REACTION TIME P300 LATENCY P300 AMPLITUDE

Low P dtAyV P1PPt -
520- Cm .... my .... Cz ...

1 .--- Fz ...

wo-A B C

Ak7Sl"'Q6SAi Air "•7'O 6Ai AM '•--7O-----r

MOVE.3• 2. A - Mean reaction time as a function of arterial oxyhemoglobin saturation (SaO2 )

U - Mea P300 latencyr to the low probability stimulus as a ffunction of SsO2 level
and electrode esie.

C - esn P300 amplitude to the low probability stimulus as a function of 5002

level and electrudo site.

Masr represent UNM.

d/
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TUMI 2

Witlhin-comiltiona and between-conditions correlations (r) for reaction
time (IT), P300 latency and P300 amplitude. Volues are means based -ni
the individual single-trial correlations for each subject (N - 10).

IBiOTH NOT ONDITIONS

Hypoxi• Levels

= ELECTKUEI Air I L 2 3 Air 2

SITR Arterial Oxyhomoglobin Saturation (1)

97 75 70 65 97

RT and P300 Amplitude

""s .01 -. 17 .07 -. 04 .08
Co -. 08 -,23 -. 03 .00 -. 07*pr -. 15 -. 20 -. 17 -. 03 .07

P300 Amplitude and P300 Latency

"Ps -. 02 .05 -. 02 .06 -. 04
Cs .01 -. 09 .09 .17 -. 07
Ps .00 -. 04 -. 05 -. 04 .03

RT and P300 Latency

Fs .52 .55 .4 2 .23 .42
Cs .61 .63 .56 .54 .71
Ps .59 .70 .60 .56 .65

SMM CONDITION

Electrode Site

PaF Ca Pa

IT and P300 Amplitude -. 07 -. 07 -. 08
P300 Amplitude and P300 Latency .04 .03 -. 01

• RT and P300 Latency .41 .61 .67

In this experiaent, the within-conditions correlations for RT and P300 latency were eubstantial
while those for RT and P300 amplitude were negligible. These results are consistent with previous
findings where high accuracy was srphasLsed with a familiar name discrimination oddball paradigm
[4,6,20J. Under thsse circumstances, P300 latency usually precedes RT by approximately 40 - 90 as [6]
but in the present experiment the difference mounted to only 10 - 20 as. In a previous experiment
with nitrous oxide conducted in our laboratory using the same paradigm and instructions, a difference

of 70 me was obtained [21). The reason for the smaller difference in the present instance is nclear.

As expected, hypoxia slowed RT in a dose-related manner. Of particular significance is that
hypoxia also slowed P300 in a dose-related manner at all three electrode sites. Furthermore, the
slowing of MT and P300 was closely related. This is demonstrated by their substantial between-
nonditions single-trial correlations. On the other hand, there is no clear evidence from this experi-
ment that hypoxia influenced the amplitude of P300.

An obvious explanation for the link between P300 latency and RT found it, this experiment is that
hypoxia slows so" aspect of the stimulus evaluation process. Hypoxia effects a variety of visual
processes [121 and it has bean argued that a disruption of brightness discrimination contributes to
the slowing of RT [11,131. Since P300 latency is thought to index stimulus evaluation pro.esess
[4.5,6,7,81, it follows that P300 should he sensitive to hypoxia. At present, this hypothesis is
speculative but it is open to investigation using the additive factors model which has applicability
to studies involving both IT and P300 latency (31. The foregoing issue is not only of theoretical
concern but is relevant co the practical question of whether or not P300 latency could be used as an
index of hypoxic performance deficits on complex tasks associated with flying.

1.I
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GIVINS, USt Did you look at the effects of hypoxia on the frequency of the alpha activity and the amount
of energy in the theta and delta bands? I would think that these measures would be extremely sensitive to
changes in the blood levels of 02 and C0V perhaps, more so than the evoked potential components.

POWLER, CAM We didn't do that because these measures cannot be related to reaction time, and our prin-
ciple interest was to find a correlation with reaction time.

JOHN, US: I'd like to return to the point raised by Dr. Cavins. It requires the use of the BEG spectrum,
sampled over a brief time period to compute the mean and standard deviation of the extracted spectral
features, which is then Z-transform&. and compared against subsequent REG spectral epochs. Now, you find
in cardiopulmonary bypass patients, in whom the mean arterial pressure is maintained constant, and where
the temperature is 27"C - approximately one unit of Qi0 below the normal body temperature - that as
little as a 10% decrease in blood flow (which would be equivalent to a 10 decrement in the available
oxygen) causes a clear increase in the content of theta as a percentage of total activity. Given that the
decrease in temperature has dropped reaction time or demand by 50%, this suggests that a decrease or
change in blood flow *a little as 5 to 6Z, or a change in hypoxia would be reflected in the EEG spectrum.
It seems to me that, if your goal is to look at reaction time as a function of change in state, that there
are some very elegant and precise relationships between blood flow, oxygen, and the BEG spectrum that are
not being explored. I wonder why such relatively exotic and non-continuous indices as the latency of P300
are given priority as against basic indicators of state.

FOWLER, CAt I think that you may be saying that I have some interfering variables in this experiment.
I'm interested in P300 because it is supposed to measure cognitive aspects of performance. It is quite
possible that there are other variables that are also important. However, I cannot see that any EEG
measures, at present, can be related to performance in any meaningful way. Therefore, I used P300, be-
cause it seemed that kere was a very clear-cut relationship there. You may be right, but the problem is
how can I use your par aicular measures and relate them to performance?

JOHN, USi: In my paper, I discussed the "iahalanobis distance" across the percentage of theta for the
whole brain as a function of Global Deterioration Scale in our aging subjects. It is quite clear that as
memory function deteriorates the excess of theta activity in the brain increases. It is also quite clear
that the first sign of diminished blood volume at constant pressure is a change from alpha to that*, and a
drop in the dominant frequency. It seems to me that in regard to your question on how to relate EEG to
reaction time, that you do the following protocol. Take reaction time at full blood flow - stipulate the
mean arterial pressure and oxygen conLent of blood available to the brain as 100Z -- and scale changes in
reactiou time as you scale changes in theta. It seems to me that that is where you should start to cor-
relate brain state to reaction tima.

OFFENLOCH, GE: We see EEG changes duv to a fall in oxygen partial pressure or to cerebral circulation,
and yet you found no correlation with saplituds. 1 find it strange that the amplitude of P300 to unaf-
fected by such an enormous change in ox)gen partial pressure.

FOWLER, CA: This is the first experiment that we have done on hypoxis with P300, so I cannot explain why
the amplitude didn't change. Gur subjects were hypoxic for about 50 minutes. It took about 20 minutes to
stabilize them and about 30 minutes to take out measurements,

KRATR, US: Do you have any speculations about the decrease in correlation between P300 latency and
reaction time as a function of the changes in oxygen content? It seems that there would be correlation
decreases as oxygen available to the individual decreases.

FOWLER, CA: It's a very small effect and I am inclined to think that it is related to subject varia-
bility. It is very difficult for the subjects to pay attention to the centre of the screen and ignore all
subjective sensations of hypoxia. They have a headache, they are not feeling well, and it takes a long
time to train these subjects to perform well. If you try this experiment with an untrained subject, you
will get very poor correlation. I'm inclined to think that if I continued training the subjects beyond
their current level, that the correlations would not decrease.

PORCU, IT: Do you think that P300 latency could be used as an electrophysiological measure for evaluating
early variations in the mental status associated with aging? That is, is the anoxic hypoxic brain a good
model for studying the aging brain with your technique?

FOWLER, CA: If you are talking about the fact that in the aging brain you get memory deficits in terms of
performance, you also get this with hypoxis. I've also studied nitrous oxide, an anesthetic gas, and I
get the sam sort of latency shifts in P300 as I do with hypoxia. You also get it with alcohol. So it
may be the case that stressore that effect memory allow you to generalize to aging performance effects
where you get the same sort of thing.

LP
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SUMMART

The PHP technique may provide an inobtrusive measure of the proesseing of psychological information
during task performance. Some Investigators regard 8RPs even as a direct manifestation of the ongoing
psyohological processes. Before such a strong claim can be made several methodologlcal problems have
still to be solved. The present paper discusses the definition and identification of the various compo-
nents In the EZR, the separation of exogenous and endogenous components, and the different ways in which
inferencos can be made about psychological processes on the basis of ERP measures. Another methodologioal
problem which hampers the establishment of the psychological significance of ERr components. is the low
comparability of PHP measures across paradips.

1. INTRODUCTION

Event-related brain potentials (ERPs) have been used to evaluate the psychological processes going
on during the performance of a task. The SRP. are obtained by averaging the 530 time looked to the events
of the task (e.g., stimuli or responses). In the early seventies researchers concentrated upon the
effects of psychological factors on the amplitude and latency of the peaks of the 'evoked potential'.
Later it became evident that psychological processes could also produce waves which were not strictly
related to the peaks of the 'evoked potential'. It is important to make a clear distinction between
waves, peaks, shifts in the ERP on the one hand and ERP components on the other hand. A 'component' is
assumed to originate from one neurophysiological lonsrator. whereas 'waves' are dependent measures used
to describe the peaks and throughe in the SHP waveform. A particular SPP wave or peak say consist of
several compononts. In this context it Is also important to make a distinction between endogenous and
exogenous components (Donchin, Ritter & MoCallum. 1978; Gaillard & Ritter, 1983). Exogenous components
are evoked by events outside the central nervous system and their variance is primarily determined by the
physical characteristics of the stimulus. Endogenous components are not directly affected by the physical
parameters of the stimulus and the variance of their amplitudes and latencies is primarily determined by
the psychological processes invoked by stimulus events and the instructions asoigned to them. Depending
on the task requirements, endogenous components may vary over a considerable time range.

The BHP technique can only be used for the assessment of cognitive funotioalng, workload, etc., when
the psychological significance of the SBP components is known. In this paper some methodological consid-
erations are presented around the issue of the determination of the psychological significance of endog-
enous components. It is discussed how HPP components may be identified and how endogenous components can
be separated from exogenous components. Discussions on the psychological significance of RHP components
have been obfuscated by misunderstandings between Investigators on the level at which PHP are assumed to
be measured; an PHP parameter can be regarded as a direct manifestation of the ongoing psychological
processes or as an larousall response, which only indirectly reflects the information processing in the
task.

It is argued that it is difficult to compare PHP results obtaJned in different paradigms. These
comparisons are important, however, because EBP components may be very prominent in one task and nearly
absent in another one. To determine the psychological significance of a component, it is essential to
know which characteristics of the task are decisive in producing the component. Therefore, a taxonomy of
tasks is proposed to delineate the essential differences between the paradigms most often used in ERP
research.

2. THE DIFINITION Or KNDO0EOIOS COMPONENTS

The large and still increasing namber of endogenous components has raised the question of how to
define a component and which criteria should be used to decide whether two ERP waves represent the same
component. Button & Ruohkin (1984) list the following criteria to define a component: (1) latency, (2)
polarity, (3) sequence. (4) scalp distribution, (5) raLation to physical parameters of the stimuli, (6)
relation to behavior, and (7) relation to population and state of the organim variables. In contrast to
exogenous components. endogenous components may vary over a considerable time range depending on the
requirements of the task. For example, the processing negativity, originally regarded as an enhanced N1
component (latency 100 ma). is now reported to have peak latencieas up to 200-300 as (N•utnen, 1982).
Aleo the classical late positive wave was called P300 because It was thought that its latency would vary
around 300 ma, Now several studies have reported similar waves with latenoies up to one second (e.g.,
Mulder, 1986). When one accepts that endogenous components may vary over a considerable time range, they
can no longer be defined as occurring strictly in a certain time period and latency can no longer be used
as a criterion.

Polarity appears to be the moat straightforward criterion. It allows, however, for only two aate-
gories. Sequence Is mostly used Implicitly; for example, it is generally seesmed that N(2 will occur
before P3. It has been demonstrated (Nlitinen & Gaillard. 1983), however, that K2 and P3 are determined
by different psychological proceases; therefore 12 may be delayed, whereas the P3 component remains
unaffected. The debate as to whether or not the N400 (HIllyard & 911-e'q. 1Q8RW avid the N32 aer te semm
component is a good example of the problems which may arise when components are defined in terms of
latency and sequence. The criteria based on their relation to physical parameters, to population varL-
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ables or to the state of the organism either have a direct effect on exogenous components or affect the
way in which the stimuli are processed. In the latter case, they will result in a change in behavior. The

* criteria of Sutton & Ruchkin (19814) can be rearranged into three oategoriest A. A definition in terms of
dependent variables, such as latency, polarity, sequence and scalp distribution; B. A definition in terms
of psychological (or behavioral) variables; C. A definition in terms of the state of the organism or the
physical oharacteristics of the stimulus. For endogonous components a definition In in terms of dependent
variables is rather difficult, given the large variability in latenc and morphology. Since endogenous
components are, by definition, not effected by the stimulus or state variables, endogenous components
should be defined in terms of the psychological processes which determine their occurrence. In contrast,
exogenous variables are defined In terms of the physical characteristics of the stimulus and state or
personality variables which modulate the response to the stimulus.

In addition, IEP components can also be defined in terms of their neurophysiologicel generators.
Ideally experimental results should converge. That is, endogenous components which have been assooiated
with a particular psychological process should also have a similar scalp distribution. To establish the

* psychological signifioanoe of an endogenous component two approaches can be followed, which may be
developed conjunctively: the neurophysiological approach attempts to discover the neurophylsiologioal
mechanism generating the component and the information processing concentrates on the psychological
processes producing the component.

3. THE NIWROPHYSIOLODICAL APPROACH

In this approach, the morphology of the wave and its distribution on the scalp are the critioal
factors in deciding whether or not two ERP waves represent the same component. If two waves have the same
scalp distribution, they are assumed to bo generated by the sme neurophysiological mechanism. This way
of reasoning is based on the assumption that, what we call a "component", is in fact gsnsrated by one
underlying neurophysiologioal structure only. Given the complexity of the brain, this assumption appears
to be debatable. Even within the same study and within the some paradigm the scalp distribution of the

samaes component (e.g., N2) may vary considerably from one condition to another. If one would rigorously
apply the criterion that a different distribution always implies a different component, one would end up
having as many components as there are experimental conditions. It seeas more plausible, therefore, to
assume that a particular component is generated by a stable cluster of neurophysiclogLoal mechanisms. The
cluster always consists of the same mechanisms, but their relative contributions to the component may
change across conditions. This may result in small shifts In the scalp distribution, A similar view is
taken by Vaughan at al. (1983) who argue that the locus of the neurophysiological mechanism associated
with a particular type or psyohological processing is likely to change, as a function of the nature and
modality of the task. Although this will result in small changes in scalp distribution, there is no need
to regard the different waves as representing different components. By the introduction of the conception
of a 'generio component, Va&ghan et al. retain the definition of a specific component, in that its
generator source produces a stable topographic distribution. In both views RRP waves showing minor
differences in topography and morphology can still be regarded as belonging to the sme family of waves
representing a particular component. Given the large number of components relative to the small number of
studies and investigators, it is advisable to adopt stricter criteria for the establishment of "now"
"ýomponents; at the moment there Is the tendency among investigators to call eaoh wave or deflection a new
component, even if only minimal diff'erences in distribution are observed. Research should concentrate on
the reliability and validity of the existing components. Only in this way the psychological signifioance
of ERP components can be escablished.

., THE It4ORHATION-PROCESSIN APPROACH

It is also possible to define an endogenous component in terms of the psychological factors which
determine its occurrence, In this approach, the amplitude and latency are investigated as a function of
task variables, which are known to be related to a certain psychological process (for example, on the
basis of reaction time (RT) studies). The psychological process reflected in the component oan then be
inferred from the pattern of the effects of the task variables. This approach is similar to the additive-
factor method used to identify stages of processing (Sternberg. 1969).

As in RT research, we are not so much interested in the ERP as an absolute measure but in the
relative changes in latency and amplitude as a function of task variables. These changes may be associ-
ated with the processes assumed to be involved in the manipulation of these variables. As with the
measurement of RT, there are factors, such as oonduction time, which are assumed to be constant for all
conditions and do not play a role when conditions are compared. In ERP research it has always been a
major concern to ascertain that the exogenous componento do not change between experimental conditions.
This can be established by keeping the physical characteristics of the task constant. Even then, compari-
sons between conditions may be difficult because the summation of exogenous and endogenous components
results in oomplex waveforme. One way to solve this problem is to subtract ERP waveforms from each other,
sample by sample.

5. DIFFERENCE WAVEFORMS

To facilitate the demonstration of experimental effects on the endogenous components, ERP waveforms
obtained in different experimental conditions are subtracted from each other. Under the assumption that
the exogenous components are the name in the two conditions, the difference waveform will consist of the
ondosenous components only. Subtractions can be done, in at least three ways: (1' Within blooks: The ERP5
subtracted are obtained in oonditions within the ame block of trials (e.g.. frequent vs. infrequent,
attended vs. unattended stimuli), (2) Between blocks; The SIPe subtracted are obtained In different
blocks of trials, (3) Controli it is also possible to make subtractions with DPs obtained in separate
control conditions; Suoh a condition might be one in which subjects are presented with the sam stimuli,
but are given another task to ensure that t.ey do not pay attention to the stimuli. Comparisons with
control conditions have been critLoised on the grounds that the psychological and physiological state of
the subject may differ considerably between experimental and control conditions. Of course this criticism
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does not apply to within-blook subtractions and is less likely to be substantial Vor between-block
subtractions because of the close similarity of the conditions compared. The general state of the subject
in control oonditions may be assessed by recording of other physiological variables, such as background
EW3 or heart rate. The general state in the control condition can also be controlled by giving the
subject a task, which is as demanding as the e*nerimental task. For example, a task similar to the
experimental task could be given, but in a different modality. NIatInen (1985) reported that when ERPs
are recorded to auditory stimuli which are to be ignored, it makes little difference whether they are
obtained while subjects are reading or performing a video game.

"Control conditions have several advantages (1) The use of the same type of control condition (e.g.,
reading) in different studies facilitates the comparison of difference waveforms across studies (i.e.,
across paraddigs, laboratories, and investigators). (2) The RAPa recorded In control conditions appear to
be the beat estimate of the exogenous components prevailing in a particular stimulus configuration. This
assme# that (a) endogenous components are hardly present in the control ERPs and (b) exogenous compo-
nents do not change between control and experimental conditions. A disadvantage of both within- and
between-block subtractions is that the extent to which endogenous componenst are still present in the
reference condition is not known. A reference condition is devised In su2h a way that the demands on the
psychological process investigated are absent or minimal. However, It Is hard to det,. •.v. to what extent
the endogaonus component in still present in the reference condition. T'.,.s implie: Lhat In th.) differenoe
waveforms not only the exogenous, but also a part of the endogenous oamp. nts mzv b ', s. Even if
the endogencus component in the refereans condition I& small, the amplitu v .n the di 'sre'sn,- aaveforma
is reduced, which may seriously distort the Interpretation of the results, O'ar exho '. in , .;nch~tio-
listening task at least some processing negativity may be present i, the F'es jA tl'- I ,, ,re Vented at
the unattended ear (NAgtgnen, 1982). This in important because In* ERU teoo. .. tro. tda t,& unique
possibility to examine to what extent subjects are processing stim,. which are s .pp3d to b-) !Wnored,
When the amplitude In the difference waveform is reduced it is at k iown %'•Ither dl.is ins',, by a
reduction of the component to attended stimuli or by an increaL-. I, le 1~",W'-s : -o the ui ittended
stimuli. It seems therefore worthwhile to make subtractions, within tU- -.,'m . both between +xper
mental conditions, and between experimental and control conditions.

6. FROM ERP MEASURES TO PSYCHOLOCICAL PROCESSES

The BRP technique may pt-ovide an inobtrusive measure of the n', -oph•siologiýi- Ie!,. %Lamm ir -. t -id
In information processing during task performance. Some inveti-....- evpi regarf VRP .'Ap,!re& a*. a
direct reflection of the ongoing psychological processes. Most P,.siolcc-•.a vasit.1ee h.1ve Z;;y ,.n
indirect relationship to psychological processes. Heart rate, for exaspl-,. m•y reflqtt the r-ý. ea~xla• C,'
task information, because the task demands influence the central ne,-jou, system, i.aJf ,r .- V'-, &-o''-q
the cardiovascular system. Thus, heart rate parameters (e.g., frequenoy. .ariability o. ýIn-A ,,ran,•s-u

are direct measures (manifestations) of the cardiovascular system, but ray a--so be rog:.-ree %- inairect
measures of the central nervous system. For most psychophysiologioal variAables intervening concepts, such
as arousal, activation or effort, are used to relate physiological measures to psychological processes.
The argumentation mostly runs as follows: the Information processing required in the task is so demanding
that more effort has to be invested In the task and therefore heart rate Increases. Thus, most theoret-
ical frameworks in psychophysiology involve both energetical mechanisms (e.g., effort) inferred from
physiological data (heart rate parameters) and cognitive processes postulated on behavioral data (e.g.,
ET). As is outlined in Table I the unique position of the ERP technique is that ERP measures are related
to both cognitive processes and to energetioai mechanisms. When SRP parameters are regarded as providing
results on the same level as behavioral data, ERP components can be Investigated by using paradigms,
methods and theoretical constructs borrowed from cognitive psychology. Fruitful examples from this
Information-processing approach (see above) are the studies on stage analysis, selective attention and
memory load. ERP parameters may even be used to evaluate existing oognitive models or to construct new
models together with behavioral data. It has also been debated whether ERP parameters should be regarded
as a manifestation or as a marker of a psychological process. In the first case an SRP componvnt is
regarded as a direct reflection of the ongoing psychological process, whereas in the latter ease it is a
reflection of collateral processes, which run parallel to the Information prooesing itself. For example,
the subject may keep track of the sequential and probability struoture of the stimulus series; and P3 may
be regarded as a reflection of this 'context' updating. When ZRP measures are regarded as reflecting
energetloal mechanim-s, they bear only an indirect relat'onehlp to psychological processes. The
energetioal meohanisms indexed by the ERP measures should be related to cognitive models based on be-
havioral data.

ZAP components may also be regarded as refleoting the state or functioning of cortical structures,
much as the hippooampus. In this neurophysiologloal approach (see above) the topographical data obtained
with scalp electrodes is compared with 'depth' electrodes and data obtained with animal models. Dis-
cussions on the paychologictl significance of BRP components have been obscured because it was not made
clear at what level ZAP& are assumed to be measured on. Even within one stud the sme ZRP components are
sometimes regarded as refleoting both psychological processes and energetlial mechanisms.

Table I. URP parameters may be retirded as (1) Behavioral data, such as AT, on which cognitive
models are based, (2) Psychophysiologioil data. such as heart rate, refleoting energetical
mechanisms (e.g., effort), and as (3) Heurophysiologloal data indexing cortical mechanisms or
structures (e.g., hippocampus), which are ompared to data colleatod with 'depth' electrodes or
animal models.

DATA MODULS

Bshavioral Cognitive

PsychOphysiologioal Snargetical
Neurophy alologseal Cortical

1 ,1
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For ;xIspl,. the amplitude of the M2 component may be larger with an easy discrimination, because of the
larger arousal value; it may also be argued that the amplitude is larger, because more processing is
needed with the more difficult discrimination. It should be realized that EPP oomponents, such as H2 and
P3, are most prominent to task-relevant, but rare, stimuli. This suggests an arousal response and can be
interpreted In terse of an orientation response theory. However, even then the component can be used as a
marker for the timing of a psychological process (i.e., the discrimination of the stimulus).

7. CONPARISOCS ACROSS PARADIOGM

One important factor which hampers progress in evaluating the psychological significance of endog-
enous components is that they are usually obtained in quite different paradigms. Even when the same task
is used. there may be oonsiderable differences in the manipulation of task variables, the procedures
(instruotions. training, eta.), and the stimulus (modality, presentation rate, etc.) and response ohar-
acteristioa (responding, counting, eta, ) . Moreover, most investigators tend to concentrate on one or two
components obtained in one particular paradigm. Thus, comparisons between ERP waves or components most
often involve comparisons between paradigms and between investigators. This makes it extremely difficult
to review the literature in the area and to decide whether a particular wave obtained by one investigator
is in fact the ames component as the one obtained by another investigator In a somewhat different pare-
diSm. Comparisons between paradigms are necasary to establish the psychological significance of endog-
enous components and to examine their generalInabllity. reliability, and validity. This is also an
important issue in human performance, research, where the question may be raised as to what extent differ-
ences between models of information processing are caused by the particular paradigms used; or whether an
information-procesaing model bosed on a particular paradigm can be generalized to other task configura-
tions or to task performance in real-life situations. Thus, comparisons between paradigms should be made
within one study using the same subjects and experimental procedures. Whenever possible the same type of
stimuli and responses should be used, and the probability and the time struoture should also be the same.

Gaillard and Vorduin (1985) clearly showed that it is indeed hazardous to make comparisons between
experiments, even when they are carried out in one laboratory with the same stimuli and procedures.
Endoganous components obtained in an odd ball and a memory comparison task were compared within the same
study and with results obtained previously in separate studies. Soam of the differences between the tasks
obtained in the separate experiments were replicated, but others were not. In the latter ease the differ-
ences may have been originated by 'm0all' changes in task variables, such as interstimulus interval, or
they may have been due to random variations (e.g., caused by different subject differences). A direct
comparison within one experiment, using the same subjects, stimuli, procedures, etc. , demonstrates more
clearly similarities and differences in the latencies and amplitudes of the ondogenous components. On the
basis of this direct comparivon, experimental findings obtained in studies using only one task may be
better understood and evaluated.

8. A TAXONOMY OF TA.rK

Since a generally aocepted taxonomy of tasks is not available it is very difficult to specify the
characteristics of the tasks comonly used in fRP research, To establish the psychological significance
of endoganous components it Is important to know which task oharacteristios determine the occurrence of a
particular component. One way of doing this, is by examining within one task which task variables influ-
ence onset, latency and amplitude of a component. However, comparisons maross paradigms are necessary,
because it Is impossible to devise a task in which each component oucurs. Since investigators regularly
make comparisons between tasks, either explicitly or implicitly, it in important to have a taxonomy of
tasks. Although comparisons between paradigms are difficult (ase above), much stronger statements can be
made due to the large differences between tasks in their potential to elicit particular ERP components,
The taxonomy proposed here is especially devised for classifying tasks used in IRP research and it is
based on the three tasks most often used: the odd ball (OB), selective attention (SA) and the memory-
comparison task (MC). The OB task involves the disorimination between two stimuli, of which one (the odd
stimulus) is infrequent. In the SA task series of stimuli are presented in two 'channels' (e.g., two
ears) and the subject Is asked to detect occasional targets in one channel. Ili the MC task subjects
search for stimuli designated as targets from among several nontargets. The moat important aspect of any
taxonoey is the choice of dimensions in terms of which the tasks are to be described and categorized.

First, task variablea are considered which can be manipulated within each task and therefore cannot
be used for a classification of tasks. These are the parameters, that determine the stimulus configura-
tion. such an (1) modality. (2) interstimulus interval, and (3) nrobability of the stimuli, or the way of
responding (C) response mode (RT. delayed response, counting) and (5) choice versus selective response: a
response Is required to each stimulus or to a selection of the stimuli. None of the" variables do*c
capture the essential differences between the tasko.

How the took variables are discussed which appear to be sufficient and necessary to deo ineate the
three types of tasks (OB-, SA-, and NC-tasks) most often used,
(1) One- vs. two-choise: In one-ohoice tasks there are only two stimulus oategories, of which one Is
mostly infrequent and the stimuli in this category are designated as targets. In a two-choice task there
are four stimulus categories, which are separated along two dimensions (e.g., pitch and location). The
subject is requested to make a conjunction, i.e., to search for the stimuli in one category (e.g., high
tones In the left ear). It is of course also possible to use a throe-choioe task. involving three atim-
ulus dimensions, for example duration, pitch, and location (see also Hillyard & Kutas, 1983).
(2) Hoo- vs. heterolefous baoolptod: In most 09 and SA tasks there is only one stimulus per stimulus
category (03: high/low tone; SA: high/low tone in each r) . In NC tasks, however, there are always
several nontargets. A stimulus background is oialled heterogenous when the nontarget category oonsists of
more than one stimulus, and the baokground ia homogenous, when there to only one nontarget stimulus. The
MC task is still a one-chices task because the nontarget stimuli differ from each other and from the
target atimuli along the sme dimension.
(3) Nuster of targetas Another important faotor is the number of targets the subject is Searching for. In
most O and SA tasks there is only one stimulus in the target stimulus category, but in SA tasks the,.e
can be more than one stimulus in this cat4gory. Again it is aessued that the targets differ on the same
dimension from each other as from the nontargetA; if not, then it is a two-choice task. For example, when
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Sa suvJeot has to search for Weo atgh pitch tone. moong several lower citched tones, this will be called a
one-choloe tnask -han the subject has to search for two high pitch tones among several lower pitched
tones In one eae only It will be called a two-choice task, involving two targets and a hoterosenots
Stimulus background.
(N) StiLlus oomplexzity This factory refers to the type of dimension and may range from a salient
physical paresmters, such as pitoa, to cognitive varlablev. such as sale/female names, The following type
of dimensions may be distingulehea: (a) Simple Physical dimension (lobation, pitch, color, etc.), Wb)
Complex physical dimension (pictures, sounds, eto.), Wo) Phonetic dimension (letters, digits, symbols),
(d) Semantic dimension (words),
(5) Disorimination difficulty: Although thia taotor ocr bw inveotigated In any taek it Is discussed here
because It fundamentally changes the nature of the task (campere for example an AT task with a signal
detection task) and because it is closely relatý..d to the previrNLs fator, Depending on the complexity of
the stimuli, discrimination difficulty may have a quite different character and therefore will affect
information processing in a different way, which in turn will have its effects on the characteristics of
the endogenous components. The factors 'complexity' and 'difficulty' are often confounded under the
assption that discriminations on a &over level of stimulus oomplexitty are necessarily easier or precede
discriminations that are more cognitive. However, the discrimination between 1000 No and 1010 He may be
sore difficult than a discrimination between letters and digits. Thus dlsorlmination difficulty may be
varied on each of the dimensions mentioned under (4).

The tasks can now be characterized in terma of the above factors. An OB task is a one-choice task,
involving t, frequent and an infrequent stimulus. In this task all sorts of stimuli have been used,
varying from tra3s to words, In a SA task two-choices have to be made on two, often simple physical,
dimensions. The discrimination along the most saliort dim•nilon Is a.sumsd to be aade first. A SA task
say be regarded as a two-choice tasg with an OB task within each Ichannel,. A NC task is a one-choice
task, involviner one or more targets and a heterogenou& stimulus background. Targets are stimuli belonging
to a designated set of items, whioh is held in memory. (ost MC tasks use letters or digits as stimuli.
but It ls also cassiblc to vve speech sounds or tones differins in pitch. Semantic categorization tasks
can be seen as NC tasks in which the targets are words belonging to a particular semantic category (ekh..
animals; nowo, -s). Tasks using complex stimuli, such as letters or words, will be regarded as one-choice
tasks, because the differences between the stimuli (for example, between targets and nontargeta) are
along the same psychological dimension, although the stimuli may differ along several physical dimensions
from each other. There is one task situation which is between OS and MC task. I.e. , a one-choice task
with one target but witt suveral nontargsts. It is also possible to oo.cbine a MC and a SA task; for
example, when th. subjeot has to select a particular syllable among several syllables only in one ear,
ignoring syllables presented to the other ear.
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DIScMSION
UlZNDIC, CA: Rave you any? lew thoughts regarding the amplitude of the evoked response as an index ofinformation processing? For example, if you "load" information into a P300 component or the stimulus thatproduces it, you obtain a •tgg amplitude which results presumably from an increase in informationproceseing. On the other hend,v Ive usually considered that increases In the amplitude of NIOO areassociated with increased information processing.

GAILLARD, NEH I have no definite answers, but I do have some thoughts. I think that it it very importantto make a distinction as to whether an DEP meaiurmemnt like P300 or N200 refers to an energetinal processor to an information process. For example, N200 is associated with arousal, an energetical proresse.Critics say that they expect a large M200 amplitude with such easy discrimination, because you also findit with GSR and heart rate. Critics also expect a large amplitude with difficult discrimination* becausethere is more information processing. This is seldom specified before doing the experiments, therefore,afterwards, the data can easily be interpreted in either way. In the review of Pitsgerald and Picton(Biol.. Pchol., 17t241-276, 1983), where they discuss the N200 component, it's fairly clear that they havea mixed model of arousal and information processing, and that they do not want to make a decision eitherway. I think that similar argiments can be applied to interpreting P300. In general, latenty measures areused to indicate Information processing, and amplitude indexes energetical processing.
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SUMMARY

Three experiments will be described in which cognitive demands were manipulated.
The task was a modified Sternberg paradigm comprised of three task stimuli: the cue,
providing information about the memory set, the memory set itself, and a test stimulus,
a member of the memory set on half the trials. Among variables investigated were set size
and nature of the stimulus material. Physiological measures included EEG Event-Related
Potentials to the three stimuli ("Task-ERPs"), ERPs to "probe" stimuli ("Probe-ERPs"),
flashes irrelevant to performance. Three measures derived from the eye blink and one
heart rate measure were used.

t R ERP changes related to task difficulty. Some involved the ER?
to the memory stimulus and some, ,the probe ERP. Heart rate changes, some related to
expectancy, others to task demands, were also obtained. Blink probability, duration and
timing, all reflected stimulus expectancy and difficulty.

These results suggest that work load, as well as attention, can be evaluated using
physiological measures.

That cognitive activity should be reflected in altered pattern; of brain activity,
is a working hypothesis adopted by all workers in this field. Specific documentation in
support of that assumption has been somewhat more elusive, but as other speakers in this
meeting have demonstrated, progress is being made. The approach that our laboratory has
taken in evaluating physiological inT-ces of cognitive activity diffe-s from that taken
by others in two major ways. Although measures of brain activity should play a "central"
role in our understanding of cognitive processes, we believe that other physiological
measures may be equally important reflectors of perceptual, cognitive, and affective
processes. Accordingly, we have selected the eye blink and heart rate as additional
measures, along with EEG measures, to be used in decoding the intricacies of human
cognition.

Why have we selected the eye blink and heart rate rather than electrodermal,
peripheral vascular changes, muscle potentials, or other physiological indices? The
selection is based, in part, on prior research from our laboratory on the eye blink, and,
in part, derives from the research of the Laceys, relating heart rate changes to aspects
of information intake and rejection. A reason for limiting ourselves to these three
measures is that we still like to monitor all data as they are being acquired (one of
the mottos of the State of Missouri, where we work, is "Seeing Is Believing," a motto
I have taken dearly to heart), and our polygraph limited us to a maximum of seven channels
including stimulus artifacts. Another, more practical reason for this limitation is that
the likelihood of a channel of data collection going "bad" increases, it seems, at least
as the square of the number of channels of data being recorded.

The second way in which our research differs from much of the material reported in
this symposium and in the published literature, deals with the procedures used to elicit
event-related potentials (ERPs). As others, we are interested in changes in the ERPs
elicited by task-relevant stimuli as variables, such as difficulty and nature of task
requirements, are manipulated. We are equally interested, however, in changes in the ERPs
in response to what are called "probe" stimuli (1). Thcsc stimuli do not demand an overt
or covert response by the participant; that Is, they ar' irrelevant to the assigned task.
In this sense, the probe stimuli used in our studies are less intrusive than those used
by others.

Our probe stimulus procedure differs from that of others in one further, and
important, way. In other laboratories, the probes are often presented at random points
during primary task performance, and responses to these temporally random events are
pooled; thus, the time dimension is lost in the analysis. Assuming that information
processing follows a reasonably consistent pattern, sequential or otherwise, then
introducing probe stimuli at specific points, and evaluating the ERPs separately for each
of these points, should give us some clues about the time course of processing. For
example, a probe presented when the subject is committing information to memory might
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elicit a different ERP pattern than one presented when he is rehearsing or anticipating
information. Accordingly, we present such probes at specific times during primary task
performance and average the ERPs separately for each time point. Our guiding hypothesis
(or hunch) is that, to the extent to which cerebral space, so to speak, is allocated to
the processing of the primary information, this "space" is not available for dealing with
irrelevant information, the probe stimuli in this case. Thus, the ERP to the irrelevant
information should reflect this increase in the demands of the primary task.

I will briefly review the results of three studies that have, in cart, dealt with
all of the above issues. The experimental paradigm used is a variant of the Sternber•
varied set memory task: one uommits to memory a set of items (most commonly, letters]
and some time later, a TEST stimulus is presented. The decision must be made as to whether
the TEST stimulus is, or is not, a member of the memorized set, and a discriminative
response must be made. Our variant of this task, as displayed in Figure 1, presents the
participant with a CUE stimulus, which provides information about the nature of an
upcoming memory set. After a fixed interval, the MEMORY set is presented. This is followed
again after the same interval, by the TEST stimulus. The TEST stimulus may, or may not,
be a member of the memory set. The first, or CUE stimulus, thus, alerts the subject about
WHAT to expect and WHEN to expect it. The WHAT depends on the study: In one study it
identifies both the number of items in the memory set and the nature of the stimulus
material, that is, letters or "random shapes." The WHEN defines the interstimulus interval.
One would expect that "attentional resources" will be mobilized so that attention would
be greatest at the point immediately preceding memory set presentation, and that more such
resources would be mobilized for a difficult (large;' memory set than a small one. During
the MEMORY interval, one first has to nerceive the stimulus material (presented for a
short period of time), commit the information to memory, and retain the information for
the duration of the memory period. Again, anticipation plays a role, since the TEST
stimulus occurs after a fixed delay following the memory stimulus. Response to the TEST
stimulus, again, involves perceiving it (it is always a single item), comparing it to the
items committed to memory, making an appropriate response, and then waiting for the next
CUE stimulus, which occurs a fixed time after presentation of the TEST stimulus.

In the initial study, all task stimuli were presented for 700 msec. Three different
set sizes were used: 1, 3, or 5 letter . The interstimulus interval, the period between
the offset of one stimulus and the onset of the next, was 5 sec for all three intervals
in s trial, that is, between CUE offset and MEMORY set onset, between MEMORY set offset
and TEST onset, and oetween TEST stimulus offset and the onset of the next CUE. On each
of two days, subjects were given a brief set of practice trials, followed by two
30-minute periods of task performance consisting of 225 trials. Thus, there were 450
trials in all. On 90% of the trials, a probe stimulus (a dim, four-foot candle, diffuse
light), 100 msec in duration, was presented at one of three positions following the
MEMORY period. The three positions were: early, in the middle, or late in the
interstimulus periods.

Event-related potentials evoked by task stimuli have been investigated in two
studies which differed quite radically, with respect to the nature of stimuli used and in
placement of electrodes. In the first study, all stimuli were letters in set sizes of
1, 3, and 5, and the electrodes were located at Fz and Fz. In the second study, stimuli
were letters (in 2- or 6-item sets) or Japanese Katakana characters (in l- or 2-item sets)
and electrodes were located at bilaterally symnetrl il sites over parietal and temporal
areas. We will, in general, restrict our comments to results that were concordant across
these two studies.

In both studies, set size had significant effects on P3 amplitude to both the memory
set and the test stiraulus. P3 to the memory set increased in amplitude as a function of
set size, while the same component decreased in am-plifude as a function of set size for
the TEST stimulus. The decrease in P3 as a function of set size, had been previously
demonsrtated by Gomer, Spicuzza, and O'Donnell (2) as well as others. This decrease in P3
amplitude has generally been attributed to setsize-related increases in equivocation or
subjective uncertainty. Squires, et al. (3,4) have demonstrated reductions in P3 amplitude
in association with increased uncertainty more directly.

Our interpretation of the increase in P3 amplitude to the memory set, is that it
refonrt• a graded mobilization of processing resources in direct proportion to the number
of items which must be encoded from the memury set, i.e., P3 amplitude increases as a
positive function of the amount of information provided by the eliciting stimulus. This
view is also consistent with the reported positive relationship between stimulus novelty
and P3 amplitude (5). Another possibility, though remote, is that the greater P3 amplitude
to the miore complex stimulus may be attributable solely to the larger area of stimulation
associated with five than with fewer letters. If this were the case, we would expect that
earlier exogenous components would more likely be affecter " this manipulation than P3.

What about differential ERPs to probe stimuli as a f-:... Aon of task difficulty? The
findings from our first study, in which we utilized set sizes of 1, 3, and 5 letters,
will be reviewed here. Probe stimuli, you will recall, were introduced at three points in
the CUE and MEMORY periods. Differential effects, attributable to set size, were found
only for the probe late in the CUE period, i.e., in anticipation of the memory set, and
for the first probe following memory Bet presentation. The amplitude of Pl-Nl was
positively related to set size for the late probe position in the CUE interval, while
the amplitude of Nl-P2 was negatively related to set size at the early probe position
following the memory set. This effect was
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seen principally for lead placement Pz. The positive relationship of set size and P1-Ni
amplitude, immediately preceding the presentation of material tn ho nnmmitted to memory,
suggests that this early SRP oompon'iiu might index the mobil!:ation of a selective
attentlonal system.

The use of the term, "selective," given the use of letter symbols here, is based
upon the finding that this component alone increased in amplitude as a function of set
sie. Our expectation, derived from the "cerebral space" notion, had been that if
attentional resources specific to letter processing had heen invoked, then less in the
way of resources would have been available to process the vJsual probe stimuli, which
would result in a reduction in probe ERP amplitude. The Increases in P1-Ni ad a function
of set sime, however, suggests to us the mobilization of a-"entl-nal resources less
specific than those restricted to letter processing. How general this attentional system
is cannot be determined at this time. Since the probe stimulus here was visual, we
hypothesize that the mobilization extends to the entire visual system. The failure of an
auditor probe to produce a similar augmentation would tent to support such an
Interpretation. However, until such an experiment has been successfully conducted, we
feel more comfortable using the broader descripto'--"relecttve attentional system."

As we will see later, it ie only the ERP to stimuli presented at this probe location,
whichi mirrors such a process. Neither the HR nor the blink variable allowed for the
identification of such selective attentional processes.

How do we account for the probe set size effect found early in the MEMORY interval
(within 1-2 seconds after memory set presentation)? Thv effect here is a reduction in
amplitude of the Ni-Pl component as set size increases. This result is in line with a
limited capacity model and our speculation that as processing resources are allocated to
the memory task, they are not available for processing the Irrelevant information.

As we will see below, these results are, in a sense, corroborated by both HR and
blink data. Why is the ERP set size effect limited to the early interval in the MEMORY
period? A number of suggestions come to mind. If retention of the memory set involves
rehearsal of the letters, then, with the larger set, the subject may still be in the
first "repetition" of the letter set, when the early probe stimalis is presented, while,
for smaller letter sets, he may be at other points in the processing chain. If the response
to the probe ERP is affected by the processing of the primary information, then the
alteration in this component would only be seen when this stimulis is time locked to such
processing.

Pow might Task and Probe ERPe be used in flight simulation as well as in flight, to
evaluate aspects of 'work load"?

1. We have demonstrated that the ERP to primary task stimuli (presentation of CUE,
MEMORY set, TEST stimuli) demonstrates attenuation or enhancement of selected
components.

Could we distinguish between ERPs associated with looking at a particular
instrument display when that look is a simple periodic okeck, and when it is a
critical check (such as in checking heading during flight or checking heading
as waypoint is approached)?

2. We have demonstrated that EFPs to probe stimuli are affected by difficulty level
of the primary task.

Can the response to such probe stimuli be used to assess "spare channel
capacity," and work load demands of the primary task?

Let us turn briefly to the heart rate and eye blink data, collected under these same
experimental conditions. Heart rate (HR) and blink analyses are presented from a study in
which the interval between stimulus presentation (6 and 10 seconds) and two levels of
task difficulty (2 or 6 letters) were manipulated. Figure 2 depicts the results for the
HR analysis. It will be remembered that the Laceys' prediction would have cardiac
deceleration associated with the readiness to take in environmental information, while
cardiac acceleration is associated with the shutting out of environmental inputs and the
internal manipulation of information. Our data clearly demonstrate that in anticipation
of the MEMORY set, as well as the TEST stimulus, there is significant cardiac deceleration.
This deceleration, however, is independent of expected "load," i.e., the expectation of
a large memory set produces the same level of deceleration as a small set. (This result
replicates an earlier study which utilized set size of 1, 3, and 5 letters. Here, too,
no set size effect was noted for the decelerative response).

During all three time periods, the HR pattern is one of initial acceleration followed
by deceleration. The absolute amount of acceleration is greatest following the execution
of the discriminative response, and also appears to be affected by the interstumulus
interval. The accelerative effect is greater for the 10 second, than the 6 second, period
for both the CUE and TEST stimulus periods. During the MEMORY period, the cardiac
accelerative effect discriminates between the two load conditions, with earlier and
steeper acceleration obtained for the two- as compared to the six-letter condition.

We can conclude that the deceleration seen in anticipation of any event (MEMORY,
TEST, or CUE stimulus) Is not affected by task demands, but most likely reflects a
general attentional process. The accelerative component which follows stimulus presentation
is affected by the nature of the task demand, with higher task demands associated with
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slower cardiac acceleration. Whether this effect Is attributable to differences in
rehearsal processes, or a direct reflection of task difficulty, cannot be determined from
the present set of results. It is also clear that the accelerative component is affected
by the duration of the interstimulus interval, with greater acceleration during the CUE
and TEST period for the longer ISI. The cardiac system, as far as its response to
perceptual and cognitive demands are concerned, is rather sluggish. One might also go so
far as to suggest that accelerative and deoelerative components are triggered by different
CNS mechanisms. Thus, the smaller cardiac acceleration seen following presentation of the
CUE and TEST stimuli for the six second IS condition, may be a function of deoelerative
components coming into play earlier for this, as compared to the 10 second, II interval.

Our results certainly suggest that we can learn much about attentive and information
processing attributes from studying moment-to-moment changes in HR, that the Laceys are
correct about their interpretation of the cardiac decelerative response, but that the
accelerative response id subject to a wider range of variables than "shutting out
environmental input" and "interval processing." How such "internal processing" is
accomplished may be reflected In aspects of the accelerative response.

Our procedures for evaluating the eye blink are a bit more complex than simply
counting blinks. Counting blinks, over a 30 second or one minute period, Is inadequate
for evaluating the moment-to-moment changes in perceptual/cognitive processes that occur
during the performance of the Sternberg memory task. Rather than looking at averages over
a relatively long time period, we have perferred to look at the likelihood of blink
occurrence during successive one-second periods of task Oerformance. Thus, in Figure 3
.ie depict the proportion of trials on which a blink occurred in any one-second period in
the trial. It is expressed in blinks per minute, a measure which can readily be converted
to the likelihood of a blink occurring during each second, by dividing the cobserved rate
by 60. Thus, a blink rate of 30 indicates that the likelihood of a blink occurring during
that second is 0.5, or, in other words, that blinks occurred in this second on half the
trials.

What do our results demonstrate? Like the cardiac response, the anticipation of any
significant event, be it the MEMORY set, the TEST stimulus, or the CUE stimulus, leads
to a decrease in blink likelihood, as the event approaches. Unlike the cardiac response,
which we described am sluggish because of differences in deceleration between the 6 and
10 second ISI, the blink response is more responsive. The level of blinking at the end of
the 6 second period is comparable to that soan for trials on which the ISI was 10 seconds.
Like the cardiac response, t h reduction in blink likelihood is not affected by task
demands, a two item list producing as much of a decrease as a six item list. The major
effect of task demand occurs with the presentation of the memory set, where, with the
small set size, the likelihood is great that a blink will occur during the second of
stimulus presentation, while the larger set size does not produce such an effect until
the second after the stimulus set is terminated. Figure 4 depicts this effect somewhat
differently. What we have done here is to measure the latency of occurrence of the first
blink following presentation of the CUE, MEMORY, and TEST stimuli. Blink latency to the
CUE stimulus, the numeral "2" or "6," does not reflect set size. The blink is initiated
approximately 800 msec following stimulus onset, that is, 100 msec after stimulus offset.
Similarly, for the test stimulus, which is one of 18 letters, blink latency does not
discriminate set size. Although blink latency is somewhat longer for the TEST letters
than the CUE numbers, these differences were not statistically reliable. It is only when
we deal with the memory set, where either two or six letters are presented, that we get
a set size effect with significantly longer blink latencies to the larger stimulus set,
Latency for thesmall set is approximately 865 msec, 165 msec after stimulus offset. This
falls into the first one-senond window. Blink latency for the larger set was 1030 msec
which puts theblink well into the second one-second window. We would like to suggest that
the viewer inhibits blinking until he has "stored" the memory set in some short-term
memory register. That storage process transcends stimulus duration for the larger set size.

Returning to Figure 3, we can further note that the time course of blink likelihood
during the memory period discriminates the 2 and 6 Item memory sets nicely. Blink
likelihood for seconds 3, 4, and 5, is consistently greater for the larger memory set.
Again, we suspect that the difference ±n rehearsal processes for the 6 vs. 2 items,
produces this differential effect. Although we cannot definitely demonstrate it, we
suspect that, to the extent that subjects use a vocal or subvocal rehearsal strategy,

"* the frequency with which the two item letter set is so rehearsed, is considerably smaller
than is true of the rehearsal of the larger letter set. With respect to the interstimulus
interval, this again appears to play no role. Thus, as we have demonstrated in other
contexts (6) the likelihood and timing of blinks can provide us with data on aspects of
information processing.

In addition to differences in likelihood of blink occurrence as a function of
Sstimulus expectancy, we find that the quality of the blink is also affected by such

expectancy. These results are depicted in Figure 5. Blink closure duration is defined as
the time interval between the blink entering and leaving a window defined by half the
amplitude of lid closure. It is readily apparent from this figure that blinks occurring
immediately preceding informative stimuli, are of consistently shorter closure duration
than those which occur earlier. Again, neither set size nor ISI has an appreciable effect.
We suspect that the "cognitive apparatus," located somewhere between our ears, makes these
decisions quite automatically, and with considerable precision.

We have attempted, in the short time allocated, to review the impace of attentional,
perceptual information storage, information retention, and comparator functions on aspects
of brain, heart, and eyelid functioning.
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The three physiological measures provide complementary information. Aspects of HR
and blinking provide information about attentional processes not available from ERP
analysis alone. With respect to unique attributes of each analytic procedure, our ERP
analyses demonstrate that late components, such as P3, are differentially affected by
manipulating information storage and retrieval requirements. Increasing st6rage demands
leads to an increase in P3 amplitude, while inureasing information retrievwl demands
S leads to a decrease in this component. Probe ERPs, as used in these studies, are also
instructive in tracking information storage and expectancy variables. The components
affected are so-called "exogenous," or early components, and demonstrate that information
processing is not a simple bottoms-up process, but is affected by higher level processes.

Heart rate deceleration appears, as suggested by the Laoeys, to be ausociated with
the expectation of taking in Information. It is not affected, somewhat surprisingly, by

, WHAT is being expected. Cardiac acceleration is affected by a wider range of information
processing considerations than suggested by these researchers. Task difficulty, with
respect to information storage, differentially affects the cardiac acceleratory response,
witn lower processing requirements leading to earlier and steeper cardiac acceleration
than more difficult tasks.

In addition to demonstrating attentional attributes, blink rate also discriminates
between easy and difficult information storage requirements, with blink inhibition duringthe early stages of information processing as a major finding.

How can these findings be applied in the "real world?" We have applied them, and
continue to do so with more than modest success, in flight simulation environments (7)
and, as will be demonstrated by Skelly, Purvis, and Wilson later this afternoon, in
fighter pilots performing during airborne missions.

We've come a long way, but still have a long way to gol
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TRIAL FORKAT

CUB MEMORY TEST
STIMULUS STIMULUS STIMULUS

FCUE F MEMORY FT TEST

I INTERVAL I I INTERVAL I INTERVAL

I Early Mid Late Early Mid Late

I PROBE POSITION

j< ------------------------- TRIAL DURATION ------------------------- >1

Figure 1 - Oeneralized trial format.
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•.' DISCUNSSOM

WILSON (re paper by STERN ET AL.), US: We have done similar experiments to those of Dr. Stern. I would

like to reinforce his statement that the probe does not need to be presented during the time at which

active processing takes place. We perfurmed a study in which the probes were randomly interspersed with

discrete-task stimuli, and we found no effect. Then we did another condition, in which we linked the

presentation of the probe to the presentation of a discrete-primary-teak stimuli, and, indeed, found very

similar results to Dr. Stern's.

KRAMER, US: I have trouble making the analogy between an irrelevant probe technique and a secondary task

technique as described in John Stern's paper, The analogy seems to be that if someone isn't performing

the primary task then any residual resources will be allocated to the probe task. That is not the way

that it is traditionally done. For example, in Michael Posner's work, all of the probes are televant ones

that require some response - usually a simple reaction time response; sometimes a choice reaction time

response. The problem I have with irrelevant probes is that we have no idea what subjects do with such

probes, or if, in fact, different subjects do the same or different things with the probes. Whether or

not subjects process these probes is completely up to them. We havo no behavioural anchors, as Posner had

in his probe technique, against which to check our assumptions about what is happening. So, I have great

difficulty interpreting any ERP elicited by those probes because there is no behavioural anchor and I

don't know what the subjects are doing.

WILSON (re paper by STERN ET AL.), US: You are right, but I see it as an advantage that it is not a

secondary task. In other words, you are not requiring subjects tu react to one more task than you want

them to do. We find, with both electrical and magnetic recordings, in all of our subjects, a nice

decrement in response to the probe as we increase the difficulty of the workload of the primary task. It

correlates well with reaction time, subjective measures and so forth. So we are using it as a probe even

though we are uncertain how subjects are processing it.

KRAMER, US: Finding a decrement in the amplitude of the P300 as elicited by the probe is nice, but it ii

still the case that smaller P300 amplitudes could be due to very different strategies in different sub-

jects. We would never know, because there is no reaction time to that probe. It is irrelevant; it Is not

to be responded to. So I'm not quite sure how you relate it back to subjects, strategies or any other

factors that might be relevant.
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CAN CNV AMPLITUDE PREDICT ABILITY TO ACCOMPLISH A DEMANDING TASK?

by

Peter Abraham
Royal Army Medical College

Millbank, London SW1P 4RJ, UK

SUMMARY

Increased CNV amplitude has been related to attention, effort and quick response
to stimuli, while decreased CNV amplitude has been related to distraction,
delayed reaction time and disorder of mental oi emotional functioning.1 These
observations suggest that CNV amplitude measurei in the laboratory might be a
useful predictor of an indivudual's ability to accomplish a demanding sensori-
motor task under operational conditions. One such task is the operation of a
surface-to-air missile known as "Blowpipe". Firing this weapon requires rapid
accurate processing of information from the target, and precise, varying
responses to that Information, under stressful conditions. It also requires
strength And a postural response to the missile's discharge which is cued by
auditory stimuli emanating from the weapon. Thus the firing operation is not
unlike a CNV-generating situation.

The "Blowpipe" training program afforded an opportunity to test the usefulness
of CNV measurement for predicting operational performance as assessed during
the firing of real missiles on a testing range. It was hypothesized that low
laboratory CNV amplitude would predict unsuccessful "Blowpipe" firing and
vice versa.

CNV amplitude was measured in 75 soldiers engaged in training as missile
operators. Sixty-nine subjects completed the qualifying course and fired
real missiles. Those who showed poor firing performance had CNV amplitudes
at the extremes of the range. Selection strategies are discussed.

METHOD

Lixty five trainees attended the laboratory prior to starting their missile training
program. Ten more attended subsequently. S's were seated in a large, quiet, darkened
room kept at a comfortable temperature. Eyes were closed and still. The CNV paradigm
consisted of a warning click delivered at approximately 70 dB through earphones,
followed one second later by a train of light flashes at 16 fps from a stroboscope
25 cms in front of the subject's face. S'I were instructed to terminate the sequence
of flashes as quickly as possible by pressing a ',utton. The intertrial interval
varied irregularly between 5 and 15 seconds.

EEO was recorded from Ag/Ag Cl electrodes located at Fpz, IC anu Z' Linked ear lobes
served as refererce. C. was compensated for eye movements as described by Mc Callum
and Walter (1968). The skin wee slightly abraded under each electrode to give
resistance of < 1K .f . The EEO was recorded with a 10-second time constant on analog
tape. CNVa were averaged offline in jets of 24 using a PDP 12 computer. Artefact
contaminated trials were rejected at this stage.

An electronic weapon simulator was used in training. Performance at the end of the
initial phase of training determined whether the trainee qualified to fire real
missiles. Sixty-two qualified first time and seven more did so after further
training. On the missile firing range performance was assessed by an instructor

standing beside the trainee as he fired. Rating was made on a ten point scale
taking into account such factors as accuracy and degree of control. The Instructor
had no knowledge of the CNV data. Six trainees failed to fire for a variety of
reasons end will not be considered further.

RESULTS

CNV amplitude was based on a mean value for the 200 ma preceding the imperative

stimulus (S ) averaged over the 24 trials of the acquisition phase, Average CNV
amplitude f~r the total group of 69 trainees who qualifioe was -23.8 pv. The

distribution of CNV amplitudes was approximately normal.

The subgroup of 6 trainees who failed to qualify in~tially on the ,ti.o.ator (Ia
excluding one case of failure due to illness) showed significantly i_.- ,"HV
amplitude* (t z 2.7, If % 66, p < .01) and lower performance scores in the live
firing situation then the main group of 52 who qualified first time as shown in
Table I.



TABLE I

CNV Amplitude Firing Accuracy Score

Number Mean SD Meen SD

Initial Non-qualifierm 6 15.5 7.1 5.5 2.6

Initial qualifiera 62 211.5 8.2 7.2 1.7

?igure I shows a monotonic relationship between CNV amplitude and firing performance
for the six initial non-qualifiere end the relationship for the whole group of
tr.inees, including the six initial non-qualifiers. Poorer performer. tend to
have either a high or low CNI amplitudes.

DISCUSSION

The mean CNV amplitude of the main group of 62 si,bjects was higher than most previous
studies (see Tecce, 1972). Reasons ior tLijs are not obvious as the experimertal
paradigm used was a "standard" CNV one, employed un many previous occasions. The
vubjects differed from other normal groups only in that they were soldiers, abov'e
aver.:ge in physical fitness with a high level of enthusiasm in the laboratory
situation.

The lower CNV amplitudes of the sub-group who failed to qualify initially on the
simulator and the relati6nship of these to firing performance were consistent with
the initial hypoihesis, althougi the finding thae some individuals with very large
CNVa also performed poorly was uont. ary to prediction. The relationship between
CNV amplitude and performance appears to be complex. Whether it is best expressed
by an Inverted U curve remainc to be substartiated by further exnerimentation.

Although rejection of soldiers with CNV's at the extreme& of the range might.
eliminate most of the worst performers, (at the expense of twice as many adequate
ones),a more economical strategy might be to reject those wh,, failed to qualify
quickly on the simulator.
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THS EFFECT OF ENDOGENCUS ALPHA ON HEMISPHERIC ASYMMETRIES
AND THE RELATIONSHIP OF FRONTAL THETA TO SUSTAINED ATTENTION

R. Pigeau*, R, Hoffmann**, S. Purcell** and A. Moffitt*.'

* Defence and Civil Institute for Environmental Medicine
1133 Sheppard Ave. West, P.O. Box 2000, Downsview
Ontario, M3M 3B9 Canada
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SUMMARY

Data are presentad which suggests that degree of
hemispheric alpha asymmetry (for tasks hypothesized to induce
such asymmetries) is related to resting eyes closed en-
dogenous alpha activity. Also, it is demonstrated that
frontal theta activity varies with difficulty level of an
addition task. Both results share a common emphasis cn
electrophysiological individual differences.

'EG recordings from 54 right-handed subjects
(P3,P4,P3,F4 referenced to linked ears) peiforming 5 cogni-
tive tasks were collected and quantified using period
analysis. The subjects were rank ordered on the basis of
their hemispherically averaged (P34PA/2) alpha activity

during alt Syes Closed (lights off) baseline condition.
Subjects comprising the top, middle and lowor thirds of this
ranking were ascribed the status of HIGH, FTDDLE or LOW alpha
c3nerators. A similar procedure was performed fur frontal
theta to distinguish theta generators. Before the experiment
the tasks were ordered a priori for their hypothesized hemis-
pheric involvement. The tasks, ordered frum right to left
hemisphe:e involvement, were: 1) FOCUSING, 2? STRUCTURED
rnrýTNG, ^,) :'OUNTINC ARTICLES, 4) COUNTING NOUNS, and 5)

"" *i4UOUL 11:0)1TION. The addition contained trials with
'...ng levels of difficultL. All tasks were performed with
t-'. closed and lights off.

Utiliztng a L-R/L+h asymm,.cy index the results
indicate that HIGH and MIDDLE alpha gennratoi6 displayed the
hypothesized asymmetry relationship (IL. Ir'reasing right
hemisphere alpha activity for the a priori ordectd tankn)
whereas the LOW alpha generators did not. This implies that
low alpha generating subjects may negatively aftfct EEG
laterality studiec. Results from the addition task indicate
that hemispherically averaged (F3+F4/2) theta activity varies
curvelinearly as a function of increasing task ditficulty
(ic. theta increases and then decreases as difficulty
increases). subjects displaying higher performance scores on
the addition task also demonstrate higher frontal theta
values, suggesting theta is associated with sustained focused
attention or higher order cognitive processes (or both).

INTRODUCTION

'rhis study addresses twc research issues. The first investigates the
effect, on EEG, of tasks chosen to diffarentially engage the cerobral
hemispheres. The second concentrates on an hypothesized ielationship between

frontal theta activity a:1 sustained focused attention. Both issues share a
common emphasis on electrophysiological individual diifezences. Not to be
confused with the psychophysiology of individual differences (see 9), this ttudy
dem-netrates the need to pay greater ittentirn -o electrophysiololicil
differences among individuals, and the degrer .o which thL. e ditferencec influ-
ence results in EEG research.

Hemispheric Asymmetries:

ihe theoretical kasis for lateralitj research has its origin in research
from a nmber uf discilplines: anatomical studies (e.g., 16, 38), commin irotomy,
hemispherectomy and lescor studies (e.c., 14, 27, 40, 4Li and bh avioural

studies (e.g., ?, 42j. '.fforts to investigate laterality using EEG, however,
his yielded many inconsistent and conflicting results. for example, when
measuring EEG laterelity durirg task performance some studies have founl thlc

females ate more laterali ud than males (e.g., 4, 7, 21. 31), others that mailes
a"e mote Ilteralized tho.. females (e.g., 2, 35, 36, 44), and still otheý have
found no sex ditfeuercez at all (e.g., 12, 20, 22, 30). The issue of wpe.hei
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EEO is sensitive and robust enough to reflect asymmetrical cognitive processes
is highlighted by vell a known controversy. In 1979, Oevins and his colleagu.:
published a series of papers asserting that EEG hemispheric asymmetries during
uognitive tasks (specifically chosen to induce such asymmetries) were due to
efferent activity, stimulus characteristics and performance related factors,
rathe, than to cognitive differences among the tasks (17, 18, 19). Their
results challenged a cognitive interpretation of hemispheric EEG asymmetry
supported by the research of Oalin, Ornstein and their colleagues (6, 10, 11,
12, 13, 33, 34). Among the many factors used to explain the conflict include:
electrode montage, type of quantification procedure, statistics, methodology and
task type. One factor which has not been addressed, howevet, is the effect due
to electrophysiological individual differences.

The present study was prompted by the results of a pilot study in which
ýhe a':thors found that if the subjects were divided (Post hoc) into high and low
alpha generators, high alpha generators showed thiehyp6Zeesised asymmetries
during task performance whereas low alpha generators did not. The groups did
not differ on task performance scores, nor did they differ demographically. It
was also demonstrated that tasks could be ordered a priori with respect to the
amount of asymmetry each teak was expected to produce. However, because the
pilot study suffered from too few svbjects (N-13) and too many tasks (seven),
an attempt to replicate these important findings seemed necessary.

Theta Activitz and Attention:

In an excellent review of theta and psychological phenomenA, Schacter (39)
isolated two "grossly different" psychological processes associated with theta
activity: 1) active and efficient information processing during prnblem solving
due to the selective and intensive components of attention (e.g., 1, 6, 24), and
2) apparently the opposite, theta associated with sleep onset (hypnogogic) and
low level of pre-stimulus alertness (e.g., 26, 32). The latter is a common
phenomenon and is used as a criterion to define stage 1 sleep (37). The former
is less well established but frontal midline theta has received attention from
researchers in Japan. Ishihars and Yoshii (24) reported frontal midline theta
activity during continuous arithmetic addition and performance on an
intelligence test. In a straightforward and convincing study, Mizuki, Tanaka,
Isozaki, Nishijima and Inanaga (29) demonstrated that 19 out of 30 subjects
exhibited prominent frontal midline theta actfvity during continuous arithmetic
addition. Mizuki, Takii, Nishijima and Inanaga (28) demonstrated a relationship
between theta and focused attention in a memory task. The cesults from these
studies along with Schacter's review suggest that theta activity, especially at
frontal sites, is associated with sustained focused attention.

The present experiment manipulated difficulty level among trials of a
continuous addition task to investigate the relationship between frontal theta
activity and sustained focused attention. It was hypothesized that %s
difficulty level increases theta would increase due to the heightened
attentional demands of the task. As the task becomes too difficult, and thus
focused attention lapses, theta should decrease (overall, an inverted U shaped
funrtion). Prompteu by the alpha results of our pilot study (,nentioned above),
the possibility that endogenous levels of theta could influence the results was
also investigated.

METHOD

Subjects:

Sevbnty subjects were tested; however, due to equipment mi]function, 4-1
data for 16 subjects were omitted. of the remaining 54 subjects, 21 were ma. s
with a mean age of 22.8 yrs, and 33 were females with a mean age of 23.6 yrc.
The subjette were either paid volunteers or introductory liychology students
given course credit for participation. All subjects wtre functionally and
familially right-handed, as determined by questionnaire. One subject's data
were deleted from the study because she fell asleep during the FOCUSING task.

Apparatus:

Four electiodes, P3, P4, F3 and F4 referenced to linked ears, were secured
using Grass EC2 electrode paste and headbands. Bipolar fOG ahd ground were
secured using tape. The EEG and COG were amplified using Grass EEG pre-
amplifiers (Model P511J) with 60 Hz notch filters, and was simultaneously
recorded on a Beckman type Rm dynograph and an 8 track Vetter Model A FM tape
zecorder running at 3 3/4 ips with flutter compensator. A real time clock
actvated by the experimenter while the subjectA performed the tasks generated
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an electrical signal lasting 10 seconds, These signals were recorded on the 8
track tape and demarcated single or successive 10 second EEG 'epochs'.
Electrophysiological data reduction was performed using a dual channel band pass
filter (A.'. Circuit Corp. 24 db/octave rolloff for each channel) and a DEC LSI
11/23 micro-computer with A/D converters, real time clock and mass storage
(floppy and hard discs). The EEG amplifiers and the dual channel filter were
counterbalanced across hemispheres for the frontal and parietal sites. All
stimuli for the experiment were pre-recorded on audio tape.

Tasks

The FOCUSING and COUNTING ARTICLES tasks were chosen because they exhi-
bited the largest alpha asymmetries in the pilot study. A second version of
each task was created to induce greater left hemisphere activation.

FOCUSING, a meditative type task, was designed to require very little
verbal-analytic-serial processing. It was intended to elicit a spatial-holistic
experience. The structure of the task, in comparison to the counting tasks.
contained fewer well defined task objectives and did not include requirements
for serially placed responses. While minimally changing the spatial-holistic
characteristics of the task, the second version of the FOCUSING task (i.e.
STRUCTURED FOCUSING) included serially placed responses as well as a greater
number of well defined task objectives. It was expected that the added
structure would engender greater left hemisphere activation (relative to the
FOCUSING task).

The COUNTING ARTICLES task involved counting the number of 'a's and 'the'e
in aurally presented text. During the pilot study it was suspected that the
subjects may have adopted an auditory matching strategy for word detection
instead of cognitive recognition. To controT or thin a second version of the
task (i.e. COUNTING PROPER NOUNS) was included requiring the detection of proper
nouns. A semantic evaluation is needed to identify proper nouns; simple
auditory matching cannot be used. It was expected that the added verbal
component would require greater left hemisphere activation (relative to the
COUNTING ARTICLES task).

Although twU versions of the ADDITION task were used, both versions were
identical. The two versions simplified counterbalancing task presentations
across subjects.

A more detailed description of the tasks follow. Note the order of the
tasks reflect the (a priori) hypothesized right to left hemisphere influence of
the tasks.

FOCUSING: Recorded instructions were given which attempted to elicit a
self-directed internal focusunq of attention designed to heighten bodily
awareness (the instructions fot this task were derived from Gendlin (15).
Part of the instructions asked the subject to create a 'handle', a word or
image, reflecting the present state of their internal bodily feelings (see
appendix A for a transcript of the instructions). EEG was recorded in
five 45 sec blocks (a total of 3.75 min) between which instructions were
given to increase subject motivation and elucidation of the experience.
At the end of the task the subject was asked to report their 'handle, and
give a brief summary of their experience of the task.

STRUCT.URED FOCUSING: Recorded instructions were given which attempted to elicit
an internal focusing of attention to specific body parts. For each of the
five 45 sac blocks the subject was requested to mentally focus on a
particular (predeterminied part of the body. At the end of each 45 sec

block the subject was asked to rate on a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 is 'not
successfuL' and 5 is 'very successful' his ability to zocus on that body
part. As with the FOCUSING task a total of 3.75 min of EEG was recorded
during five 45 sec blocks. Although similar to the FOCUSING task from a
visual, spatial and holistic perspective, this task was designed tc
incorporate a sequentially ordered and less ambiguous set of instructions
requesting temporally spaced responses (see appendix A).

COUNTING ARTICLES: A task similar to that described by Moore (30) was used in
which a pr>-recorded 2 minute nonfiction, simple, hittorical passage was
played over che speaker. The subject was instructed to mentally count the
total number of 'a's and 'the's (taken together) uttered in the passage.
This was repeated for a socond 2 min passege. EEG was recorded during
both 2 min passages.

COUNTING PROPER NOUNS: Also using pre-recorded nonfiction, sirple, historical
passages, the subject was instructed to mentally count to total number -'
proper nouns uttered in the passage. The task wau simplified b-y
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instructing the subject te t-eat proper nouns such as 1Ja'quee Cartier' or
'United States of America' &, 1 instead of 2 or 3 retpectively. As in the
COUNTING ARTICLES task EGl was recorded during both 2 min passages. It
was anticipated that recognisiT And counting proper nouns would requir3
more verbal-analytic cognitive processing than COUNTING ARTIrLES where an
aural pattern matching strategy could be used,

ADDITION: The subject, with eyes closed waoasked to mentally add numbers
presented aurally for 10 sec. right numbers were presented per trial, 1
number every 1.24 sec, for a total of 24 trials. For each trial,
difficulty level was manipulated by controlling the magnitude of the
numbers to be added. For each trial, numbers from one of six difficulty
levels were presented. They are%

EASY Level 1: 1, 2
Level 2: 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
Level 3: 4, 5, 6, 7, 8
Level 4t 6, 7, 8, 9, 12
Level 5: 8, 9, 12, 13, 14

DIFFICULT Leve). 6: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16

Each trial involved a random presentation (with replacement) of the set of
numbers at a single difficulty level. Presentation order of the trials
with respect to difficulty level was' pseudo-randoE, that is, level of
difficulty was chosen randomly (without replacement) within blocks of 6
trials, Hence, with 24 triala each of the 6 difficulty levels was
presented 4 times. At the end of each trial the subject was asked for the
following information:

1. the total
2. a subjective estimate of confidence concerning the correct-

ness of their total, on a scale from Ito 1 where 1 is 'vary
surel and 6 is 'not sure'

3. a subjective estimate of the level of difficulty, on a scale
from 1 to 6 where 1 is 'easy' and 6 is 'difficult'.

EEG was recorded only during the 10 second period for each trial the
subject was counting, not during the subject's response.

Procelure:

Each subject was seated in an electrically shielded anechoic chamber with
his head positioned in a chin-rest/head-restraint device to reduce involuntary
head movements. Instructions and tasks were presented through a speaker situated
I meter in front of the subject. Four EEG baselines were recorded before the
tasks: 5 ten second epochs each for resting with eyes open lights on, eyes opon
lights off, eyes closed lights on and eyes closed lights off. During the
experiment all tasks were performed in darkness, with the eyes closed.

The tasks were presented in counterbalanced order with the provisiun that
no task's two versions were presented successively. The experimental session
lasted approximately 40 minutes.

EZG Analysis:

Before the recorded EEO was computer quantified, the signal wee bandpass
filtered. EEG from the parietal leads were bandpass filtered from .5 to 60 Hz
and the frontal leads from 4 to 60 Hz (to reduce the effect of eye movements).
The event sigrnal recorded on the FM tape by the experimenters during the
experiment demarcated 10 sec epochs for EZG period analysis. From the polygraph
tracings, any 10 second epoch of EEG which showed clear movement artifact was
deleted from further analysis. The filtered EEG was A/D converted at 1000
*aamples per sec. Period analy;iis was performed on the digitized data producing
3 measures for each of 5 EtG bandwidths (delta .5-4 Hz, theta 4-8 Hz, alpha 8-12
Hz, sigma 12-16 Hz and beta 16-60 Hz). The 3 measures are: 1) zero-cross, 2)
first-derivative, and 3) power. Briefly, a zero-cross analysis checks for a
change in the sign of the voltage passing through zero. A measurement of the
e~ap-ed time between two zero-.cr)ssing events yields an estimate of the wave's
freshiency. First-derivative analysis 7hecks for ne ,a'ive inflections in the EEG
voltage; that is, a change from a dec-easing voltage to ae increasirg one. The
time between two such events provi~ies an estimate of faster frequencie•
superimposed on the main waveform. A 7 uV threshold criteria was adopted for
the first-derivative measure in c-de: to eliminate very low amplitude high
frequency activity which is cften a consequence of equipment noise. The power
measure is calculated by cumulatively adding the absolute voltage values between
zero-cross events. For a more complete description of this period analysiA see
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Hoffmann et al. (23). Finally, for each frequency bandwidth and period analysis
measure, an asymmetry index was calculated --- (Left-Right/Left+Right) x 100.

RESULTS

Less than 1% of the EEG was deleted due to artifact.

Alpha sere-cross values (i.e. percent alpha) at the parietal sites of each
hemisphere during the eyes closed (dark) baseline condition were summed and
averaged producing a mean parietal alpha measure for each subject. The subjects
were rank ordered from highest to lowest on this measure and were divided evenly
into high, middle and low alpha generators, 18 subjects per group. The subject
who was deleted from the experiment for falling asleep was a high alpha
generator, hence that group contained 17 cubjects. When alpha power was used
create the groups, all but 4 subjects were in the same groups and these subjects
were borderline between low and middle, and middle and high. Table I displays
the distribution of sex and mean age for each alpha group. A similar post hoc
procedure was used with theta zero-cross values to produce high, middle an low
theta generators (see table 2). The two factors (i.e., alpha and theta gener-
ators) were treated independently for hypothesis testing because the same sub-
jects made up both conditions. Table 3 illustrates the distribution of subjects
on both factors. Notice that similar high, middle or low groups in each factor
share few subjects. Separate ANOVAs were performed on the ages of the alpha and
theta groups. There was no significant difference among the mean ages for the
alpha groups. A significant difference was found, however, among the theta
groups (F-3.92, df-2,50, p <.026). High theta generators were younger than low
theta generators.

The average alpha zero-cross values for Eyes Closed baseline (dark),
Focusing (both versions), Counting (both versions) and Addition (all levels) are
shown in figure 1. Using repeated measures ANOVA with tests for trends (i.e.
ovthogonal polynomial contrasts) there is a significant decreasing linear trend
in alpha from the baseline condition to the Addition task (F-47.95, df-l,50, p
<.0000). There was also a significant interaction between task and alpha
generators (F-5.06, df-6,150, p <.0001) showing the expected pattern: low alpha
generators show no decreasing trends, middle alpha generators show a marked
decreasing trend and high alpha generators show a prominent decreasing trend.

A 3 between (alpha groups) by 2 within (Focusing vs Counting) by 2 within
(version 1 and version 2) mixed design ANOVA was performed on the alpha
asymmetry index (zero-cross) at the parietal location. A wain effect for task
(F-13.46, df-l,50, p <.0006) and more importantly a significant interaction
between type of task and type of alpha generator (F-3.83, df-2,50, p <.028) was
found. The interaction is shown in figure 2 and supports the hypothesis that
Focusing and Counting show relative hemispheric differences in alpha productior
only for alpha generators. To test whether the tasks were correctly ordered a
priori for their presumed ability to induce left of right hemisphere activation
a 3 between (alpha groups) by 4 within (FOCUSING, STRUCTURED FOCUSING, COUNTING
ARTICLES, COUNTING PROPER NOUNS) ANOVA was performed with tests for polynomial
trends. There was a significant linear interaction between alpha generators and
the tasks (r-7.48, df-2,5C, p <.0014) for the alpha zero-cross asymmetry index.
A similar interaction was found with alpha power (F-3,25, df-2,50, p <.047).
The interactions are shown in figure 3 and 4. This effect is specific to the
parietal site; similar analyses performed at the frontal site showed no
significant results. Separate trend analyses for each alpha group on the same
tasks showed a significant linear trend for high alpha generators (r-8.78,
df-l,16, p <.0092), a significant linear trend for middle alpha generators
(F-11.76, df-l,17, p <.0032) and non-significant trends for low alpha
generators. There were no significant trends or interactions for the other EEG
frequencies.

There were no significant main effects or interactions with alpha
generators for the alpha power or alpha zero-cross asymmetry indices over the 6
difficulty levels in the ADDITION task, either at the parietal or frontal
positions. To compare the amount of asymmetry induced by the Addition task
(with respect 4-o Focusitig and Counting), a mean alpha zero-cross asymmetry index
was calculated for each subject (collapsed across difficulty levels). The
results are shown in figure 5. The Addition task produces an alpha asymmetry
value more similar to Counting than to Focusing, as expected. However, there
was no significant interaction between task and alpha oroups, only a (linear)
main effect for the tasks (F-24.1, df-l,50, p <.0000). As can be seen from
figure 5 the inconsistent (compared to Focusing and Counting) asymmetry result
in the Addition task for low alpha generators essentially eliminated any
interaction. Within the Addition task asymmetrical alpha activity did not vary
as a function of difficulty level for any of the alpha groups.
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SEX AGE

MALES - 8 23.2 vrs

HIGH FEMALES - 9

ALPHA MIDDLE MALES , 22.7 yrs.GENERATORS FEMALES - 11

f LOMALES -6 2
r LOW FEMALES - 12 23.9 yrs.

TABLE 1. Distribution of sex and mean age across the alpha groups.

SEX AGE

MALES - 8
HIGH FEMALES - 9 20.53 yra.

THETA MALES - 7

GENERATORS MIDDLE FEMALES - 11 22.72 yrs.

MALES,* 7
LOW FEMAtLES . 11 26.39 yrs.

TABLE 2. Distribution of sex and mean age across the theta groups.

THETA GENERATORS

HIGH MIDDLE LOW

HIGH 2 7 8

ALPHA MIDDLE 9 2 7

GENERATORS
LOW 8 9 3

TABLE 3. Distribution of aublects on both factors.
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Two analyses evaluated whether the ADDITION task indeed varied with
difficulty level. First, the subjective responses of difficulty level for each
trial with respect to the actual difficulty level were graphed and are shown in
figure 6. It demonstrates that as actual difficulty level increased the
subjects, estimate of difficulty also increased, with a correlation of r-.755.
Second, the subjects' addition answers for each trial were divided by the
correct answer and multiplied by 100 to produce a percent-correct estimate for
each level of difficulty. As can be seen in figure 7 there is a clear
decreasing trend from the easiest level to the most difficult (significant with
F-73.34, df-l,50, p <.0000), demonstrating that as difficulty increased the
subjects' percent correct scores decreased.

spTo test whether theta is related to difficulty level by an inverted U
Sshaped function,, theta zero-cross and theta power were averaged across
hemispheres for each subject at each level of the Addition task. In figures 8
and 9 the results for each measure are plotted. There were significant linear
main effects for difficulty level; that is, as difficulty increased theta
increased. More importantly, however, there were also quadratic main effects
both for theat zero-cross (r-4.57, df-l,50, p <.037) and theta power (r-4.96,
df-l,S0, p <.031). There were no significant differences among alpha or theta
generators.

Although figures 8 and 9 are not inverted U shaped, they are curved. The
results may have been influenced by individual differences in abilities to
perform the Addition task. The subjects were rank ordered on the basis of their
overall performance scores (i.e., percent-correct measure). Ttj top, middle and
bottrm thirds were divided into 3 groups: high-correct, middle-correct and
low-correct performers. ANOVAS (3 groups x 6 levels of difficulty) yielded a
significant linear interaction for theta power (F-3.55, df-2,50, p <.036) and a
signifivant quadratic interaction for theta zero-cross (P-4.18, df-2,50, p
<.021). High and middle-correct performers maintain a higher level of theta
activity than do low-correct performers (see figures 10 and 11).

These theta results were specific to the frontal site. Also, no
hemispheric differences were detected.

DISCUSSION

It is well known that individuals differ with respect to the amount of
alpha activity they produce. However, the effect of this individual difference
has net been investigated in asymmetry research. Low alpha generators did not
exhibit EEO asymmetries for tasks designed to induce such asymmetries whereas
middle and high alpha generator did. The results suggest that past conflicts in
the literature concerning SSG and asymmetry may be due partly to individual
differences in S1G. For instance, studies demonstrating hemispheric asymmetries
may nave had subjects who were predominantly alpha generators. Ornstein,
Herron, Johnstone and Swencionis (34) chose subjects on their ability to display
alpha asymmetry during a screening session. Subjects displaying "negligible or
reversed specialization (p.399)" were excluded. It is likely that subjects
passing this test were high alpha generators. On the other hand, studies
finding no hemispheric EEG differences may have had a sample of low alpha
Sgenerators. Our pilot study, mentioned earlier, yielded non-significant
asymmetry results when the Qata from both high and low alpha generators were
taken together (N-13). When the two groups were separated a significant
interaction was obtained.

It may be argued that the observed asymmetries were due to task difficulty

and not hemispheric processing. Indeed figure 1 shows decreasinq levels of

alpha activity across the tasks, a result often seen for tasks of increasing
difficulty (e.g., 45). But in the addition task, a task specifically designed
to vary difficulty, asymmetries in alpha activity were not observed, even among
middle or high alpha generators. It could also be argued that the focusing and
counting tasks contained different stimulus characteristics: specifically,
silence during focusing, and verbally presented text during counting. However,
it is difficult to imagine a mechanism by which the physical presence or
absence of an auditory signal could induce left hemisphere activation without
also assuming asymmetrical cognitive processing. Even Jutail's (25) theory that
the attontional demands of the right hemisphere may dominate the left during
"...interoception, sustained attention, and early (primarily feature extraction
and identification) stages of information processing" (p.224), would predict
greater activation (i.e., less alpha) in the right hemisphere during the

presence of a stimulus. Also the a 1 1 ordering of tne four tasks (i.e. both
versions of Focuming and Countinpg dTd produce a linear relative change in
hemispheric alpha activity, That is, adding more 'left hemisphere' qualities to
both tasks did produce an effect.
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The most important result for this patt of the study is that hemispheric
shifts in alpha occur in high and middle alpha subjects only. As such, it
suggests that the organization of brain activity and its relation to cognition
could vary greatly in the population. Such variation could be related to
characteristics such as preferred cognitive strategy, personality variables,
cognitive skills, etc. Recently Do Pascalis and Silveri (5) demonstrated that
(alpha) biofeedback regulation of hemispheric asymmetry could augment the amount
of alpha asymmetry observed during cognitive processing. This implies that
hemispheric asymmetries can to some extent be learned. Furthermore, Townsend,
Lubin and Naitoh (43) have found that by sinusoidally modulating light at the
alpha frequency, EEG alpha can be augmented and stabilized. They suggested that
this method may phase-lock scalp recorded alpha by influencing subcortical alpha
generators. Using this technique, it may be possible for low alpha generators
to produce larger amounts of alpha. It would then be interesting to determine
if these individuals exhibit the asymmetries high and middle generators show.
The issue is important because it would help determine whether low alpha
generators are, or are not, lateralized.

The behavioural and subjective results from the ADDITION task demonstrate
that level of difficulty was successfully manipulated in this study.
Concomitant changes in theta activity as a function of increasing difficulty
level suggests a relationship between theta and attention. An overall inverted
U shaped relation was not observed due to individual differences during task
performance. Subjects receiving higher performance scores produce more theta
activity when task difficulty increases. Low performance subjects exhibit a
peak in theta production at medium levels of difficulty and then show a decline
with greater difficulty. It is assumed that theta varied in these individuals
due to variable attention requirements, but this interpretation is not
conclusive. The difficulty continuum in the addition task confounded attention
with cognitive processing. However, indirect evidence supporting an 'attention'
explanation is the significant difference in ages among the theta groups
(determined during baseline). Assuming that younger and more naive university
subjects experience greater anxiety or excitement at the beginning of an
experiment they may, as a result, exercise greater attention during the baseline
condition. Older, experienced subjects may relax more and therefore produce
less theat. This effect was limited to the baseline condition. During task
performance no differences among (baseline determined) theta generators were
observed, suggesting that theta reflects relatively immediate processes.

Mizuki et al. (29) did not observe frontal midline theta activity in any
of their subjects during baseline conditions. Also they found no performance
differences between subjects exhibiting theta during the task and subjects not
generating theta. Their results however, are likely due to the visual EEG
scoring technique they used, which ignored important background theta activity.

In summary, endogenous levels of alpha activity effects the likelihood of
detecting hemispheric asymmetries during the performance of tasks presumed to
induce such asymmetries. From a methodological perspective this may account for
some of the conflicting results in the literature. Differences in frontal theta
activity seem to reflect immediate changes in attention, although more research
is necessary to conclusively determine whether attention alone or cognitive
processing (which includes attention) is the primary correlate.
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APPENDIX

FOCUSING Task Instructions

1. If the instructions for this task seem vague, don't worry about it. rrom
time to time I'll give you further instructions. There will be periods
when I won't be saying anything and you'll be carrying out the
instructions. Alright... When you are ready just sense into your body and
ask yourself, "How am I inside right now?" and don't answer. Make a space
for whatever comes up. Ltsten to your body. Don't put words on it...
Just put all your attention on what is going on inside your body and see
how it is.

>>> 45 seconds of silence <<<

2. Perhaps you are listening to several parts of your body. Choose the main
one and go with it. Focus all your attention on that one feeling or
sensation. You don't do anything except let it come up and be with it.

>>> 45 seconds of silence <<<

3. If this sensation changes or moves, let it do that. Whatever it does,
follow the feeling and pay attention to it.

>>> 45 seconds of silence <<<

4. Now take what is fresh or new in the feel of it now, and as you feel it,
try to find a word or two, or a picture which captures what your present
feeling is all about. The word or picture is a handle on your experience
and doesn't have to make scnse to anyone but you.

>>> 45 seconds of silence <<<

5. Now match the handle to the feeling and see if the work or picture is just
right in capturing your feelings. Change the image to match the feeling
till they are a good fit.

>>> 45 seconds of silence <<<

STRUCTURED FOCUSING Instructions

1. FoE this task you'll be asked to direct your attention inward, to specific
parts of your body. At each step I will direct you to which body part you
should attind. There will beperiods when I won't be saying anything and
you'll be carrying out the instructions. At the end of these periods I'll
ask how successful you were in attending to that body part. Try not to
let your mind wander. Try to 'experience' that body part. Remember, the
purpose of this task is to focus on specific parts of your body and then
tell me how succissful you were, after I ask you. Alright ... Relax and
keep your eyes closed. Take a few deep breaths... when you are ready,
just sense into your body and locate both your ankles. Focus all of your
attention on your ankles. Ask yourself "How do they feel?" but don't
answer. Just sense them.

)>> 45 seconds of silence <<<

2. On a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 is 'not successful' and 5 is 'very
successful', rate your ability to focus on your ankles. (SUBJECT'S
RESPONSE)... Now focus all of your attention on both your knees... Locate
one feeling or sensation In them and go with it.

>>> 45 seconds of silence <<<

3. On a scale from I to 5 where 1 is 'not successful' and 5 is very
successful, rate your ability to focus oa your knees. (SUBJECT'S
RESPONSE)... Now go from your knees to your stomach. Again locate one
feeling or sensation. If this sensation changes or moves, let it do that.
Whatever it does, follow the feeling and pay attention to your stomach.

>>> 45 seconds of silence «<<

4. On a scale from 1 to 5 where 1 is 'not successful' and 5 is very
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successful, rate your ability to focus on your stomach. (SUBJECT'S
REPONSE) ... New, focus your attention on your heart. Take what is fresh
or new in the way your heart feels now, and focus on it.

>>> 45 seconds of silence <<<

5 On a scale from I to 5 where 1 is 'not successful' and 5 is very
successful, rate your ability to focus on your heart. (SUBJECT'S
RESPONSE)... From your heart, switch your attention to the inside of your
head. Try to visualise and feel the inside of your head.

>>> 45 seconds of silence <<<

6. Ona a scale from i to 5 where 1 is 'not successful' and 5 is very
successful, rate your ability to focus on your heart. (SUBJECT'S
RESPONSE).
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PSYCHOPHYSIOLOGICAL MEASURES OF DROWSINESS AS ESTIMATORS OF MENTAL
FATIGUE AND PERFORMANCE DEGRADATION DURING SLEEP DEPRIVATION

R.A. Pigeau, R.J. Neslegrave and R.G. Angus

Defence and Civil Institute of Environmental Medicine
1133 Sheppard Ave. W, Box 2000, Downsview, Ontario, M3M 3B9 Canada

qU1MMARY

This paper describes a methodology developed to measure
'drowsiness' electrophysiologically as an index of chronic
fatigue experienced during periods of sleep loss.

Nine volunteers performed a continuous cognitive
workload schedule with 15 min breaks occurring every 2 hrs
throughout a 64 hr sleep deprivation experiment. To measure
fatigue a 4 min eyes closed relaxation period was embedded
once evury hour within a battery of cognitive tasks. The
subjects were instructed to relax with their eyes closed but
remain awake and alert. At the end of this 4 min period, a
bell sounded which cued the subjects to open their eyes and
indicate their subjective level of drowsiness. EEG signals
collected during these periods were both visually scored and
computer quantified. Two raters visually scored the signals
for: (1) time of first stage 1 sleep onset, (2) number of
stage 1 sleep onsets, (3) shortest and longest time in stage
1 and (4) total amount of stage 1 sleep (or deeper). Period
analysis was performed on the digitized data and a drowsiness
scale was developed by subtracting the amount of theta and
delta from alpha while controlling for individual differences
by dividing the result by alpha minus theta minus delta
activity present during baselines. Alan, 'autoFFTs' were
calculated providing 3-dimensional representations of the
temporal and spectral EEG characteristics of abbreviated
sleep onsets.

The results indicate that for individual subjects
drowsiness onset latencies, performance, subjective scales
and the drowsiness index are all intercorrelated. Also,
autoFFTs provide striking visual, examples of abbreviated
sleep onset. It is suggested that these EEG techniques, as
well as the methodology of embedding eyes closed relaxation
periods, yield sensitive measures for detecting differential
levels of drowsiness during sleep deprivation.

INTRODUCTION

Demands for around-the-clock operations often necessitate humans to
perform tasks requiring complex cognitive skills and decision making abilities
while experiencing sleep loss (e.g., monitoring nuclear power plants, coordina-
ting naval ship operations, medical residents gathering and interpreting diag-
nostic information). However, when individuals remain awake for extended
periods their reported levels of fatigue and sleepiness increase and their

performance degrades (e.g., 12, 17, 19). These subjective and objective effects
of sleep loss appear to be attributable to chronic fatigue, which is manifested
as a condition of physical and cognitive enervation. Although other factors
such as boredor motivation or task specific factors may influence mood and
performance, it is this chronic fatigue which appears to be the primary effect
of sleep loss.

One method to optimize task performance during sleep loss is to
individually monitor fatigue level and make adjustments when criterion values
sre exceeded. For instance, adjustments could be made either to individuals
(e.g., intervene with rest, sleep or drugs) or to their work environment (e.g.,

alter the stimulus or response characteristics of the task) or both. At
present, however, there is no satisfactory way to measure chronic fatigue
objectively. Efforts to measure fatigue have generally been limited to self-
report scales. To be useful both in applied and research settings fatigue
measurements must be objective, non-intrusive, easily quantified, and minimally
compromise the working environment. They should have face validity and be
correlated with changes both in subjective estimates of fatigue and objective
measures of performance (i.e. concurrent validity).

One potential objective measure of fatigue is the Multiple Sleep Latency
Test (MSLT) (5). The MSLT is based on the simple and direct assumption that
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"...those individuals who are sleepy will fall asleep more quickly than those
who are not" (11, p.S108). Procedurally, the MSLT requires subjects to lay down
in a dark, quiet room, close their eyes, and attempt to fall asleep. The basic
unit of measurement is the latency to reach stage 1 sleep (as defined by 20)
with a maximum allowable latency of 20 minutes. If the subject enters stage 1
sleep he is awakened and the latency is recorded.

The MSLT has enjoyed both clinical and experimental popularity (11) but in
its present form, the MSLT is unsuitable for monitoring fatigue during periods
of continuous cognitive performance. For work environments and experiments
involving high work/rest schedules, such as the 7:1 (105 mia work to 15 min
rest) schedules found in studies of sustained work and sleep loss (2, 13), the
MSLT can exceed the usual rest interval and reduce the work/rest schedule by
more than fifty percent. Akerstedt and Gillberg (1) echoed similar concerns for
their field studies on shift-workers when they shortened the MSLT to 10 min
because "...we wanted a setting similar to that of our field studies where 10
min had to be used to avoid production losses" (p.221).

In contrast to the MSLT which defines sleepiness as the propensity
(latency) to fall asleep, Gevins, Zeitlin, Ancoli and Yeager (9) have attempted
to automatically measure the act of falling asleep itself. They developed a
computerized drowsiness detector to identify and reject EEG signals contaminated
by drowsiness. Their algorithm detected increases in the ratios of delta to
alpha and theta to alpha after controlling for awake, alert baseline EEG. The
results were consistent with raters, visual scoring of sleep onset. However,
consistent with the purpose of their research, the algorithm provided only
decisions for whether drowsiness was present or absent. It was not used as a
quantitative measure of varying drowsiness.

The present study develops and evaluates a drowsiness metric (as a measure
of fatigue) appropriate for sustained, high intensity, work environments.
Features common both to the MSLT and the work of Gevins et al. (9) have been
incorporated. Unlike the MSLT, where subjects try to fall asleep, a methodology
was developed where subjects were instructed to relax, close their eyes and rest
for four minutes while sitting at their work stations. This strategy permits
close monitoring of the natural and uncontrollable effects of chronic fatigue
and allows a quiet and relatively artifact free period of EEG acquisition.

The 4 min eyes closed relaxation procedure was embedded once every hour
within a battery of cognitive tasks during a 64 hour continuous work experiment.
Although instructed to remain awake during these relaxation periods, it was
anticipated that subjects would experience increasing levels of drowsiness as
sleep loss became more severe. By viaually scoring the EEG for (1) the latency
to stage 1 sleep onset, (2) number of stage 1 sleep onsets, and (3) shortest,
longest and total time in stage 1 sleep or deeper, a modified Multiple Sleep
Latency Test is achieved. The EEG signals were also digitized and analyzed to
obtain a drowsiness index. The metric proposed in this study subtracts the
amount of theta and delta from alpha while controlling for individual
differences (such as the amount of endogenous alpha) by dividing the result by
alpha minus theta minus delta activity present during baselines. The drowsiness
index was based on previous findings showing that the transition from waking to
stage 1 sleep is characterized by a reduction of alpha activity, and an increase
in theta and delta activity (e.g., 9, 18, 20).

In the present experiment the drowsiness index provides a single estimate
of fatigue for the entire 4 minute relaxation period which is then co.related
with performance and mood. To investigate transient variations in drowsiness
within a single 4 minute period a novel 'autoFFT' measure was used. The
procedure is similar to an autocorrelation or an autoregression, and yields a
3-dimensional representation of the temporal and spectral KEG characteristics of

abbreviated sleep onsets.

METHOD

Subjects,

For each of 16 male Canadian Forces volunteers EEG activity was recorded
continuously for over 80 hra. Seven subjects bad incomplete data due to
intermittent equipment malfunction (5 subjects) or excessive arti'act in the EEG
channels (2 subjects). The mean age of the remaining 9 subjects was 30.1 yrs.

LNrparatual

Subjects worked independently in 3 x 4 m experimental rooms each equipped
with a DEC VT100 video display terminal, table, chair and desk lamp. All
cognitive tasks, including the 4 min eyes closed instructions, were generated
and controlled by a DEC PDP-il/44 computer and were displayed on the subjects'
video terminals; when responses were required the subjects keyed their answers
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into the terminals.

Closed-circuit televisions were used to visually monitor the subjects, and
slave monitors displayed the information on each subject's terminal to the
experimenter. By monitoring both the subjects and their responses experimenters
were able to determine when the subjects fell asleep. Except fcr the 4 min
relaxation period, if subjects fell asleep they were immediately awakened by the
experimenter.

Continuou:s electrophysiology was recorded for each subject on an eight
channel Oxford Medilog 9000 ambulatory cassette recorder. During waking
portions of the experimental protocol the following channels were recordel: 3
EEGe (C3-O1, C4-A2, Fz-Al), an ECG, a bipolar rOG, respiration and actigraphy.
To visually score the EEO, each 4 min relaxation period was copied from cassette
tape to paper using the Oxford Medilog 9000 Replay/Display System connected to a
Beckman Accutrance 2000 polygraph. For computer quantification the Oxford
Medilog 9000 Replay/Display System replayed the signals through Khron-Hite
analog filters to a VAX 185 computer with A/D converters and mass storage
devices.

Procedure:

Subjects received the same experimental protocol in groups of four, and
worked independently of each other. They arrived at 1000h on Monday and
remained until 1500h on Friday. All time cues were removed and interpersonal
commu:iication with the laboratory staff was kept to a minimum. On Monday all
subjects were briefed on the experimental protocol and given extensive training
and practice on the battery of cognitive tasks used in the experiment. Training
continued until 200Ch, after which the subjects relaxed, watched a movie, had
their electrodes applied and retired for 8 hours of baseline sleep at 2200h.
They were awakened at 0600h Tuesday morning and began the experiment
immediately. On Thursday morning at 0400h they were given a 2 hr nap, after
which they immediately continued the experiment, until 2000h on Thursday night.
Then they relaxed and went to bed at 2200h for 8 hours of recovery sleep. At
0600h on Friday they were awakened and worked until 1500h, at which time the
experiment ended.

Throughout the sleep deprivation period the subjects were required to
perform a work schedule consisting of 1 hr and 45 min of continuous cognitive
work followed by 15 min of rest. During these rest breaks, the subjects
consumed food, used toilet facilities, watched movies, conversed and had all
electrode connections checked by the experimenters. In each work session two 15
minute periods (one immediately after their break and the other 1 hour into the
work session) were devoted to self-report scales and a battery of shrp-
cognitive tasks which included the 4 min relaxation period. Therefore,
estimates of subjective and objective fatigue as well as performance were
gathered once every hour. Although numerous other taskg were performed during
the work session only the results from these 15 minute test batteries will be
presented.

Tasks:

Four mi eves closed relaxation period. On their video display terminal
the subjects were instructed to relax in their chairs with their eyes closed.
At the end of 4 minutes the terminal bell sounded and the subjects were ask to
answer the following question.

"On the following scale, please type the number from 1 to 7 which best describes
how you felt while your eye were closed.

1 - I was alert and wide awake.

2 - I was alert, somewhat relaxed but not at my peak,

3 - I was very relaxed and even a bit drowsy.

4 - I was very drowsy and almost fell asleep.

5 - I was extremely drowsy and I think I might have fallen asleep briefly.

6 - I fell asleep a number of times and it was difficult to stay awake for
even short periods.

7 - I fell asleep and stayed asleep until the task was over and I had to be
awaken by the 'beep' from the terminal or by the experimenter.

TYPE YOUR ANSWER HERE AND HIT RETURN / "
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self-rour scales. The subjects completed three self-report scales. The
first was the U.S. Air Force School of Aerospace Medicine Subjective Fatigue
Checklist (10) in which the subjects were sequentially presented with 10
statements, such as "very lively" and "petered out" and rated themselves as
"better then", "same as", or "worse than" each of these statements. Total
scores on this scale covered a 20-point range, with lower scores indicating
greater subjective feelings of fatigue.

The second self-report scale was the Stanford Sleepiness Scale (14).

The third was the U.S. Naval Health Research Center's Mood Scale (16).
The subjects were sequentially presented with mood-related descriptions (e.g.,
active, tense, considerate, happy), and then rated themselves on a 4-point
scale, from "not at all" to "extremely", relative to each description. Nineteen
positive and 10 negative mood descriptions were presented so that separate
positive and negative mood scores could be calculated. The positive mood score
covered a 57-point range; higher scores indicated a more positive mood. The
negative mood score covered a 30-point range; higher scores indicated a more
nevative mood.

Complex iterative subtraction, Subjects were presented with a randomly
chosen threae-digit number between 500-999 on the screen (e.g. 674) and were
asked to subtract 9 from the presented number, then 8 from the obtained
difference, 7 from the next difference, 6 from the next difference, and 5 from
the next difference, and then to repeat the sequence of subtrahends fur the
duration of the task (adapted from Cook, Cohen & Orne (7)). The original
three-digit answer was removed from the screen immediately after the third digit
was entered by the subject. This forced subjects to remember each difference,
as well as a varying single-digit subtrahend. There were two trials each
lasting 60 sac and terminated by a 'beep'.

Logical reasoning. This task involves understanding sentences of varying
syntactic complexity (4). Sixteen sentences, such as "A is preceded by B", were
presented individually on the subject's terminal followed by either the letter
pair "AS" or "BA". The subjects were required to indicate whether or not each
sentence was a true description of the pair of letters by pressing a key marked
"T" (true) or "F" (false). The 32 possible sentences and letter pairs were
presented in random order without replacement.

Visual Scoring of the EEG:

The EEG channel from the C3-O1 electrode site was visually scored for each
subject for each 4 min relaxation period. The EEG signals were copied to a
paper polygraph running at 10 mm/sec, with time constant of 0.1 and calibrated
at 50 uV/cm. From the beginning of each relaxation period stage 1 sleep onsets
were scored using the criteria. of Rechtschaffen and Kale& (20) with the
following modifications. Two visual scorers independently scanned the C3-O1 EEG
channel from the beginning of the trial until there was a 10 sec period during
which no alpha activity was produced (or severe alpha attenuation in the case of
high alpha generators) accompanied by an increase of theta and/or delta
activity. The latency to the onset of this 10 sec period from the beginning of
the trial was recorded as the time for the first onset of stage 1. If no
segment of the EEG signal indicated a sleep onset then a maximum latency score
of 240 sac (i.e. 4 minutes) was recorded. If movement artifacts or alpha bursts
lasting at least 2 seconds were observed, this was taken as indication of
arousal from sleep and a further 10 seconds of no alpha was needed to score
another sleep onset. All times were recorded to the nearest second.

I5he following dependent variables were measuredt (1) tho latency of stage
1 sleep onset, (2) the number of stage 1 sleep onsets, and (3) the shortest,

longest ani total time spent in stage 1 sleep or deeper.

Computer Quantification

Prior to the experiment, the clocks on the cassette recorders were
synchronized to the clock on the PDP 11/44 (which controlled and presented all
task throughout the experiment). Every second the recorder enccdes the time of
day with the incoming signals, which allows retrieval of the electrophysiology
associated with any task in the experiment. Each subject produced 5 cassette
tapes during the experiment with approximately 16 hrs of electrophysiology on
each tape. Since manually locating the desired section of tape for each trial
of each task was difficult and labor intensive, the entire tape was digitized.
With knowledge of the times at which the 4 min relaxation periods were given,
the appropriate sections of the digitized signal were extracted and analysed.

Analysing the data in this manner, however, introduces a problem if the
real-time clock of the A/D converters is used to sample the nignal. During tape
playback, any variances in tape speed would introduce large compounding errors
for locating the correct segment of digitized data belonging to a particular
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relaxation period. Instead, a 128 Hz square wave signal generated and recorded
on the tapes by the Oxford recording system (to synchronize multiplexing of the
8 data channels) is used to activate a Schmitt trigger on the A/D converters.
Since both the negative and positive inflections of the 128 Hz signal activate
the trigger, a 256 Hz sampling rate is produced. The 128 Hz signal varies
isomorphically with tape playback speed and generates digitized data temporally
equivalent to the original signal. In fact, testing revealed that after 18
hours of digltization a difference of only .5 sec is detected between actual
tape time and the time estimated from the sampling frequency.

All tapes were played back and digitized at 20 times real time. In all
cases the bandpassed (.5-40 Hz) C3-O1 EEG channel was analysed using the
following two techniques.

e~riod Analysis: Period analysis was performed on twenty-four 10 sec
epochs during each 4 min relaxation period for each subject. This period
analysis (cf. 15) produced 3 measures for 5 MEG bandwidths (delta .5-4 Hz, theta
4-8 Hz, alpha 8-12 Hz, sigma 12-16 Hz and beta 16-40 Hz). They are measures of
zero-cross, power, and first-derivative. Briefly, a zero-cross analysis checks
for a change in the sign of the voltage passing through zero. A measurement of
the elapsed time between two zero-crossing events yields an estimate of the
wave's frequency. Power is calculated by cumulatively adding the absolute
voltage values between zero-cross events. The first-derivative chezks for
negative inflections in the EEG voltage and the time between such events
provides an estimate of faster frequencies superimposed on the main waveform.
However, since faster frequencies are not considered in this paper
first-derivative measures are not reported.

For each 4 min eyes closed relaxation period mean values were obtained
for each bandwidth across the twenty-four 10 sec epochs. The drowsiness index
was calculated for both the zero-cross and power measures as follows:

(A-T-D)/(Ab-Tb-Db)

where A, T and D are mean alpha, theta and delta power or zero-cross and Ab, Tb
and Db are mean baseline alpha, theta and delta power or zero-cross. Baseline
values were calculated by averaging the EEG for each bandwidth for the first
four relaxation periods in the experiment when the subjects were fresh and
produced maximal alpha. It can be seen from the equation that subjects who are
very low alpha generators may yield negative denominators and produce a
different scale. For these instances (i.e., negative denominators) a corrected
equation is used:

(A-T-D)/(Ab-Tb-Db) x -1 + 2

The values from the resulting drowsiness scale for both alpha and non-alpha
generators will vary from approximately 1 to a larger minus number, depending
upon the depth of slow wave sleep.

AutoFFTs: It was anticipated that sleep deprivation would precipitate
sleep duMrin the 4 min eyes closed relaxation period. This provided the
opportunity to investigate the spectral characteristics of abbreviated sleep
onsets using Fact Fourier Transforms. However, traditional techniques appear to
be unsuitable for detecting abbreviated sleep onsets. For instance, if repeated
spectral estimates with a window length of 20 sec are used, only 12 successive
FFTs would be produced providing only a crude measure for tracking sleep onset.
A shorter epoch length (e.g., 2 sec) would yield 120 successive FFTs but would
not produce smooth transitions among frequencies across spectra. Also, FTs on
short epochs need windowing techniques to reduce the effect of abrupt onsets and
endings in the digitized data.

To overcome these difficulties a new autoFFT technique was used which
involved performing multiple FFTs with a window of 20 sec and a lag of 2 sec.
For a particular 4 min segment of EEG from a relaxation period, the first 20 sec
was Fast Fourier Transformed (i.e., from time 0 sec to time 20 sac). Next, a 20
sec FFT was performed from time 2 sec to time 22 sec. This procedure was
repeated over the 4 min period resulting in 111 frequency spectra which were
plotted 3 dimensionally. The plots provided a smooth visual representation of
abbreviated sleep onset in the frequency domain through time.

RESULTS

Throughout the experiment all subjects received the same number of trials
of all tasks and performed them et approximately the same time (i.e., roughly
within 5-10 min of each other). Except for the autoFT results, the data for
all figures are collapsed across subjects and plotted in time.
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Visual KEG scoring of sleep onset

Figure 1 illustrates the mean latencies to stage I sleep for all subjects
across the experiment during the '4 min eyes closed relaxation period. The
narrow vertical bar represents a 2 hr nap sleep period. Notice that a high
frequency oscillation is apparent in the figure. This oscillation is due to the
difference between those trials performed immediately after a 15 min break and
those 1 hour into a work session. Figure 2 is the same data plotted for each
condition ('AFTER BREAK' and '1 HR INTO SESSION'). All further graphs are
similarly plotted. Additionally, since there were high intercorrelations among
the KEG defined drowsiness variables (i.e., latency to stage 1, number of stage
1 onsets, shortest, longest and total time asleep), only the data from 'latency
to stage 1 sleep' and 'total time asleep' will be presented.

Figures 2 and 3 illustrate the changes in sleep onset latencies and total
sleep time during the 4 min eyes closed relaxation trials throughout the
experiment. After 18-20 hrs of sleep deprivation (i.e. 2400h and 0200h Wednesday
morning) a marked decline in sleep latencies and increase in sleep time is
observed. Some recovery occurs between 32-30 hours of sleep deprivation (1400h
and 2000h Wednesday), followed by further increases in sleepiness at 39-45 hours
(early Thursday morning). After the nap some recovery is noticeable, and,
although not shown in the figures, after 8 hrs of recovery sleep levels have
returned to those observed during the start of the experiment. Figures 4 and 5
show very similar trends in performance, and Figures 6-8 exhibit these same
trends for subjective assessments of sleepiness, fatigue and drowsiness. These
data suggest that sleep-latency and total-sleep-time measured during the 4 min
eyes closed relaxation period covary with performance and self-report scaler.
In order to quantify this covariation among the dependent variables, multiple
correlations were performed between stage 1 sleep onset latencies and: (1)
performance on the Subtraction & Logical Reasoning tasks; (2) scores on the
Stanford sleepiness scale, Fatigue scale, Positive mood & Negative mood scales;
and (3) scores on the Drowsiness scale. Multiple correlations for each subject
are listed in Table 2. With the exception of the multiple correlation between
sleep latency and task T•erformance for subject #4, all. multiple correlations are
significant. Also, repeated measures ANOVAs show that impairment due to sleep
loss increased significantly over the course of the experiment and most measures
show reliable differences between trials occurring 'after breaks' and trials
occurring '1 Hr into a work session' (see table 1).

Period Analysis

Figures 9, 10 and 11 illustrate the changes in alpha, theta and delta
-- ro-crc- activity as 7 rer,'lt of glpep deprivation during the 4 min eyes
closed relaxation periods. With increasing sleep loss alpha de:reases and theta
and delta increase, reflecting greater amounts of drowsiness and sleep during
the relaxation period (power values show similar trends). The dvowsiness index
based on zero-cross and power values show very similar trends (see figures 12
and 13).

Both the zero-cross and power derived drowsiness indices yield significant
trials effects, and significant differences between trials occurring after a
break and trials I hr into a work session (see table 1). The similarity between
the drowsiness index and performanvu is evident in figuren 14 and T= •"• -h eh-',
the drowsiness index plotted with Subtraction and Logical Reasoning respective-
ly. More importantly, multiple correlations between the drowsiness index and
performance and self-report scales were significant (see table S). Subjects 4
and 9 demonstrate lower multiple correlations bncause a greater amount of noise
is present in their KEG. This noise can be ignored during visual scoring of
sleep latencies but is difficult to remove during computer quantification.
Nevertheless, the generally strong relationship between the drowsiness index and
both performance and subjective mood estimates is encouraging.

To determine whether or not the magnitude of the correlations among
subjects was due to the amount of endogenous alpha they produced, the subjects
were rank ordered both on the bases of endogenous alpha produced during baseline
and the magnitude of their multiple correlations. The correlation between the
two rank orders was not significant (r-.45, df-7, p <.224).

Auto FFTs

The results of the autoFFT are illustrated by the data from a single
subject exhibiting an average amount of alpha during baseline. Figure 16
illustrates the temporal frequency spectrum of subject #1 during a 4 min
relaxation period occurring 5 hours into the experiment. The subject is fresh,
alert and exhibits a large peak in the alFha frequency throughout the entire 4
min. After 25 hours of sleep deprivation the same subject fell asleep (as
determined by visual sleep stage scoring) 30 seconds into the relaxation period
(see figure 17). Notice the dramatic reduction of alpha activity with a
concomitant increase in slow wave activity. Figure 18 demonstrates the subject
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TABILE : Results from repeated measures ANOVAs for each task and
EEG indicators of fatigue.

Main Omrai tor diffe,.ret•. Main OfWcl for difror.nc.,
between trFal$ occurring among 0i18a Acros. the
"Vter brahk" slid trials '1H€ experim nt, (dil.22,224)
into elision". td-r )

SF P< F p<

Subtraction Task 10.30 .012 5.50 .001

Logical Reasoning Task 19.85 .002 6.62 .001

Subiective Estimates

Stanford Sleepiness Scale 13.95 .006 6.80 .001
Fatigue Scale 8.05 .022 5.01 .001
Negative Mood Scale 5.04 .055 6.15 .001
Positive Mood Scale 4.87 .058 5.30 .001
Drowsiness Scale 22.52 .002 6.27 .001

Visual EEOJ Scorinn

Latency to Stage 1 59.98 .001 8.64 .001
Total Time Asteep 54.61 .001 8.72 .001

EEG Period Analysis

Drowsiness Index (Zero-.c's) 15.23 .005 5.19 .001
tDrowsiness Index (Power) 9.32 .016 J 4.24 .001

TABLE 2: Multiple correlations (R) for each subject between Stage I sleep onset
and: (I) performance eon the Subtraction and Logical Reasoning tasks;
(2) Stanford Sleepiness scale, Fatigue scale, Positive and Negative

Mood scales; (3) Subjective Drowsiness.

Sleep Latency & Sleep Latency & Sleep Latency &
Subjects Task Performance Subjective Subjective

S lrro Drowsiness

Si .559 1 .758 .727

S2 .574 .764 .791

S3 .713 .706 ./85

S4 ,142' .624 .593

S5 .656 .682 .830

S6 .770 .785 .759

S7 .532 .484 .516

so .462 .723 .704

S9 .510 .445 .460

Po>.0.
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TABLE 3: Multiple corrrelations (R) for each subject between Drowsiness Index
and: (1) performance on the Subtraction and Lngical Reasoning tasks;

(2) Stanford Sleepiness sca!e, Fatigue scale, Positive and Negative
Mood scales; (3) Subjective Drowsiness.

Drowsiness Index & Drowsiness Index & Drowsiness Index &
Task Performance Subjective Subjective

Subjects Scats Drowsiness

2sro-cross Power ZO-roQse1 Power Zero-cross Power
(n) (R) (A) (A) (R) (R)

$1 .632 .646 .810 ,809 .788 .787

S2 .594 .591 .789 .783 .790 .762

S3 .691 .696 .743 .743 .727 .723

S4 .158* .136" .518 .391' .139' .047"

S5 .686 .657 .546 .534 .629 .611

S6 .762 .766 .711 .724 .785 .759

S7 .599 .596 .523 .520 .567 .580

S8 .580 .531 .679 .641 .626 .652

S9 .340* .352 .561 .544 271 .189°

p>.01.
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falling asleep 3 times during the 4 min period (after 31 hrs of sleep
deprivation). Four distinct alpha peaks can be seen signifying the subjec'. is

* awake, and three distinct valleys are evident when he was scored asleep. In the
next figure (figure l1), although the subject har undergone 39 hr. of siwep loss
he did not fall asleep during this trial. However, the magnitude of the alpha
ridge is very attenuated compared to figure 16. Finally, figure 20 illustrates
the subject falling asleep 7 sec into the relaxation period and remaining asleep
for the entire 4 min. The very high, slow frequency power values are cnnsistent
with visual scoring which indicated the subject was in late stage 2 or early
stage 3 sleep by the end of the period.

DISCUSSION

The performance and subjective results in this study are consistent with
earlier sleep deprivation studies emphasising continuous cognitive workloads (2,
13). The addition of the 4 min eyes closed relaxation period embedded within
the hourly battery of cognitive tasks and self-report scales allowed an
opportunity to measure chronic fatigue. Visual scoring of the EE0 during these
periods provided an objective measure of sleep propensity, similar to the MSLT.
Computer analysed EEO (specifically, the drowsiness index) provides a fast,
automatic arid equally sensitive metric of "physiological sleep tendency" (e.g.,
6). Both measures were correlated with each subject's task performance and
subjective mood states. Furthermore, the high correlations between subjective
estimates of drowsiness during the relaxation period and the E3O derived
measures provide additional validity for these EEG measures. It should be
emphasized that we did not attempt to find direct EEO correlatea of cognition
during task performance (a commor. but controversial practice, cf. 8) in this
study. Rather we used the robust differences between waking and sleeping EEG to
support our contention that performance decline during sleep deprivation is
mediated by pervasive chronic fatigue. The consistency of the results are a
reflection of this strategy. As well,, it appears that autoFFTs are useful both
for providing striking visual examples ofesleep onset, and also good examples of
fatigue without sleep onset. For instance, figure 14 illustrates a result
consistent with the findings of Armington and Mitnick (1) that alpha activity
decreases in awake subjvcts during sleep deprivation.

The long term goal of this research is to provide, on an individual basis,
estimates of performance degradation from electrophysiological indices. Most of
the research in sleep deprivation has emphasised the effects of sleep loss on
groups of subjects. L~tending these results to individual subjects is equally
important. Although rest breaks seem to have a short-lasting positive influence
on performance and objective measures of drowsiness during sustained operations,
it is expected that interventions tailored to the individual will offer greater
potential of relief from chronic fatigue. For example, real-time intervention
studies are now being planned in which subjects are given naps at times dictated
by their performance and their scores on the drowsiness index. In this way, for
each individual, chroric fatigue can be reduced by letting the subject's
changing state control the administration of prophylactic or recuperative
strategies.
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SUMMARY

Impaired behavior consequent to prolonged mental work is commonly attributed to the
effects of fatigue on higher cognitive functions rather than to changes In rote
perceptuomotor or motor functions. A deeper understanding of these effects awaits
better knowledge of the underlying neurophysiological mechanisms. Here we make a modest
contribution toward this end with a study of event-related, spatiotemporal
neuroelectric patterns of five U.S. Air Force test pilots performing a high-load
visuomotor monitoring task while alert, becoming fatigued, and fully fatigued. The
preliminary results suggest that although neural systems responsible for primary visual
stimulus processing remain relatively unaffected, cortical associative areas implicated
in task-specific response Inhibition are affected even during early stages of fatigue.
With fu(ther research, it may be possible to design on-line devices for predicting
"transient cognitive lapses" and performance decrements resulting from operational
fatigue.

INTRODUCTION

It is well known that higher cognitive functions are more affected by fatigue due to
prolonged, difficult mental work, than are rote perceptuomotor or motor functions.
Although psychological theories have attempted to explain these changes, numerous
reports of tragic accidents caused by fatigued pilots and operators of other complex
equipment clearly demonstrate the need for a better understanding of these phenomena.
Here we make a modest contribution toward this end with a study of event-related,
spatiotemporal neuroelectric patterns associated visual stimulus processing and
response Inhibition: five U.S. Air Force test pilots performed a high-load visuomotor
memory task while alert, becoming fatigued, and tully fatigued.

The study emerged from the collaboration of researchers from several institutions:
(1) The USAF School of Aerospace Medicine, San Antonio (James Miller); (2) Systems
Technology Inc., Hawthorne, California (Henry Jex and James Smith); (3) Washington
University, St. Louis (John Stern); and (4) The EEG Systems Laboratory. A paradigm was
developed that included several cognitive and perceptuomotor tasks requiring varying
degrees of attention, working memory, and skill. Thirty-three or 51 scalp EEG, two
eye-movement, and several other physiological channels of data were recorded from each
of five U.S. Air Force test pilots as they performed the task battery. Preliminary
analysis of the event-related covariance (ERC) data suggests that, although neural
systems responsible for primary visual stimulus prucessing remain relatively
unaffected, cortical associative areas implicated In task-specific response inhibit~on
are already affected during the incipient stages of fatigue.
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METHODS

The present experiment took into account certain criteria that must be met in order
to isolate the effects of operational fatigue on performance, and so that results will
have a modicum of construct and face validity for real-life situations, such as
piloting an aircraft. These criteria included: 1) tasks that are taxing in an alert
state, yet manageable In a fatigued state; 2) tasks meeting constraints Imposed by
nourophysiological recordings and analysis, Including minimal eye- and head-movements,
and Isolation of stimulus. response. and cognitive variables 11-41; 3) experimental

Sparadigme controlled for Initial task learning and autom.atization of performance; and
4) recording sessions that extend from well-practiced, alert performance to fatigued

and decremented performance due to extended time-on-task.

The experiment was divided into four recording sessions, conducted over the course
of four days. Recordings were 6-8 hours long per session, Pilots learned and performed
the task battery during Session 1, until their performance was stable. The alert.
well-practiced pilots performed the tasks for about six hours during Session 2. The
recording of data for Session 3 ("Fatigue") began in the evening following Session 2
and continued until subjects did not wish to continue, or usable EEG data could no
longer be recorded because of excessive eye movements or head nodding and drooping.
Soesion 4 was recorded after a rest day in order to measure practice and automatization
effects.

Recordings were made in an acoustically dampened, air-conditioned chamber. Room
temperature, lighting, and seating position were adjusted as necessary.

The total task battery consisted of five tasks: (1) Visuomotor Memory Task, null
memory condition; (2) Visuomotor Monitoring Task, memory load condition (called VMhT in
this paper); (3) Auditory Monitoring Memory (AUM) Task; (4) Sub-critical Tracking; and
(5) Critical Tracking (5,6]. Since the analysis reported here will focus exclusively
on the difficult VMMT, it will be described in detail. Results for the other tasks
will be described elsewhere.

Visuomotor Memory Task (VMMT): The VMMT was designed to allow for precise control
of stimulus parameters, motor activity Including eye movements, and cognitive
processes. This was done by combining a numeric judgment task used previously (7,8]
with a memory element based on the "delayed digit cancelling task." Each trial
consisted of a warning symbol (disappearance of the letter X from the screen), a
single-digit numeric stimulus I sec later, a finger-pressure response, and a 2-digit
numeric feedback presented 1 sec after completion of he response. Subjects responded
on each trial with a flexion of their right index finger, on an isometric finger
pressure transducer, with a pressure proportional to the stimulus number presented two
trials back. In order to add a recognition e!ement and to avoid overly short response
times, a random 20% of the trials were response-inhibition catch trials. On these
trials, the current stimulus number matched the 2-back stimulus number and subjects
were required to withhold their response.

Stimuli consisted of single-digit numbers (325 meec duration) presented on a
Videographics-Il amber CRT monitor 70 cm from the subject. Stimuli subtended a visual
angle under 1.5 degrees, with an Illumination of 0.5 log fL against a background of
-1.5 log fL. The 2-digit feedback number indicated the exact force applied with a
precision of 0.1 units. The feedback number was underlined if the response was a "win."
A "win" response was based on an adaptive error tolerance, computed as the geometric
average of the error (distance from the required response pressure) on the previous
five trials (7]. This adaptive error tolerance served to equalize subjective task
difficulty across the session and to Indicate the current performance trend. After
each 50-trial block, surmmary performance statistics were presented to the subject on
the video screen. With an inter-trial interval of 1.8 sec, trials averaged about six
seconds in length. The time between the presentation of a stimulus number and the
response to that number was about 12 seconds. This pace was fast enough to allow well-
practiced subjects to maintain the numbers in working memory without overt rehearsal
(9].

This paper will focus on the post-stimulus interval of the response-inhibition catch
trials.

LbysigoggLal iOd 60i1Ao IG.l 82GQadJog Molbod2

Fifty-one EEG channels, referenced to A2, were recorded for three subjects with a
custom nylon mesh cap. Recordings of the first two subjects were made with a reduced
33-channel montage. Vertical and horizontal eye movements were also recorded, as were
the responding flexor digitorl muscle potentials, Al, EKG and respiration. All wignals
were amplified by a 84-channel Bloelectric Systems Model AS-84P with .016 to 50 Hz
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passband, monitored on three 8-channel and two 18-channel polygraphs, and digitized to
11 bit* at 128 Hz.

Before and after a recording session, the position of each electrode wan measured
ualng a 3-0 digitizer. A general ellipsoid surface was fitted to the set of digitized
positions, thus defining the outside shape of the head. For the three subjects with
51-channel recordings, full sets of 3-axis Magnetic Resonance Image (MRI) brain scans
were made at 1-cm intervals over the whole volume of the head. After scaling.
transation and registration with the EEG electrode positions, the MAls allowed
correlation of electrode positions and major cortical landmarks 110,11].

6aduc•l.o01g YoluwO Coodug~ian Uiuu.±og at E~

An optimal least-squares estimate of the Laplacian operator was applied to
compensate for the blurring of brain potentials due to their transmission through the
skull anc scalp 111,12]. Electrodes at the periphery of the montage were excluded
because, without taking into account the exact geometry of the montage, additional
peripheral electrodes would have been needed to represent the signals of the original
peripheral electrodes adequately. This left 18 remaining non-peripheral electrodes
common to all five subjects. It should be noted that although Laplacian-transformed
potentials are proportional to current density, the waveforms will be referred to as
event-related potentials (ERPs) in keeping with common usage.

Lgtallgc tL QaOta 5im

Polygraph records were edited off-line by two independent raters to eliminate trials
with evidence of eye movement, muscle or instrumental artifacts. Trials in which
response pressures were not unimodal or in which reaction time exceeded 1500 meec were
discarded. The first two trials of each block, and no-move catch-trials in which the
subject responded, were also eliminated.

In order to form properly controlled data sets for each neurophysiological
hypothesis, the total set of artifact-free trials from each subject was submitted to an
interactive program that displayed the means, t-tests and histogram distributions of
about 50 behavioral and physiological variables J13]. Variablas included stimulus
parameters, response onset time, finger pressure, velocity, acceleration and duration,
response error and adaptive error tolerance. Physiological indices included integrated
energy in eye movement and muscle potential channels.

To divide trials into "alertness conditions," that is, "Alert," "Incipient Fatigue"
and "Full Fatigue," behavioral variables (including adaptive error tolerance, response
error, reaction time, number of time-outs on response trials, and number of responses
on catch trials) were graphed across trials for each session. The "Alert" data set
consisted of trials from Session 2 with optimal performance as evidenced by: 1) low
adaptive error tolerance; 2) zero time-outs on response trials; and 3) zero false
responses on response-inhibition catch trials. Trials from early portions of Session 3
with little or no performance decrement formed the "Incipient Fat ioue" data set. Trials
occurring later in Session 3 formed the "Full Fatigue" data set.

A6yetsav cBea
Averaged event-related potentials (ERPs) were time-locked to the stimulus. Effects

of fatigue on the amplitude of grand-average (over subjects) ERP components will be
summarized here; a more detailed analysis will be presented elsewhere. "Subtraction
ERPs" were formed by subtracting Incipient Fatigue from Alert ERPs, and Full Fatigue
from Incipient Fatigue ERPs.

9OI-BRaled CaYaLziaD0os (MB~ )
Spatlotemporal neurophysiologlcal patterns were quantified by measuring the event-

related covariance (similarity of amplitude-weighted waveshape and between-channel
timing) between traces from all combinations of pairs of electrodes (8,14,15,16]. This
type of analysis was developed to extract spatiotemporal patterns characterizing the
rapidly changing, distributed processing networks of the brain during goal-directed
behaviors (7,8,10,11,13-18].

ERCs were measured across brief intervals of bandpass-filtered, fivw-subject-
averaged ERPs for each alertness condition; changes from Alert to Incipient and from
Incipient to Full Fatigue conditions were assessed by computing ERCs on the appropriate
subtraction ERPs. Intervals were positioned with respect to ERP Peaks elicited by the
stimulus. Interval width was 187 meec and a "theta-band" filter (4 to 7 Hz) was used.
EACs between each of the 153 combinations of 18 non-peripheral Laplacian channels were
computed.

ERC features were the maximum absolute valuie of the timeseries croascovariance
function formed when the covariance function was computed to 8 lags (+/-62 msec) for
the theta-band Intervals. The delay specified for each covarying electrode pair is the
lag time of the maximum absolute value of the crossecovariance function. The
significance of the ERC magnitude was determined by reference to the standard deviation
of an ERC "noise" distribution obtained from the set of alert trials. Multiple
comparisons were accounted for using a Duncan procedure. For clarity, the top third of
all significarit ERCs in each interval were then graphed on 3-0 perspective models of
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the nhod, or fn slaittal or horizontal vlews or the MRI scans.

RESULTS

OmbaxlgaLa

In the original data sets, performance declined significantly over the three
conditions (F-12.5, df-2.12, p<.001). Scheffe post-hoc tests revealed that performance
did not decline significantly from the Alert (1.17 unit departure from target number)
to the Incipient (1.51), but did decline significantly from Incipient to Full Fatigue
(2.00) (F=12.28, df=2.12. P( 0.001). The number of false responses during no-response
catch trials, as well as the number of time-outs on response trials, were also compared
across alertness conditions. A significant effect was revealed for the number of false
responses (F-17.5, df-2,12, po0.0002). Scheffe post-hoc tests revealed that the number
of false responses Increased between Alert and Full Fatigue conditions (F-15.96,
df=2,12, p(0.0004). and between Incipient Fatigue and Full Fatigue conditions (F-9.42,
df-2,12, p<0.003). Although the number of time-outs tended to increase with increasing
fatigue for all subjects, the effect was not significant. In order to test for effects
of fatigue, unconfounded by these trends of declining performance, we selected trials
with optimal performance from each condition to form the final data sets (see above).

t•guiggbyuiglggj.~a1

There were too few trials in the no-response trial set to see the N1 peak against
the noise. In the response trial set, the N125 grand-average ERP peak was highly
localized to the midline parietal site due to the Laplacian transformation. Its
amplitude declined slightly (.18 to .17 -uV/cm2) from the Alert to Incipient Fatigue
conditions, and then increased slightly In the Full Fatigue condition (.19 -uV/cma).
The P380 was observed In five channels in the no-response trial set (bilateral and
midline anterior central, midline frontal and central sites). Its amplitude
significantly decreased across alertness conditions (F-7.3, df-2,.2, p<.01). Scheffe
post-hoc tests revealed that the amplitude of P380 was gignificantly smaller in the
Full Fatigue average than in the Alert average (F-7.3, df-2,12, p<.01). The decrease
In P380 amplitude rrom the Alert to the Incipient Fatigue condition did not reach
statistical significance (Figure 1).

MOTOR INHIBITION

-O 5
S.. ..............

" "0.5 -02 0 025 0. 075

ALERT - DARK LINE
INCIP.ENT FATIChLI - DAS•.ED LINE

VERY FATICUED - LICHT LINE

Figure 1. Stimulus-locked. 5-subject Laplacian Derivation waveforms from the midline
anterior central (aCz) electrode site for the Alert (dark line). Incipient Fatigue
(dashed line) and Full Fatigue (light line) conditions. The amplitude of the P380
declined significantly from Alert to Full Fatigue. Exiting current up.
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For the interval spanning the stimulus-locked N125 peak, none of the ERCs that were
computed from the Alert-minus-lnciplent-Fatigue subtraction ERPs were significant for
either the response or no-response trial sets. There also were no significant ERCs
from the Incipient-minus-Full-Fatigue subtraction ERPs In the no-response trial set.
For the response trial set, there was only one significant ERC, between the left and
right posterior parietal sites.

Paralleling the decrease in amplitude of the P380 peak in the no-response trial set,
the change between alertness conditions was indicated by the pattern of significant

ERCs from the Alert-minus-Incipient-Fatigue subtraction ERPs. Significant ERCs were
observed between the midline anterior central, right anterior parietal and right
posterior parietal sites (not shown). No significant EACs were found fre Incipient-
minus-Full-Fatigue catch-trial ERPs (not shown). The ERC pattern of the Alert
condition involved extensive bilateral and midline sites (Figure 2, left), the
Incipient Fatigue pattern Involved bilateral and midline anterior central and midline
central sites (Figure 2, right), and in the Full Fatigue condition, there was a single
ERC between the midline anterior central and midline central electrodes (not shown).

Figure 2. View of the top third of significant between-channel stimulus-evoked event-
related covarlance (ERC) patterns spanning the P380 (281-468 msec) for the Alert (left)
and Incipient Fatigue (right) conditions. The width of a line indicates the
significance of the covariance between two electrodes; the color of the line indicates
the time delay (lag time of maximum c variance). Arrows points away from the leading
channel towards the lagging channey. The color scale at the left, representing wave
amplitude, covers the range from minimal to maximal values of the two maps.

EHCs in the Alert no-response trials in the interval centered 380 msec post-stimulus
involved the midline frontal, bilateral and midline anterior central, left and midline
central, bilateral anterior parietal, bilateral and midline parietal, and bilateral
posterior parietal electrodes. ERCs In the Incipient Fatigue condition only involved
the bilateral and midline anterior central and midline central electrodes.

DISCUSSION

We have reported preliminary results of a study that used state-of-the-art
technology to document neurophysiologlcbl activity associated with different aspects of
perceptuomotor and cognitive function In five U.S. Air Force test pilots during three
stages of alertness: Alert, Incipient Fatigue and Full Fatigue. Over one billion
bytes of data were collected. We have summarized the results high-load visuomotor
memory task (VMMT) for the different alertness conditions, and have discussed the
results of event-related covariance (ERC) analysis of event-related potentials (ERPI)
obtained by subtracting the grand-average 5-subject ERPS from the different alertness
states for the stimulus-registered event. A detailed report of these data will be made
elsewhere, as well as analyses of the pre-stimulus-, response- and feedback-registered
eventr of the VMMT. relatively accurate and inaccurate performance trials. Follow-Up
Rested Session, and the Auditory Monitoring and Crit.cal and Subcritical Tracking
Tasks.

These first results are quite exciting in suggesting how fatigue may selectively
affect areas of the brAin implicated in higher cognitive functions. The N125 EAP peak
and corresponding ERC pattern during the first 200 msec of the visual stimulus
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processing were relatively unaffected. By contrast, the later response-inhibition ERC
patterns, from about 280 to 470 msec post-stimulus (and to some extent the P380 peak
amplitude), clearly showed neurophysiological changes consequent to Incipient fatigue.
Consistent with results of a previous study in our laboratory of visuomotor performance
[16], the midline anterior central focus of the P380 catch-trial ERC patterns may
reflect changes in neural systems responsible for motor inhibition. This electrode
overlies supplementary motor and premotor cortices involved in the highest level of
control of voluntary movements (19,201.

The highly specific temporal (ERP peaks) and spatial (EAC patterns) changes
associated with time-on-task suggest that the patterns are due to localized changes in
areas of association cortex, and not to anatomically diffuse changes associated with
decreased overall arousal. We are currently conducting an analysis in which the data
sets are balanced between Alert, Incipient and Full Fatigue conditions for level of
"accuracy; by partialing out the accuracy effect, we will be able to confirm that the
ERP changes and ERC patterns are due to prolonged time-on-task and not to variability
in performance accuracy over the many hours of task performance.

We must also emphasize that while the ERC patterns reported here suggest fatigue-
related degradation of functional coordination between immediately underlying cortical
regions, the actual neural sources of the ERC patterns are, in fact, not yet known.
Determining the distributed source network suggested by the scalp ERC patterns is the
major focus of our current technical efforts.

The present results, analyses of the remaining data, and source locaization studies
will all elucidate the differential effects of incipient fatigue on areas of the bra:n
implicated in higher cognitive functions. When these analyses are completed, it may be
possible to specify studies leading to the design of on-line devices for predicting
"transient cognitive lapses" and performance decrements resulting from operational
fatigue.
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ABRAHAM, UK: Can you tell me what method you used to establish the baseline for your CNVs? If I under-
stood you correctly, there were a series of events going on one after the other. Is that correct?

OEVINS, USt Each trial took about 6 seconds and there was an intertrial Interval. The CNV measure that
we Msed was the integrated energy of the CNV, and the comparisons were between conditions. That is, the
are* under the curve was compared between conditions. The CNV measurement was not referred to a baseline
as such.

ABRAHAM, ti: Over what time interval was the integrated area determined?

GEVINS, US: The window width of the covariance was used for this purpose, which involved the last 400 as
before the stimulus was delivered.

ABRAHAM, UK: This is important, because it seems to me that the trials showed considerable post-
imperative negativity, which might have been carried over into your baealins.

GEVINS, US: Yes, there is a continuous shift throughout the trial, and it's probably one of the more in-
teresting phenomena that occurs. I think that the slow potentials which Dr. McCallum showed are very
important for looking at changes in state end performance. I think the time is opportune to focus atten-
tion again on these types of potentials, as they seem to have been somewhat ignored over the past fifteen
years or so.

McCALLUH, UK: These slow potentials indicate what is at the focus of consciousness. If you overlearn
skills and they become automated, then a different system is involved and you do not see slow potential
changes. Dr. Gavin., you show very nicely in your incipient fatigue condition, how the focal conscious
k.onditions are disappearing. You can continue performing the same tasks at the tame level and performance
lasts, but you are clearly in a different central state. You must be careful, h',wver, because this focal
state is not lost only through fatigue, and you will see the drop in CNV o. slow potential at other
times. You only have to divert your attention elsewhere from the task; e.g., what you will be having for
supper, to see that these slow potential changes will drop. So before you use them operationally, you
must be sure of what is causing these slow potentials to drop.

KRAMER, US: I have en observation on the recognition running memory took that you used. That's the task
in which you attempt to match the number that has come up on the screen with a finger force response that
is proportional to the number that appeared two trials back. An additional complexity was that, in 20% of
the trials, subjects withheld their response if the number appearing on the screen matched the one two
trials previously, I can see at least three reasons why subjects could make errors in conducting these
trials. One reason could be that they did not, in fact, maintain the items in memory; so it may be a mem-
ory loading problem. Another reason could be that they might have forgotten the mapping between stimulus
and response; i.e., the proportional push on the button. The third reason could be that they did not
execute the response correctly; i.e., they didn't p:ish the correct amount of force although their original
intention was correct. I think in this particular task, it's fairly difficult to figure out why errors
occurred when they did; end, thereforn, how to go about localizing the effects of errors.

GEVINS, US: Those are good points. What I presented was only the results pertaining to the constant
level of performance. I didn't describe the reaults from the really bad performances. I selected trials
from alert, and incipient and full fatigue subjects that did not differ in performance accuracy. The
results that I presented were not influenced by the level of performance. There are other aspects of the
tasks that affect the quality uf performance which I will publish separately. I will say that the stimuli
were organized so the numbers on successive trials always differed by more then 3, and, for trained
subjects, the error of response was always less than 10 units. So there may be sets of trials in which
there is a reasonably strong inference that the sets of errors are due to errors of memory rather than
errors of response execution. One- could also see that as time progressed, and the pilots became fatigued,
the number of response inhibitions went down. That clearly reflected a degradation in ability to maintain
the image of two numburs in their minds; in other words, memory was clearly degrading. The number of
times that they didn't respond when they should have responded also went down.

GAILLARD, NE: I have some difficulty in interpreting your results. If you want to dichotomize, you

should indicate somehow that memory processes are affected, but not automatic processing. In your prepar-
atory interval, you are confounding the preparation for the next motor response and the activities of the
memory which are contingent on the stimulus that had just been delivered. Problems will arise when you
compare match/mismatch, same/difference, or target/non-target features; e.g., a P300 my be a misdiagnosed
motor-related positivity. Would you have the same type of results; e.g., when no motor response is
involved but the same memory processing is involved? For example, you could ask the subject just to count
the stimulus or not to give a fast response, but to give a relaxed delayed response. The data show that
these asesures are sensitive to sleep deprivation and fatigue, but it is also possible that the interven-
ing variable represents the effort which the subject puts into the task.

GEVINS, US: I u*ed these terms to describe what is happening during the pre-stimulus period, which in-
cludes preparation, maintenance of working memory, snd attention, Likewise, the terms that are used for
motor inhibition can be called reaction to novelty, motor inhibition, and maintenance and updating of the
memory. So that relates to the terms that I used. Another point is that neither the stimulus-related
processing nor the motor responses changed as a function of incipient fatigue. What did change, however,
were those intervals in those brain components that are associated with higher-order cognitive processes.
The important thing is that this was a very difficult task, requiring a tremendous amount of concentration
and maintenance of the working memory, and that the processes were interfered with during the early stages
of fatigue well before they showed up in behaviour. Another point is that when we subtracted the prepara-
tion response from the inhibition response, what remained was a left frontal-right parietal pattern. We
had the same pattern when we subtracted the feedback response from the preparstion response. From that, I
infer that this pattern relates to attention and maintenance of the working memory as opposed to the
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preparation and motor-inhibition of the response and the response updating.F;. LANIOLT, IMA: My question relates to the operational use of the small biocybernetic unit that you want to* place ot the back of the pilot's head. How do you see It working -- a% seoe sort of a jury-selectionsystem that makes a decision on the basis of a variety of maladaptive responsea to signala tha t i pickup? Secondly, given the premise that pilots are highly Individualistic and that they are "macho" types,how do you forses them putting up with that kind of unit on the back of their heads? Do you not thinkthat they will try to defeat its intended purpose; in particular, if the function of the unit is to take*• over command of the aircraft under certain flight conditions?
GEVINS, USi I think the unit would be useful in training, but I would not like to see it in the cockpit.I can see its use in a simulator where the pilot would be "punished" if he loses his attention. It wouldmake simulation and training more demanding; e.g., it would allow the training of an aspect of attentionthat is very often neglected; viz., the immediate return to a threat when the mind has been "wandering".But putting it into a cockpit and taking control away from the pilot; well, that's a different matter.It's the difference between playing a game end fighting a battle; it relates to the degree of accuracyrequired, and how foolproof the system should be, I can't sea these measures going into the biocyberneticcontrol of the aircraft; that's another level of development. If it were to work well in a simulation,then the proposal could be made to take it to the next level, but that's quite a ways away.

LANDOLT, CA: What does the unit measure?

CEVINS, US: It measures complex patterns of brain electrical and, hopefully, magnetic activity. It willrespond to very complex patterns of theinteractions of these measurements, that vei exclusively within afractiou of a second to changes in intentional deployment.

DUSHENICO, US: This is just a brief comment for Dr. Landolt. We're approaching the problems that Dr.Gevins spoke of from a somewhat different perspective, as we are looking at the neurophysiological back-ground state. We found that once the pilots were confident that we were not about to ground them as a re-sult of the measurements, and that we had no intention of letting the device take over command of the air-craft, then they were very cooperative, even to the extent of letting us put the rather-invasive device ontheir heads.

PTGEAU, CA: I would like to make a comment about your data where you showed the slope of the error ratecs increasing. The point is that these slopes in error rate were Increaaing at around the same time thatthe curve of the circadian rhythm was decreasing. If the experiment had started 6 hours earlier, thenthat slope might have been lesser because it would have happened before the circadian curve started itsdescent. We have noticed from work in our laboratory that fatigue is a function both of time on task andthe circadian cycle.
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SUMMARY

Tho growing importanrc of simulators for training, research, and certification focuses attention on
how little we know about whether the behavioral outcomes obtained in a simulator really represent the
operational situation. The research reported in this paper addresses this issue, and proposes the use of
physiological measures to examine the correspondence between pilot responses during actual missions and
comparable simulated missions.

Physiological measures of electrical brain activity, heart rate, and eye movements were taken while
pilots flew tactical training missions in both the A-7 aircraft and simulator. These measures did dis-
criminate between: (a) flight position (wing vs. lead), (b) actual and simulated flight, (c) type of
mission event (e.g., takeoff, maneuvers, weaponr delivery, etc.), and (d) individual pilots.

INTRODUCTION

The Human Engineering Divisioi, of the Armstrong Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (AAMRL) has
been conducting real-time design simulations in support of the Strategic Air Command since 1969. Our
data have been collected in high fidelity simulators using line crewmembers. We have always been proud
of the measurement precision we have been able to achieve in these environments. However, until recently
we have not had technology available to meosure a crewmember's physiological responses in an airborne
environment that preserved safety of flight and that permitted unobtrusive reliable recording. This
technology is now available and AAMRL has initiated a unique research program designed to establish
sy.tematic methods to identify and quantify differences in behavioral and physiological performance
between simulator and aircraft environments.

We believe our objective is an important one in view of the increasing use of simulators for: training;
engineering research; and licensing and certification. Knowledge of HOW and WHERE simulator fidelity affects
crew performance is necessary before these simulator epplications can be efficient and cost-effective.
Hennessy and Deutsch (1) have stated that a primary reason for lack of knowledge in this area is the tra-
ditional belief that physical correspondence to the aircraft is the principal requirement for simulators,
regardless of their intended applications. What is missing in the traditional approach, is understanding
the behavioral requirements that are necessary to produce the same behavioral outcomes in a simulator as
occur in the operational situation.

A consequence of over-reliance on physical fidelity without a concomitant attendance to behavioral
requirements, is data credibility. Since we do not know with any certainty how well obtained behavioral
outcomes In a simulator represent the operational situation, we are also unable to objectively refute such
comments as: "He wouldn't fly that way in the real aircrafti" Thus, performance data obtained during
simulator missions will have limited credibility until we are able to answer fundamental questions of:
WHERE during simulated and actual missions is there most likely to be behavioral correspondence (or
divergence) to the flying tasks? WHAT are the mission factors that contribute to either similarities or
differences in the crewmember's response? HOW much of a difference is a meaningful difference when there
is a lack of behavioral correspondence between simulated and dctuil mission events? However, a basic
obstacle to answering these questions is that before we can determine behavioral correspondence, we must
first be able to measure performance on a near real-time basis. At present this capability is limited,
especially in operational situations. Our, approach to this problem is to measure performance in terms of
the crewmembers' physiological responses to the workload imposed during both airborne and simulator
missions. In this way, we will be ible to measure the physiological correspondence between actual and
simulated missions on a near real-time basis.

The use of physiological techniques have several advantages over traditional behavioral and subjective
measures taken during flight. For example, physiological measures are nonintrusive and continuous and co
not require the introdurtion of artificial stimuli into the cockpit. Researchers (2), (3), (4) have shown
that these techniques can be used successfully in operational environments. Their data show that during
high fidelity simulated wartime missions, changes in workload variability across a mission are reflec~ted
in measures of electrical brain activity, eye movements, and heart rate activity. These changes can be
directly related to crewmember flight responsibility, cumulative fatigue, and cognitive demands associated
with different types of mission events, (e.g., weapons delivery, threat evasion, terrain avoidance, and
takeoff/landing). Further, since these measures are recorded continuously, any unforeseen situation arising
during flight can be evaluated In terms of the subsequent physiological changes of the crewmember. Thus,
we believe that physiological measures can prcvide important information about: (a) how well the physio-
logical performance outcomes in the simulator represent the operational situation; (b) the degree of
physiological correspondence between simulated and actual mission events; (c) individual differences in
response to the same mission events; and (d) what behavioral requirements will be necessary to improve
the efficiency and cost-effectiveness of simulators.
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METHODOLOGY

For our first study we chose to work with single seat fighter aircraft investigating a typical train-
ing mission. The choice of the tactical environment has the advantage of reducing the experimental
complexity as compared to the strategic environment. For examplc, the tactical mission is shorter (1 1.2
hours compared to a minimum 5 1/2 hour strategic mission), one pilot versus multi-crew positions, and last
but not least, a simulator training mission comparable to the actual training mission.

Experimental Design
We used a complete within subject design in order to make conparisons across actual and simulated

missions. In addition to the aircraft and simulator comparisons, we were interested in how flight
responsibility might affect the pilot's physiological responses. For this comparison, all pilots flew the
same mission twice in the aircraft: once in the formation lead position and once in the wing position.
We hypothesized that since the flight leader is responsible for success of the entire mission, his workload
should be greater than the wing position. For example, the leader's responsibilities include: (a) mission
planning and conducting mission brief and debrief; (b) navigation and tactics; and (c) establishing all
altitude and route changes to insure the mission progress. With these differences in flight rosponsibility,
we would expect changes in cognitive load to be reflected in the pilot's physiological responses.

And finally, we wanted to identify significant mission areas where there wes physiological correspond-
ence (or divergence) between the actual missions and the simulated one. We planned to examine how the
pilot's physiological profile during the simulated mission related to his lead and wing flights in the
aircraft. In this way we hoped to ascertain WHERE physiological profiles corresponded, and HOW differences
were manifested when there was lack of correspondence. Thus, in addition to the two actual missions, all
pilots flew a simulated mission of comparable length and complexity.

Measurement Techniques

Outr physiological measurement techniques were selected from the AAMRL Neurophysiological Test Battery
(NWTB). We chose to measure changes in heart rate activity (ECG), electrical brain activity (EEG), and
eye movements (EOG). These measures were chosen on the basis of reliability, unobtrusiveness, and pilot
comfort during our equipment test flights. The following is a brief description of each measure.

Eye Movements (EOG). This procedure is relatively easy to implement and eye movement parameters of
blink frequency and duration are sensitive to individual differences in attentional demands and fatigue
effects (5). The eye movement signal is relatively insensitive to operational "noise" produced by
electrical equipment and G stress.

Heart Rate (ECG). This technique is useful for measuring workload variability across different
mission segments. The technique is also sensitive to changes in task difficulty, thus making it useful
for looking at both general and specific workload effects. The procedure is relatively easy to implement.

Electrical Brain Activity (EEG). These techniques are useful for measuring overall fatigue effects
and changes in attentional states. This signal is sensitive to the stress of high G environments.

Date Recording Equipment

A compact ambulatory physiological tape recorder, Del Mar Avionics Model 5509 recording system, was
used to collect data and time markers accurate to a second. The recording system was worn in the left
leg pocket of the pilot's G suit and allowed complete freedom of movement. The unit measures 6.6 inches
wide by 3.75 inches in depth by 1.75 inches in height with a weight of I lb. - 14 oz. The system is
capable of 24-hour continuous recording of eight channels of physiological data along with an event
marker channel. It is important to note that with this recording system, the physiological signals are
recorded as analog signals rather than digitized during recording.

Recording Procedures

ECG, EOG, and EEG were recorded from eight Air National Guard A-7 pilots. To enhance conductance,
skin and scalp areas were mildly abraded with an alcohol soaked gauze pad. The EEG was recorX.'d from
electrodes positioned over the midline parietal area and referenced to the right mastoid. Si:ver-silver
chloride electrsdes manufactured by Del Mar Avionics were held in place with co'lodion and filled with
conductive electrode gel. Impedance was kept below 5k ohms. The EOG was recorded from two electrodes
positioned above and below the right eye. Position was determined by the fit of each individual pilot's
helmet and oxygen mask. The ECG was recorded from two chest leads with the negative electrode positioned
at the manubrium and the positive electrode positioned at the fifth rib at the anterior axillary line.
A common ground electrode was positioned on the right side approximately at the level of the seventh rib.
The EOG, ECG, and ground electrodes were 3M Infant Red Dot disposable silver-silver chloride.

For each channel of data, 20 minutes of standard calibration signals generated by Del Mer equipment
were recorded prior to subject hook-up. After the subject cable was connected to the recorder, all
signals were visually checked on a battery operated oscilloscope before cables and amplifierb were secured
inside the pilot's flight suit.

After pilots were suited and the recording unit placed in the leg pocket of the G-suit, a SONY model
M-205 micro-cassette recorder, used to record pilot voice communication inside the cockpit, was calibrated
in 15 second increments to insure that any tape distortions would not affect accurate time synchronization.
It was necessary to have audio recorders on board the aircraft so that we could obtiin pilot narrative and
time hacks associated with each mission event. These time designations were used later during data reduc-
tion to locate the mission events on the physiological data tapes.
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The physiological recorder clock was synchronized prior to mission briefing, and once again after
the briefing when all pilots synchronized their watches to the mission time. After time synchronization,
pilots were taken to the aircraft where they prepared for launch. Once inside the cockpit, the audio
recorders were positioned and secured to the pilot's knee pad und both recording units were tested prior to
takeoff. The audio recorders were connected to the aircraft communicutior, system.

Mission Scenario

The aircraft flown in this stuoy were A-7D's, single seat fighter attack aircraft. The aircraft is
equipped with cannons and missiles for air-to-air combat, with cannons and gravity weapons for air-to-
grouna. The aircraft is known for its very accurate attack system.

The mission we selected for the study was a battle area interdiction (BAI) mission profile. The
BAI mission is a tactical Air Force mission which is designed to take aircraft deep into enemy territory,
far behind the forward edge of the battle area (FEBA), to divert, disrupt, and destroy enemy targets. This
kind of mission does not require extensive coordination with friendly forces, due to it's characteristics
of being unescorted and independent in its operations. The BAT mission requires the pilot to fly fast for
extended periods of time at low altitude. Navigation and weapons delivery require the flight to maneuver
and employ countermeasures. Thus, for experimental purposes, this mission profile is desirable for it
provides diversity of flying tasks within a structured training mission where the pr '^q timing and
location of mission events are known.

The selection of specific mission events for in-depth analysis was based on eyet .,ntal procedures
"tailored" to a mission effectiveness criteria (see Skelly and Purvis, (2) fcr methodology). The basic
idea is to sample mission segments to minimize sampling periods without sacrificing information. This
means selecting mission events that are critical to mission success based on the particular mission objec-
tives (in this case, BAI objectives) and samplig ;:hese events across the mission in a manner that will
provide adequate representatioe of mission routing complexity. Our mission was 90 minutes in length and
is depicted in Figure 1. The route shows the mission events that were of primary interest. The following
is a brief description of each mission event.

1. Formation Tdkcoff. A four ship formation takeoff from main operating base (MOB).

2. Low Altitude Awareness Training Area. The area depictid on the map as the military operating area
(MOA). Pilots practice low level terrain avoidance/following in this area.

3. Flyover Update. Shown in Figure 1. at point C. This navigational update is the first in-flight
baseline. This is used as a baseline sampling segment since all pilots are accomplishing the same
sequence of flying tasks at this point.

4. Gun Jink Maneuver. This is wnere the aircraft maneuvers both vertically and horizontally to negate
guns tracking. The maneuver is performed between points C and D.

5. Flyover Update. At point E on the map, this is the second in-flight baseline.

6. Slice Maneuver. This maneuver In a 360 degree level turn and is a high G relatively long duration
maneuver performed between points E and F.

7. "9" left/"9" right maneuver. This maneuver is high G, short duration, turns of 90 degrees performed
between points r and G.

8. Pre-IP Flyover Update. This is the third in-flight baseline at point G.
9. Flyover Update. This is the fourth arid final in-flight baseline at point H performed before the
initiation point (IP) of the bombing range.

10. IP Inbound. Pilots are entering the bombing range and workload is intense.

11. First Run Attack. At 2,000 ft (AGL) the first weapon delivery is accomplished with a 20 degree "pop-up."
There is a formation separation into two ship elements. The bombing range is designated on the map.

12. qejoin. The four ships then move out in a rectangular formation for second weapon delivery.

13. Weapons Delivery three and four are released at 800 ft (AGL).

14. Level Bomb Delivery. For weapons delivery five and six there is a 200-300 ft (AGL) release. This
particular run i. practice for poor visibility deliveries.

15. Switch Pattern Direction. This is mutuil support strafing north to south.

16. Climb Out Ths four ships rejoin, accomplish bomb check, climb to cruising altitude back to MOB.
This is shown on the map by the dotted line.

17. Formation Landing. During the final approach, workload is highest during gear down and final
approach fix call.

These mission events were chosen to p'ouide information about: (a) workload variability across
different types of misson events, e.g., maneuvers vs. in-flight baselines; (b) cognitive and/or physical
demands associated with levels of difficulty during bomb runs and maneuvers; and (c) comparability of
cognitive demands during mission events between simulated and actual missions.

S.. .... L_,_ ... ....... . . .... ~~~~~~ --. ..-.. _.-- - -- N, -- ,. - I -m" n l.
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Data Samolina and Collection

Physiological measures were collected continuously throughout the 90 minute missions, but in order to
create a manageable data base for analysis without sacrificing information, these measures were selectively
sampled in the following manner: (a) Mission briefing prior to the flights was used as our pre-flight
baseline data. We sampled this period for two minutes at the end of 30 minutes of briefing to permit
acclimation to the recording equipment and the briefing environment. (b) Takeoff was sampled twice; two
mioiutes continuously immediately prior to takeoff and two minutes during takeoff. (c) We sampled during
low level awareness training after five minutes in the MOA, ior a continuous period of two minutes. (d)
Our in-flight baselines were sampled for one minute. (e) Maneuvers were sampled for one minute also.
(f) The bomb runs over the range were sampled continuously for 15 minutes since it was impossible to
separate the discrete bombing activities. (g) During the high altitude cruise leg of mission, samples
were taken 10 minutes after achieving altitude for a period of two minutes. (h) And finally, the landing
segment was sampled beginning one minute prior to touch down continuously until one minute after touch
down. It should be noted that we recorded data from all pilots continuously for each 90 minute mission
and selective sampling was done to achieve manageable data bases. There is always the available option
to increase sampling sites and review data from unforeseen events during any part of the data analysis
process.

Data Reduction Procedures

After the physiological data were collected, there was extensive preparation of the data prior to the
data reduction and analysis procedures. The audio tape from each first mission was transcribed verbatim,
then the elapsed time between each time hack given by the pilot was documented and converted into real
time intervals. Finally, the time intervals were corrected for differences between the physiological
recorders and the audio recorders.

The data reduction phase was also labor intensive due to the very nature of collecting the;e measures
in operational environments. First the raw data were passed through the Del Mar playback unit to normal-
ize the compressed analog signals. The signals were then passed through adjustable bandpass filters to
permit elimination of artifacts associated with DC shifting and extraneous noise. The EEG was filtered
from .1hz to 60hz to obtain comprehensive information associated with pertinent bandwidths. The ECG
filter settings were 4hz to 50hz to permit measuring the R to R interval in the QRS waveform without
unduly distorting the R wave. This setting eliminated high frequency noise and low frequency DC shifting,
There was no additional filtering of the EOG signal over the Del Mar preset filtering of duration data.

After filtering, the data were digitized and analyzed according to the appro'riate test parameters on
AAMRL's Neurophyslological Test Battery (NWTB). These analyses provided descriptive statistics. Additional
inferential data analyses were accomplished using the analysis of variance (ANOVA) procedures.

Data collection for this first study was over a six month period. In order to obtain data from two
airborne flights for each of our eight pilot subjects, twenty-six actual missions were flown. Ten missions
were aborted due to weather, aircraft equipment failures and late takeoffs. An additional eight missions
were cancelled due to pilot scheduling problems. During the missions there were also instances where
specific mission events were eliminated due to weather conditions, loss of audio communication, and range
conditions. Thus, four of our pilots have missing data in at least one mission event per flight.

Simulated Mission

The simulator used in this study was an A-7 high fidelity Weapons Systems Trainer (WST) equipped with:
(a) 135 degree night visual system, (the system could accommodate limited peripheral field of view, e.g.,
from 10 o'clock to 2 o'clock positions, but not 9 o'clock or 3 o'clock), (b) six degree of motion, (c) full
emilation of cockpit instrumentation, (d) Heads Up Display (HUD), and (e) radar.

The pilots were instrumented with recording units at their fighter base approximately two hours prior
to the simulator flight. They were then transported 45 miles to the simulator facility for a scheduled
two hour simulator period.

Prior to entering the cockpit, pilots were outfitted with their standard flight gear, e.g., helmets
with oxygen masks, parachute harness, 0 suit, flight gloves, and flight suit. All pilots were briefed
on the mission and objectives, as well as the performance objectives of each phase of the mission. They
were provided with a mission map and data card containing navigation destination data. Formal task
direction was conducted by the experimenter at the simulator console.

The experimenter console contained the full complement of repeater cockpit instrumentation. Position-
ing of the simulator was controlled at the console by simulator support personnel. These personnel were
always present to correct or analyze any abnormalities, answer experimenter questions, etc. A 25 inch
CRT provided the experinmenter with a repeater display of the pilot's visual scene out the front, through
the HUD. Thus, the experimenter was able to monitor pilot performance in both switchology and flight
performance.

The mission began with the pilot at the end of the runway preparing ior takeoff. When the eAperimenter
verbally cleared the pilot for takeoff, the engine was brought to full power and brakes were released. The
pilots were directed throughout the mission by the experimenter to perform specific mission events, e.g.,
maneuvers at mission times comparable to their actual flights. Table I shows the time line comparison of
mission flight times between the simulated and actual mission. The time line Is shown io a cumulative
manner with all events shown as time from start point.

kI
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TABLE 1.TIME LINE COMPARIS N OF ACTUAL AND SIMULATED MISSIONS

Mission Seoment Aircraft Simulator

Takeoff 0+00 0+00

Flyover Update 0+15-20 min. 0+16 min.

Slice Maneuver 0+27-34 min. 0+18-22 min.

9 left/9 right 0+32-34 mn. 0+28-33 min.

Pro-IP Update 0+34-36 min. 0+31-36 min.

IP Flyover Update 0+38-47 min. 0+36-40 min.

Action Point 0+48 min. 0+40-48 min.

Pop-Up Attacks 0+49 min - 1 hr. 10 min. 0+41 min. - 1 hr. 25 min.

Approach Landing 1 hr. + 15 ,in. 1 hr. + 28 min.

Landing 1 hr. + 17-20 min. 1 hr. + 30 min.

After landing the pilot exited the cockpit and the physiological instrumentation was removed, All
simulator missions were flown successfully according to the scheduled plan. It should be noted that because
of the available visual system in the simulator, missions were flown in twilight conditions while actual
flights occurred during daylight hours.

Performance Scoring

Each simulated mission event was scored against a specific set of performance criteria. An abbrevia-
ted list of these performance measures is shown in Table 2.

TABLE 2.SIMULATED MISSION PERFORMANCE MEASURES

EVENT MEASURES

Takeoff Airspeed/Climb Mach

Climb, Cruise Airspeed, Altitude, & Heading

Descent Correct Identification & Use
Al symbol
ECM Pod

Fence Checks Accomplishment of Checks

Low Level Navigation Maintenance of Appropriate Altitude

Position Updates Switchology - Designation/Entry

Threat Countermeasures Proper Identification
ECM Pod Management
Maneuvering
Use of Chaff & Flares
Control - Altitude/Airspeed
Visual Acquisition (Missile)

Target Attack Pop-up Point Identification
Pop-up Parameters
Altitude, Airspeed, & Climb Angle
Target ID
Weapons Release Accuracy

Target Egress/Reattack Reattack Maneuvering
Target ID
Weapons Release Accuracy

Landing-Instrument Approach Altitude, Airspeed, 8 Localizer
Glideslope & Cou.-se

These data were then combined and used to rate pilots on a scale of 1-5 where I is poor performance and 5
is excellent. Pilot ratings were made in four categories of overall mission effectiveness: first pass
effectiveness, consistent low level flying, low level maneuvering ability, and overall situation awareness.

First pass effectiveness refers to the pilot's ability to put bombs on target. A score of 5 indicates
the pilot received no assistance from the experimenter and all bombs were on target; a score of 4 indicates
there was a slight hesitation during the pop-up suggesting some planning error; a score of 3 indicates more
hesitation, with searching for the target at the top of the pop-up maneuver, and not following the naviga-
tion equipment; a score of 2 indicatos indecisiveness by an initial turn to the left, followed by a weak

I
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execution; a score of I indicates a lack of planning, turning during pop-up, disregard for the bearing
pointer, and finally, experimenter input required to complete the bomb run, The second category, consis-
tent low level flying, was evaluated according to an altitude criterion of 100-300 ft. AOl. during terrain
avoidance/following portions of the mission. A score of 5 was flight at 50-150 ft, AOL; a score of 4 was
150-250 ft. AGL; a score of 3 was 250-350 ft. AGL; a score of 2 was 350-450 ft. AGL; and a score of I
indicated altitude above 450 ft. AGL. The third category was also scored on low level flying ability,
however, this category relates to the pilot's ability to stay low during defensive actions, mtintain
orientation control, and accomplish all maneuvers at 300 ft, A score of 5 in this category is maneuvering
at 300 ft. AGL or below (the exception is pitch back because this is a climbing maneuver): a score of 4 is
300-500 ft.; a score of 3 is 500-700 ft.; a score of 2 is 700-900 ft.; and a score of I is altitude above
900 ft. AGL. The final category refers to the pilot's general situation awareness including: navigation,
after maneuver recovery and return to low level altitude of 100-300 ft., cockpit switchology, and in-flight
checks. A score of 5 indicates consistent situational awareness, that is, no apparent lapses in attention
(e.g., slowing of airspeed, altitude rise, turning in the wrong direction, etc.) and aggressive return to
low level after maneuvering; a score of 4 indicates a rare lapse of attention and a less than maximum
recovery performance during return to low level; a score of 3 indicates multiple lapses of attention as
shown by airspeed, altitude, turning, etc.; a score of 2 indicates the pilot experiencing frequent lapses
in attention; and a score of I indicates complete loss of orientation and/or a crash.

RESULTS

Simulator Performance

During the simulator missions, two of the eight pilots crashed and one pilot had a near crash incident
during a pop-up maneuver. Pilot overall mission effectiveness ratings appear in Table 3.

TABLE 3. SIMULATOR MISSION EFFECTIVENESS RATINGS

Pilot I First Pass Low Level Maint. L L Maneuver Sit. Awr.

I (H-H) 5 4 4

2 (H-H) 4 2 1 3

3 (H-M) 2 2 4 3

4 (H-H) 2 5 4 4

5 (H-H) 4 4 3 4

6 (M-H) 2 4 3 3

7 (H-H) 4 4 2 4

8 (L-L) 4 5 5 5

Overall simulator performance showed that in the simulator, pilots had the most difficulty maintaining
consistent low level flying and accomplishing effective first pass weapons delivery. Pilots scoring
below average in this category exhibited weak execution, indecisiveness, and initially turning the wrong
direction resulting in prompting from the experimenter. Poor performance in this category may be due to
the limits of the visual system, and pilots using a backup heading reference due to an inoperative moving
map display.

The designation Deside the pilot number shows their relative experience level, a combination of total
aircraft hours and hours flown in fighter aircraft. The first letter indicates level of experience
according to the total number of aircraft hours where High is 1500 hours or more, Medium is 500-1500 hours,
and Low is less than 500 hours. The second letter indicates the number of hours flown in fighter aircraft,
where High is 1000 hours or more, Medium is 500-1000, and Low is less than 500 hours. In general, the
mission effectiveness ratings reflect overall flying experienrp. The exception was pilot #8, with relative-
ly low flying experience. This pilot was the only one out of the eight pilot subjects to have completed an
intensive special Air Force training program in low level flying.

Physiological Measures of Performance

At this time, data reduction is complete for four of our eight subjects, thus the statistical analyses
we are reporting are based only on these four subjects.

In general, the physiological data obtained in the simulator did not exhibit as much artifact contamin-
ation as did the flight data. We were able to obtain useful information regarding our planned comparisons.
For example, the physiological measures did discriminate between: (a) flight position (wing vs. lead), (b)
actual and simulated flight, (c) type of mission event (e.g., in-flight baseline, maneuvers, weapons
delivery, takeoff/landing, etc.), and (d) individual pilots. In addition to our planned comparisons, we
were able to obtain interesting data regarding two unforeseen events, a "bird strike" of one aircraft and
the mid-air incident, where the lead pilot turned into his wing.

Desc"iptive information was first obtained from the physiological data by: examining the ECG in terms
of beats ier minute (BPM) and interval beat intervals (161); performing a spectral analysis of EEG data,
where the amplitude for respective bands are reported independently and not as a proportion of total
power; and examining the EOG data in terms of blink rate (blinks per minute) and eyeblink duration (see
Stern et al. (5) for technical description of measurement procedure). A repeated measures analysis of
variance procedure (ANOVA) was applied to all descriptive data.

rI
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Mission Events. All physiological measures discriminated among type of mission event (e.g., briefing,
takeoff, mar,euvers, weapons delivery, etc.). For example, ECG (BPM) showed a significant change in heartrate across the fourteen mission events [F1`3,30)-8.55,p<.00011; EOG, eyeblink duration showed a similarchange, [F(13,39)a3.03,p:.O03j although not as powerfu\ as the heart rate changes. The EEG bands were

analyzed separately as four binds where Band 1.4-8hz, Band 2.8-13hz, Band 3-13-2Ohz, and Band 4.20-30hz. 'he
change across events was significant for Band I [F(13,3C).5.49,p<.001J; for Band 2 [F(13,39).3.39,p<.0016];
for Band 3 F(13,39).2.25,p<.02]; and Band 4 [F(13,39).2.46,p(.0i5J. Bonferroni contrast tests were applied
to the data to determine how the events differed. Weapons delivery produced the hi hest BPM (mean.i04,45
BPM), this event w mesignificantly different from the briefing and cruise segments 76.79 BPM and 88.48 BPM
respectively). Al G bands showed the highest activation for tho guns jink maneuver and the lowest for
briefing (e.g., Band 2, 6 my at guns jink and 3.3 mv at brief). Figure 2. shows changes in the EEG Band 2
(a) and Band 3 (b) over selected mission events. The high activation associated with guns jlnk is typical
of all four pilots. Events associated with G stress generall produced more intensive activation, Eyeblink
duration seems to also have been affected by high G events, the longest average duration was 152.5 msec.
during the 9 left/9 right maneuver and the shortest durations were landing and pre-takeoff at 124 msec. and
126 msec. respectively, Generally, eyeblink duration decreases as attentional demands increase, indicating
higher workload, In this case, the 9 left/9 right maneuver was the highest G event (between 5-6 G's) as
well as a visually demanding maneuver. It appears that the EEG and the eyeblink duration measures are more
sensitive to the G stress than heart rate. Blink rate did not discriminate between mission events.

Flight Position. Heart rate and EEG measures discriminated between the airborne missions and the
simulator mission, with the actual flights significantly different from the simulator missions. Heart rate
averages for the lead pos'tion wero 100,7 8PM, 95.5 BPM for the wing position, and 84 BPM for the simulator
[F(2,6)-5.17,p<.04]. ZEG activation discriminated the actual missions from the simulator mission across all
four bands, with Band I and Band 2 exhibiting the most change [F(2,6).11.47,p<.OO8], [F(2,6)-9.93,p<.01]
with an average amplitude in Band 2 of 2.5 pv for the simulator mission and 5.2 pv for wing and 4.9 mv for
lead during the actual missions. While the EOG measures did not produce significant differences between
actual and simulator missions, eyeblink duration [F(2,6)-1.98,p(.2] averages were longer for simulator
missions, (149 msec.) than actual missions (125 msec.) indicating overall higher workload during actual
flight.

Flight Position and Mission Events. All physiological measures showed a significant interaction
between mission events and flight position (lead, wing, simulator). The EEG Bands 3 and 4 showed the most
significant change [F(24,63)-2.85,p<.005] and [F(24,63)=3.25,p<.0001] where activation intensity was
higher during all mission events in the aircraft as compared to the simulator (e.g,, Band 3 mean amplitude
for simulator events was 2.9 •,, and 5.7 mv for the aircraft) with the exception of the pre-mission brief-
ing. The simulator briefing produced an enhanced activation compared to the lead and wing briefings (e.g.,
Band 3 mean amplitude for simulator brief was 3.7 pv, 2.8 mv for lead and 1.9 uv for wing). Nine of the
missionevents: pre-takeoff, takeoff, low level training, first flyover update, slice and 9 left/9 right
maneuvers, cruise, and landing showed higher activation in the wing position as compared to the lead
position. The four remaining events: guns jink maneuver, three flyover updates, and weapons delivery,
showed higher activation in the lead position. Differences in all cases were approximately 11/2-2 pv
in both Band 3 and 4. This suggests that EEG activation may be a reflection of overall workload, a
combination of cognitive and physical demands.

Eyeblink duration data agree with the EEG results in discriminating among mission events as a function
of flight position. Durations were shorter during most mission events (the exception was the flyover
update approaching the bombing range) when pilots were flying in the wing position (means125 msec.), as
compared to the lead position (mean=140 insec.) and the simulator missions (mean=150 msec.) [F(24,63)-
1.98,p<.016]. This suggests that flying in the wing position demands a higher level of visual attention
than either the lead or simulator positions. Eyeblink rate also showed a similar significant interaction
pattern [F(24,63)=l.67,p<.05].

There was no significant difference in heart rate between lead and wing flights during mission events
with the exception of the flyover update events [F(24,63)=3.69,p<.O001] where early updates produced a
decrease in heart rate in the lead position (lead-89 BPM vs. wing=iO0 BPM) and later updates produced a
decrease in the wing position (lead-100 BPM vs. wing=87 BPM).

Individual Differences. Physiological response patterns of individual pilots differed significantly
in two ways: across mission events and by pilot flight position. In both cases, our four pilots can be
categorized into two pattern types. The first pattern type seems to reflect the overall workload imposed
by the flight position, call this pattern Type P. The other category is a pattern of response intensity
that appears within the position pattern, call this pattern Type I. For example, pattern Type P is most
clearly illustrated by our heart rate data where two pilots exhibit highest heart rate in the lead posi-
tion and lowest rate in the wing position (93 BPM vs. 82 BPM and 77 BPM vs. 68 BPM). Their simulator
heart rate is most similar to their wing data, 84 BPM and 71 8PM respectively, For the other two pilots,
heart rate was lowest in their simulator runs (85 BPM and 80 8PM), but in one case, the lead position
was higher than the wing (117 BPM vs. 114 BPM) and just the reverse with the other pilot (116 BPM vs.
114 BPM). These two pilots' airborne rates are similar, but significantly different from their simulator
runs. This interaction of individual pilot by their flight position was statisticdlly significant
[F(6,63)-27.07.p<.0001).

Both EEG and EOG measures reflect this interaction pattern as well.. For example EEG Band 4
[F(C,63).14.89,p<.0001) and eyeblink duration [F(6,63)-9.52,p<.0001). For two pilots, EEG activation
was higher in the lead position as compared to the wing position and vice versa for the other two pilots.
All four pilots showed the lowest activation in the simulator position. Eyeblink duration also discrimin-
ated between pilot groups in the same manner, with two pilots exhibiting overall longer durations in the
lead position as compared to the wing position, and two pilots showing overall longer durations in the
wing position. Figure 3. shows eyeblink duration over selected mission events for pilot #1. This pilot
showed a pattern of generally longer eyeblinks when flying in the lead position. Figure 4. shows eyeblink
durations for pilot #5, indicating longer eyeblink durations occur most often iii the wing position. For
three pilots, the simulator produced the overall longest eyeblink durations, the exception was pilot #i.
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In general, a decrease In eyeblink duration is indicative of increased attentional demands, however,
eyeblink duration also appears to be affected by high G stress.

The physiological profile of pattern Type 1, associated with patterns of response intensity, Is
most clearly represented by heart rate data. This pattern is seen in the significant interaction between
individual pilots and mission events [F(39,63)-2.40,p(.0O01. All pilots showed distinct peaks across
mission events where heart rate was significantly higher compared to other events. Two pilots (pilots
#1 I #2) showed peak heart rate at pre-takeoff, tekeuff, and weapons delivery. The other two pilots
(pilots #4 & #5) showed peak heart rate at pre-takeoff, takeoff, slice maneuver, and weapons delivery.
Two distinct intensity profiles emerge for these pilots. Pilots #1 and #2 show a pattern of heart rate
that increases sharply at pre-takeoff, then decreases at takeoff. Heart rate for these two pilots remains
relatively low and stable throughout the mission until weapons delivery, where the increase Is again at
takeoff levels. After weapons delivery, their heart rates return to previous levels. The other two
pilots show a much different profile. There is an initial rise at pre-takeoff and another rise at takeoff.
After takeoff their heart rates remain relatively high throughout the mission, peaking again at the slice
and weapons delivery. These data can be seen in Table 4. where heart rate in BPM is shown across the
fourteen mission events. The data is averaged over lead and wing positions. Mission events are listed as
B-brief, PT-pre-takeoff, T-takeoff, LLslow level training, Flfirst flyover update, O-guns jink, F2,second
flyover, S-slice, 9L/9R.gleft/9 right,F3-third flyover, F4-fourth flyover, WD-weapons delivery, C-cruise,
and LA-landing. The asterisks denote peak heart rate events.

TABLE 4. HEART RATE DURING MISSION EVENTS

jB PT T LL Fl 3 F2 LS 9_R F3 F4 L D C LA

1 60 85* 78* 74 74 74 73 78 73 71 78 87* 76 77

2 79 107* 101* 83 87 85 82 83 81 86 86 101* 81 72

4 82 114* 125* 112 119 125 Il1 129* 122 114 112 130* 102 117

5 86 123* 124* 109 111 119 117 125* 117 110 113 129* 112 112

InplannedEvent3. Since we collected our data continuously throughout all missions, we were able to
record a ev lew some unique mission data regarding two unforeseen airborne situations; a bird
striking one of the aircraft, and a mid-air incident where the lead pilot turned into the wingman.
Figure 5 (a). shows heart rate and blink data of the wingman involved in the mid-air incident. The data
show low stable heart rate just prior to when the pilot perceived danger and called, "Look outi"; then a
sharp increase, followed by a three minute recovery to prior heart rate levels. This pilot was the most
experienced one in the group, and while the incident was perceived as serious, note his recovery time.

The other incident, a bird strike is shown in Figure 5 (b). The pilot had just cleared some power
lines when he was struck by the bird. During the time segment shown, the pilot was evaluating damage
to his aircraft. Again, this was a very experienced pilot, note the recovery time to previous baseline
levels, approximately one minute. In both cases, the pilots were two of the most experienced in the
group and their responses to those situations were physiologically and behaviorally remarkable.

DISCUSSION

Physiological Measures

All physiological measures used in this study provided useful iniormatlon about pilot workload through-
out a mission, and how a pilot's cognitive demands change from flying in the lead position to flying the
wing position. In addition, we gained important information about how pilot response to workload during
a simulated mission differed from workload imposed during actual missions.

EEG. The data showed that the EEG is a useful measure in this environment. The EEG data is notable
for several reasons. First, these data discriminated overall workload associated with flight position
changes, as well as discrete changes in workload specific to each mission event. During high G events, the
EEG 8-13hz band (Band 2) showed increased activation. This result is in accord with the findings of
Berkhout et al. (6) where pilots received repeated exposure to +Gs acceleration. Their data show alpha
activation to increase under real or perceived stress. Finally, the higher frequency bands appear to
reflect subtle changes associated with processing routine information, as opposed to new or novel information.
For example, the EEG beta bands (Bands 3 & 4) showed increased activation to the simulator brief as compared
to both lead and wing briefing sessions. Between the lead and wing, activation was h•i.her for the lead
brief. EEG enhancement for the simulator brief may be explained by the unfamiliar and novel experimental
situation at the simulator site. When the pilot flew his simulated mission, the information conveyed to
the pilot wa3 new and the mission circumstances were quite different from the typical simulator sessions
pilots were accustomed to. That is, the briefer provided the pilot with a differeint sPt of instructions
and flight performance criteria. The simulator brief was the only event during the Fimulated mission where
EEG activation in the beta frequency bands (Band 3 and 4) was higher than either lead or wing missions.
Thus, these data suggest processing demands were different across the three briefing sessions. In a
laboratory situation, Ray and Cole (7) also found beta frequencies were enhanced in the parietdi areas
during performance of cognitive tasks.

ECG. The ECG data show that the type of mission event produced significant effects onl the pilot's
heart rate. Since each subject served as hi3 own control due to the normal between-subject variability,
the one hour pre-flight briefing served as the control condition. All flight events were associated with
higher pilot heart rate than was found during the briefing segment. Heart rate appears to reflect overall
workload, but without the sensitivity to G stress exhibited by other measure:. The in-flight workload
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$ studies of Roscoe (8) and Lindholm and Sisson (9) note that heart rate was less affected by G stress than
other physiological measures. Further, Roscoe states that heart rate was an especially sensitive measure
of workload when the situation was demanding and pilots were highly experienced.

A final important aspect of the ECG measures was the discrimination among pilots according to physio-logical response patterning. Heart rate provided the clearest discrimination among individual patterns ofeffort expenditure associated with pilot response to changes in flight responsibility and the workload

demands of specific mission events.

EOG. The EOG ayeblink frequency data was found to be more variable between subjects than the ECGdata.-Tn general, mission segments which were highly demanding on the pilots' visual-perceptual system
were associated with significantly fewer blinks, Blink frequency did not show the same degree of correlationwith event difficulty as did the ECG and EEG data. However, the eyeblink duration data proved to be a
sensitive indicator of discrete changes in pilots' attentional state. In general, segments where visual
attentional demands were high showed a decrease in blink duration, while blink durations increased during
segments associated with lower workload. The exception was an event where pilots sustained the highest Gs(+6 Gs) during a maneuver (9 left/9 right). Eyeblink durations were longer during this period than any other
event in the missions. This occurred in both lead and wing flights. This lengthening effect on eyeblinkduration was negligible during the other two maneuvers, guns jink and slice. The Gs sustained during those
maneuvers were approximately +4Gs to +5Gs. This seems to suggest that above +4Gs, eyeblink duration is
compromised as a sensitive measure of visual attention.

There are also some problems with obtaining and accurately interpreting eyeblink rates. First, blinkrate can often increase during high workload situations when normally one would expect a decrease. For that
reason, It is advisable to examine the pattern of eyeblink occurrence. In high workload situations there are
often instances when the pilot does not blink for long periods (e.g., 20-30 seconds) followed by rapid periods
of blinking. The "flutter" blinking may result in a paradoxical increase in blink rate during high workload
events. In our study, blink rate data is confounded for two pilots due to weather and late afternoon sunlightconditions. The lead flight of pilot #1 was made during difficult haze conditions where visibility was often
only 45 miles. It is quite possible that this haze condition contributed to an overall enhancement of blink
rate during his lead flight. The situation was different for pilot #2, here blink rate data was lost due to
head movements and squinting during late afternoon, bright sunlight, flight conditions. In both cases, blink
rate may not accurately reflect actual workload conditions.

While these data were reduced off-line, this does not preclude data reduction in the aircraft for the
future. In fact, our laboratory is in the process of developing more efficient data reduction capabilities
for eventual airborne usage. Under development consideration are automatic analysis and artifact detection
routines to be developed so that on-line analysis can be accomplished. When a sufficient physiological data
base has been obtained from operational environments, these routines would allow the researcher to specify
levels from the various measures that indicate high and low workload conditions.

CONCLUSIONS

We conclude from our data that physiological measures can be a practical and efficient tool formeasuring performance in terms of a crewmember's response to workload imposed by various operational
situations. They provide data not otherwise available thrcugh more tranditional techniques on a nearreal-time basis. The nonintrusiveness and continuous nature of these recordings make them excellent
candidates for more widespread use in both military and civilian flight.

We believe this first study is an important first step to understanding the behavioral requirements
that are necessary to produce the same behavioral outcomes in a simulator that occur in the actual opera-
tional situation. In this study we found that flight responsibility and type of operational environment
(simulator/aircraft) were important factors that differentially affected pilot physiological responses
during the missions. We believe physiological measures can be important tools for identifying and
ultimately quantifying other factors as well.
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OMNHLOCH, GE: You are to be comtended for the way in which you made your physiological measurements in
an operational setting. To make physiology airborne, by arranging equipment which is smail, and by
placing oecilloscopes and on-line frequency anelyzers on an aircraft allows you to obtain results that are
truly astonishing. We have done similar work with senior taot pilots doing aerobatic manoeuvres in
specl al y-arranged planes in which a suddenly-eppaering engine failure had been incorporated. The spec-
tral second-to-second ESC changes that take place are so convincing that if you discuss them later on
with the test pilots they will tell you that they didn't think it was ponsible. You can readily tell
whether or not visualifo.-o'un is being anasi.sad; which instruments are being fixated and for how
long. You 'an a•a whether t i.e •s itotor activity in controlling the stick, or whether there is more in
observing the flight instruments.

VOCT, GE: I admire the work you did because I know what it means to collect these data in the noisy
environment of an aircraft. However, I wonder how you are going to interpret the date? If you apply
physiological mensures, then you will require a second measure to interpret them in terms of task perfor-
ance, n. For exaemple, if you increase the difficulty of a task, then you cin keep perforsence constant by

increasing arousal, which will show up in your physiologital measurement. Do you think that the task of
flying the aircraft, which is a very complex task, was constant enough in its difficulty to follow these
paradigoa?

SKELLY, US: We selected the events that I reported, as based on a mission-effectiveness criteria, and
with a lot of consultation with the operational commands about what they viewed subjectively to be a very
difficult high workload. We would have liked to have had on-board recorders, but those particular units
were not available. The beat we can do is to look at differences in the physiological responses to the
overall mission tasking within events. Some maneuvres were selected on the basis of the slice being a
high-C sustained period of time; the others, as high-C short duration maneuvres. The eight weapons
deliveries were selected with various altitudes at the "pop up"; via., they ctarted at 2000 feet AOL and
went down to 500 feet (therefore, the overall workload should have increased dramatically). The saums was
true for the level events. Given the operational constraints, we feel that we have differences in work-
load or difficulty in the tasks. The only time that ve knew that the pilots were doing the same thing at
the same time was during the in-flight baselines so we tracked those. We had takeoff and landing done as
a 4-shift formation rather than in the technically easier single-shift formation. We feel that each time
the flight path was flown, whether in the lead or wing position, it was as constant as we could make it,
given that we had very little control.

KRAMR, US: I wonder if you could speculate on the relative sensitivity of specific components of the
physiological measures to specific components of workload? It seems that they are fairly diffuse; i.e.,
that they might reflect effective perceptual, cognitive and motor commands of the tasks.

SKELLY, US: We feel that heart rate especially seems ta be an overall measure of both physical and cogni-
tive load. I tried to demonstrate that, even though the physical load was constant with G-stresa environ-
msent, we did see a constant difference between flying lead and flying wing that must include a cognitive
aspect. In contrast, the eye blink duration was picking up something different. (Eye blink duration also
discriminates between wing and lead positions.) When the pilots were flying in the wing position, then at
a particular point in the mission at which they were required to maintain a constant formation spacing,
then eye blink duration wag much shorter than that in pilots in the lead position. The eye blink rate was
a very disappointing measure; we lost a lot of data here. The causes for this are that you have huge
movements under G-stress, pilots squint when flying into the sun, and so on and so forth. In previous
high-fidelity simulator missions, the eye blink measure was the best one but there we didn't have any
gross movements. In contrast to EEG and heart rate measures, I think the eye-blink-duration measure seems
to be very sensitive to visual attentional demands.
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EVENT-RELATED AND STEADY POTENTIAL CHANGES IN THE
BRAIN RELATED TO WORKLOAD DURING TRACKING

W. C. McCallum, R. Cooper and P. V. Pocock

Burden Neurological Institute, Stoke Lane, Stapleton,
Bristol, BS16 IQT, U.K.

SUMM.ARY

In two experiments ERPs and slow potential changes have been recorded from normal subjects
performing a visual tracking task in which the level of difficulty was systematically varied. In the
second experiment a secondary discrimination task was added to increase the level of operator load and to
probe the allocation of cerebral processing resources.

The most notable feature to emerge was a protracted slow potential shift, associated with the
primary task. The amplitude of this shift proved to be sensitive to the difficulty manipulations such
that increased difficulty resulted in increased negativity. However, a memory task introduced in the
early part of each trial tended progressively to decrease the amplitude of the shift as the memory demand
increased. ERPs to the individual points of decision and response during the course of a trial were also
found to be sensitive to the level of task loading.

The introduction of the secondary task resulted in a possible further increase in the negative shift
to tracking, but In reductions in the amplitude of late cognitive components of tne secondary task ERPs
compared with their levels when this task was presented on its own.

INTRODUCTION

Studies of varying levels of task demand and the consequent allocation of processing resources, using
brain electrophysiological changes as indices of the processing concerned, have been carried out by a
number of workers. Among the most extensive have been those of the group working at the University of
Illinois at Urbana/Champaign. This group has tended to concentrate upon the late positive components of
the event-related potential - particularly the P300 component - as the physiological index of principal
interest (1,2,3,4). Typical experimental paradigms have involved the use of dual tasks, in which spare

* processing capacity during a relatively demanding primary task has been probed by the use of a secondary
* task of the classical "oddball" kind favoured in P300 experimentation. Such erperiments have successfully

demonstrated resource reciprocity between the tasks such that, as the demands of the primary task increase,
* the amplitude of P300s associated with that task increase whereas those associated with the concomitant

secondary task decrease (5,6,7).

Our own group has also demonstrated the sensitivity of P300 to task demand (8), but has in addition
shown that the amplitude of the slower potential changes (SPs) is also sensitive to varying levels of
demand. Most of these effects have been revealed through changes in the amplitude of the contingent negative
variation (CNV) which increased with increased task complexity (9). The CNV is normally viewed as a
preparatory phenomenon, but one which is closely related to the level of involvement of the individual with
the task concerned. This involvement factor has been described under a number of different headings, such
as motivation (10,11), anticipated energy output (12) and attention (13,14,1,16).

Most CNV experimentation has tended to investigate preparatory intervals of at most a few seconds.
There are, however, strong indications that comparable negative shifts may extend over considerably longer
periods of time in appropriate circumstances. These may reflect more sustained changes of state closely
associated with the level of processing resources being deployed on the task which is currently focal for
the individual. Investigation of these protracted changes necessitates the use of DC recording; that is
to say amplifiers must be directly coupled and no time constants, as normally used in EEG recording, allowed
to offset the slowly changing potential differences.

DC recording from the human scalp at the usual levels of EEG amplification has been notoriously
difficult for a variety of reasons. However, with improvements In technology, particularly in the design
and stability of amplifiers and electrodes, such recording has become possible over extended periods of
time. Using these developments we have been ahle to study DC shifts associated with continuous involvement
tasks in which the level of load on the operator could be systematically varied. We have, at the same time,
been able to investigate the more transient ERPs recorded to discrete individual events requiring decisions
or action within the course of the task.

The principal task used in these studies has been a visual tracking task. In the first of the series
of studies, the results of which will be reported in this paper, several factors affecting task difficulty -
but all intrinsic to the task - were manipulated to vary the level of load on the operator. In a second
study we have added to this primary task a secondary task to enable us to investigate the additional issues
of capacity and resource reciprocity. Preliminary findings from this study will be reported briefly. In
further studies we are currently seeking to separate the contributions made to the overall load by the
cognitive and motor aspects of task demand.

METHODS

Experiment 1

Twenty-four right-handed, normal subjects performed the tracking task; seven were female. All were
in good health and their ages ranged from 20 to 47 years.
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Each subject sat at a table facing, at a distance of 90 cm, a video monitor on which the task
generated by a microcomputer was presented,

On the table was mounted a Joystick, operated by the subject's right hand, and a series of buttores,

operated by the left hand. The tracking trials each had a duration of approximately 28 seconds. Prior
to the start of a trial a fixation spot appeared in the centre of the previously blank screen. Subjects
were required to fixate this spot whenever it was present. An auditory warning signal of rising and
falling frequency announced the beginning of the trial proper. One second after the onset of this signal
the fixation spot was replaced in the centre of the screen by either one, three or six letters. These
remained on for 3 seconds and were memorised by the subjects as potential "targets" operating during the
current trial. Two seconds after their disappearance the object to be tracked, a letter "X" appeared
moving across the screen. This letter was "neutral" in that it was never included among the memory set
target letters. Its onset was responded to as rapidly as possible by the subject pressing the first of
the left hand buttons. This produced on the screen crosswires with which, using the Joystick, the subject
began to track the "4". After a period of time, which could vary between 1 and 10 seconds from trial to
trial, the "X" changed into another letter of the alphabet. The subject had then to decide whether the
new letter was a target - i.e. was included in his current memory set - or not. If it were a target he
pressed the left hand of his second pair of buttons to engage it; if not he pressed the right hand button
of this pair. In either case he continued to track the letter.

After 11 seconds from letter onset a small flashing rectangle appeared at the bottom of the screen,
Indicating that the letter was then "in range". If it were a target the left hand button of the next pair
had to be pressed to "fire" at it; if not the right hand button was pressed. This latter action erased the
crosswires and terminated tracking. For targets tracking continued for a further 2 or 4 seconds until
either the sound of an explosioi, indicated that a "hit" had been achieved or all movement simply halted,

*indicating a "miss". A second or two later the fixation spot reappeared, eye fixation then being held
*until the end of the trial, approximately 3 seconds later. Between trials the screen remained blank.

Forty-eight such trials constituted the experimental set for each subject. They were preceded by a
comparable, but not identical, training set, also of 48 trials. Trials varied in difficulty, based on
changes in a number of parameters. The first of these related to the speed of movement and linear distance
travelled by the letter. This could be either rapid and over a relatively long distance or slow and over a
short distance. The second parameter was movement perturbation; the letter could either move smoothly along
its linear track or be subject to irregular lateral movements. Memory load was, as already indicated, varied
by requiring subjects to remember 1, 3 or 6 letters on each trial, along the lines of a Sternberg-type memory
task (17). A further factor affecting trial difficulty in a more limited way was the timing of letter
"unmask"; that is the time at which the letter revealed itself as a target or non-target. This was at one
of six different times after initial letter onset. The first of these times (l.Os) was experienced by
subjects as more difficult than the others because it generally occurred at the stage during which the target
was being acquired. Of the remaining times, the last (10.Os) was slightly more difficult subjectively than
the others because of its proximity to the in-range signal. The factors affecting difficulty were balanced
across trials, with the exception of unmask times, which were varied in a less structured way as their
function was primarily to prevent this time from being readily predictable. Instructions given prior to each
series of 48 trials laid emphasis on the need for both accuracy of tracking and speed of button pressing
responses.

EEG was recorded continuously throughout the 48 experimental trials, but not during the training set,
Recording was from specially prepared silver-silver chloride scalp electrodes located at Fz, Cz, Pz and Oz.
Each was referred to a linked pair of similar electrodes at the mastoids. Vertical electro-oculogram (VEOG)
was recorded from a pair of silver-silver chloride electrodes above and below the right eye. Horizontal
electro-nculogram (HEOG) was recorded from a pair of similar electrodes at the outer canthi.

All recording was with directly coupled amplifiers, a filter setting of 70 Hz and recording gains of
50 MV/cm for EEG channals and 200 MV/cm for EOG. A further VEOG channel was recorded in parallel with a
time constant of 1.2 sec. This was used as part of a procedure to compensate the EEG channels for eye blinks
without making compensations for slower changes at the EOG electrodes. It was considered that no safe
assumptions could be made about the origins of the latter if present. The procedure entailed using
potentiometer adjustments to feed back a proportion of the VEOG to the neutral (white) side of the EEG
input until it exactly compensated for - i.e. eliminated - any eyeblink contribution. Each EEG channel was
separately compensated in this way.

No adjustments of DC recording levels was permitted during trials. Where necessary such adjustments
were made during the period of eye fixation immediately prior to a trial. Amplified EEG and EOG from all
channels was sampled continuously by a PDP-12 computer and digitized at a rate of 5 ms per point. Samples
for a period of 28.16 seconds, beginning 7 seconds before letter onset, were stored on digital tape for all
error- and artefact-free trials. Any rejected trials were repeated at the end of the set to ensure that
data on all 48 trials were collected from all subjects.

Speed and accuracy of performance were measured by taking reaction times for each button pressing
response and by sampling tracking error - i.e. the distance of the tracking crosswires from the letter -
every 100 ms. A mean tracking error was also computed for the time between the "acquisition" of the letter
and termination of tracking.

From the EEG and EOG data, 28.16 second samples were computed both within and across subjects. Within
subjects the averages were for (a) all trials; (b) all targets and all non-targets; (c) all long/fast and all
short/slow trials; (d) all perturbed and all non-perturbed movements; (a) for each of the three memory set
sizes; (f) for each of the six unmask times. Similar grand averages were computed across subjects and,
additionally, across-subject grand averages were computed for each individual trial. All amplitude
measurements were made with respect to a baseline established as the mean level of activity over 0.5 second
prior to the auditory warning stimulus.

)4
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§xxeriment 2

Ten normal adult s6.'iects have so far been tested in this experiment which is still in progress. Inform it is similar to Experiment 1. a'lthough the primary tracking task has been modified in some minor
respects and further conditions added in which that task is combined with a secondary task. The secondary
task has both a visual and an auditory version, all subjects experiencing both. The new sequence of

conditions is as follows:

Condition I Secondary Task A (alone)
Condition 2 Primary Task (alone)

Condition 3 Primary Task plus Secondary Task A
Condition 4 Secondary Task B (alone)Condition 5 Primary Task plus Secondary Task B

The primary task has the following differences from that already described. The auditory warning
signal is replaced by a visual signal, achieved by causing the eye fixation spot to flash for 1 second
prior to display of the letter sets. Letter unmask times have been reduced from 6 to 3 and now occur at
3.0, 5.5 and 8.0 seconds after letter onset. To each linear track followed by the letter crossing the
screen has now been added a reciprocal track; the overall design has been balanced for these new tracks,
which were added to ensure no systematic bias by virtue of eye movements. The midpoint of each track now
lies on the mid horizontal axis of the monitor screen.

The visual form of the secondary task is based on a circular apray of eight light emitting diodes (LEDs)
which surround the screen. These light up for 200 ms in one of three patterns: a four diode square, a four
diode diamond, or a circle of all diodes. Each pattern can occur in either red or green, giving a possibility
of 6 separate stimulus conditions. When the secondary task is combined with the primary task 12 such stimuli
(2 of each combination) are delivered, beginning with the advent of the primary task warning stimulus and
ending 26 seconds later. Inter stimulus intervals range between 2.0 and 2.75 seconds and stimuli occur in
a pseudo-random order which varies on each trial. With the exception of the first, no secondary task stimulus
is coincident with a discrete primary task stimulus. One secondary task stimulus combination (the red square)
is designated a target. Its occurrence has to be responded to as rapidly as possible by the subject pressing
an additional bar-switch operated by the left thumb.

The auditory form of the secondary task also entails the presentation of six separate stimulus
combinations in a similar manner and at the same times as for the visual version. In this case the stimuli
are high (1850 Hz), medium (1250 Hz) or low (850 Hz) tone pips of 200 ms duration delivered to either the
left or right ear via headphones. The high tone in the left ear is designated as the target.

In Conditions I and 4, one of the secondary tasks is presented on its own. That is to say 48 sets of
12 stimuli are presented exactly as described above, but without the presence of the primary task. Half of
the subjects undertake the visual version first and half the auditory. In all cases the secondary task data
is sampled at the same rate (5ms/pt) as the primary data and averages are computed for all of the first eleven
stimuli within a given trial and for each of these stimuli individually across the 48 trials. These averages
are for 2.56 seconds, beginning 500 ms prior to stimulus onset.

RESULTS

Experiment 1

The averaged waveforms revealed a consistent pattern of DC shift throughout each trial, the amplitude
of the shift being related to the difficulty factors present in a given trial. An example of a typical trial
is given in Figure 1.

Following the ERP to the onset of the warning stimulus there was a rising, CNV-like, negativity as the
subject prepared for the onset of the letters to be memorised. Letter onset elicited a further ERP complex
and the negativity was generally sustained throughout the exposure period. After letter offset a further
negative rise occurred in preparation for the appearance of the letter to be tracked. The ERP complex to
this event was characterlsed by a prominent posterior late positive component and an anterior negative
component apparently linked to the subject "enabling" the tracking system. A sustained negative shift then
accompanied the first stage of tracking to the point at which the "X" changed to a target or non-target. A
prcminent ERP complex was elicited by this unmask, the principal feature being a series of late positive
components with latencies extending to 700 msec or longer. These led to an accelerated negative rise which
reached its peak at the time of the in range signal, the response to which was followed by yet another rise
in negativity when the letter was a target. This culminated in a variable response complex depending upon
whether a hit or miss occurred. For non-targets the negative shift stabilized following the in range signal
and the consequent terminating button. A final small response occurred to the reappearance of the fixation
point nnd generally the negativity began to subside by the end of the averaged epoch, although in most
instances it was still showing substantial negativity at this time, relative to its pre-trial baseline.

The DC shifts were found to be sensitive to the experimental manipulations in the following ways:
(a) The average of all "lon9 /fast" trials showed a significantly increased negative shift from the time of
appearance of the letter "X' (see Fig. 2) compared with the "short/slow' trials (Fi g. 2). These differences
became highly significant (p(.001) from 2-4 seconds onwards and were widespread; (b) Over a similar period
all trials with movement perturbation showed a significantly increased negative amplitude compared with those
without such perturbation (Fig. 3). However, in this instance the difference was essentially confined to the
vertex; (c) The three levels of memory set - i.e. 1, 3 or 6 letters - showed DC amplitude differences
beginning immediately after the onset of the letters on the screen (Fig. 4). The negative shift during this
phase, which extended until 2 or 3 seconds after onset of the "X", was largest for the 1 letter set and
progressively decreased over the 3 and 6 letter sets, actually becoming positive for the 6 letter set at
posterior electrodes. The amplitude differences between letter sets I and 3, and between I and 6 were highly
significant, but those between sets 3 and 6 reached significance only at electrode Oz. Not surprisingly,
targets and non-targets showed no significant DC differences prior to the in range signal; both had to be
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tracked In an identical fashion up to that point. Thereafter the negative shift continued to rise only to
the target, the difference between targets and non-targets being significant over the centro-parietal region
at this stage.

FZ

scc

Fiur___rdveaeavfom across all subjects for a typical single trial in which
the tracked letter was a target moving rapidly over a relatively long distance,
but without movement perturbation.

Each of the stimuli conveyting discrete experimental inforwation resulted in a clearly defined ERP
complex. With the exception of the auditory warning stimulus, these events were visual. Nevertheless, the
morphology of the resultant ERPs varied substantially, their form being as follows:

letter onset: NIOO; P220; N28O; P350; N55O/P475*
object onset: NI6O; P220; N27O; P320; N470
letter unmask: N16O; P230; N260; P320; N36O; P430; P500; N600; P730
in range signal: N20O; P290; N350; P400; N/P530

The amplitude and peak latency of each of these components was measured from the grand average of each

trial for each electrode. The measures were made with respect to a pre-stimulus baseline, represented by
the mean level of activity over the 250 msec Inmmediately prior to the stimulus. ERP differences resulting
from the various difficulty factors were then examined.

, Significant amplitude differences were fnund between all of the ERP components to letter onset on
short/slow trials and those on long/fast trials. Difference waveforms, derived by subtracting the latter
from the former, revealed the presence of an extended negative shift of around -3.0 uV, having its onset

Sabout 80 ms after the appearance of the object. Closer inspection determined that this was in fact the
Sonset of the sustained DC difference already reported between long/fast and short/slow trials. Anteriorly

its onset appeared to be delayed slightly - or temporarily occluded - by a response complex associated with
the making the "enable" response.

S~ERP latency differences associated with the presence of movement perturbation occurred to both object

onset and the in range signal. Movement perturbation significantly lengthened the latency of N160, P220,
':N270 and P320 at Fz and Cz of P220 and N270 at Pz for object onset. At Oz only NI6O, P220 and P320 showed

; significant delays. To the in range signal, perturbed trials had significantly longer latencies for P290

and P400 at all electrodes and for N350 at electrodes Pz and Oz only.

The principal effect of target stimuli was associated with the unmask stimulus. The Iatencles of Nl60
(at Fz, Cz end Pz) and P430 (at Cz and Pz) were significantly longer and the amplitude of N600 (at Fz, C:.

Sand Pz) was significantly smaller for targets compared with non-t.~r~ets.

! Footnote: *Indicates an anteriorly negative/posteriorly positive component of the kind usually

referred toas Slow Wave.

-- 1
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Figure 2: Grand averages of all trials in which the tracked letter moved rapidly over a long
distance (thick trace) compared with those in which it moved slowly over a short
di stance ( thin trace).
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*Figure 3: Grand averages of all trials in which the tracked letter was subject to movement
perturbation (thick trace) compared with those In which there was no perturbation
(thin trace).
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Figure 4: Grand averages of all trials in which the memory set size was 6 letters (thick
trace), 3 letters (medium thickness trace), and 1 letter (thin trace).

The effects of letter set size manifested themselves principally as amplitude differences in the ERPs
to object onset and letter unmask. For object onset the amplitudes of N270 and P320 were least negative/
most positive to the single letter set and most negative/least positive to the six letter set. The
differences between letter sets I and 6 were significant at all electrodes. The amplitude of these
components to the three letter set invariably occupied an intermediate position, but only at Pz were P320
differences significant between all three letter set sizes; for N270 at Pz the differences between sets 3
and 6 failed to reach significance. For the unmask stimulus, the amplitude of P430, P500, N600 and P700
were all less positive/more negative at electrodes Cz, Pz and Oz to the 6 letter set compared with the one
'etter set and with the three letter set. Of these, only the N600 difference at Oz failed to reach
significance.

A one-way ANOVA performed on the ERPs to letter unmask showed a significant effect of unmask time on
the amplitude of P320, N430, P500 and N600 at electrodes Pz and Oz, with the single exception of P430
amplitude at Oz.

Speed of performance, as measured by RT to the main experimental events, showed a mean of 507 ms to
letter onset, 1152 ms to letter unmask and 922 ms to the in range signal. None of the difficulty factors
manipulated during the experiment resulted in significant differences in RT, with the exception of movement
perturbation, which resulted in significantly increased RT to the in range signal, and letter set size,
which showed significant RT differences to both letter onset and letter unmask. RTs were shortest for the 1
letter set and longest for the 6 letter set.

Significant correlations were found between RT and certain ERP components - particularly late
components - to the same event. For object onset there were significant correlations between RT and the
amplitude of N270 at Fz and Pz, and the amplitude of P320 at Pz and Oz. For unmask there were significant
correlations between RT and amplitude of P320, P430, P500, N600 and P730. For P430 these were significant
at all electrodes and, for P500, at all electrodes except Fz. The remainder were significant only at
posterior electrodes. For the in range signal, RT correlated significantly with both amplitude and latency
of P290, N350, P400 and N/P530. The latency correlations did not reach significance at Oz for P290 or at
Fz and Cz for N350. For the remaining components, only at Fz were there no significant correlations
(except for P400 latency). Where significant correlations occurred, increased latency of RT was associated
with decreases in the amplitude of positive components and increases in the amplitude of negative components.
Where ERP latency correlations occurred, longer RTs were invariably associated with longer ERP component
latencies.

Accuracy of performance, as measured by mean tracking error, showed highly significant differences
between perturbed and non-perturbed trials (p<0001), perturbed trials not surprisingly showing the higher
error. There were no significant differences in tracking accuracy dependent upon other manipulations of
trial difficulty. A comparison of the across-subject grand averages of the 12 trials showing the highest
tracking error with the 12 trials showing the lowest tracking error showed DC differences very similar to
those between perturbed and non-perturbed trials. Those with the higher error showed the more negative DC
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amplitudes. Mean tracking error was found to correlate significantly with a number of Individual ERP
components. The significant correlations for letter onset were principally with N160, P220, N270 and P320
latencies at all electrodes except Fz and Cz for N160, Oz for NV70 and Pz for P320. The other main pattern
of correlation was with the P29n, N350 and P400 components to the in range signal. In the case of P290
this correlation was at all electrodes, but for latency only. For N350, correlations were signi'icant for
amplitude at Fz, Cz and Oz and for latency at Pz and Oz only. For P400, both amplitude and latency were
significantly correlated with tracking error at all electrodes except Fz. For N350 and P400, decreased
accuracy (increased tracking error) was associated with increased negativity or decreased positivity.
Increased tracking error was invariably associated with increased ERP latencies in the compornents concerned.

An evaluation of the EOG evidence and of the contribution of possible sources of artefact will be
dealt with later in the discussion of results.

Experiment 2

Results have so far been obtained from 10 suhtects. Data from the first two subjects were treated as
p1lct data and resulted in minor adjustments being made to experimental procedures. Their data has therefore

een excluded from our preliminary evaluation which has been carried out on 8 subjects. Because it is too
early for a comprehensive statistical anqlysis of results, we will confine ourselves to a brief description
of the results obtained so far and the light they shed upon Experiment 1.

The wavefom pattern produced by the primary task alone is similar to that seen in Experiment 1. In
the limited number of subjects so far tested it has been less prominent posteriorly than previously, but
otherwise the protracted negative DC shift has emerged as a robust and consistent phenomenon. The use of
reciprocal tracks has virtually eliminated any residual possibility that such shifts can be attributed to
eye movement artefacts. Nevertheless, in this second experiment the waveform differences between long/fast
and short/slow tracks have largely disappeared, which must leave open the question that these particular
differences were influenced by unidirectional eye movements of different magnitude, even though the EOG data
from the original experiment did not obviously support this explanation and their distribution was not that
of the normal eye field. More reassuringly the DC differences between perturbed and non-perturbed trials
are very similar to those recorded in the first experiment, as are those between the three letter set sizes.
Once again there are no marked differences between DC levels for trials in which the letter was a target
compared with those in which it was a non-target, except for the period following the in range signal.
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Figure 5: Grand averages from Experiment 2 for 8 subjects. The thick trace is for all
trials in Condition 2 (Primary - tracking - task only). The thin trace is for
all trials in which the auditory version of the secondary task was combined
with the primary task. Time scale is in seconds,

The presence of the secondary task in the combined trials - Conditions 3 and 5 - does not greatly change
the basic pattern of the DC waveform extending through trial. There are, however, tentative indications that
the negative DC shift itself may be larger in amplitude, particularly in the case of the auditory secondary
task (see Fig. 5), which was reported by all subjects to be subjectively the more difficult of the two when
combined with the primary task. Nevertheless, even with the presence of the secondary task, the differences
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of DC level due to the various difficulty manipulations persist in much the same form as In the primary
task alone. ERP complexes, superimposed on the OC shift, are clearly discernible for each secondary task

ERPs to secondary task stimuli showed the characteristic range of components associated with auditory
and visual stimuli in an odd-ball discrimination task - viz. N1, P2, N2, P3 and Slow Wave. The actual
latency structure for target stimuli in the visual task presented alone was N150, P180, N275, P410, P680
(a protracted positivity extending over several hundred milliseconds). For the equivalent auditory targets
the structure was NIOO, P180, N275, P325, N/P600 (an anteriorly negative, posteriorly positive protracted
slow wave).

The use of 6-way discrimination tasks resulted in the whole range of components being visible both to
targets and non-targets. Late components to targets were generally larger than those to ton-targets. although
latencies to both were, with the exception of the N2 component, very similar. When the secondary task was
presented on its own the peak latency of N2 to visual targets was 275 ms and to non-targets 305 ms. When
this task was combined with the primary task, the latency lengthened to 330 ms to both targets and non-targets.
N2 was also exceptional in that it increased in amplitude in both primary + secondary task conditions. Most
other late components showed a marked amplitude reduction in these combined conditions (see Fig. 6). The one
exception was the late fronta Slow Wave (N600) to auditory stimuli, which was equal in amplitude (or even
larger in the case of non-targets), but its duration extended for several hundred milliseconds in the combined
condition. Interestingly, this anterior slow wave was also of rather longer duration to non-targets than t,
targets in the secondary task only condition.

TARGETS NON-TARGETS

C._

I Second

Figure 6: Grand averages of all visual seconddry task trials which were targets,
necessitating a button press (left column) or non-targets (right column).
Thick traces are for the condition in which the secondary task was presented
on its own; thin traces are for the condition in which it was combined with
the primary task. Stimulus onset is indicated by arrows.

The description and values quoted above apply to the mean values of all secondary task stimuli. A
preliminary examination of stimuli according to their position in the sequence suggests that the degree of
reduction in amplitude In the combined conditions is dependent upon that position. That is to say, stimuli
occurring during phases in which the primary task tracking and processing demand was high show a
proportionately greater level of reduction. Those stimuli which occur after tracking has ended show
relatively little reduction when compared with those for which no primiry task was present.

DISCUSSION

This series of studies has successfully demonstrated systematic DC shifts in the brain that extend over
many seconds, are behaviourally linked and appear to be sensitive in their amplitide to the level of task
difficulty and hence to the processing load on the operator. The basic DC pattern of change emerges as
being remarkably consistent across both trials and subjects.

The evidence points to there being more than one type of slow potential process contributing to the
steady negative shift of the DC. The rising negativity which follows the warning stimulus and extends to the
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onset of the letter to be tracked can be considered as a preparatory process having much in common with the
contingent negative variation. Its function can perhaps be thought of as progressively mobilising the
processing system such that it reaches its peak of readiness at the time it is called upon to enable the
tracking system and begin tracking with maximum speed and efficiency. The negative shift between the
warning stimulus and the onset of the letters to be remembered is almost classically CNV-like in character.
It can be considered either as an early phase of the overall preparation for the appearance of the letter
to be tracked or as a secondary CNV concerned specifically with preparation for the onset of the memory set
letturs. In either case memorization of the letter set appears to constitute a distraction from the
reparatory build-up for tracking. The relatively low demands of the single letter result In a temporaryevelling off of th' Hsing negativity; the 3-letter set results in reduced negativity and the most

demanding 6-letter '.tt reduces the negativity even further with the result that over parietal and occipital
regions the shift i•ecomes temporarily positive.

From the time of the appearance on the screen of the letter to be tracked, the negative rise is
resumed; it persists for the remainder of the trial. This shift seems to have less to do with timed
preparation and more to do with the level of task involvement, although it can still be considered goal
oriented. It can clearly be related to levels of workload and its early onset raises the question of
whether it might bear a relationship to the shift described by N88tanen and Michie (18) as Processing
Negativity and by Hillyard (19) as Nd. The circumstances of its appearance are admittedly different from
the attended vs non-attended channel differences giving rise to the original processing negativity. One of
the features noted is that its onset latency centrally and posteriorly is earlier than that found anteriorly.
Processing Negativity has been described by N88t~nen (20) as also having this characteristic. Possibly both
kinds of shift are examples of a family of negativities that appear when focal attention is selectively
recruited.

The virtual disappearance in Experiment 2 of the DC differences found in Experiment 1 between long/fast
and short/slow trials raises ouestions about the source of the original differences. It was never entirely
clear why the relatively modest increase in difficulty set by the longer and slightly faster movement should
in the first experiment have given rise to such a pronounced and widespread increase of negativity. As
already indicated, the distribution of the differences seen did not match at all closely those of the eye
fields, nor did their general pattern conform to that of the VEOG. It was also the case that a significant
DC difference developed very soon after onset of the letter to be tracked. Nevertheless, the difference
does increase over the duration of the track, which could be consistent with an increased angle of eye
movement due to a longer track. In the second experiment, the only modification of importance was the
introduction of reciprocal tracks; for every downward movement there was, on another trial, an equivalent
upward movement, balanced in all other respects for its level of difficulty. This inevitably suggests that
at least part, if not all, of the original speed/distance differences may have been due to ocular contamination.
The perturbation differences are clearly not in this category; in the second experiment they remain remarkably
similar to those seen in the first experiment, despite controls introduced to eliminate systematic eye
movements.

Although one must remain cautious in the interpretation of results from only eight subjects, the finding
of an increased negative shift when the secondary task is added to the primary provides additional support
for the notion that increased work load manifests itself in this form. At the same time the reduction in
amplitude of the late ERP components to secondary task stimuli delivered during the tracking task (compared
with their control values), would seem to constitute an example of resource reciprocity. That is to say,
amplitudes drop on this task as resources are withdrawn, while amplitudes increase on the tracking task as
additional resources are deployed to meet the increased demand.

The finding in Experiment 2 that the sensory modality in which the secondary task is presented can make
a difference to performance, to the size of the negative shift and to the perceived level of difficulty by
the subject is of some interest. Intuitively, and in the light of the existing literature, we had expected
that the auditory secondary task, being in a different modality from the primary task, would be less
demanding. In the event the increase in RT tended to be longer in this modality; all subjects reported the
auditory combination to be more demanding and it resulted in higher negative shifts than the visual
equivalent. It seems that when such a strong basic visual set Is operating it takes more effort to switch
to and from another modality. Typical subjective accounts were that it was not that the auditory targets
were less readily perceived, but that it took longer for their significance to be registered and dealt with.
This was borne out by the performance data. Normally one might have expected auditory RT to be shorter
than visual RT, but In this instance it was much longer.

In summary, the two experiments reported have resulted in several important findings. They have, for
the first time to our knowledge, demonstrated in human subjects task dependent, behaviourally linked. DC
shifts extending over tens of seconds. They have revealed that the amplitude of these shifts provides a
sensitive indicator of the level of load on the operator and have confirmed the ability of both ERPs and slow
potentials to shed light on issues of resource reciprocity. So far it has not been possible to separate the
cognitive from the motor elements of workload but further experiments in this series are already addressing
these issues. Finally, we consider that the present evidence offers support frr the notion that negative DC
or SP shifts may be closely linked with that part of cerebral processing for v-hich there is focal awareness
- i.e. is at the forefront of consciousness - as distinct from those background elements of processing which
are dealt with on a more automated basis that makes less demand on the available resources.
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DISCUSSION
KRIEDEL, 03: I have a question regarding your baseline. If one of your subjects was a bit drowsy, andyou get a shift in slow potential, what would be the outcome if you correlated workload with vigilance?Perhaps, there would be something like a "ceiling effect". If so, what would happen to the amplitudes ofthe late components of the EaPs to different stimuli if you are near such a ceiling?

MCCALLUN, UKi Our subjects vary a little in state; they vary very little in the size of the negativepotential shifts that they generate over the periods of time of the experiment. One of the objectives inintroducing the additional load of a secondary task was to see if these potentials could be pushed to andbeyond this ceiling. We haven't "hit" the ceiling in the current set of experiments; but I agree thatit's an important issue to pursue, In previous experiments, we have looked at increasingly-difficulttasks in which we have gone beyond this ceiling; i.e., beyond a certain workload, and the leow potentialhas started to drop. This has occurred with CNV experiments and also with the late components of theERPse e.g., P300 amplitude. So these effects do operate over certain loads of complexity.

OFFENLOCH, 093 Your sequence of CNMe, which were recorded anteriorly to posteriorly, show greater DCshifts tc negativity than to positivity in the more frontal leads. Is this a general physiological rule,or was it the result that in your experimental paradigm motor responses were involved?

NcCALLUM, UK: You are right; the distribution of slow potentials changes. In the situation that we werelooking at, it is a fairly flat field; quite an anterior field. The interesting feature for ma pertainsto the fact that the late anterior negative slow potentials from the frontal lobes are the definitiveonme; and not always the posterior positive ones. The activity from the frontal lobes is becoming muchmore important again, after many years of neglect, and this should be a consideration of investigators in
the 11P field.
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SUMMARY

Using advanced, novel signal processing techniques, we have measured the rapidly
changing, spatial inass neuroelectric patterns associated with preparation and execution
of precise right- and left-hand finger pressures In response to visual numeric stimuli
in seven healthy right-handed adult male subjects. Previously unseen pre-stimulus
differences between patterns associated with subsequently accurate and Inaccurate
performance were revealed. A spatially specific, multi-component neural preparatory set,
composed of invariant left frontal and midline precentral components Mnd hand-specific
central and posterior parietal components, appear to be essential for accurate
performance of certain types of difficult visuomotor tasks. When this preparatory set
Is weakened, or Inappropriate, subsequent performance is likely to be inaccurate.

INTRODUCTION

We have been advancing the measurement of neuroelectric substrates of human cognitive
functions in relation to quality of performance. We analyzed data from healthy
volunteers who performed a task that manipulated basic cognitive and visuomotor
functions, such as those critical for flying high performance aircraft, and established
the existence of complex *preparatory neural networks" that appear to be prerequisite to
accurate performance.

Preparatory set for hun'an visuomotor performance, defined as a state of readiness to
receive a stimulus or make a response [1], has been studied by a variety of disciplines.
Temporal properties of preparatory sets have beun measured in information-processing
studies, but such studies have not focused on the underlying neural systems (2]. Spatial
properties of preparatory sets have been measured in cerebral blood flow studies,
revealing Increased metabolic activity for sensory-specific focus of attention in
superior prefrontal, mldfrontal and anterior parietal cortices (3]. These studies,
however, have been limited by the temporal resolution (1 minute or ionger) of blood flow
measurement techniques. Clinical neuropsychologlcil studies have demonstrated that
behaviors requiring preparator saets rely on intact lateral frontal regions [4-7], bu,
variability in size and location of lesions has limited the spatial specificity of such
studies in localizing normal function. And although scalp-recorded brain electrical and
magnetic recordings provide both spatial and temporal Information on neural activity
underlying preparatory sets, stuWIee of the Contingent Negative Variation (CNV), an
event-related brain potential component thought to be related to preparatory set, have
often yielded controversial or ambiguous results (reviewed in (8-10]).

By recording from an increased number of electrodes, and by using several signal
enhancing procedurns, we have measurid tne rapidly changing spatial patterns of mass
neuroelectric activity associated with preparation and execution of precise right- and
IUft-hand finger pressures in response to visual numeric st.muli. During the prestimulus
period, we found differences between patterns associated with subsequently accurate and
inaccurate performance. The results suggest, therefore, that a spatially specific,
multi-component neural preparatory set, comoosed of an invariant left frontal component
and hand-specific contrn13teral central and parietal components, may be essential for
accurate performance of curtain types of difficult visuomotor tasks.



SMETHODS

Seven healthy, right-handed male adults were recruited from the commnunity, informedSof the risks and benefits of the study, and paid for participation.

: The subjects werD required to exert rapid, precisely graded pressures (forces from
0.1 to 0.9 kg) followed by immnediate release, with right- and left-hand index fingers in
response to visual numeric stimuli (numbers 1 to 9). Each stimulus was presented 1
second after the appearance of a cue, which was the letter "V" slanted at a fixed angle
(30 degrees) to the right or left to indicate the required response hand. The direction
of the slant was determined randomly for successive trials. The cue, stimulus and
feedback about performance were presented on a Videographics-Il CRT monitor located 70
cm from the subject, and were all controlled for duration and visual angle.

Eighty percent of the trials were response trials, in which the stimulus was slanted
in the same direction as the cue and the subject was to respond quickly with finger
pressure of the indicated hand. In a random 20 percent of the trials, the stimulus was
slanted opposite to the cue and the subject was to make no response. These miscued
"catch" trials ensured that subjects attended to the cues and stimuli. Monetary bonuses
(5 cents) were paid for "'win" trials and monetary penalties (10 cents) were deducted for
responding to miscued "catch" trials.

In order to help subjects calibrate their responses, the pressure produced was
displayed after completion of each response. This feedback was presented as a two-digit
number 1 second after the peak of response. The feedback number was underlined to
indicate a "win" when the response error was less than the recent performance level,
which was updated on-line after each trial as the average error from the preceding five
trials for each hand separately. This criterion, together with frequent 'eat breaks,
minimized possible systematic changes in arousal level.

Subjects practiced the task, learning the motor control and the conditions of reward
and penalty, in a pretesting session that continued until the performance level
approached a stable asymptote. Each subject performed between 900 and 1000 trials over 5
to 8 hours, with frequent rest breaks.

Electrodes were placed according to an expanded version of the Ten-Twenty Electrode
System in which additional coronal rows of electrodes were Interposed between the
original rows. The anterior midline parietal electrode was used as reference. Brain
potentials from 28 scalp electrodes, vertical and horizontal eye movement potentials,
and flexor digitori muscle potentials of both hands were recorded onto magnetic tape at
128 Hz from 0.75 sec before the cue to one second after feedback.

The Laplacian operator, a spatial pattern enhancement technique, was applied to the
brain potentials at every time point to reduce the blur distortion that results as
potentials are transmitted from the brain to scalp [11-14]. This operation removed the
effect of the reference channel. Peripheral channels were not transformed because
application of the Laplacian operator to an eiectrodG requires surrounding electrodes,
which are absent for channels at the edge of the recording array. Sixteen channels
remained.

Two independent rat.,rs edited the data for artifacts by visual inspection of brain,S~eye movement and muscle potential polygraph channels. Trials with artifacts due to eye
movement, head or electrode movement, or scalp muscle contamination were eliminated, as
were trials with slow, bimodal, or delayed responses, or with flexor digitorum activity
between the cue and the stimulus. Remaining trials (60•~) were then sorted for response
accuracy. Accurate and inaccurate performance data sets consisted of trials in which
ths error (deviation from required pressure) for each subject was 1e3s and greater,
respectively, than his mean error over the entire recording sessicn. Both sets of
trials were balanced according to a number of criteria in order to avoid confounding
inaccuracy per se with possible variations due to transitory and longer-lasting changes
in arousal and learning.

Classifying performance separately for each =ndividua! compensated for between-
subject performance differences. Hence each data set contained trials fron each
subject. Outlying trials on the distribution of recent performance level were
eliminated to ensure that accurate and inaccurato data sets did not differ from each
other in this variable. This correction eliminated the possibility that inaccuracy
would be confounded by performance variations due to transitory changes in arousal.
Furthermore, accurate and inaccurate trials were evenly distributed throughout the
recording session in order to eliminate confounds due to learning and tonic arousal.

To quantitate the electrical activity of the brain, we measured the covarilance
(similarity of wavoshape) between different pairs of electrodes over brief segments (187
or 375 msec) of event-related (cue, stimulus, response, feedback) waveforms averaged
from the seven subjects. This approach is based on the hypothesis that when areas of ths
brain are functionally related, thero is a consistent pattern of waveshape similarity
between theIr macropotentials (15-23]. Covariances between each of the 120 combinations
of the 193 taplaclan-transformed channels were computed from enhanced and filtered



crosecovariance function between their waveform segment*, lagging one channel with
respect to the other from 0 to 125 msec. The value of covarlance was the maximum value
of that function.

The statiatlcal significance of each event-related covariance was assessed by
reference to a noise distribution computed from the same data. For the CNV interval.
data were delta-band" filtered, while for the other Intervals. theta-band"-filtered,
enhanced averages wore used [24.25].

RESULTS

For right- and left-hand accurate performance, mean error (deviation from the
required pressure) was .35 (range -. 24 to .52) and .39 (range -. 28 to .51).
respectively. Fok' right- and left-hand inaccurate performance, mean error was 1.62
(range -1.18 to 1.96) and 1.68 (range- 1.40 to 2.18), respectively. Mean reaction time,
averaged across all subjects, was consistent among hand and accuracy conditions (610-618
meec).

To validate the covarlance analysis In a known case, the tbove procedure was applied
to waveforms time-registered to the, onset of the finger pressure response [26-3S].
Because the major peak in the Laplacian waveform during the response was centered 62
msec after response onset and was about 190 meac wide, a 4- to 7-Hz bandpass filter and
a covariance interval of 187 maec were used. The most significant left- and right-hand
covarlances occurred between electrodes overlying cortical regions involved in motor
execution (Figure 1).

Fig. 1. View of the most significant between-channel covarianca patterns (colored
lines) from the wave at the peak of the finger response. The motor-related wave was
measured during a 187-msee interval centered on the peak of left-hand and right-hand
index finger pressures from seven right-handed men. The thickness of a covariance !in*
is proportional to the negative log of its slgnificancý (from .05 to .00005). The arrow
points from the leading to the lagging channel. The color scale at the left,
representing wave amplitude, covers the range from the minimal to maximal values of the
two maps. All covariances Involva the site overlying supplementary and premotor
cortices. There Is a strong lateralization of frontal, central and antero-parietal
covariances over the hemisphere conttaiateral to the responding hand.
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The patterns of covarlance shown in Figure 1 presented more spatially discrete

nformation then did their corresponding "BEAM" amplitude maps (21.23]. in the 187-msec
Interval centered on the peak of the response (62 msec after resoonse onset), right-
and left-hand covariance patterns were near mirror-images. Considering all
significant covarlances, left-sided covariances were significantly greater than the
comparable right-aided ones by the Student's t-test at pt(.0001 (t-18.5) for the
right-hand response. Significant right-sided covarlances were significantly greater than
the left at p((.0001 (t=21.5) for the left-hand response. In both patterns, all
covarlances involved the midline antero-central site overlying the premotor and
supplementary motor cortices. Covariances between this site and the left frontal.
antero-central, central and antero-parletal sites for right hand responses, and between
corresponding right hemisphere sites (except right antero-central) for the left hand,
were all consistent with known motor-related cortical areas.

The procedure was then applied to the cue-to-stimulus period to study preparatory
sets. A delta (up to 3 Hz) lowpass filter and a covarlance Interval width of 375 msec
were used to study the low-frequency CNV component (Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. Amplitudes of the contingent negative variation (CNV) computed during the cue-
to-stimulus period. Amplitudes between filtered (below 3 Hz), event-related Laplacian
waveforms, averaged from seven subjects, are not significantly different for the
comparison of left-accurate (A) with left-inaccurate (B) conditions, or right-accurate
(C) with right-inaccurate (D) conditions.

Comparison by the Student's t-test of mean squared amplitude, measured on each Laplaclan
waveform (over the same 500 to 875 msec post-cue interval as was used for the
covariance) between subsequently accurate and inaccurate conditions of each hand was not
significant (p)0.05) (21,25].
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Similarity between the sets of CNV amplitudes, or between covarlance maps, was
measured with an estimate of the correlation and its confidence interval. For the small
number of repeated measures, a normal distribution could not be confirmed. Therefore.
robust, resistant estimates were calculated using a distribution-independent "bootstrap"
Monte Carlo procedure (32], that generates an ensemble of correlation values from
randomly selected choices of the repeated measures. When the distributions of CNV
af alitudes from Subsequently accurate and Inaccurate conditions were compared by this
procedure, the correlations were 0.84 +/- 0.16 preceding right hand performance, and
0.83 +/- 0.14 preceding left hand performance. These results indicate that
discriminating between subsequently accurate and inaccurate waveforms based on the mean
squared amplitude of the averaged event-related CNV waveforms is not possible.

During this same period, however, well-defined between-channel covariance patterns
related to subsequent accura-y were discovered. They first appeared in the interval
centered 500 mac after the cue and became well-differentiated between accurate and
Inaccurate conditions In the 500 to 875 meec Interval (centered 313 msec before stimulus
onset) spanning the late component of the CNV. The lack of muscle potential and eye
movement signals in these intervals confirm that these patterns are neural in origin
(21.25). Covariance patterns during the period between the cue and stimulus (Figure 3)
were dictinct from those related to overt finger responses.

(A)

(B)

Fig. 3. View of tho significant (p(0.05) between-channel Contingent Negative Variation
(6NV) covar/ance patterns (colored lines). Measurements are from an interval 500 to 875
msec after the cue for subsequently accurate and Inaccurate left-hand (A) and right-hand
(B) visuomotor task performance by seven right-handed men. The thickness of a covarlance
line is proportional to its significance (from .05 to .005). The color scale at the
left, representing wave amplitude, covers the range from the minimal to maximal values
of the two maps. Covariances involving left frontal and appropriately contralateral
central and parletal electrode sites are prominent in patterns for subsequently accurate
Performance of both hands. The magnitude and number of covariances are greater
preceding sobsoquently inaccurate left-hand performance and are more widely distributed
compared with the left-hand accurate pattern. For the right-hand, fewer and weaker
covariances characterize subsequently inaccurate performance.
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During the interval from 500 misc to 875 mccc after the cue onset, covarlance
patterns associated with subsequently accurate right-hand performance involved
predominantly left hemisphere sites, particularly left frontal, central, parietal, and
antero-parletal sites. These 4 sites were the most prominent in that the numbers of
significant covarlances In which thuy were involved each exceeded one half of the
maximum number at any site (9 for the antero-parietal site). The other sites in the

pattern were involved in one third, or less. of that maximum. The same criterion was
used to Judas which sites were prominent in the left-hand pattern. All 24 significant
covarlances Involved sites on the left side and 18 (75%) were exclusively on the left
side. The covarlance pattern preceding subsequently accurate left-hand performance for
this Interval Involved predominantly right-sided sites. Of 18 significant covariances
in this pattern, 13 (72%) involved right hemispheric sites. The right-sided central,
parietal and antero-parletal sites were most prominent, comparod to corresponding
prominent contralateral sites for the right-hand accurate pattern. The left frontal
site was prominent preceding both left- and right-hand performance. The midline central
and antero-central sites were prominent in the left-hand pattern, but were not among the
most prominent in the right-hand pattern.

Only two significant covarlances were related to subsequently inaccurat6 right-hand
performance in this interval, namely, left parietal and antero-parietal to left frontal.
In contrast, the subsequently inaccurate covariance pattern for the left hand was more
bilateral and complex than the subsequently accurate pattern. In addition to the cue-
to-stimulus period, the post-stimulus and post-feedback periods also showed differences
related to accuracy, but the response period did not [24,25].

The signal strength of pro-stimulus covariances was much smaller than those during
overt responses, that Is, the scale of significance was three orders of magnitude
smaller. The smaller number of pre-stimulus covariances allowed all significant
covariances to be shown in Figure 3. Comparison by the Student's t-test of the sets of
subsequently accurate and Inaccurate covariances was significant at p<.001 for both
left- (t-5.57) and right-hand (t-7.70) comparisons. The "bootstrap" correlation between
covariance patterns preceding subsequently accurate and inaccurate performance from
channel pairs that were significant for either condition was 0.57 +/-0.09 for the right
hand, and 0.10 +/-0.14 for the left hand. The t-test and "bootstrap" correlation
results, taken together, suggest that the left-hand accurate and inaccurate conditions
differ both in scale and in pattern, while the right-hand results differ only in scale.
Unlike the between-channel covarlance patterns, the CNV amplitude maps were highly
similar for both accuracy conditions and hands, and were not useful in determining what
areas would covary [21,25].

Using statistical pattern classification procedures, covarlances shown in Figure 3
were considered as possible variables to distinguish subsequent performance accuracy.
The classifier was a nonlinear, adaptive, two-layered decision network [18-21,33-35]
that decided whether subsequent performance was accurate or inaccurate from CNV-interval
between-channel covarlances of each trial. This algorithm produced, by a recursive
procedure, classification equations consisting of weighted combinations of the decisions
of discriminant functions, which themselves consisted of weighted combinations of a
subset of the covarlance values of Figure 3. Cross-validation of the equations was
performed by testing equations on data that were not used to derive them. Significance
was determined according to the binomial distribution.

* When the trials of each of the 7 subjects were classified by equations developed on
the trials of the other 8 subjects, the overall discrimination was 59% (p0O.01) for
right hand and 57% (p(O.01) for left-hand performance. Discrimination of subsequent
right-hand performance accuracy was above 57% for 8 subjects and was 50% for the
seventh. For left-hand performance, discrimination for 3 subjects ranged from 56% to
67%, and was 53% or below for 4 subjects (who had fewer trials overall). Average
classification of each fifth of the trials from the 4 subjects with lowest left-hand
discrimination, using equations from the other four fifths, was e1t (p(O.001). This
suggests that the 4 subjects had similar covariance patterns preceding left-hand
performance, which were different from the other 3 subjects. The greater uniformity for
right- over left-hand discrimination suggests that there are similar covariance patterns
among the strongly right-handed subjects preceding accurate and inaccurate right-hand
performance, and a divergence of patterns preceding left-hand performance. While there
were differences in discriminative power between individuals, overall the group
preparation patterns were clearly effective in deciding an individual's subsequent

: performance accuracy. For the one subject with the most trials, average classification
of 88% (p(.001) for uubsequent right- and 82% (p(.01) for subsequent left-hand
performance wes achieved by testing a separate equation on each fifth of his trials,
formed from the other four fifths.

I
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DISCUSSION

Although the origin of these event-related between-channel covarlance patterns of
preparatory sets is not known, our results suggest that preparation for accurate
performance In a visuomotor task involves several brain components (36]: a cognitive
a component manifested by invariant activity at the left frontal covariance site, a hand-
specific saomesthetlc-motor component manifested by the contralateral central and
parietal sites, and an Integrative motor component manifested by activity at the midline
central and antero-central sites. The last component was strong in the pattern
Preceding accurate left-hand performance and weaker in that preceding accurate right-
hand performance. For both hands, preparatory covariance patterns were different from
these accompanying actual response execution. Covariance patterns preceding inaccurate
performance by each hand differed markedly. The relative lack of significant covariances
preceding inaccurate right-hand performance may be interpreted as evidence for a
weakened preparatory set. By contrast, the complex, anatomically oiffuse but strong
patterns in the left-hand condition suggest that inaccurate performance by the
nondomInant hand of strongly right-handed subjects may result from erroneous, possibly
confounded, preparatory sets.

Our evidence for distributed, coordinated, preparatory components of human visuomotor
performance Is consistent with previous studies of this aspect of behavior. The
Involvement of the left frontal site is consistent with evidence that preparatory sets
in humans are synthesized and integrated in left dorsolateral prefrontal cortices [4-
7.37.38]. The finding of an appropriately lateralized parleto-central somesthetic-motor
component is consistent with data that show neuronal firing patterns in the motor cortex
of nonhuman primates, and localized potentials in the someathetic cortex of humans,
preceding motor responses (1,39,40]. Finally, a midline antero-central integrative
motor component Is consistent with Involvement of premotor and supplementary motor
regions in initiating existing motor schemes and establishing now ones (3,41,42].

Our results demonstrate that the human brain, unlike a fixed-program computer,
dynamically "Programs"* its distributed, specialized subsystems in anticipation of the
need to process certain types of information and take certain types of action, When
these preparatory sets are incomplete or incorrect, subsequent performance is likely to
be inaccurate. The fact that classification of performance accuracy improved when
equations were formed and tested on the same subjects suggests that single-subject
equations formed from large numbers of normative trials may make covariance patterns
useful for on-line prediction of subsequent behavior.
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KAUFIMAN, US In the late 1920's, Wolfgang Kdhlor presented an apparent motion stimulue, which was physi-
cally biased so that people tended to sme the eotion in one direction. However, by giving them prior
instructions or exposures to other stimuli, he was subeeqiently able to csues these people to see themotion in the direction foe which the stimuli were not biased. He called this n"He clle :hn i objecItive got" or
"ainstellung", and I guess you can consider that as a kind of preparatory set. The 1938 edition of Woods-
worth's jjIg ntal Peychology includes a chapter on the a, b, and _ types of reaction time, and he
discusses the effect of preparation on reaction time at great length. There is a wide domain of phenomena
in which preparation affects perception, performance, attention, interpretation, etc., and we aso, once
again, in your presentation the effects of preparation. Additionally, we see electrical activity on one
side of the head that was not there when the performance was "accurate".* As psychologists, on, of the
fatal flaws in all of this work is that we are telling people what they already know. People already know
that preparation is affected, that they can get surprised, and that there are cognitive processes --
behaviourel procedures - that reveal a lot about these things. What else are we learning from what you
are doing?

GEVINS, US: What is new from this study is that these are the first measurements that show the prepara-
tory sets in the brain. If you put aside source localizstion and pretend that the electrodes are measur-
Ing the immediately underlying activity during the state of preparation, then what we have shown is that
preparation in the brain consists of four completely separate and distinguishable componente that can be
resolved. In the case of right-handed people, the left pre-frontal cortex has to be exactly tuned to the
pre-motor and the supplementary motor cortex, which is known to be the highest level of motor control in
the brain. (It is well known from patient data that the pre-frontal cortex is involved in the temporal
sequencing of activity.) So those are the first two components which may be described as cognitive compo-
nents in preparation. The other two are a sensory component and a motor component which "switches" with
the hand that is about to 'e used. When there is a subsequent accurate performance for .a right-handed
response, then this diet. buted preparatory set (which seems to involve the synchronisation of these
separate cortical systems) diminishes if the subjects do not maintain concentration on the task (which he.
a specific cortical tuning in advance). Correspondingly, for left-handed responses in strongly right-
handed people, the sources of error are different. If they subsequently respond correctly with the left
hand, then we see the same preparatory sat - the cognitive component, the motor control component, the
somasthetic component and then the motor tuning component which shifts with the hand about to be used,
When subjects are preparing the left hand and they are going to make a subsequent mistake, then there
seems to be a variety of sources of error. It's as if the instantaneous tuning of the brain to a specific
task is turned off. This new technology has allowed us, for the first time to begin to dissect in real-
time the specific tuning of localised cortical areas which make up these preparatory sets, and to explain
the sources of error in terms of the tuning of specific cortical systems. What is new about all of this
is that we are saying something about the actual neural basis of preparation; we know it exists, what it
is, and how it is modulated.

LANDOLT, CA: The work that you presented relates only to right-handed people. Have you done similar
studies with left-handed or ambidextrous individuals? I wouldn't expect the CNV covariance significance
patterns in left-handed subjects to be mirror images of those in right-handed subjects. However, I be-
lieve that such studies should be done to clarify the importance of the dominant hand in performing com-
plex visuomotor tasks. I feel the question is also important because an answer may give an indication of
the importance of hand-dominance in the ergonomics of future aircraft cockpit systems if maximum perform-
ance is to be achieved. It would also have implications in aircrew selection.

GEVINS, US: No, 1 haven't looked at left-handed people, and I certainly think that the experiment should
be done with them. Part of the reason we haven't done such studies relates to the fact that it takes a
long time - about one trillion arithmetic operations - to produce the results in this simple experiment.

LANDOLT, CA: Is there any correlation in the spatial sense between the movement-related "readiness poten-
do tials" and your CNV responses? If there is, you might be able to use the readiness potentials as a pre-

paratory set by itself in regard to accurate versus inaccurate performance as a mechanism for aircraft
control purposes; e.g., in weapons firing.

GEVINS, US: Yes, we examined all of the data from the time of the cue right up until the response for the
!atervels which had the most pred'ctive ability for the subsequent accuracy of the response. Curiously,
for this experimental paradigm, the most predictive power came from the CNV in the interval between the
cue and the stimulus. The readiness potential showed some relationship to subsequent accuracy, but was
much stronger. However, I wouldn't want to generalize beyond the context of this particular experiment.
In terms of using the readiness potential to gain a couple of extra milliseconds; you know, the time it
takes to actually twitch the finger - in a sort of biocybernetic way -- I don't know that it's that
important. The brain and the body have evolved over a long period of time. It's a very efficient sat up
for communicating between the brain and finger wiggling with a very high reliability of success. I don't
think the reliability in picking up the readiness potential, even under the best of circumstances, would
be as high as the finger twitch, in spite of the fact that it is a very clear and ctrong signal. I see
these types of measurement as those you can use to study the brain in order to make better airplanes. I
don't see putting them in a real-time biocybarnetic loop.

KRAMER, US: It seems to me that event-related brain potential components and your neural account of pat-
tern analysis seem to provide a nice seat of complementary data; especially in respect to the parallel pro-
cessing model that you indicated in your presentation. There has been a recent paper by Coleas Oratton et
al. (J. Exp, Psvchol.: Human Porception and Performance, 11:529-553, 1985) on a continuous flow model
that has come to similar conclusions on parallel processing. In fact, those conclusions were derived from
readiness potentials in terms of speed, accuracy, and trade-off paradigms. The results complement each
other nicely, and provide converging support for the parellel processing model that you presented.

KRIEBEL, GE: If you compare readiness and CNV potentials, you will find differences in the motor

actions. It's very different whether you initiate a motor action yourself -- a self-based motor action --
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or if you respond with a motor action to a stimulus. We did aome experiments in Dr. McCallum's labratory
in 1974, in which we combined both CNV and readiness potentials. We started the readiness potential
paradigm with a finger movement; and, using the finger movement as the stimulus for the CNV condition, we
found the topographical scalp distributions to be very different. For the resditaespotential situation,
there were clear pre-iontral and central maxim of activities which show motor cortex action; especially,Sthe supplementary motor area. The CNV condition showed much more frontal activity. The
readinnes-potential condition also showed paristal activities while the CNV situation did not.

GEVINS, US: Some years ago, there was quite a controversy about whether or not the CNV and the readiness
potential were the some phenomena. I think the confusion came about because investigators were not using
comparable experimental conditions. They didn't have the acme types of stimuli and the same types of
paradigms. Some effects came about from the choice of the reference electrode; e.g., the topographic
scalp distributiou of readiness potentials and CNVo are tremendously influenced by whether a single ear, a
"linked" ear, or a nose reference is used. My own choice has been to make derivations which are indepen-
dent of the reference electrode by taking the Laplacian of the scalp potential distribution. Doing this

N allows one to see a very sharp classification cf the potentials involved in the execution of preparation
and movement. For example, the actual motor potentials that I ehowed were extremely lateralised when
looked at with the Laplacian. Whoer. they were looked at with linked ears, or an average reference, or a
nose reference, then they looked much more bilaterally distributed. In any case, the CNV and readiness
potentials are quite distinct.

CRISIEL, GSt We did quite a number of experiments with different reference electrodes using the same
readiness-potential paradigms to measure pro-speech potentials, and potentials prior to finger movement.
Mostly, we used linked ears as the reference electrode, but we also used the nose tip and the sternal
prominence. We found that the topographical distributions of the readiness potentials did not change very
much.

GEVINS, US: I have to take exception to that statement. I had shown the difference between a right-index
finger movement recorded with 51 channels (which is necessary to see its distribution clearly) with a
lizke'-ear reference and with Laplacian "deblurring". Quite clearly, though the general features were
similar, the location and focalization were extremely clear with the Laplacian derivation, suggesting that
the underlying dipole generators were "buried" within the central sulcus. So, I thtnk it is very clear,
both from theory and from actual measurements, that the topographic distribution of most components will
chauge with the referencing.

JOHOSON, GE: I have a word of caution about the time at which a stimulus really begins. It's important
for those working with evoked potentials with constant intervals between stimuli. If you use a particular
interval, say I to 2 seconds, you are effectively working with two different baselines. This is something
that we often tend to forget, Maybe, we have the wrong definition for time zero; maybe, time zero is
really the time of the cue which is itself the stimulus; or, if you prefer, the previous stimulus. Your
comants please?

CEVINS, US: I guess the issue is whether the stimulus should he randomized or made more specific. In our
paradigm, the intertrlal interval wos random, but the timing of events between cue and stimulus was fixed,
as was the time for completion of response until feedback was initiated. In experimenting with the
randomization of time between cue and stimulus, we found that all that occurred was a "blurring" of the
preparatory process of the CNV along with a change in degree of accuracy of response. I concluded that to
have the clearest signal and the best understanding of what was happening, it was best to have a fixed
interval and not introduce any "blur". In these experiments, we are not using the pre-stimulus activity
as a baseline. The idea of randomization is to make the average across trials -- the pre-stimulus
activity - equal to zero. That wasn't the intent in these experiments. We were effectively making a
baseline statistically, by taking the file and randomizing it over time and obtaining estimates of how
well things correlated. So the idea of randomization is used to have a zero average of the pre-atlmulus
activity from which peak amplitude measurements can be obtained. However, if the purpose is otherwise,
then I would suggest that you bring your variance under control by using a fixed interval.

!! . ..
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We are examining the value of using event related potentials
to predict euccess in naval aviation. In this paper we
discuss the background of the project, some methodologioal
considerations, and our approach to the problem. Some early
results have become available and are encouraging.

INTRODUCTION

The Selection Problem

The problem of devising rational means to select candidates for flight has been with
us for over 75 years now. It has become more important as aircraft have become more
complicated and training more expensive. Seletaion for flight in the U.S. Navy is based
on oonsideeations of academic histories, written tests, physical examinations, and bio-
graphical information. The net effect is a substantial improvement over random selection.
Nevertheless, perhaps 30% of those who enter flight training do not finish (1). Hence
there is continuing interest in improving the selection process.

Possibly the first attempt to use the CEO to forecast the performance of naval
aviators was carried out by Alexander Forbes end Haljowell Davis as a part of rho-
Pensacola Study of Naval Aviators of 1940-1941 (2,3). Forbes and Davis examined the
electroencephalograms (8E8s) of several hundred Navy flight candidates for signs of
epilepsy. They found no reliable association between the presence of minor ERO abnormal-
1ties and later flight performance. In fact, those subjects who later became very good
pilots pere slightly more likely to have displayed minor ERG abnormalities than those who
failed.

The data of Forbes and Davis were contradicted by the findings of a study carried out
at about the same time by Thorner, Gibbs, and Gibbs, at Randolph Field, Texas (4). Harlow
Ades examined the question again at Pensacola in 1962 (5), and again failed to obtain
clear evidence of an association between minor BEG abnormalities and flight performance.

The emphasis on detecting low-level epilepsy in these studies was logical. The g-
f orees of tactical flight can cause susceptible individuals to experience vertigo, blank
mtates, and, occasionally, motor seizures; and epilepsy diagnosis was one of the first
suooessful uses of the EEG (e.g., 6). Nevertheless, the weight of the evidence seemed to
indicate that routine slectroenoephalography provided little information beyond that
obtained by simply watching students for signs of confusion during the dual flight period
of training (5).

Several years ago, the Naval Medical Resesach and Development Command undertook an
exploratory development program, 'Neuroelectric Seleotion,' to evaluate the use of evoked
response electroenoephalography in seleoting sonar operators and aviation personnel. The
sonar work is being carried out by the Naval Health Research Center and the Naval
Submarine Medical Research Laboratory. The aviator project grow from a collaboration
between the Naval Aerospace Medical Research Laboratory (NAMRL), in Pensacola, and the
Navy Personnel Research and Development Center (NPRDC), San Diego. Here we present an
outline of the work with aviation personnel.

During the first phase of the project, we evaluated a set of event related potential
(ERP) tests and analytical software developed jointly by NAMRL and NPRDC. The ERP tests,
developed by NPRDC and examined there in several contexts (7), were designed to provide
measures of sensory and attentional mechanisms. The analytical routines developed at
NAHRL for this project were designed to automate the processes of artifact detection, data
reduction, and response measurement, and to make It possible to handle large data sets
efficiently. Some early results from this study will be described presently.

1 According to Thorner, Gibbs, and Gibbs (4), the first eleotroencephalographio study of

student aviators was performed in Canada, by Goodwin and co-workers.

2 Gastaut, Lee, and Laboureur (18), in France, examined the possibility that the

hazards of naval aviation attract individuals with abnormal KEGs, and concluded not.
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We are currently engaged in a seooad evaluation, of an ERP testing system developed
by the the U.S. Air Foroe and others: the tH'uropsychologioal Workload Test Battery'
(NWTB). This evaluation involves recording ERPr under conditions thought to assens
memory$ attention, vigilance, and multiple-task performanoe abilities. A more complete
description of the NWTB system can be found in reference 8. The results of our study of
the NWTB will be described in later reports.

NMTHODS

Experimental Design

We are interested in using ERP-Dased tests to forecast performance. Hence we are
interested In the tests' predictive validities. The 'predictive validity' of a test is
the accuracy with which it predicts some future behavior. This can be estimated by (1)
giving the test to candidates, before they enter a job and (2) comparing test scores and
performance, after the o~ndidates have developed work histories. Our approach has been to
administer the ERP tests to students before they enter flight trp~ning, an(, t.in compare
the test data with their performance, after they complete the variv',,• etLes f fi..ght
training.

By the time they arrive at our laboratory in Pensacola, our subjýots -: ic ! the
requirements of the aviation screeninR process, save flight rain'c4 I - . m;•,t1 at
this point in time is perhaps the optimal way to ju:dgo a tebl %hat wouic 'a a~iad !;) d,
existing battery, because it controls for the fact that tech _q e ul'eady ,,' use prae se
useful information (see also reference 9, PP. 33-35). Evidc' ]e Llat a te. forecasts zell
in populations of pre-soreened subjects means not only that it pr. - ' *, .6 that It ., et
information the screening procedure now in use does not pick .

Thus far we have obtained data from about 205 naval pilot and flight ffioer
candidates, overall; we are continuing to obtain ERP measurement- "'rom neu subjeot> A
total of 150 subjects participated in the study we will disous. 'are. 7.4e we will
describe are from 135 of the 150. The missing 15 subjects' data ware lIns due to
equipment failure or test protocol violations, or were too no ... , t, analy. L,) leta wV C
rejected by eye (we will discuss our artifact rejection techi 'ques, )"sen

Recording Procedures

The EHP data we will discuss here were recorded from 8 scalp locations. 1,::
comprised 2 symmetrically located frontal sites, F3 and F4 In l..rnauional 10,."
notation; 2 symmetrical temporal sites, T3 and T4; a central sralp site, CZ; 2 symmetrical
parietal sites, P3 and P4; and an occipital site just left of midline, 01. The EEG
reference electrode was placed at nasion; a central frontal electrode served as ground.
Eye movements were monitored by recording the eleotro-ooulogram (BOG) from two sets of
electrodes: A vertical BOG derivation was recorded in bipolar fashion from electrodes
placed above and below the outer canthus of the left eye; an oblique-horizontal derivation
was recorded between nasion and a point below the outer oanthus. We will call the latter
derivation 'horizontal' in the remainder of this report, for brevity.

The 8 channels of EEO were amplified by a factor of 20,000 and led to analog filters
with attenuation rates of 6 dB/octave and passbands extending frow .1 to 100 Hz. The EOG
was amplified by 2,000, but otherwise treated like the EEG. The amplified and filtered
signals were converted to digital format at 256 Hz.

ERP Test Protocols

Each subject was told the purpose and nature of the tests and, after electrode
placement, seated in a comfortable chair in a dimly lit, IAC sound attenuated room.

The stimuli used in the test were checkerboard flashes, tones, and flash-tone
compounds. The compound ('bimodal') stimuli were created by turning on the flash and the
tone at the same time.

The visual stimulus was black and white checkerboard (16x16) located 1 m in front of
the subject, subtending an overall visual angle of 4.6 degrees. To produce a flash, the
checkerboard was back illuminated for 5 ms at approximately Sft-L.

The auditory stimulus was a 10-ms segment of 1,000 Hz sinusoid, delivered to both
ears through headphones at 80 dB SPL (A-weighted). A background of continuous, 40-dB,
Gaussian noise was presented over the headphones, to provide an acoustical noise floor.

The three stimulus types were presented in random order, in 4 blocks of 30 trials
eanh. Tach stimulus was turned on at the midpoint of a 2.sec EEG recording interval;
suoesseive recording intervals followed one another a'ter .5 to 1.5 a, at random.

Each subject served in 2 attentional conditions, divided and focused. In the divided
attention conditions, the subject was asked to mentally count each stimulus delivered. In
the focused attention conditions, the subject was asked to count each tone that occurred
without an accompanying flash. The order in which the two attentional conditions were
distributed across the four blocks of trials was: divided, focused, focused, divided.

WI
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Analysis of the ERP data

As was mentioned previously, a substantial part of our work has been concerned with
developing procedures for analyzing evoked response data. McFarland and Franzen (3, P.
68) questioned the reliability of CEG measurements in their summary of Forbes and Davis's
study. Their concerns retain some validity. The strategy of eliminating suspeot data by
eye, for example, is not unknown in contemporary ERP researoh, and in a potential source

* I of bias.

The approach wa have used has been to submit the data to a set of computer programs
that first examine the raw BEG and OG for voltage-by-time patterns resembling several
types of electrical artifacts (eye movements, transients, large absolute amplitudes, and

* large and small RMS amplitudes). Sampling intervals that contain artifacts judged
uncorreotable, by one of the programs, are marked at this point and disregarded later.
The remaining ENO is then digitally filtered by calculating a 3-point moving average

* (which is a zero phase shift filter). Segments of BEE that were identified as containing
eye movement artifacts are then Hoorrocted" by subtracting appropriately scaled portions
of the vertical and horizontal BOG from the EEGt using a modified version of the time
domain procedure described by Gratton at a1. (10). Then the corrected EEG is chocked
again, using the routines previously dileoRi-bed, and any records that still contain
artifacts are rejected permanently. Data surviving the foregoing are then signal averaged
in the conventional way. The averaged %RPm and the original data are saved, along with a
record of the artifacts encountered along the way.

3ESULTS

Waveform Descriptions

Figures 1 through 3 show grand average ERPS calculated using data from 135 subjects.
The averaged responses from a given recording site are superimposed In the figures, with
their voltage excursions drawn relative to the mean voltage during the 500 ma preoeding
the stimulus. Responses from different sites are drawn with their ordinates offset to make
them more visible.

Left Frontal

Right Frontal

Left Temporal

Right Temporal

Left Occipitel

Focussed Attention

................... O vided Attention

Pigure 1. Auditory responses averaged across 135
subjects. The stimulus is turned on at
the vertl•ul line. The calibration mark
shows 100 mm and 20G V.

3 McFarland and Franhen (3) noted that an analysis of a subset of the Forbes and Davis
data using Forbes' modification of Mary Brazier's mooring technique did prodnoc a low
correlation that did not hold up in replication.
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The surface topographies of the auditory and visual responses appear to be
conventional. The major negative peak between about 70-170 ma postatisulus, NI, is
largest at central and frontal sites in responses to auditory stimuli (Figure 1). The
visually evoked N1 is largest occipitally and parietally and occurs somewh-t later (Figure
2). Regardless of modality, the major positive peak between 300 and 450 as poatetimulua,
P3, is largest parietally and centrally.

The topogrsphies of responses to the auditory-visual compounds are more symmetrioal
from front to rear during, roughly, the firse 150 mi, postrtimulus. This is consistent
with the idea that much of the 'bimodal" rasnonding recorded from the surface In this
latency range represents the summed activities of cells that respond to light or sound,
but not both. By about 300 ma the activity has resolved, nonadditively, into conventional
oentral-parietal P3 distributions.

Shifts of attention among the stimulus classes are associated with changes in Ni
amplitudes (of. refereno 11). The greatest change in the auditory Ni ouours at vortex;
the absolute amplitudes of these responses are larger when attention is directed toward
tones.

Binodai stimuli, 1i.ke audittry stimuli, produce larger NIs at moat sites when
attention is fecused on tones (Figure 3). The simplest explanation is that the auditory
N1 is at least partly generated by neurons whcse acoustical responses vary with attention,
but whose photio responses are sluggish or nil.

Visual reanonses in the Ni tltency range are also relatively negative, at some sites,
when ntt.:ntion is focused on the tores (see Figuire 2). It is possible that the visual N1
is actually dr von positive in the divided attention oonditton, making the focused
attention N1 negative by comparison: The visual Ni, wihich has a relatively long latency,
may overlap the initial segment of P3 and, as might be expeoted, the visual P3 is more
positive when attention ic divided and, hence, partly directed toward vision. Thus the
larger P3 may shift the superimposed, divided attention N1 upward, producing the apparent
negativity of the fooused attention MI.

Left Frontal

•.•. ........ m-- •Right Frontal

Left Temporpl

-- "v-• •Centr,al

Right. Temporal

Left Parietal

.Right Parietal

Left Occipital

+

Focussed Attention

.............. Divided Attention -

Figure 2. Visual responses averaged across 135
subJsctt. The calibrations ire 100 ms
and 20 uV.

Chlanges in auditory and visual P3 responses accompanying shifts of attention are
consistent with acoepted desoriptions of the wave's behavior (see reference 12, for a
rmview), The largest changes occur at parietal and central sites. Auditory P3 rcsponses
tend to be larger and earliir when attention Is focused on tones, smaller and later when
attention is withdrawn from tones and distributeA among all stimuli. Visual P3 responses
&at larger when attantion is distributed acroas all stimuli and 3maller when it is fooised
on tones.



The bimodal P3 responses are more coapllcated, differing somewhat at the central and
parietal recording sites. We will discuss their behavior In a subsequent report.

oeft Frontal

Right Frontal

Left Temporal

LtOCenptral

......................................................

calibrations are 100 aS and 20 P V.

Th.e Relatio btwee.. _n FliRt Performanie and ToPS

S~The best predictions of flight performance we have observed thus far were derived

from frontal N1 responses. Figure 4 illustrates whet appears to be the most robust of
Sthese. The ordinate in Figure 4 jA primary flight grade. The aboissa is the difference

between Ni latencies at the left and right frontal recording sites.

Standardized . .
0.0

Flight Grade

-2.0

W . ...... .... .

-20.0 0.0 420.0

Latency Difference in Milliseconds

Figure 4. Flight performanoe versus the diftprenoe
in NI latencies at left and r2igt frontal
electrodes. Positive differences indicate
ttie righ4 hemisphere leads.

bewe ...... laece at th lef and rih rna ecrigsts

+2.0

Stnarie
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The responses whose measurements are plotted in rigurs 4 were avoked by,*tdhsa, in the
condition In which attention was fooused an the tones. The -ubjeo are k combined group
of student naval aviators (3NAs, pilot trainees) and student fligh o•tI,'es (311FOs, who,
for the most part, will become bombadier/navigatore and weapons officers). The SNA end
SNFO grades have been standardized by subtracting the appropriate goup ,e@a from each
grade and dividing by that group's standard deviation. The 89 subjects lhcaa data are
shown in Figure 4 are the entire subset of individuals for whom complet. .t of tuth SRP
and primary flight data have become available to date. The striateivppa0 1.u-i of the data
swarm is due to a somewhat ooarse binning of the latencies.

The correlation between flight performance and the SHP measurements t F .gure 4 is
about .45. Its single-test statistical significanoe level is p<.000025. 4-,iplying p by
72, to account for the 72 correlations between hemispheric difference measurements We
examined, yields a conservatively corrected significance level of .0018, f6 r this family
of tests (see reference 13 for a discussion of the Bonferroni correction of significance
levels). The data of Figure 4 were the only ERP response peak measurements that predicted
well enough to survive such an adjustment of significance levels.

We cross validated thin result by predicting esoh student's flight grade, in eaoh
case using an equation derived from all of the data except his (14). The valuv of the
correlation coefficient implied by the resulting prediction errors was .43, very near the
original estimate of .45. A conventional formula adjustment of the correlation
coefficient, taking Into account its expected decrease in new samples, produced a
"sahrunken" correlation of .44, midway between the original and cross-validation estimates.

Dx¢cuSsION

The magnitudes of the performanoe-ERP correlations we have observed thus far compare
well with values reported for many conventional psychometric tests. They are, however,
not extremely large. A correlation of .45 implies that the overall prediction error will
be reduced 11% when the test is used. This in relative to the RMS error aosociated with
guessing that each student will perform at the mean, the beat one can do when there is no
other information. However, a correlation of this magnitude does approach an economically
useful level, because the absolute cost of flight training makes even small percentage
savings worthwhile. We have, so far, looked only at performance in the first stage of
flight training; the economics will improve if our predictors can forecast events still
farther in the future.

The magnitude of the correlation between performance and the hemispheric difference
measurements was something of a surprise to us, because lateralized effects in ERP data
tind to be small, and not always reliable. It is not unpreoaden'ýed, however. Our
decision to examine hemispheric differences was based on Lewis and Rimland's report (15)
that asymmetries in visual response RMS amplitudes were associated with performance
differences in a sample of experienced pilots and flight officers. We have not yet found
clear evidence of correlations between performance levels and either peak or RMS amplitude
measuresents. Nor were the visual responses in our data significantly related to flght
performance. Nor have we found systematic differences between the surface topographies of
responses from pilots and flight officers, as did Lewis and Rimland.

Our failure to observe these effects could be due to noise in our data or, perhaps,
to differences in experimental design. The Lewis and Rimland study (15) had the form of a
'concurrent' validation design, in which subjects' performance levels are known at the
time of testing. This is usually the design of choice for validating achievement and
diagnostic tests (16). An advantage of the concurrent design is that it can be wore
powerful than the prediction design used here. This is because subjects can ta selected
to concentrate observations on high and low performing individuals. We have used a
prediction design instead, because it is generally the most appropriate way to evaluate
selection tests (16). This is because it protects against biases that tend to occur when
the quality of the subject's work is known in advance and, more fundamentally, because the
only way to find out whether a test actually forecasts is to try using it to forecast

Measurements of P3 have not yet proven useful, something of a disappointment as P3 is
comparatively large and easy to detect, and because theoretical reasons can be given for
w', it should predict. This could be a failing of our test protocols. The differences
between focused and divided attention responses are not very large, and perhaps a genuine
relation between P3 and performance is simply masked by noise. It could also be that we
have not yet analyzed the data in the right way. Also, recall that our experimental
design does not estimate the ability of ERP measurements to predict performance per me,
but their ability to predict performance after existing prediction techniques have been
applied; perhaps P3 adds nothing useful to the available inoornation.

In light of the immediately preceding remarks, it seems appropriate to comment on a
methodological problem in applied EGEO research. The comment applies to multiple channel
EEO research in general.

The wealth of numbers the technique generates renders conventional statistical
analysis extremely difficult. The experiment described here, for example, produced a set
of averaged evoked responses consisting or 12,288 mean data points for each subject, not
an especially large number by current standards. A predictor set this large affordo many
opportunities to be misled by chance properties of the date: Given a sufficient numbar of

12,2881 different prediction equations (fewer if the predictors happened to be unoorrelated).
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Reducing the data to a few amplitude and latency measurements per electrode helps,
but only to a degree. For example, we need about 180 subjeots If we obtain 4 measurements
from each of 8 eleotrodes and want to deteot oorrelatione of .4, using arbitrary subsets
of 4 predictors each. This assumes that a false positive rate of 5% Is tolerable. About
230 subjects are required for the same analysis if we use 16 electrodesl about 285 if we
use 32. Several times this number may be neoceasmary if we oannot speoify the number of
measurements in a "pattern" before looking at the data.

1

The required sample sime also becomes larger if we want to detect genuine
correlations of .4 with odds muoh bettor than chance. This is because sample variation
will cause tests for a phenomenon that is just deteothble at, for example, p..05 to tall
about half the time (17). This fact has almost certainly contributed to difficulties in
replicating 990 and ERP studies (recall McFarland and Franzen's criticism (3).

Although sample sizes amounting to large fractions of 1,000 subjects are not common
in contemporary EEO research, they are not unknown. Forbes and Davis's Pensacola ctudy
was based on recordings from just under 1,000 subjects (2); Ades' was based on data from
nearly 1400 (5). Gastaut at al. recorded from over 1300 (18). Studies of thIm also can
produce extremely useful iT-ro7mation. This is especially true for negative results, which
are useful, and which are convincingly demonstrated only in very powerful experiments.
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DISMSION

KAUFMAN, US: It's extremely interesting that Dr. McCallum and Dr. Oevins point to the late components and
slow phenomena as being the most labile and affected by cognittve processes; whereas, the earlier zom-
ponents seem to be so little affected that they are less interesting. If the slow activity tello us most
about cognitive phenomena - higher-order proceseao - then why do you feel that you have any hope of
providing us with some practical ways for selecting personnel for aircraw. Your primary effects sees to
be sensory evoked potentials -- evoked by checkerboards, tone bursts, etc. The probability of getting
anything, even hypothetically, from your technique that would tell us whether or not a pilot could be
more-or-less likely to land effectively on an aircraft carrier seems to be very remote. I would suggest,
constructively, that you shift focus toward the later components and look at ways in which these compo-
nentes interact with task variables that are more strict. That is, study those task variables that have
more face validity in terms of the actual cognitive requirements of piloting an aircraft.

STANNY, US: With regard to the point about NIO0: That just happened; it was there in the data when we
looked at P300. P300 was not significant in the analysis that we ran. Regarding the possibility of look-
ing at measurements with more face validity, it is our intention to do so. The present study wee an
evaluation of a set of protocols that someone else had developed and allowed us to use.

KAUFMAN, US, Yes, P300 was in your data, but the manipulations weren't such as to make P300 do anything,
or N100. I zhink the sensory evoked response ag a rather primitive construct of neural efficiency has
seen its day in some of this work.

i

Y.
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EVOKED POTENTIAL ANALYSIS OF IMPACT ACCELIRATION EXPERIMENTS

•: David L. Matson, PhD., Research Psychologist
Marc S. Weiss, Ph.D., Head, Impact Soiences Department

Naval Slodynamics Laboratory
Post Office Box 29407

New Orleans, Louliiana 70189-0407
USA

This report focuses on the ums of somatoseneory evoked potentials (SEPs) an an
asisesment tool lop transient injury in rheaur macaques undergoing impact acceleration
in the -Gx direction. Adult male rhelul macaques, stated on a sled and restrained
(except for the head and neck), were accelerated at peak sled accelerations ranging
from 95.5 to 1039.8 m/iec2. The sled was deoelerated by friction force ranging from
0.7 to 3.0 m/moc2. Somatosenvory stimuli were delivered prior to, during, and after
impact. Amplified SIP activity was telemetered and recorded on magnetic tape. The raw
SEP data wore digitized and analysed off-line.

Results for cortical SEP. are consistent with and extend previous analyses,
suggesting a threshold for transitory changes In cervical SEP latencies in macaques at
peak -Gx sled aguslerations below 550 m/cec2. This threshold is below the threshold
for single impact -Gx nouropathological injury in m&acaquer (800 m/rec2), and mugieste a
role for cortical SEP. In ertablirhing injury criteria for humans.

INTRODUCTION

A primary mission of the Naval Biodynamics Laboratory (NBDL) is to investigate the
biomechanical and physiologiual effects of impact on human and non-human primates.
Impact injuries to the head and neck are a major trauma problem for both military and
civilian populations. These injuries can result from direct impact (collision of the
head or neck with another object) or indirect impact (impact acceleration which In
transmitted from the torso to the head via the neck). Evoked potentials have proved
useful in Investigating impact injuries since the early work with monkeys (1). This
research, combined with the experiments of Friede (2) using cats, has implicated the
corvico-medullary junction am the vulnerable aito for cervical stretch and impact.
Since then, SEPO have become a primary tool of recearch in impact injury reoearch at
NBDL (3, 4) and other laboratories (5). In particular, much has been learned about
indirect impact injuries in the rhesug macaque through the use of SEPs. Previous
results (4) showed that the latency of cervical spine SEPs were significantly increased
after indirect impact in the -Gx direction. Since that report, additional data have
been analysed using a revised evoked potential analysis system. The initial results of
this analysis are reported here and extend previous results (4) to include cortical
SEP. measured before and after indirect impact.

Baseline hecatology, biochemistry and clinical evaluations (including radiography)
were completed prior to surgically implanting electrodes in eight adult male rhesus
macaques. All surgery was performed under general barbiturate anesthesia. An array of
three spinal cord stimulating electrodes was placed in the epidural space of the LI-L2
arme. A similar array of three cervical recording electrodes was placed in the
epidural space of the atlanto-oacipital area. Two cortical recording electrode arrays.
consisting of five eJ.ectrodeo each, were placed bilaterally in the epidural space over
the primary somatomenbory cortex. Final placement Of the cervical and cortical
electrodes were guided by interpretation of evoked potentials produced by stimulating
the LI-L2 electrode. The cranial and cervical leads were brought out through an
implanted cranial pedestal. Post-surgical radiographs of all implants were then taken,
followed by a three month post surgical rascovery period. Details of the surgical
procedure are provided in Appendix I.

The macaquem (restrained except for the head and neck) were seated on a standard
NBDL sled and accelerated down a 213 meter horizontal track by a Bendix 12 inch HYGE
system with a piston stroke ranging from 0.7 to 1.02 meters. This system is capable of
generating 996,750 newtons of thrust, imparting forces up to 200 O. (1950 m/iec2) for
durations as long as 90 milliseconds to the 410 kilogram sled. In this series of
experiments the peak acceleration was 1039.6 m/oec2. An environmentally controlled
housing surrounds the tramk and the sled war decelerated by friction forces ranging
from 0.7 to 3 m/rec2. Amplified EKG and SEP signals were telemetered, along with
stimulus markers and precision time codes, through an FM multiplex system. The 3 db
bandparsex were 0.1 to 100 Hz for EKG and 10 to 1500 Hz for cortical SEP data.
Somatoeonoory stimuli (0.2 millisecond rectangular constant current pulses) were
delivered prior to, during, and after impact. The raw SEP data were digitized and
analyzed off-line.

Linear and angular acceleration were determined using mix linear accelerometers
looked to the cranial pedestal (see Appendix I) which was bolted to the calv&rium.
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Diplanar x-ray anthropometry gave precise three-dimensional spatial coordinates of the
instrumentation relative to the head anatomical coordinate system (6, 7, 8). An
Inertial data acquisition system sampled each of the 24 channels of inertial data at
2000 samplea/cecond and stored the digitized data on a magnetic disc in real time. The
digitized data were then soaled and transferred to a digital tape for off-line
analysis. Read-mounted photo targets were filmed using three high-speed rotary priam
cameras operating at 1000 frames/second (9, 10. All cameras were calibrated with
respect to a known point on the sled (11). Target location with respect to the sled
reference was digitized, producing threa-dimoncional head trajectory Information (6,
12, 13, 14).

The eight rhesus macaques were subjected to a total of sixteen runs with sled
accelerations ranging from 06.5 to 1039.6 m/sec2 in the -Ow vector. Each animal made
two rung & day; a low level control run of approximately 100 m/sec2, and a higher level
test run. Any clinical Migne were noted, and post-run x-ray* taken. The animals were
maintained for 28 day. before being sacrificed. Neoropsy reports were prepared for all
animals. Aveiaged evoked potential* for right and left cortical and cervical electrode
cites were computed, However, only cortically recorded data are reported here.
Averaged evoked potentials w•re computed for each two-second segment starting two
minutes prior to Impact until five minutes post impact. The stimulus presentation rate
was five/second, which meant averages were composed of 7 to 10 sweeps each. A sweep
lasted from 40 milliseconds pre-stimulus to 40 milliseconds post-stimullJs. Sweeps (760
points) with more than 38 clips were rejected. Additionally, a pro-Impact super-
average was computed from all data in the two minute period preceding impact. Normal-
ined (amplitude Independent) crose-correlations were computed using a template to
determine latency shifts produced by impact (15). The templates were chosen from each
individual pro-impact super-average to include the components around 10 milliseconds.
The windows for the croes-correlations extendod from -0.5 to +3.0 milliseconds of the
individual templates.

Only one of the animals chowed any clinical signs during the twenty-eight day.
following the last run. This animal seemed reluctant to sit up or use hi. left arm,
Necropay findings revealed posterior damage around the apinoug process Cl attributable
to the experimental impact. A second animal showed no clinical signs, but the necropsy
findings revealed demyclination secondary to atlanto-occipital damage due to impact.
This extended into the lateral tracts, through the thoracic cord to Li, where massive
glial cacr tissue appeared. A third animal seemed to be having respiratory trouble
during the 30 minute poet run recording time. Doxapram was administered, but the
animal died 22 minutde post impact. The cause was attributed to the restraint straps
being too tight for breathing. In addition, the necropsy revealed scattered minimal
subdural and subarachnoid hemorrhages around the T13 to Ll area of the spinal cord,

Photographic documentation of the position of the head at the moment of impact
showed unexpected variationa from the intended head-up neck-up position. This
variability in initial conditions may explain the difference between injured and un-
injured animals run at the came impact levels.

Figures 1 to 6 illustrate the effects of impact acceleration on cortical evoked
potentials. Odd numbered figures represent low-level control runs. The following
figure Is the higher impact run for that animal. Each of the three pair is from a
different animal, with the pairs arranged in ascending level of impact acceleration.
These impact levels were choeen, based on years of research with the animal sled and
restraint system, to include: a moderate level, a borderline level and a probable
injury level. The top evoked potential in each column Is a super-average of all
averages for the two minutes preceding Impact. The other averages (nx10) are taken at
the indicated time intervals relative to impact. One animal (runs LX4792 and LX4795)
did not have a right cortical recording.

Figure 7 illustrates the results of the cross-oorrelations for all eight test
level runs, with two control level runs at the bottom for comparison. The injured
animals were runs LX47g9, LX4803 and LX4812. Higher levels of impact show greater
latency offset and longer recovery times than lower levels of impacv, while the control
level runs showed no changes,

DISCUSSION

The present work confirma earlier reports (4) that latency shifts due to impact
occur at levels of acceleration below the threshold fbr pathological injury (16), and
substantiates the neuropathology findings of others that the corvico-medullary junction
IN the most sensitive site in comparable impact situations. For this component not,
latency shifts were found at all levels of impact above 100 a/oc2. This increased
sensitivity reflects improvements in data acquisition and analysis made since the
earlier work.

Amplitudes were not examined here because previously (4) it was found that
cortical 3P amplitudes were not useful for indicating the threshold of injury. Future
analysis will include amplitude variables.
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Follow-up experiments have been conducted to asoses the effects of anesthetio on
these 9P changes. If the results are comparable, then the confounding problem of
variability In initial head-neck positions revealed by the photo data for this series
can be eliminated.

SThe majt•r Implication of these results is that SIPS continue to show great promise
as an Index of pre-pathological Injury levels In Impact researoh. Application of these
teohniqvev in the human impact injury research program at NBDL is now in progress,
along with the enlargement of the borderline impact level database for animals.
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APPXNDIX I

The animals were tranquilized with Kotamine, I.M., given atropine, S,Q., and
transported to the surgical prep room. An Indwelling catheter was placed in the
saphenous vein and the monkeys brought to a surgical anesthetic level with Surital,
I.V. They were then andotracheally intubated and maintained on halothane, nitrous
oxide and oxygen. Following clipping and shaving of the head and spinal cord areas, and
an Initial surgical scrub, the animals were placed prone on the surgical table with the
head restrained in a stereotaxic unit. After a final surgical scrub of the 1head and
cervical and lumbar surgical sites, the head and cervical sites were covered with
sterile drapes and the lumber site was covered with a windowed sterile drape for the
first surgical procedure.

Using electrocautery, a midline incision (1.0 to 1.5 inches) was made over the LI-
L2 area and th-i fasoia and muscle reflected laterally by blunt dissection. Alectro-
cautery was used to expose the spinous process and body of vertebrae Li. The spinous
process was then rongeured away to expose the dorsal epidural surface of the cord. A
triplioete electrode was placed on the surface of the cord with the attached wire
extending outside the muscle and fascia, The electrode was anchored In place and the
muscle and fascia closed with 4-0 Dexon suture. The skin was then closed over the
connecting wires which were left in place. For the carvical electrode placement the

* hood was rotated toward the cheat to place the ieock area in a flexed position. Using
electrocautery, a 1.5 to 2.0 Inch midline incision wag made distal to the occipital
crest in the skin of the neck. Fascia and muscles were reflected laterally by blunt
dissection to expose the area of the atlanto-occipital Interface, A triplicate, keei
electrode was placed epidurally In the foramen magnum and anchored in place. Muscle
and fascia were closed with 4-0 Dexon. The akin of the upper neck and occipital area
was then bluntly undermined for placing the electrode connecting wire in the sub-
cutaneous tissue of the occipital area. The skin incision was then temporarily closed
and the electrode tested by stimulating the LI-L2 electrode with a 0.2 miilisecond
rectangular electrical pu)se and monitoring the cervical electrode for an adequate SEP.
Following testing of the electrodes, the skin incision was closed with 4-0 Dexon.

Two weeks after the above procedure, using sAimilar anesthetic and surgical
preparation procedures, the cortical electrodes were impianted. Using electrocautery,
an elliptical window, approximately 1.5 by 2.0 inches, was cut in the skin of the head
in the median line posterior to the orbital ridge, with the long axis running anterior-
posterior. The incised skin was removed by blunt dissection and hemorrhaging was
controlled by electrocautery. The exposed fascia and periosteum were then removed with
periosteal elevators and the muscle reflected laterally by blunt dissection. The
exposed skull was scraped and any prominent mid-sagittal crest was removed with A
carbide dental burr. A trephine hole, approximately 12 to 18 mm in diameter, was made
on each aide of the midline and centered on the ear ]ine (anterior-posterior). When
trephining, extreme care was taken not to Injure the dura or epidural vessels.
Following trephining, the holes were covered with sterile cotton pads until it was time
to place the cortical electrodes. Six to eight especially prepared stainleaw steel
bolta were then placed in the skull with the threads and nuts on the outuaide of the
skull using drilled "T" slots to provide an anchor for the pedestal to be formed later.
The 'T' slots were drilled with the carbide dental burr, and the crossbars of the "T'o
were faced In different directions to strengthen the anchoring mechanism. The nuts
were tightesnd intil they were snug but not exceasively tight. The bolts were shor-
tened as n.eovseary to allow placement of a female Ampheno! conuiector and the threaded
cylind, r in the pedestal. The openings in the bone around the bolts were packed with
gel fOa&,

At this point, the conrecting wire from 0'e cervical electrodes, previously left
in the subcutaneous tissue, was located and bluntly dissect&d until exposes through the
cranial window. The conne-tors on the wires were then plugged into an Amphenol
connector, All wires were then sealed to the connector with sterile medica' Sileatic
adhesive.

The cortical electrodes were then placed on the epidural surface of the bra:;
through the trephined holes with electrodes 02 (anterior) through 06 (posterlor) o. . _
right side and electrodes 57 (posterior) through *11 (anterior) on tke left lide. One
depth electrode (parallel bipolar type) w-s positioned in the are& of the right
thalamus. Following SER testing to Insure proper placement, the stimulating electrode
connectors were sealed in plastic tubing, hurled in the oubcutaneoua tissue, and the
skin closed with 4-0 Dexon. The ;rephined holes were then packed with gel foam. A
sterile circular dam constructed of 0.75 inch autoclave to;e approximately 1.5 to 2.0
inches in diameter was placed on the skull in such A manner as to encircle all the
anchoring bolts and the wires from the electrodes. A thin layer of freshly prepared
dental acrylic wai poureJ to form the base of the pedestal and hold the wires to the
skull. The Amphenol conneotor was then placed inside the dam on the right side and the
three small threaded cylind.ors. which were attached to a triangular Jig. were placed
with the &pox of the trianble anterio- and oA the aidiinse. These cylinders were used
during the impact runs to attach the accelerometer and photo targets to the animal.
Dental acrylic waj ther added in toin layers (to minimize exothermic effects) until the
cyiinders anid the Amphenol connector were covered. and a smooth, fiat pedestal was

formed. The skin of the head was then closed around the pedestal and A protective cap
placed on the redeatal. The cervical and lumbar skin incisions were then closed with
4-0 Dexon.
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KAUFMAN, USt I remember 6 to 7 years ago, your laboratory conducted sled tests with monkeys using very
large G-forces in an attempt to assay the effects of impact on humans while landing on aircraft Corriers
or some related operations. (The monkeys showed a -•ma Increase for components of somatosensory evoked
potentials to such high 0-forces.) The laboratory then ran humans in a totally different domain of
0-forces, because you cannot endanger them in theme experiments. What are the li,,".Ing hypotheses to go
from human results to monkey results? How do you justify the monkey experiments in terms of their effect
on how you would handle humans?

WEISS, USI What we are reporting in this paper are the results from cortical evoked potentials. The
results that you are referring to relate to cervical studies, in which we showed a threshold effe,.t for
injury precursors at the cervical level. Obviously, we cannot make these kinds of studies on humans. Our
intent and concern in our human volunteer axperiments, which are at the heart of our laboratory's work,
are the safety of the human being. We have established safe guidelines for human exposures which are very
conservative. We have had no serious or significant injuries in our human experiments which involve a
number of different vector exposures. Our intent is to reach the limit of voluntary human impact toler-
ane. (In the experiments, the maximal exposure level is the level beyond which a subject refuses to
experience further increases in 0-force.) Wa do not want to exceed our guidelines - which are based on
historic date and a number of sources of information - without having adeqoate physiological monitoring
in place on our humans. The thrust of the animal work, in addition to establishing injury modes, is to
identify physiological indices of incipient injury; viz., to study the events which occur before there is
any pathology - what we call the precursors of injury. By extending our work to the analysis of the cor-
tical potentials from the animals, we are beginning what we hope will lead to an analytical scheme for
recording cortical evoked potentials on our human volunteers. The intent is to have these procedures in
place before we exceed our current limits of G-forces with volunteers.

KAUFMAN, US: You have answered my second question. The first question relates to the fact that you use
very high levels of G-forces with monkeys, and you produce noticeable injury. It reveals itself in the
evoked potential as roughly a 0.8-me increase in latency at the cortex, and, similarly, at the cervical
junction. With such a small difference in latency between the early pathological and the normal states --
which only occurs with extraordinary otrong stimuli -- how do you expect to link these to what you can
hope to do with the human subject?

WEISS, US: We see latency shifts at all level, in the cortex, and that is the important point. With
cervical recordings, we find a threshold effect. In the cortex, 'hera appears not to be a specific
threshold effect; but, rather, a more monotonic graded effect (a dose-dependent effect). So, we
anticipate that, at the lower levels, we will see shifts in our human population. The challenge is to
develop some kind of scaling criteria which will enable us to predict when latency shifts are entering a
danger zone. (Because of the differential mass in subjects , we have to subject smaller subjects to high-
er loads than we like, so the issue is one of scaling.) Let me point out that there are instances, cur-
Lently, in operational aircraft maneuvres involving F16's and other aircraft which lead to severe neck
injuries in pilots. The operational situation is compounded by the fact that pilots have additional load-
ing on their heads; and that's another issue we are addressing in our laboratory -- the effect of
increased head mass. So when these other factors are taken into Account, the levels at which we are
nxposin8 ouCu animals as an injury model are not unnrealistic in terms of the forces that are encountered
In the operational environment of these aircraft.
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8UMIART

To investigate the utility of the electroencephalogram (EEG) as an indicator of
state of consciousness, we recorded human brain activity during exposure to rapid onset
(6 G/sec) centrifugation (+7G). Eight healthy volunteers (mean age 31 years + 7.65) were
given at least two sessions of sustained acceleration (+7Gz) on the USAFSAM Fuman centri-
fugs. The sessions were conducted without G-suits and *ubjects were instructed to relax
and not attempt anti-G straining maneuvers. Six subjects each experienced two episodes of
G-induced loss of consciousness (G-LOC) while one subject lost consciousness once and
experienced visual blackout once. One subject remained conscious but experienced visual
greyout in both sessions.

BEG signals were recorded with EEG Grass gold-cup electrodes which were held in
place by using gauze and collodion. Data were digitized at 256 samples per second &nd
transferred to a DEC PDP-11/55 computer for analysis.

"Results demonstrated a shift from beta to delta activity with pronounced absence of
beta activity during unconsciousness. These results are in keeping with findings in the
anesthesia and aerospace medicine literature. EEG can be useful in detecting uncon-
sciousness during acceleration.

LIST OF SYMBOLS

LOC: lose of consciousness

G-LOC: acceleration-induced loss of consciousness

EEG: electroencephalogram

EOG: electrooculogram

CSA: compressed spectral array

delta: EEG activity from 0.5 to 3.5 Hz

theta: EEG activity between 4 and 8 Hz

alpha: EEG activity between 8 and 12 Hz

beta: EEG activity over 12 Hz

RATIONALE

The environment posed by high performance fighter aircraft offers a serious chal-
lvnge to the limits of human tolerance to acceleration. Mishaps due to acceleration-
induced loss of consciousness (G-LOC) have been reported for several types of aircraft in
the current NATO inventory. Centrifuge training and educating aviators about G-tolerance
are attempts to address this problem. Survey results from both the US Air Force and US
Navy tactical air forces (Pluta, 1984, Johanmon, at al., 1986) indicate a recognition of
the problem with 12% of respondents reporting at least one episode of G-LOC while flying.
Th.ese data may not fully represent the magnitude of the hazard posed by G-LOC since
amnesii and confusion are frequently associated with such episodes.

With the advent of advanced fighter aircraft which can sustain higher G levels for
longer periods of time, machine capabilities will .ncreasingly surpass human G-tolerance
limits and G-LOC will become an even more crucial i.isue. Monitoring the state of r~on-
eciousness of pilots of high performance aircraft is ono potential means for improving
flying safety.

"&iCZGROUiD
A number of researchers have studied ZEG in the centrifuge and operationally in

flight. As early as 1945, reports were made of 7hanges in the EEG during LOC epicodes
experienced while undergoing centrifugation. Franks. Kerr and Roiae (1945) observed that
during increused G, alpha waves were replsced by high frequency, low amplitude waves in
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fully conscious subjects. Progressively slower waves of higher amplitude usually appeared
with deep blackout and onset of unconsciousness. This pattern remained until shortly
before subjects regained consciousness.

Sem-Jacobeen (1959) recorded EEG in subjects during simulated combat flight maneu-
vers. A correlation between the EEG during flight and the aviators' flight performance
records was found; pilots with no change in EEG pattern with high G had very good histo-
ries with no accidents in flight. Changes in the inflight EEG correlated with poor per-
formance records and flight mishaps which had been attributed to pilot error or
undetermined reasons. Nonpilots under similar conditions reflected analogous group dif-
ferences based on their in-flight EEGs, demonstrating a generalizability of the EEG
pattern to other populations. Further studies (Sem-Jacobsen, Nilsing, Patten, and
Eriksen, 1959) found EEG changes to some high performance aircraft mancuvers and at
"landing brake."

Extending this research, Sem-Jacobsen (1961) included aircraft flight dynamics
recording and in-flight filming of the pilot. These data confirmed the earlier results
and revealed that somie pilots were unconscious for up to 30 seconds while "pulling up"
from a simulated bombing dive.

In 1961, Browne and Howard exposed subjects to centrifugal acceleration until
* blackout or unconsciousness to demonstrate EEG changes with gradubally increasing hypoxia.

They found no abnormal EEG waveform changes with blackout. However, with unconsciousness,
the EEG yielded slow (1-3 Hz), high voltage (70-130 uV) activity. The observed LOC epi-
sodes occurred 4-6 seconds after arterial blood pressure reached 30 mm Hg. Convulsions
were evident (either minor spasms or major epileptiform seizures) during LOC in some
subjects.

Ades (1961) tested pilots in the back seat of high performance aircraft to deter-
mine if nonclinical (i.e., less stringent) EEG analyses would yield features which corre-
lated with flight events and cerebral metabolism. G forces during terobatic flight
appeared to precede abrupt EEG changes (high voltage bursts of slow wave activity). The
authors hypothesized this activity was related to an increase in cerebral blood flow
because it followed G offset, rather than G onset, by as much as 30 secondc.

The same year Jensen at al. exposed 15 subjects to centrifugal acceleration until
blackout. While subjects attempted to counteract cerebral hypotension with a straining
maneuver, their EEGs showed increasing beta amplitudes. With increased cerebral hypo-
tension the amplitudes in the delta range increased. This beta to delta shift during
acceleration was marked and Jensen et al. suggested that the appearance of high amplitude
delta and loss of beta indicates imminent LOC.

In 1962, similar changes due to +Gz were reported by French researchers studying
unconsciousness. Dell, Hugelin, and Bonvallet described the phasic nature of the effects
of hypoxia on electrocortical activity. In phase one, no definite changes are seen* Phase
two is characterized by a generalized high frequency cortical activation. Phase three,
described as classical cortical depression, is heralded by spindleu and slow waves. Phase
four, which occurs when air is readmitted is typically 5-10 minutes long with cortical
activation. Phases 3 and 4 were compared to the EEG changes which occur during the proc-
ess of falling asleep and awakening.

In another centrifuge study, Gazenko et al., 1963, found EEG effects were similar
in both negative and positive acceleration. At the beginning of the run, before what the
authors termed "phase one", beta rhythm was prevalent. Phase one is reflected by the
desynchronlzation of the EEG. In phase two, theta and delta activities predomninate.
These frequencies precede visual grey-out. In the final phase (phase three) resynchroni.-
zation of the EEG occurs. The EEG returns to its normal resting state 5 to 7 minutes
after acceleration stops. The authors suggested that the EEG changes were related to
cerebral arterial pressure.

McNutt at al. (1963) found high voltage slow wave activity during unconsciousness
in acrobatic flight as determined by EEG and filming of the pilot. The subjects under
study were divided into three groups: inexperienced (no fLight time); expor~enced (300
hr. flight time); and clinical referrals (subjects grounded for exhibiting r.eurological
symptoms in the air ou on the ground). They found no illight-induced EEC changes in either
the experienced or the inexperienced groups. In the clinical referral group, however,
hil,- voltage, slow wqve activity in the EEG was evident 11-15 seconds after G onset. Thiu
finding indicates that EEG changes (specifically, a shift from high amplitude beta activ-
ity to high amplitude delta activity) result not from the oxiosure to acceleration but
rather from the loss of consciousness.

Toe use of inflight EEG !or the selection and evaluation of pilots was suygrgted by
3em-Jacobsen and Sem-Jacobsen (1963) in a follow-up of Sem-Jacobhen's 1959 work. Again,
pilots were divided into three groups based on their inflight EEG. Subjects who had
moderate or severe EEG changes also showed behavioral responses to stress (e.g., eyes
turning and rolling upwafd, loss of facial muscle tone followed by convulsive jerking of
the head). The EEG traces revealed a very short period of flattening which preceded high
voltage delta and theta activity. These subjects demonstrated rapid rtcovery of the EEG
to normal resting activity. These episodes of high voltage activity lasted from 4 to 90
seconds.
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in 1964, Squires et Il. exposed subjects to centrifugal acceleration in order to
evaluate the use of the eeG am-an Index oi contciouenesy or depth of blackouts With

appearance of alpha (8-13 H%). In early visual blackout, low frequency beta (16-19 Hz)
leveled oit in conjunction with Increases in the lower feaquency components. Alpha disap-
pearcd in deep visual blackout. INLUAting (1966) found similar EEG changes (appearance of
alpha with subsequent delta presence) in his study of the EEG during rapid decompression.

. erkhout at al. (1973) performed Lccntrifugeaetudy designed to minimize motion
artifact in the ERG recording while also providIng a balanced design for the presentation

k of G forces. CEG was altered by +G, even without blackout. The authors proposed that
these changes did not alter performance at +6 or +70z if central vision was maintained.

ý umermuth at al. (1976) presented a clinical study of beta activity. Their purpose
included the further study of what is regarded as a regular finding in routine EEG re-
cording. Their research focused on the categorization of beta activity during various
neuro-cognitive states. The beta patterns that they reported during conditions of exci-
tation and crousal and during sleep could have major applications to G-LOC identifica-
tion.

Recent studies reported in the literature have relied on self-report questionnaires
to collect demographic and subjective data on incidence of inflight loss of consciousness
episodes. While these data are useful and reflect the pilot recognition of G-LOC and its
consequences, a more reliable means for determining LOC needs to be developed.

8XPGRUMINTAL DESIGN

Experiments were designed to test the hypothesis that indicators of blackout and
G-LOC can :g derived from brain wave activity recorded from the scalp. Eight volunteers
were subjected to rapid ofiset (6G/second) sustained +G, (7G) in the USAFSAM human centri-
fuge. All subjects undorwent at least two consecutive sessions of centrifugation with
seven of the eight subjects experiencing loss mf consciousness (LOC). In six of these
subjects, two episodes of LOC were recorded.

Monopolar electroencephalograms were recorded from C, to A and 02 to A1 , (sites
from the 10/20 Electrode System). Grass gold cup electrodes were-held in place with gauze
ond collodion. Two channels of electrooculogram (EOG) were recorded using standard five
lead set-up allowing the collection of both vertical and horizontal eye movement signals.
FOG was collected to aid in EEG artifact identification and rejection. Other parameters
recorded during +G1 acceleration include electrocardiogram (Forster, at al. 1986) and
stick force (Whinnery, et al., 1986).

To minimize slip-ring noise, pre-amplification was accomplished in the centrifuge
gondola by use of a bank of Data Incorporated Model 2124 differential amplifiers set at a
high pass filter of 0.05-Hz and a low pass filter of 38-Hz. Signals were collected
through slip tings on the centrifuge nnd recorded on analog tape, AMPEX Model 3020.

DATA ANALYSIS

Data were digitized at 256 samples per second and divided into non-overlapping,
one-second epochs. Fourier power spectral densities (PSDs) were tracked and plotted for
approximately one minute of data encompassing the acceleratory period. The processing
algorithm removed the best-fit lineer trend and baseline for each epoch. This process

* removed the effects of baseline and very low frequency shifts from the data. Windowing
the data was accomplished by multiplying the first and last 0.1 seconds of each one-
second epoch by a split cosine bell. This tapering helps prevent aliaming in the Fouri,1r
transform step to follow. Fourier coefficients resulted from applying the FAST routine
from the IEEE "Programs for Digital Signal Processing" collection (IEEE press, 1979).

PIMDINGS

The power spectral deraities (PSDs) were then computed from the Fourier coeffi-.
cients. The PSDs wet. plotted at. compressed spectral arrays (CSAs) which present power
spectral density refcrenced to the first one-second epoch. See Figures I through 6. This
presentation allows comparison of frequency changes across the acceleratory period. Time
in seconds is represented on the vertical axis and power is represented on the horizontal
axis. The onset of acceleration is noted on the vertical axis by " ". Cessation rf
acceleration (G offset) is Indicated by "' ". The dotted line on the vertical a&in shows
the total acceleretory period. Unconsciousness, determined by viiwirg the vidett'*pe of
the subject, usually occurred one second prior 'o G offset. Subjects typically required
15-20 seconds to *scover purposeful consciousnoss.
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Visual inspection of the CSAs yielded these findingsi
a) a significant increase in power in the delta range following unconsciousness;concomitantly,
b) a subatantial reduction in power in the beta range coincident with LOC. These

findings are evident for several seconds following G-LOC onset. These shifts can be seen
in Figures 1 through 6.

Moments of the power spectral density also reflected a relative shift to low fre-
quency activity during LOC as compared to the pre-LOC recording.

Pattern Recognition Procedure

Five experts familiar with reading power spectral plots attempted to classify the
compressd spectral arrays (CSAs) resulting from each subject's data. They examined the
epochs immediately prior to and after the termination of the acceleration exposure. Four
levels of frequency spread for each EEG channel were provided as the visual stimuli. The
judges classified the CSAs as either: a) showing a difference between pre and post Gz
exposure or b) not able to discern a difference between pre and post conditions. Judges
had no knowledge of the subject or his state of consciousness during the acceleration
exposure and/or its aftermath. Judges were able to accurately determine unconsciousness
86 percent of the time. See Table 1.

TABLE 1

Expert Judgements from Compressed Spectral Arrays

Subject Run Expert Judgement Event
Number Number Yes No LOC/Blackout

1 32 5 0 LOC

1 33 5 0 LOC

2 34 0 5 LOC

2 35 4 1 LOC

3 36 0 5 Blackout

3 37 - - Data Dropout

.3 38 - - Data Dropout

4 39 4 1 LOC

4 310 5 0 LOC

5 311 5 0 LOC

5 312 5 B LOC

6 41 3 2 Blackout

6 42 5 B LOC

7 43 0 5 Blackout

7 44 - - Data Dropout

S 45 5 0 LUC

8 46 - - Data Dropout

Totals 43 7 86% Correct LOC

The analysis of these data is incomplete. We are applying more sophiaticated
analytic techniquee to the data such as pattern recognition and inferential statistice.
?urther, these preliminary data, which suffered some contamination by movement artifact,
will be replicated in new studies of greyout, blackout, cnd LOC.

ROCOKHRUDATIONS

We recommend that studies be continued to validate ane replicate these early find-
ings which indicate that EEG measures may provide earlv warning information on loss of
consciousness. Much additional work needs to be done to ortain robust and sensitive EEG
measures which are specific to G-induced los3 cf consciousness. Intcisivo efforts shuuld
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be focused on the period immediately preceding unconsciousness to identify reliable
premonitory changes in the EEG. We think that the EEG can be a valuable tool for deter-
mining state of consciousness in the aviation environment.
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Fig.l Si run 32 lead 4.
C-onset at 15a, C-offset at 21s. Dotted line on the 'f-3xis
defines the total acceleratory period. LOC at: 209.
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Fig.2 Si run 32 lead 5.
G-onset at 15s, G-offset at 21s. Dotted line on the Y-axis
defines the total acceleratory period. LnC at 20s.
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C-onset at 23s, G-offeet at 31s. Dotted line on the Y-axis
defines the total acceleratory period. LOC at 308.
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Fig.5 S5 run 311.
G-onset at 359, G-offset at 42s. Dotted line on the Y-axis
defines the total acceleratory period. LOG at 41s.
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Fig.6 S6 run 42.
G-onset at 22s, G-offset at 329. Dotted line on the Y-axis
defines the total acceleratory period. LWC at 31s.
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DISCUSSION

$KELLY, USt How many trials did you have per session for each subject? Did you find any cumulative
affects? Were there changes in the duration and latency of your high frequency components u you
approached loss of consciousness (LOG)?

LEWIS, US: We tried to complete all of our runs at one time, ao we had 2 LOCs that occurred within a
period of 25 - 30 minutes. We didn't find any cumulative effects; this has been raised before as a safety
concern. We were studying recoveries to 10- and 2G-forces, the trials of which we counterbalanced
one-half the subjects were tested first at 10, half at 2G. We didn't find any differences there. Bear in
mini that ws had a very small sample siam; only 6 subjects with LOC.

GEMlhS, US The data that you have shown look encouraging. They indicate that there may be a chance of
recording good electrophysiological signals - BEG@ and evoked potentials - which may be useful in pre-
dicting pilot blackout. The major problem will be the issue of artifacts, and there isn't really anyway
of avoiding it. What I would suggest is that all investigators should be ultra cautious in interpreting
the phenomena that they record from the scalp in simulators and in flight. It needs to be determined
whether it is purely an electrical brain activity or whether it is contaminated with artifacts from
muscles, eyeball rolling, etc.

WEISS, US; Your Run #34 stood out as a unique case. What was different about the spectral analysis in
that particular instance?

LEWIS, US: Almost all of his results were movement artifacts. He was one of our LOC subjects.

WEISS, US: That reinforces Dr. t~evine' tonjccture that artifacts must be considered in any study of this
type. You didn't mention that you monitored neck EMG which would be the most obvious physiological signal
to measure if you are concerned with LOC.

LEWIS, US: In this first study that we reported on, we did not record EMG. However, In our .1ext study we
are scheduled to record 5 channels of EMG, which will also be taken during anti-G straining meneuvres. We
will also be using sensors for detecting head lull.

GAIILARD, RE: As I understand it, you brought your subjects rather quickly to 7G. If you had done it
slowu¢ or kept your subjects at a lower G-level - say 60 - then the process of going into unconscious-
ness would also be much slower and you would have more time to otudy it and collect more data.

LEWIS, US: We wanted to have the subjects lose consciousness as quickly as possible, as we felt this to
be the safest practise. In cur next study, we will be collecting date Lo gray-out, blackout and uncon-
sciousness during rapid G-onsets. We will repeat the experiments for gradual 0-onsets, except for study-
ing the state of unconsciousness, which would mean that the brain was deprived of oxygen for an extended
period, and would be dangerous to the subject. We will also introduce realism into that flight by having
!ome subjects perform the anti-C straining maneuvre while their responses are recorded.
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DITECTION OF ACCELERATION (0Gs) INDUCED BLACKOUT HY
MATCHED-FILTERING OF VISUAL EVOKED POTENTIALS

by
John 0, Nelson, Joseph P, Cammarota, Leonid Hrebien

U.S. Naval Air Development Center, Warminster, PA 18974-5000. USA

SUHMARY

Tjn &ir-combet-maneuvering end on human cent;'ifuges, moderate levels of positive
acceleration (+Gz), coupled with moderate rates .)f onset, produce visual symptoms which
are ordinarily progressive: Decreasing visual sensitivity, dimming of the visual field,
peripheral light-loss, and central light-loss (black-out). Since these symptoms provide
warning of impending loss of consciousness, suhiective visual symptoms are the most
commonly used tolerance end point in acceleration reeearch.

In order to provide an objective indication of the integrity of the visual system, we
have developed a method for real-time monitoring of the steady-state visual evoked
potential (VEP). Since significant degradat:acn of visual functioning must be recognized
In approximately three seconds, we required a previously unattained efficiency in
producing and measuring the VEP. Using the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), we developed a
method for maximising the signal-to-noise ratio: A digital, frequoncy domain, non-white-
noise matched filter, with evaluation only at the expected response peak. The
coefficients of the matched filter are determined empirically by analysis of test data
obtained in a static run, just prior to the dynamic (+Ga) run.

Experiments on the U.S. Naval Air Development Center's Human Centrifuge demonstrated
that the response does progressively decrease, disappearing at black-out. Improved
computer facilities have permitted evaluation of alternative methods of processing, and
the effectiveness of such processing.

Data from a static (non-centrifuge) experiment using four stimulus repetition rates
and two electrode positions showed that windowing of the time record prior to FFT does not
necessarily improve detection. In addition, it was found that the intial signal-to-noise
ratio (S/N) of the VEP was -20 db. Hatched-filtering, using a 3-second sliding average,
gave an improvement In S/N of 30 to 33 db.

INTRODOFCTION

During exposure to sufficiently high +Gz acceleration, subjects on human centrifuges
(end pilots of high-performance aircraft) will experience the ordinarily progressive
symptoms of peripheral light loss, gray-out, black-out, and ultimately loss of
consciousness (LOC), due to the reduction or elimination of blood supply to the eye and
brain (Duane, 1954, Leverett at al., 1966). With moderate rates of acceleration onset,
each stage of visual loss is usually premonitory of the next, providing a margin of safety
with respect to inadvertent LOC. Therefore, measures of visual functioning are the usual
end-points in acceleration research (Burton at al., 1974; Coburn, 1970; Duane et al.,
1962, Krutz at al, 1975) and visual symptoms are also the cue used by pilots to adjust
"O-dosage" to tolerabie limits. On the human centrifuge, we ordinarily use the
NAVAIRDEVCEN Light-Bar (Cohe,, 1981), as shown in Figure I. With this, tho subject uses a
control stick to keep right and left Lights (Light Emitting Diodes in a continuous string)
at the edge of what remains of his peripheral vision. The test run is terminated when
vision has tunneled to a 60 degree cone.

Figure 1. Naval Air Development Center light bar, used to track dynamically the loss
of peripheral vision under +Gz acceleration.
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Since the experimentally determined end-point is the basic datum for our comparions
of G-protective devices and methods, an objective indication of the integrity' of the
visual system is very desirable. The fleet requirement which we address is improved C-
tolerance, and this requires the best methods for evaluating proposed improvements.
Better methods increase the precision of the experiment, and/or decrease the number of
teats required to reach a decision at an acceptable level of confid'Ance.

In order to provide this objective indication, we have developed a me id for real-
time monitoring of the steady-state visusl evoked potential (VEP). (Nelson, et al., 1980-
1984). The VIP Is a small signal measured by surface electrodes on the back of the head,
and is produced by viewing a flashing light (Regan, 1972 & 1977). (Figure 1 also shows
our strobe light mounted a, the center of the light bar). Since significant degradation
uf visual functioning must be recognized by us in lose than four to five seconds, and
since the VEP has a signal-to-noise ratio (SIN) of the order of -20 db, we required a
previously unatrained efficiency In producing and measuring it. (Note that the noise is
the basic background electroencephalogram, not electronic noise). Time-averaging, which
is the moot commonly used method for SIN improvements in VEP studies, is definitely not
adequate for our requirements for speed of response (Donchin and Lindelsy, 1969).

While many other noise reductive methods for real-time monitoring or off-line
analysis of the VEF have been used (Regan, 1977, Elsenstein & Morgan, 1982, J. I. Nelson
1984, McGillem and Aunou, 1983), our method appears to be the only one to attempt a formal
maximiastion of S/N, with both signal and noise characterized empirically. In brief, we
use the Faet Fourier Transform (FFT) to implement a non-white-noise matched filter to
detect the VEP. This method was applied in an experiment on the Navy's Dynamic Flight
Simulator (Human Centrifuge), and presented at the 1983 Annual Meeting of the Aerospace
Medical Association (Nelson, Hrebien, Falumbo, and Cohen, 1983). That experiment showed
that the VIP decreased as the tolerance limit is approached, and probably disappears at
CLL, confirming earlier work by Duane at al., 1962, Figure 2 shows a specimen real-time
run, and Figure 3 showe the wteighted mean for all such runs from that study. For slow
onset-rate +Gz ramps to relaxed tolerance, compensation appears adequate to prevent visual
problems for the first 60Z of the acceleration ramp, as shown in Figure 3. Beyond that
point, increases in acceleration result In a rather regular and progressive decrease in
this measure of visual functioning. This decrease occurs over approximately 22 sec. under
these conditions. In a previous (static) study (Nelson and Hrebien, 1982(b)), mechanical
occlusion of the stimulus resulted in a precipitous lose of response.

10

5 D 15 20 25 3D 4[ 0 45

IMEASUREMENT INTERVAL

(Time IN SLCS. -INTERVAL x 1.5625)

Figure 2. Specimen real-time run showing Z vialon as a function of +Cz acceleratton.
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We now have a new computer system which gives us greatly expanded capabilities. It
consists of a Digital Equipment Corp HINC (LSI-11/23) computer, two 10.2-megabyte
cartridge discs, an 800 & 1600 bpi magnetic tape transport, analog to digital converter
(A/D) with direct memory access (DMA), digital to analog conversion (D/A), IEEE-488
interface with DMA, digital plotter, printer, and a Sky Computer vector processor. The
vector processor is capable of one million floating-point operations per second (I
megaflop), using DNA.

This system permits us to calculate FFTa and other functions much more rapidly, and
therefore more frequently, in real-time and off-line. (As a bench-mark example, a 1024
pt. complex floating point FFT requires 60 maec). The discs and magnetic tape permit the
recording of all raw data, so that alternative processing methods can be applied to the
same data set. The industry-standard mag-tape permits data processing on other systems,
such as the NADC Central Computer, which have extensive hardware and software resources.

In an analysis directed toward simplification of the computations required by our VEP
signal detection technique (Nelson and Hrebien, (1982(a)), it became apparent that this
method, which was derived from elementary compound variables theory (Guilford and
Fruchter, 1978), is an implementation of a non-white noise (NWN) matched filter, which
originated in the processing of radar signals. Ac in many signal detection techniques, we
desired to operate on an input of signal plus noise (VEP + background EEC) with a linear
filter to produce an output, whose S/N Is maximum at a selected time. It has been shown
that this maximization is only achieved by the use of a NWN matched filter (Turin, 1960).

A detailed examination of the application of the rotations and the optimal weights
computed in the previous method revealed that they performed the same linear operations
that a NWN matched filter would have performed, given the same signal and noise
conditions. Realizing this, we save considerable computation time by the direct
implementation of the NWN matched filter. The description of the method is also much more
compact.

This filtering process is indicated:

Past Matched
Fourier Filter

0(t)0+(t) Transform 2[j ZV
(FFT) H(Jw)
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With definitions being:

8(t) - VEP (as function of time)
n(t) - background EEG
S(jw) - Fourier transform of s(t)

IN(Jw)1 2 
- Power spectral density of n(t)

H(jW) - Filter transfer function
% V - percent base vision

The filter transfer function is given by:

-juT
H(jw) - K S* • _.,

where K is an arbitrary scaling constant and T is a time delay, necessary to make the
filter realizable ( - is inherent in the sampling process).

lAirect implementation of this filter would start with the estimation of S*(jw),
IN(Jw)|, using the parameter estimation runs. Computations in the real-time runs then

consist of taking the Fourier Transform of the VEP + EEG, multiplying this by H(jw), then
summing the real components of this product to obtain a single quantity indit:atIng percent
base vision.

The matched filter's coefficients are determined by analysis of data obtained in a
static run, just prior to the dynamic (+Gz) run on the centrifuge, thereby adapting the
filter to the unique combination of subject, electrode placement, atimulating frequency,
and other variables, including some uncontrolled factors.

Given the new computer capability, we designed and completed an experiment to
investigate some of the questions which had accummulated from our prior analysis and
experiments: Is "windowing" beneficial, what is the underlying S/N, what improvement In
S/N is achieved, what is the effect of electrode position, etc? An additional purpose of
the experiment was to provide an archived database where some new questions might be
investigated without the requirement to collect new data.

Since our last acquisition of computer data processing capability for this effort
(Sky Vector Processor, 1983), significant progress has been made in price and performance
of such equipment and software. At the lower end of the price-performance continuum, our
methods to date can be replicated at lower cost. Further along the continuum, the
proposed improvements can now be implemented at moderate cost.

METHOD

Using a repeated measures design, eight subjects (Se) were tested with four strobe
repetition rates (2, 4, 8, and 16Hz), with three teat runs per S at each rate. The teat
runs were two minutes in duration, with one minute rest periods interspersed. The visual
evoked potential (VEP) was measured at two electrode locations (primary and secondary
visual projection areas).

Subjects were male Navy enlisted (seven) and officer (one) volunteers from the
laboratory's medical support contingent. Informed consent was obtained as required by the
laboratory's Committee for the Frotection of Human Subjects. The Committee also approved
the experimental protocol.

Tests were conducted in a sound-attenuating chamber, which also provided electrical
shielding, and Se wore both ear-plugs and ear-defenders to attenuate strobe sound, in
order to avoid contamination of the VEP by an auditory EP. No Se reported being able to
hear the strobe. An aircraft seat with lap-belt fastened was used by the So, The chamber
was lighted with 2 hooded DC peanut bulbs, with intensity adjusted by the safety observer
to be able to see the subjects eyes, face, and posture. While we have never observed
strobe-induced seizure, So were informed of the rick, a medical corpsman was in
attendance, and a flight surgeon was on call.

Primary electrodes were placed at positions due to Drasdo (1980), who reported an
anatomical study of the location of the visual projection areas. The first electrode was
positioned on the midline at 5% (of the inion-nasion distance) above the inion. This is
midway between the inion end CA in the inturnational 10-20 system (Jasper, 1958). The
second primary electrode was located 20% (of the inion-nasion distance) to the right of
the first electrode. Both electrodes were referred to Pe (in the 10-20 system), with
right mastoid as ground.

The electtodes were Beckman miniature silver/ailver-chloride, stored in normal
saline. Thete electrodes were modified to permit injection of electrode paste (Signs gel)
after application. This modification was made after observation of EEG lab procedures.
Electrode sites were cleaned with Otni-Prep, rubbed with paste, and the electrodes were
secured with collodion (non-flexible) and olown dry. This procedure is fast, reliable,
and the electrodes are much more securely attached. Electrode-pair impedence was held to

less than 4Y ohms.
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1he strobe-light Rtimulus, a General Radio Model 1538-A, was enclosed in a grounded
metal box, with copper screen over the light output. The light was routed through an L
shaped box, painted flat-white internally, to a frosted 14 cm. diameter screen, with a one
cm. fixation mark. The eye-to-screen distance was 1.17 meters, given a visual angle of 7
degrees. When the strobe was set at a nominal 4170 flashes per minute, no additional
attenuation was required to provde a viewing intensity which was acceptable to the
subjects.

An infra-red eye-blink detector was constructed, tested, and abandoned. The strobe-
light pulsed the detector, which induced coherent noise in the electrode leads. Without
the eye-blink detector, coherent noise was un-detectable in runs in which the subject was
blindfolded. Figure 4 shows % vision during such a run, while Figure 5 shows a specimen
aLandard run withuiut the blindfold.

Both of the data channels were low-pass filtered (100 Hz, 40db/decade), sampled at
1024 samples, sec. and the data stored on digital magnetic tape. Figure 6 shows the
general connections of the system elements: Strobe light with trigger generator, the low-
pass filtered EEG, the A/D, clock, mag tape, and DECLAB/MNC-23 computer.
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Figure 4. Blindfolded (zero-stimJlus) static run, showing absence of response.
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Figure 5. Static run, showing presence of response.
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Fignre 6. Interconnection nf system elements.

RESULTS and DISCUSSION

In all of our earlier work on the VEP, we made a somewhat arbitrary decision to use a
uniform weighting (rectangular window) for the time-finction data as opposed to using the
von Hann, Hamming, or other window (Harris, 1978). Non-uniform windows are symetric
weighting functions with weights smoothly decreasing, closely approaching zero as the
function nears its beginning and end. The choice of the uniform window was based upon the
fact that all of our signal components have been selected to be whole-cycle within the
selected time frame, with noise in general not. being whole cycle. A uniform window will
be maximally sensitive to such signals, and will distort only the spectral estimates of
the noise, not the estimates of the signal.

Our new computer sybtem, with its data collection, storage end processing
capabilities, permitted us to evaluate our previous choice of window. The data were
processed twice, with two solutions per second, with the percent vision variable being
output at the same rate, with each % vision estimate the mean of the last six solutions,
giving a three-second running average. A 3-second average was chosen, since detection of
loss of vision within 3 seconds woild be satisfactory for our application. When
processing with the uniform window, 1/2 sec. time frames were used. When processing with
the non-uniform window, one-seconO time frames were used, with 50% overlap.

The non-uniform window selected was the minimum 3-term Blackman-harris (B-H) (Harris,
1978), This window has an equivalent noise bandwidtn of 1.71, with its first sidelobe at
-67db. With 50% overlap, estimates are essentially independent, since the shared variance
(correlation squared) is only 1%, since r - .096. Also, the level of the first sidelobe
of the window is nearly down to the -72 db resolution noise-floor of our A/D converter.

For each run, for each window, matched filters were derived and used to output %
Vision for that run. Coefficients of variation (CV:standard error of X vision, divided by
mean % vision, scaled as 2) were calculated. A chi-square evaluation of the relative
frequency of -uperiority of the two winidows showed the uniform window to be slightly (but
quite non-significantly) superior.

Using the ratio of the two CVs resulting from application of the two windows, an
analysis of variance showed frequency of stimulation to be marginally significant
(p ( .05). An examination of the mean values showed that the B-H window improved mean
performance for the 2Hz stimulus (10% Improvement) and for 4Hz (7% improvement), with the
uniform window superior (by only 2%) at 8 and 16HM. When correlations of CVs between the
three runs in each set were examined, the B-H window was found to produce moderately
higher correlations between runs. A furrher ANOVA of CVa, with uniform window for run #1,
and B-H windowing for run #2, showed frequency again to be only marginally significant (p
< .05), but the window-by-frequency effect was significant at the 12 level.

Since the B-H window did not show clear advantages for this set of data, particularly
at those stimulation frequencies giving better detectability, the uniform window was used
in further analysis. However, since window choice did affect results, choice of window
will continue to be evaluated in future applications, to determine what Is best for that
particular data set.
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Using the CV derived with the uniform window, an ANOVA showed frequency of
stimulation to be significant (p < .01). The mean values of CV for 2, 4, 8, end 16 Hz
stimulus repetition rate were 70, 51, 44, and 56 respectively,* with 8 Hz being the best
stimulus overall.

In this and other comparisons, electrode position was non-significant. Since even
visual inspection of the signals at the two electrode sites indicated gross differences in
frequency composition, as shown in Figure 7, the approximate equality of the two sites is
encouraging in that combining channels in future applications should give a useful
improvement in detection. This is due to the fact that while there are moderate
correlations of the noises at the two sites st the same frequencies, the noises at
different frequencies are independent,
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Figure 7. Time average of VEP for one subject, 15 H& stimulus, showing difference in
signals at two electrode sites.

The simplest method for combining the data from, for example, two electrode sites,
would be to use the two values of ZV, determine the simple noise correlation, and form en
optimum weighted sum using the expectation for the variance of a weighted sum of
correlated variables (Guilford and Fruchter, 1978, p. 390) to maximise the SIN of the
resulting compound. Improved detection would tesult, but the approach is sub-optimal.
The optimal approach will require determination of the correlation between the two noises
at a spectral point, after both signals have been rotated to positive real. Following the
optimal combination (as above for IV) at each spectral point, matched-ftlter theory
(Turin, 1960), specifically the Cauchy-Schwarx inequality, will provide the weights to
form the final compound variable, IV, If the noiee correlations at the different spectral
points differ significantly from each other, then a significant improvement in detection
performance will result from using this second (more computationally intensive) method.
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The formal model of the VHP (signal) combined with background EEG (noise) raquired by
matched filter theory is one of independent additivity. In this, as in previous studies,
we have found only small deviations of data from model. Figure 8, from a previous study
with a strobe repetition rate of 3.2 Hz, shows a slight but consistent elevation of noise
power at the harmonic points, relative to the adjacent no-a-harmonic points. This was also
found in the present study. The most pacsimonious Interpretation of this is that it is
due to a small degree of signal instability, contrary to the model. The data definintely
do noL support any photic-driving or capture theory (Regan, 1972, p. 77), wherein it is
postulated that the background EEG is brought into syncronization with the stimulus,
thereby producing the V8P. If capture occurred, it would decrease the noise at the

* harmonic points. The additive-independent model appears to provide an adequate
approximation.
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Figure 8. Noise (RMS) residue after temoval of signal, with markers at harmonic points

(3.2 Hz stimulus).

Since the reason for applying a matched filter to VEP data is to maximize the signal-
to-noise ratio (S/N), an analysis in S/N terms was conducted. A S/N was calculated for
each run, using the un-weighted, un-processed ensemble of time-functions. The over-all
median for this initial S/N was -19.4 db. The median S/N of the Z vision variable, using
the 3-second running average, and applying the filter to the data set from which it was
derived, was +14.3 db, for an improvement of 33.8 db. When the filter was derived from a
run, then applied to the next run, the median shrinkage was 3.8 db, for a net 30 db
improvement. This shrinkage indicates that adaptive estimation procedures may provide a
worthwhile improvement in detection, particularly when shifts in background EEG are
expected.

Shifts iu the background EEG spectrum are to be expected under conditions of +Gz
acceleration (Eerkhout, at al,, 1973; Duane, at al., 1962; the Ses-Jacobsens, 1963;

Squires, at sl., 1964), and the noise term of the matched filter should therefore adjust
dynamically to reflect this.

Prior to the dynamic (+Gz acceleration) run, all spectral points are fully useable
for noise spectra estimation. During the run. when %V may have decreased, the spectral
points which contain no aigral (adjacent points) are fully useable for estimation of the
envelope of the spectrum. In addition, quadrature (to the signal) noise may also be used
to update the spectral estimates of noise and/or the envelope of the noise spectrus.
These quadrature estimates have but one degree-of-freedom, rather than the two (real and
quadrature) available at each conventional spectral point, but they are estimates of the
only noises of direct interest. Noise estimates at adjacent spectral pointe are useful

IC
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only to the extent that they can be used to estimate noise at those spectral points where
there is (normally) also signal.

When new data are available from acceleration runs, we will then be able to evalhate
the trade-off between lags in dynamic estimates and instability of the estimates. It
should also be noted that these shifts in the EEG spectrum will, in themselves, be of
interest (Lewis & Miller, 1987).

To express the obtained 30 db improvement in S/N in other terms, conventional
sampling theory indicates that a sample size of 1000 is required to give this degree of
reduction in error variance. In a 3-second time frame, with stimulus repetition rates
varying from 2 to 16 Hz, the available sample size for time averaging ranges from 6 to 48
(whole cycles of the fundamental).

Looking at the results of the best stimulating frequency for each S we find 8 Hz is
best for 4 Sa, with 4 and 16 Hz best for 2 Se each. The 2 Hz rate was not the best for
any S. Figure 9 illustrates that subjects differed in frequency composition of the
response, as well as resulting S/N. Selecting the best stimulus for each S gave an
improvement of the order of 2 dbo However, selecting the best frequency for each S gave a
4.4 db difference between the Se with the highest and lowest S/N, while one S showed an
8.2 db difference between this best and worst frequency of stimulation. Since it is
likely that all of the stimulating frequencies were non-optimal for the indivual Ss, and
in some cases grossly so, the use of a swept-frequency technique to determine a genuine
optimum for each S should improve overall results, with radical improvement for So with
highly peaked responses (Spekreijse, 1966). A swept-frequency search is required, since
system non-linearities prevent a more analytic approach to determining an optimum. Figure
10, the time averages of the reponse for one subject at three stimulus repetitions rates,
shows the strong non-linearity of the response.
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Figure 9. Time averages of VKP for two subjects, same stimulus sad electrode sites for
both.
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Figure 10, Time averages of VEP for one subject at three flash rates, showing non-
linearity of response.

In Figure II, we show an analysis of all of the runs made with an 8 Hz strobe rate,
summarizing the total normalized power and coherence as functions of frequency.
(Coherence is the proportion of total power that is due to signal (VEP) power) ( Bendat and
Piersol, 1971). The 18 db range of noise demonstrates the requirement for non-white-noise
assumptions when implementing the filter. The distribution of the coherence across many
harmonic point3 demonscrates the advantages of processing the full harmonic content of the
response, Single frequency filters, even of the (expensive) precision phase-sensitive
lock-nmplifier type, (J. I. Nelson, 1984) can only took at one, out of approximately
eight, of the significant components of the signal.

The plot of the maximum coherence achievei in any run indicates that individual cases
of useable components occur out to 100 Hz, so selection of a frequency cut-off should not
be based upon average resulzs. The nulls in the coherence function, which occur at the
non-harmonic points, indicate that one of the functions of the matched filter is to serve
as a comb filter, having zero gain at the non-harmonic points.

The large S/h, Improvements achieved to date have provided a measure which is a
valuable adjunct to other measures, such a@ the light-bar or doppler blood flow to the
brain. For use as a reliable end-point, the present improvement In S/N of approximately
33 db will need to be Increased by an additional 5 to 6 db. This goal may be achievable.

The signal processing methods developed during this effort, while directed toward the
solution of our particular problem, the detection of los of VEP under acceleration, could
be applied to considerable advantage In 3ther VEP research efforts, and to processing of
paychophyeiological date In general. Improved monitoring of VEP during cranial surgery
would be an example of a practical clinical application (Feinsod et al., 1976). The
elimination of any frequency components which are entirely not-e, and the differential
weighting in terms of S/N at the other frequencies would give much more sensitive
measures, and could reveal Important nomponents of the responn which would otherwise
remain undetected. Large signal components with large associated nLise can completely
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obacure small signal corwponantn, which may have the same or superior S/N. as compared to
the large components. Phase information could be retained, and the processed signal could

ba iewdointthe time domain, with a specified level of confidonce that all of the
feature of the waveform represent non-random effects,
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Summary

Both laboratory and in-flight studies were carried out in order to evaluate the
utility and feasibility of ESO monitoring as a means of identifying central nervous system
correlates of performance and cl-force effects during military flight operations. Four
3 tudies were conducted, two with controlled laboratory sir~ulation, and two in actual
flight during military training missions. Data analysis focused on HEG pOwer-spectral
density characteristics and their temporal modu~ation, specifically in sensorimotor and
visual cortical areas, Several consistent findings emerged. During competent
performance, a highly unique discrepancy appeared between left and right hemispheres in
central 8-15 Ha activity. This pattern disappeared as performance degraded. The temporal

•, modulation of this activity also reflected these changes. During high I3-fcrce
situations, power at frequencies below S Ha was progressively and non-specificallySenhanced. Continued competent performance, however, was still reflected by ths pattern

Sdescribed above. These findings are discussed in terms of their neurophysiological
implications.

I. Introduction

The challenge of central nervous system assessment in relation to the physiological
and cognitive demands of modern military flight has several distinct components. First,
the data collected must accurately identify a relevant index of brain physiology. Second,
the methods used to obtain requisite biological signs must not interfere with pilot com-
fort or performance. Finally, the information derived must ultimately provide the pilot
with extended capability and/or response alternatives. From the beginning of our work in
this area we have addressed this challenge from the perspective dictated by these con-
siderations.

In order to properly encompass all of these requirements, we initiated parallel pro-
grams of laboratory and field studies. The laboratory excperiments focused on a search for
relevant measures which could be applied to an on-line assessment of CNS function. The
fleld studies, on the other hand, addresssd the problems of eventual applications in light
of real operational demands. Additionally, the field studies provided for an assessment
of 0-force influences which could not be simulated in the laboratory.

The functional orientation for all of these studies was directed by past experience in
studies of sleep physiology. The perspective which this background provides is somewhat
unique in the area represented by this conference. Our emphasis is on the concept of
"physiological state" which differs significantly from a consideration of moment-to-moment
fluctuations in neural activity or performance capability. The concept of recurring
physiological states is best understood through reference to the states of sleep and wake-
fulness. Clearly, brain physiology and associated behavioral manifestations ars different
in these two states. However, it is today well documented that sub-states exist within
both sleep and wakefulness (1,2) and that these can be both intrinsically or situationally
determined (3,4). That is, both physiological organization and behavioral response
characteristics are continuously modulated by an interaction of internal biological
periodicities and external environmental circumstances. This modulation determines the
background "set" or functional framework within which a given response occurs.

In seeking to track this modulation within the context of CNlS assessment, we have
focused upon the spontaneous electrical activity of ths cerebral cortex, the electro,-
encephalogram or EEG. This measure provides a continuous, real-time, dynamically modu-
lated and totally non-invasive index of the "background state" of CNS organization.
Because functional topography and frequency modulation are important attributes of this
measure, our emphasis was on the activity recorded from task-appropriate cortical regions
from which frequency patterns were at least partially clarified in the neurophysiology
literature. Thus, electrodes were placed over visual and sensorimotor cortical areas to
evaluate the putative command functions involved in the visual-motor tasks associated
with aircraft control. Additionally, our analysis focused on the frequency components of
these signals as they related to the theoretical basis of thalamocortical eubstrates for
ESO rhythmic activity In the visual and somatosensory pathways.

Years of neurophysiolocical investigation have established the fact that naturally
occurring rhythmic patterns in the waking BEG from sensorimotor and visual cortical areas
arise from thalamic neuronal generator mechanisms and thei.r gated discharges to localized
cortical projection areas (5,6). These generators are intrinsic to thalamus (7,6),

S reflect the statue of specific sensory pathways (7,9.1I0,11I), and result in cortical
rhythmic patterns the characteristics of which are determined by the independent, func-
tlional modulation of cortical excitability (12,13,14). For example, the occurrence of

S rhythmic 8-15 Hz patterns recorded from central cortex (the so-called sensorimotor
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rhythms) are facilitated by immobility and can be altered or blocked by arousal or gross
movements, respectively (15,16,17). Moreover, at least in relation to sensorimotor
rhythms, hemispheric laterality differences are seen in the waking state (18).

)ur strategy was to examine the interplay between visual and sensorimotor cortical
EEO frequency patterns in relation to the type and quality of flight-related control
performance required and demonstrated. our initial studies involved laboratory simulation
of relatively simple flight scenarios in order to document functional predictions in an
optimal situation for recording and experimental control. Subsequent studies involved
in-flight. recordings from Air Force pilots undergoing target acquisition training in a
multi-engine aircraft, and typical training maneuvers in high-performance fighter air-
craft, in which high G-force stress was a factor.

1I. Methods: General Overview

All of the studies to be described here utilized similar EEG recording and analysis
procedures. Signals were recorded from gold-plated, cup-type electrodes (Grass Instru-
ments) placed in bipolar arrays on the scalp according to the standardized International
10-20 System (19). Placements included bilateral central cortex (Cl-CS and C2-C6) and
unilateral or bilateral parietal-occipital cortex (P3-01 and P4-02). A ground lead was
placed also over the mastoid bone behind the left ear. The skin was cleansed and abraded
prior to electrode attachment with a high viscosity electroconductive paste (Grass CC-2).
Electrodes were further secured by various methods (see below). In all cases, electrode
resistance measurement readings below 2000 ohms were required prior to and after recording
sessions in order for the data to be considered valid. Except for a few cases of failed
connections or damaged preamplifiers, no data were lost as a result of this convention.

Since the ultimate evaluation of recorded EEG data would involve power-spectral
analysis, the issue of artifact reduction and anti-aliasing measures was significant.
Scalp electrodes were attached to miniature preamplifier units (Oxford Medilog) at close
proximity to the high impedance recording source. These amplifiers increased signal-to-
noise ratio by approximately 1011, thus greatly reducing potential cable noise. In
laboratory studies the signal was fed directly to post-amplifiers in a Grass model 78
polygraph and from these to a pre-filtaring and scaling unit on the front end of our VAX
model 11/750 computer (Digital Equipment Corporation). Pre-filtering by this unit pro-
vided a rolloff of 6db (50% attentuation) below 0.5 He and above 40 Hz. In-flight studies
utilized a specially designed flight vest which contained a pre-filtering unit providing a
6db rolloff below 2 and above 30 Hz. The signal was then fed to a post-amplifier unit in
the vest which also provided a second-stage rolloff of 6 db below I and above 60 He.
Finally, the filtered and amplified signal was led to a miniature 4-channel FM tape
recorder (TEAC, Model HR-10G). These extra filtering measures were introduced in recogni-
tion of the fact that in-flight recordings would be subject to gksater movement and muscle
artifacts than those obtained in the stationary laboratory setting. Data recorded on the
FM tape unit were subsequently played-back in parallel to the laboratory polygraph and
pre-processing equipment described above, thus providing a third stage of artifact reduc-
tion for this context.

In all studies, a 3 min. calibration signal, consisting of a 9.5 Hz sine wave of 50
uv peak-to-peak, was played into the recording system prior to each data collection
session. This signal provided a calibration reference for a standardized 50 uv scaling of
one volt peak-to-peak at the time of computer analysis. The analog data were then digi-
tized and subjected to Fast Fourier Transform using the algorithm of Jennrich (20) as
modified by Pacheco et al. (21) and Mason (22). Successive 16-second epochs (2048 data
points) were analyzed with 128 coefficients summed to provide a raoolution of 0.5 sec from
0-40 Hz. Calculated spectral estimates were sorted into seven consecutive 4 Hz frequency
bands between 0-27 He, thuo dividing power into bands corresponding to functionally
meaningful frequencies within the human EEG (ier 0-3 Hz-delta, 4-7 Hz-theta, 8-11
Hz-alpha, etc.). The spectral densities of these frequency bands were computed by
calculating the area under the spectral distribution generated for each 16 sec. epoch.
Values were log transformed and simultaneously stored on the VAX hard disc and down-loaded
to a hard disc on a laboratory PC computer. Adjusted data files were then subjected to
graphic and statistical analysis through use of Lotus and Matlab software programs.

II1. Findings

The program to be reviewed here was initiated several years ago and includes both
laboratory and actual in-flight studies. Except for the initial laboratory study, which
represented our inauguration to this field, all of our other investigations are still
ongoing. In most instances, the data have all been collected within the context of more
or less strict research protocols, depending upon the circumstances of the study. However,
we were to discover that the analysis of consecutive 16 sec. epochs of EEO activity from
multiple cortical recording sites in many subjects across extended protocols was to
generate both exciting opportunities and frustrating problems. The opportunities stemmed
from the fact that extensi're, high quality EEG data were successfully obtained from a
variety of flight-related contexts. The problems were created by the vast amounts of data
so obtained and the many analytic options one might choose in seeking common and relevant
trends. Accordingly, data analysis is still underway and it appears that this effort will
continue for some time. What we present here are the initial, consistent findings which
hold promise for providing insight and guidance in our search for meaningful indicies of
function.
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Figure 1. Mean power-spectral density distributions derived from three subjects and com-
paring EEG data from non-performance epochs WA) with correepponding data from performance
epochs (8). Note that only during performance of the F-16 flight simulation task was left
central 8-11 Hz activity enhanced.

A. Laboratory Studies

1. F-16 Simulationt Performance versus Non-Performance

This study employed six male volunteers between the ages of 25 and 45 years.
Three of these subjects were pilots, one a senior flight officer with the California Air
National Guard, and two with civilian licenses. The other three had no formal flight
training. Each was provided with several brief practice sessions on a video game
involving a rudimentary flight simulation of an F-16 fighter aircraft. An authentic
aircraft seat was used in front of a video display and was fitted with left and right hand
controls for velocity and attitude, respectively.

After familiarity with the task was achieved, each subject participated in a
six-hour protocol involving successive 10 min. flight legs during which specific instruc-
tions regarding aircraft positioning and speed were to be followed. After each leg, the
subject was allowed 5 min. to read, make notes or simply consider the requirements of the
task. Breaks or rest periods were provided for 15 min. each hour. Bilateral central and
parietal-occipital EEG activity was recorded continuously during these sessions, as
described above, except for the break periods. In this case, electrodes were secured in
place by collodion-soaked pads. EEG data were subjected to power-spectral analysis as
detailed above.

The performance tasks in this study were well within the capabilities of the
* subjects but the primitive nature of the program made control of the aircraft rather

a+
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difficult. Thus, subjects worked hard to perform the instructed flight profiles.
Unfortunately, however, we were unable to obtain quantitative performance data in this
context. Accordingly, our analysis was limited to an evaluation of EEG changes with the
alternation of flight-performance versus non-flight-performance epochs. Since our
interest in this communication is focused on a search for discriminating variables in
senscrimotor and visual cortical ERG patterns, we shall consider this dimunsion here.
Other findings from this study have been reported elsewhere (23).
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Figure 2. Power-spectral density distributions averaged over three 10 min. flight per-
formance epochs in each of six consecutive hours of our F-16 flight simulation task. Data
are from one subject, and compare spectral profiles from left sensorimotor cortex EEG
recordings (top) and left visual cortex recordings (bottom). One data block was lost from
the P3-01 recordings due to electrode failure. Note the extremely consistent elevation of
activity at 8-11 Hz from left sensorimotor cortex during this performance and its absence
in visual cortex. This subject showed unusually low 0-3 Hz activity in central record-
ings.

The moot consistent finding in this regard was a significant increase in B-li Hz
activity in sensorimotor cortex exclusively during flight-related performance (Fig. 1).
Moreover, this incease occurred differentially in left central recordings (Cl-C5) in four
of the six subjects and across the entire protocol. This enhancement of left central 8-11
Hs activity was extremely consistent, and was not reflected in simultaneously recorded
data from parieto-occipital cortex (Fig. 2). Of the four subjects showing this effect,
two were right-handed and the other two were left-handed. While performance comparisons
were difficult in this study, the data obtained suggested that these four subjects, three
of whom were the trained pilots in this group, performed better than the remaining two
subjects.

2. Cessna Simulations Good versus Poor Performance

'Trn subjects were recruited from the U.C.L.A. Air Force R.O.T.C. program for this

: h.
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study. Each had at least 50 hourn of solo flying experience and all were healthy males
ranging in age from 19 to 25 years. Subjects were called at random from a master list
provided by the local R.O.T.C. coordinator. They were told that participation would
require 10 to 15 hours and that the time commitment would vary depending on how quickly
each acquired the skills necessary to fly the simulator. Training and testing took place
over a period of six months.

* The video P.C. program "Fliqht Simulator II" (Microsoft Corporation) was chosen
because it offered realistic performance features witt. which most Air Force R.O.T.C.
cadets would be familiar. This program simulates the instrume.;te and flight characteris-
tics of a Cessna 182 elas@, single engine, 148 MPH, retractable gear aircraft. Subjects
were provided with up to four one-hour practice trials on the simulator in order to assure
standard familiarity and mastery of its various features.

Subjects were monitored eloctroencephalographically during approximately five
hours in the final test session. EEG placements included bipolar and bilateral central
and parieto-occipital leads, as described above. Electrodes were fixed to the prepared
scalp with collodion adhesive and attached to the Oxford Medilog miniature preamplifiers.
These leads, together with that from the mastoid ground, were fed to a Grass model 8-16
electroencephalograph, and an eight-channel Crown Vetter model A magnetic tape recorder.
Leads from the EEG machine post-amplifier. fed EEG data directly into the VAX computer
system for on-line data analysis.

A Mitsubishi Video Printer (model P50-U) printed hard copy of the video screen
every thirty seconds during the flight legs. This printout yielded information concerning
the plane's present position, heading, altitude, air speed, rate of ascent/descent, posi-
tion of the throttle, yoke, and flaps, as well as the same view the subject saw through
the "window" of the plane at that moment. Information t&blulated from this printout was
later utilized in the evaluation of subject performance.

Before testing, each subject was assessed for transient physiological factors
which might iffect their performance. The Stanford Sleepiness Scale was utilized along
with questions designed to give a genercl overview of the subject's current activity level
in order to discern if anything unusual had occurred on the day of testing. This asses-
sment included: quantity and quality of sleep the previous night, naps taken that day,
recent alcohol consumption, time of last meal, medication /drug use, and current physical
complaints, if any.

After the subject was interfaced with the monitoring system, each was isolated
and seated comfortably in front of the color video monitor and provided with manual con-
trol devices which controlled the air speed (utilizing the throttle) and the altitude and
pitch (utilizing the control yoke). The video screen showed the instrument cluster of the
airplane along with a view from the plane's cockpit in a split screen format. In each
case, the investigator was seated in an adjacent room and acted as co-pilot, communicating
with the subject via an earphone/microphone headset. An overhead camera monitor provided
continuous visual information concerning posture, movement, and other behaviors relevant
to the task, and those related t- significant artifact were noted on the simultaneously
recorded EEG tracing. Subjects were requested to maintain relaxed facial muscles, limit
speaking to essential conversation, and adhere to the flight protocol as closely as
possible.

Each subject was required to take off from a particular airport, fly to a desig-
nated location, turn to a new heading and land at a specified airport. Each of the flight
legs were designed to be completed within thirty minutes. The subject was advised that he
should have successfully landed within the thirty minutes alloted for each flight leg.
They were free to ask how much time was remaining during any particular flight leg. After
each flight leg, a twelve-minute rest period was provided. Rest periods were occasionally
longer than twelve minutes if the subject landed or crashed the simulator before the
thirty minutes alloted for the leg had expired. During the rest periods, the subject was
given time to look over the protocol for the next flight leg. Resting EEG data were also
collected for later analysis.

Each of the seven flight legs had its own protocol which differed in starting
point, turning point, designated landing airport, and specific flight criteria. Each
flight leg had three phases, a departure phase, an enroute phase, and an arrival/landing
phase. After take-off, the protocol required the subject to maintain the take-off heading
and climb at 90 knots to a specified altitude. Once they arrived at that altitude they
executed a turn to a new heading. The enroute phase required the subject to climb to a
new altitude and maintain it until they began the descent for landing. Once they were
over the designated turning point, they turned to a new heading and flew to the designated
airport for landing. For the arrival/landing phase they were required to land on a speci-
fied runway from a specified direction. After landing they were told to await further
instructions. The rest period followed a description of the next flight leg.

Data analysis is still underway in this study. The focus of initial analysis was
on the comparison of EEG characteristics during good versus poor performance in the simu-
lated flying. The multiple flight legs with differing degrees of difficulty created a
sufficient variation in performance for the evaluation of EEG correlations. Completed
group data are not available at the present time but several consistent relationships have
emerged.

As in the previous study, EEG activity from central cortical recording sites has
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proven to -t .ceful. In particular, activity in the 8-11 Ha frequency band from left
central cc._.A was again characterized by the most dynamic modulation in relation to per-
formance. It was noted that the sequence of successive 16 sec. spectral density values at
this frequency displayed a modulatory pattern over time approximating periodicities rang-
ing fica 0.2 to 2 cycles per minute. Moreover, this periodicity was clearly correlated
with flight performance activity.

To explore this relationship systematically, profiles of the key performance
variables, including air speed, altitude and heading, were compared with computer-derived
templates based on actual instructions for a given flight leg. Deviations from this
t*mplate exceeding a criterion level in either direction were scored as errors. Loss of
control of the aircraft resulting in a "crash" led to one point in the error score for
every epoch prior to expected landing. In this way, flight legs, and segments within each
leg, were rated for each nubject in a dimension of good to poor performance.

Corresponding periodicty in the 8-11 Ma band of 290 activity from left central
cortex was displayed and subjected to both modulation and trend analysis. Modulation
analysis was accomplished by subjecting the sequential spectral density values themselves
to FFT analysis (Fig. 3). A consistent peak defining a periodicity between 0.2 and 0.4
cycles per minute was seen in data from vitually every subject. This periodicity was
stronger and more consistent, however, during periods of good performance. Conversely,
faster periodicities ranging from 1-2 cycles per minute, dominated periods of poor per-
formance.
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Figure 3. Modulation periodicity analysis based on FFT of successive spectral density
values at 8-11 Hz from left central cortex in one subject during the enroute-landing phase
of two flight legs in our Cessna simulation study. These logs were contrasted by the fact
that one (solid) was rated as good performance whereas the other (dash) was rated as poor
performance. Note the lower periodicity during good performance and an almost reciprocal
relation to the faster periodicities during poor performance.

An additional discriminating variable was provided by regression analysis applied
to the a mplitude modulation of these periodicities (Fig. 4). During periods of good per-
formance a significant positive trend was obtained. However, during poor performance, the
trends observed were either negligible or negative in slope.

MODULATION TRENDS AND PERFORMANCE
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Modulation trends in theme data were determined by linear regression analysis. A combi-
nation of slower modulation with a significant trend towards increasing amplitude
(positive modulation slope) was consistently characteristic of good performance segments.)
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aB, In-flight Studies

I . NCH 131-H Study

Five USAF teot pilots who were already part of an ongoing flight training and
test programi on the NCl31-H Total In-flight Simulator (TIFS) were selected through the
Teot Pilot School (TPS) at Edwards Air Force Base (EAFB) to act as subjects in this study.
All pilots were part of a TPS class that was scheduled to fly evaluation missions on the
Avionics Systems Test Training Aircraft (ASTTA). All involvement with the current project
was conducted on a minimal interference basis with the ongoing avionics evaluation and
training program. For the current protocol, each subject was required to fly several
missions, thereby providing repeated measures, albeit under different mission directives
and at different times of day.

Before and after each flight, subjects completed the Profile of Mood States
(POMS), which evaluates immediate subjective mood states. In addition, each subject
completed questionnaire forms of a Cooper-Harper flight-oriented subjective workload
assessment, as well as a card sort version of the Subjective Workload Assessment Teat
(SWAT) after each mission. In-flight three-point Cooper-Harper ratings were also con-
ducted after each flight segment task was completed.

* The rEO recording* employed in this study utilised the special flight vest
arrangement described above. Additionally, a custom helmet liner with electrodes attached
to retractable flaps over appropriate cortical sites was used. The scalp was prepared and
electrode paste introduced to the site and the electrode. The flap was then closed and
secured with a velcro trim. Leads from all electrodes were attached to Oxford miniature
preamplifiers, also secured by velco at points between bipolar electrode sets, and cables
from these units were fed into the processing and recording modules of the flight vest. A
mesh cranial cap was than placed over the sealed electrode flaps, preamplifiers and
cables, in order to further secure the whole assembly. This arrangement provided a fully
portable monitoring system which in no way interfered with flight activity (Fig. 5). A
flight helmet pre-molded to the scalp configuration for each pilot was then donned prior
to takeoff. In-flight data collection included continuous fEO recordings, as well as
several onboard measures. These provided recorded video images of the training station
instrument panel and continuous data recordings of aircraft flight parameters.

Figure 5. In-Flight portable EEG data recording system is shown here on a pilot ready to
put on his pro-molded flight helmet and step to the aircraft. 1h. special flight helmet
liner (A) containing permanently mounted EEG recording electrodes at standardized place-
ments and adjacent miniaturs preamplifiers, and covered by a mash cap, is connected via
secured cables to a modified flight. vest. This vest contains a power supply for the
preamplifiers (B). a data filtering module (C), a post-amplifier unit and battery pack
(0) and a miniature FM data recorder (E). The system is activated at will by connecting
the post-amplifier/battsry pack unit to the recorder.S(VedamnaueF aareodr() h ytm..aciae twl ycnetnSteVs-mlfe/atr pc ntt h eodr
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After the hookup was complete, subjects entered the aircraft (most flights
included two teat Pubject., one scientist/observer, and the requisite engineering/
technical crew) and went through the necessary preflight preparations. The observer from
our staff made both voice and note recording@ of activity changes, flight configuration
changes, time sequence and other relevant events. All intercom dialogue was recorded on
one channel of our microrecorder together with simultaneous EEG data.

Flight scenarios included either air-to-air or air-to-ground target detection, as
well as the use of Instrument Navigation System (INS) and Infrared Detection System (IRDS)
devices. Different scenarios involved different tasks, thereby varying workload consider-
ably from one situation to another. All subjects were required to perform all other
"normal" flight functions simultaneously with whatever additional workload tasks were
involved in each scenario (i.e., there was no active copilot during data collection
periods).

During the flight sequences, command pilot rotations typically occurred at least
once. Thus, each flight contained several task segments and data on each of two subjects.
When possible, each subject also flew different flights at different times of the day.
In this way, we were able to collect data on four of the five subjects at three different
pointa in time, morning (approx. 1000-1200 hro.), afternoon (approx.1400-1700 hro.) and
evening (1730-2100 hr..).

A) OPTIMAL PERFORMANCE: R.N. FLT.3
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Figure 6. Power-spectral distribution curves each derived from the mean of four
successive 16 sec left central cortex EEO epochs (approximately one minute of data) from a
test pilot flying target missions in the NCI31-H aircraft. Curves at A show data obtained
during a target run lasting about five minutes where both flight and targeting functions
were performed competently. Curves at B are data from the same pilot obtained during a
later run. From the start of tlis run the pilot was confused as to the location of the
target and eventually became totally disoriented.
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When all of the data collected in this study are fully analyzed, it should be
possible to evaluate such parameters as fatigue, time-of-day, and comprehen,.ive perform-
ance correlatiOns in relation to recorded EKG patterns. At present, we have succeeded in
identifying specific fligh~t segments in several pilots that were characterized by docu-
mented variations in performance, and in determining corresponding EEG configurations. For
ex&mple, during an early morning flight., pilot R.N. completed a highly successful
targeting run involving effective aircraft control end use of INS and 1R guidance systems.
Sequential 64-second spectral distribution profiles (baeed on the mean of four 16 bec. EEG

Sepochs) were characterized in particular by a peak of activity at 8-11 Hz in left central
cortex (Fig. 6A). Approximately one hour later, this same pilot experienced an uneguivo-

$ cal and verified period of spatial disorientation during an 1R target identification run.
Spectral profiles from left central cortex showed a marked and significant depression in
8-11 Hz activity during this sequence. (Fig. 6B). Activity in right central cortex (c2-
C6) did not show significant differences in these two conditions nor did visual cortical

* recordings.

When data from a ser•.es of flight segments over several diffarent flights were
combined and rated on the basis of performance characteristics, several consistent find-
ings emerged (Fig. 7). Activity in all frequency bands except 8-11 and 12-15 Hz showed no
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Figure 7. Mean lEE spectral power at 4-7 Hz (A) and 8-11 Hz (n) from both hemispheres is
shown here for data segments recorded in four different targeting runs during which per-
formance by the same pilot was rated from optimal to failed. Values at 4-7 Hz showed no
systematic trend in relation to the dimension of performance, nor were there any signifi-
cent differences between left and right hemispheres, although power on the left side
tended to be higher. At 8-Il Hz, however, an essentially linear decline in power from the
left hemisphere paralleled the dimension from good to poor performance. Power in right
central cortex was significantly lower than that on the left during optimal and nominal
performance only, and showed an overall difference only at the extremes of this dimension.
The ordinate scale in this graph was adjusted to compensate for shortcomings in the Lotus
graphic program.
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related trends. However, in these two bands, a consistent relationship was observed.
Activity at theme frequencies from left central cortex (Cl-C5) showed a significant linear
decline from optimal to failod performance while right central activity did not. The
previously noted discrepancy between left and right hemispheres was maintained across this
dimension but was greatest during optimal and nominal performance.

Modulation analysis was applied also to these data (Fig. 8). Once again, optimal
performance was associated with an increasing amplitude of temporal modulation in the 8-11
Hz frequency band, exclusively. Further, spectral analysis of power in this band over
time indicated that intrinsic periodicity was generally slower during optimal versus
failed performance. Left and right central hemisphere differences were again confirmed
and were greatest during optimal performance.

AIR-IR (GOOD); AIR-GROUND (POOR)
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Figure S. An example of the temporal display of EEO power modulation based on spectral
density values derived from sequential 16 sec epochs of EEG data shown here for central
cortical 8-11 He bands during good vs. poor performance samples. Both graphs show
bilateral data from a good performance run (left portion of abscissa) compared with data
from a different poor performance run (right portion). Note that during good performance
a-11 14s power from the loft central uortox is both elevated end more slowly modulated when
compared with that from the right and with data from both hemispheres during poor
performance. Hemispheric differences or* reduced in the 4-7 He bend end their amplitude
and modulation do not discriminate quality of performance. Theme findings are
functionally similar to those shown from our laboratory study in Fig. 4.

Theme In-flight findings support observations made in our laboratory studies
suggesting that cent~ral cortical EEG patterns can be differentiated in optimal versus poor
flight performance by virtue of a constellation of more-or-loss consistent parameters.
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Theme include, 1) relative power in left central 8-15 Hz activity; 2) differences in this
activity between right and left hemisphere., and 3) the amplitude and period of temporal
modulation in this frequency range.

2. T-38 In-flight Study

The effort to devise methods for the collection of valid EEG data in the highly
dynamic environment of fighter plane operations has been a long-term component of our
program. It was determined early-on that standard laboratory procedures were simply
inappropriate. As suggested at the onset, the ultimate goal of this effort was to achieve
a totally noninvasive, self-contained system which would provide a reliable index of pilot
functional status. Over a progressive series of trials, using our own staff as passenger
subjects, we were able to devise a methodology which achieved these goals within the
current state of related technology, and to begin recently to collect appropriate data
from Air Force pilots during actual flight operations. We are greatly indebted to the
staff and officers at the Flight Test Center, Edwards Air Force Base, for this accomplish-
ment.

A) T38 IN FLIGHT: RESTING
CA. MO
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Figure 9. Mean power-spectral distribution curves calculated from left and right central
cortical EEG data from an Air Force test pilot during flight segments (approximately 2-4
min. in duration) in a T-38 aircraft. During these segments the pilot was not flying the
aircraft. Date at A are from a period of resting with eyes closed. Data at B are from a
period of resting with eyes open during straight-and-level flight.

The system developed for this purpose was described in the previous section and
used in the NC131-H study. Briefly, it consists of a specially configured flight-helmet
liner cap with fixed electrodes at appropriate sites and adjacent rminiature preamplifiers.
Retractable flaps provide for rapid electrode attachment, with valcro seals and a mesh
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overcap securing everything in place. A pro-molded ]ielmet inner-liner pad prevents the
occurrence of "hot spots" when the flight helmet is put on. Leads from the electrode cap
are fed unobstrusively to the previously described flight vest which contains essential
data collection electronic devices. The parachute and aircraft seat belts fit over this
vest and the system is configured so as not to interfere with potential ejection
requirements. This entire arrangement was evaluated and approved by an appropriate Safety
Review Board at the base.

Since all data collection trials are on a non-interference basis, it is
necessary to extract appropriate segments from established flight profiles. Pilots are
briefed in advance as to our objectives and have made every effort to cooperate within
the restraints of a given specified test mission. Again, only preliminary data are
available at this time from actual pilot subjects.

During a given flight, data were obtained from periods of non-operation resting,
with and without attention to ongoing events (Fig. 9). Spectral analysis of such data
showed a selective increase in central 8-11 He activity from both hemispheres when eyes
are closed (Fig. 9-A). This spectral diotribution peak is absent on both sides of the
brain during attentive periods when the other pilot is flying the aircraft (Fig. 9-8).
However, when ttne subject pilot flies the plane through a difficult maneuver (Fig. 10-A)
activity in the lower frequency bands is increased, and particularly at 8-11 He in left
central cortex. With maneuvers creating high G-force effects (Fig. 10- B), this

C) HIGH SPEED, LOW ALT. RUN
do.. rftT*
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Figure 10. These graphs constitute a continuation of Fig. 9. In this case the subject
pilot is flying the T-38 fighter aircraft. Data at C are from a low-altitude (approx.
100 ft.), high-speed (500 knot@) flight segment, including turns with some increased a-
force. Data at D are from four flight segments during which 4-5 G turns were being
performed.
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hemispheric discrepancy is increased as is power in the lower 4-7 and 0-3 H& frequency

bands. The latter Increase is consistent with data obtained previously from non-pilotpasege r ub acts (23).

These findings are summarized using a different format in Figure II. Resting
activity during straight-and-level flight with eyes closed was associated with a decrease
in power in the 4-7 Hz band and an increase in power at 8-11 Hz, bilaterally, in
seneorimotor and visual (not shown) cortex. Demanding flight maneuvers, with some
associatsd G-force effects, resulted in an increase in 4-7 HM activity and a decrease lo
8-11 Hz power with a discrepancy developing between left and right hemispheres in central
cortex. This trend continued to some extent with high G-force maneuvers (4-5 04), in that
power significantly increased bilaterally at 4-7 Hz and unilaterally at 8-11 Hz in leftcentral cortex.

COMPARITIVE FREQ. BAND CHANGES

3-

*.6-

M

Figure 11. Comparative analysis of spectral densities at 4-7 and 8-11 Hz in left and
right central cortex during three of the four flight conditions described in Figs. 9 and
10. Data from both hemispheres at 4-7 Hz are shown first during each condition (broad
hatch left, close-hatch right). Data for 8-11 Hz are shown second (broad-cross left,
close-cross right.). See text for discussion of these data.

Our findings to date suggest that a non-specific increase in frequencies between
1-7 Hz accompanies the imposition of significant 0-force effects in a graded and parallel
manner. To the extent that the pilot continues to effectively operate the aircraft, this
is associated also by a specific discrepancy between left and right central cortical EEG
patterns at 8-11 Hz, with power on the left greater than that on the right. Addition-
ally, central cortical hemispheric differences appear only when the subject is actually
flying the aircraft.

IV. Discus:3ion

We have presented here a brief overview of a series of studies in various stages
of completion. Accordingly, it was impossible to provide a comprehensive inte,'ation of
findings. Preliminary observations, however, did disclose a consistent trend in a body of
data which encompasses a number of diverse laboratory and field contexts.

As stated at the outset, out focus on the concept of background functional state
and a reliance on neurophysiological constructs relating to the underlying substrates of
EEG activity in task-specific neural systems is somewhat unique. It is difficult,
therefore, to compare our findings with those of other groups interested in these
problems. for example, studies examining event-related potentials within the EEG in
relation to information processing and cognitive aclivity (24), while also directed to
functional considerations, limit recordings to standardized midline electrode placements.
a practice which precludes comparison with the hemispheric difference@ that proved so
useful to the studies reported here. Further, EEG studies concerned with the increase in
nonspecific, slower frequencies which parallels the decline of vigilance (25,26) cannot be
compared with findings relating to specific frequency changes in association with
increasing vigilance. Finally, there has been little in the day of extended and/or
systematic ERG data collected in the context of actual military' fliqtgt operations.

Data from the four ERG studies described here showed that most flight-trained
individuals engaged in the visual-motor tasks associated with piloting aircraft develop a
siqniftcant hemispheric discrepancy in the incidence of 8-11 Hz activity recorded from the
sensorimotor (central) cortical areas, with activity in the left hemisphere exceeding that
in the right. This discrepancy was present during such performance whether it occurred in
the quiet, undynamic laboratory setting or in a T-38 traveling at 500 knots in a terrain-
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following exercise. It was present in both left and right handed individuals and in both
younger and older adults. It was not present during resting, cognitive activity or
high-performance flight if the subject was not operating the controls. Most importantly,
it was attenuated or abolished during poor or failed performance when the individual was
operating the controls. Time-aeries and trend analysis of the incidence of central 8-15
He activity supported theme observations. A more or less periodic modulation of this
activity was documented under all circumstances. However, during good performance,
modulation in left central cortex was uniquely dominated by slower cycles, ranging from
2-5 minutes in period and with increasing amplitudes. Conversely, during poor
performance, this modulation was faster (1-2 cycles per minute) and showed stable or
decreasing amplitudes. Both period and amplitude differences between hemispheres tended
to disappear as performance deteriorated.

Although increased arousal or demand generally decreased activity at this
frequency, it did not abolish hemispheric differences in central cortex if the task was
being successfully performed. Moreover, this discrepancy was abolished in conditions of
both low and high arousal if the subject was not operating-tW aircraft controls. Thus,
one cannot attribute the attenuation of this pattern during poor performance or
disorientation to a nonspecific arousal effect.

It is possible that the unliateral facilitation of 8-15 Hz patterns was related
to the so-called "en arceau rhythme" (or mu rhythm) described by Gastaut (27). However,
thir rhythm is dependent on the absence or suppression of movement (27,28), an unlikely
requirement for the hand operating attitude control in most of our studies. Moreover, as
stated above, this hemispheric discrepancy disappeared during periods of non-performance.
Nevertheless, the possible relationship of these findings to the mu rhythm concept bears
further consideration.

It will be recalled from our initial comments that an extensive animal literature
has shown that rhythmic 0EG frequencies in sensorimotor cortex are produced by ascending
volleys of intrinsic, gated discharge from neurons in the specific thalamic relay nucleus
projecting to this area. The amplitude of resulting BEG patterns ic determined by
changing levels of cortical activation. Further, oscillatory thalamic discharge is
increased by either the spontaneous or imposed reduction of afferent activity in related
sensory pathways. Thus, it is reasonable to propose that a unilateral increase in
sensorimotor EEG rhythmic patterns reflects a decrease in the processing of somatosensory
information in that hemisphere. Conversely, the attenuation of such activity implies
increased functional proc.,eeing. Additionally, the modulation of these events over time
can be interpreted as an index of the need for such information.

The present context does not allow for a detailed discussion of these
neurophysiological dynamics. However, it can be seen that they provide a basis for some
speculation concerning the present findings. We would suggest that competent flight
performance requires a differentiation of right and left hemisphere sensorimotor
functions. It is now generally accepted that the left hemisphere functions in a primary
linear, 3aquental and logical fashion, and is specialized for symbolic comprehension and
calculation, while the right hemisphere functions in a primarily holistic, simultaneous
fashion and is specialized for visual-spatial and visual-perceptual activities (29,30).
Given the nature of this division of labor, our data inmply that high-performance flying is
improved as these underlying neurophysiological functions become more clearly
differentiated. Indeed, it appears that the actual psychomotor act of aircraft control is
less relevant to adequate performance than the visual-spatial processing that is ongoing.
We speculate that these psychomotor tasks must become highly overlearned or near automatic
behaviors (probably even subcortically maintained) while the visual- spatial environment,
and therefore visual-perceptual processing, remains novel and in need of constant adaptive
response.

Borrowing from the analogy of Donchin et al (31), we would assign to the right
hemisphere the task of "tactical" information processing and to the left the task of
"strategic" information processing. Thus, in optimal performance cir'uumstances, the right
sensorimotor cortex is continuously engaged in the spatial-perceptual task of guiding
flight operations. The left sensorimotor cortex, having specified the overall objectives,
does not interfere with this process except to update on a periodic basis. The more often
instructions must be updated or conscious calculations made (i.e., the shorter the period
of amplitude modulation), the less competent the performance. When strategic and tactical
efforts become simultaneous, the quality of performance may be compromised.

Our findings in the area of G-force effects on EEG patterns are very preliminary.
Once again, however, they appear to be consistent. Data from both passenger and pilot

subjects have shown that the onset and increment of signif4.cant 0-force effects is
accompanied by a nonspecific increase in lower frequency patterns. The present data for
pilots operating the aircraft suggest that this is particularly true for the 4-7 Hz band.
However, regardless of this effect, if central 8-15 Hz left-right hemisphere discrepancy
is maintained, competent performance is ccatinued. The ongoing collection and
interpretation of data $.n thls context should further clarify these relationships.
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DISCUSSION

KAUFMAN, US: It is wall-known that when thure is not too much demand on the alert buL resting person,
then there Is a good bit of alpha activity, having oome periodicity, which occurs in spindles in the range
of 8 - II Hz. However, when the person is disturbed, hs becomes alert and generates lots of beta
activity. This used to be called dseynchronization, sometimos alpha blockage, an(' is characterized by
haqtin less periodicity in the 8 - 11 Hz range. It my be hypothesized that you have a situation in which
the pilot is presented with poor performance, which he perhaps senses; and he becomes more alert, he looks
around mure, his alpha activity is blocked, and he shows desynchronsiation. Similarly. under high-G, he
becomes disturbed and displays the same kinds of characteristics. Given the fact that this can occur
asymwtrically over the hemispheres, to what extent would such a hypothesis account for your data?

SCh1JOMR, US: I ca:,not say that we have gone about asking all of the relevant questions pertaining to
that hypothesis. Of course, if that were to occur, then we would expect to see increases in beta
activity, which did not happen in our situation.

pC1VINS, USi The butd band energy goes dows with increased activation and petformance of task. It does
not increase as has been erroneously reported on numerous occasions. So Dr. Kauifman's account of your
results Is probably correct.
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BUMMARY

Notion evoked potentials (HER) were collected from subjects while they were rotated
from side to side in a seated position. The HERs were biphasic with major component
mean latencies of 278 maec and 388 msec. It is concluded that the HERB are of brain
origin and not due to artifacts from the recording environment. The latencies of the
waveform components of the PIER suggests that the HER results from the onset of the
rotation stimulus. Differences between the HERs reported here and those of other
published reports may be due to the added involvment of the saccule/utricle apparatus
and the more rapid onset of the stimulus.

INTRODUCTION

The vestibular system is of crucial importance in establishing orientation in space
and providing acceleration information. Numerous studies have been performed on lower
animals which have provided much information concerning the anatomy and physiology of
the vestibular system. However, little electrophysiologlcal data is available from
normal human subjects. This i1 in part due to the difficulty of providing adequate
stimuli which permits the recording of electrical events associated with the stimuli.
This is unfortunate because of the role played by the vestibular apparatus in normal
situations as well as its hypothesized role in motion and space sickness.

Several investigators have recorded electrical activity from the human brain in
response to motion stimulation (1)(2)(3). The results of these studies are inconsistent
and inconclusive. The exact reason for this is not clear, but may be due to the nature
of the stimuli used, or the state of their subjects (4)(5). However, Salamy et al (5)
and Hood and Eayan (4) have taken systematic approaches to the methodological problems
concerning vest ibular stimulus presei.tation and status of subjects. These two studies
focused on different aspects of the motion evoked response (HER). Salamy et al (5)
were interested in the activity occurring within the first second following stimulus
onset, while Hood and Kayan (4) investigated the later evoked activity (up to two
seconds after stimulus onset). The subjects were seated in an upright position with
their heads tilted 30 degrees forward. They were rotated about the vertical axis of
the body, with the intention of maximally stimulating the horizontal semicircular
canals. Salamy at al (5) reported biphasic MERs that exhibited prominent negative
and positive components. The negative component had a mean latency of 193 msec after
onset of the stimulus, and the positive component had a mean latency of 345 maec. The
authors concluded that MERs were vestibular in origin, and not a result of somatosensory
or ocular influences. The MERs were quite comparable to averaged scalp potentials
obtained from the other sensory systems. Hood and Kayan (4) investigated the much
longer latency HER components. These authors reported that they could not consistently
find the short latency HER components found by earlier investigators. However, they
reliably observed a slow, dome-shaped negative component reaching a peak at
approximately 700 msec. This negative-going component was larger when visual input was
present, indicating the influence of optokinetic effects froe the visual system.

The differences in these two studies may be due to the experimental conditions.
I lamy et al (5) used a fairly sudden onset motion, and the subjects were blindfolded

and instructed to keep their eyes closed. Hood and Kayan (4) used a much slower onset
motion, and subjects fixated on a spot at eye level that moved in conjunction with the
subjects. Both studies positioned subjects so that only the semicircular canals were
stimulated.

The purpose of the present study is to stimulate both the semicircular canals and
the saccule/utricle apparatus. We examined the brain activity during the first second
after stimulus onset to determine whether or not early components of the HER can be
reliably recorded.
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METHOD

Six young adult male subjects were used in this experiment. They were all healthy
as ascertained by a physical examination. Silver-silver chloride electrodes were applied
to the vertex (Co) and both mastoid processes. One mastoid was used as reference, the
other as ground. Electtode impedances were 5K ohms or leas.

The Armstrong Aeromedical Research Laboratory Dynamic Environmental Simulator (DES)
was used to provide the motion stimulus. The DES is a man-rated, three axis centrifuge
with a 19 feet radius. It is controlled by a digital computer which operates a
hydraulic and direct drive electric motor system. During this experiment, only the cab
was rotated, not the main arm. The cab In a spherical gondola 10 feet in diameter and
is rotated on the arm by a hydraulic drive system. Subjects were seated and strapped
upright into an aircraft seat mounted at the center of the cab. From the upright,
seated position the subjects were rotated approximately 90 degrees to their left along
the Y-axis of the body. After several seconds in this position, they were rotated
approximately 180 degrees in the same plane to the right side. The rotation Vook four
seconds, whigh resulted in an acceleration of approximately pi/4 radians/sec' (45
degrees/sec- ). They wore then returned to the kpright position and given several
minutes to readapt, then the stimulus sequence was repeated for a total of six
rotations. The 330 was sampled for one second at a rate of 250 Hz by a Nicolet CA 1000
averager beginning with the onset of rotation. Grass P511 AC amplifiers were used to
amplify the BEG and had a gain of approximately 50K. The cab was illuminated and the
subjects fixated a spot in front of their eyes during the rotation. A television camera
mounted inside the cab provided visual monitoring of the subjects during the rotation
and between rotations.

For two of the subjects, additional electrodes were attached at the center of the
forehead approximately 1 cm above the nasion, and on the point of the cheek bone. This
was done because the amplifiers were in the DES cab and also as a check on movement
induced artifacts form the subjects. By positioning electrodes on the head at sites
more distant from the brain, it was assumed that this would provide information as to
whether or not motion artifacts were present. If the same electrical activity was found
at the vertex, forehead and cheek sites, then one could conclude that motion artifacts
were being recorded, as well as sensory activity from the brain. The forehead electrode
also would register eye potentials that would be larger than those from the vertex due
to the proximity to the eyes.

As a further test, this electrode configuration was applied to another subject who
was presented with a stimulus situation that is known to result in a large, late
positive component which is similar to the one found in this experiment(6). The so-
called "odd-ball' paradigm was used in which 100 stimuli are presented that consist of
80 regular tones with 20 different, clearly discernable rare tones randomly
interspersed. The subjects were asked to covertly count the rare tones that were heard.
This would produce a large positive component approximately 300 meec following onset of
the rare tone. Since this potential Is of known brain origin, its relative size at the
vertex, forehead and cheek would show the potential gradient distribution from brain-
generated activity at these sites.

RESULTS

Figure 1 presents the motion evoked responses (MERs) from the six subjects. The
MERe can be characterized as biphasic, starting with a negative-going component with a
mean latency of 278 msec following the onset of rotation. This is followed by a large
positive-going component that peaks at 388 msec (Table 1). The data taken from the
forehead and cheek are depicted in Figure 2, and show that these biphasic components are
attenuated at the forehead and essentially absent from the cheek recording. This
indicates that the potentials recorded from the vertex were of brain origin. The data
from the subject in the "oddball" paradigm are shown in Figure 3, and display the
typical large late positive component which is quite similar to the HER in
configuration. The positive component was evident, but smaller, at the forehead and

* essentially absent at the cheek. This was the same pattern found with the HERs.

Table 1. Means and standard deviations of the major components
of the motion evoked response. Latency in msec and
amplitude in uv.

Latency Amplitude

Subject Negative Positive Peak-to-Peak

1 288 372 14.3
2 280 360 10.2
3 284 400 9.2
4 264 396 13.8
5 284 420 12.0
6 268 380 12.8

Mean 278 388 12.1
Std.Dev. 9.7 21.6 2.0

f

" q .......... .... .. + - _
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Figure 1. Average motion evoked responses from the six subjects.
Positive plotted as an upward deflection.

In order to test for effects due to the movement of the electrode leads and
amplifiers, a "dummy subject" consisting of 10K ohm resistors was placed in the position
of the human subject's head. Analysis of these data taken during cab rotation resulted
in a straight line recording, showing that the movement of the leads and amplifiers did
not contribute to the HER.

pm

Figure 2. Averaged responses from one subject recorded from the
vertex, forehead and cheek in response to six rotations.
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Figure 3. Responses from one subject in tho "iodd-ba~ll paradigm
recorded from the vertex, forehead and cheek.

SDISCUSSION

The MERs elicited in this study seem to be cortical in origin. They are quite
similar from subject to subject and decrease in size as the recording site is moved away

Sfrom the vertex. The similarity of the potentials between subjects indicates that they
are due to vestibular stimulation. Identical MERs from all subjects would indicate that
they were due to movement artifact and not neural in origin. The similarity found

Sbetween subjects exhibited enough variability to argue for neural origins. Also, the
finding that the amplitudes were much smaller at the forehead, and not evident at the
cheek, further supports a neural origin and one which is probably located in the central
regions of the brain. More precise localization is not possible with the present data.
However, Salamy et al (5) reported that the largest amplitudes were recorded from the
more central regions. Since the HERs from the forehead electrode were considerably
smaller than those from vertex, ocular origins of the HER can be ruled out, or at least

* seen to have had a negligible influence on the HER.

Salamy et al (5) were concerned with possible somatosensory origins or influences
on the HER. They convincingly argued that the time course of their records was not
compatible to those found with somatosensory responses. The somatosensory system would
produce much earlier components than those found. The same argument would seem to hold
for the present data.

In contrast to Hood and Kayan (4) and in line with Salamy (5) we were able to
record early components of the HER from our subjects. It is clear from Table I that the

* latencies of the two components were consistent across subjects. The standard
deviations are similar to those reported from studies whose evoking stimuli are auditory
or visual. It seems likely that the rate of onset of the stimuli was an important
difference between Hood and Kayan (4) and Salamy et al (5) and the present study. The
early components of the HER may well be sensitive to and directly responding to the
initial onset of rotation. While the longer latency, dome like, response reported by
Hood an~d Eayan (4) is produced by continuation of the rotation. These relationships
should be investigated in a systematic fashion to provide better understanding of the
mechanisms underlying the HER.

In regard to the data presented in Balamy et al (5), the latencies reported here
are longer by approximately 100 msec for the negative component, and approxima.tely 50
msec for the positive component. There are several possible reasons for these

Sdifferences. Stimulus onset rate and body orientation are two good candidates though
Snot the only ones. As discussed above stimulus characteristics are very important for
Sthe HER. While similar rates were used in the two studies the differences between them

could well have produced the HER differences. The second factor was body orientation
during the stimulus which determines the nature of the stimulation to the veetibular
sensors. Salamy et al (5) purposely positioned their subjects so as to only stimulate
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the semicircular canals. In the present study the subjects orientation was such so that
the maccule/utricle apparatus would also be stimulated. The added input from these
lense organs could be responsible for the later response latencies found in the MRs.
Other variable@ may also have been responaible for the latency differences. While no
conclusions can be drawn at this time concerning the origin of the rejorted differences,
the data do suggest that studies be carried out which systematically vary these
parameters in order to determine the variables responsible for the MES. Purther, this
sort of research would also permit the determination of the relationships between
manipulations of these variables and exact changes in the HER.

In addition to manipulation of orientation and acceleration, the reliability of the
HER should be tested. If these waveforms are stable over time, the differences between
subjects could be investigated in terms of suseptibility to motion effects, such &a
nystagmus and motion sickness. It IAs possible that not only could museptible
individuals be identified but also the effects of medication and behavioral treatment
"could be monitored.
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DISCUSSION

OUEDRY, US: 1 gathor that the tilt you used was from 90* left to 90' right or vice versa. To fully
understand the nature of your stimulus you would also need to know the angular velccity profile. If you
start your stimulus with a high angular acceleration to some constant velocity - probably 4 5

°/s or so --
then you would have a strong semicircular canal stimulus, and a more-or-less continuous change in stimu-
lation of the otolithic organs. At the end of the stimulus period, you would have a reversed semicircular
canal stimulation. Would you clarify exactly what is the condition of your stimulus?

WILSON, US: It was 45"/s. The entire motion Look place in 4 seconds, b::t we only analyzed the fitvt one-
second of data because of equipment problems.

GUEDRY, US: So your stimulus at the beginning is, in fact, a semicircular canal stimulus which would
persist for part of the time during which you were generating an otolithic stimulation.

JOHNSON, GEt Have you any idea of the reaction of the eyes during your experiments?

WILSON, US: We used a fixation light, but did not find large eye excursions. We had very small levels of
activity, but we may have been picking up EEG. I don't think we had any eye movements that were
detectable.

LANDOLT, CA: The stimulus that you used was asymmetrical in the sense that you tilted 90' one way from
the upright position, and then tilted 180. in the opposite direction. If you evoked somatosensory
potentials then, would these not show up as an asymmetric response? Did you check for this?

WILSON, US: We only recorded from the midline with this experiment, and only with one EEG channel. I
think the way to check for this would be to record bilaterally.

WOLFE, US: I don't see how you can define your stimulus. If you muve the whole body, then you will have
a somatosensory stimulus, a cross-coupled semicircular canal stimulus, and otolithic stimulation; all
taking place simultaneously.

F

, .4
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T111 wvuar OF IUwB WIfFA ONu TMu VIuMWLR uVOE RESPONSE
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The effect of hypoxia on the long-latency vestibular evoked response (VEER) was examined in eight
sitting subjects who underwent intermittent 0.1 Ha sinusoidal rotation in complete darkness, while
fixating on a small target light that rotated with the subject . Evoked responses were recorded during
10 minutes of rotational stimulation after breathing each gas mixture for a minimum of 25 minutes.
for intermittent clockwise (CW) rotation in the horisontal plane, a reproducible negative potential
(-28.7 I 2.3 WV) (mean * SEWO developed at electrode sites located between the vertex and the "linked"
ears during air breathing conditions. It peaked close to the point of maximum velocity of the sinu-
sotdal stimulus. This negative cortical potential decreased (i.e.. it became less negative) with
respect to the air control by 25.42 (P< 0.01) when the subjects were exposed to a 16.7% oxygen breath-
ing mixture (altitude equivalent of 1900 a). No effect was seen with 18.7% (910 m) and 14.4% (2780 m)
oxygen breathing mixtures. For intermittent counterclockwise (COW) rotation, & positive potential
(30.1 * 3.7 PV) developed, during air breathing, between the vertex and the linked ears. This mspli-
tude decreased by 18.9% when breathing both the 18.72 and 16.62 oxygen gas mixtures (P< 0.01), and by
17.9% for a 14.42 oxygen mixture (P< 0.05) compared to the standard, air. These results indicate that
the cortical processing of vestibular sensations may be affected even under very mildly hypoxic condi-
tions, Animal studies have indicated that the levels of hypoxia used in this study can significantly
alter neurotransamitter metabolism in brain tissue. Modifications in neurotransmitter synthesis and
concentration by the hypoxic conditions may explain the susceptibility of cortical processing of
sensory information to very mild hypoxia. Compensatory changes in cerebral blood flow and neurotrans-
sitter synthesis may be responsible for the reduced effect under the more severe hypoxic conditions.

1. I* VMCTIOU

Spatial disorientation in flight (SUP) occurs because of an incorrect conscious perception of the
body's orientation in space. It is a contributing factor in up to 10% of all aircraft accidents [1].
Most research into the effects of environmental stressore on SDF has been concerned kdth the func-
tional disruption of the vestibslar and visual systems, either at the level of the end-organ or at the
sub-cortical brainstem. However, it is in the cortex where conscious awereness of spatial orientation
is processed (2,3,4 ,5]. Since inadequate or degraded vestibular and visual cues, and the failure to
consciously detect changes in attitude or motion of the aircraft probably account for the most impor-
tent causes of disorientation accidents (1], any disruption of the cortical processing of conscious
perception of vestibular signals is also of critical concern. Although the correct functioning of the
end-organ and brainstem is critical, SDF may still occur if cortical processing of vital information
pertaining to spatial orientation is distorted or impaired.

The processing of both visual [6,7] and auditory [8,9] sensory information at the level of the
cerebral cortex is more readily impaired by hypoxia than is the analogous sub-cortical primary proces-
sing 110]. A possible explanation for the sensitivity of the cerebral cortex to mild hypoxia is that
even small changes in the concentration of oxygen in the breathing mixture can lead to dramatic
changes in the functional metabolic state 'of the central nervous system [11,12,13,14] (see DISCUS-
SION). More severe hypoxia than that required to disrupt cortical function decreases the frequency of
caloric-induced nystagaus 115], and increases the slow phase angular velocity of rotation-Induced
nystagmns [16]. However, in cats, complete anoxia of several minutes duration is required to effect
the short-latency vestibular evoked response (VaER) [17], which arises from the vestibular nerve and
the brainatea. Since the cortex is very sensitive to any changes in oxygen tension, one would expect
that disruption of vestibular sensation may occur at levels of hypoxia that have little or no effect
on the basic reflex mechanisms of the vestibulo-ocular system. Evidence of this has been reported by
both Fraser et al. [18] and Yamasaki et &1. [19], who found that mild hypoxia (oxyhemoglobin satura-
tion >85%) a Racted the overall postur-l stability of standing human subjects.

Fredrickson et al. [3,4J have shown that there are primary cortical projections of the vestibular
system to the parieta cortices of rhesus and squirrel monkeys, which are presumably associated with
the conscious integration of sensory information for perception of body position. Several other
groups have investigated the nature of the VaER in humans and also in animals (20,21,22,23,24)].
Figure I suarisss the reported results on the long-latency cortical evoked responses to low fro-
quency vestibular stimulation in conscious human subjects. In four of.these studies, a slow negative
potential developed during clockwise rotation that tracked the vestibular velocity stimulus. When the
veveforme of the vestibular evoked response In all five studies are plotted on the sames time axis,
with the origin set to the point of maximum acceleration (large arrow, Flaure 2), It is apparent thatStihe negative evoked response lags the peak acceleration and leads or tracks the peak velocity, over a

F wide range of stimulus velocities.

Since this slow potential shift tracks the velocity stimulus, It is believed that it represents
cortical processing of thc vestibular stimulus 123). Accordingly, the method was used in this study
to examine the effects of mild hypoxia on the processing of vestibular information since this would
have relevance in providing insight into pilot orientation and disorientation.
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StmulAu Vut-kom Evoled Responae
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Figure 1. A summary of five studies on the long-latency cortical evoked response due to a vestibular
stimulus (right column). The velocity stimulus is given In the left column. All evoked
responses were recorded from human subjects with a vertex electrode referenced to a nose
(Cs-N) . or mastoid electrode (Cz-M) as citod. All plots are retracings made from the ori-
ginal figures provided in each reference. In Hood (22), no amplitude scale was provided.
All abscissae are In units of second@.

2. WOOTDOUS

The long-latency components of the VsER were recorded in eight sitting volunteer subjects (6
female, 2 male; mean age of 24 years), who underwent intermittent 0.1 Hz sinusoidal stimulation (angu-
lar displacement - 45*, angular velocity - 14's-1, angular acceleration - 9s-

2
; in the horizontal

plane) in complete darkness using DCIEM's Precision Angular Mover (PAM). These angular accelerations
are well above the reported threshold values for conscious perception (0.035 - 4.0's-

2
) [251, but

below the levels used in the studies reported above (20,21,22,23,24), in order to minimize the possi-
bility that the recorded evoked responses had a somatomensory origin. The intermittent rotations
consisted of a half-wave sinusoidal rotation (of 5 seconds duration, every 15 seconds (Figure 3). The
direction of rotation was alternated between clockwise (CW) and counterclockwise (CCW) rotations in
each stimulus paradigm. Using the 10-20 International electrode position system, the cortical evoked
responses were recorded from the Cs position, as referenced to the "linked" ears (referred to as "A"
in test), and from the Cs site (as referenced to the Pz position) with silver-silver chloride minia-
ture electrodes (Graoe Instrument Co). Bipolar electrode configurations were chosen to conform to
previous studies (20,21,22,23,24J, as well as to examine potential changes over the primary vestibular
cortex in the parietal lobe. Conjugate vertical and horizontal eye movements were recorded with
silver-silver chloride electrodes to monitor the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) and to detect blink
artifacts. A common ground electrode was placed on the forehead. The signals were amplified with Gould
Universal Pre-amplifiers (Model 11-5407-58) and Amplifiers (Model 1;-4615-58), and stored on magnetfc
tape with an PM tape recorder (Hewlett-Packard Co., Model 3968A) along with the velocity profile from
a tachometer coupled to the PAM. The Cz-Pz, Cz-A, VOR, and blink signals were bandpase filtered
between 0.05 and 30 Ht, before they were taped.
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Fgr 2.

I The cortical responses shown in Figure 1

Gerrulqeaj.(1981) replotted relative to the point of maxi-
mum acceleration (large arrow). The

*K yasmaller arrows on each waveform indicate
; t"e point of maximum negative response.

Hood & ci.(198(5)

fBummr et .( 1970)

Hood (1983)

Each subject was exposed to each gas mixture for 35 minutes. The "resting" electroencephalogram
(EEG) was recorded with the subject in the dark with the eyes open during the first 10 minutes of
exposure to the gas mixture. Following ten minutes of other tests (not reported in this paper), the
subject was then given 5 minutes of continuous 0.1 Hz sinusoidal rotation in complete darkness to
record the VOL, The bubject was asked to keep his/her eyes open and parform a subtraction task during
this time. Following the VOlt testing, the subject was exposed to 10 minutes of intermittent sinu-
soidal stimulation in the dark with the eyes open and fixed on a small light-emitting dioide placed 15
cm in front of the eyes, which rotated with the subjeut. Following the completion of the intermittent
stimulation, the breathing gas mixture was switched, and the next set of readings were taken. Half of
tLhe subjects received the gas mixtures in the following order: air, 18.7% 02 (altitude equivalent of
910 ia), 16.6% 02 (1900 m), 14.4% 02 (2780 [a), air; the remainder in the reverse order; none were aware
of the order of gas presentation. All test gas mixtures were balanced with nitrogen. All subjects had

refrained from alcohol and drugs for 48 hours, and food and caffeine for 12 hours prior to the
experiment. Inspired oxygen partial pressure was monitored with a Backman 02 analyzer.

Flgure 3.

Inteomittent half-wave sinusoidalVSER stimulus given to each subject.
The Intermittent stimuli con-
sisted of one-half of a complete
slnusoidal rotation (5 secondsN I duration) given at alternate CW

I e and CCW rotations every 15 sacs.
I s

-- - ~sec
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All FM tape data were transferred to a HASSCOMP 5700 computer (MASSCOMP Computer. Co.) The velo-
city, eye movement, and evoked response records were digitally filtered with a 3rd-order Butterworth
filter, having a 3dB drop off in gain at a cutoff frequency of 0.W, Hz to remove high frequency compo-
nents. The data files were reversed, refilterod, and reversed again to cancel the effects of phase
shifting induced by the digital filters (26J] Individual 10-second segments of the intermittent sti-
mulus and the VaER were averaged for each subject, stimulus, and gas (8 Se x 2 stimuli x 5 gases - 80
conditions). Thie average amplitudes of the evoked responses were calculated only from those data
segments that were uncontaminated by gross eye movement or other artifacts. A total of 10 to 15 sti-
muli were averaged for each condition. Amplitudes were calculated from the averaged EEG baseline
activity that was recorded during the resting phase. Because of difficulties in accurately determin-
ing the starting point of the velocity profile, and the point of maximum amplitude, no latency asa-
surenants were attempted. Moreover, the concept of latency for long-latency VeER, is probably not
meaningful in the context of the experiments described herein. Phase-plane plots of the stimulus
velocity versus the averaged evoked response were compared with similar plots of stimulus velocity
versus aye movement to test for eye-movement artifacts. The BMDP-2V software program [271 was used to
perform a repeated measures analysis of variance on the data. Comparisons of the first air control
versus the hypoxic gases and the second air exposure were performed with Dunnett's test. This test
enables an examination for significant ch&nges of effects of all four breathing gas mixtures as com-
pared to the first air control [28,29J . A.1l differences were considered significant when the probabi-
lity exceeded the 95% confidence interval (i.e.. P <0.05).

3. RESULTS

A highly reproducible evoked response wee recorded from all subjects. During intermittent sinu-
asidel stimulation, the VeER recorded from both the Cz-Pz and Ca-A montages was characterized by an
initial evoked response (arrow, Figure 4) following the initial maximum acceleration (similar to the
peaks seen by Suem et al. [20J, and Salamy et al. [241. This was followed by a slow potential shift
which closely trackeThe stimulus velocity pro ile of the PAM. During CW rotation, a negative poten-
tial shift occurred; during CCW rotation, a strong positive potential. Figure 4 illustrates the aver-
age evoked response of subject "de" during CW stimulation under the condition of the second air
control, along with a plot of the PAN velocity. A clear correlation between evoked response and sti-
mulus velocity can be seen in the phase-plane plot (Figure 5). No correlation was observed between
eye movement and stimulus velocity (Figure 6), indicating that the evoked responses were not an arti-
fact due to eye movement. The average evoked response (under CW rotation) of subject "de" for each of
the gas mixtures breathed over the course of the experiment is given in Figure 7. The average evoked
response amplitudes for the intermittent stimulus for all eight subjects are given in Table I for 04,
CCW, and combined conditions.

20 CZ-A Figure4 .
V I Average VsER (for Cz-A montage)

and stimulus velocity profile of
subject "de" undergoing intermit-
tent CW sinusoidal stimulation
during air control. The arrow
points to the initial evoked
response following the maximum

14 acceleration. There is an over-
shoot of the velocity stimulus in

dog the CCW direction at the end of
-. sethe 04 rotation due to difficul-

ties in controlling the PAM.

SnaIl arrowhead indicates base-
line level.

0 2 4 6 8 10

Seconds

*CZ-A
co 0 Figure S.

Pheas-plane plot of stimulus
velocity (in deg/eac) versus
t the bipolar Cz-A cortical
evoked rasaepone (in micro-
volts) .

> 14

10 0 -10 -20

Microvolts
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The meer. cegetive cortical potentials recorded between C.-A and Cs-Pa, during CW rotaeion,
L." decreased (i.e.. they became lees negetive ) with respect to the first air control by 25.4% (P( 0.01)

end 22.4Z (P <0.01), respectively, when the sobjects were exposed to the 16.6% oxygen (equivalent
altitude of 19U0 m) hypoxic gas mixture, No significant changes were seen between the air control and
the other hypoxic conditions. The man positive cortical potentials between Ca-A decreased during CC,
rotation by 18.9% when the sobjecto were exposed to the 18.7Z (910 o) (P< 0.05) end 16.61 oxygen (P<
0.01) gas mixtures, and by 17.9% during exposure to the 14.42 oxygen (2780 m) mixture. When amplitude
changes from the combined intermittent stimulations were compared, the mean Ca-A amplitudes decreased
by 11.9Zi (P< 0.05) and 22.1% (P< 0.01) with the 18.1Z and 16.6% oxygen gas mixtures, respectively.
The mean Oa-Pa amplitudes decreamed by 14.11 under the 16.6% mixture. No affect was seen due to expo-
sure to the 14.41 oxygen mixture.

* 40
Figure 6.

?haee-plane plot of eye movement
(in abitrary voltage unite) v~zsueE 0 evoked response (in microvolte).

0
* E

0-40

10 0 -10 -20

Miciovolts

FIgure 7.

Average VeER (for Ca-A sites) of
subject "de" undergoing intermit-z -A tent CW rotation, during exposure
to the four gas mixtures shown.
Each VeER waveform is drawn with
respect to different baselinew as

Air indicated by the small arrowheads

20 at the left of each tracing.

18.7%02

16.6% 02
14.4% 02

0 2 4 6 8

4. D.ZC~bSION Seconds
The shapes of the evoked response to the intermittent sinusoidal stimuli recorded in this study

is similar to th'iee observed by Hood [221 and Hood and KaEan (23]. However, they observed a negative
potential under both CW end CCW stimulation. In this study, a positive potential, similar to the slow
positive potential shift reported for CW rotation by Salamy et al. [241] was sean during the CCW
rotaLion. A direct comparison of these different experiments is difficult since the choice of a
bipols, montage affects rhe sign of the potential shift. The initial peak (arrow, Figure 4) is most
likely the response evoked by the initial acceleration uf the PAM, suggesting that the total waveform
of zhe evoked response is due to a .ombination of evoked reponees in response to both acceleration and
velocity stimuli.

Che tracking of the velocity stimulus by the VslXR is consistent with the velocity-stimulus
tracking of cupular deflection in animal preparations for similar veloctty profiles (30]. This sug-
gests that the observed evoked response is, in fact, a mapping of cupulr deflection output to the
-ortex.
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TAWI 1.

XpOLa MAWLITUDK OF VESTIfl UMt Em IWOUPBSK
(in U V) UUiR All AND WPOMIC ODNDITIOU3

Ecaotrode Rotary Gas Hixtur.
Sit.e Condition

Air 18.7% 02 16.6% 02 14.7% 02 Air

CX-Pa CW -19.6 -16.1 -15.2* -18.3 -17.3
*Sal *4.2 * 1.5 * 1.9 .k 1.9 * 1.5

CZ-A OW -28.7 -27.5 -21.4** -25.5 -23.4
*SEM -t 1.9 *2.7 * 1.8 -t 1.9 * 1.2

Cs-Pu CCW 15.9 14.5 14.2 14.0 13.7
*SEM *1.9 *1.4 *1.3 *1.2 l1.7

Ca-A CEW 30.1 24.4** 24.45* 24.7* 25.8
*Sa *3,7 *1.7 1.4 A 1.6 * 2.7

Cz-PZ Combined 17.4 15.3 14 ,7* 16.2 15.5
*SEM (CW & CCW) * 2.0 * 0.5 * 0.3 * 0.2 * 0.5

Cs-A (CVI & CCW) 29.4 25.9* 22.9** 26.9 24.7
*SEM *2.3 * 1.3 "0.8 * 2.8 *1.7

Values are given as the mean of eight subjects * standard error of the mean (SFM).
Combined values are the mieane of the absolute values of the 04 nd CCW results."* Significantly different form first air control at P< 0.05.

** Significantly different from first air control at P< 0.01.

It is highly unlikely that the evoked responses observed in this experiment ure due to arti-
facts. The sensations experienced under the conditions used in this study usually have been accepted
as being entirely vestibular in origin [7). Hood and Kayau (23] tested patients without vestibular

end-organ function, and were unable to detect any VaER under stimulation velocities much larger then
those used in the precent study, thus confirming that the evoked responses are not of somatosensory
origin (Figure 8). Weraver, in both this study and that of Hood and Kayan [231, there were no detect-
able eye movements when the evoked responses were recorded, although strong eye movements were
obtained when the fixation light was turned off. The decrease in the amplitude of the response with
hypoxia would indicate that no electrical or mechanical arzifact, due to movement of the subject or
the PA•, was responsible for the recorded waveforms.

The change in evoked response amplitude Irndicates that the cortical processing of vestibular
sensation is affected by even mild hypoxic conditions. This is in agreement with studies of other
sensory modalities, where mild hypoxia had a detectable effect on dark adaptation [32,33,34 J, contrast
discrimination [321, flicker fusion frequency [35), and on the generalized cortical activity [361.
The changes in evoked response amplitude seae, in this study, and the effects on other sensory modali-
ties, even under conditions of very mild hypoxia, are consistent uith the biochemical changes seen in
the brains of animal models, during exposure to similar levels of hypoxia. Table 2 summarizes the
reported investigations into the effects of mild hypoxic conditions on various brain metabolites. The
increased glucose utilization (11,121, increased lactate concentration [11], decreased acetylcholine
synthesis [11,12j, decreased norepinephrine and dopamnne elimination rates [14J, and an increase in
cellular cytochromae a 3 reduction (131 with increased levell of hypoxis, that are shown in Table 2,
would be expected to attenuate total cortical potential changes In response to iensory stimuli, due to

a decraGae in neuronal activity.

20 Veetibular evoked response (at
FV Z Z Cz-Fz siles) recorded from a

+ , normal rubject (N) in response
to CW rotational stimulation and
the re.;pon*i from a patient (P)

S CZ- rF w ith absent and-organ vestibular
function. Upper curve is the
stimulus velocity. Redrawm from

Hood and Kayan [2)).

1 secL.--
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TA=I 2.

CIUOhL 1ZOC=1CAL CLAMIS OWU TO MILDW SOit

Altitndo Mstdxki~c Qhages

hMt" %()2 iactae lactate2  Giu,,s2 Act; AC14 Serinel Aasariatal NP V3 DO
cbima. (ona. Utilization Syntheisa Synthesin Synthesis Syntlooei EUG.Rate W1-is.ate EHia~ata

mole, rmoiail tmolael imakol~k( dpsauor
1 

dpmosrl dpsaer, (Brain) (Brain) (Striabw

- 30.0 - 13.1 7.65 1.81 -

* 1. *1.0 *0.22

0 21.0 - - - - 0.281 0.226 0.218

*0,02V 0.021 *0.017

396 20.0 0.85 - - 171.3 9.2 30.6
*0.07 *10.6 *1.5 * 4.8

180 16.8 - - - - 0.248 0A2*** 0.317•*

*0.02 -+ O.M3 * 0.025

2743 15.0 1 A2 19.0 10.92k 1.18* 118.3** 4.1** 21.6A* - - -

*0.12 * 0.6 *1.24 *0.22 *5.7 *0.3 *1.3 - - -

3800 13.1 - - - - - - - 0.204 0.252 0.269
* 0.035 *0.011 *.0.035

eL r
1 Gibson at al. [12]. Metabolite concentrations were measured in the braino of male CD-I mice after 17

minutes o---hypoxia or control gases. Two minutes before sacrifice (U-
14

C)glucose wae injocted
intravenously. Acetylcholine (Ach), satine synthesis, and aapartate synthesis from labelled glucose
is given in terms of recorded dpm per stol of unlabelled neurotranamitter.

Gibson and Duffy [Ill. Metabolite concentrations were measured in brain of male Wistar rats after 15
minutes of hypoxia following exposure to 70% N2 /301 02 control gases. One minute before sacrifice,
the rats were injected intravenously with isotopic tracer of acetylcholina synthesis (U-

14
C) glucose

and (1-
2

H2 , 2-
2

H2 )choline (20 jmol.kgt). Lactate concentration in nmol per mg of brain protein,
glucose utilization given as most glucose utilized per mg brain protein per minute. Rate of acetyl-
choline synthesis is given as unol per 100 mg of brain protein per minute.

3 Prioux-Guyonnaau !t al. [14]. The norepinephrino (NE) and dopamine (DA) elimination rates from rat
brains were determined by measuring the endogeneous concentration of norepinsphrine and dopamine
after inhibiting biosynthesis with , -methyl-para-tyrosine. Animals were sacrificed hourly for 4
hours during hypoxic exposure.

* Significantly different from value obtained under the control condition of 702 N2/30% 02 at
P 0.05 or better.

** Significantly different from value obtained under the control condition of 80% N2/20% 02 at
P - O.U5 or better.

* Significantly different from value obtained under thl control condition of 79% N2 /21% 02 at
P - 0.05 or better.

The reduced response at the more severely hypoxic condition is in agreement with an earlier study
in which human postural stability was affected at simulated altitudes of 1.500 m, 2,400 m, and 3,000
a, but was found to be normal at -in altitude of 3,600 m (18]. Additionally, it is also consistent with
alterations in the somatosensucy evoked responses and EEG in rabbits during cxpovure to 12% 02 [171,
and with changes in serial choice reaction times during mild hypobaric exposures [32]. Figure 9 is a
composite summeary of the results of this study, the study on postural stability [1SJ, and the results
on reaction times from Paul et al- [38J . The dopamine elimination rate of hypoxic rat brains taken
from a study by Frioux-Guyonneau e- &J. [14J (last column, Table 2) is also included in the graph. In
all four studies, there is a biphasic response, *hich is highlighted by the fact that very mildly
hypoxic conditions have a greater effect on the physiological, perfo,•nnce, and biochemical para-
meters, than does the more savere hypoxia. The high correlation between the dopamine elimination
rates and the changes in the VsPR, postural stability, and reaction time indicates that changes in
dopamine neuotraosmitter levels may account for these biphasic responses.

It is apparent that mild hypoxia may interfere with the processing of vestibular information in a
manner similar to the disruption that occurs in the processing st visual and aumditory stimulus
information. Such disruption of sensory procesesng may be an important factor in pilot failure to
perceive a change in aircraft orientation.
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0 VsR(C-A) Figure 9.
Composite summary of results of studios on

28 - the physiological, performance, and bio-
PV chemical responses to mild hypoxia. The

22 - first two plots are the VeRR results taken[VEncz.p. 'om Table 1 of this study for the amplitude
(in microvolts) of the combined (01 and CCW)

Srotations for the Cs-A ard Ca-Ps electrode
positions. The third plot showe the values

300I of the power of the total body sway vector
rnm2

H l S (in m
2
dls) measured with a balance plat-

40OO Sway form, taken from the study by Praser at al,
418] (decreased poastural stability charac-

rnsec tesried by an increase in the total area
SCRT under the power spectral curve). The fourth550curve is the reaction tin~es (in moac) for

4 subjects performing a serial choice reaction
time (SCRT) task under varying levels of

I. DA hypoxia [38]. The fifth curve is the dopa-
4 E mine elimination (DA) rates (ii, inverse
EliM. hours) from the rat striatum under different

0.3 Rate hypoxic conditions (14) . All error bars
represent standard error of the mean (SEM).
The asterisks indicate significant differ-

ence from control air at P< 0.05 or better.
Air 1 118% `61 11144 12% Air Hypoxia

1OO0m 3000m Altitude
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DISCUSSION

KAUFNAN, US: It is my impression that when the body is rotated about the vertical axie, the flow of ando-

lymph in the horizontal seamicireular canals exerts e mechanidel deformation on the cupula;and the hair
cells send signals, after a very hhort latency, to the vestibular nuclei, and, presumably, to the -ortax
ae well. Since the latency can't be more than 20 - 40 mo, it follows that the response must be in step
with long periods of stimulation such ee the one you used; i.e., in step with the acceleration term. It
couldn't be in step with the velocity term because it is the acceleration that produces the force. This
may explain the pussling fact that your data are out of Phase by about 90" from those of Hood and Kayan
(compare figs. 4 & 8 in text).

LANDOLT, CA: We feel that the "blip" in the evoked response occurs as a result of the sudden "jerk" as
the direction of rotation of the PAM changes from CW to CCW. This was followed by a slow potential shift
which closely tracked the stimulus velocity. Our stimulus frequency was 0.1 Hz, and that of Hood and
Kayan was 0.5 Ha, which could account for the phase difference between the two results. Otherwise, both
responses are tracking the velocity stimulus.

BENSON, UKt The point is that the primary afferent activity for stimuli of this type is primarily
velocity information. Although the canals are stimulated by acceleration, the system is such that the
afferent signal is related to instantaneous velocity, unless you have very long duration stimuli. That is
well established from primary afferent activity, and even from basic considerations.

JOHNSON, GE: Were you stimulating the canal or the otolithic organs? Since your data were collected in
complete darkness. I don't suppose you would have any way of knowing what the eyes were doing during that

* period?

LANDOLT, CA: Our rotations were solely in the horizontal plane so it is unlikely that there would be anySotolithic stimulation. The subjects were fixating on a small luminous diode which rotated with the
* subject-to minimize eye movements.

JOHNSON, GE: I was thinking more of counter rotation. Did you have any?

LANDOLT, CA: Since we did not stimulate the otoliths, we did not have counter-rolling. When the fixation
light was turned off we did have strong nystagmic eye movements but the experiments reported here were
conducted during light-diode fixation to avoid contamination of the cortical evoked response.

WOLFE, US: It is not clear to me that, if you use visual fixation in these experiments, whether or not
you are really looking at an artifact of the visual system in response to the rotation. Have you done
these experiments with no vision and obtained the same results?

LANDOLT, CA: We suppressed visual tracking by requiring the subjects to fixate on a light emitting diode
that was attached to the rotating PAM. There was no correlation between eye movement and the stimulus
under fixation conditions. If you keep the subjects in the dark, with no fixation, you observe a very
strong eye movement; i.e., the classical vestibulo-ocular reflex, which will contaminate any evoked
response waveform. Even blind subjects would have strong eye movements under vestibular stimulation.

WOLFE, US: You are suppressing the vestibulo-ocular reflex, and we know that there is an interaction with
the visual-vestibular system. In part, what you may be looking at is the visual response to the rotation,
rather than the vestibular response.

LANDOLT, CA: Any visual response would be in combination with vestibular sensory information to the
cortex. It would not be an artifact due to eye movement.

BENSON, UK: I'd like to see all of these experiments done; firstly, on labyrinthine defective subjects,
then on patients fully curarised, and then with people with high spinal transections. There may be a few
problems there, but we still don't truly know if there is a vestibular evoked potential, or if this is
secondary to vestibular-inducod responses.

LANDOLT, CAs I would just like to counter one of your inatences. Hood and Kayan have tried the method on
Slabyrinthine defectives and found no detectable evoked response at the scalp electrodes.

1t
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Measurement and Classlfioation of the Mode of Action of

Antidepressant Drugs
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In a comparison of the chronic effects on the central nervous systom of five new
generation antidepressants, we performed a dose-response study with 5 - 7 healthy
subjects per substance. Following standard medical screening, we made intraindividual
comparisons after one week at each of the three dosages. We compared two MAO-
inhibitors, a NKA-reuptake inhibitor, a Serotonine-reuptaks inhibitor and an ai/ca
adrenorgic receptor and Serotonin So - receptor - antagonist.
The visual evoked potentials were recorded from electrode position "Ot" between Ok and
O3. The brightness, contrast and colour channels of the visual system wore stimulated
using on-off, checkerboard and colour changes respectively.
After digitizing, the evoked potentials were subjected to Fourier filtaring and
analysed in the standard EEG frequency ranges delta, theta, alpha and beta. This
improved stability and precision of measurement without phase shifts. The beta and
theta components indicated the best response. The latency changes of all components
were measured and used to form attenuation and activation coefficients in each range.
With the help of factor analysis, an activity profile of the effects of each of these
drugs in the CNA was plotted in three dimensions. Both activation and attenuation
coefficients were used to classify the effects of the antidepressants at the cortical
level.
It is suggested that the complex modes of action of these drugs may be characterized by
a local vector in the three-dimensional, common-tactor space. Thus the mode of action
measured in the CNS with these techniques shows promise in clinical and research
applications including aerospace medicine.

Introduction

Depression as a symptom occurs in a wide range of human emotional and social states. As
a clinical syndrome, affective disorders have been suggested to consist cf
heterogeneous groups of disorders with different etiologies end different responses to
psychopharmacoiogical treatments. In general., patients with an endogenous or major
depression, who often need hospitalization due to severe impairment and suicidal risk,
respond better to pharmacological therapies. There is increasing evidence from placebo
controlled studies, however, that other forms of depression termed minor, secondary,
reactive or atypical depression, and anxiety or panic disorders also bebefit from
antidepressant therapy. As a result, neurophysiological characterisation of the
different profiles of antidepressant drugs has become an important task.
It is commonly suggested that the primary neurophysiological effect of the classic
antidepressant drugs, such as tricyclic inhibitors of monoamine neurotransmitters
(reuptake blockers), and the irreversible and unselective monoamine oxides. (MAO)
inhibitors, relates to their ability to increase the synaptic concentration of
catecholemines and/or indolamines in the central nervous system <1>. Most
antidepressants, however, are clinically effective only after chronic administration.
Therefore research has focussed on the elucidation of adaptive changes of monoaminergic
neurons in neurotransamission following subchronic administration. This raises the
question of whether or not treatment with different types of antidepreesants, including
tetracyclic reuptake inhibitors and the newer generation of atypical antidepressant.
and selective MAO -. type A inhibltors, leads to a common adaptive response in the CNS
which, in turn, may represent the underlying neurobiological process leading to an
improvement in the condition n± the patients. Furthermore, the localination of such
compensatory responses to certain brain regions is of considerable importance. %n
search of such a method, we have combined a Program of biochemistry, endocrinology and
electrophysiology (0>. This report deals only with the results in the field of
neurophysiology.
In visual evoked potential drug research, primarily the contrast channel of the visual
system has been investigated. It seems,however, to be very difficult to classify
various drugs when using only one channel. As a result, we investigated the three
channels of the visual system - colour, luminance and contrast - and considered their
frequency dynamics enabling us to describe the mode of action of each drug using 5
subsystems.

J. . .



T, !requency dynamics Of the visual system were studied by Ipokraijee and Regan in the
a•'e (2,3). They classified steady-state evoked potentials into 3 different frequency

1) a high frequency subsystem (40-60 HE),
2) a medium frequency subsystem (14-20 HE) and
3) a low frequency subsystem C 9-12 H}).

They found that the medium frequency visual evoked potential components were more
dependent on colour than either the low or high frequency ranges. These findings could
be supported hy our own investigations. From the ENGs of normal awake persons, it is
also known that dominant activity occurs in at least 4-5 frequency ranges. Here they
x*e defined as :

1) 2 Hz (delta range 1- 4 Hz),
2) 5 Hz (theta range 4- 8 HE),
3) 10 Hz (alpha range 8-14 Hz) and
4) 22 Hz ( bets range 14-30 Hz) (compare also (2).

In this study the entire waveform was investigated including amplitudes and latencies
of all components not only of the standard flash and checker-board evoked potentials
but also of the colour-change evoked potentials. Using digital Fourier filtering
(transformation and retransformation), we divided the transient evoked potential into
the above-mentioned ERG ranges. The stabilization of the waveforms and latencies and
the precision of measurement were quite good, This allowed a comparison of the
frequency dynamics of the visual system in order to measure the effect of the
psychoactive drugs on the system transfer function.
According to ANOVA it can be seen that one channel of the visual system is not adequate
to differentiate all substances simultaneously. With the help of all channels and
factor analysis, it is possible to simultaneously differentiate all antidepressants and
other substances (compare Johnson et al in this book).

Subjects and Methods

29 healthy volunteers (15 men and 14 women, aged 32 k 7, ranging from 20 to 45 years)
participated in this study. All subjects gave their informed consent. They were free of
any drugs for at least 4 weeks and a number of clinical-chemical, endocrinological,
encephalographical and colour vision (Farnsworth-munsell and Ishihara) measures did not
show any deviations from the norm. The dosage schedule and the composition of the
subject groups are shown in figure 2.

lUBSTANCIa MECHANISMS OF ACTION1
Pirlindole: Cassella MAO Type A
(Euthym) Reversible <6,7)
TRANYLCYPROMINg: Rdhm Pharma MAO Type A, Type B,
(Parnate) Irreversible
MAPROTIbINE: Ciba Geigy Selective Noradrenaline
(Ludiomil) Reuptake Inhibitor
MIANSERIN: Organon a,/cs Adrenergic &
(Tolvin) Serotonine S. Receptor

Antagonist
FLUVOXAMINE: Duphar Selective Serotonine
(Fevarin) Reuptake Inhibitor

Figure I. Substunves studied with their probable mechanisms of action in the CNS.

Dosages: I ek

l.W. 2.W. 3.W. 4.W. 7.W.

Time of Acute Exn.
Recording
Substance Acute I.W. 2.W. 3.W. 4.W. 'I.W. No.of Subjects Age Range

in me/die M k S.D-
Pirlindole 221 7/5 150 225 - H- 6 (3m/3f) 31 ± 6 25 - 39
Tranylcyoromi.ne 20 b 10 20 -- N 6 (2m/4f) 33 ± 4 30 - 40
Maprotiline 7b 25 50 75 -- 6 6 (3m/3f) 38 ± B 20 - 44
Mianserin 60 20 40 60 - N 4 (4m) 34a9 24 - 45
Fluvoxamine 1b0 b0 100 150 - N- 7 (3m/4f) 35 ± 8 25 - 44

m male, f female, W week

Figure 2 Donage ScheduJe & Composition of the Subject Groups Receiving Antidepressants
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Antidepressants with different phermecological profiles were used. line* $-adrenergic
receptor subuensitivity following the chronic adainistration of different types of
antidepressants has been proposed to be one cosmon mechaniom of action of
antidepressants, the effeot of the above drug@ was studied after a single dose or
following chronic administration in weekly increasing dosages.
We studied three of the primary functions of the visual system by themeelves -
brightness vision. contrast vision and colour vision. For further detail see m Johnson
and Wyrobnik <4O.Zn an earlier study lerdies and Demiach <8) determined that the
antidepressant Pirlindole had an effect on the visual evoked potential under one
condition. i.e. on the latency of the Pies-component after flash stimulation but not
after checkerboard reversal stimuli. This result was a first indication of various
neuroneal tems for brightness and contrast stimuli.
We used the conditions full field stimulation (Gansfeld) on/off) and colour change. For
these conditions the subjects wore a colour neutral, homogenous mask in order to avoid
contrast effects. For the condition checker-board reversal the subjects fl.xatad the
centre of the scroen. They mat upright, with their heads supported comfortably, 2
meters in front of a standard TV scroen (Nordmando SK 2, 16625 hx line frequency, 625
lines, 67 cm diagonal screen) with a Videocolor tube (Hamburg,A 67 615X). The spectral
maxima of the phosphors were 450 *61.5, 540 *78.2 and 625 *20.5 nm ± half band widths.
The intensities could be individually controlled and were set regularly to 1.2 (red),
0.6 (blue and checker-board) and 2.1 X 10-' A (white screen, full average 1.2)
(subjectively equal in brightness) and measured with a calibrated photocell (PZNlOD,
United Detector Technology) and a nanoamperemeter (Knick, Berlin, Model N 23). Under
these experimental conditions for example, red corresponds to a specific luminance of
0.3 W/cmt. The view field was 121XB visual angle. For each stimulus 160 repetitions
were used. The standard interval was 2,7 a,
The evoked potential was recorded from the electrode position 0. according to the
international 10-20 system and the left ear served as reference. The recording
equipment consisted of silver-silver chloride cup electrodes filled with a conducting
paste and connected to 330 amplifiers (Helliger 33) with an input impedance of 10 MO
(parallel to 1 wF). The output impedance was lose than 100 . The maximum amplification
factor was 33,000 at 30 WV. The highpass frequency was routinely 1 Kgx (-3 dB) and the
time constant was 1 a. The signal was stored after amplification on magnetic tape
(recorder Ampex FR 1300).
The characteristics at the recording speed of 4.75 cm/s were as follows:

Frequency range 0 - 625 Hz
Signal/noise ratio (RMS) 40 dB
Harmonic destortion (2%
Impedance-input >20 X9

-output 1 KO

The calibration of the whole system took place with a 50 vV (± 1%) signal at the Sao
input. The 330 was monitored on a 4 channel oscilloscope and artifacts were eliminated
visually. The KEG was digitized at a sanple frequency of 513 Hz, averaged and stored on
floppy discs. Afterwards it was subdivided into the standard BEG frequency ranges using
a Fourier filter (no phase shifts) and the latencies of the peaks were measured in each
of the 4 ranges.
In order to increase the precision of measurement, the evoked potentials were filtered
into the standard 330 frequency ranges as mentioned above. Since the dominant activity
of the brain lies in these ranges, these characteristics are also reflected in the
visual evoked potential. In order to avoid the effects of eye movements (300, blink
reflex) or the alpha rhythm on the VEP, onjy the results from the ranges theta and beta
are reported. In both ranges we found characteristic latency changes of the evoked
potentials with the different antidepressants.
The visual evoked potentials were measured before (control) and under chronic
conditions at the end of each week (constant serum levels).

Results

In general the alpha and beta components of the VEP showed good correlations to
stimulus wavelength while the theta components did not. In higher frequency ranges (30-
60 Hz) no definite response was measurable (no details given in this report). Response
in the delta range was likely due to the 300 blink reflex with a latency of 150-250 me
as described by Lowitach at al <4.
The latency changes were measured in the beta and theta ranges (figure 3). Changes in
the alpha range were not included because these signals were too variable in
themselves. Generalized and sp~cx~ic changes of the profiles were found for each
substance (fig. 4).
Tranylcypromine and Fluvoxamine both showed a dose dependent, increasing activation
(latency decrease) while Pirlindole and Maprotiline exhibited both activation as well
as attenuation in the visual cortex. Mianserine showed the least differential effect.
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Colour Channel / Ieoa Ranges

Doe. 1 Doa. 2 Dos. 3
Mean Std.Xrr. Mean Std.Irr. Mean Std.Err.

Tra * - 3.4 1.27 A - 3.9 1.44 * - 6.3 2.06 *
Fir 1 6.2 1.05 A 6.2 1.19 6 7.8 1.25 A
Fix ! - 1.3 1,79 no - 6.6 1,90 A -15.6 1.28 0
Mia : 1.9 1.29 nf - 2.6 1.32 no - 0.2 1.12 no
Map t - 4.4 1.12 * - 5.9 1.33 A - 8.5 1.68 *
F-value: 10.48 12.78 33.78
Groups : Pir/Tra.,lx, Pir/Tra.Flx,Map, Pir/FIx/Tra,Map,

Map/Mia /Mia /Mia

Luminanace Channel / Beta Rangea

Dos. 1 Dos. 2 Dos. 3
Mean Std.,Err. Mean Std.Err. Mean Std.Err.

Tra : -10.3 2.04 A - 7.7 2.13 * -10.3 2.01 *
Fir - 6.8 1.32 9 - 9.5 1.71 * -11.4 1.53 *
Fix : 1.3 0.77 na 1.5 1,17 nu -15.2 1.40 *
Mia 1.2 1.50 nf 2.4 1.32 nf 1.6 1.17 no
Map - 3.5 1.53 * - 6.9 1.64 A - 7.3 1.80 A
F-value: 11.50 12.28 15.51
Groups : Tra,Pir/Pir,Map, PirTraMap. Flx/Tra,PirMap,

/MiaFIx /Flx,Mia /Mia

Contrast Channel / Meta Rangea

Doe. 1 Dos. 2 Dos. 3
Mean Std.Err. Mean Std.Brr. Mean Std.Err.

Tra - 7.7 1.17 * - 8.8 1.52 * - 9.9 1.68 A
Pir : 0.1 1.37 nu - 1.4 1.15 no - 0.4 1.24 no
FIX - 1.4 1.09 nu - 1.2 1.15 no -10.8 2.03 *
Mia : - 1.1 0.90 no - 1.3 1.19 no - 2.0 1.14 nm
Map 1.5 0.87 no 2.1 1.21 no 0.2 0.89 no
F-value: 10.56 11.38 13,48
Groups Tra/Pir,7lx, Tra/Flx,Pir,Mia, Flx,Tra/Pir,Mia,

Map,Mia 'Map Map

Colour Channel / Theta Ranges

Dos. 1 Dom. 2 Dom. 3-Mean Std.Err. Mean Std.Err. Mean Std.Nrr.
Tre : - 4.9 3.37 no -17.1 3.99 * -21.2 4.22 *
Pir 8.8 5.18 no 0.1 4.49 no 1.9 6.31 nf
FIx : 2.3 1.55 no - 3.7 3.39 no - 4.9 3.03 no
Mia : 13.1 4.12 * 11.7 2.02 * 18.7 3.05 *
Map : 4.6 4.02 no 8.4 4.97 nf 7.3 3.11 *
F-value: 3.14 8.42 12.78Groups : Mia/Pir,blap, Mia,Map,Pir/Map, MiaMap/MapPir,

FIx,Tra FlxPer/Tra Flx/Tra

Luminanca Channel / Theta Rauget

Dom. 1 Dom. 2 Dos. 3
Mean Std.Err. Mean 8td.Err. Mean Std.Err.

Tra : -7.1 2.06 * -11.8 3.67 * -15.3 2.71 *
Pir : - 3.1 2.34 no -13.1 2.41 * -10.3 3.45 *
Flx - 4.9 3.49 nf 3.7 3.97 nf 4.8 3.65 no
Mia : -14.1 5.98 A -11.7 3.80 A -16.1 3.35 *
Map : 1.7 5.87 nf - 0.4 4.58 nf 8.9 3.63 *
F-value: 1.81 4.27 11.97
Groups : - Pir,Tra,Mia.Map, Mia,Tra/Pir/Flx,

/MapFlx Map

Figure 3. The effects of antidepressant drugs on the visual evoked potential. Latencychanges before and after drug administration in the beta- and theta-ranges of the 30G.
The statistical evaluation consists of the t-test, One-Way-ANOVA and the Student-
Neumann-Keul u-Procedure.
Mean: Mean latency changes in ma of all latencies of the VEP.
Std.Err: Standard Error (Standard deviation of the mean)
A : significant p(O.05
fl: not significant
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In order to show the changes in visual evoked potential, all peaks or componentst
S this train wave were analysed according to latency changes. The latencies were much

more dependable than the amplitude changes. The results of the studies were alse
averaged according to their own conditions and the do** response curve was formed. The
data were then further compressed, computing the mean qualitative latency change

t -) agn( t) ) for each subsystem. This method allows a clear qualitative
differentiation of the single components of the VEP according to latency and stimulus
condition. The last stage of the analysis consists of forming the arithmetic means of
the activation/attenuation-coefficients of each subsystem giving the total attenuation
and activation coefficients. The qualitative latency changes were used as input
variables for factor analysis. This is a method which forms mathematical hypotheses
about a given set of data. If there are n variables measured with m persons, the result
is an m x n data-matrix. Using this matrix, we can calculate all correlation-
coefficients between two variables to get a symmetrical correlation-matrix. There may
be some variables which show a high degree of correlation. We presume that they are
interdependent or that there in another variable in the background, not directly
meoeureable, which is remponsible for the values of these variables. The factor-
analysis model makes the last assumption, i.e. it tries to find thoee hypothetical
variables , so-called "factors", which are able to reproduce the observed correlations
in combination with a rule of calcllation . The matrix A is the Factor-Matrix; its
elements a are called Factor-Loadings. In the came of orthogonal factors , their
values lie between -1 and +1. Every factor is characterized by an A-column. A factor is
called general factor if all loadings are mainly different from 0; it then represents
all variables. In the case of two or more loadings, we speak of common factors. In our
case, three factors were extracted and each variable (the mode of action of each drug
dosage on the CN8 ) woo characterized by a point (local-vector) in the three
dimensional factor-space. The length of this variable-voctor in the common factor-space
is identical with the the square root of the communality. The communality represents
that pert of the variance of one variable which is explained by the common-factors.
The angle 0 between two variable-vectors in the common factor-space is a measure of the
correlation between two variables . The factor extraction leads to a factor-model which
is in most cases not interpretable. It is strongly influenced by introducing new
variables and changes from sample to sample. There are many positions of the
coordinate-axe. which reproduce the correlation-matrix. The task of rotation in to
bring many of the variable-vectors near the coordinate-axes in order to get a so-
called "simple-structure" which im in most cases easier to interpret.
The interpretation of the factors (coordinate-axes) is not an easy task because the
moaning of the axes is not given but results from the structure of the data material.
In our case, drugs characterized by a differential mode of action were found near the
plane defined by factors onv and two (Pir,Mia,Nap). Those mainly active in the beta-
range of the BEG are on the left and those mainly active in the theta-range on the
right side of the plane. The tendency towards activation (Tra,Flx3,CA8-997) or towards
attenuation (Clo,Flxl) is determined by the distance of the drugs from this plane. This
model is a first trial at classification of drugs by their mode of action on the CNS.

Disoussion and Conclusions

Specific profiles of the efficacy of the action of different antidepressants in the CNS
were found using the visual evoked potential. The clinically well established
antidepressants showed both attenuation and activation properties. Mianoerine and
Maprotiline showed a stable profile of activation and attenuation as did the newer drug
Pirlindole. This latter drug shows no anticholinergic activity, normal sleep profiles,
little influence on psychometric parameters at this dosage, an increase in the alpha
activity and a decrease in the other ranges of the NBC. All these data tend to show an
attenuation of the CNS combined with a simultaneous activation. Tranylcypromine on the
other hand, which is now recommended in atypical depression. characterized by
hypermomnolence, weight gain and retardation, showed a strong activation but a weak
attenuation. The effect on the ERG is known to be thymoleptic in the acute phase with a
peak around 5 hours - i.e. a decrease of alpha activity and an increase of beta and
theta activity. our results in the beta range of the evoked potential show a definite
effect still after one or two weeks. This effect correlates well with the KEG effects.
Both may be interpreted ms a general activation of the CNN. Fluvoxamine in a higher
dosage of 150 mg/die caused shortening: of the VEP latencies comparable to
Tranylcypromine (see also (10,11>). This may correlate with sleep disturbances ms has
been reported by Berger at al (11>. This also led to drowsiness during our experiments.
Our result* with Pirlindole (figs. 5 & 6) show a latency decrease of several components
already at a dosage of 75 mg/die especially in the beta and theta ranges of the
brightness channel. On the other hand, Pirlindole causes a latency increase in the beta
range for the colour channel. We were not able to measure any effect of the checker-
board reversal stimuli. This result reminds us of that of Berdjes and Domisch (8) for
flash stimuli. In other words flash stimuli and colour changi show a similar effect
with Pirlindole while ths brightness channel showed opposite effects. This contrary
effect of Pirlindole in the colour channel and the brightness channel in the beta range
of the visual system is, however, a specific characteristic of Pirlindole. Mianserine
showed a similar effect in the theta range at did Naprotiline in a weaker form.
Pirlindole shows a profile in the middle range both for activation and attenuation. The
question remains open whether the latency increases measured in the beta range with
Pirlindole show a correlation to the antidepressant activity of the substance. A
comparison to the REG studies with Pirlindole shows a shift to the alpha range

iv
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(increase of power) and a corresponding decrease in the delta, theta and beta ranges

<13). This is an indication for an attenuation in the CNS. Whether this is a specific

effset juet in the visual cortex or whether this effect is valid for the whole CN8

cannot be decided upon with the present date. A localisation study would be necessary

for this.
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The visual evoked potential shows an activity profile of the effect of
antidepressants in the CUS. This differential effect of attenuation and
activation in the visual cortex seems to be reasonable for the characterization
of the effects of antidepressants an the central nervous system. This expresses
itself as an activation and an attenuation of various components of the evoked
potentials. In the present atage of research the activation and attenuation
coeffients (fig.6) have the greatest relevance. Different effects of these drugs
on the frequency ranges analyaed are an indication of the effects of the
underlying mechanisms producing the evoked response in the bets- and theta-
ranges. The coefficient of activation for the antidepressants may correspond to
the elevation of mood and the attenutaion coefficient to the anxiolysin. With
the help of these profiles the effects of the antidepressants and other drugs
(compare Johnson at al in this book) in the central nervous system may be
quantifiable with evoked potential recordiýngs.
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DISCUSSION

KRIEBEL, GE: You offered us a very impressive amount of data. The clinician might wonder which of the
data will be useful; e.g., in choosing the right antidepressant drug for the different kinds of depres-
sion. What will the equivalent dosage be to make these drugs comparable? I was astonished to see the
different zesults that were obtained for Mianeerin and Meprotiline. These belong to the tetracyclic group
of antidepressants and are used by clinicians for the same kinds of depression in patients. So my second
question relates to whether you measured widespread reactions on the cortex as being related with side
effects, or did you measure correlations with the antidepressant effect of the drug? For example, an
antidepressant drug does something entirely different during the first week of application than in the
third week. Can you tell me something about the antidepressant profile?

JOHNSON, GE: The antidepressant pLofile is a matter of npeculation right now. We've just measured
effects in the brain and the only way we can compare these effects to the antidepressant effects is, of
course, in patients. We did this work on healthy subjects, and they don't necessari!y respond in the same
mainer as patients. However, our results with Tranylcypromine, especially at higher dosages, suggests
that the correlation would be to the antidepressant activity. Your first question relates to the general
effects in the brain. We measured it primarily in the vtsual cortex because we were studying the visual
evoked potential. The subjective reports that we received; e.g., sedation and activation in the psycho-
logical sense, correlated quite well with the brain effects. For example, in the case of Fluvoxamine, the
subjects were so highly activated at the highest dosages that they vomitted and had trouble sleeping. At
the lower dosages, they didn't complain at all. This may indicate that we are measuring the total effect.
of the CNS; more specifically, maybe the antidepressant effects.

OFENLOCH, GEM The main objective of this study we@ to show that "elaborate" messages also applied to the
evoked potentials. You can different'iate among psychoactive drugs in a way which previously could only be
done from spectral analysis of the normal EE". This can now also be done for the evoked potential. For a
strategy for the proper treatment of psychiatric patients, whatever their diagnosis, we would suggert the
following procedure: First, analyze changes in ELG pecameters in psychiatric patients before treatment in
a manner similar to the method of Dr. Roy John. Ten years ago, we would have said that this was impos-
sible; now we know it can be done. Also, the evoked potentials should be analyzed in all of their sensory
channels. From the results, of'e can see which physiological or pathophysiological parameters have
changed, and then apply our therapy to find the optimal dosage for the treatment.

JOHNSo0, GEn ror a given dosage of the newer generation of entidepressant drugs, we get a very stable
profile of activity. This mdans that for those drugs that have a wide spectrum of dosage, we can pinpoint
the profile; similarly, for drugs having maximal dosage.
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"Summary
In a series of experiments with 20 healthy, subjects per substance, the influences of a
new nootropic drug and three cardiovascular agents on the CNS wore measured and placebo
controlled. The ERG and visual cortical evoked potentials were recorded from electrode
position "Ox" between O and 0o according to the 10-20 system. Three channels of the
visual system were selectively stimulated (contrast, brightness and colour using
checkerboard, flash and colour change).
Acute and chronic studies are reported. Each VIP was filtered into the standard 330-
frequency ranges. Latency changes of the SP were evaluated in each range and analysed
with the Fourier technique.
Both cardiovascular substances (an anti-hypertonic and a bradycardic agent) caused a
significant latency increase (P 4 1%) of beta-components with apparent latencies of 80-
100 ma. This attenuation was shown in the contrast and even stronger in the colour
channel of the visual system. The results indicate a two-component effect, i.e on the
central nervous and the cardiovascular systems.
For the nootropic substance, a significant latency decrease (P ( 1% ) was found for three
components of the visual evoked potential in the theta-range. Their latencies are from
170-360 ma. This activation of the CNS only occurred under acute conditions in the colour
channel. The results of the CEO analysis are compared to the XP results.
GeneraliLod changes for groups of substances and highly specific profiles of activity for
individual substances may be measured using this set of stimulus and analymis techniques.
Activation and attenuation of activity for one and the same substance also were measured
indicating multiple modes of action. Thid may reflect cognitive processes and mensomotor
activity.

Introduotion

The measurement of the electrical activity of the central nervous system in nan and the
effects of external factors such as drugs and sensory inputs on this activity have often
been investigated with the help of &lectroencephalogrephic (E3G) date (o.g.pharmaco-EEG)
and cortical evoked potentials to sensory stimulf.. Changes in the frequency spectrum were
monitored and important information about Lhe effects on the spontaneous and evoked
activity in the CNA were obtained. For the 93G, the electrical activity is normally
centered around the dominant frequency ranges of

2 Hz (delta range 1- 4 Hz),
5 Hz (theta range 4- 8 Hz),

10 Hz (alpha range 8-13 Hz) and
22 Hz (beta range 14-30 Hz).

The XEG is in general analysed in these frequency domains (Power Spectrum) but the
cortical evoked potentials (NP) in the time domain. In this study we have combined both
approaches as they provide complementary information (1). During stimulation, certain
frequency ranges were stabilised end time locked to the stimulus (2). These dynamics were
investigated by Spekreijse and Regan in the 1970s (3,4). They classified steady-state
evoked potentials into three frequency ranges:

1) a high frequency range (40-60 Hz),
2) a medium frequency range (04-20 Hz) and
3) a low frequency subsystem ( 9-12 Hz).

These authors found a strong colour dependency in the medium frequency VEP-components but
less so in the low or high frequency components. Our own preliminary investigations
supported these results 05).
Transient evoked potentials are also part of the electrical activity of the CNS and
reflect information processing from cortical and subcortical levels (s.g.awareness,
perception, etc.). Since contrast and colour vision are the results of information
processing in the cortex, evoked potentials are useful for studying contrast and colour
coding in the brain. From the literature and previous studies in our laboratory we know
that evoked potentials are also a sensitive measure of the effects of drugs on the CN8.
Some components of the visual evoked potential (e.g. Poo*) are closely correlated with
cognitive functions. Using a digital frequency analyser, we divided the transient EP into
various frequency ranges to investigate the different components of the visual evoked
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potential. This procedure resulted in stabilised wave forms and latancies and increased
the precision of measurement. The effects of c nootropic substance (Tanilsetaml, CAB
997, Cannella AG, Frankfurt) on the system transfer function of the colour luminance and
contrast channels of the visual system were measured with the visual evoked potential
data while considering their frequency dynamics.
It has been known for many years that Digoxin in high doses causes a deterioration of
yellow colour vision. This was proven by the use of the Farnsworth-Munaell-100-t(ue-Test
<6>. In a pilot study (5> we measured the effects of cardiac glycosides on the visual
system of man with cortical evoked potentials. We measured the effect of 0-acetyldigoxin
(Novodigall, Beiersdorf, Hamburg) on the visual system after two weeks. Under subchronic
conditions (plasma levels of digoxin 1.0-1.9 ng/ml ), we compared the effects of this
drug on the VEP and colour vision (days 15-19).
In a comparison of the effects of two further cardiovascular agents on the CNS, the
effects of the well known Clonidine and iti N-Allyl-derlvative Alinidine, a new specific
bradycardic agent whose site of action is the sino-auricular nods, were tested with 20
healthy subjects. From previous studies it is known that Clonidine has the following
effects on the CNS:

1) tiredness, peaking around 2-4 h
2) dry mouth
3) reduction of CNV-amplitude
4) increase of reaction times
5) reduction in amount of paradoxical sleep

(REM-Phaoe)
6) sleep-ESG reduction in alpha level and an

increase in the delta level.

As a whole, these reactions may be summarised as attenuation of activity in the CNS
accompanied by an increase in the level of synchronisation of the 0EG. There has been
very little indication in the literature that Alinidine may have a specific effect on the
central nervous system. In 1917 Stockhaus <7> reported an analgetic and a slight central
depressive effect. The present study was undertaken to test the significance of the
effects of Clonidine and Alinidine on the CNS.

Methods

Normal healthy subjects (35 male, 34 female, 20-b0 years average age 28.3 years) took
part in these studies. All gave their informed consent in writing. Additional medication
was not allowed. Before testing they were examined with a standard medical check-up
including BEG, clinical biochemical blood tests, circulatory parameters (blood pressure,
pulse rate, ZCG) and colour vision (Farnsworth-Munsell and Ishihara). The study design
was double blind, in part placebo controlled, cross-over, intraindividual comparisons.
The colour, luminance and contrast channels of the visual system were studied using a
full field (Ganzfeld) blue/red and black/white reversal for the first two channels and
checker-board reversal stimuli for the third channel. The subjects wore a colour neutral,
homogenous mask for the first two parameters in order to avoid contrast effects and this
mask was removed for the third parameter. The subjects sat upright, with their head
supported comfortably, . meters in front of a standard TV screen (Nordmende SK2, line
frequenc> of 1562b hz, 625 lines, diagonal of the screen 67 cm) equipped with a
Vidoooolcr (Hamburc) tube (A67 615K). The phosphors had spectral maxima at 450 * 61.5,
540 ±78.2 and 625 ± 20.5 nin ± half-band widths. The intensity of each phosphor was
controllable individually and was set for the colour red to 1.2X10-O, for blue and
checker-board to 0.6 and 1,r white to 2.lXlO-b A (average 3.2x10-8 for full screen) and
were measured with a calibrated photocell (PIN 10 D, United Detector Technology, USA) and
a nanoamperemeter (Knick, Berlin, Model N23). The specific luminance of the red reference
was 0.3 W/cmv. The entire field of view without the mask was 12-X8 visual angle. 160
repetitions of the stimuli were used for each condition. The interval between the stimuli
was 2.7 s. Vor further details see Johnson and Wyrobnik (1>.
The SZO was routinely recorded from the electrode position "o0", between 01 and Os
according to the international 10-20 system, and the left ear was used as reference
electrode. The recording equipment constiatod of silver-silver-chloride cup electrodes
filled with a conducting pasts, connected to EEG amplifiers (Hellige UE) which had an
input inpedance of 10 mo (paralleal to 1 pF). The output impedance of this system was
less than 10 0. The frequency range was routinely from 1000 Hz (-3 dB) to 1 Hz. After
amplification, the signal was stored on a magnetic tape (recorder Ampex FR 1300). The
otandard speed ot recording was ;.75 c/a with the characteristics:

F1-ilueuncy rancle 0 -62b )1z
g32ial/noiae ratio (RMS) 40 dd
ktar'nionic distortion ( 2%
impedanice - input > 20 kU

- output 3 ku

The entire system was cajibrated using a 50 wV ( ± 1* ) square wave sional at the EEC
input. The MSG was monitored with a four channel oscilloscopo and elimination of
artifacts took place visually. The SEG was digitized with a sample frequency of 512 HE,
and was stored orn floppy discs after averaging. Later the EP was subdivided into the
standard frequency ranges mentioned above using a Fourier-filter technique (no phase
shifts) end the latencies of the peaks were measured in each range. When necessary vision
was corrected to 0.1 Dpt.
To introduce nootropic and cardiovascular drugs into the factor-analysis model of the
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five antidepressante (got details compare Frouendort.fohnnonDomisch in this book), the
weighted arithmetic means of of all qualitative latency Increases and decreases were
computed to get coefficients of activation (latency decrease) and attenuation (latency
increase). They were used as input variables for factor analysis. The ligonValUes were
calculated and three factors extracted. We performed a Verimax-rotation of these facters.
In the cases of the drugs studied, the rotated structure showed a high stability against
introduetion of new drugs. This technique seems well suited an a means of classificationf. of the effects of drugs on the CNi.

Results

In general the alpha- and beta-componentu of the VNP showed good correlations to stimulus
wavelengths. On the other hand, the theta-components shewed little Correlation. Zn higher
frequency ranges (30-60 he) no definite response was measurable (no details given In this

Sreport). The response in the delta-range of the VEP was likely duo to the 300-blink-
reflex having a latency in the range of 150-250 me as described by Lowitusch at al (40.

The f9feats of the Nootropie Drug Tenilaetam on the CNI

In figure 1, a typical evoked potential is shown and compared to the control value. Zn
this case as in the following the latencies in the studies were shown to be much more
reliable than amplitude changes.

EEG EP

V VV

a A

0 SOOmg

figure 1. iypical recordings before (EEG) and after (3P) stimulation with colour change
fom blue to red. Upper curve filtered in theta-range and luwer curve filtered in the
beta-range.

momdfns AEI
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decreased in latency (up to 10 me) significantly (p ( 0.01). This effect in presumably

2±1en .;;t. (150 mg/die) only oaueed an effect under ll onton(fge2) Al

c aused by an activation of the CUB by Tanilsetam. Xt was only found in the colour channel

of the visual system and no significant effect could be measured tither under placebo nor
verum for both chronic (1 week) and rebound (after 1 week) conditions. Tenilsetam had
no effects on physiological parameters like blood pressure, heart rate and multiple blood
factors ($OPT, BOOT, GOT, AP, glu, bilirubin, creatinc, albumin, hematoorit, BSR, urea,
total protein, hemoglobin, triglycerides, glycosides, erythrocytes, T3, T4 and FT4). No
subjective side-effects were found either. This substance, therefore, showed no
measurable effect on the circulatory, blood or physiological parameters measured.
The statitics of the results for the colour change blue/red are shown in figure 3. The
latency reductions 4f the peaks P.a., NU41 and PA.. may be classified an an activation in
the visual cortex. The latencies of the peaks which are affected lie in a time range
which is known from the literature to show a Lose correlation to concentration and
perception. The third peak (Peos) corresponds in the unfiltered data to the well known
peak Pa.. from the literature.

Tenielemat

EfTions a VEP

-3

A PIMA MD41A #JIRR C PIeOC N4W P122 A P160 R N"R P3fl

Figure 2. The etf-ut of Tenilsetam on the VEP it, lit Theta-range. Average latency changesexprcaaad as t--v&J leunder acute (A), chroni" (C', sld rebound (R) conditions. The results

are expressed for the peaks Pies. N241 and P;ui. Comparison of verum to placebo
conditions.

I"+e effect ot Tenilaetam on the CNS is, hoeever, decreased under chronic conditions
(tater I week). Neither under chronic conditiops lnor I week after medication were there
any significa.1t chanctfs in the vieual cortex. Ptqcibo did not show any effect under these
conditions either. Since it is known from tiy. Ailqi study that an additional dosage under
chronic cond-Lotte did not show any furtiiwr effect Oh ihe visual cortex (in agreement
with Ssletu fc. 1i. (9)) the additional dosage Was svo•ed et this stage. Under these
conditions Tr...isetam showed no effect on the brightness eLhannel of the visual system and
is therefore hot dealt with in detail. This finding agrees with our experience that in
general this type of atimuiation - colour change is more sernitive for measuring

•changes in the vl.sua, system than brightness changes.

The IZffects of Cardiovascular Drugs on the CN8

fffects of Digitalis <5)

in a pilot study from 1386, after subjects took Digitalis for two weeks, the subjective
Farnsworth-Munsell colour test showed no significant increase in the number of errors,
both ot whicli lie in the normal range (compare also (6)), but the latency of one
component ot the VEP was signiticantl" -icreased (N,4->Nc,, P < 0.01) at this low
dosage ( at ,.9 ig/ml but not siqnitit.iy at I .0 ng/ml) . This was the first indication
for a doms-dependency of the effe:t of Digitalis on the visual evoked potential. This
indicated that the VEP method is more sensitive than the subjective Farnsworth-Munsell-
100-Hue-Test. This pilot study was the basis for the following studies with
cardiovarcular drugr which hevp effects in the CNS as well.
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Clonidine/AIInidine
0 (U-t •tm UEP

ý.A •0

i 0.4 1.2 0 1 1

Alr c .b 0.0 hi

Figure 3. Histogram of latency changes in the visual evoked potential after ingesting
Clonidine and Alinidine at time 0 h. Comparison of the effects on the colour and contrast
channels using colouw change (col) and checkerboard (cb) stimuli. Latency changes of the

t' component Pi os.cmoe • Clonldlne/AIInidine

-14

-68

4

0

-2

1 -1 o

0 0.4 1.2 e
rim OREY 3 4

riTlwe 1weIt•dlol I hi

t•g•Iwe 4. Histograms of the changes in blood pressure and pulse rate after taking
Clonidine and Alinidine at time 0 h. Comparison of the effects on the systolic (eye) mad
diastolic (die) pressures.
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3II..ts 09 clealimie and Alizidine

Bothof hes drgs howeda strong effectan the :3:c cmponent Pioeunder acute

this peak in the beat indicator for the time course of the effect of the two drugs
(figure 3) in the CUB. The effect of Clonidin. wasn monophasic with a maximtum about 2 h

*and of Alinidine was biphasic at 2 h. and 4 h. Their effect. on heart rate and blood
pressure may be seen in figure 4.
Under pure chronic conditions there were also significant decreases in the blood pressure
and heart rate, but no effect on the CN8 was measurable (may not be soon in this figure).
This may be due to adequate buffering of the brain. An additional effect of the drugs
under chronic condition. was also shown 2-4 h.poat.appl.
The effect of Alinidine on the visual vortex isn less pronounced than that of Clonidine
f or colour change. and checker-board stimuli. The effects of Alinidine under acute and
steady-state condition. are similar. Under no stimulus conditions nor at any point in
time wes a significant effect of placebo measurable. This applies both to contrast and
colour vision as well. I. slight difference between male and famalet subjects may be
attributed to different serum levels due to body weight.

Tra 2/3

Tra I

Map 1

~ F~x2Pit 11213

Faktor~ato 2I~~ff~ /~

Map 3

* Figure 5. Trial classification of all drugs studied by the use of factor-analysis.

* Discussion and Conolusions

* We found specific progiles of activity in the CNS for each substance tested with the
visual evoked potential. For the nootropic substance Tenilsetam, the strong latency
decrease correspond. to the expected activation of the CNS. A subjective effect at thi.
dosage irn not known. In the came of the cardiovascular drugs. Digitalis showed a
significant increase in latency of one component end the drug. Clonidine and Alinidine an
increase in the latencies of several components. This indicates an attenuation in the CNS
in the first 4 hours post-appl. No chronic effects wars seen. These correlate well with
the subjective effect. in our subjects and the known central effects..
For Tenilaetam, the augmentation in the acute phase 1 hour after taking the substance is
shown primarily in the colour channel of the visual system and after 1 week of intake the
effect in not significant any more. One week after the last tablet, the effect of the
substance in no longer measurable. A comparison of the effect, of Tenileetam on the BIG
(9), shows a correlation to our resnults. Both studios speak for an increasne in vigilance,
attention, concentration ability, i.e. as a whole for an improvinent in cognitive
functions. Our results show a latency decrease for 3 components of the visual evoked

* potential, after taking 150 mg Tenilcetam in the theta-range of the colour system. In
other ranges of the 320, on the other hand, no effect was measurable. The fact that these
resnults were measured only in the theta-range is still open to discussion.
Tenilistam showed no significant effect on any of the biochemical and blood parameters
studied. There was no subjective effect either. It must also remain open whether the
measured changes in the latencies in the theta-range with Tenilcetam correlate directly
with the nootropic properties of the substance. The acute, effect in the visnual cortex
speaks for an activation in the central nervous system 1 hour after ingection. These
effects in the visual cortex chow a clear correlation to the results from the
pharmacokinetic and phormacodynamic studies.
Our results show a highly significant effect in the brain. &a a working hypothesis, we
propose that the activity reasursd in the central nervous system 46orreoponds to an
improvement in the cognitive function, i.e. the activation measured in the central
nervous system. This is a clear indication that Tenilastsm corresponds to an improvement
in the brain function of man. A comparison to other dosages and in geriatric patients in
planned at this stage of research.
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In this project we were able to measure significant effects of Clonidine and Alinidine on
the central nervous system. both showed a latency increase of one beta-component with an
apparent latency of about 100 me in the visual evoked potential. This affect showed a
close correlation to the known effects or side-effects on the central nervous system.
After seven days (steady-state conditions), only the effects of Clonidine on the contrast
channel of the visual system were attenuated. The colour channel was atil] dampened. Dnth
substances had a stronger effect on the colour channel of the visual system than on the
controst channel. This is especially true for Clonidine. The form of the time course for
Alinidine was biphaoic while that of Clonidino was monophaoic. We also know from a pilot
study that both substances have no effect on the oculomotor syutem.
From studies of the effects of Clonidine on the $8O during sleep, it is known that it has
a synchronising or sedating affect on the CNO. The effect on the 310 during the waking
phase, e.g. the effect on the visual evoked potential from our experiments, is in
agreement with theme results (latency increase in the beta-range around 3 hours in the
acute phase).
The reduction in the degree of latency increase under oteady-state conditions compared to
acute conditions may indicate an adaptation of the CNS. This synohronising effect is
valid for thw colour and contrast channels with Alinidine and for the contract channel
with Clonidine.
In the acute phase, Clonidine and Alinidine differ clearly in metabolism and effects on
the circulatory and central nervous systems. Since it is known that Alinidine is partly
metabolised to Clonidins, the biphasic nature of the affect of Alinidine in the CN8 may
be thereby explained.
The maximal effects in the CNS are at about the same time as the psychophycical maxima
(2-4 hi). The first peak of the Alinidina curve at 2 h. probably corresponds to the
maximal effect in the CNS. The second, smaller one coincides at 4 h. with the maximal
effect on the heart under acute conditions (day 1). A reduction in efficacy between 2 and
4 h. coincides with the half-life of the metabolism of the substance. The plasma 14C-
elimination also shows two peaks at 44 and 210 min.. Therefore we suggest that the
Alinidino curve in the first few hours may show a summation with the Clonidine curve.
This would explain the biphasic nature of the former curve.
Alinidine shows a reduction in its effect on the CNS under steady-state conditions as
well. However the biphasic nature remains. The second peak is shifted from 4 to 7 h. and
this initial phase is somewhat wider but still coincides with the peak effect on the
circulatory system.
The form of the curves of the effects of Alinidine on the central nervous and circulatory
systems shows a similarity especially in the blood pressure curve. The question as to
whether the effect of Alinidine on the CNS is primary - i.e. a direct attenuation of the
electrical activity - or secondary - an effect of the fall in blood pressure - can not as
yet be decided at this stage in research. In the case of the effect of the drop in the
blood pressure, this could cause a decrease in the oxygen supply to the corte.'.
Measurements of Pot profiles in the cortex in animal experiments (Johnson at al.<10>)
could clarify the situation.
There is alse a coincidence between the peak effects of Clonidine with a ,icond peak in
:the acute and steady-state phases of Alinidine. There may also be a . elation to the
subjective effects which will be reported elsewhere. These are, however, typical for
effects in the visual cortex. Since they coincide in time with the peak efficacy of
Alinidine in the CNS, we postulate the visual cortex as one source of action of th•
substance in the brain.
Clonidine has a different effect. In the acute phase, a biphasic profile was not
measured. Thisis also the case for the blood pressure curves. There is some similarity
however, between 0.4 - 4.00 h and there is a significant effect on the CNS. This range is
narrower (2-4 h.) under steady-state conditions. The amplitude is also decreased. As with
Alinidine. we propose an adaptation of the central nervous system to the effects of
Clonidinu ns aii int.rp- •ation. Differeni effecta of these drugs on the frequency ranges
analysed might be an indication of the effects ot the underlying mechanisms producing the
evoked response in the beta- and theta-ranges. The fact that only weak effects on the CN8
could be measured in the contrast and brightness channels of the visual system compared
to the colour system, may possibly be due to the fact that the stability of the signals
incrnoses from colour to luminance and then to contrast conditions, i.e. contrast can be
least affected. Colour is on the one hand the most diffcult channel to record from
reliably, but is also the most sensitive channel to changes in the visual system. The
differential effect measured in the studies according to activation and attenuation in
the CNS may be a simple and effective way of characterizing the effects of drugs.
The evoked potential is ideal to show empirical correlations to other physiological and
psychological parameters. The tact that the evoked potential shows an effect on one
component in the beta-range of Clonidine and Alinidine with a latency of about 100 me
and on the other hand a close correlation to known metabolic and psychological
parameters, indicates a high sensitivity of this technique. In the case of Alinidine, a
two component theory (central and cardiovasular) could explain the effects on the visual
and circulatory systems. We propose that the evoked potential may be more sensitive ir.
evaluating the effect of substances active in the central nervous system than subjective
perception. The drug effects in the visual cortex correlate also well with the effects in
the BEG and psychometric measurements.

iI
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Franc*

Cott* communication prfoenta una approche des effete do psychootimulanto our llactivitd 6loctrique
chr~brmle du primate non humain, par Ilutilisation d~une mhthods mettant on oeuvro Ia Tranhformhe rapids
do Fourier. Troia aubatances psyches t iul antaa ont 4t4 6tudihas au coura do daux exphrimontationa
compldmontairoc. Doux dlentr cilies want dos paychoatimulants de r~f~renco lai cafdins at 1. sulftet do
d-a'sphhtamino, la troicihoe.act uno moldcule original* dotde do proprihthasatimulantes at 6voillantes
paz'ticulibrament active.

Catte promihre approcho a ainsi pormia do mattra c.Evidence dec propr1&t~s tout & fait aphcifiques
do cotta nouvelle mol~cule au niveau du spectre do donait6 do 1510E, at do pouvoir la aituar par rapport
aux effete provoquha par daux eutrac stimulants classiquos at obtenus done lea mhmea conditions
oxpdrimontaloe.

INTRODUCTION

kDapuia plus do 25 one dcct 6tudeq relatives aux effete des substances psychotropes our is nsyt~me
nervaux control an g~n~ral at 16leeoctroenchphalagramma an particulior ant 6t0 manses dana do nombreux
pays. La perfectiannement dec techniques do troitament sutamatique du signal depuis cam dix darnibros
annhms a parmia d~offactuar una avanche importantc doen la connaissanca des poychotroaps aesentiellemant
en co qui concarns lee tentative@ da classification does molhculaa an fonction do leura effete cur lea
diff'Arantaa bandes do frhquancsa.

Do trAs nombraux travauxc ant 6td effactuhe pormi lee pramibres claseifications do moldcules
paychoactivas, celia da FINK an 1963 pout Stre cit~e (6).

Capandant pau do rocherchee rant 6tat d'une classification des psychostimulants at des donnhas
racusillies dons la litt~rature rant souvent dtet do divergences dana lea r~sultats abtonus (5) (16)
(17).

Dane I* cadre do 1 am~lioration do Is veoaur ophrationnalie du combattant, notra laboratoire
porticipe owc rachorchea reaitives au contr6le pharmocologique dec Atato do vigilance. La mimeaen
Evidence des propriiths do nouveaux psychoetimulante fait appel aux techniquas claesiques
dl~loctroanchphalographis at aux techniques plum rhcentes do traitamont outamatique du signal par
l14tuda des spectras da densith dc puissance. Notre objectif act donc d'approlondir nas connaissoncec
via & vie dam nouveaux psychostimulonts par l16tude des modificatiana 6lectroenchphalographiques
angendreos par 1 'administration ds cam mol~cules A una dose efficace, at par comparsison des efrate
observhs avac caux obtanus par l~adminiatration de substances paychastimulantes do rhfreance.

A c at affet doux exphrimentations prhliminairos ant 6tA affactudes. Toutas deux utilisant Ie
macaqua rhhsus comme modila animal, an raison do so proximitA phylegdnhtique ovec i1homme, sinai qua
pour dos raisons 6thiquas at lhgales (8).

La premi~re axphrimontation rhallsha aur quatre sujats a pour but
1. do valider la mhthoda do traitament du signal EEG mima an oeuvre par 116tude do ilhomoghn~it4

dee spectres obtonus an situation thmoin et laur raproductibiitic
2. d~observer lea effete do Il'dministration do paychoetimulanta bur le spectra EEG at do lea

comparer aux t6.moins
3. do ddfinir. pour certoines mol~cules, una does efficac6, responsabla du spectre sphcifique

observE.
4. d16tablir una aorta de carte dlidentith spectrala apdcifique d~une mol~cule donnhc at cominune A

touc loe animaux enregistrhs.
La dauxihme exphrimantation rhalishe out, six sujatsa pour but

1. do v~rifier lea rhaultats obtenus A l'issue do 10 promi~re exphrimontation
2. doapprochar par i16elatrophysiologio, is pharmacocinhtique des moliculas administrhas.

La plan adoptE pour pr~senter coo travaux sore donc le auivant
- 1' portia exposE do 1a mhthado utilishe
- 2* partia principaux rdsuitats obtanus
- 30 partie discussion ghnhrale at conclusion.

I - NITHODS

* 11 - PRINCIPE

La principo do 10 mhthodo utilishe cansista, apria miss en place chirurgicale d'61ectrodes
chroniqoea, done llenragistrement does signaux dlectrocorticographiques rocuaiilis chez la singe macaqua
rhhaus, lore de 1l'dministration do diffhrentes substances psychotropos. Loa donnhes enregistr~os sont
alors compardes A cellos obtenuas lore do l~adminiatration d~un placebo.
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12 -ANIKAUX ST TICHNIQUE CHIRUROICALK

QmAtr., macaques rhdaus miles adults. Mont utilim~m mu coure do I. prosi~r. oxp~rimontation (94,
T7, A34 ot A21). Six maeaques rh~sus miles adults* mont utilinds amu courm do I& dtuxii~m oxp~rimentation
(S4, T7. A34. Ul, R3 at A46).

Csm animaux, dont It poide vanst *ntre nouf at douse kilogramlms oau courm do* *nrogimtroments,
Mont parfaitoment adeptdo aux conditions expdrimentalom ot Waont subi aucun trnitomont rdcent pouvant
entratner uns interf~ronee avec lea diffdrentts amdiinistration@.

Troia aujoto $ant coriwuna aug doux oxpdri men tations r~alimess A un on d"Intervmill, cm qui dojt
permottro, doe contrbles do reproductibilitd dos rdmultate pour 1ee mimes aniemux dons los mimos
conditiono exp~rim~ntalos. Com mopt aujets ont subi uns implmntition d~lolctrodom chroniquom, salon un,
technique standardime. (10). Les Asoctrodos cortical.. muporticiollos, constitudes do boule. dlmrgont
Mont fixdea ou contact do Im duro-miro, done lea r~gion. frontaloo, paridtaiom at sub-occip itales. %lies
Mont pair.. at symdtriques par rapport Al Im suture sagittalo. Loenbomble do coo Electrodes imolsem, eat
soudd A, un connectour femolle solidari6 amu crane per un amarrago do f il darier at par une prothbae en
rdmino morylique (Toxton).

13 - LOCALJX ST M4ATERIELS

L1Eloctrooncdphalogrammen dos animaux emt onregistr6 an situation do contention dons dos siage.
dita "do contention" do conceptioun originals pormettant aux macsquaw rh~sus dladopter uno posture
voisine do i& posture naturalle do roplan (15). Lladmptation sux conditions doexpdrience a Etd ontroprimo
avant 1 implantation at r~gulibrament ontratoeiue. Les oujats mont snrlogistr~a, par pairs, at Mont
dispoods e~t. & c~t. our un portoir da fagon A ce qulils puissent so vcir at Evontualloemnt me toucher.
Cot ensemble eat min an place dens una cmbin* dlimoloment inmonorinao, ventilde at munie dlun dclairsge
parmottant un contr~lo per circuit viddo du comportemont doe animaux.

Les enrogistresents Mont offectu66 do fagon ininterrompue our un mupport magn~tique (Ampex PR
2230, FM, 7 piston). A partir do corn enregistremonts, il ant prooddE A une analyze spectral* mettant en
oauvro l'lelgorythme do I& Traneformie rapids do Fourier (FF11. Llappmroil utilimAi ant 10 SPECTR0VAR CS
2/4 (iS). Los donnA.. snalogiquss stock~esomur 1* support magn~tique pouvent onsuite 8tre rotranscritue
sur un support graphiquo (Polyraphe ECEN, 16 piston).

Deux ddrivations SSG wont onrogistrdes par sujot (ddrivations pari~to-frontales), caopndant pour
dos raisons techniques maul Ilhimiaphire gmucne serm prim on compte pour leanalyso spectral. dens la
deuxibme oxpdriinentation.

Enfin lee donn~em obtenuse aunt traitdea per un logiciel difini en fonction du protocols envisagE.
Lea r~oultato Mont intorpr~t~e statistiquement per Ilutilisation dlun test non paramitriqus utilis4 par
de noebreux autourm (3), (18), at appliquE pour comparer loa rdoultats obtenus fr~quance par frdquence
ou par band.. do fr~quencem,

14 - ADMINISTRATION DES MOLECUJLES

Quatro traitamonts ont 6t6 administrdo
- Placebo (s~rum physiologique)
- Amph~tamine (sulfate de d)
- Caf~ine
- CRL 40476 (2- expdrimentation soulement)
L'amphdtamine et l& caf~ino ont Wt choisies comme psychoatimulants do r~f~rence. Le CR1 40476,

psychoetimulant original de synth~se, oust dot& dlune action modulatrice (activatrice) spdcifique dos
r~ceptaurs adr~nergiques alpha I post- synaptiques centraux accompagnhe dlune augmentation de l*
vigilance at eons effete p~riphAriques. Lea propri~t~s do cette mol~cule ant EtA prdsentdom mu symposium
relotif A Ilam~liuration biochimique do Ia performance, A LIS1S0NNE en 1986 (13).

-Donee administr~es -
*0,25 et 0,50 mg.g de sulfate do d-amph~tainine
*7,5 et 1s rnf.kg de cafhine
*22,5 mg .kg do CR1 40476

Le choix des dose. administrdee ant fonction des r~sultats recueillim dens Ia litt~rature at des
observations rdalisdem au laborat~ire.

Lea doses de 0,25 mg.kg- d'&mphdtamine at do 7,5 mg.kg- do cafdine sont apparuos comme
parfaitemant stimulantes ckhez Is moacque (9) (11). -l

Los doses do 0,50 mg.kg- dlamph~tamine at de 15 mg.kg 1de cafdine sont en revanche supdrioures A
Is dose seuil stimulante chaz I0 maca.1ue.

Quant & im dose do 22,5 mg.kg do CHL 40476 elle slant av~r~e une dose efficace our Ie plan des
propridt~s 4veillentes mais Peu ou faiblemant active our le plan agitant (13).

- 1/ie dladminietration:
sulfate do d-amphitamine )intra-
*cafdine )musculaire
*CR1 40476 per on (sondage naso-oesophsgion)

Lee administrations Placebo (solvent) mont effmctu6es par voie intra-mueculaire ou oral, em
fonction de Ia voie dladministration utiliseo pour Ia substance 6tudis..

- Volume ingmrA 10 ml
- Volume inject6 1 ml
- Solvent :gommeaerabique ou s~rum physiologique.
- Mode :administration r~p~tde (deux ou troim jours cons~cutife solon le protocols).
- D61ai lsadmlnistration de Ia mol~cule a lieu quinze minutes avant Is d~but de

1 enragistrement.
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ExzempZe do reproduotibiZitd do I'homogdndit
doe apsotres do doeuitd de puidaanos EEOI (voir. texta)

12 -Enregistreroents mprhs traitement per Caf6ine

Aucune diff6rance signil'icative na pu Stre mine en 6vidence en fonction do la dose de cafdine
adminis.tr6e (7,5 ou 15 mg.kg ). Par ailleura, ii set observ6 un renforcoment doe puissances aitu6esdans lea basses fr6quences, infdrioures A& 5 Hertz, at ceci chez tout lea animaux enregistr~s, mbme
loraqulil existait d6j&t un fort taux do basses frdquencsis.

Enfin, ii oat A noter une diminution sensible do Ia puissance du spectre au niveau do is bande
alpha (7 A 13 Hertz).

(cf. figure n* 2)

13 - Enreuistroemnts apr~s traitement par Amph~tamine

L Iadministration de sulfate do d-amphdtamine aux doses do 0.25 et 0.5,0 ng.kgl neontratns pas do
modifications fondamentales du spectre EEG on fonction do Ia dose administr6e.

L'6tude do l'allure des spectres permot do notor, par rapport aux spectres t~moins une sorts de
recontrage do la puissance spoctrale autour do 20 Hz, alors quo l~ensemble do la bands b~ts d~crolt
asaoz nottemont an puissanca.

Cot aspect set plum net au iiiveeu do Vh~misphfire droit qusau nivoeu de Vh~mimphare gauche des
sujats enrogiatr~s.

(cf. figure n- 2)

14 - Discussion

A l'imaue do cette premi~re expdrimentation i1 a dtd montr6 Is liossibilit6 d'obtonir pour un mAineanimal, den spectres do densit4 de puissance fiables at reproonitibies pendant i'heuro suivant
IlIadminiatration du placebo ou du traitoment. Con spectrea qu'ils aiont htd obtenus aprAs administrationdo placebo, de caf~ine, ou d'amphdtamine sont sp~cifiquos do lanimal onregistr6 et do is mol~cule
administrde. Dana les conditions de llexp~rionce leas dift~rentes doses administr~es nont poas permis dod~finir une dose seuil oificace sur Ie spectre do densit* do puissancv, pour lea psychostimulants
6tudi~s. Il n'e paa non plua 6tA possible d'6tablir do fagon rigoureuso, un ensemble de modifications
sp~cifiques d'un. molicule (ou carte dlidentit6 spectrale) commpunes h tous lea animaux trait~rn ce fait
pouvant soexpliquer par Io nombro trop faible do aujots (qustro).
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NOMA4NOM A 3
4

TRAITENENT TEMOIN TRAITEM82NT CAFEINE 0.5 mg/kg

DATE 103.04.1986 15 mg/kg DATE 29.04.19866
DATE 111.04.1986

x

NON ~ ~ i ' NN: N'2

lr-.ITENENT iTEMOIN TI1A TE14ENTr IAWHINE TRA TEI4ENT iAMPHETAMINE

')AE 1 05.02.1986 
15 myj/kg 0.5 mg/kg

DATE 126.03.1986 DATE 15.04.1986

.10 -ii FMCKE w Fliiie

3 3I

-W" itFd~w

ter SPECTRE SPECTRE MOME DES 10 PRIEMIERES MINUTES'

2604 SpCT=S SpRCTZ 140=N DR LAk t1 A LA 20' MINUTE-

36me BSPCTIM SPECTM MOYEN DE IA 201 A IA 30 * MINUTE.

4*.e SPECTRE s SPECIZ 140YEN DE LA 30- A LA 40- MINUTE.

5609 SPSCTS s SPECTRZ NOUNM DE LA 401 A LA 501 MINUTE.

66mg SPECIM SPEcTAE WNU 03 Ik SO' A LA 60* MINUTE.

Figia' n* 8

Spectresdo da dsiiti do puiseanoo EEG

apz~a a~bdwniotratiof do payohootinrulanta, (voir taerto).
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2 - 0EUXIEMIE EXPERIMENTATION

Elie avait pour but
1. de v~rifier lam risultato obtenus A llissue de Ia promiire expd.'imefltation.
2. do tenter do mettre en ivi *dence Ia pharmacocinttique des moliculee adminietro~ea.
3. didtudier lea effete do 1ladmninistration dlun psychost~mulant original ýle CR1. 40476) Bur le

spectire do denhitd de puissance.

21 - Virifi-ation des rdsultata obtenus A llissuo de Ia premibre expirimentation

21.1 - Au niveau dos enre iat~r,-mn~te timoine
La comparaison .de pete moyens dlune heitis obtenuk au cours d-une n~me expirimentation do 6

heures met an ividence une certaine hitirogin~iti entre lea spectres pour un mime animal.
Le mime rdoultat eat retrouvi lore de Ia comparaison, pour up mime animal1, des spectras moyerls

obtenum lore d'une premiliro joornie timoin placebo avec eowl obtenus lore dlune deuxihme journde t~moin
plaebo et cocl done Ilordro chronolcgiq~ie dlapparition (icr specti-e moyen du lei, jour avec le ber
spectre moyerl do 2ame jour, etc ... ).

En revanche, et cella a 6t6 retrouvi pour taus lea animaux litudlls, Ia comparaison dos moyannes
globales de cheque journie timoin ,.ýacebo, permet do matte. en Avidence une forte homoadniiti pour
l'ensemble dna spectreb obtonus chez on rr~ln animal.

21.2 - Traitewent per La cafdine
Lea observations effectudsleo ra He La, premi~re expirimentetion aomblent se confirmer. En effet,

pour taus lam animaux 4tudli.6, (cf. figure no 3) ii epparait dim La premiire heure une augmentation tras
nette des trbs basses friquences Condos dolta 1 L 4 Hz) occompagnia d'une .'iductiofl does f.quences do I&
banlde alpha (7 - 13 Hz). La pu~sa~nce s,)ectraie ao nivieu do 1A bande thita oat io tanvn glinirala
ligtremont Ciminuie ;de mime au niveao 9e La band* bita, il set trio globaltme3nt ol~oerv~l une diminuition
do Ls puissance bien nolun pie Bolt parfois remarque au niveou do 20 Hertz.

Leos modifications speccral'e, pricidemment dirrites, sent A lliesue do li6tode dlun #chantilLon
do spectres, reprodoctibles non buolement so cours des 8 spectres moyens dlune hours maim Agaloment ou
cours des diffirentes administrations do cafdine, chei un m~mo animal.

21.3 - Traitement par llamph~temine (figure no 3)
Lee risultats obtenus lore du traitoment pwr La sulfate do d-amphitmmine permettent de dafinir

certaines tendances gdnirales quant aux modifications des poissancee du spectre an f'cnction des
friquencos. Clest ainei quo Ilon a pu observer:

- au niveau do La bends delta une augmentation do la puissance spectrale.
- ao niveou do La bonds chits los variations observdes sent variables avec cepandent one l6&ige

tendance & l'augme'itation do puissance.
- au niveau do La b~inde alpha, £1 not noti one relative stabilit6 do La poissanco spectrale
ivoluant pour certain. suotet vera ona augmentation.

- au niveau do Is bsnds bits, one nette diminution do La puisarnce spoctrobo est niotde,
pa~rticuliirement marqoio au niv'eau bite 2 (25 -30 H2.).

Toutefois 11 a 6th remarqutl chez deox animaux -lea modifications spectralem (uiffirentee de
cellos pricidemment oxposies LaI puissance dane La bonds delta diminue alars mame quo cello de
La bonds bit&ausgments.

22 -. Pharmacologic des mol~cules administries

Il a 6t6 procidi& A lexamen dea spectres moyons dlune hours pour ddcoler dldventuelles
modifications ou Ilivolution do llailure giniralo des spectres ein. courR des huit houres
dlenregintroemnt.

Coeat ainsi quo
-Pour Ia cafiine :sucuno 6volution marquise do l~allure do sepo-tre ne pu Atre obbervie eu coors
des huit houes doenrogiotroment chez lea animaox Atudiie.

-Po~urla&d-E hfitj'.!miine 1il We pas non plus 6itE possible dlobserver par Is seule Etude do
Ilallure ginIiriiede.sspectres moyono dlune heore, une, cin~tique do Ia moldcule administrie.

Los risultata obtenus no aont peas ntibroment en accord avec Ion donnies actullbee sur Is
mitabolisme ot Ls, cir.itique don doux mol~cules itudiies. En offet aslon PNOGARD 01) et BAGOTT ot DAVIS
(2) In demi-vie do La d-amphiftemino sersit do Ilordre do 30 mn A 3 heuces chez Ie rat at ligirement plus
longue chez lam autres animaux. 1.1 apparalt sinai nicessaire dlapprofondir no~'e mithode di~tude do La
cinitiqcue does modifications spectrales, provoquies par lladministration do d-ampli~tamine, atmn do tenter4
do corriler llaction centrale do cen moldcule. avec boor mhtaboli.<'ne.

Par contre Is cafiine pouvant avoir one dur~o dlaction aiesz longue (supirieurma 7 heures), Is
cin~tique do cette moldcule We pu 6tre mine on Evidence done lea conditions de Ilexpirience.

2? - Etude des effet .do ladministrotion d Iun nouve.Au psychostimulant

Aprbs contr8le do Ilhomogba~ltii des apectros ubtenus en situation tdmoin placebo, il a 6t6
administrd one dose consid~rie comrme efficace so nlvoaL de I'affet iveillant, d'un psychostimulant
original Le CXRL 40476 (13).

Leo effete obtenus au niveso des spectres do densiti tO puissance sont univoquos pour Ilensemble
des troltementa at Jon antmaux enrogistr~s. Ils consistent on one rugmentation impurtante do be
puissance spectrate du nivoau do In bande delta (2 A 4 hz) accompegnie Ie plua souovnt dlune riduction
do La poissourco so n~vesu des ondeL b-ta, I& puissance so nivesu doe ondes alpha restant stable. Liutude
de Is cinitique pormet do mett:,e en 6vidatnce on nffat momns marqud do cotte moikcule Is premitre heours
suivont Iladministrajion, compi w au hoe ures suivantes. (cf. fijaure no 3).t
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Sujet A34 4-- (1 I
j. ý

Placebo d-Amsphdtamine

SUjet A34

Sujet Ul

Cafdine CRL 40476

Pltgure n' 3

SPvot raG do deneitd doa puiasaancto obtenus apr~o adminiatration

d'zas placeabo at do tr'oie peyahostimz4Zant8 ches to macaque A34

gauchea, ddc'ivation paridtu-fronta La).
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III - DISCUSSION - CONCLUSION

L'onoemblo deo donn~ee obtonueeos i l ,sue do cotte 6tude prdliminoiro d'une approche des effete; !*

psychootimulantm our llactivit4 6lectrique c6r4brale chez Ie primate non humain, permot do formulvrý3n
certnin nombra do risultato,

1. La grand* homog6n1it6 oboervda au niveau des spectreo moyens colcul6. et obtenur our 11A
totaliti do llenregistromont on situation t6moin placebo ohoe tome lea animaux enregiotrie, mot
on dvidncoe, d'une part, lI caractiro reproductible dos r6eultats lore d'une mome 3ituatir.
exp6rimentale, ot deautre part, lour fiabiliti, st valide sinsi Ia m6thode utiliede.

2. Loo modifications notion au niveau deo spectroe do densiti do puisance lora do
IlIadministration do cortaine poycnostimulants ches Io macaque vhiauo eux doses indiquiee, par
rapport aux speoctres enrogiotrde lore do I'administration d'un placebo, peuvent itre raoumdes
dons 1n tableau ouivant

* delta thita alpha bta 1I bita 2
1.5-3 Hz 3.5-6.5 hz 7-13 Hz 13.5-20 Ilz 20.5-30 He

-------- - ----------- I-------- - ------ I---------I-------- -

CAFEINE 1 j t15mg.kg-i

------ ----I- ------- -----I-----------------I---- --------------
D-AMPETAMIEt t

I 0,5 mg.kg" t'

I I i II------ ----------------- -------- --------- --------------
I CHIL 40476
22.5 mi.kg -1

( augmentations I diminution s < pea do changement, Q variable)

Variations caraotdrlstiques doe apaotreo do donsitd do puisaanoeB enregrietree an

ddrivation p idto-fmntale ohex Is mcoaq •e rhdeus, aprdae a inietration do

daiffienta psyohoetimu ante

3. Ce. donnieo ont it6 obtenues A partir d'un 6chantillon do 240 enrogietramonts, timoins placebo
et traitement par poychoetimulants, onez sept sujots diffdrents.
I!n ce qut concerne Ia cafiine, le rdoultato obtonus eu coure de teo expirimentations chez le
primate non humain, sont en accord evec coux obtenus c;," 1'h':no par POLLOCK et coil (14)
ainsl quo par BRUCE at coil (4) lore do l'administration per on de dosee do cafiine
reopectivement do 200 mg, 250 mg *t 500 mg. Notamment iI eat retrouvd une diminution do lI
puissance peoctrale dens lee bandes do frdquence thita at alpha. Do mime, 1s puissance global.
apectrale eat diminudo Far rapport A la puibsance globale enregiatreo on situation t6moin pour
un mlme animal. En revanche coo auteur nWont pas noti dlaugmentation des puissance. dana la
bands delta, aloro quo cette modification set carectiristique deo enregistremento dont lea
risultats sont prisentie dane cot exposi.
En ce qui concerns 10 sulfate de d-amphitamine, bion quo certains risultats ecient divorgants,
ii eat possible do digager un ensemble do modifications au nivesu du spectre do densiti do
puissance somblablos A cellos retrouvioa par do nombroux autoura. Coat ainoi quo Von retrouve
une diminution do is puissance apectrale au niveau do 1s bands bits. Cette riduction au niveau
des hautes friquences a 6t1 retrouvieaussi bien chea 1@ rat (5), 1e chat (16), 1e singe (12)
qua chez l1homme (7) (17).

4. Leo deux doses administr6es pour chaque molcule do r~f~rence, lore do Is premiire
exp6rimentation nont pa. permia do d6sgalo la dose oeuil entralnant lea modifications
spectrales observ6es. Des travaux seront A poureuivre dens ce aneo , notamment pour essayer do
comparer Is dose seuil des effets ilectrophyoiologiques at Ia dose sauil des ,!fets
comportementaux caractiristiques des psychostimulants.

5. La recherche do ia phormacocinitique des effete E1octrophysiologiques des mol6cule.
administrios n~a pormie quo dlentrovoir la posoibiliti d'une tells Etude par l'obtention do
risultats partial& qui dana litalt actual des travaux entrepri nWont pu *tre mis on 6vidence
quo pour lladministration do CRL 40476. Des itudes plus fines en d~but do traitement (par
exemple itude des opectres moyans do 10 mn pendant Ia lire heurs apree administration do la
moliculo) cu des Etudes plus prolongres(au del& do Is Sime hours) devront itre enviseages dans
lavenir.

t.



6. L'Stud. des effete du CAL 40476 Sur Vactivit# 6lectrique chrhbralo di, Pacaque, r pma done4ttro an AvidaflOG des modificacions do Is Puissance opvlctralo tout A f'al aphcifiqu~z do cattomoolh'.kuL. at reproductiblos it I& fois ches Is ohmsm animL.. male asusi chez tous I@*asnhsaux
Ll4~iour~o agnri*d ýcre do donit do puissanco ai. A o: enu ak.paralt coma. ralativemont

spatrae) t s nieaudo s bndsb~ts (diminution do Is puissanceo pmetrale). Dt plus, Ispuisasnce Slobal. do spectra o.jt d), 'nue dare une propc%-tion de S~O % pear rapport A ]aputauance. anvogistrde cho: 'a isujetk imoirs, -ýpoxV 'on idantique A calls retrouvhs lorm doi'sdminiatration do ocafhine.
Incnlusion,

Loe rdoultato d, trovawc qui vioinnont d'Otro axpoash ont pormir d-offactuor chox Io macaquarhhsua, une approcht as j~ffots do paychoatimulanta our llactivit6 61actriquo chribrala, parIlubilisation d'une methods iiattant an onuvre 1. T--noformh. rapid* de Fourier. Troiasaubstancospsychostj.mulantes ant dth itudides su cours do deux ,phrimontatlons complhoontairuo daux dsentreall.. sent des psyches timulaonto do rhfhrenco i: Isafhino ot Is sulfate do d-amphhtamin., Is troisibmoset un* mol~cule original. dotge do propriht6. stimulants* at hvaill 'in pai~ticulibromont puissantes.Cotto promibr. approch* a ains. peroia do mettro f v'idenco lee pro vthu tout A fait sphcifiquos docotto nouvi4ll mooicul i. nurivoau du bpoctra do do. At6 spectral@ do i aCKG du primate non humain, at dopouvoi- Is aituor par rapport aux effete provoquhm par dawc autra. stimulants classiqu.s et obtenus donelee m~meo conditions. exphrimontalea.

11 apparalt sinai nhcossairo de pourauivro les travaux entraprias afi do
1. confirmar Is( dsultat,. par llobtantion do donndao supplhmentaircr. recuoillijas A partird'autres sujot.
2. roprondro Io d~termination do Is doee souli au niveau des effote 6lectrophys~iolgiquev.3. affinar l16tud. do Is cinhtiquo des rmolhcules, notamment au coura do 1& l6re hour.d'onragistromwzit, at apr~s la 8 Ame hours.
4. htene lh6tuds dam effote dlectroanc~phalographiques A d'autres stimulants, puisdvan-. lament A d~autros psychotrops..

x.
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DISCUSSION

BERRY, US: You indicated that the new compound, CRL-40476 is useful in stimulating vigilance. Could you
compare it and d-amphetamin* in regard to side effects?

LAGARDE, PR: The purpose of this work was to determine the very oviginal properties of this new psycho-
stimulant agent against two other ,onventional stimulants; viz., caffeine and d-amphecamine. (The drug
d-amphetamine is still given to aircraw in France; and, of course, it has well-known side effects.) The
new drug was studied in our laboratory in the non-human primate, the rhesus monkey. At the dosage
indicated - 25 mg/kg - there were no side effects in the performance of the animal nor in its vegetative
parameters; via., in blood pressure and heart rate. The main affect of the drug was that it kept the
animal awake, though not as a stimulant. This effect would give the impression that the drug is not
c~mpr1sed of an amphetamine-like type of molecule. It's an action which is quite specific - as based on
other studies in apes and rats - in that it appears to work on post-synaptic brain centres at that le,,el
of dosage. Of course, at a higher dosage it would probably have a doping effect.

ql~lgi l|1 ll i~llmlnm nm m ... : ... . lm m | nlnumnn~nuninpu uuilu .nu Ull!
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* SUMMARY

* The authors stress the iwupoecance of neuroglycopenia secondary to hypogly'cewila as a pos-
sible causei or contributing factor in aircraft accidents. A study wag designed co inVe-
stigate the nourophysiological correlations of neuroglycopenia. The genetration of spon-
taneous cerebral electrical activity in healthy young adults is quantified in a comput-
er-aesisted study, with subjects placed under fixed hypoglyce ic conditions.

INTRODUCTION

The terw 'hypoglycewia', which literally 'wean@ low blood sugar, uict be distinguished

frau. 'neuroglycopenia', a condition which raisesr to the eyuwptowatology produced by a

lack of glucose In neuronas. In fact, hypoglycebia way or way not b. aessocdoted with
neuroglycopenia sywptowa (1) depending on the following facatoret initial blood glucose

concentration; the rate of decreasing glucose levels: individun
1
l response. rhe

evaluation of tissue dawags due to neuroglycopenia is not only i~portant in patients

suffering frow organic hypoglycesia and in the larixe nuber of insulin-dependent dia-

* betics, but also in Aviation Medicine. In this field, the hypoglycewic disorders having

particular significance are those which occur after a .eal. These are frequently re-

ferred to as: functional, postprandial, alitaentary or reactive hypoglYtesia (2). Clin-

ical wanifestations of hypoglycewia can be divided into those attributable to the aywups-

thocbrouffin response and those result ing frow the low intraneuroe'al glucose level,

Owing to the worked variability s~ong individuals with regard to beilavitoal responses

* and neurophys io logic &I alterations, it is i~posaible to set a blood glucose threshold

below which the tors 'true hypoglycewia' way be applied. A nuwber of authors recowend

that a venous blood glucose value below 50 .g/dl (2.7 a..ol/i) durinig an oral glucose

tolerance test be sufficient to wasks a diagnosis of postprandial hypoglyceu.is (3). An

extensive study on the prevalence of postprandial hypoglyceuia has bean conducted by

Parris on 4,928 wale subjects in the U.S. Ar~y (4). Values below 50 9R/dl were encoun-
tered in 8.4% of this test population. other authors have stressed the frequent finding

of low blood sugar levels awong norasal asywptowuatic subjects, reporting the prevalence

to be as high as 48% in this group (5,6). In consideration of the high prevalence of

low blood glucose values s~ong asy-ptowatic norwals, a working definlition of hypogly-

Cewie as Klucose levels below 4s5 wg/dl (2.2 a.ol/i) has been proposed (7).

Glucose is an optional energy source In wany tiasues that are capable of utilizing al-

ternative types of aubatances to satisfy their wetebolic needs. No%4ever, the central

* nervous systek. (CHO) uses glucoase as its sole fuel, since under physiologic conditions

other substrates are, either iwuporviable to the blood-brain barrier Or present in the
bloodstresis in insufficient swounta for adequate uptake by neurons (8). Glucose Is

setaboliaed along the oxidative pathway to near cowpletion, as evidenceed by the respi-

ratory quotient of brain tissue which approaches 1.

Although It has beon known for over 23 years that reduced blood sugar nega tively wtffacto
tolerance to the +GZ type gravitational forces experienced in flight (9).* little atten-

tion has been devoted to this probie.. Reduced G tolerance resulting frow hypoglycaeia

has been iwplicat*d in the .zsuestion of fatal aircraft acca dents (10,11 ). In a study

conducted on Canadian Air Force pilots, Powell and coworkers (12) foond subnor~al glu-
coase levels in 55Z of the survivors of incidents involving loss of cof1Icloustless. More

recently, experi.enteL evidence has shown that episodes of wild hypoglyteis- are capable
of provoking subtantial cerebral dysfunction (13,14,15,16), potentially sufficient to

jeopardize flight activities. Fro. studies of this type swerge results Indicating that

signs of nauroglycopania are already evident at glucose levels of 55 Ig/dI (3 -~ol/1),

although wide variation exists swong individuals.

SPONTANEOUS CEREBRAL ELECTRICAL ACTIVITyr

gvsý since* the advent of clinical elactroencsphalography (EEG), the 408asur.eant of &I-

terations in spontaneous electrical activity of the cerebral cortex, as recorded frow
scalp electrodes, has been used to *sseesa CNS function during the oetsbolic disturbance
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caused by hypoglycewia (17). Many *xperiments focusing on acute hypoglyce.ia have been
conducted on psychotic patients treated with shock-doses of insulin (Sakelas therapy)
(18). The first signs of spontaneous cerebral electrical activity Lnvolvwoent are a re-
duction in alpha rhythw frequency, an Incresaed sensitivity to hyperventilation with a
tendency to generate delta waves (19). In some Individuals significant changes In KEG
activity appear at 50 ugl blood glucose, whera@ others show unaltered tracings until
30-35 ugl (20). Davis (1943) reported EEG changes in young students who had blood glu-
cooe levels of 53-83 S%2 (21). These eftecta were most evident In those subjects having
slower baseline tracings and to a lesser degree in nubjecte with higher frequency basal
rhythms and lower voltage. In a recent (1985) investigation by Harrad and coworkers
(22), a quantitative method was employed to reveal sig,.ificant EEG slowing with a shift
of rapid alpha to slow alpha waves and an increase in the amplitude of delta and theat
Waves.

Experimental modele In cats (23) and rats (24) have demonstrated electrical silence at
blood sugar levels around 25 wg%. The pattern of EEG alterations, however, varles con-
slderably during the course of hypoglycemia. Alterations which predominate are gene-
raltied, synchronous, bilateral, paroxysmal, in the form of slow wonorhythwic bursts or
irregular slow waves, spikes or polyspikes (25).

Of particular interest is the relationship between hypoglyceois and epilepsy. The hypo-
glyc*wic state is capable of revealing and amplifying the EEG abnormalities in epileptic
foci (26), The convulsions due to hypoglycemia are associated with concomitant low O
and glucose utilization, In contrast to convulsions provoked by analeptic drugs ani
alectroahock treatments which increase cerebral blood flow and consumption of oxygen and
glucose (27). Pretreating iw.ature rats with glucose reduces mortality during clinic-
ally induced epileptic seizures and has a protective effect on subsequent brain develop-
want (28). The neurological consequences of epilepsy in the adult animal, however, have
been correlated to certain systewic effects of the convulsions themselves (acidosis, hy-
potension, hypoxie) (29). Alterations found in hypoxia are similar to those present in
hypoglycemia (30); breathing 10% 0 is also reported to correct the KEG abnormalities
produced by ,woderate hypoglycewia. ýevere hypoglycetia is associated with a concomitant
decrease in 02 consumption (18,31,32,33, 34).

In asny respects, hypoglycemia and hyperventilation (cerebral hypoxia due to hypocapnoi)
act synergistically in the production of EEG abnormalities (21,31,34).

The si. of our study was to establish whether the hypoglycemic state, kept constant at
40 Sg (bioche.ically). could be responsible for EEG alterations objectively quantifi-
able as signs of neuroglycopenia.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Subjects: Eight normal subjects (7 wale, I female) ages ranging from 26 to 30 years (av
- 28 + 2) participated in the study after informed consent was obtained. No subject re-
ported a family history of diabetes melltus or neurologic disorders. Each subject un-
derwent routine EEG to rule out the presence of anomalies prior to admisaion to the
study. All routine tracings presented at least 40% alpha activity. The study protocol
started at 9:00 AM, after subjects had fasted overnight and had eight hours of restful
sleep, and it lasted until early afternoon,

I_ EEG

EEG signals were recorded from silver-silver chloride electrodes applied according to
the international 10/20 system in positions F3, C3, F4, C4, P3, 01, P4, 02 using col-
lodion technique. Interelectrode Impedance was maintained at approxiwately 5 Kohw. KEG
activity was recorded from four bipolar longitudinal leads (F3-C3, F4-C4. P3-01, P4-02).
The test was conducted in a shielded roo., using an OTH 18 nourograph (HPF25 Hz, TC 0.3
see., notch filter on, 50 uV/c€), Ambient temperature was kept comfortable to avoid ec-
cosnive perspiration on the part of subjects, who were toated in the supine position.
HEG's were recorded in euglycewic conditions (78 + 2.3 mgl) and at a fixed levol of hy-
poglycmi&a of approximately 40 wg%. Recordings were performed: a) for three winutas
with subjects- eyes closed; b) three minutes with eyes open and gate fixed ahead, so ne
to reduce eye wove onto to a miniwmuw; c) one sinuta with intermittent light stitulation
at 5, 10, 15 and 20 He (flash of I Joule); d) three wiinutes during hyperventilation with
eyes closed. Baseline electrical activities and those obtained tinder various physical
stimuli (hyperventilation and intermittent light stimulation) were thus studied accor-
ding to the standard peradigm for routine EEG oxa.inations.

GLUCOSE CLAHP TECHNIQUE

A constant intravenous infusion of human insutlin (0.83 ,.U/Kq/win) wes ad.inistered to
each subject. Blood glucose levels gradually decreased and were maintained at 43 + 3

g /di by the Glucose Clamp Technique (36) which utilizes an arrificial pancreas
(Bioststor-Mils). The pro-eatablished glucose concentration was reached mfter about 90
Sinutes of infusion. The glucose required to .aintain this constant level m. hypogly-
cemia was U.79 + 0.07 wg/Kg/,-in and plasma concentration of insulin was 39.6 uU/wi. EEG
recordings were performed after about 90 .inutes of stable hypoglycemia.

PRMOCESSING OF VATA

0%



Analog signals recorded on wagnetic tape In PCN (OTC AJWA Recorder, 0-80 He range) were
transferred to an A/U convertor and fed into an HFIOOO cowputer on &wplitude values of

of the expefiwental conditions and frow each recording channel, th. power spec-
tra of the original signals were obtained. Data processing wan carried out on a one-
.inlute artifact-free portion of the signal for both eyes-ciosed and eyes-open condi-

tion; 3 seond ofintrwiton lihtetiwulation at 5, 10, 15 and 20 He and on the
last winuto of the hypervontilation tracing. For the statistical evaluation of results,
the following bands were considered, delta (2-4 Ila). theta (4-8 He), alpha (8-13 Na),
beta 1 (13-20 Ha), and beta 2 (20-32 Ha). Activity below 2 Ha was excluded to ovoid
signals deriving frow slow ocular wovewents, The following spectral descriptors were
usedt absolute power of each bond; relative percentage of each band (1002 being the
activity between 2 and 32 Ha); wean (berycentric) frequency of each band; dowinant fre-
quency of the alpha bend; peak velue of the alpha bend.

The final spectru.. was obtained by averaging all spectra fro. each subject under each

experiweantal condition and for each channel.

Statistical evaluation was perforeed using the paired Student's t test.

* KESULTS

COMPARISON AETWAXN EUGLYCEMIC AND HYPOGLYCEMIC CONDITIONS

With aujcs a coe (a.) In hypoglycemia, delta tended to Increasee In all
leads; thequc aeand the dowinant frequency of the alpha band were reduced
over all (Fig.I), with statistical significance in the frontal regions (p<0.05).

With'syse open (Tab.2): The dominant frequency and the wean frequency of the alpha band
ware reduced significantly (p0O.O5) In the frontal leads.

* Durin interittent Lh~t sti~wulation (Fg23: In hypoglyce..ia, a significant in-
crease iii the relative percentage of theta activity was noted In all leada at 10, 15 and
20 Ha (p%0.05 or loes) with a concowitant decrease in the relative percentage of alpha
( p<U.05 or less on all channels at 15 Ha; p<0.05 on occipital leads at 10 and 2'0 Ha).

During hyperventilation: The following results were observed in hypoglycewia:
-increase in the relative percentage of theta activity (p<0.05 in the left occi-

pital lead) and beta I (p'
0
.
0 5 

in frontal leads); concomoitant reduction in the relative
percentage of alpha (p<0U.05 or less in frouital leads);

- significant decrease in the *an frequency of alpha In all leads (p<0.05 or less);
- decrense in the dowinant frequency (p<0.05 in frontal leads) and peak value of the

alpha band in all leads.

Selective effect of hyperventilation under each watabolic condition (ayes closed + hy-
perventilation versus eyes closed)
in sullycentia: As expected, hyperventilation increased absolute power and relative per-
centage of the delta band with statistically significant differences on frontal leads
(p<0.05); it decreased the wean frequency of the delta band (in frontal leads pti.O5)
and the beta I band (ptU.05 in occipital leads) (date not shown:).

In hypoglycowia (i'sb.3): No significant codification in the absolute power of alpha
rhythw; whereas an increase was found in alpha w4ean frequency (p,0.05 in occipital

* leads) and alpha dowinant frequency (p0O.0S in occipital loada); the absolute power of
the beta I band also increased (p<0.05) in frontal leads.

* UISCUSSIUN

Many of the wodificatio::s in spectral paravetaer encountered during episodes of hyp.-.
glycoeim are to be found in the alpha band: reduced absolute power, wean and do.-,inan,1
frequencies and a decreased peak value of the dowinant frequency; coat evident in fron-
tal leads. Figure 4, shows the cowpresomd epectral analysis of a single aubject In ott-
glycewia and hypoglyecwia under different testing conditions. Previous experiences re-
ported in the literature haey long ewphasiasd the slowing of the dowinant alpha rhythw
at. blood sugar levels below 50 wg% (37). The appearance of thet* and delta rhytha8 with
ore -evare hypoglycecia has also been demonstrated (25), initially prevailing in the
fronto-ca~poral region& sywcetrically before becocing generalized (38).

When the level of hypoglycewia is kept constant at 40 .&S, results point to a partial
* loss of CNS electrical autorhythwicity with a certain degree of regional selectivity.

The greeter sensitivity of the frontal areas to hypoglycewis way be correlated to cli-
nical observations of depressed higher level Integrative processes induced by low blood

* sugar (14).

Uindsr suglyce.,ic conditions, hyperventilation with the oubject's eyes closed was shovn
to be associated with certain 'elowings', a finding which is well documented in the
literature, espe'cially in young adults. Conversely, the saws effect was not evident
when ni..ilar conditions (eyes-closod+hypervontilation) were tested in hypoglycewla. In
fact, there was an increasee in alpha wean and dowinant rhythws and relative percentage

* of the beta band. Hence our data do not confire a synergistic effect between hypoglyce-
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Table 1. Comparison between eglycemla (EU) and hypoglyceni'a (HY) during the eyes closed
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SIs-induced alterations in baseline 190 and hyperventilation when blood augar is con-
stantly maintained at 40 wg% levels. In fact, hypoglycemia and cerebral hypoxia Induce
different neurochowlel modifications. Hypoxia Is thought to act by depleting energy
reserves in a diffuse, rather homogeneous canner; the structural and metabolic changes
which take placo with severe hypoglycewia having a ora regional distribution (39,40).

Using positron emission tooography, Dutra and coworkers (1983) (41) observed various
regional cerebral metabolic levels for glucose under normal conditions, particularly
high in the frontal areas.

By and large, cerebral blood flow Is known to be linked to oxidative metabollem in the
brain (42). Progressive hypoglycemia is accompanied by a slow Increase In cerebral
blood flow both in the experimental anlsal and man (43). In an experimental model in
which the effects of acute hypoglycemia were investigated In the rat, the response to
PCO in the cerebral circulatlon remained intact (increase In blood fluw), whereas a
ceriain degree of autoreaulation was lost in response to gradual variations in artnrial
blood pressure (44).

Although precise data regardiig cerebrovascular waodificationa In the course of prolonged
hypoglyce,.ia in oan are lacking In the literature, one may speculate that local homeso-

static factors, such as PO and PC0 2 , cows into play during episode; of hypoglycewls
with superimposed hyperventilation.

In conclusion, our study demonstrates that the .oat subtle EEG sign of hypoglycemia
(L.o., the slowinf of the alpha rhythm) is well evident at 40 wgX blood sugar with
frontal preponderance. Moreover, under our experimental conditions, hyperventilatIon
does not act synergistically with hypoglyce..ia as regards EEG alterations. The forcer,
on the contrary, seews in eowe way to counteract the slowing of the alpha rhythm caused
by low blood sugar alone.
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Sevteral sithers bVo cleimed that VIsual oked potential (V2P) abnormality 18 not
closely ralats$*to sensory visual lose in patiens with multiple sclerosis(
Remover.r ý U of tehir studies assessed sensory v~sual lose entirely In torus of Suellen

Svisual acuity. Roeen findings indicate the postsibility that this lack of dorke~ation
data might be due, at least In part, to tho inability of

Sueollen's toes to detoe ths full range of visual losses assocaited with visual pathway

dysfunction.
Befrer discussing abnormalities of pattern YUPS io patients with donyolinating

diseases we should first rovi. 'the reasons why Smellon acuity provides only an
inimplete test of visual functi%.. -ins.

CONTRAST SENSITIVITY LOSS XN VISUAL ZT0T.ROIS

!' In everyday life, perhaps the moot important aspect ot vision is the ability to see
and recognise objects. This ability is commonly assessed by procedures such as the
Suellen test in which the patient reads smaller and smaller letters. The smaller the
letters that can be accurately recognized, the better the patient's spatial vision in
conventionally assumed to be. This assumption seems to be intuitively obvious, so that a
20/20 onellin score has become a household word for clear and acute vision.

Recently, however, it has grnwn clear that some patients retain a normal ability to
ass small objecV while their ability to see larger objects is degraded. The claims of

such a patient that his vision wee weak or "washed out" in an eye with 20/20 acuity might
once have been difficult to attribute to organic pathology since the symptoms are quite
different from those associated with refractive disorders of vision. Recent
nourophysiological and psychophysical studies, however, allow such a complaint to be
accepted as having a possible organiz basis. One way of measuring visual sensitivity to
contrast is to use a sinewave grating as test target (29). This stimulus has the
advantage that visual sensitivity to fine detail can clearly be distingulahed from visual
sensitivity to intermediate and coarse detail.

Figure I shows the variation of light intensity across a sinewave grating, and also
illustrates the definition of grating "contrast".

One "cycle" of a grating consists of a bright bar plus the adjacent dark bar, and the
width of a cycle is called the "period", usually expressed in terms of the angle
subtended at the eye (in degrees). The reciprocal of the period in called the grating's
"spatial frequency," usually expressed in cycles per degree of visual angle. Thus a
narrow-barred grating has a high spatial frequency, and a wide-barred grating has a low
spatial frequency.

The test procedure is to find the lowest contrast for which the patient can just tell
that the screen contains a grating rather than being uniformly blank. This "grating
threshold contrast" Is measured for gratings of several spatial frequencies. A plot of
grating contrast threshold versus grating spatial frequency is called a "contrast
sensitivity function," the term "modulation transfer function" having fallen from favour.

The normal contrast sensitivity function is illustrated in Fig. 12 (dotted line
labelled SUARF). This curve describes how the contrast required to see a grating
progressively increases as the grating's bar width is decreased (i.e. Qs spatial
frequency is increased). Eventually, at the limit of resolution, even a grating of 100%
contrawt cannot be distinguished from a homogeneous field of the same moen luminance.
The spatial frequency at which the curve cuts the abscissa is defined as the grating
resolution. The effect of moderate blur io to reduce sensitivity to high spatial
frequencies, while comparatively sparing sensitivity to low spatial frequencies (see
"difference" curve).

The clinical use of sinewavo gratings was introduced by Bodis-Wollnor in 1972 (3).
Me found that visual pathway disorder could produce an effect on sensitivity that was
quite different from refractive error (i.e. blur). A patient with a cortical lesion was
insensitive to intermidiate spatial frequencies, while sensitivity to high spatial
frequencies (i.e. visual acuity) wag spared. Sinewave gratings have since been used to
measure visual losoen in several disordern including multiple sclerosis. where they can
reveal visual los,& that is hidden to the Snellen test. Regan, Silver and Murray (27)
described four classes of visual loss in multiple sclerosis.
These aras (1) Approximately similar loss for all spatial frequencies (Fia. 3B); (2)
reduced sensitivity for high spatial frequencies only (Fig. 3C); (3) reducad sensitivity
for low and ittermediate spatial frequencies (Pig, 30); (4) reduced sensitivity for
intermediate spatial fsequenciwo only (Fig. 32). Classes 3 and 4 are not detected ',y the
Snellen test. Classes I and 2 are detected by the Snellon test, but are confounded.
Classes 1, 2 and 4 4iave been reported by several authors (4, 20, 27, 30). Fi;i. 4 gives
two examples of Class (4), i.e. reduced sensitivity to intermediate apatial freqogencies,
sparing both higi- and low froquencies.
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in some patients with Me, contrast sensitivity los depends on the orientation of the
test grating (20,21,28). This finding implicates cortical neurons, since orientation-
specific neurons are not found peripheral to primary cortex in primates. This conclusion
is further supported by the finding that VleP elicited by gratings show orientation-
specific delays in patients with we (6). However, cortical dysfunction is not the only
possible reason for contrast sensitivity loss. Low-frequency contrast sensitivity is
lost while visual acuity is spared in glaucoma and ocular hypertension (2,34) a finding
that has been attributed to dysfunction in retinal ganglion cell dendrites.

Fig. 3 brings out two further points. We have already seen that the right-hand side
of the normal contrast sensitivity curve Is rather stoop (Fig. 2). Suppose, for
explanatory purposes, that is vertical. Now we suppose that the contrast of the visual
world is reduced te.g. by early cataract). As a result, low-contrast objects might
disappear altogethert On a foggy day, for example, a large apartment block might be
invisible. But, as illustrated in Fig. 3A, grating acuity would be comparatively
unaffected (completely unaffected in our exaggerated example).

The final point. brought out in Fig. 3F, is that monocular diplopia can produce a
misleading "notch" in the contrast sensitivity function. Some subjects experience
transient monocular diplopia after a period of monocular occlusion, so that the test
procedure itself can create the "notch" loss (20). Other subjects experience narrow--
angle (e.g. 2 sin. arc) monocular diplopia that has an optical rather than a neural cause
(7,15), and this form of monocular diplopia gives a particularly sharp "notch" in the
contrast sensitivity functions especially when there is slight refractive error (1). The
proposed explanation for the notch is that there is partial cancellation between the two
displaced retinal images (20). This cancellation occurs at the spatial frequency for
which a grating half-cycle corresponds to the diplopia angle between the two displaced
images. ror example, optically--caused diplopia with 2 mn. arc diplopia displacement
will cause a "notch" In the contrast sensitivity function centred on a spatial frequency
of 15 cycles/deg. However. although monocular diplopia may be responsible for some of
the sharp "notch" losses of behavioral and VIP contrast sensitivity curves reported in
the literature, it does not explain the broader intermediate--frequency loss seen in
patients with multiple sclerosis (Figs. 31 and 4), nor can it account for contrast
sensitivity loss that is different is different parts of the visual field (14,20), nor
does it explain cases where flicker and pattern sensitivities are differently affected
(5,20,21), or cases where contrast sensitivity loss is temporally as well as spatially
tuned (20,21).

So far we have discussed the sinewave grating test only. For regular clinical use
the grating test for oontrast sensitivity has a number of disadvantages including: (1)
It is a detection test rather than, like the Snellen test, being a recognitions test.
Therefore it can underestimate visual loss in amblyopia and multiple sclerosis; (2)
grating contrast sensitivity loss commonly depends on grating orientation in multiple
sclerosis and parkinson's disease, so that a grating test can miss visual loss unless
repeated at several orientations; (3) Unfamiliarity; (4) Several of the tests are
expensive.

A low-contrast chart test was designed to overcome these disadvantages, and to allow
patients to be tested on a regular basis in the office or clinic. The test is as
follows: (1) First Snellen acuity is measured in the usual way by means of a
conventional high-contrast letter chart; (2) Then a similar measurement is performed
using a low-contrast letter chart that resembles the conventional Snellen chart except
that contrast is about 7% rather than 966. The two readings are marked on a nonogram
chart that immediately indicates whether contrast sensitivity is abnormal, and whether
there is any retinal or neuro-ophthalmological component of visual lose hidden to the
Snellen test. This quick test gives similar clinical information to the sinewave grating
test (22), and picks up hidden visual loss in multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease,
early diabetic ratinopathy, ocular hypertension and glaucoma (20,21,23,24).'

VIP DELAY, VISUAL ACUITY AND VISUAL CONTRAST SENSITIVITY

The widely accepted protocol of Halliday at al (12,13) for VIP testing in patients
with MS uses large checks of about 50 minutes of arc in side length. This largw check
sixs corresponds to a low fundamental spatial frequency of 0.4 cycles per degree.

in this study, we tested the idea that patients with a loss of visual contrast
sensitivity to low spatial frequencies, sparing Snellen acuity, would show reduced VIP
amplitude for large checks but not for small checks. Conversely, patients with reduced
Snellon acuity and seloctive sensitivity loss to intermediate or high spatial frequencies
would show no loss of VIP amplitude to large checks, but VIP axplitude for small checks
would be attenuated.

We tested thes6 predictions by recording pattern VIPs and Snellen acuity and
attempting to link these data by measuring contrast sensitivity curves using sinewave
grating stimuli.

Mthoda

Pattern VXPn were recorded using conventional methods. Large checks subtended 45
minutes of arc in side length and occupied a field subtending 70 (vertical x 40 and were
viewed from 135 cm. Small checki subtended 11 minutes of arc in side length and occupied
a field subtending 3.5" (vertical x 4.50 when viewed from 270 ca. Viewing was central
and monocular. The unused eye was occluded. Visual evoked potentials were recorded
between an electrode on the inion and an electrode placed anteriorly along the Midline
one third of the distance between the inion and nasion. An electrode on the midline one

'A commercial version of the low erntrast chaeta is available from Paragon Services,
P. 0. Box 113, Lower Sackville, Nova Scotia, 34C 368, Canada.
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third-of the distance between the inion and nasion posterior to the nesion was grounded.
The VIP latency was measured to the first positive peak, and amplitude was measured firom
the baseline to this peak.

Thirteen patients were tested. All had experienced one or more episodes of
retrobulbar neuritis. Five had conditions diagnosed as definite MN, according to the
criteria of Schumacher at al. Their mean age war 37 years (range. 24 to 52 years).
Control data were obtained from ten subjects with no ophthalmologie or neurologic
symptoms or signs, and a mean age of 31 years (range, 17 to 53 years). All subjects had
corrected acuities of 6/7.5 or better.

Figure 5A and 3 Illustrates a dissociation between VIP findings and Snellen acuity:
the right eye's acuity was lower than the left eye's (06/45; OD, 6/6), but VEPa to large
checks were approximately similar in amplitude and latency in both eyes. The left eye's
latency was 12 ias, and the right eye's was 108Os, both well within the normal limit of
126mm. This apparent conflict was reconciled by the contrast sensitivity curve shown in
fig. 53. The left and right eyes had similax contrast sensitivities st low spatial
frequencies, consistent with the VIP data, but the right eye had reduced eontrast
sensitivity at high spatial frequencies, consistent with dzroaesed Snellen acuity.
Small-chock VNPm were also consistent with the contrast sensitivity curve, aaplitue "for
the left eye being greater than for the right eye. Latency for small checks was 134mn
for the right eye, beyond the normal limit of 131 ms, -while the left eye's latency was
15ma. The latency difference between VIPs to -large and- small checks was 125ma. The
latency difference between VUPs to large and smell checks was 25sm for the right eye,
well outside the normal limit of 12ms, while the difference was 13ms for the left eye.
Again, this was consistent with the pattern of loss shown by the contrast sensitivity
curve. In come patients contrast sensitivity was depressed over the whole range of
spatial frequencies. Fig. SC and D Illustrate such a vase. As expected, both small-
check and large-check VIPa were attenuated in the affected eye.

In one patient visual acuity was little affected (00, 6/7.5; OD, 6/6-2), but "ontrast
sensitivity In the left eye was more depressed at lower spatial frequencies than at high
spatial frequencies. Consistent with these sensory change&, VIP amplitude for small
checks wes only a little depressed in the left eye, but large-check VIP waveforms ware
quite different in the two eyes, the left eye's waveform being aberrant.

Cmamen

Two possible reasons for the reported dissociation between Snollen acuity lose and
VIP abnormality in pattents with MS are as follows: (1) Snellen acuity expresses a
patient's ability to see fine detail (i.e., high spatial frequencies), whereas clinical
VIP techniques commonly involve stimulating the eye with large checks of about 50 minutes
of arc in side length (whose fundamental spatial frequency is 0.4 cycles per degree),
thus assessing visual responses to coarse detail; (2) visual acuity -is a measure of
visual sensitivity, whereas VIP abnormality is commonly expressed in terms of delay,
i.e., the transmission time of visual signals along the visual pathway. In principle,
sensitivity end response delay could be affected more or loss independently by MS. For
example, there is evidence that temporal aspects of visual perception can be abnormal in
parts of the visual field where visual sensitivity is unaffected; visual perception has
been reported to be delayed and double-flash resolution to be degraded in parts of the
visual field where perimetric acuity is normal.(25,26)

VAP DELAY IS A NONSPSCIFIC INDICATOR OF VISUAL PATHWAY DISORDER,
hBUT VIP FATIGUE MAY HAVE IMPROVED SPBCIFICITY FOR DEMYELINATING DISEASE

Halliday et al. (12,13! fo-4nd that large-check pattern VEPs are delayed in many
patients with multiple sclerosis, and the pattern VSP test has nince been widely used as
ai: aid to ditffrential diagnosis. The VIP test has, however, an Important drawback. As
pointed out by Halliday at al. (13) abnormal pattern VBP* are not specific to multiple
sclerosis: many different diseases have been found to cause delayed or )therwimse
abnormal VEP*. Here we describe preliminary experiments whose aim was to improve this
specificity of VEP tests.

Our rationale was as follow,. Animal xtudass havj sho"n that same deryelinnte4 exons
fatigue rapidly and are unable to fonduct at 'igh firing rates (8,9,10%. Furthermore,
visual fatigue can b ejxperimenta.Lly induced in patients with multiple sclerosis (21),
and is sometimes reported as a clinical symptom. We reasoned that, if the conventional
pattern VIP test could bo combined with a test for visual fatigue, the new test sight be
more specific for multiple sclerosis than the conventional VIP delay test.

Pattern stimulation was ,onventional. A TV stimulator (Nicolet model 1005) was
viewed monocularly from 134 cr. The unstimulated eye wao occluded. The checkered
pattern iubtandel 9 70 (horizontal) x 7.60, and the side length of the block and white
checks was 45 min arc. The luminance of the bright squares was 2.7ft lanberts (9.3
d/ml), and the contrast (f the checkerboard pattern alone was close to 100l . Subjr.;'-s
fixated a crose at the centro of the field. The chuckerboard pattern reversed 1.9 times
per second. Each re'.'ersal triggered an averaging computer whose sweep time was 400 ma.
A total of 200 sweeps was nusoed for each trece. The aurlifier bandpass was 1 to 30 HZ.
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I.. n the first experiment the checkerboard field was superimposed on a bright,
rectangular area subtending 10.40 (horisontal) x *.70 that reduced the pattern contrast
to 60o. first, a monocular pattern VOP was recorded with the superimposed light steady.
Thenea ViP was recorded with a superimposed light flickering, but of the same mean
luminance. The flicker waveform was white noise, low-pass filtered with a corner
frequency of 0.9 MI. Note that the only difference between these two stimulus conditionswas that the superimposed homogeneously-illuminated area was steady in one case and

flickering in the other.
In the second experiment, the fatiguing stimulus was a moving pattern, rather than a

flickering, homogeneous rectangular area. First, as in Experiment 1, a monocular pattern
ViP was recorded with the superimposed rectangle of homogeneous light steady. Then, by
using a special-purpose electronic circuit, the superimposed rectangle of light was
transformed without any change In mean luminance from a homogeneously-illuminated area to
an area of checks subtending 50 min arc side length. This area of checks was oscillated
from side to side horizontally by a white noise waveform that was low-pass filtered with
a corner frequency of 0.1 gu (RHN amplitude about 60 min arc), and at the same time
oscillated vertically with a different noise waveform of similar bandpass and amplitude.
Consequently, the superimposed pattern was in two-dimensional, pseudo-random motion. A
pattern VIP was recorded under these conditions.

Results and Discusmion

Of 10 multiple sclerosis patients with delayed ViP&, seven showed abnormal
attenuation when the pattern-reversal stimulus was accompanied by flicker and seven
showed abnormal attenuation when moving checks were superimposed on the pattern stimulus.
In total 0/10 were abnormal on one or other fatigue test. One patient showed abnormal
latency changes only. The one patient who showed no fatigue. was the only one who had no
history of clinical visual signs or symptoms.

Of 10 patients with glaucoma, four had delayed VZP@, and of 10 patients with
Parkinson's disease, twe, had delaywd VMoe. None showed fatigue. Of 10 patients with
ocular hypertension, lour had delayed ViPl. Two of these four patients showed fatigue to
flicker. One patirnt with undelayed VMPs showed VXP fatigue to flicker. It is not
altogether surprtuing that four patients with ocular hypertension had delayed VePs even
though clinicsl perimetry (Goldmann and Octopus) detected no neuro-ophthalmological
involvement, jince it is known that a substantial proportion of patients with ocular
hypertension. with no clinical field defects have abnormal contrast sensitivity in the
peripheral visual field (14,17.18,25).

W* zr4clude that not all VZP delays are the same. Fatigue tests can distinguish
between disease that produce otherwise-similar VBP delays; none of 20 patients with
glaucoca and Parkinson's disease showed fatigue, compared with the 90% of multiple
sclerisis patients whose VePs fatigued. We suggest that the standard VIP diagnostic test
could be made more specific for multiple sclerosis by adding a fatigue measurement.
Corplete specificity is not achioved, however, because fatigue tests do not distinguish
between multiple sclerosis and ocular hypertension. Perhaps the fatigue tests reveal the
resence of neurons in the visual pathway that are functioning with a reduced safety
factor. Presumably, functional integrity would be reduced by partial demyelination in
multiple sclerosis and by persistently elevated interocular pressure in ocular
hypertension while, in our glaucoma patients, neurons were either unaffected or
completely non-functional.

bJ

SCONTRAST.I0

DISTANCE

The variation of light intensity across a sinewave grating of almost 100% contrast
(continuous line) and across a sineweve grating of 20% contrast (dashed line). Note that
the mean intensity (dotted line) is the same for both gratings, independently of
contrast. Percent contrast is defined as [lO0(Im..o-ra)/(Iw..+÷ma.)], whore Son. is the
maxinmm and Isis the minimum intensity. The contrast equals (100b)/a in the figure.
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the "sharp" and "blurred" curves, and shows the ratio of senmitivities before and after
blurring (right-hand ordinate•}. Mean of 19 ayes. From D. IRegan, It. Silver and
T. •7. Mulrray (1977), "Visual acuity and contrast sensitivity in multiple sclerosis:
Hidden vimual lo••," Srain, 100, 563-579.
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NOJ(MAL AND ADNORN4AL CONTRAST S13NSITZVITY FURCTIONS Panel A is a rAl•t~re
to show that, because of the steep slope of the normal curve (here exaggerated to
vertical), a moderate unifori loss of contrast ieneitivity hae comparatively little
effect on vfiual acuity. S--a normal oprve ((ontinuous line), moderate (dashed line) and
severe (dotted line) uniform loss of contrast sensitivity. C--lecutive hiech-fr c usncy

Olos. D--ieleative intermediate-frequency lols. F--sharp "notch" caUue.l by monocular
double vision.
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Contrast se4nitivity for aminewave test grating versus spatial frequency fq the. riqt.)
(R) and left (L) eyes of a patient with multiple aclerosis. Panel • -h•we the-i£fw~rn.re
between the two eyes tDiff). The heavy T-shaped bee"s show standard 4evia:tions or this,
ratio, calculated for 29 control subjects. Panels C and D are for a second patient.
From D. Regan, R. Silver and T. J. Murray (1977), "Visual acuity and cont•ast sexutivitv
is multiple scler5sixt Hidden Visual Loss," Drain, 100, 563-579.

CONTRAST OENSXTIVITY AND PATTERN VIPs IN A PATIENT SUSPCTED OF MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS
the left-hand panel shows that the left and right eyes had similar contrast sensitivitie ,
for gratings of low spatial frequency, but the right eye's aensitivity was depressed at *
high spatial frequencies. The right-hand panel shows VXPs to large-check (45 min. arc)
and small-chok (11 •in. arc) patterns. From D. laims eand D. R4van (1984), "Pattern
visual evoked potentials and spatial Vision in retrobulbar neuritis and multifle
sclerosis," Archiv. Neurol. 41, 198-201. -
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SUMMARY

During 1975-76, 64 student pilotsof the Hellenic Airforce Air Academy were studied with

EEGraphic protocol including activation procedures. In 13 of them, abnormal encephalographic

activity was observed. During their 10-year flying career as tighter pilots, six pilots with
abnormal EEGs aere involved In 10 aircraft accidents due to pilot error, while only 3 pilots of the

51 with normal EEG were involved in A accidents due to pilot emror.

INTRODUCTION

- Electroencephalograms (EEGs) have been used since World War Two as a useful auxiliary tool for the

selection and evaluation of pilots.

- From 1940 to 1943, Forbs, Gibbs, Devi!, Adrian, Williams and Thorner studied a large number of

candidate pilots and aircrew EEGs and nssessed the frequency, the potential height, the presence or

absence and the distribution of paroxysmal discharges.

- Later, Bechtel and Lennox (1951-52) of the Danish Airforce, Pickoid (1955-57), Gestant (1960),
Roboulet and Soussen (1958), Lafontaen and Leplane (1963) of the French Airforce, Von Wulffien nf

the Danish Airforce, Carlo-Serrs (1959) of the Italian Aeronautic Academy, supplied a lot of

information on the correlation of EEG bradyrythmic manifestations and pilots flying performance.

- Sam Jacobsen (1957) studied EEG in pilots during simulated regular flights and during flights
under stress and collected remarkable data on EEG activity during f;Light.

Johneo. (1962) described the disregulatory role of helicopter 'l'ers. John Scott (1964) In

Canada, O'Connor in England, William King and Liski (1974) in the USA and Oberholr ml ci (1975) in
West Germany stressed the value of EEG in selection and evaluation of flying personnel.

METHOD

- Subjects. During 1975-1976, a total of 64 student pilots of the Hellenic Alrforce Air Academy

participated In this study. All were male and their ages ranged from 18 to 22, with an average age

of 21 years.

As candidates for the Air Academy all of them had been subjected to a detailed clinical and

laboratory examination as well as neuropsychlatric and psychological evaluation (NMPI, Wesler, etc),
witnin the standard selection procedure. An EEG aso not part of the neuropsychiatric evaluation,
hecause oe the large number of candidates (3500 applicants for 100 poets).

All student3 who participated in this study had similar socioeconomic and educational backgrounds.

None of them had a personal or family history of neuropsychiatric disease.

- Aparata eno procedure: A 16-pen EEGraphiC Infection monitor (Elema Sonader) was used with 10.20

apptication system of the electrodes. Electroencephalographic study consisted in:

a. Wakefulness EEC

b. Sleep EEG (drig induced, Nembutal caps 100mg)

c. EEG aftxr sleep deprivation for 26-32 hours

Cooperation of the student pilots sea vary good.

All EEGs mere evaluated separately by three neurologists with rich experience in EEG reading, and

were classified in two g;oups; A and B.

In group A were classified EEGs with one of the following patterns:

a. totally normal EtGs

b, EEGa with rare mild theta lvia eaves bilaterally witho-t accentuation and
ai thout any ch:ange during hyperventlIstioli or after sleep deprivation.

c. Sloop FEG wlth e-pecled patterns of diffuse slow activity, vertex waves, aid
sleep splr,idles.
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"In group B were classified EGs. with one or both of the following abnormal findings: A

a. Waekefulness EEG showing mild to moderate sharp or charp form slow activity
with hemispheric preponderance and with' or without Intensification after

0,activating procedures (hyperventilation, photic stimulation, slego.
deprivstlon'.

"b. Sleep EEC showing clean sharp discharges with hemispheric preponderance.

0ll 64 student-pilots graduated successfully as fighter pilots and for ten years were flying F-104,
Mirage F-IC, and F-4. They all had their regular annual check-up In our Aeromedical Center and none
had any majo! health problem.
During the 10 year period, 9 of the 64 pilots studied were involved In 14 aircraft accidents due to
pilot error, non, of thee fetal.

Re- ult. Of the 64 student pilots, 31 had MeEs that were classified in group A (normal or variations
of normal) while 13 had EECa with abnormal findings and were classified In group B as follows:

7 showed abnormal EEC activity during wakefulness

2 showed abnormal patterns after sloop deprivation

I had abnormal EEG activity during drug induced sloop

3 showed abnormal patterns after both sloep deprivations and drug induced sleep

C- omparison of the two groups regarding involvement In airciaft accidents.

Of the Si pilots of group A, 3 t5.9 percent) were involved in A aircraft accidents dus to pilot error.
Of the 13 pilots of group 8, 6 (46 percent) were involved in 10 aircraft accidents due to pilot error
(see table).

- Comparing the two groups, we observe that the percentage of pilots involved in aircraft accidents Is
7.8 times higher in group 8. What is more significant Is the involvement or group B pilots in multiple
accidents (aix pilots involved in 10 accidants) in comparison to group A pilots (three involved in 4
accidents).

From the above observations it seams likely that datalled 9EGraphic monitoring of aircroa may have
prognostic value for flight safety. Similar correlation between abnormal EEGs and increased aircraft
accidents was made by Lennox and Buchtal (19i-1955) who observed Danish pilots for 9 years and found
a threefold Increase If fttal aircraft accidents due to pilot error In those with "abnormal' EEG$.

C - In 1962, Ades Hanlou studied U.S. Navy pilots and found that those with abnormil eEG findings were
clearly Involved in more accidents due to pilot error.

- Sam Jacobson reports that all Norwegian pilots with brodyrythmic abnormalities in their EEGS were
involved in their career in at least one accident due to pilot error.

- In 1974, William, King and LlikI evaluated with EEG 713 U.S. pilots for space missions. 90 pilots
hod abnormal EEG findings, 33 percent of them (30 pilots) were involved In one major aircraft accident
in an 0-year period.

- With the aforementioned date one is confronted with the question, whether or not EEoraphLc study of
pilots should play a more decisive rol both In Initial selection and in medical evaluation of the

flying status of pilots.

- In the HelleniC Airforce, all first year student pilots are screened for EEG abnormalities. In case
Megs repeatedly show spike-sove complexes or focal spikes in otherwise healthy student pilots, they
are disqualified without further investigation. In case we ot1setv1 other EEG bradyrythlic
abnormlaities in EEGs of student pilots, me apply the following additional investigation protocol:

a. tEGs with activation proceoures (sleep deprivation, pressure of carotids,

drug induced sleep, and application of rhino-pharyngeal electrodes.

b. Detailed nouropsychiatrtc evaluation.

c. Brain CT scan.

d. Detailed cardiological evaluation.

a. Investigation of Carbohydrate intolerance.

* If EEG bradyrythaic abnormalities after the activation procedures take a sharp form or are
Intensified, th.n we disqualify the student p'lot. If there is no change, the student pilot continues
his training end is reexamined after one year.

- --- --
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DETECTION OF LATENT EPILEPSY IN AIRCREW CANDTODATES.

Wing Commander R.T.G. Merry, F.R.C.P., M.R.C.Psych.
Consultant A Adviser in Neurology, Royal Air Force,

Princess Alexandra's Hospital, Wroughton,
Swindon, Wiltshire, U.K. SN4 OQJ

SUMMARY
Epilepsy is a common medical disorder, with a prevalence of 0.51-0.8s, and is thecommonest cause of accidents due to medical incapacity in drivers.Although imperfect, the Electroencephelograph(F.E.G.) is useful in the detection of alatent predisposition to epilepsy, and is recommended as an obligatory part of theinitial medical examination of candidates for military aircrew.

Epilepsy is the commonest medical disorder likely to cause sudden, unheralded total'incapacity. In certain occupations, for example professional drivers or pilots, theoccurrence of an opileptic seizure would almost inevitably lead to an accident with riskof loss of life and material loss.In a study of 1605 non-fatal accidents 1 
reported to the police in which a medicaldisorder affecting the driver was considered to be the cause, 38% were due to a witnessedepileptic seizure, and a further 23% were caused by a sudden loss of consciousness ofuncertain aetiology. An associated follow-up study of this latter group revealed that alarge proportion were subsequently diagnosed as suffering from epilepsy. Insulindependant diabetes mellitus(17%), all heart disorders(l0t), and stroke(8%) were otherimportanl related msedical disorders.

Raffle' studied all incidents involving London Transport drivers from 1953 to 1977 inwhich a medical condition was considered to be the cause of the incident. During this'period he identified 127 incidents, in 59 of which an accident occurred. Acute ischaemicheart disease(34) was the commonest cause of an incident, followed by epilepsy(24), lossof consciousness of uncertain awtiology(14), syncope(21), transient cerebral ischaemicattack(6), hypoglycaemia(S), strokei4). However when he looked at those incidents whichcaused an accident, when it is reasonable to assume a more rapid, possibly unheralded,onset and more severe incapacity, out of a total of 59, epilepsy was the commonestdisorder(17), followed by loss of consciousness of uncertain aetiology(10), a combinedtotal of 27(46%). Other conditions were syncope(12), acute ischaemic heart disease(8).Lennox-Buchtal et. al. 3 
studied the correlation of Eletroencephalographic (E.E.G.)findings with the crash rate of military pilots of the Royal Danish Air Force. Where thecrash was attributed to pilot error, those with an E.E.G. abnormality, especiallyparoxysmal changes, were three times more common than those with no E.E.G. abnormality.It has been demonstrated that those with petit mal epilepsy show a significatdeterioration in performance during sub-clinical spike-wave E.E.G. paroxysmsl, 5

,6,7 andit is possible that the occurrence of similar covert brain events could cause a momentaryalteration of consciousness which, although undetectable by an observer, could be aserious handicap in the performance of an exacting motor task such as driving, or pilotinga high performance aircraft.
Quoting a U.S.A.F. Inspection and Safety Centre Report of inflight incapacitation(1963-1970) King and Liske8 

reported that syncope was mpst common(ll), followed by epilepticseizures(6) and coronary heart disease(4). Raymsn reported on U.S.A.F. pilots flyingwith a medical waiver who were involved in an accident. Between 1962-1970 47 suchaccidents were identified and in 33 of these a medical disorder was considered acontributory factor. Most common were refractive errors of the eye, but next most commonwere disturbances of consciousness. Rayman also reported five cases of a witnessedepileptic seizure in U.S.A.F. pilots which occurred during flight.' 0
It is clear from these studies that epilepsy, or other causes of sudden loss ofconsciousness, is a common medical cause of an accident.The incidence of epilepsy(including first rifres) in the young adult population hasbeen found to be 30-SO per 100,000 per annum , with an increased incidence inchildhood and old age. However in a defined population over a longer period thosepredisposed retain a predisposition, and therefore the cummulative incidence moreaccurately reflect sYhe population at risk. This would be nearer the prevalence rate ofepilepsy(O.5t-0.8t• .)If it is agreed that epilepsy is, the commonest medical disorder leading to an accidentor sudden loss of control, and that it is a relatively common disorder, by what meanscan those with a predisposition be detected? Unfortunately there is no infallibleinvestigation, but certain symptoms indicate an increased risk'in an indiVidual. Theseinclude seizures after the age of five, or a past hsitory of penetrating or severe headinjury, cerebral abscess, intracranial haemorrhage or haematoma, sub-arachnoid haemorrhage

or craniotomy.
Although the E.E.G. can identify some persons with abnormal paroxysmal brain dysfunctionidentical to that found in those suffering from epilepsy, it is not an efficient methodof identifying all those with a latent predisposition. In known epileptics only 501 ofthose with major tonic/clonic generalised epilepsy show spike-wave paroxysmal acitivityon an interIctal record, whereas 70% of primary generalised epilepsy and 85% of classicalpetit mal epilepsy show these changes en the interictal record. The large number of falsenegatives means that the E.E.G. cannot exclude the possibility of a predisposition, andit must be accepted that a number of these will not show an abnormality on a screen E.E.G.However when paroxysmal spike-wave activity is seen it must be assumed that in thatindividual there is a disturbance of brain function similar to that found in thosu with
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epilepsy, and that that individual must be predisposed, to some unknown degree to epilepsy.
There have been a number of •tylM , E.E.G. in healthy young adults who were usually

recruits for military aircrew P, ý' . In the one study in which intermittenf~photic
stimulation was omitted in 601 the prevalence of spike-wave paroxysms was 0.12% . However
ia tose studies where photic stimulation was included there is a uniformity of 0.4% to
0.6014,5,16 Over the last ten yevrs in the Royal Air Force(1976-1986) 3837 consecutive
E.E.G. recordings have yielded a total of 30 with spike-wave paroxysms(O.78%, Table 1).
These figures are identical to the prevalence of epilepsy in the general population.

There is a very strong clinical correlation between epilepsy and generalised or focal
spike-wave paroxysms on E.E.G. A small number of persons who are known to show spike-wave
paroxysms never have a seizure, but the precise number is unknown. Spike-wave paroxysms
correlate with clinical seizures in those suffering from epilepsy, many of whom show
similar E. ,G. paroxysms in the interictal periods.

A number of studies have attempted to assess the incidenceiof seizures by follow-up of
subie t ho show spike-wave paroxysms on E.E.G. but who have had no history of seizures
8,1•3 8,18,1 Table 2. These studies have all been hampered by small numbers and incomplete
follow-up, and our experience in the Royal Air Force is similar. However, of these studies
an accumulatqd incidence of 2-5$ was found in five studies, with only one study showing
no seizures". These figures are likely to be the minimum incidence, and are significantly
higher than the general population. There is no means by which we can distinguish those
who will suffer a seizure, but it seems reasonable to assume that there is an increased
risk of seizure in all who show these paroxysmal changes, and that the various physical
strosses of flying may precipitate a seizure in a predisposed individual.

For this reason it is recommended that an awake E.E.G., with photic stimulation, should
be included as part of the initial medical examination for all military aircrew, and if
focal or generalised spike-wave paroxysms are seen that person should be considered at
risk for epilepsy and assessed unfit for aircrew.

TABLE 1 PREVALENCE OF SPIKE-WAVE ON E.E.G.
HEALTHY AIR FORCE RECRUITS

No. %
Le Tot~rneau (US Navy) 36/28658 0.12
Oberholz et.al.(German AF) 3/1239 0.4
Bennett (1967 USAF) 8/1332 0.6
Richter (1971 USAF) 14/2947 0.5
R A.F. 30/3837 0.78

TABLE 2 CUMULATIVE INCIDENCE OF SEIZURES
IN FORMERLY HEALTHY SUBJECTS WITH E.E.G. SPIKE-WAVE

5/

King hj Liske (1974) 1-30 3.33
Everett & Akhavi (1982) 0-14 0
Le Tourneau (1973) 1-31 3.26
Robin et.al. 1-20 5.00
Zivan 8 Marsan (1968) 1-47 2.12
R.A.F. 1-30 3.33
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DISCUSSION

KRIEBEL, GE: Dr. Marry pointed out the importance of photic stimulation. I would like to ask why you
don't use it? Is it because you are Just looking for jet pilots? During the past year, we had 5 heli-
copter pilots who had trouble with a stroboscopic effect that was induced by the rotor blades.

STAVROPOULOS, GRi (Reply indecipherable)

HICKMAN, US: Because of sensitivity, the EEG is not very effective in ruling out the possibility of epi-
lepsy. When you perform EEGs, what is your threshold of abnormality for a pilot applicant? Do you use
the Mayo Grade, or do you use some other categorization in order to not have such terrible non-
specificity?

MERRY, UKi I don't use the Mayo Grade strictly, although my criteria are very similar to that grading.
We don't grade them numerically; but I try to be specific only in the occurrence of spikes in the
paroxysmal events, because this seems to correlate much more closely with the predisposition to epilepsy.
The problem with non-specific paroxysmal discharges in the EEG is that they don't correlate so well with
predisposition to epilepsy, although they are found in a proportion of the epileptic population. They are
also found in quite a high proportion of normal people who never have a seizure, such as migraine suf-
ferers; and, in particular, the age group -- 18 years - that we are looking at, whose central nervous
systems are often not that mature electrophysiologically. Anyway, one sees quite a high proportion of
paroxysmal features in "young" EEGs, so I regard as abnormal only those that show apikewave discharges,
either focal or generalized. Everything else, apart from using activation methods to see if it does bring
them tip -- sometimes it does -- would be passed as normal. Whether or not we should be doing this ti open
to suggestions, but at the mom,'t, we do pass everyone else for flight training.

ABRAHAM, UK: Could I ask both speakers whether they uwed one or two periods of hyperventilation in their
activation procedure? If you use the second one, you are more likely to elicit abnormalities with very
little extra difficulty; you Just get a few more minutes o' recording.

MERRY, UK: No, we only do one period of hyperventilation.

STAVROPOULOS, Gfl: We also only use one period.

OFFENLOCH, GEt When we did studies on meditating subjects, we were quite astonished to see a high propor-
tion of paroxysmal activity. We did not know whether it was a pathological or a pathophysiological
variant, so we asked leading authorities in the EEG field in Germany, and we came to the conclusion that
we should regard it as a physiological variant. Have you the case history of the special pilot student
who showed spike and wave activity in one of your slides? What happened to him later on; perhaps, he was
young and the activity stabilized?

MERRY, UK: That was a candidate for pilot training who had spike and wave activity on photic stemu-
lotion. At rest, he had a non-specific paroxysmal tendency. My follow up on thcse people is very dif-
ficult and incomplete. They often leave and are not very pleased with my having taken them away from
flight training. I have written to them, but they seldom reply. Some of them stay on in the Royal Air
Force in "ground" branches. Of that group, I know of no other disturbance of consciousness or a seizure,
apart from the one I mentioned. We do find those non-specific paroxysmal events in a reasonably high
proportion of young people. Of course, one of the problems of our own making is that we take the EEG when
the person is very tired having been up all night doing various activities. AS soon as they sit down in
t;ie EEG chair, they either fall asleep or become drowsy, which, I feel, Ins quite a good activating measure
if you want to look specifically for spike and wave discharges. However, when you are looking at slow
wave changes and other activitijs, then it is very difficult to interpret them.
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SUMARY

This study relates to the effect of G forces, through an aerobatic flight profile without G suit
protection, upon twenty military pilots with varying flight experience. The auditory evoked response
during rest showed significant differences in Wave V and also in the I-V interval, Immediately
following the flight, differences were observed in Wave III. These results suggest the importance whi-
ch this electrophysiological method may have on measuring accumulated fatigue. Immediate fatigue im-
plies complex mathematical problems presently under study.Simultaneously, hemorheologic, hormonal and
biochemical studies have been conducted for a better understanding of the physiological effects of
fatigue. Though it is reccgnised that the test population is relatively small (20 pilots), an expanded
study is underway in order to compile more conclucive data.

INTRODUCTION

Four years ago, some theoretical concepts were stated about the pathology caused by whole-body
Vibration stress (2,5,7,14) .Follow-on studies demonstrated compatible clinical otoneurologic and
behavioral disturbances (5,6,8,15).

The study of the Brainatcoi Evoked Putentials (BAEP) showed changes in relation to the control
population (5,16). However, the variability of the responses was too large, and an evaluation and
interpretation of significant components was difficult and inaccurate (16). Besides, variability of
BAEP of the controls presented similar problems (5). This difficulty was overcome when dealing with
taxonomic distances (4). Using clustering algorithms and multivariate analisys it was possible to
accurately discriminate occupational exposure to whole-body vibration of subjects from the control
population (3,17).

Moreover, four pilots were tested before and after a ground attack mission of 25 minutes duration,
and significant differences were found during rest, between pilots with more than 2000 hours of
operational flight and pilots with less thaui 2000 hours (10). The mission flight also induced changes
of the I-V interval, In one pilot, the difference was 640 as. The vibration exposure was found to be

the major factor responsible for this changes. Von Gierke (31) had argued on the importance of G
forces in this results. From these discussions, an attempt was made to comfirm the results ill a larger
population of military pilots in order to comfirm the existence of delays in the neurosensorial waves
of the auditory responses before and after flight. This paper describes and discusses the ensuing
results.

MATERIAL AND METHODS

The BAEPs were recorded from 20 pilots aged between 19 and 40 Years (Table iH: five pilots with
more than 1500 hours four of them belonging to the aerobatic team "AlAS tD PORTUGALi" (GI), six young
pilots with leas thaun OO hours (G2), and nine student-pilots with less than 15o hours los).

Gi G2 G3

'ly Ago QY Age QY Age

i40 1 26 7 21
4 39 2 22 10 21

5 34 8 "25 12 22
6 33 9• 25 14 21

11 P6 13 23 15 22';'
17 25 16 '4

18 19
.9 24
20 21

Tab. I - ages ,t0I Iibi..s
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All of them had been submited to a previous annual medical examination with emphasis on the absence
of any kind of otoneurological abnormality. The recordings were carried out while asleep and fasting
after a weekend without alcohol consumption. Prior to the registry of BAEP, they were submitted to a
physical examination, including blood pressure, ECO, and blood and urine samples for hemorrheologic,
biochemical and hormonal studies. The following day, they were successively submited to an identical
flight of similar succession of aerobatic maneuvers: tonnau, looping, immelman and lazy eight, always
over 1500 feet of altitude, at accelerations from -1 to 5 G. The plane was an unpressurized T37;
aircrew did not used G suits and they occupied the right seat as passengers. All subjects knew
previously all of the maneuvers of the flight profile. When the plane landed, each pilot was taken to
the examination room. The procedures used the day before were repeated less than 5 minutes after
landing. BAEP registry was carried out in a non-sound proof and non-electrically shielded room. The
noise levels and electrical pattern of the chosen room were evaluated by two specialists and
considered as satisfatory. Tests of BAEP were previously performed in four males 18, 23, 40, and 47
years old, respectively, in laboratovy conditions, and in the room used in the fielu study. A Madsen
ERA 2250 was used with the standard equipment.

BAEP registry conditions were as follows:

analysis time 10 ms
sweep rate 20 pps
lower froquency 150 liz
higher frequency 2000 Hz

A "Clich" of 100 ls, that was ipsilateral and of alternating polarity was used. The action current
was recorded from the vertex and mastoid with tin cup AgCl electrodes, using EPO current gel. The
positive elecrotode was on the vertex, the reference electrode on the ipsilateral mastoid and the
ground electrode on the contralateral mastoid. The conditions were exactly the sane for all the
recording procedures. Attempts were made to identify BAEP Waves I, II, II, IV and V in each record
(Fig. 1), and the latencies of each Wave and the interpeacks I-III, III-V and I-V were measured.
Special attention was given to the presence of additional components (26).

The mean values and standard deviations for the different lotencies and interpeaka were calculated
for each pilot group (1,9,20,25). To test for the significance of the differences among the three
groups, the ANOVA method (29) was applied to search for variations on main effects: 2 way interactions
(group and rest-stress, right-left ear and group, right-left eat' and rest-stress), and 3 way
interactions (group, rest-stress, right-left ear). To discriminate between the clusters, numerical
taxonomic methods were used, namely, clustering algorithms and principal components analysis (19,
28,29,30). The software packages used in this study were the SPSS and NTSYS as implemented in ICL
computer system of the Centro de CAlculo Cientifico, Instituto Gulbenkian de Cigncis. The software
conversion was achieved by one of the authors.

Itt H !t;. : !1 " ,11

+tt

f44

FIG I - The auditory evoked response
in pilot 2 at rest.

The column ion exchange cromatography method was used in the study of total cathacolamines and
5-hydroxy-indolacetic acid.
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HZSULT8

The statistical values and tendencies of total cathecolamines and 5-hydroxy-indolacetic acid are
presented in Table II

Gl G2 G3 F

S 0.0i1P
Cathecolamines 0 0.851

2 0.574

5-HIDROXY-INDOLACETIC S- ....
ACID G-

Table II - Changes in cathecolamines and 5-hydroxy-indolacetic acid under avia-
tion stress.

The cathecolamines values are not statistically significant. The flight induced a decreasing ten-
dency in GI and G2, but a tendency to increase was observed in G3. 5-hydroxy-indolacetic acid was not
found in any of samples.

The values of the latencies and interpeacka taken in the laboratory, and repeated in the room used
in this study, were quite similar (P 0.01).

Changes and interactions of the values among the groups, both ears at rent, and after aviation
stress, are presented in tables III and IV.

F Sign. F Sign.

Wave I 2.215 0.122 Wave I 0,912 0.999
Wave II 0.322 0.99P Wave II 0.044 0.999
Wave III 6.680 0.003 Wave I11 6.374 0.013
Wave V 7.772 0.001 Wave '7 0.422 0).99
TrA. I-III .i760 Q.i/6 Int. 1-1l1 2.692 0.102
Int. III-V 2.212 0.115 I Int. III-V l.2a3 0.264
Int. I-V 4.133 0.020 I Int. I-V 0.037 0.999

Table III: The auditory evoked respon- Table IV - Aviation stress-induced
&sees at rest changes auditory evoked responsen

Waves I and II did not preatnt signiflicant differences between the ears, no variation was f'--i
among the groups, and the values were not influenoed by flight stress.

Wave III presented significant differences among the groups and between both ears, and was influen-
ced by flight.

Wave V was significantly different emong the groups and the ears, but was independent of this kind
of aviation stress.

The interval I-II does not present any significant difference as induced by any source of varia-
tion.

The interval I-V presented a significant difference among the groups, but was not altered by avia-
tion stress nor did it show any difference between the ears.

In all of study, the 2-way and 3-way interactions were not statistically significant,

No additional components were observed (26). One GI pilot, one 02 pilot and two G3 students-pilot
showed important delays in all of the waveu. The delays had the ears magnitude in each of these pilo-
ts. They were otoneurologicaly reevaluated by means of impedancimetry and the new examination revealed
Eustachian tube dysfunction. The differences among the Waves, I-II, II-IlI, III-IV, and IV-V, and the
interpeaka I-IIl, ei1-V and I-V were statistically determined.

In a manner similar to that conducted in two previous papers (4,17), following standardization by
variables of the taxonomic matrix, the taxonomic distance, DT, was used an a coefficient of
dissimilarity between two OTU& (observation taxonomic units).
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Since DE2 is the Euclidean distance between two OTUs squared, the taxonomic distance is defined as:

DT V .2.

n

Where n is the number of pairs of variables observed in the two OTUs. Subsequently, the groups or
"clusters" of the more similar OTUs was defined by the UPGMA method (unweighted pair-group method
using arithmetic averages). The cophenetic correlation obtained for the analysis group Model I
involving 8 variables, 4 for each jar, 1-If, IV-V, I-I1 and I-V intervals, was 0.74. Based on the
phenogram,it was noted the presence of 3 broad groups: one consisting of 3 pilots from group 01 and 1
from group G2 (4-6,11 and a), another consisting of 3 pilots from group 03 and 1 pilot from 0l
(10,14,18 and 3) and another consisting of 5 pilots from G3 and 3 pilots from 02 (7,15,16,19,20 and
9,13,17), (Fig.2).

Model Is Int. 1-11, IV-V, 1-Il sad 1-V (both *ars)
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The cophenetic correlation obtained for the analysis group Model II involving the intervals i1-111,
IV-V, I-III and I-V in both earn, was 0.78. Based on the phenogram, it was noted that there were 3
broad groups: one consisting of 3 pilots from group G1 and 1 from G2 (4,6,1, and 17), another
consisting of 3 from G3 and I from G1 (10,14,20 and 3) and another consisting of 2 from G2 and 2 from
G3 (8,13 and 16,18). Pilct 5 from (GI), and student-pilots 15 and 19 from L3 were too distant from all
the groups to be relevant (Fig, 3). The first small cluster we observe in both phenograms consisting
of 2 pilots from G2 (I siId 2) and I from 03 (12), distant from th. other groups, is a very interesting
feature.
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Pilot 5 (G1) died 17 months later in a T37 crash when performing an aerobatic maneuver.

Pilot I (G2) is grounded in definitely with neurophymiological problems.

Student.pilots 7 and 14 (G3) were eliminated from pilct training.

Pilot 12 (G3) died 19 months later in a car, accident. fie was the driver, and his colleagues infor-
nied that he had had numerous isimilar previous accidents.

DISCUSSION

The procedures to minimize the error factors in this field study led to apparently very interesting
results.

The conditlons fur the stress flight, the unpreseurimed cabin, the absence of G-suitmand the pro-

cedures avoiding any possible exogenous or endogenous causes of emotional stress were satisfatorily
achieved.

The influence of starms hormones modulating synaptic neuropeptide release was neutralized. The ca-
thecolamine values were not significant. The student pilots group showed a discrete incrasqing tenden-
cy of levels while having knowledge of all the flight profile they would suppo-t but the values are
not statietically aignificnnt.

Wave V Is an important parameter when analysing the so called accumulated aviation fatigue. It wee
also influenced by the ear conditions. The interval 1-V, which is independent of ear conditions, is
the best parameter to evaluate quantitatively the accumulated fatigue.

These results confirm the previous observations that were made in four pilote (10).

The flight stimulus u.ted seemed to be a omall stress. Vven in this conformity, the Wave III is the
most important parameter to evaluate the Immediate aviation fatigue.

The clusters displayed in the phencirrs appear. to be a very important factor in discriminating
between the different pilot populations. It is natural tc. find pilots from G2 and from 03 with less
than 500 and 150 hours of flight experience, rnspectively, to shale a common and larger cluster with

close taxonomic distances. Pilot 3 from G1 was the AFB covunander with a very small flight activity.
The subsequent death of the two pilots, with each large distances from all of the groups am evidenced
in the phenograms, could be a dramatic warning about the importance of HAEP in decisions concerning
flight statue. Pilot 5, 01, had more than 2500 hours as a TV' instrnitor and as a member of the
aeroDatic team.
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Another relevant figure was the incapacity of three students to successfully complete the flight
training. An interesting feature In both phenograms is the positions of two pilots both from G2 toge-
tier with 3 from G! demonstrating perhaps some kind of precocious aging or may be simply, some normal
borderline values. Considering the large individual variation, and the absence of previous BAEP data
about these pilots, it may be urgent to routinely implement the registry of BAEP for all of the young
volunteers for military pilot training. Other professions must be also considered. The best evaluation
of accumulated fatigue must be throught individual follow up of BAEP studies.

BAEP was first described in 1970 (12). The major applications of this non-invasive method are: in
audiology for differentiating the various types of hearing loss and measuring thresholds, and in neu-
rological practice, for detecting even minor lesions in the upper part of the brain-stem (21).

The large variability of BAEP registry in normal subjects is a very important obstacle in analysing
borderline values (21,23). Cluster analysis of evoked potentials was the method proposed by Schwartz
et al. (27). In 1984, Reinis et al.(24) also applied cluster analysis to the study of visual cortical
evoked responses dealing with Euclidian distances. In 1984, our group presented a paper applying clus-
ter algorithms but with the exception that it dealt with taxonomic distances with promissory results.
Reinis at al. pointed out that this method could be a useful tool in the analysis and classification
of a large number of evoked responses. The final statement of these authors, "... furthermore, such
clustering may eventually reveal some of the physiological mechanisms ... , is an interesting predic-
tive assumption. In 1985, Palminha at al. (22) and, in 1986, Marvlo et al. (18) using taxonomic dis-
tances, established some new concepts about neonatal myelinization steps, behavioral changes occurring
at the age of 9 months, and predicting major difficulties which must be overcome in newborns suffering
from different kinds of delivery stresses.

The waves and interpeaks that were found in this study and which changed with aviation fatigue, we-
re the same ones observed in vibration stress and in numerous different hypoxic situations. The specu-
lations made 4 years ago about the whole-body vibration stress, the systemic Raynaud - like phenomena
and the consequent hypoxia are still a good model for our research program in aviation fatigue (2).
The hemorrehologic parameters found in this study confirm this hypothesis.

There are numerous common features in different kinds of stress. The study of physical training and
of the aging process will provide important clues for the understanding of pathophysiology of fatigue.

The successful application of cluster algorithms and multivariate analysis to the study of 8AEP in
a larger population may permit, the establishment of new selection standards with which tc evaluate
accumulated fatigue and to define mission profiles,to measure residual capacities, and even to confirm
incapacity for flight duty or other demanding activities.
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